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Brian Trumpo._r

SGA: Beginning of New Things?

Rodstei~

Opens Yea ..
Jeffrtv

The Western Maryland
College
Roc:tstein and the SGA itself
Student Government
Association is already have several items that
in good shape and ready to go in
will have to be dealt with this fall,
their
upcoming
1975-76 season
some of which were carry-overs
starting
this week. Headed
by
from the agenda last year. 'The noPresident
Jay
Rodstein
and
smoking in classrooms
policy and
flanked by Vice-President
Doreen
the
extra-curricular
credit
Strothman,
Treasurer
Jim
p-oposal, both controversial
issues
Wogsland,
Recording
Secretary
last year, are presently before the
Paul Fulton,
and Corresponding
admintstratfon
for evaluation.
Secretary
Denise
Giangola,
the
Both require student organizations
SGA Is. prepared
to tackle student
and individuals
to give their
problems.and issues that crop up . support for any hopes of being put
throu~out
the year.
into effect.

16th •·n Nat.·on WOW'
-

Late last Spring while
most of us were enjoying
our new-found post-finals
freedom, there existed a
certain group of students
who voluntarily gave of
their' time to further' the
glories of this grand institution. They were our
golf team, representing
Western Maryland at the
N.C.A.A.
Division
3
National
Championships,
held this
Reid Park
Memorial Golf Course in

year-at

•

A new idea that the president has
done some research into is that of a
used
book
buy-back
system.
This could be worked through the
school book store after the Student
Government
checks into some of
the research behind such an idea.
There is a slight possibility
that
such a proposal could begin by the
end of the {all semester.
Other ideas will hopefully
be
present in the Student Senate itself.
Regarding
elections
into
the
Senate, they will be held Monday of

Carlton

WMC golfers
tally
a
disappointing 323, which
dropped them from near the
top of the pack to near' the
bottom. The 3rd and 4th
days' scores of 316 and 319
brought the team up a few
notches, but still a good
distance from the leaders.
The final total was 1263,
good for' 16th place, which
was naturally a disappointment, especially after
a roaring start, but just the
honor-of being good enough

~~:;:~i:~~
tw~~:~·go?t~;:,;
SGA

Harris

to make it to the Nationals :~/:!fl~jh:Xf~~':m~:Yc~~:
was worth an awful lot. The from their high schools .. He also
first days' performance =~~ng~~r~:;:~:
showed that our' team had men will have to see the whole
the potential to take it all. thingthrough. I can only give my
For·the sake of those few ideas to help this change.".
who ar~ .interested, the re~;,ensi~i~~es a~~i~~n
team winner- of the tour- tattves was a result of another
nament was Cal. State at constitutional
amendment
last
Stanislaus with a 1221total. y~r: Representatives will now be
The individual' champ was ::n"ft~t°ins~r;d~ro~
~c~~
Dan Lisle (Lizzle") of that activity
and
distribute
the
college. His 4-day total was workload on some of the more
298.Next y~rs' 3rd annual
f;ftm~:~.
~:~~
continued on page 4
wouJd be helpful since the reps will

S;:t~~ ;::~~
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~~r:~ff~e~::'~~~v:nf~
dckets bought in advance

=~

=:

from a Marriage'.',
"Tommy,"
"The
Corpse
Grinders,"
and
"Jeramiah
Johnson."
In

~=

Jim1ftl'llSiand

~~~n~fCi~~
and should enable

elected

to their positions.

The' four penn@!)~t_ '~A_~mmiUees
that
will receive
the

m~e a..e!?r~e::p ~tirn~:'
split
into three groups _ parliamentary.
coordinating
body, and leadership.
This part

kt~::~l
~~Ci:~
~~ ~~~
Committees.
Rodstein
sees the
Publicity, Action. a.nd Social
'Commtuees
being
especially

them

:~~!ff~~~:f~
film series that we've had here."
Aoother committee that hopes to
make a dent
on the .Western

~t%~n~~~'~t~~n~~~~~
purpose of this committee was put
very well last year
by WMC

:!~~t~o:ot!i'd~-:;~~;
as a "trouble-shooter

on campus"

~';",;~~:y:!,::,,:::,~eth~o::
:::~:;!".::~~=.::
'?:~':,~

to

goals

and $1.00

[g~t~J r!~:o~r~~~~s!=

r:~~~~

Holds Leadership Conference

and 21 teams from across .On Friday and Saturday, Sept.
America participated in'--the loth and 11th, student leaders and
4-day-event (May 25-28). faculty met here at WMC to discuss
Representing WMC were ~~t~~!q~::~tea:d
~fth~~~
Denny Dunn, Tom Boyle, other's actions. Leaders from each
Jim Green, Dave Rae, and recognized
group
on campus,
Jay Buckley. The first day, sports teams, and selected faculty
Monday, went excellently ~~:~.vited
to share in the confor·the Terror·putters. The Therewerethreemaing08lsof
total of the four' best scores this workshop and conference. The
(which is how team golf first two' goals were for the parscores are computed) was
~~d~ropa"J
305-an average of about 76. in discussions and give in!)Ut on
If the next three day's campus problems, both present
golfing had gone as well, the
team would have won the p-esent campus leadership to meet
National Title by a single and interact with themselves.
stroke! It was not to be.
The conference,
attended
by
The second clay saw the .around forty students and faculty,

Robinson

ning

next week, September
20, in the
of new things, new activities,
individual
living
units.
All and new ideas. The Social Comresidents will be eligible to be a .mitteehas already planned several
representative,
while
dayhop
events and can be even more acstudents
will
have
separate
tive with ideas and participation
elections for their reps. Freshmen
from everybody."
Linda
also
class elections are to be held later
mentioned that she would like to
in the year, because
of a con- invite anyone on the campus
to
stitutional amendment
passed last give their ideas or their help by
year. The first senate meeting will visiting
her in Apartment
2H
be held the Monday
following
throughout the year.
elections, Sept. 27, at 8:00 p.m. in
As far as the committee's
plans,
Rouzer lounge.
they already have a fllm series
For the upcoming
election,
planned for this semester, starting
Rodstein
expressed
no concern
off with the showing of "Shampoo"
about the possibility
that fresh
tomorrow, evening (Sat., Sept. 18)
would be elected into the Senate. In in Decker Auditorium.
In order to

=~

peccedure,SGA as a

f~

~.fe~~~:e
~t~~
this section
was the need for
cooperation
between
groups
on
campus and possible use of the

~~~:a:

~:~~~
~~
comments about the entire SGA by
saying, "The SGA came off of a
good year,
last
year.
Linda

~:&:~~=t~:J

will

be instituting

a

new system

~~~~~~:::e
I::
~
place. This is so that any problem

:~=:e:.:~~!::~~,~:~
on in their specific department.
Anyone
interested
in a liason
position to any college department

:m~~=

;:y
~i'~f~~~
chairman Jeff Robinson.
A special project that
started this year is

is being
SGA-

an

sc;.~:or thc~tc=:~
section
examined the college's long range a complete turn-around
from the
goals (athletic.
undergraduate,
year be.fore. I ~
that we're

=of:dall~~~~~t!
. .r!:g:;
company has offered the Student
Goverrunent
a 20 percent com-

,:~~~:~~~~:!~a~::::~~.r
Women's sports vs. men's sports,
new sports facilities,
curriculwn,
~
donns,
and student needs
were some of the topics discussed.

=:r:e~~~~=~y~::
marked
cards
that
are
now
available
from
the
College
Bookstore,
the College Activities
continued on page~3

m~~~::;~::n::e~lso
had
something
to say
about
t~e
direction -that 'the Social- Com~
mittee would move tlris year. She
stated, "September
is the begin-
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SCRIMSHAW

EDITORIAL:
Let it be Christmas

I
'-i

Once a lone woman ~ame. from
across the ocean on an ururugrant
bo8t.He.rwr~edfacewastopped
by. graying hall' and .crossed by a
famt. moustache,
while her hands
cerrted only a cloth
seck.
Traveling
with Irish poor .- foul
mouthed
men, hungry
children,
women too often pregnant
- she
came
from
a land of magic.
Though insane, her land had love,
though remote from the world, it
was the world. She gave away the
magic in her sack to everyone who
would accept it, but her magical,
insane gifts of love were especially
for those who refused her.
When she reached New York she
began to explore the alleys and
streets. In the slwn areas she was
surrounded
again by men arid
women who yelled on the ourtside
as they cried inside and by street
urchins
who seemed
to make
trouble all day. She walked those
streets dispensing
magic
and
warmth - perhaps a smile, perhaps
a look, but always listening
infently as her questions
wee answered and always seeming to be
sincere.
Looking hour after hour, day

Perhaps
Scrimshaw
can point
toward
these
dreamers'
fundamentals
(imagine
a course
called Basic Vision _ practicum
in
hwnanization
and freedom? credit
or non-credits)
Perhaps ... perhaps
not...ultimately,
though, the life is
in the effort to change and to
reCreaie. The life is in the attempt
(however
unsuccessful)
to love.
The life is in the dream.

f::~~~:O~~h~;~~~o::e~
poor she found none, for the beaten
among the beaten she found none,
looking for evil and perversion she
saw none. At last she came to a
bearded priest. Born years before
in that very
slum,
when she
discovered
him he was working,
ankle deep in mud, his hands were
covered with wet cement. He was
rebuilding
a porch support for a
house long run down. Asking him
for all that she had not found he
looked at her carefully
and then
stepped
out of the mud. After
slowly wiping his bands he took her
to another street some distance
away.
In this neighborhood
there were
churches
instead of bars on the
corners and the houses were enclosed
by green
lawns.
The
children in those houses could read
and write and someday would go to
college. "Here",
said the priest,
"here are the poor, here are the
beaten and impotent,
here is the
perversion
and evil. Here your
gifts are most needed. Here your
magic
of love and candor,
of
hwnaness
and craziness,
is most
absent and most sorely missed.
Bring your sack and yourself here
to these the poor who seem rich,
impotent who seem powerful, the
perversion
and evil done by
churches
and well educated normals. Bring your life here."

:a::ffa~~~i~n~f
c~=e:~d
~~e~
This includes editorials as well as
several regular columns written by
starf members
on topics such as
the Presidential
elections, student
life at WMC (what does it really
mean around here to be a man? or
a womant). and other creative and
valuable areas.
Scrimshaw's
third section is the
campus communitys'
response to
the paper. Those responses
may
take various forms (be creauve
.
.think up a new way). The most
common forms are letters to the
editor and Personal
Viewpoints.
The difference between these two
is that PV tend to be more essayish and more in-depth than letters
to the editor. PV will be limited to
three typed pages double spaced.
Any and all responses to the paper
short of violence are welcomed and
should be either given to a staff
member or mailed to Scrimshaw,
Box 3A. Responses
should
be
signed. We will print what you
have to say though, of course, we
are confined by printing space and
schedule.
Bear
with
us on
those ... all letters and viewpoints
must be submitted
by Tuesday of
each week in order to appear in
Friday's paper. Please do write...
The fourth main section is a sort
of guest writer section. That is to
say these pieces are written by
people who were invited to write on

Some practical notes: there will
be four major sections of Scrimshaw this year. The first section is
straight
news.
This
includes
reportage,
investigation,
advance
pubJicity, etc. We would like to
make this years'
Scrimshaw
a
very, -very. excellent news paper.
IT there is anything at all that the
paper may do as a service to the
campus in terms of printing news,
providing
coverage,
giving
publicity. etc. we are interested.
We will be looking for, but are, of
course,
open
to suggestions,
comments,
and criticisms.
Please
help us be the best news paper we
possibly can.
The second section of the paper

Perhaps
Scrimshaw
can share
::I~~!a~n
s~~l~~~'s!:e:r
~
gifts of craziness
and magic, of printed
later
in the semester
fairness and (sometimes
painful)
between a Marxist gentleman from
candor
at Western
Maryland.
Baltimore and Dr. Harper in the
Beyond sharing maybe the paper
Econ departmenLEd
Caryl, who is
can respond to the same bits of
a student as well as "house father"
hwnaness evidenced elsewhere on
in Whiteford, will write on Jesus
campus
such
as the groups
and Christianity as impetus toward
described in this issue. Maybe the
both
freeing
individuals
and
paper can respond and encourage
hwnanizing
political
structures.
sensitivity
to and involvement
Dr. Jones .tn the Chemistry
with 'other people, this school, and
department
will write a piece onthe world on the part of everyone in
computers,
which are a specialty
the WMC community.
Perhaps
of his. A friend of mine from
Scrimshaw
may
encourage
in- -Pennsylvania
name of Andy will
volvement
based on a deepeninE
also be writing. Anyon~, anyOD~
awareness
of our identities
as
may
write
for Scrimshaw
women and men who have imwhether they have any connection
portent and valid comments
to
with WMC is not important
- they
make about the world. Perhaps
may be students or faculty or staff
Scrimshaw
may
encourage
in- or "outsiders"
~ the paper is an
volvement
based on a growing
open forum. If you know someone
awareness
of our very real but
with things to say - your mother
mostly _untapped
power
to inperhaps? - invite them to write.
fluence and change
all of our
Have a good. y.ear .. .let us know
surroundings.
Maybe
the paper
when we screw-up, ok? But cut us a
can plant seeds of committment
to
break - we'll do the best we
a crazy dream and realization
of can ... Come and see any of us in
all that is best in each of us.
person ... feel free.
J S
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor,
A lot of upperclassmen
returned
early last weekend to help make
this year's freshman
and transfer
students
feel
welcomed
and
comfortable
here. I can't helpbut
think that much of this effort was
destroyed
by a certain group of
about
30, male
upperclassmen
awaiting the freshman
and transfer females outside the cafeteria
last Friday and Saturday
nights.
The group's
applause
and rude
comments based on each woman's
"external
appearance"
was not
only blantant male-chauvinism
but
also displayed
a sense of uncivil
rudeness
to the new students on
campus. I do hope that the fres~man and transfer
females
will
excuse
the
more
immature
segments of our total student body.
Respectfully,
Chris Holmes

Dear Editor,
Once again the immaturity
of
some students on this campus has
been exemplified
with explicit
clarity.
For the umpteenth
time
individuals"
who
have
disagreement
with philosophical or
~~~~~~~~~~cePf:s~~~:~u\~
means
in order
to change
the
opinions of others.
Uninhibitedly
these
moronic
characters
have
contributed
to that great cesspool
of knowledge known as the Great
Sea of Ignorance, not acting for the
first and, I'm sure, not for the last.
You may ask, to what I am
referring?
Well, it was only a
minor
incident,
one that most
people would commonly brush-off
without much difficulty. But I feel
someday there will be an end to
these types of "minor incidents"
and feel that there are a great
number of people around who feel
the same way.
The specific example that I am
referring
to occurred
between
Thursday and Friday of this week.
Thursday
afternoon
two posters
advocating
the re-election
of
President
Ford were placed on
bulletin boards inside the student
center
and the cafeteria
lobby.
They were put in the positions as a
means of showing support for the
President
by a certain number of
students on this campus.
It was
also present. to give potential Ford
supporters
a contact with which
they could speak with in order to
find out how to become involved
within the American
democratic
processes
in this campaign
year.
Unfortunately
it
never
accomplished
those purposes.
po~~~inw;~eh~~u;f~~
~~':;~~
either
appropriated
by
unauthroized
sources
or vandalized on the premises.
In other
words, one was stolen and the other
had food thrown on it and was then
thrown
in the nearest waste
basket.
This problem is no attack on Mr.
Ford's opponent in the electiononly in a very small minority of his
supporters.
For that matter those
"people who took part in this acnvity peobably did not support any
candidate
in the election.
More
likeJy they are members
of that
greater
number
of apathetic
students
throughout
the country
who refuse to take part in any
campaign.
Rather they feel that
they are doing their "duty"
by
inflating their egos upon the fact
that they can rip down an entire
poster
their bare hands
(three
cheers:
"Whoopee,
whoopee,
whoopee").
Fortunately
there are a greater
nwnber
of level-headed
students
who presumeably
would not resort

Election.
Make
up for those
students who can onfy show their
concern for their country by ripping down what already
exists.
Please do your part, no matter
which candidate
you are planning
on voting
for. Students
aren't
really all bad--are they?
Sincerely,
,Jeffrey Robinson

to such tactics to have an effect
upon the election.
Unfortunately,
these same students may not even
vote in that same election in turn
having no effect upon the direction
that this country's
policy, both
foreign and domestic will take.
It is to these students
that I
request, that I implore to register
to vote for the November 2 General

Adv ocacy'
W'III you

•

Black
Student
Union:
Thrusting

share?

Ahead

Wendy Merrick

In 1973 fourteen Blacks,
five upper classpeople and
Don Rabush
nine fresh people joined.
Remember
when you were in together to form the BSU.
elementary
or junior. high school Those bitter
and angry
and your assignment
every fall came together with those
was to write "What I Did On My lost
and lonely hoping
=:roo:~c:at~~~?c:~~r::~:
somehow to find the
or swimming
or riding bikes. Or _ strength to make Blackness
just stop a minute and think of natural
and visable for
things you did this past summer!
Western Maryland College.
~ ~~:s~~;~!~~!~ Yfo':li:: We all c.lash~d together
and boredom
mark the lives of mostly
fighting among
many mentally retarded and other ourselves .. We were pracdevelopmentally
disabled persons.
tlcally lost, losing faith that
Here on campus your life is full of there would ever be such a
~n~:r.~~c:~~a~k~g
~i~ef~~
day, but we' ~ent on.
share some of your life?
In 1974 we presented to
Western Maryland College
Someone really needs you! A our first Black weekend and
new, brighter world is possible for in 1975 we began having
mentally retarded
people through
grill parties to introduce
active
involvement
of college
students like yourself in a volun- ourselves and a part of our
Blackness. Both rather
teer
movement
called
Student
Advocacy.
This tyPe of volun- minor but for us 'it was
teerism
can help these people
great victory for we were
adjust to the "real world" and find
beginning to be heard and
their
places
as contributing,
seen.
productive
members
of this
This year we have
community.
What is student advocacy, it's a planned several
cultural
one-to-one
relationship
between
events dealing with Black
you
and
a developmentally
art,
literature,
dance,
and
disabled
"protege".
Within this
theatre. We are also hoping
close human
relationship,
the
to present several speakers
advocate (you) and your protege
can plan any types of activities
expressing different views
that well give the protege practical
of the Black problem. Along
experience
and new exposures
to
with these activities we
what is available
in life. What
experience
and new exposures
to hope to join with the administration, faculty, and
what is available
in life. What
experiences you ask? A visit to The
students to find the root of
Hill- A walk to Harveystone
Park,
the problem and open a
a football game, shopping at a local
path
to a better unshopping
center,
an icecream
derstanding. We are incone, a birthday card, or even just
viting the whole Westa telephone
call to let someone
know that there is another person
minster community to all
in this would that really cares.
BSU's sponsored events,
U you want to share some time
and are asking- everyone to
this year with a developmentally
join with us in ending racial
disabled
person
contact
Don
problems at WMC
Rabush, Education
Dept
EDITOR IN CHIEF
John Springer

MANAGING EDITOR
BUSINESS MANAGER
SPORTS EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
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Jeff Robinson
David Range
Carlton
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C·trc Ie KIll:
Circle K is not just another club.
This college service
and social
organization
is a driving
force
developing
leadership
.tcr
tomorrow, while it creates a better
campus and community.
The chief and foremoSt goal of
Circle K is service - service to the
nation, service to the community,
service to the college, and service
to the individual. Each member
gives a part of his time to help
those less fortunate. The time that
each member gives is beneficial to

mpact- on LifI e

both those ...who receive it and to
himself.
Service is not the only objective
of Circle K however;
there are
many social activities
also. It's
just that a party or picnic always
seems more meaningful
after a
successtul project..
.
Mostly,
our service
projects
concentrate on the issues of the day
and are aimed at improving
the
quality of life and making
an
"IMPACT ON LIFE." This year,
we are rocusmg our action in the

following emphasis areas: Action
for tge Youth and Elderly; Action
for Public
Health;
Action
to
Alleviate
Hunger;
Action
for
Consumer Protection;
Action for
Social Priorities.
Last year, under the leadership
of Holliday' Obrecht III and Rob
Platky, I, Circle K was very active
in all respects.
Some sample activities included:
For the nation: -running a dance
marathon for the Maryland Assoc.

Hinge Opens Minds
various settings. The first of these
will be the construction
and
exhibition
of a .float
for the
Homecoming
Parade.
Later,
a
Swim Patty, a Halloween Party,
and a Christmas Party win be held;
along with a series of arts and
crafts workshops for the children
which will hopefully culminate in a
bazaar in the Grille to finance the
Christmas
Party. Money is not a
problem in planning such activities
for the group; the problem arises
out of la-ck of tutors themselves.

The group in process of being formed
will be something you have always wanted
to be a part of but never, heretofore,
imagined possible .. Its composition
will be strictly
regulated:
only those who qualify will be admitted.
All others will be rejected,
For those of you who believe
you may have the necessary
attributes
for entry into this group,
an application can be picked up
at our office. Answer the questions
as honestly as you can. Good marks
also given for imagination
and resourcefulness.
This group,
as Itis shaping up, promises
to become a compelling force
in our society.
rr you fail
to get into this group,
another, larger group is also being formed
for rejects from the first one.
The second group will in no way
be inferior to the first. It 100
has standards;
they are high.
In order for your application
to permit entry into the second group,
check the proper place.

Mandv Numsen

introducing all those interested
to
the program
somewhat
more
closely, and to assign some of the
children
immediately.
It is
requested
that all past members
still interested attend also, in order
that
their
children
are
not
reassigned.
If anyone is interested
but cannot
make
the meeting,
please contact Mandy Nwnsen at
ext; 355.
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of Retarded
Citizens, -conducuna
our annual Penny-a-Point
Heart
Fund Drive at a basketball
game.
-Por the community:
-helping a
Vietnamese
family
move.
refurbishing
Carroll Haven Center
for the Retarded.
-assisting with a
glass
and
paper
recycling
p-egram.
Fer the campus:
-assisting
with
campus tours. -helping with High
School
Day.
-sponsoring
and
publishing
Consumer
Protection
project comparing
campus
store

the only real
requirement
to
become a member of Circle K is
concern and the energy to put that
concern
into personal
effort to
solve some of today's problems
Circle K is sponsored
by a
community organization
called the
Westminster
Kiwanis Club. This
puts Circle K members in an ideal
position to transmit
feeling and
ideas from the college campus to
the men who are actively involved
with the business,
economy, and
politics of the community,

prices with prices of community
In summary, upon joining Circle
stores.
K, one becomes part of a TOTAL
Other: -decorating
a float for the
extracurricular
activity - one that
Homecoming
Parade.
-sponsoring
offers opportunities
for rendering
a booth at the May Day Carnival. - service to others, as well as for
having a club party and picnic. - enjoying fellowship, making new
attending
the annual
District
friends, and having fun
Convention for a great time of fun
This
year's
officers
are
and fellowship. -asstsung Kiwanis
President,
Gregg
Mason;
ViceClub with pancake
dinner
(and'
President,
Bev Miles; Secretary,
getting free dinner).
Mike Haberstick,
Treasurer,
Scott
Currently,
there are around 20
Gingerich;
Historian,
Beth
members, with half of them being
Stewart.
Meetings
are
every
women.
Membership
is not
Sunday
in the Baker
Seminar
limited, however, and in actuality
.Room at 8:00 p.m.

Con tras t
There will be elections for SGA
repr~sentatives
on ~ronday, Sept.
20. Signs are posted 10 the lobby of
your dorm as to meeting ti~e and
plac~ for your floor or section.
At
this ~Ime a list of qualifications
.and

The Office of Student Affairs has
announced
an opening
on the
yearbook
for the position
of
Business Manager.
Any student
interested for this position should
contact Dr. Keith Richwine
for

:aw:;:~~~.
fO~I:a~e::~~~bee;

application

procedures.

that even if not elected. all SGA
meetings
are
open
to every
student.
QUALIFICATIONS
1. Attendance
at all meetings by
the delegate or alternate
2. Serve (actively participate)
on
one of the following
standing
committees:
Action,
Elections,
Publicity, and Social.
3. Must report
back to con.
stituents
periodically
to convey
proceedings
of meeting.
4. Minimum GP A of 1.0.

The WMC Bookstore
again
wishes to advise the student body
of their returns
policy for the
school year 76-77;
COURSE BOOK RETURNS
Course books may be returned
for full credit or exchange up to
Oct.ober 8,1976, after this da~ and
until November 12th, there Will be
a 10 percent
penalty.
After
November 12, the books belong to
the students. Books must be clean
and in good condition upon their

a~~O:!!tce;~
St~g:~Jn~f~~~!
yearbook
for the position
of
Business
Manager.
Any student
interested. for this position should
contact Dr. Keith. Richwine
for
application procedures.

~~~VE
. MER.CHANDISE
Defective merchandise
may be
returned at any time.
ALL RETURNS OR EXCHANGES
MUST BE ACCOMPANIED
BY A
CASH REGISTER
RECEIPT .
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Sports

WMC
Soccer Team l.ooklng Good

Green Terrors:

Fennel, returns
to block the opponents's shots.
On offense, Coach Earn and his
assistant Steve Easterday
promise'
more scoring punch with Jamie.
Mosberg,
Ron
Rhodes,
Rick
Barnes,
Doug
Barnes,
Eddie
Ginsberg, Chuck Huber and Dick
Love back to wreck havoc on opposing goalies.
Two promising
freshmen linemen are fonner a11south performer
John Patrick and
Long Islander
Andy Friedy.>"ald.
other capable newcomers
fighting
for jobs include Mark Max, Jeff
Wallrink,
Hugo Arias, and Dave
Zauche.
This looks like a good year for
WMC soccer so come out Saturday'
and SUPP9rt your team to victory.

The soccer team will attempt to
avenge last year's opening season
defeat to Moravian here at }2:000[
Saturday.
Coach Homer Earll's
team appears
to be very strong
throughout
the line-up this year.
With 23 returnees
and a strong
freshperson
class, Coach Earll has
experience
along with youth to
base his team upon.
Defense is stiD the name of the
game as Coach Earll plans to start
an all-letterman
backfield led by
co-ceptatns Steve Schonberger and
John Nawrocki.
Other returning
backs include Ken Barnes,
Jack
Dyson,
Steve
Pfistner,
Rick
Rosenberg,
Charlie Heidel. In the
goal, Ken Lowey, ably coached by
former
Loch Raven
goalie Doc

1-
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SCRIMSHAW

h?
Use Your H ea,d h U.

:::~~~~.~ef~~~:n:a~7.1~·~he
mo,:ed from track and
This week the subject
is past. field mto gollmg.
.
Summer ' Olympic
Celebrities.
U. 10. He v.;as the nemesis to the
you were a faithful watcher of the man descnbed
m no. 2 above.
Olympics this past July, you may"
1l-.Trac!t ~?nder known as the
recall that each of the persons
FlYIng F~
.
described below was mentioned at
12. Amencan
who was twice the
least once by ABC announcer Jim "World:s fastest ~oman".
McKay-a small hint, but it may
Scoring ..... e-Ietr.
a-good,
10help. Answers
will be in next excellent, 12-fantabulously
perfect.
week's Scrimshaw.
Good Luck!
I. This American
Gold-medalist
Scrimshaw Meeting
was ABC's
female
swimming
commentator.
There will be a meeting for all
2. He was the leader of the new Scrimshaw
staff
Sunday,
country
which hosted
both the September
19, at 6:30 P.M. in the
summer and winter games of 1936 publications
office.
Anyone
il}3. Prominent
US boXlllg Gok
terested in writing should attend-i~
m~~~~f

!~ming

wonder

::s~:back

was
Marathon

~e

of

!~:.n:l;t

o~y

WInner m

9/25
70120

HARRY

NCAA

11/15-16

AND
VOCAL BAND

Springer.

HaD

10125

11/24

Lisner Audit.orium
SOUTHSIDE
AND

FRIDAY,

3:00

September

P.M.

JOHNNY
COUNTRY

AND
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Soccer

THE ASBURY

JOE MACDONALD

meeting.

JUKES,
9/18

6:30 - 8:00

vs.

P.M.

Junior

class

Decker

Moravian "(first home game)
MONDAY, September 20
9:00 P:-M. - 1:00 A.M. Las
6:30
P.M.
Open
meeting
Vegas Night,
sponsored
by about January Term.
Alumni
EET in the grille.
Hall
8:30 P.M. - ? Open Party7:30-9:30P.M.
Film: "Blood
Bachelor clubroom
of the Condor"
SATURDAY,
September
18
. TUESDAY,
September
~1

I~

10:00 A.M. - 1:00 P.M. Open
Rappelling at the rappelling
tower
11 :00 A.M. _ 5:00 P.M. Car
Wash sponsored by . EK
1:30 P.M. _ Football vs.
Ursinus (first home ~ame)
7:00 P.M .• ~:oo P.M., & 11 :00
P.M. MOVIe: .~'Shampoo"
sponsored by SGA - Decker
9:00 P.M. - ? Open PartyPreacher clubroom.'
SUNDAY, September 19
3:30-7:00 P.M. Math Majors
Annual Picnic - _Harveystone
Park

Douglas Sopp. Kevin Noo.~n
is
ably filling in a~ tackle for m~~
starter Matt King. The bac
includes
tailback.
Donov~n

~:elli~n;~

:!:e::ba~~~;~e
two highly c~pabl~ recei~~rs D~~
year are Fritz Leitzel a

Golf Finals

WMC's
most
valuable
golfer; as selected
by his
teammates,
was
Jim
Green. Jim will be returning this coming
season
ruong with .most
of his
:;;~~~dDaanV~
~~rt~I~,~~
Season Scoring Averages:
Strokes Home
Dave Rae
1085
75.2
The cross-country
team starts
~ennis Dunn 1085
73.0
the season off with an away meet JIm Greene
1090
71.6
on September
22 against Messiah
Tom Boyle
1091
73.8
and Gettysburg.
The team, made Steve Dyer
643
77.S
~p mainly
of Fr~hpersons,.
is Jay Buckley
899
77.5
:;~c~~~~~~~.
according
Jeff Bacon
333
78.0
ur.BateshascoacneaJWllorana
Tim Hastings
156
78.0
senior high teams plus an assistant
Steve Moritz
7S
7S.0

Cross Country...

coaching

job at the Univ~rsity

~:s~~aMa~;f::~.

continued

from page I

teammates
to. attempt
an
improvement
on last years
excellent 11·2 record. Coach
Jerry
Wrubel
expects
several fine golfers to come
from this year's Freshman
class and is looking forward
to the season
opener;
on
April 7_
Below are some golf team
statistis
as compiled
by
Jerry:
Away Tournament
81.0
77.8
79.7
SO.2
S1.3
S1.5
79.0
SO.7
84.7
84.3
84.0
88.S

Overall
77.5
77.5
77.9
77.9
SO.4
84.0
83.3
7S.0
78.0

of

BC:~i~'ai~~

and

Se~r:'first
game of the year is
Sat~y
at 1:30 .on Hoffa Field
against tough Ursmus.

a~~_
training

Totals

75.1

82.4

SO.6

Low Rounds: Home: Boyle, 6~i Greene, Rae,
Dunn, 74. Tournament:
Rae, Greene, 75.

78.8
68.

7:30~9:00 P.M. Meeting of
Daniel Lounge
WEDNESDAY. September 22
11:00 - .12:00 A.M. A Bake
sale - Grille .
3:30 P.M. FIeld Hockey vs .
~:eo~a;~~a~~~~s(h~~~!ry
vs.
Messiah, Gettysburg. (away)
9:00 P.M. _ 1:00 A.M. Phi
Dell Grille Party _ Grille
THURSDAY. September 23
7:30 P.M. Lecture: "German
Pioneers
in the Monacacy
Valley-Calvin E. Schildknecht_
Memorial 106

Away:

"I'm hesitant
to make predictions, but if the team wants it bad
. ~;~a~~d
aw~~~::eo:S=~g
the Middle Atlantic
Conference
Championship in a few years." The
coach thought the team had a o::r.........a
chance
improvement
over ~~
next four years as a group and
individ~lly.
The team, consistmg
or !"resnmen Jerry Beason, Doug Renner,
David Grossman,
Bob Holcombe,
Tony Saber, and returnees
Kip
Walton and Scott Gingerich will be
running
a 5.3 mile course
interwined through the golf course.
Anyone interested
in running
cross-country
is welcome to come
out for the team. Anyone interested
in watching but not running can see
the team on September 25 in a meet
against Franklin
and Marshall.

TYPING

ERRORS

ot

BROWNE,
ORLEANS

and Read~mwo"""d

'~~:n:::-V~~I1~Ob;'o:n~~~
a~dd
middle guard Buck Horsey. The
defensive
backfield
also excelle,
threatening opposing receivers
with safeties
Rick "Butterlips"

:,~~~~,;nt
inm~!

9~5

CHAPIN

JACKSON

DENVER,

W!STARLAND

office.-John

DAR Comtitution

DEAD

SKYNYRD

CHICAGO
JOHN

~~e::,ll_me
7~~fp ~~

Publications

Capital Centre
GREA TFUL
L YNYRD

:~k~:t

1'u~~~":a~

Improved

~~~~:s~~~~~:~~~':i:~~

~,,:~g~~~~,~~~etOteaof%

~;. ~i~b~rican

"Fall"

Ron Jones' Green Terrors look ~Sanders,
and linebackers
Randy
forward to this coming grid 'season
Day and Don Enterline.
as a time of improvement.
After
Offensively
Coach Jones' team
two seasons of having identical 2-7.
fcpes to pack ~ solid scoring punch
records, this year's team hopes to
be able to contend in the rough
=tev~t:~':tnJ!~~~~~
Th~~
Middle AUantic Conference.
t\1."':o ~;~!dd have plenty of time to
Hoffa Field saw its' first action
set up plays with a strong offensive
Saturday as the Terrors tied Bowie
State !Hi in the final scrimmage
before
the
season.
However
King,gua~dsRussCepk~andPete
unimpressive
the score may sound
"Rebing"
Blauvelt,
and' center
at first,
it was- definitely
an
achievement
to hold Maryland's
best small college team last year
(9-0-1)
to only 6 points.
The mostly veteran defense, led
by co-captain
Dave Dolch, has
N .C.A.A.
Division
3
shown a large improvement
with a
Championships
will be held
year's experience.
Every position
at Apple Valley
Country
is ably_ manned
with a capable
Club, again in Ohio, From
. performer.
The
solid and big
defensive
line is being led by
May 24-27_
defensive ends Mark Horton and
In other'
golf-news,
rreshperscu
Riek aonaecorsy,

The sports triv,ia quiz is a new
6. Later a Congressman,
he.
and
regular
feature
of the started ou~ as a d~ca~elete.
Scrimshaw's
sports section. Every
7. Amencan
swunmmg
wonder.
week subjects as wide ranging as of 1964.
..
Ice Hockey and WMC football will
8. The maker of the big Jump of
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--AUDIO'CAN MAKE

MONEY

FOR YOU!
Sell audiO equipment at your
college
No Investmenl
ex·
perlenced
sales help and
incentive pmgrams prOVided
Over 60 top brands. includmg
audiophile hnes. Audio Outlet
Wholesalers.
325 Pascack
Ave .. Washington Township
NJ 07675 (2Ul) 666·8868
Attention: Arlene MUlyka

====Y,\

- OUT OF SIGHT!
PATIO
BEEF N' BEER
876-2995
U_S.Rt.140

BEER SPECIALS WITH
STUDENT 10 CARDS

LIVE ROCK BAND
SATURDAY

OCTOBER 9, 1976
9-12

p.m.

KEGS OF BEER AT OISCOUNT
PRICES FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Friday. September 24. 1976
Volume IV Number 2

So Far, So Good-in Whiteford Dorm
Cathy Citro
If you have ever taken the time
to explore our library, than you
might recall glancing over a few
aging manuscripts
in t1!e ard floor
srcwcases.
These tattered
pages
allow a glimpse
at the strict
academic and social regulations of
our school's
history.
Over the
years
our college
has become
progressively
liber~l
and the
recent addition
is an example.

of a "co-ed"

dorm

Devised
partially
as an experiment the action was also taken
to quell the angry grievances from
many women who wished to have a
wider
selection
of available
housing.
Forlines
House
was
granted to the women this year
with the stipulation that they share
one of their dorms.
The so-called
"co-ed"
living
arrangements
can be found in the
Whiteford Dormitory.
Not exactly

balanced between the sexes, first
floor is the designated
men's floor
while the other five floors have
remained women's.
The sigmgicant
change for our
campus has apparently
not been as
significant within the dorm itself.
Upperclass women who have spent
more
than
this past
week in
Whiteford
have noticed few differences
because of the new additions.
Junior
Regina
Ulsh
commented,
"It's no different than

having open hours in an all-girl's
dorm".
One might predict that the noise
level would increase
(if you've
ever walked
through
the Quad
during
a particularly
rowdy
moment, you'd agree). If that was
your prediction, you're wrong. The
general consensus is that the noise
level is no higher than last year
and a few even went so far as to say
that its lower!
Half of the male residents
are

sqapodium

I

--j

Spice Added to_SGA Meeting
Jim Wogslllnd and Jeff Robinson
The
Student
Government
Association,
held
their
first
meeting of the year, Wednesday
night, September 22, in the Senate
lounge. This well-attended
meeting
discussed a wide range of topics
spanning from student evaluation
of teachers
and courses,
.tc
bathroom
publicity
campaigns,
Regarding
the latter
issue, an
anonymous
Senate
member
remarked,
"It just seems like the
place where everybody goes."
One of the biggest
issues
discussed
and one which should
evoke heated debates throughout
the campaign
this year was the
pcoposal for the SGA to look into
student evaluation of the faculty,
departments,
and
overall
curriculum.
This
issue
was
brought
forth earlier
this year
during
discussion
at the SGA
Leadership
Conference. ·The basic
aim of this proposal is to allow
students to learrrabout
the quality
of courses as they are judged by a
cross-section
of former students.
Several
other
colleges
have
already
developed
this approach
successfully
through
careful
planning and tactful procedures.
John
Sp:i"ler,
Scrimshaw
editor, was c- .mt tc explain that
the pej.er would print ~.~~ha series
of evaluation
"later
issues next,
semester. Jeff Robinson suggested
that the SGA work in conjunction
with the Scrimshaw
in analysis of
possible
evaluation,
Another

.•.

..

proposal was to publish a report
compiling
these evaluations
for
easy access to all students,
both
present and future, in the library.
The subject was put off until the
October 4th meeting, when further
information
from the newspaper
will be forthcoming.
Social committee
chairperson
Linda Thomas, suggested that th~
SGA sponsor four delegates to the.
National
Entertainment
Conference to be held in New York in
late October. NEC of which WMC
IS
a member'
is a service
organization
devo'ted to upgrading
social life on campuses throughout
the country. As Ms. Thomas put,
"The benefits that we have found
in it are overwhelming."
The
convention
itself
consists
of
workshops
on
all
activities
imaginable
on campus,
presentations )including musical groups,
drama,
comedy,
etc.) , and exposure to other colleges and their
activities.
The SGA passed
the
appropriation
to fund four underclassmen
delegates to travel to
the Convention
(valued at $6(0).
The Social Committee
also announced the final contracting
of
Atlanta Rhythm
section for the
Homecoming
Concert, to be held
Friday, October 8, in Alumni Hall,
Tickets will be $3 for students, staff
and alumni-$4, and guests-$5, and
may be purchased
in the College
Activities
Office and the SGA
Office,
located
in the Rouzer
Basement.
Also on sale at these

locations
will be tickets
to the
Homecoming Dance, on Saturday,
October 9. The band of the dance
had not yet been selected.
Hot_JSing Council Pre.sident! Meg
Caddick, brought up diSCUSSiOn on
alternative
forms
of collegiate
meal purchasing.
Presently
all
resident students are required to
buy th~ir food from the sCh?01
cafeteria
throughout
the entire:
year.
New
proposals
were
generally
based on the premise
that students would be allowed to
buy only the meals that they felt
n~essary
whil~ th~y wert; on ~e
Hill. The Action Committee
In
conjunction
with a subcommittee
of the Housing
Council
was
directed to make further study of
the subject for the future.
President
Rodstein
suggested
that
the American
Education
Service
Scholarship
Fund,
financed
by mail-in
magazine
sales, be awarded to a member of
the SGA for meritorious
service.
Several
objections
were voiced
over the idea. Senate
Rep Jim
Wright asked whether the memhers of the Senate were "serving
the SGA or the students
on this
campus'?"
Action
Committee
Chairman,
Jeff Robinson replied,
"When was the last time that the
SGA gave itself a pat on the back'?"
Following further deliberation
on
the matter, Dave Reinecker moved
to table debate until the next
meeting.
The cheerleaders
and pom-pom

person.s
also requested
a $50
allocation
for decorations
during
the upcoming football g.ames. The
Senate passed the funding almost
immediately
with an unanimous
vote.
The big question
was brought
forth late in the meeting
on
whether
or not signs and announcements
may be posted on the
y.oalls of bathrooms
.around campus. Dean Mowbray, In attendance
at the meeting,
was asked the
official administrative
policy on
this question. He frankly admitted
that t,~iS issue caught hi~ "~ff
guard
and he would look Into It.
The pros and cons of lavatory use
were pondered and are to be set
aside for further study.

upperclassmen
who
chose
Whiteford primarily because of the
excellent
condition
it has maintained. Its advantages
include a
greater
number
of
cleaner
facilities
(ie lounges,
laundry
room,
kitchenette)
and
less
bothersome
bugs. Rick Hansel, a
sophomore
resident,
said,
"1
decided to move from
ANW to
Whiteford to get the most out of my
parent's
money.
Whiteford
has
lounges, washing
machines
and
kitchenettes.
All that ANW has is
mice and roaches. " 'For some the
move was made to avoid the noise
from the future construction
of the
Student Center.
One disadvantage
generally
agreed upon is the necessity to be a
more conscious
dresser
while
roaming the hall. Michael Houstle
who is a transfer student to WMC
from Goddard College in Vermont,
has a different perspective,
saying
"I might
see women
walking
through but no more than if I lived
in an all-male dorm. Having lived
in a co-ed dorm where the rooms
alternated
male-female
instead of
floors (and this doesn't even do
that) and where the bathrooms
were even co-ed, I don't feel like
I'm in a co-ed dorm at ali."
Calling Whiteford a co-ed dorm
may be premature
at this time.
The word Irom residents for what
does exist, however, seems to be
"so far. so good''.

Library Ripoffs Cause Crackdown
Linda Mann
Have you ever wondered where
all those library books were, that
you couldn't find'? The answer is
very simple. The college library,"
for a number of years, has been
losing a considerable
number
of
volumes from its collection, which
is due mostly to theft.
The library security system was
installed this past August at the
cost of approximately
$6000. Annually, there are between 800 and
1200 books that have disappeared
from the library.
In the library,
there are about 110,000 volumes;
excluding government
documents,

microfilm,
etc. The library
has
enough roof for 150,000 volumes.
Some' of the books that have
disappeared
are irreplaceable.
With the security
system,
Mr.
Bachmann,
the college librarian
feels
that
the annual
disappearance
of books will decline
enormously.
,0 essence,
the
library will be able to purchase
more books instead rf replacing
missing books.
Mr. Bachmann
feels very optimistic about the security system.
He stresses
that
the security
system is reaily for the benefit of
all those who use the library.

.
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Open in
Editorial: Dialogue
There is a style of living, of
love and dialogue on which that
relating to others, and of growing
skill is based. Without presuming
inside which some people embody
to "know" the nature of love and
naturally,
but which most of us
dialogue, it still might be useful to
need to work at if we are to
consider
several
points of difachieve.
This
style
is worth
ficulty.
"developing because it allows inside
The first is that dialogue is based
growth as well as sensitive comon strong and growing identity.
munication
with others.
Many of us simply don't know that
Ever been around someone who
much about who we are tQ_be able
listens very well? Or been with
to talk about it. If we have spent
people who try to learn from
most of our lives in a sheltered
others? Or shared conversations
home dependent on parents, going
which seemed to make you feel
to school,
and
partying
on
extra
free to be honestly
and
weekends, we may not have been
openJy you - which made you feel
forced to introspect much at all. As
extra alive?
Henri Nouwen points. out in The
This
style
can
be
called
Wounded Healer intense suffering
dialogical living because it is based
may be a prerequisite
for ouron a continuing
and
everselves and others.
Intense
suideepening
exchange
with our
Cering may be a prerequisite
for
surroundings.
To dialogue is. to
identity. Most of us know someone
share and then to assume
the
who is divorced - that sort of suidiscipline
"and
hopefully
the - fering fundamentally
deepens and
pleasure
of really
listening
to
changes a person. Those of us who
response.
Dialogue is a give and
have had parents
or friends die
.... take between equals in the commay-be able to describe the deep
mon struggle to understand
and to changes and inner movement that
bea person. It is tQ talk with people
a
grief
experience
may
rather
than
at. them with the
necessitate.
assumption
that every person has
So
significant
experience
of
valuable insights to offer.
suffering can spur-a search for and
This kind of dynamically
sendiscovery of identity. But unless
sitive relationship
mayor may not
we are forced into such a search it
occur
between
students
and
seems like most of us get caught up
faculty, parents
and Children, or
so easily in the day to day flow and
even between friends all depending
demands of life - parties, papers to

a
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Letters to the Editor

(Jourard's
term) is receptivity
to
others and their impact on us.
Exposure
to those who are different is pretty scary _ it makes us
question and reevaluate our selves.
It makes us uncertain
about our
lifestyles
and ideas _ and uncertainty is tough to handle. Folks
involved in dialogue must live with
some
uncertainty
and
doubt
because
from
those
feelings
growth emerges
(and that's the
point). There is, as Alan Watts put
it, a wisdom of insecurity. Or to put
it another way, the proof of real
imler strength
is softness - the
acceptance
and inclusiveness
of
experiences
and values different
from our own. The proof of solid
and noted identity is change and
flux and growth.
A third problem
we face in
dialogue is that of vulnerability.
Perhaps this is the problem many
of us are
most
aware
of.
Vulnerability
is tricky because in
telling other people our feelings we
give them the power and the option
to hurt us. We give them the option
of breaking our trust. If we want.
the riches which come from being
openwe must risk. Before.rnalogue
can happen we must learn to live
with vulnerability.
That learning is
difficult, particularly
if we have
had bad experiences
in the past. A
question worth pursuing
is this;

J

Dear College:
As conscientious
students
of
Western Maryland College, we feel
obligated to inform you of certain
minor inconsistencies
in the implementation
of the policies of the
scbccl.
Filst,
you bave constructed a
beautiful new wing to the science
building. The lecture hall in this.
building has a ver:y nice coat rack
in it. Unfortunately,
someone
forgot to put hangers on the rack,
which does not enhance
the opportunity for the students to hand
their coats.
Second,
we
appreciate
the
concept of athletics. Obviously, the
school also feels that sports are
important.
There is a very nice
gym on campus
that is used by
many students
during the week.
Unfortunately,
someone forgets to
open this gym on Sundays. Could
this be an effort to force students to
study on the day of rest and
relaxation?
Third,
a gentleman
named
William Kunts,
"ill be speaking
at .western Mary •. .nd College on
Monday,
September'
27. Mr.
Kuntsler
is a very famous
attorney.
We congratulate
the
cclteze for brinJ!:in~ such a fine
legal mind as his to this campus.
Unfortunately,
someone forgot to
procure a car for him from the
college car pool. \lillY do American
Chemical
Society
meetings
warrant the use of a school vehicle,
and one of the most famous at-

~~e:::e c!:;:~o~~~~~~edho~e~:
whether those professors
insisting
on betrig called "Dr" are really
interested
in dialoging
with
students
in order to learn from
them or whether they're into some

:~e~:~!td~~~;~sr:~a~~~~~~
alone thinking and reflecting which
canteachussomuch.Thatisnotto
say that unless a person spends lots
of time thinking and reflecting they
have no identity. All of us have a

~~~~W:~~~ltel~r~~e~v?e
~~~
tainly part of the answer lies in
being
careful
about
who we
dialogue with _ who we allow into
our inner world. But that's not the
whole answer.

~~~~sr:I~~h~~i:t~~~~r~~;
that a man of Mr. Kuntsler's
stature should be greeted at the
airport in a 1963 lime green Duster,
of all things? Don't you think thathe may even be annoyed?

~e~ha~
~~~O~~? s:~ng~~~t
distance between themselves
and
students via an intimidating
title.
Dialogue
also centers
on the
quality and depth of sharing. Folks
trying to get into this style of
listening and sharing attempt to go
beyond standard.
and stale roles
and beyond
the game
playing
gammet into a hew and -creative
discovery of themselves.
If we are
to dialogue I must come to you as I
am - that is, I must share with you
my pain and my joy. I must share

of ~~:!~~:ri~~~
however, we need to spend more
.time developing
that world. We
need
to spend
more
energy
developing our identities. Dialogue
happens after some development
has been in the works for a good
while.
A secong trouble-point is that to
dialogue not only requires some indepth identity, but it also requires
that we be willing to give it up. The
other
half
of sell disclosure

Di~i~~~' '~jght'
~
a useful
yardstick
in feeling and thinking
through
our relationships
and
ourselves. Establishing
a balance
between
rooted
identity
and
openess to outside impact as well
as living with vulnerability
might
be the line markers
on the yardstick. All are single centers in the
greater whole of loving dialogue.
All are single currents
in the
embracing
ebb and flow of life.
Let's go swimming

Of~~~~Y~~~~:tJ~:~~~~:~~
committees
is a fine idea and that
these groups
accomplish
a good
deal at Western Maryland.
It is
apparent
that these
committees
welcome students, both those who
are members and those who bring
ideas
for consideration.
Unfortunately,
some of these committees forget to follow through on
their commitments
to students. We
wonder how the members
of the
faculty
would
react
if their
suggestions were never approved,

=tYi~::~~~~~g~:n~su:~ra~

:~g~~~
wo:~~

ANOTHER

LOOK

Relative Beliefs
by Steve Smith (Guest Wrlter)

~~~I~lilc:~~~ymajOris,what
When dialogue does occur, and
when we participate
in that ever
deepening
exchange
we grow inside and are never the same again.

.1 think it would De fairly safe
to say that no two people have
exactly the same set of beliefs.
Most of us, however,
are fairly

~If there really IS such a thmg:J ~t
IS not ?~y. presumptuous,
b~t It IS
very hn:ltmg. D~. John C. ~Illy, a
pI~nee~ in the science of behef, has

~~e~~fa~~~~~V=d
~~t~r~~u;:
between
ourselves
and
our
surroundings.
We listen and learn
and are touched and molded; we
ORen ourselves
and give and
therefore change and enhance the
surrounding
community.
The effort to live this way is
important (perhaps ..ita!> because
it has everything to do with the sort
of relationships
we have.
As
Sidney
Jourard
says
in The
Healthy
Personality
some
relationships
let us feel more intensely alive and aware than we
usually are, while others bore and
emotionaily
deaden
us. Some

~~tai~i~~t
o~~Jndia~~:~
be~~~
disagrees with us is wrong. I think
(and this is only one of my beliefs)
that a person could learn a lot more_
if he keeps in mind that any of his
beliefs may be wrong.
I am using the work "belief" in,
its most general sense. I am ineluding
not only religious
and
moral beliefs, but attitudes
and
opinions
of all kinds.
General
assumptioms
made
by almost
everyone
such as the idea of
murder ~s being wrong, are also
included in my definition.
Even
these general assumptions
may be
wrong' it is possible that the entire

sa~'~nth:~~ p~ovince of the ~ind,
what one beheves to be true e~th~r
is tf"l:le ~r .becomes true Wlthm
cer~m.
limits
to be ~ound experlenhall.y
and expenmentally.
These limits are further be~iefs to
be transcended.
In the p~ov_;nce of
the ~ind. there are no hmlts.
Dunng the next ~ear, I hope to
expose you to beliefs a~? Ideas
with which you are unfamiliar. The
ide.as will come
fro~
Eastern
Philosophy, Western sCience, and a
nwnber of ~the~ sources, not the
least of whl:h IS. my own head.
Al",:,ays keep m mmd th~t I am not,
trying to tell you what IS tru~. All

:~:0:~~~~~~!~;1~~i~~~;l

w~:~
others leave us feeling inferior,
crapped-on, and intimidated.
Some
people are good at letting us feel
known and understood
while with
others we feel distance
and uncomfortableness.
Certainly
some
of our difficulties
spring from a
lack of skill in communicating
concern, but, in addition,too
often
we have
fundamental
misunderstandings
about the nature of

hOO:~, r:~ewi\l
nave very
good reasons for believing what I
do," but we forget that those who
disagree
with us probably
have
reasons which are just as good to
them as ours are to us. I think that
to some degree the "good reasons"
are made to justify the opinions we
have alr~ady made, rather than to
formulate intelligent opinions.
I think itis very presumptuous
to
assume
that
one's
beliefs
correspond with the absolute Truth

~ep~~::iCe:relS:~
~~ey w~l~e~
dogmatic at times, remember
that
this not my inte.ntion.
I've never written a newspaper
column before, and I don't know
how people are going to react to
this one. Whether
you agree or
disagree with what I have to say, I
would really like t<2hear .whatever
you have to say about It. Please
write
your
com.ments
to ~he
Scrimshaw.
No writer can sur~"ve
in a vacuum .
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:=~~~'I~r~~e~i~ri~rto~~
:~~~~~fat,eut~~e~~h~r%a:;:
ignored?
Finally, We sincerely hope that
someone in a position of authority
will look into these inconsistencies.
~~~~

~

~e cl~~~ct soon \\1th
Sincerely yours,
Cosign, Jr.

Dear Editor:
-We are
looking
for fellow
vegetarian
workers. If you are or
would like to be involved in some
sort of vegetarian
action on your
campus '~ould you let us know.
This fall there will be a network
of UNTURKEY
or vegetarian
Thanksgiving
public
dinners
around
the country.
Vegetarian
Thanksgivings
save grain for some
of the 50 million hungry,
save
animals from going terrorized
to
an unjust death, save humans from
the food poisoning,
intestinal
cancer, kidney disease, and other
hazards of animal flesh.
In laboratories
on your campus,
if it is a typical one, are involved in
some of the kinds of research
which have happened
elsewhere.
E.G.,
At the University of Calif. at San
Diego, pigs are forced to run a
tread
mill
till they
drop
of

'Dear Editors,
It has become
obvious
after
reading the first issue of Scrimshaw,
that you are trying
10
enlighten us to certain
attitudes
concerning
social inequities.
By
trying so hard to prove your own
liberation,
you have missed the
point.
"Freshperson"?
To say
freshmen is to include women. The
"man"
suffix of words such as
freshmen reflects mankind! i.e. all
human beings. Anyone with any
semblance
of 'intelligence
or
maturity would recognize this, and
not try to prove one's "liberated"
state of mind. In short, using the
word "freshperson"
is nothing
short of blatant stupidity.
If you
really wanted to demonstrate
a
liberated attitude, you would have
given equal
time
to women's
sports. There were no articles on
that subject, yet the word "freshperson" appeared several times on
the sport's page.
You sir (or should we say "You
thing", since sir implies only the
masculine side of the editorship")
may consider yourself liberated by
your choice of words, but we shall
demonstrate
our liberation by our
actions.
Very Sincerely,
Austin Gisriel
Mike Marchese
Dear Editor;
It has become evident to me that
there is, as Wendy Merrick states
in her September 17 article, "Black
Student Union: Thrusting Ahead",
a 'Black problem'.
Unfortunately,
it seems to be lodged in the minds
of those who are black. Of course,
there
is that
ever
decreasing
segment of the white population
whose warped
minds view skin
color as a base for judgement
about a person.
Through
their
insistance of sharpening
the lines
of difference
between black and
white, many Blacks are moving in
that direction also.
Ms. Merrick even asks to "join
with us in ending racial problems
at WMC".
This
sounds
like
something
out of 1960, not 1976.
Racial atti tudes have changed. I,
asa white, do no longer feel outcast
by my peers through association
with Blacks, or persons
of any
other race, creed, or religion for
that
matter.
Also.
I, as an
idealogue, reject all refet'lnces
to
race for the purpose
of determining an attitude about a person.
This has been said before, but
now it pertains to all races: Look
beneath the surface of the skin to
find the person.
Respectfully,
Michael H. Steinmetz

exhaustion.
At Harvard
several
years ago, pigs were ?ropped alive
into 800 degree
boiling oil for
eventual compilation
as research
in The Symposium on Burns. At the
University of B-ochester, at Wayne
State etc., dogs were strapped into
Blalock Presses
and into crash
cars, to see how much pressure
could be taken before bones broke
and skulls were crushed.
We are animal
liberationists,
world hunger activists, and disease
fighters. All can be accomplished
through vegetarian work, either on
campus or with us. We work for $5
a week and room and board. Come
on aboard.
Sincerely,
Don Wilson
Nellie Shriver,
Billy Mick
Emma Wood
American Vegetarians
Bqx 32323, Washington D.C. 20007

Friday,

September

Scrimshaw
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Perso~al.
Viewpoint
new shoes, and

-

Editors' note; Cara is a member
of the Chapel community
which is
sponsoring a 30 hour fast for CROP
and other similiar organizations
on
the weekend of October 2-3. The
purpose of the fast is twofold; 1) to
raise money for the organizations
by getting
people
to sponsor
students
who fast and 2) to
challenge
members
of both the.
Chapel
Community
and WMC
students
to understand
through
experience
a little bit more the
plight of all hungry people. Cara's
statement
is in reference
to the
Chapel fast and is not an objective
news report, but it comes from the
heart
And that's refreshing.

ifu~~'y~~
..~~~~.
~.

hungry?
Have you ever been sick' and not
been able to get to a doctor or nurse
for the kind of medical care you
needed?
Have
you ever
been
denied the privilege of schooling
from elementary years onward - so
that you can help scratch away in a
field that you know will never
produce enough food to experience
satisfaction after your one meal for
the day? More than two thirds of
the people in this world experience
all of this daily in their lives - that
is more than 2.31 billion people.
2,310,000,000 people!
_ Here we sit, housed comfortably
and very well fed. We have
medical care just across the street.
We have roofs over our heads and
beds - complete with mattress and
speings.rblankets
and pillows. We
share our room with usually only
one other person if we share it at
all. We are so well fed that we can
throw out- food in the cafeteria.
Most of us buy a few new pieces of
clothing before we start school -
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The idea of Humanit ..

maybe even a new
coat. Not only all this, but we are
receiving a college education.

Then of course we have those few
have-nets in this world. Most often
stop to consider that those
"have-nota" outnumber
us more
than 2 to 1, and that these people
are slowly and painfully starving
to death while we have food to
waste. The average
income per
person in the United States
is
almost $4000 - the average income
inPeruisbarely$200.0nly.33per
cent of our national wealth here in
the United States is spent in foreign
development
aid - while between
the United States and Russia, $204
billionwasspentonthemilitaryin

we don't

.;,

1970 Over Ih of the world s
population earns less than $100 per
year. And the figures and statistics
go on and on.
But really,
why should
we
concern ourselves?
What do they
have to do with us? Just because
people in Maryland
as well as
many,
many
foreign
countries
starve to death doesn't mean that it
all has much of an effect on our
lives. Anyway, all "those"
pelple
just keep on having more and more
kids and if they would stop having
as many children, they would have
more
to eat,
right?
'Wrong!
Children are almost an insurance
policy to families
in this "third
world". The more children in the

Personal Viewpoint The
Student
Government
Association ran into its first snag of
the year last week. Mter Jay
Rodstein pubJicaly went on record
in support
of greater
freshman
involvement
in SGA activities
many new students
experienced
what they considered
a direct
contradiction.
Due to misunderstandinngs
and
lack of communication
many SGA
floor representative
elections were
held the first few days of school on
Monday and Tuesday.
One was
held as early as Sunday the 12th.
The reasons
for the feelings of
being left out of the process by
many freshemen interviewed were
twofold: one, that they had not yet
become acclimated enough to their
new surrounding,
to become involved or really know what. was

;~I~:~b~~n~
t~!~U!~~I~~ toII~~~
William Kunstler to bring you back
to reality.

As a means of intro:ctuction to Bill
Kuntsler, here ~s a h~t of ~ome ?f
the cases and trials With which he s

Poem of the Week

Cl!IIbw.Il

PASSING THROUGH BARN WINDOWS
by Joe Gainer
Birds bursting like red tokens from bam windows
Slurs of ice and green down mohican hills
Buds escaping, reshaping into bubbles and jugs
Slow beams, expanding, golden and polished
The mitten slipping from the loose fingers
falling slowly and slapping the floor
The dizziness that comes with
heads bowed at pews
The glimpse of the crucifix
all too gentle and brief
Come meekly born:
a baby in a stall
churches in embers
The Christ looming tall and wild
into the blue sky
His hair disheveled,
His teeth hollow
the frown, the perfect brown hands
slender fingers thin wrists
twisted and pocked with holes
burning with pain
glowing with purity
The~~
_
ruting helplessly violently wobbling and spinning descending
crashing and shooting splinters
like red tokens
ascending from barn windows.
Poem or the Week is being sponsored
by Contrast,
the WMC
literary magazine. The staff of the magazine would like very much to
publish a fall issue; whether or not this will be possible depends, more
than anytlung else, up::ln submissions.
Students, faculty, and staff of the

happening
and that, two, th~re
were no advance
notices to give
them time to consider
whether
they wanted to get involved in the
SGA. The problems seemed most
pronounced
in
the
womens
residence
halls and a few other
scattered places.
According
to the SGA Constitution and to Loretta Thornhill,
the SGA Election
Committee
Chairperson,
no housing
unit
representatives
are to be elected
. before the Convocation, which was
Wednesday
the 15th, three days
after many elections were actually
held. In talking to Jay Rodstein, he
said he was aware of the problem
and that all floors involved had the
option of re-elections.
Yet several
questions needed to be asked.
One: Who is in charge of the

~~~:

:~e~[bJ~to

~::~

=::~~~~
o~g~n,

poetry, and art work,

been associated.
See
ring a bell with vcu"

BagSby

elections? According to the bylaws
of the SGA the Election Committee
is. Yet that committee
made no
attempt, according to the resident
heads
of both Whiteford
and
Blanche,
to communicate
a
specific night on which the elections should be held. No mention of
the a fter convocation
stipulation
outlined in the Constitution
was
made. Thus the elections were held
before the freshmen
could fully
become
involved.
Also,
no
procedural
guidelines were given
as to how the selection was to be
made. No requirements
to be met
by by the elected floor reps were
given either. The elections were
held in the dark, not by the SGA but
by people never formally informed
as to the w hens or hows.

Two: What role did the SGA
Election
Committee
play in the
planning of the "illegal" elections?
Ms.
'Fhornhilll~
only
communication to the residence heads

.Jim Wright

Simply word of moutn to say
the elections should be held soon _
not specifying any date. This occured on Monday. The impression
received by the Head Residents
was to hold "them as soon as
possible, which they did. Again, no
written procedure.
Wo",

Three:
Why weren't
advance
notices displayed?
Quite a few
people never heard of the elections
until after they were held! Again,
lack of SGA Election Committee
organization
and
initiative.
Hopefully the re-elections, if held,
will ~et advance,
visible, notice.
Four' Will the freshmen be given
a chance to really get involved?
Jay Rodstein says yes, the Election
Committee
Chairperson
doesn't
know and it remains
to be seen.
Even if the elections are reheld,
some tend to believe the precedent
of the first elections will make the
second of no effect.

how many

United States v. DEKKINGER
(CHICAGO 7Y
Special counsel to DR. MARTIN
LUTHER KING, JR.,
Trial Counsel, United States v.
BERRIGAN
People of the State of New York
v. H. RAP BROWN
United
States
v. RUSSELL
MEANS
(WOUNDED
KNEE
CASE)
People of the State of New York
v. MARIANO GONZALEZ (AT~
TICA MURDER TRIAL)
Graduate
from
Yale
and
Columbia University
Law School,
Mr. Kunstler is a noted author as
well as a respected lawyer. His list
of puhlishi ngs include ... " And
Justice
for All", "Deep
in My
Heart"
and multiple
periodical
articles
throughout
the N.Y.
Times, Rolling Stone, L.A. Times,
and many more. _
The evening of the 27th will inelude not only a lecture,
but a
question
and answer
period
in
Alumni and a discussion-reception
in McDaniel Lounge. The beauty of
this event lies not only in the
prepared lecture Mr. Kunstier has

:n~~;'
:~~

But even if we do care, what can
we really
do? How would any

In

at all on this world situation? Can
we not see though, that it would be
very possible to start something by
limiting ourselves? If we cut down
on our lifestyle . limit our use of
energy, food, and other resources _
perhaps others will see just how
serious the problem is and do the
same. Sure this is idealistic, but it
works. Sure it can work - if we are
really serious about what we are
doing. We need to learn,
to know
what
is happening
with
our
brothers and sisters all over the
world and to help them out when
they need it with our time, our
energy,
our money, our selves.
Help them
to help themselves.
That's the whole idea of humanity.

Student
S Government

Sh"'YW,~ctivist Lawyer to Speak
Do names like Daniel Berrigan,
A L U M NIH
ALL .. M 0 N Dr. Martin Luther KingJr., H. Rap DAY ... SEPTEMBER
27 ... 8:00
Brown or Stokely
Carmichael
p.m.---William
Kunstfer
will be
mean anything to you? Are places
here.
like Wounded Knee or the Attica
Autbor, Consultant and lawyer to
prision
familiar
to you,
or the world of radical
change ... he
relatively
meaningless?
Have we will be lecturing on the topic of
all been living too long in the WMC "Law and Morality."

bu
Cara Diehl
e:dnge
our rue nave any enect

family, the more there are to help
work in the fields, to take a three
day trip for fire wood, to take a full
day trip for water;
the more
children
born insure
that after
disease
and starvation
rob the
family of their children a few will
remain. Are these not people too?
Do they not bleed as we bleed, and
feel pain as we feel pain, and laugh
as we laugh, and live and breathe
just as we live and breathe? How
can we allow our fellow humanbeings to starve
for food, for
medical care and for all the little
things that help make life more
easy (such as electricity
etc)?

From the Greeks
Keith Ammon
The WMC Greek system
will this writing, but a number of inpresent a "Greek
Weekend"
on . ternal games and other activities
,
campus this Friday, Saturday and are in the works.
Sunday. (Sept. 24-26) The event
Further
details and admission
is being sponsored
jointly by the prices
will
beannounced
IFC and ISC ami will consist of a throughout the week and students
number
of events
open to all are asked to watch for these in
students and their guest. A series
"WMC Today" and on the bulletin
of Greek-oriented
displays in the . boards. All students
should pay
cafeteria
lobby will start
Wed- particular
attention to regulations
nesday, with festivities
beginning
concerning
the parties
and conon campus on Friday evening when
certs. Your cooperation
in this
parties will be held in the fraterarea will help ensure the continued
nity sections.
success of these events. (Students
are requested to show their ill and
The high point of the weekend
have off campus guests show proof
will come on Saturday
when an
of legal age at all events where
outdoor concert will be held in the
beer is served.)
quad. Continous
music will be
provided from 2:30 until 6:30 by
The fraternities
and sororities
'~erchanee"
and "Hollins Ferry".
hope that all students
will parSoda and beer will be on tap, and ticipate in the events of Greek
the cafeteria
is planning
a Weekend.
This is an excellent
bullroast supper for that afternoon.
opportunity
to see the Greek
Section parties will be held again
organizations in action and to meet
on Saturday
night.
Plans
for their members:
"A good time will
Sunday have not been finalized at be had by ali". Don't miss it!
,

'Dr~cuI'a ,

a~~~d:!th~f :u~Stk~
Susan Coleman
•
.....
.
that may arise. The lecture will be
Cast was announced
this week _ Harker; Michael ':toss portraying
what its audience makes it be-as
for Dracula,
the Drama DepartDr. Seward; andKimG~oveasDr.
volatile
or apathetic
as
its ment's
first
production
of the
Abraham
Van. Hel smg , The
response.
semester:.
A suspenseful
drama
heroine Lucy Sewa.rd is portrayed
Occasionally,
we all need a adapted from the book by Bram
by Sandy MacKerwe;
Renfieldand
break from the neat, precision of Stoker, it will be performed
in
Butterworth
ar:e played by Mark
campus life into the knocks and Understage
in Alumni
Hall on
Bayer and DaVid Denton, and Don
reality of a world that awaits us. October 21, 22, 23, and 24 with
Harris
IS the powerful
Count
For some knowledge beyond that possible matinees on the 23 and 24.
Dracula.
.
of books of sliderules, try to make Dracula is being directed by Max
Make pll!_I1S now to WItness
It to Alumni
Hall ... 8:00 p.m .... Dixon and the cast includes, Carol
D~cula-it's
lor ~Il those who
Monday. Don't be afraid to learn Warehime
as Nina Wells, the
beheve and especially
for those
more than what is prescribed.
maid;
.Fred
Smyth
as Jona
who don't ..• yet.
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Sports

WMC

"Fall"

Freshman DeGross
• Shines in J;mWo"I,nrl
, errors
22- 14 V•Ie Io·ry

395 yard offense

is key·

In their season opener Saturday,
Western
Maryland's
. Green
Terrors
came away from Hoffa
Field with an impressive
victory
cverurstnus, 22-14. Coach Jones'
team looked even better than the
score reflects.
The first half was a battle between good defense, bad offense
and punters. These three factors
led to a (H) score at the half. The
Terrors Defense was magnificent,
forcing punts every time Ursinus
attempted to score. Ursinus didn't
even get close enough to attempt a
field goal. Meanwhile, the offense
was sporatic. This was especially

fourth

down

when

the

offense

~~~~g

at t~~o~herBU:i~~t~~a~f

Something

else which shouldn't

~a~V~~I~!~:;:~t:e

~~:;:~~d~U:

Come out Saturday
:~d~e::t~~.a~~:~~~f

IJ~tr.,g;murals

This years intramural
program
beginning soon and it looks like
there
will be something for
and cheer on everyone.
IS

~c~~~~

Coming ur i~.the fall is a

Rose?fel?
took
the ball
an.d
scumed
mto. the endzone. A~ It
turned out, this was all the POUlts

sinu:> to only 156 total yards a?d
forcing
9 pun~
and
one mterceJ?llt;tn (by Mike Sanders).

:f;te~yeedaed
W~~I-:~~t~~
:~~
gutsy play. A 15 yard pass from Joe
Damiano to Fritz Leitzel sewed up
the game, making
it 22-6 after

su:~~t~~~~r~g
y~:~~edw~;
freshman Eric DeGross (20 carries
for 140yards) and sophomore Mike
Lewis (22 carries for 105 ya~ds) .on

gr:,:':n:r~~';!l~:':::'te~
Senior High, and our own Western
Maryland
College
Band
will
parade from Alumni Hall to Hoffa

Belt's extra point. With less than a
minute left, Ursinus scored again,
making it 22-14, but it was too late
for the Pennsylvanians.

~r:::-e~~:~~:O~~~~
a~a~i:~~
at quarterback,
form a backfield
which should shine for years to

halftime show put on by the
three bands will be 3 musical
pieces by John Philip Sousa. Carl
Dietrich will direct.

i~~

24, 19'76

for 1:30 PM at Hoffa Field.
Prior

to Saturday's

Jen:::!

~::.rng
so:rC::~be~,r~~ball,
which will begin around the end of
October
and a "Turkey
Trot",

football

which i~ on Sat. October 16th.
All ready to begin are the men's
razzle-dazzle
football, and for the
women, powder puff football. Both

:n=t~~:::~o~

Fi;~~

~~nt~~:
the participants
onlookers.

~~y~~~
but also for the

~~~:'~Fr.S~E;:~!~
. Spikers Look for Championship -

the first half and one in the second.
We don't know what Coach Jones
said to his team at halftime or what
fired them up but it sure worked. In
the first series of downs, after Mike
Lewis'
12 yd. gallop,
freshman
Eric DeGross
made one of his
magnificent
runs, a 24 yarder for
the first score of the game. Mter
the missed extra point, the score
stood at 6"(). For the rest of the
quarter,
the Terror defense held
back the Grizzlies while Bruce Belt
kicked a field goal to make the
score 9-0.
The fourth quarter started with
Ursinus
driving
hardwith
good
passing and running. They scored
to make it s-e. The next touchdown
by the Green Terrors caught the
Grizzlies completely
by surprise.
Rick Rosenfeld
(the holder) and
Bruce Belt (the kicker) came in on

Wayne Pierce
With great enthusiasm,
I report
the first news on the progress of
this season's
women's
volleyball
team. Though there are a number
of things that have been changed,
one ,thing remains the same _ the
team's chances of capturing some
rather important trophies. With so
much experience,
ability
and
desire, the only prediction
I can
wager is one of high success.
From an interview
with the
women's nine year veteran coach,
Miss Fritz, I learned that the team
was now one of nine local colleges
holding membership
in the PennMar Conference.
Miss Fritz anncfpetes
strong competition from
Gettysburg
College, Towson and
Salisbury
States,
and
from
Dickinson,
where
Jast year's
graduate
assistant
coach, Sandy

Stitt, currently
holds the head
coaching position for that college's
volleyball team.
Miss Fritz also had fine words
for her talented team that I believe
were well-grounded.
With five of
last year's six starters returning,
optimism is high, though the coach
warns
that
complacency
may
beset her team if an all-out effort is

not made. Returning setters Lynn
Glaeser and Sue Cunningham have
already proven they can put the
ball where veteran spikers Kathy
Lane, Carla Criss, and Fran Cizek
can score the points. And watch for
freshmen hitters Tammy Roebber
and Cheryl Stonfer to score plenty
of points. This team is good.
And so, with an opening game at

Gettysburg next Monday, the stage
is set; or as it might be otherwise
stated, the set is up. Because as
any volleyball player knows, once
the set is made, the devastating
Spikes soon roHow. Spikes which
will, I believe,
bring
Western
Maryland a Penn-Mar Conferenct
title in women's volleyball.

A new generation
of College Rings...

Field Hockey is In

Jim Terarnam
Last
Wednesday
against
Labanon Valley, the field hockey
team began the 1976 season with
anticipation.
Even
though
they
graduated 90f 11 starters from last
year's team and have a~new coach,
they expect good things.
The
final score was 2-2, with our. scores
by Sally Stanfield,
with a assist
from
An Dryden,
and Linda
Sorrentino
again from Ann. The
game was played in spurts with the
ball staying in one end of the field
for .1. strech
of time and then
moving to the other end for a
period of time.
Coach Susie Smit-r is trying to,
help mold this year's team quickly
toto
winners.
With
the concenrrauon on eondltmning and the

fact that the women who have
moved up from last year's JV have
played together, the squad will be a
good one.
Coach Smith pointed out that
also this year we are switching
styles of play, which many of the
women have never played before.
As the girls get more used to it the
better they will look. Also she is
trying to stress more offense this
year. Usually teams play defensively minded, but this year, the
Terrorettes
will push offense
Next Varsity Game:
Today at Gettysburg
at 3:30. The
women also play Tuesday AT York
at 3:30.

Printed T Shirts

_

Our line of rock t-shlrts gives you more than 100
different popular designs from which 10 select. High
quality shirts at very good prices.
We also offer custom printed t-snirts. We print whatever words you want on a t-shirt at a most reasonable
price.
•
With our personalized
rolling paper you may have
your name or any wording stamped in gold on colored
rolling paper packs.
Design your own t-shht using a photo, drawing,
album cover, or whatever you wish and we can reproduce it in color on a t-shirt for you.
Send a 13¢ stamp for full details 011 everything.

COSMIC RAINBOW
167 West 21st Street
New York, NY 10011

College Store

RING DAY
College

Jewelry

by

lIRT0RVED

That's when theArtCarved
representative
wdl
be here to help you select vour collegejewelrv
it"s also thedayyollcanchargeyOllrAnCarved
(oliegelewe:'yonMa5terChargeor
BankAmericard

SAVE $5

when

you

pay in

full
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Dynamic Knnstler Electrifies Crowd

"When Dorms Go Co-ed"
Nancy Menefee
Despite the fact that co-ed dorms
have been in existance since the
late sixties,
they are still not
completely
accepted.
The controversy
is still alive on many
campuses.
Parents,
students
and
administrators
still want to know
exactly what does go on in a co-ed
dorm. Is sexual promiscuity
in.
creased?
Do co-ed dorms foster
more understanding
between the
sexes?
The answer to the first question
is no. There is no evidence that
students in co-ed dorms increase
their sexual activities. In fact, just
the opposite seems to be true. The
"family image resulting from such
an
arrangement
actually
decreases the frequency of sexual

J

Sue Coleman and Carlton
this
problem
has
been
considerably
reduced.
(Reader's
Digest,
February,
1970," When
College Dorms Go Co-ed."L
There are other benefits as well.
Research done at Stanford (which
has had co-ed housing since 1967)
reveals several advantages
to coed living. The survey showed that
students in co-ed dorms participate
in less one-to-one dating and more
informal group activities. They
study
as much
as do other
students,
but
they
do more
studying
with members
of the
opposite sex. They are more inclined to participate
in community
and cultural activities.
Manners
and appearance
seem to improve,
continued page 5
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perpetuate themselves ... ". The

Kunstler;

"We don't

talk, or write, or love each other anymore."

marvelous

learning

situation."

Four main
experiments
are
going
on
right
now.
The
aforementioned
is concerned
with
learning and questions whether or
oot a delay in gratification
affects
learning. The rats are put in their
maze,
and are not rewarded
immediately
after
making
the
"right" choice. Will their learning
process be affected just because
their gratification
is delayed?
So
far that question hasn't been fully
answered yet.
Still at the rat lab, Mark Vernon
has designed
an experiment
investigating prenatal stress of rats
and its connection with aggression
and sexuality. Not as complicated
as it sounds. The pregnant
rat is
subjected to stress (intense light>
for certain periods of time before
giving birth.
Ten male fetuses
subjected
to this stress grow upwith female sexuality.
How this
stress
affects aggressiveness
is
still unkown. The yardstick
for
measuring
aggressiveness
is the
affinity for killing mice which the
rat exhibits.
Also being investigated
is the
aggressive
behavior
of Siamese
fighting fish. Who wins and who
loses a fight? Does territory exist,
and what are the stimuli
that

~e~~~
!~~~a:~~

~~:~~e.aI~d
and the mazes, the experiment
has
been going on for three years and
the
resulti.ng
paper
will
be
presented
to
the
Eastern
Psychological
Association
in
Spring '78.
Sometimes
experiments
get
published-sometimes
they don't.
And sometimes the end results are
180 degrees
different
than expeeled. The work is challenging,
boring,
fascinating,
necessary.
Says Dr. Colyer of the Psych.
department,
"Experiments
are the
most productive
and ins~ive
experiences a student can have. He
learns about himself, his drive, His
organization.
Experiments
are a

Fasting on Campus
Are the Debates really Debateable?

~

Culture through Sculpture

~

~

~
~

define territory?
For these and
other questions, Joe Gainer, who
wrote the experiment,
is relying on
a system of putting the fish in plain
and unique tanks and recording
observations.,
An invader usually
loses a fight and the fish seem to be
able to recognize their home tank.
One theory explaining
the fish's
ability
to recognize
and mark
home base is that it leaves
a
"signature"
in the water.
Homo sapiens
are sometimes
involved in the experimentation.
In
an investigation
written
and
carried out by Rosslyn Davis and
Dr. Steven Colyer, deaf children
were used to clarify an aspect of
hwnan
learning.
We know that
hearing
children
can learn high
imagery words easiest. (Its easier
to grasp the word "desk"
as
compared
to "love")
But is the
same true of deaf children. They
must
be taught
to use sign
language, but do you use the same
principles
in teaching
them
tha t
you
use
for
hearing
children?
The children
were
exposed
to stimuli
of varying
imagery; the deaf children learned
the higher imagery words faster.
Which means that with or without
hearing, children learn words with
definite image meanings
easier.

Homecoming
Meg Hoyle
It's that time of year again; time
for those annual
fall festivities
known to all as Homecoming.
The
fun begins Friday night, October 8,
with a bonfire. The cheerleaders,
poms, and football players will all
be there to help Western Maryland
get the spirit. The bonfire will be
held behind the Hoffa Field seats,
beginning at dusk, and will be over
in time for everyone to make it to
Alwnni Hall for the Homecoming
Concert at 8:00 PM. The concert
will feature
Atlanta
Rhythm
Section and Jerry werd. Tickets
are on sale in the College Activities
Office and in the Student Government Office, in the basement
of

•. ._ ..~.~
NOW in Carroll County

Harris

What is law and doe~ it relate to
morality?
From
William
Kunsuer's viewpoint American law is
in opposition to morality. Law, he
says, is "a device by which rulers

h "Marve Ious Learning
."
Student Researc

relations.
Most of the girls perceived the guy' not"
friends or
lovers
but
as surrogate
big
brothers who would not approve of .
Susan Burns
sex." (Today's
Education:
NEA
U you go down to the bottom floor
Journal, October, 1971) This basic
of Lewis Hall of Science at the right
idea is also expressed in the theory
time of day, you can see a bunch of
of Stanford
psychologist
Dr.
people in white coats sitting around
Joseph Katz. He says:
holding and petting rats. They're
"Quite simply
these students
preparing
the animals
for the
tend to form deep intimate brotherDelayed
Gratification
experiment,
sister type attachments.
They (the
in which the rats are put in mazes,
students) find that you cannot treat
choose
routes
and eventually
the people you live with as sex
objects." He relates this directly to
receive rewards for their choices.
the incest taboo that exsists in our
These people in
white coats
culture.
(Reader's
Digest,
are just a few of the students who
February
1970. "When
College
participate
in psychology
exDorms Go Co-Ed.")
periments.
The work is voluntary
Jerome
Kagan,
professor
of and requires
long hours, carefuJ
:.~:~:g;u~~~~:r!~~'~~t
so much guilt - (I had better leave
you alone, you're my sister') - as
simply
a reluctance
to exploit
sexually a person who has become
a regular companion."
Whatever
the reasons,
co-ed dorms do not
seem to increase
sexual activity.
However,
they do increase
understanding
between the sexes.
Both sexes gain benefits from coed dorms. One of the most obvious
benefits
is security,
a problem
which is becoming more pressing
on various
campuses.
Women
especially have had problems with
late-night intruders, many of them
from nearby
towns.
With men
occuping lower dormitory
floors,

DYNAMITE ISSUE:
Volume IV, Number 3
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famous lawyer for radical causes
and their leaders
spoke last
Monday evening to a mesmerized
Ahunni Hall crowd of about 500.
Starting several minutes late, he
first stated
his purpose
for
speaking to student groups. While
cautioning all listeners to take his
opinions (or anyone else's) with a
grain of salt, he confessed to a
desire to be a "seed sower".
Kunstler
is
looking
for
revolutionary,
radical
changeperhaps eventually through armed
struggle.
The
theme
of
Kunstler's
message was the use of American
law and "justice"
to suppress
threats to a status quo dominated
by the ruling class of multinational
corporations.
One such threat was
the anti-war
movement
which
challenged
the enormous
profits
and' economic
gain then being
amassed by American big business
in Southeast
Asia.
This
suppression
is accomplished
by 3
approaches.
First,
the voice-the
leader
(or
leaders)
of the
movement
must
be destroyed.
Secondly the followers of the voices
must be inhibited, discouraged,
or
destroyed.
Lastly
the establishment buoys up and gains the favor
of the vast "silent majority"
that
hlindlv believes all is welL
KunsUer cited the trial of Jesus
as "a perfect
political
trial"
exemplary
of the 3 steps of suppression. As a result of Jesus' trial
before
Pilate,
the voice
was
crucified,
the followers
were
driven
underground
and
the
crowds
were
roused
and
manipulated
by the priests against
the voice. Mter extensive
comment on the trial of Jesus, KunsUer
attempted
to show the same
devices at work in 5 recent political
trials in the U.S.
The first of these was the Benjamin Spock conspiracy
trial in
1966. Kunstler said that the real
continued page 5

Spirit Alive Again

Rouzer. The cost will be $3 for
students, $4 for staff and alumni,
and $5 for guests. Dance tickets
will be on sale at the same places,
at $5 per couple.
Saturday's
events begin at 12:30
PM, with the annual Homecoming
Parade.
Beginning
at Longwell
Ave., by the Municipal
Parking
Lot, the parade will move down
Main Street,
and on up to the
College, ending by circling
the
track
twice.
Featured
in the
parade
will be floats from the
different
classes
and
many
campus organizations;
the marching band,
cheerleaders,
poms,
majorettes,
and others.

HaHtime of the football game,
against Moravian, will include the
usual performances
by the band,
poms, and majorettes,
as well as
the
presentation
of
the
Homecoming queen and her court.
Also at this time will be the
peesenteuon
of the Alumni of the
Year Award.
The Homecoming
Dance
will
feature Zedd, and will begin at
9:00, in the cafeteria.
If you are
interested
in helping
with the
dance or the concert, contact Linda
Thomas; if you'd like to assist with
anything
else (bonfire,
parade,
ec.), talk to Doreen Strothman. Or
contact the SGA representative
on
your floor.
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SCRIMSHAW

EDITORIAL:
WHf: Lifestyle a He?
In the midst of fraternity parties
and food waste In the cafeteria the
poor remain poor and hungry. In
the midst of our numerous stereos
and refrigerators
other folks are
cold because
they have no lifegiving fuel. In the midst of our
:"Iational freedoms so loudly and so
proudly shouted about In this 200th
year, too many members
of our
society live In filthy and degrading
schools
of criminality
called
prisons. In the midst of widespread
student
apathy
toward
social
issues most of the people of the
earth live In pain.
Our Insensitive laughter echoes
their tears. Our parties echo their
joyless
and
powerless
lives.
Apathy and Its silent complicity
with the status quo is a vrctcus turn
of our boot heel In the prostrate
bodIes of the poor, the hungry, and
the oppressed.
There is as much pain and suffering in the world as we care to
know about. The amount of pain
which we allow to filter through
our liberal arts shells Is our choice.
We can feel a lot-or none at all. We
may give our starving
brothers
and sisters
the respect,
the
apology, and the-human
response
due them In their suffering or Wo:
may concern ourselves
primarily
with degrees, getting drunk, high,
or laid, and with making
It In
middle class America.
Perhaps
we are members
of
some campus
service
group
perhaps that suffices and pays our
debt to those who have nothing. But
our lifestyles of drowning In costly
possessions and wasteful affluence
gives our token efforts the lie. Our
lifestyle
labels
our supposed
concern for others hypocrisy.

-

Think of It In thIs way; have you
seen those
CROP posters
picturing hungry children which the
Chapel community
has put up
around
campus?
Because
those
children are people, and because
they are valuable
beings,
and
because they are our b-others and
sisters, let's ImagIne that they are
here at WMC. Imagine that they
silently witness our partying
and
our laughter
and our apathy.
ImagIne that they silently watch us
take two plates of meat for dInner
and then shove Ice cream down as
well.
....Imagine those things because, In
a sense, those children and all of
our human family from across the
globe must be and are truly here at
WMC. Those In prison, those who
live In rural
slums, those who
starve In India, are here at WMC.
This
Is true
because
any
possibIlity, any potentiality that we
have for humaness
demands that
we be bonded In love, In concern,
and In creative action to those who
suffer.
They
are
,Isters.
And
somewhere

our brothers
and
so their
voice Is
deep
within
us

struggling
for expression.
If we
cannot feel fhat struggle,
If we
cannot feel our unity with those
who suffer, If a consciousness
of
those chlldren Is not here at WMC,
much has gone wrong. If all we
have left Inside Is at worst total
apathy and at best token, cern.
prlsed concern, then their public
poverty Is only a reflectIon of our
inner, private death. If we are to be
most fully human those children
must be here at WMC.
In love we find our selves (our
humaness)
and In love we may
respond to the world's pain. In love
It Is no longer (lQsslble to "eat,
drink, and be merry" while others
cannot. If we are to be human, If
we are to care for others beyond
tokenism, we may no longer live In
luxury. In love we seek to share
their suffering and their pain. We
seek in whatever
small way to
share their lifestyle by stopping the
abuses and exesses of our own. In
signifIcantly altering our lifestyles
we seek to flesh out our token efforts with embodied commit.tment.
We seek to correct the lie that Is the
discrepancy
between
our verbalized "I care" and our affluence.
What to do? Buy jeans !nstead of
more costly and frequent additions
to your werdrcba . they last longer
anyway. Quit slapping the hungry
in the face by wasting food in the
cafeteria. 'Fast a day every week
so that you are reminded of those
who must fast every day of their
lives. Stop spending your money on
records and stereos . send what
you save to someone else so that
they can eat. Stop wasting gasoline
and other precious fuel. Tell your
fraternity to gIve up one beer party
a month and to spend that money
for others. Rearrange
and upend
your lifestyle so that you may
begin to experience
a tcve-bcnd
with the poor.
Our campus
needs leadership
(by example)
In this effort. The
Chapel community
has made a
beginning
In Its 30 hour fast this
weekend. But more than that Is
cemenoed
. will that communIty
contInue?
And will the SGA
commit Itself to responding
In a
slgnflclcant
way to the suffering?
Will our frIends In fraternIties
and
sororities respond too?

Most of us simply need to know
what
to do. We need
some
leadership
from
campus
organizations
In figuring out the
Immensity and awfulness of what
Is happenIng In the world. And we
need some leadership In finding out
what we can do about what Is
happening.
Both Individually
and
In groups
we need to assume
responsibility
for InsurIng that our
consciousness
Of all who suffer is
growing
here at WMC and Is
fleshed out In creative action. J.S.

2nd Spring Now
Have you always had a secret
desire to mix the perfect New York
Sour I maim your enemy in six
seconds or less, or
in the Lotus
Position forever'? Many students
share it, and last year they had an
oWOrtunity
to learn these and
other skills through 2ND SPRING.
And we are having one this fall.

'sn

These
Semester
Programs
Rigged to your Interest that have
Nothing to do with Grades are no
credit courses to take just for fun.
They are taught by fellow students

and other experts (even teachers)
Many good courses
have been
suggested, but we have run out of
experts.
If you know' of one, or
would like to volunteer, for any of
these courses please call Debbie
Tull (Blanche200),
or Joan or Jane
in the College Activities
Office
(Ext. 385 or 386): Disco Dancing,
Bartending, Backgammon,
Reptile
Study, Assertiveness
Training,
Macram'e,
Photography,
karate,
judo, First Aid, Body Language,
Yoga, Interior
Decorating,
and
Breadmaking.

Friday, October

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor

Dear Editor

I have a couple of question'S for
your sleuthing department.
First,
why can't the clock on the chapel
be repaired? It has been b{oken for
at least a year. Second, would you
ask your resident plant experts if
having an extremely
bright light
turned on at night will adversly
affect their growth. I am thinking
mainly of the trees and bushes
between Blanche and Whiteford,
where the new set of floodlights has
been installed.
,
These are just a few of the
questions
and uuzzlinz situations
that come u{>occasionally
here at
W.M.C. Perhaps Scrimshaw could
start a detective column of some
sort and have people search out the
answers
to these problems
from
persons who would know. Thank
you.
Sincerely,
AlanZepp

In reference to your Letter to the
Editor, published in the September
24th issue of the Scrimshaw:
On
May 'n, 19'76, cars were requested
for all visiting artists and lecturers
appearing
on our campus for the
1976-1977 series sponsored
by the
College Activities Office. Since no
car
was
available,
alternative
arrangements
had to be made for
the arrival and return of William
Kuntsler on September
'no Thus,
the 1963 Lime Green Duster and
driver, who will be reimbursed' for
mileage.
If you would like to know why no
college car was available and why
a 1963 Duster was chosen, please
see me. I would contact you, but I
have no idea who you are.
Sincerely,
JoanM. Avey
Director of College Activities

Dear Editor

WMCAides NAACP

Jim Wright
On Monday evening two WMC
students
read in the Washington
Post of the legal plight of the
NAACP (National Association for
the Advancement
of Colored
People) with shock and disgust at
the way they felt the state of
Mississippi was raking them over
the legal coals. For those that are
not familiar 'with the case, the
NAACP sponsored
a boycott of
twelve businessmen
in Mississippi
who
were
exercising
discriminatory
practices
against
the black community. The boycotts
were
successful
and
the
businessmen
consequently went
out of business
and into court
against the NAACP. That case was
very recently settled to the tune of
1.25 million dollars in favor of the
twelve businessmen.
According 19
MiSSissippi state law 125 percent of
the settlement
must be posted in
court before an appeal
will be
heard. The NAACP had no such
funds in reserve for use as a bulk
sum and thus were faced with the
dilemma of losing the case by not
being able to appeal,
a basic
judicial
right! If they lost they
would have to declare bankruptcy,
and disorganize,
to settle.
This is the group that pushed and
passed every major civil rights
legislation in the past two decades,
has defended
in court countless
men and women unable to defend
themselves
in civil liberty
and
racial discrimination
cases and
has significantly
changed the face
of this nation in favor of equality
for all peoples. Their services a~d
skills
have
been great,
their
arguments
firm.
Yet after
all
they have done for mankind
in
general
they are about to fold
because they can't post 1.56 million
dollars for an appeal.
On Monday Jeff Robinson and
Jim Wright decided to help and
took their
pleas
to the WMC
community.
In one evening they
netted $61.00 in individual
contributions. That money was mailed
special delivery
to the regional
office of the NAACP in Baltimore
the next morning since the money
needed to be posted that day. Both
students
experienced
elation
at
the generous response on Monday
night and deeply wish to thank all
who helped. One point twenty five
million dollars is only 1.25 million
one dollars. Both Jim and Jeff's
only regret is that they heard of the
problem so late that they had little
time to adequately
respond.
Yet
$61.00 is a lot for one night's loosely
organized drive.
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Debate Review
'PhillaP,d'"'

3

Who Pulled the Plug on the Debates?

Who Pulled The Plug On CarterFord1
"The C.I_A. did itl"
"No, it must have been Lester
Maddox or Gene Mccarthy getting
revenge for being left out of the
debates."
"The Republicans
are playing
dirty tricks again!"
These were
some of the comments
floating
around McDaniel Lounge after the
audio suddenly went out during the
Ford-Carter
debates. At the time,
Carter
was
responding
to a
question about intelligence agency
abuses in the U.S. Baffled commentators
stared
at the screen
trying to think of things to say. One
commented
that,
"Philadelphia
seems to have been temporarily
isolated from the world." Another

responded that, "Philadelphia
has
been isolated from the world for
years!"
That comment
probably
trought
thousands
of telegrams
pouring into A.B.C. from insulted
Philadelphia
citizens.
It all started
at 9:30 P.M.,
Thursday,
Sept. 23, when twentyfive to thirty people crowded into
McDaniel Lounge for the debate
party sponsored
by the College
Republican's
Club. The majority
were Ford supporters,
but there
were a good many Carter partisans
and a pre-debate survey indicated
that a large number
of the attendants were actually undecided.
Unfortunately,
I was unable to reevaluate
their opinions following
the debate because most of them
left when the audio went out.

The debate startedlike
a football
game with Carter
winning
the
owortunity
to answer
the first
question by the toss of a coin. By
the same method Ford got in the
last word by wincing the toss for
the closing statements.
That, it
seems to me, was far more important
than Carter
getting
the
first
question.
Its usually
to
anyone's advantage
to get in the
last word, and I wouldn't
be too
surprised
if the election
were
decided by that one coin toss!
One conclusion
that
can be
drawn from the debate is 'one we
more. or less knew to begin with,
namely
that neither
Ford
nor
Carter is a particuarly
dynamic
orator.
Carter pauses too much
and swallows
his- words,
while

Paliczuk's Piece "Enlightening"
Theo Braver

J

Po ..

-

My subject for review being offcampus, I found my assignment
to
be more enlightening
than I had
first imagined.
My mind was
cleared of a misconception
quite
common on this and many campuses-that
theoprofessors
we face
every
day
are
limited
to
"professing,"
when in fact, they
are not. As a matter of fact, they
are quite busy doing other things.
Wasyl Paliczuk
professor
of art
has designed
and erected
and
sculpture on the beautiful grounds
of the Taylor Manor Hospital in
Ellicott City. Quite similar to the
one he designed for our campus, it
stands as a sign of welcome to all
visitors and residents.
His model
was originally
entered in a competition sponsored
by the Jewish
Community
Center, the proposed
theme being shalom. The Jewish
work shalom can be used either as
a greeting or farewell. His piece
did not 'win the competition,
but it
won the heart of Mrs. Taylor, who
liked it so much that she commissioned him to sculpt the piece
for the hosptial
that bears her
name. The fact that his sculpture
could be appropriate
for these two
institutions as well as for Western
Maryland
College, says a little
about the word shalom and the

be interpreted
differently.
These
figures can be seen as joyously
welcoming those who seek comfort
on this place or they themselves
may be making
their own supplications to "God."
Despite
its
larger-than-life
height
(ten feet),
it remains
somehow
to be an unassuming
declaration
of emotion
by an
unassuming
man.

"an assuming

declaration

sculptor's
universally-applicable
interpretation
of it.
The sculpture itself consists 01
three men-not
the physical
ac.
tuality as we know it but abstract
representations---their
hands
clasped together forming a circle,
a spiritual union. Their uplift anns
give usa definite mood. And yet, as
Wasyl said of his smaller sculpture, these moods and feelings can

by an unassuming

man"

"An Evening of Black America"

Ford
speaks
in a dead
pan
monotone
only
occassionally
escaping it with a slight rise in
intensity. Both candidates
looked
extremely
rigid and nervous and
neither
displayed
any sense
of
humor. There was not one joke
throughout
the entire drab perfonnance, not even when the audio
went out. The audience around me
roared
with laughter,
and
it
seemed
like everybody
in the
country thought it was funny except for Carter and Ford.
Ford seemed
to be more
in
command in the early going, while
Carter
seemed
to be almost
melting from nervousness.
Quick
flashes of the candidates'
profiles
trought laughs and snickers from
the crowd.
Neither
looks particularly channing
from the side.
Foro, standing with head rigidly
erect,
face
stern,
and hands
grasping
the podium,
was
appatently
trying
to portray
the
gallant knight in armor.
Carter,
standing with hands folded, was
trying to be the picture of piety.
Both failed and what we saw were
two carefully
posed
statues,
fear'ing
that
any
sudden,
unrenearsea
movement or gesture
would cost them a thousand votes.
Harry Reasoner
commented
that
both candidates
were, "sweating
under the lights." Shame on you
Harry! Don't you know that horses
sweat-people
perspire!
The nrst question
directed
at
Carter
concerned
jobs. He immediately took advantage by going
off on a rhetorical
tangent about
Ford being a weak leader. He then
went 'On in length to describe how
he favored a balanced budget, tax
incentives
for
low
incomes,
research
and development
funds,
housing mortgage
loans, and an
unemployment
rate of 3 percent by
1980. Ford's
response
was
as
predictable
as the tide. "Carter is
being unspecific."
From then on it
was just each candidate
making
several
short
speeches
and
repeating things they had both said
in the past. It probably would have
been more effective
if the candidates could have questioned each
other directly. Then maybe they
could have had a good brawl, at
least!
carter's

It is virtually
impossible
to
enumerate
in on'"e evening all the
successes,
disappointments,
and
frustrations
of Black America, but
in the presentation
of "An Evening
of Black America" by Ossie Davis
and Ruby Dee, one can begin to
grasp the beauty inherent in the
culture
of Afro-Americans.
This
Saturday, Oct 2, in Alumni Hall at8
pm, the college community
will
have an opportunity to experience
the beauty,
joy and sometimes
pain of the Black
American's
experience.
This
production
gives
an

historical
panorama
of black
experience
and includes dramatic
readings,
anecdotes
and short
scenarios by black authors. "These
are things that we have fallen in
love with over the years and that
we love sharing,"
Davis reports.
The actor-author-director's
list
of Broadway,
television
and
motion picture credits
bespeaks
his varied talents. His play, Purlie
Victorious,
successful
on Broadway and made into a motionpicture, is a reflection of his own
childhood.

Ms. Ruby Dee, the other half of
this husband-wife
team
is a
recognized
actress
in h~r own
right, having appeared
in such
diverse
roles as the American
Shakespeare
Festival's
production
of The Taming of the Shrew and
with Sidney Poitier in Buck and the
Preacher
.
The entire college community
is
encouraged
to attend
this perfonnance because we believe that
it will be an enlightening
experience that you will never forget.

best

line of the

night

was w.hen he ~~~ribed
the current
tax system as, a welfare for the
rich."
His biggest
bl.~der
was
when h~ rerered
to,
1;he" Great
Depression
of the 1940 s.
That
brought enormous
la~ter
and
jeers from the.Ford perttsans and
. probably
cost
carter.
about
a
million votes! At one pomt, Carter
conveniently mistook Ford's name
for Nixon's.
This brought
some
srorts from the crowd. Carter also
displayed
some unneeded overconfidence
".; if I'm

everybody's
eyebrows
when he
described
Nixon as, "a strong
ieader." What they probably didn't
realize was that Carter was actually throwing the ultimate insult
at Ford, by saying that compared
to Ford, even the fwnbling Nixon
was strong.
~f Ford dominated
the early
gomg, carter deflnatejy picked up
towards
the middle.
This trend,
probably
began when Ford was
asked why he saw it fit to pardon
Nixon but not the Vietnam draft
evaders.
Ford responded
that
Nixon had suffered
enough and
that he was trying to bind the
w~unds left from. Watergate.
At
this, the questioner
asked if the
90,000 draft evaders
abroad
had
also not suffered enough and why
not pardon
them and bind the
wounds and division of the Vietnam War? Carter
quickly
concurred that, "big shots seldom go
to jail while the little ones are
punished."
The crowd coed and
awed
and Howard
K. Smith
chalked up one for Carter. Carter
scored
heavily
again
when he
declared that, "Ford should stop
dwelling
on the
Democratic
Congress of which I am not a part,
while
ignoring
the Nixon
administration
of which he was a
partl"
The Ford
people
were
muffled. Carter had gone for the
jugular!
It was hard to keep up with the
scores
of figures
which
both
candidates
were throwing out all
night. Apparently
they think the
average American has a computer
brain and can easily grasp this
confusing and distorted data. Ford
was more guilty of this statistical
warfare than was Carter. At least
~arter stuck to a few figures which
he repeated
several
times.
For
example,
I got carter's
message
that there are 500,000 more people
out of work than three months ago,
because he repeated it three times.
I also caught on to the thing about
unemployment
being up 50 percent
in the last eight years. These are
relatively
simple statistics.
Ford
fed out so many numbers that he
could have overloaded
an I.B.M.
computer!
Carter
put the only
human element into an otherwise
mechanical
performance
with
some of his comments
on unemployment. At one point he blurted
out that, "these are human beings
were talking about. 7.9 percent is a
human tragedy!"
As far as who won this debate?
Well, I think they may as well flip a
coin to determine
that as well.
Certainly one loser was Elizabeth
Drew. She asked the most ambiguous and ridiculous
questions
I've ever heard.
I thought
the
candidates
were usually
pretty
specific, but some of the questions
were ridiculous! In conclusion, the
general consensus seems to be to
describe what I've just described
in twelve hundred words with one
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Kunstler Gems
"we have a childlike faith ill
something
., The charmed
~~;n/fest destiny of this

COUII-

"l'm ill the system to destroy the system."
"Ellsberg and Russo were illvolved ill a conspiracy to give
us the truth. "
"Its always darkest before the
yalVlI. "
"...growing old to die ... doing
nothing."
"the most marvelous 28 minutes were presented all TV"
(presidential debates) .
'The youllg are turning for
refuge to grad school, to
avoid going to the jackals ... "
"The law is purely a device. "
"I have stopped believing my
civics teacher. "
"We are: being ushered ill to
Zombie land. "

"We cannot rely all any form
of govemmellt.
Government

7;~:'10~~
~~~~~10~(!~S
- it has to
"I would leave (taw) except
that its contradictions
are
sometimes workable. We call
keep people on the street who
someday may slap the currents 1I0W flowing."
"We could nave a lot of
power if we could just get our
shit together."
"The only people who should
Vale are those who gain [inanciatty."
"All revolutions take life."
"We don't talk, or write.cor
love each other anymore. "
"Conspiracy - 'to breathe together'. "
"We are the Roman empire
reborn. "

Alumni Art in Gallery
ATLANTA

RHYTHM

SECTION

APPEARING

OCTOBER

SIN ALUMNI

HALL

Eastern Art Trip

I

-I

On Sunday, 3 October the International
Relations
Club is
sponsoring a trip to the Breezwood
Collection of eastern art.
•
The collection is considered one
of the best in the country, and
includes more than 200 art works
from Thailand
and Indis.
The
Sculpture dates from 1000 BC to
modern
works.
The Breezwood
grounds
contain
a Japanese
garden with pagodas, ponds and
unusualJ plants.
After the trip we will return to
Westminster
for dinner
at the

Darcy's with Dr. and Mrs. David.
The trip,
including
TRANSPORTATION, ADMITTANCE,
to
the collection, and DINNER, will
cost
one
dollar.
FOREIGN
STUDENTS
ARE INVITED TO
COME FREE as guests of the club.
TO RESERVE
A PLACE ON
THE TRIP CONTACT ME BY
WEDNESDAY
THE
29th
of
SEPTEMBER.
Jeff Whittaker
P.O. Box 1353 or
Campus Ex. 342
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Now showing in the fine arts
gallery is a presentation
of artwork
by Western Maryland
alumni. It
includes a sufficient variation
of
style and media, including
paintings in oil and watercolor,
soft
sculpture, stone
sculpture,
silkscreen
and ceramics.
The first thing one has to notice
when entering the gallery is a soft
sculpture by Sharon Wood entitled
"Three Faces of Eve". It seems to
depict
the three
phases
of a
woman's
day-early
morning
in
curlers,
midafternoon
in
housedress,
and
approaching
evening with upswept hair. There
is a startling
resemblance
to the
works of Marisol, whose figures
protrude
from just about
any
cubed shape imaginable.
Marisol
however,
being a professional
artist, is somehow more successful
in creating a whirlwind of human
shapes than Wood.
On a nearby wall are watercolors
by William
Griffith
looking
remarkably
like
National
Geographic
photographs.
Done
with precision
and careful
attention
to detail,
his paintings
depict
Indians
in their flowing

~~ :~nion
3011OIi.n_iolin
mo... 11$96·
Hi841

38 Se,g... n"lab.1
J9P,o!ix:'h, ..
40 Wo,du,od
wi.hwovand
sided
41 Hotadcov....ing
42la· .. ••

dress performing
various chores.
In one three
women
balance
colorful bowls upon their heads; in
another a train has come to a stop
(presumably
unintentionally)
and
the people are milling around the
cars. It's so convincing that we can
almost
hear
their
anxious
whispers.

Other works particularly
welldone are a series of silkscreens
by
C.B. Reisenweber.
He (she) makes
heavy use of black, leaving only
the background
atmosphere
in
color. Two of the three
were
printed
this year--"TaH
Ships
Outward Bound" and "Tall Ships
at Dawn". The ships are not simply
masses of black, but are composed
of numerous intricate lines. There
is definitely a talent visible here
not only in the prints themselves,
but in the matting
as well. His
(her) concern for perfection in this
aspect shows the artist's pride in
his work.
Another artist worth mentioning
is Helen Gaither
who has on
exhibition
various
wildlife paintings done on hunks of varnished
wood. One, shaped like a hunter's
plaque depict's a bambi-type
deer
with big brown eyes, long eyelashes and of course, the prized
antlers.
Another
depicts
a
retriever dragging a fallen duck in
its mouth. Both these and others
have a certain "woodsy"
quality
that any animal-admirer
as well as
hunter would appreciate.

i!~::9fOUP

There were a few tacky pieces
including
a painting
on velvet
depicting, according to the artist,
"The Tranquility of Spring", and a
soft sculpture-the
"Iris Chair"that looked more like a pompous
overstuffed
doily. There was one
soft sculpture by the same artist
that did give me a laugh despite its
lack of aesthetics--the
Royal
Pacifier in green and gold, perhaps
meant to comfort the football team
when they lose the homecoming
game-the
only problem being that
they'll ~bably
win.

35~:O;~North
36 Vouch.. 01.
",,~Udebt
37 Commedia

'." .."'

d~1r

-

•

II

·"Your alma mater just repainted the old water
tower, and tbey're sending b!llll to all ~rople
whose names·werescribhled on It.

The show is definitely
worth
seeing
if only because
of the
chance to see both the talents and
the non-talents of our school's past.
The show will continue
until
Homecoming.

Friday,

October
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Groves and Wu join WMC

Mountain Craft
Festival to be held

By Lisa Robeson
'.
Lieutenant Col. James R. Groves
recently joined the WMC faculty a,s
the new professor
of military
science. The directorship
of' the

provided by selected entertainers.
ROTC is his latest post in an
Nearly 130 skilled craftsmen
and
Being featured
this fall is a
eighteen-year
career
which has
artists from the entire east coast
talented
and enthusiastic
group,
~~~::d
a l~=y~Sit~O:
at ~~
be featured
at the Fall
Mountain Heritage Arts & Crafts
"The Putnam
County Pickers,"
:ninistration
job for the Army
Festival,
which will take place at
whose repertoire
includes blues,
Chief of Staff at the Pentagon, and
Harpers Ferry, WVA., on October
~eu~Frass a~~::ekd and n::~::t~t~
most recently, the command of an
8,9, 10 and 11. Careful1y pre-judged
"Trapezoid"
who not only play the
batallion
at Ford Hood,
and screened
to assure only the
highest of standards,
they will
~:~~:;~:utD;~~i~:~
~~k:l~~
Lieutenant Col. Groves' job wiU
display their handicrafts
on the
delightful instrument.
Also on tap
~!:~est~~li~elfo~so~C::e/!~:,~
gently rolling hills of the Harpers
Ferry Caverns amidst a splendid
:~d ~
~e :~~:;'~ou~t~
overseeing the ROTC program. His
showing of autumn colors.
musicians who will be playing their
specific goals for the corning years
With such an array of exhibitors
unique old time and mountain
include the expansion
of ROTC
whose crafts will be on sale, this
seems to be the perfect place and
music, "The Southern Sounds of _~~~~:
~e c:~=;
~'::~~
setting to purchase Christmas gifts
~~:s~;as~~haendP~:o~~e~t:;~
involved, and the furtherance
of
for family, friends and associates
Dancers.
the leadership
and citizensh~p
at the most reasonable
of prices.
The
Fall
Festival
hours
of
the
You'll he able to choose from
Mountain Heritage Arts and Crafts
leather,
pottery,
glass, - wood,
Festival will be from 10 AM to 6
metals,
ceramics,
furniture,
This year.. WMC welcomes two
PM each day, Friday, Saturday,
musical
instruments,
jewelry,
new members
to the A'dmissions
Sunday and Monday. Food and
needlework,
quilts,
paintings,
Office, Ms. Barbara Craig and Ms.
drink will be available
at the
candles, dolls, plus much, much
Joan Murr.
festival site and you are most
more.
Ms. Craig graduated
with a B.A.
While strolling and shopping in welcome to picnic on the grounds.
from Morgan State University and
The admission of $2.00 for adults
the panorama
of autwnn
colors
she received
her M.A: fro~ Infree parking.
Children
from the surrounding
trees and includes
diana University. Although she ha~
from 6 to 17 years of age are adhills, you will be treated to timehad no previous
experience
'in
mitted for $1.00.
honored
dancing
and
music
.
.

will

~~~?'

training
which he feels ROTC
provides.
On a personal
basis, Lt. Col.
Groves wishes "to have a hand in
producing
officers
who will be
leaders
of the army
and the
National
Guard.
If I can
do
anything
to make these officers
more
profficient
and
wellrounded,"
he added, "I will have
been successful."
Lt. CoL Groves is a graduate
of
Texas A&M, where he earned his
B.S. degree in civil engineering.
He
acquired his Master's degree in the
same subject at Massachussetts
Institute of Technology.
Dr. Laurence
C. Wu is a new
assistant
professcr 'of philosophy,
coming from Taiwan. He received
his B.A. from the National Taiwan
'University, and then went on to the

University
of Minnesota
for his
M.A. and to the University
of
Texas at Austin for his PhD. He
has done much traveling
in the
United States, to such places as
Hawaii, South Carolina, california,
and Alaska-He spent three years
teaching at the University of South
carolina,
and one year
at the
University
of Texas
and Texas
A&M University.
Dr. Wu is currently
teaching
three
courses:
"Problems
of
Philosophy",
"Logic
and
Reflective
Thinking,"
and
"Philosophy
of the
Twentieth
Century."
During Jan. Term, he
plans to teach the "Philosophy
of
Self-Realization."
In addition
to
"Problems
of Philosophy,"
he will
be teaching
"Philosophy
of
Science" and "Problems
of Mind
and Body" in the spring.

Admissiohs Gains Craig & Murr

from page 1
purpose of the trial was to stem the
anti-war movement.
He drew the
same conclusion from the trials Of
theChicag07,theCatonsville9,the
Gainsville 8, and the trial of Daniel
Ellsberg and Tony Russo for the
Pentagon Papers.
Although all of the defendants in
.cthese trials were acquited
Kunstler felt that all served the
_government's
intended
purpose
_because
the trials
initmidated

admissions
work, Ms. Craig has She would also like to see the
much
experience
in teaching
minority
students
take a more
HUman
Development
in high
active role in the WMC social life,
school. The friendly attitude of the .and feels that this would benefit the
people
of Western
Md.
has
entire student
body. Ms. Craig
especially
impressed
her. One of believes
Liberal
Arts education
her special concerns is recruiting a should be concerned with the entire
more. diverse
student
body, in- student,
educating
not only his
cluding more minority
students.
mind but also helping him grow in
other ways. _

rlclty Fl'OWS
K uns-tl er EIectrlel

those in the peace movement and
greatly discouraged
the "voices"
from being very vocal. The trials
also forced the peace movement to
tie up large swns of money for
legal defenses which then could not
be used to further the movement
This approach
has been used
aga!'~'
other threats as well. The
exal.lpie5 he mentioned
included
the black liberation movement, the
native-American
(Indian)

militancy.
and the prison inmJ~.te as we always
have been-into
a
uprisings.
"Whenever
you have. a
robot-l~ke state. In this apathetic,
movement
that
threatens
the
robot-like state, no one is an instatus quo ... " this suppression
is
dividual
thinker
and all blindly
encountered.
'.
believe
in the fairness
of the
Kunstler'spurposeasalawyeris
nation's institutions.
to work
within
the
judicial
Other topics included:
structures
so that radical voices
+Voting
and the necessity
of
may be kept on the streets leading
registering
to vote
and then
the movements.
Alanned
by the refusing
to cast a ballot in an
widespread
apathy
in America
election in which there is no choice
today, he feels that we ere set,Uin'g- except between "Twee<Dedwn and

t
F·les t y S eXls
. t's...
?
IS er or
B ro th er _So
O

-I

~~m~:~o~e
level is lower. The
environment
appears
to be more
stimulating,
the conversation
intellectually_
richer.
(Reader's
Digest.
. February
1970)
Another kind of learning
takes
JilIace in co-ed donns. Males and
females begin to see each other as

Living in close quarters
with
women makes men realize
that
masculinity
is much more than
that. The need for men to impress
women
lessens,
which
reduces
much of the artificiality
of malefemale relationships.
The women also benefit from

~~.eAl':!~:~i~:r!~;~
promote the idea of masculinity
as
a sort of "superficial
toughness."
(Look, September 23, 1969.)

~~:le ~~!:o~~ s~~:nt~~s
by saying, "When you're with boys
all the time it gets to be really
important what kind of person you

i?~=

Contrast
POEM

OF THE

WEEK

why is it on
re-entering
the
living room for the
first time every new morning
I expect to find something strange
that will rank as a discovery something
different in the sun on the rug not there the
night before instead of a message from God traced
in suspended dust mercilessly
announcing
the
day has been up for hours and waiting
for me to make something of it-'
that I cannot expect to
darken the lamp and
next day wonder
why is it on
-Max Dixon

Poem of the Week is being sponsored by Contrast, the WMC
literary magazine. The staff of the magazine would like very
much to publish a fall issue;
possible depends,
more than
Students,
faculty. and staff
manuscripts
of fiction, poeqy,
NancyBarry,Box76.

Whether
anything

or not this will be
else, upon submissions.

of the collegearewelcometosend
and art work,. as soon as possible to

are. So you try ~'be
a better
person.Berore
ejl youneeded tobe
was a sexier
person,."
(Look,
September
23, 1969)
Cooed donns also give' people a
better view of each other. Many
students judge each other on their
appearance,
because that is the

~e.:e~~~lleddebate"
+Jury
injustices

and

the

s~pping
away of basic American
rights.
+The lack of con~ern in .our
country. for .the Amencan
Indians
and thetr' pll~t.
.
Heended~lStalkWlthanexcerpt
~.om ~ ~ynCt ~
Ste~en
Nmcen"
ene ca ed,
Amencan

Ms. Joan Murr is new to Western
Md., but not to admissions
work.
She bas had five years experience
working in Admissions
at Johns
Hopkins University.
Previous
to
that she spent three years as an
administrative
assistant
in the
Computer
Science
program
at
Hopkins.
She is especially
enthusiastic about the accessibility
of
faculty members
to students.
She
spent three weeks
visiting
the
various departments
and was very
impressed by the genuine interest
and involvement
between faculty
~~:h~~~~~ts~fr~:raho~~
geographic area, and plans

r:i::!~

talk

students this fall in
no~ern
.New Jersey
and ~e
Philidelphia area of Pennsylvarua.

Mo"'ocacy

"Ta,,-y
••

~r

::~~~~b~ua~~
in
~:q~~tion
and answer peri~
come into contact with 'each other
that .f.ollowed was eqpa~y
10so often that they learn to judge on teresting.
He fielded question on
more than just appearances.
ThiS the pres;s, the N.A.A.C.P.,
and
helps to resolve many male-female
mo~
discus~ion
arose
?n ~e
identity problems. Romances tend sub)ect of vo~ng and presidential
tobebasedona
much deeper level power and influcen~e.
Kuntsler
than just romantic
attraction.
As was .questio~~
on his s.tan~ con-

to

to hi,l;h school

..

H• t

1

~

IS

or."

On Thursday,
September
23,
Calvin E. Schildknecht
gave a
lecture
and slideshow
entitled
"German
Pioneers
in
the
Monocacy
Valley."
A native
of
Frederick,
Maryland.
Mr.
Schildknecht becaiD.e interested
in

=c::~~
:.;:~::;
~~;::~
~~~'5
~~:;:t~~~ru~~:~
:;:EfJ=h:i: ~i~~:~
~:m~

~~~~~tsw~~'~~:~

~r::gt~li~:a~~~d~~tii~nf~~

~=~~~~::eD~~:~

:~~h~~~==\:.e~t

:~~i':~°:J~~~~~~~:t~

of the mystery."

He ~affinn~

contact, even if it is nothing more
than sexual contact. In the past few
decades the world has 'changed,

SOCIety . ~ addi~on
says Kunstle~, the ~verslble
nature
of
capital punlShmen~ and ~e fact of

fer:l~~::'sisar~na

:e~:ra~

~:r:t

his position

for

.against

c~~~:::~n~ta~:dc~c~

General

Aniline

~;:~o~~:,w~

and

Film

~

German-speaking
groups
in
Europe,
including
the Illyrians,
and their
settlements
in the
~~~~~~~."

Valley

before

the

of this trend. They are a,n attempt
to prepare students for the outside
world by teaching them to react ~o
the oppoiste
sex as what they

hawen.
The trial of Patty Hearst
was~scussed
as well as the recent
acqwtal
of H. ~P
Bro~
on
charges of possession of an illegal

Speaking to an audience of about
forty. mostly made up of people
from the Westminster
community.
Mr. Schildknecht
recounted
the

really

w~~:~clusion
he made an appeal
for individualism
and a rejection of
present
law. For over an hour
followingbistalk,KunsUerfielded
questions
from
the audience,
making
his views known on a
variety of subjects (some of which
are capsules
in this paper).
At
10:30 PM the remaining
audience

trials and exploits
of the early
Gennan pioneers as they settled in
the Monocacy Valley (present-day
Frederick
and Carroll counUes).
The slide show tied European
history to the history of this area.
Slides of maps. European
parks.
and European
musewn
artifac~
were combined with slides of old

are-people.

USE THE

8'1-6

LIN E IN THE
SGA. OFF ICE

f:::!:;
versation

Mr~~;~lo~~
with him.

fO~o~.

~~
these

~=:;'th~?:;;::r:e:!
German pioneers.
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Entertainment

Carroll County ~OW Alive 'n -Kickin'

in the Area

Jane Wettig and Jennifer

CAPITAL CENTRE
GASTON HALL,
TOIlJ Waitts 1r
Lynyrd Skynyrd 10/20
Chicago 11/15 -16
John Denver and
the Star/and Vocal Band 11/24 - 25
CA THOLIC UNIVERSITY
DOli

G.

WASH. U.

KENNEDY CEIvTER
Bifly Cobhon. 10/6

McLean 11/14

DAR CONSTITUTION HALL
Steven Stills 10/20
Jackson Browne, and Orleans 10/24 - 25
Hal! and Oats 1 I 30

Watt!>

now with more aware of voting

what's
happening
steusttcs,
NOW? Funny you should ask. We
educational
and
recreational
attended
a chapter
meeting and
facilities,
attitudes
and
emfound out that NOW is in its loth
pl.oyment habits of business-all
on
year;
its goals are active parthe local level.
ticipation of women in the mainCarroll
County
NOW
is
stream
of society
with equal
preparing
for "Alice
Doesn't
responsibilities
as men,
and
Day". 'Alice' is a synonym for all
NOW's Carroll County Chapter is
women;
Alice doesn't
work in
alive and kickin'.
Wonderland.
Last years attempt
Top on NOW's list of concerns is
by women to express
their inthe campaign for ratification of the
dependence and vital contributions
Equal Rights
Amendment.
This
was anti-climatic
due to lack of
move would declare women fu1l . publicity
and
organization.
citizens.", "the quality
of rights
However, the liberated
Alice this
should not be denied on account of
year will be seen October 20th in

~:t~
~:t

LlSNER AUDI TORIUM, G. WASH. U.
Billy 10e/10/4
Jimmy Buffer 10/23

~~~i~~ ~~~e~:~~~

the Westminster

by March 22, 1979 in order for
women to realize increased equal
:;rtunity
and the right to equal

INDIAN SPRINGS, MD.
Charlie Dantets Band. Earl Scruggs. Ozark Mt n. 'Daredevils,
Doc and Merle lIIatsoll, Vassar Clements.
Eric Weisberg and Deliverance, and others 10/1 - 3

The
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several

chapter
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and troubleshoot
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areas

Shopping
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ERA ... attempting
to
sexism.
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Parenthood,"
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and

counselors,

reqU('s~

a straw

uPln seemg hIS people on this fateful

":!~~

~~~o
a tabf~~' w~~~e~e
food to be brought out. The freshpeople felt sure that much of last

see-classes

Sunday.

You

begin on Monday.

When all the little freshpeople
emerge from the gymnasiwn,
they
are rushed off to the bookstore.
The new student soon finds out how
to write a check-unless of course he
or she happens to carry $50-$100
around for small change. As the
cash register total mounts, so does
the anxiety
in the little freshperson's
mind.
Adding
to this
nervous breakdown
process is the
senior next in line who in response
to the final cash register ring says,
"You lose!"
Inevitably, the first few weeks on
campus seem like a loss to the

Talent Show
As students
return
to campus
and begin to pursue their academic
goals, so does the social life begin
for the college. It is the goal of the
college activities program to offer
as many diverse activities that will
reach every tangent of the college
community.
This year we see the
coffee house segment of the college
activities
program
this year by
sponsoring a talent show involving
talent of students on campus. This
talent show would be competitive
~!:e
~n~~:
=oe:::c:
~
the coffee house throughout
the
year. Any group or solo performer
interested
in participating
in the
talent
festival
should
contact
Bernard
Franklin,
Ext. 217 or
:s~act
the college activities, Ext.
The key to the success

of any

;re:f:~~~~

~~oerta:~,s
~~a:a~~~
HEALTH CONS.CIOUS STUDENTS
Soon the new §tudent learns the You can I~se weIght or have more
joys of getting to the end of the energy, WIthout drugs, Call 635-2970
cafeteria
line and guessing what
each item on the tray is. This is
only the beginning.
cn:lII:n:lI::::n:::JaCII::II::n:n;~
For those who have always
enjoyed the comforts of their own
room, a new roommate
can be a
HElP WANTED

~f~~~~~!~~
very interested
in getting as many
students as possible involved. We
would like. to establish
a coffee
house committee
to coordinate the
programs
and to see that these
programs are implemented.
There
will be a sign-up sheets on the
buIletinboardsin
the cafeteria and

~~~~~~~!te~~:~~~:~
~:~e~;~
questions while looking across the
room. Can that awful smell reall)

Part-time job, sales position,
energetic student, you set your
own hours, call 635-2970

::~J~rao~:,uEx~~~17~~~Oc~
are interested
in serving
Committee.

be him? Does she always pile dirty,
clothes in the middle of the floor?_

••••••••

_

changes.

For

further

~~~:~iO~o~~~ne~Sftin~a~~~

freshperson.
In time,
however,
freshpeople blend in with everyone
else and even begin to talk and act
like upperclass
people.
of course, is very

~~!~I~!~~h~~Yf~~h~~~:~~n~
of Memorial
Hall, or wondering
where they hid Dean Zepp's office,.
or inquiring as to the whereabouts
of the hottest
night clubs
in
Westminster.
Please
have sympathy.
Undoubtedly
this aimple
character
is a member
of that
trampled
mtnority-Ireshpeopfe.

I

member)

at 848-0571

Refl~utions I

One should never temper one's
words because of fear of disap- i
peoval. Friendship
is based on the'
:~i~~

o~~roi~!!:n~!~n;~~g,

:~l

derstanding
of convictions.
If one
person feels he must omit opinions
=~:~i~fg
a:~~~~!n~~~S,
i~~I~~
Honesty, within the framework
of
love, can never hurt. It's purpose is
to educate.

Chris Okenica

Newsbriefs

college
activities
program
is
student
participation
and involvement.
We are in the process

:rr~~

Hanover
County

g:~~~,C~:~~~f::~~~~;~ta~~

,~;;;,,"c"on

This transition,

to meetings.

in the
Carroll

~~~~ha~k~~;il!::Ca~i~~al~n~~~

IS board

Larry Norton
What are those funny
weeds
growing on the w,indow sill? Freshpeople begin to wonder why they
didn't choose to commute.
The answer to this query comes
about when the true benefits
of
campus life are revealed:
(Yes,
freshpeople,
there are benefits!)
The first taste of social excitement
begins with the Freshman
Mixer.
Half of the cafeteria
is crowded
with tables and the rest is left open
for a dance floor. Naturally,
the
freshpeople,
eager to meet their
new classmates,
find room at, on,
or under the tables. Faint and
forgotten memories of Junior High
School dances are stirred up in the
minds of these new students who
begin to wonder why all this is
being done lor them (or to them).
The freshperson
also develops a
....learer
definition
of the expression-"The
world is made up of
all kinds of people." Undoubtedly,
every conceivable
weirdo and a
few other
assorted
specimens
congregate at this great social
gathering,
Another
important
question
formulates
in the new
students'
mind. If registration
is
tomorrow,
why am I giving up
sleep for this social fiesta?
\ Registration
is the culmination
of the tresbperson's
arrival
on
campus.
Reduced
to a lowly
positionfrompreviousdaysofhigh
school esteem
the new student
discovers
that the freshperson
class is the last to register. Due to
this wonderful
rule, it is not
unusual to see these new students
running about with schedules that
"wiU not work."
This tends to
create a minor difficulty for fresh.

welcome

Check listings
Evening
Sun,

schedule
which

~~~~~asf~etia~ef;

caseworkers

NOW is the most radical of the
large
women's
groups
in the
country.
There
are over
800
nationally
recognized
chapters ... Maryland
has 9. Chapters
are in convening
status
for 9
months
before
being nationally
recognized.
The Carroll
County
Chapter has just opened and is in
its 7th week. Involvement so far is
excellent.
All are

_

Single

all of

between
those groups. F"
further information
call the now
phone number.

Center

N~~~
diminish

Oc~~~~t~~~ S~=Sit!:~:~~le~:

wo~xe~~~n~ar~:ll

'----T-h-e-F-i-,.-s-t-D-a-"-o-'-t-h-e' Rest
The elevator
was working the
first
day.
The meals
closely
resembled
the ones back home.
The stereos
blared
sweet
and
comforting
sounds which echoed
throughout the dormitory. The sun
was making
its way out from
beneath
the clouds.
A blissful
feeling pervaded
throughout
the
campus.
The freshperson
was
clam, secure, and optimistic. Then
came matriculation
convocation.
The term itself is enough to
strike fear in the hearts of the
unsuspecting,
but the process
is
equally mind boggling. The freshperson is pushed and pulled from
room to room. After a countless
nwnber of forms are signed, a mug
shot is taken, and a few more
forms are signed, the new students
are handed a WMC mug and sent
on their way. The freshperson
leaves Memorial
Hall completely
exhausted,
but with a better understanding
of why the building is
so named.
The freshperson
is promptly
ushe~e~ to ~umni Hall where the
AdnllOIstratlOn
proceeds to issue
several
thousand
welcomes.
Parents beam with joy while their
offspring are busy catching up on
lost sleep..
This
invig?rating
ceremony
IS capped
With the
parent's final farewell. ~e freshpeople. ~re casuall~ remmded
of
the tUition fee thell' parents
are
~~ing and in a f~w minutes they
im. alone. If ~ou re new to the
bt~.~~ess of bemg a freshperson,
thl<> IS where
the real f!.Ul begins.
S'lddenly,
t.he meals don't appear to ~ qwte the same as they
wen' the fIrst day. One freshpers~n
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I·V Speaker
Inter-Varsity
Christian
Fe1I00NShip will meet on wednesday, Oct. 6, at 8:00 p.m.
in
Englar 101.·First, there will be a 20
min. film on URBANA '76, as-day
seminar
on
missions
and
evangelism.
TMn Kieth Dietz, an
l.V. intern currently working with
Tom Balma,
will speak on the
Lordship of Christ - come and find
out why Christ has the right to be
the Lord of AlL

Tri·Beta
Tri-Beta,
the biology
honor
society, is sponsoring
a tutoring
program
for biology
students
having difficulty in chemistry
or
biology. Study times would' be
arranged
for the convenience
of
the student
and tutor. Anybody
interested
in this program should
contact Pat Siegel, Keith Metzler
or Kathy Smoot.
.
This year, Tri-Beta is continuing
to operate the recycling
shed
behind Harrison
Hall. We would
welcome
any help on recycling
days. The shed will be open all day
Saturday, October 2, November 13,
and December
4th if you wish to
Iring down old newspapers,
tin or
alwninwn.
Students who are interested
in
joining the Tri-Beta and have eight
hours of biology should see Mrs.
Esson in the biology department.
Your name must be submitted
by
October 11th.
Anyone is welcome to attend TriBeta meetings
the second
and
fourth Wednesday of each month.

The

White

House

Are you between the ages of 23
and 35? And possess "leadership,
intellectual
and
professional
ability,
high motivation,
and a
committment
to community
and
nation"?
The President's
Commission
on
White
House
Fellowships
is now accepting
applications for the 1977·78 session
- deadline
is Nov. 1, 1976. This
program includes a year of high
.Ievel experience
in the Federal
Government
and
an extensive
seminar program.
For more info
contact Scrimsbaw.

Writing

Contest

International
Publications
is
sPlnsoring
A Collegiate
Creative
Writing Contest (deadline Nov. 5)
and a National
College Poetry
Contest (deadline
Oct. 25). Cash
prizes offered in both· if interested
contact Scrimshaw.

Scrimshaw
The position
of circulation
manager is open. This job requ.ires
about 2 hours from 7 AM - 9 AM on
Friday
mornings.
Interested
people must have a car. Contact
Scrimshaw,
Box 3-A.
Scrimshaw needs typists - About
2 hours per month is needed. We
pay .

.,

Friday,

October

1,1976
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CROP Fast

Comment on Week-long Fast

'nfo

DianneJenkiDll
Word has spread
that certain
by starvation.
Fasting, in this case,
folks on campus have decided to
gives us the experience we need to
refrain from food for a seven day
prove that we don't need as much
period. Now, if this startled
you
food as we consume. When you say,
and
made
you
drop
your
I'm hungry," what exactly do you
newspaper
into your breakfast,
use as criteria
for determining
lunch or dinner, then pick it up,
hunger? A fast may change your
clean it off and continue.
outlook here. For those of you who
The option of fasting in Dean Ira
say you are committed
to God,
Zepp's Gandhi-Tagore
class is one
fasting has, throughout
the ages,
of four; it is designed to involve
been a means to concretely
exthe student experientially
with the
press that commitment:
a way of
importance
of fasting as stressed
declaring that there's more to life
by Gandhi,
in the process
of
than food and drink. Jesus Christ
identifying with what he stood for.
said, "My nourishment
is to do the
If one is truly into learning,
one
will of Him
who sent Me and
becomes physically
and mentally
completely
do His work." As is
involved;
therefore,
given the
taught
in Dean
Zepp's
class,
options of fasting or writing
a
Gandhi's
fasts were a source of
paper about fasting, some eight to
consternation
for British officials,
ten students
have
decided
to
in that, should his fasts result in his
"learn"
fasting.
death by starvation,
the death
Sometimes I think we in America
would be on their heads, for he
believe we have an edge on other
would have died for a righteous
peoples when it comes to being free
cause.
to provide ourselves with three
I suggest that any of you who are
meals a day or more. Why, we ask,
curious as to the efficacy of fasting
should people willingly
give up
to try it for a day, or even just one
feeding
themselves?
For some
meal. Use the time you would
reason,
we won't settle for an
spend
eating
in prayer
and
answer
like, "it'll help you to
meditation.
identify with the hungry around the
Also, consider this: the less each
world." We would even deny the
of us individually eats, the less. food
spiritual alterations that occur as a
the cafeteria folks need-to buy. The
result
of fasting.
Despite
the
less the demand for the foodstuffs,
shallowness of thought reflected in
the cheaper their prices; the more
such attitudes,
fasting stands as
food for those who NEED it and
one of the
oldest
and
most
are HUNGRY. The economics may
widespread
strategies
for shaping
not be kosher, but the idea is. _
one's life.
Many articles have been written
.
about this particular
fast over the
past years, so, rather than merely
Joe Golden"
describing the mechanisms
of the
In the. course of human events it
fast, I'd like to put forth some ideas
becomes necessary for everyone to
and questions
for you, as an inget away from usual commonplace
dividual,
to ponder during these
living. Many students
think this
next two or three weeks as you find
means going home on weekends.
your friends
and acquaintances
To others it implies staying
at
suddenly declinign to eat.
WMC while doing unusual,
nonFasting,
of necessity,
must be
commonplace
things. A third, and
combined
with
prayer
and
smaller,
group
of
people
have
an
meditation.
Otherwise it becomes
even more
interesting
way of
merely an extreme form of dieting.
"getting away from it all." These
Jesus
Christ
was alone in the
desert for forty days as He fasted
and prayed in preparation
for His
are
Phyllis
Rinehimer
and
ministry on _earth. Gandhi mainMargaret
Cheniae.
tianed silence on his regular days
When Margaret
beaded for the
of fasting. The major achievement
University
of
Strasbourg
in
of
a
fast
IS
that
one's
France,
she had very few exconsciousness is raised through the
pectations
and a truckload
of
practice of self-denial.
In fasting,
doubts. Upon arriving
the senior
one literally hollows one's seH out
french major boarded with a pair
to receive. It is training in senof BOyear old sisters - one of whom
sitivity chartred by waiting,
was deaf while the other was blind
listening,
sensing
and a thankLife with the sisters turned out to
fulness for being alive.
be both interesting and rewarding.
On a sensitivity scale, how would
Awarently
she had no trouble
you rate yourself'? Do you show
adjusting to the French way of life
your sensitivity
to others
by
as a whole either. The only trouble
listening and sharing with them?
she
encountered
was some "very
Or, do you invite them to a meal
strange
men" and their characwith you where you commence to
teristic
attitudes
towards
eat, concentrating
more on what's
American women. This was easily
going into your mouth than into
made up for by French
food.
your ears and, hopefully,
your
Margaret
emphasized
that
the
heart? Granted, this is an extreme
natives (who spend half their per
example,
but well worth
poncapita income on food) serve up
dering. One of the more prevalent
some
gastronomical
delightscomments
made by students who
although
Margaret
didn't
once
fasted last year was that life on this
have beef barbecue.
Perhaps
this
campus is Iced-oriented,
with all
deprivation
gave her incentive to
plans made around those
three
travel.
most important
(sic) blocks of
Whatever
the reason,
the 'h
time in the day: breakfast,
lunch
student fare price'encoureged
her
and dinner. Must we use such a
to make continential
journey. Her
basic biological
function as our
travels
took her to Oktoberlest,
focal point for socializing?
We all
mountain climbing, and to Victoria
know that cafeteria food isn't that
Station in England where she met
good, that it would warrant
such
fellow WMCer Phyllis Rinehimer.
popularity
as would be assumed
Phyllis was venturing
back to
given the-size
of the dining hall
Scotland where she attended
the
crowd around 5:00 p.m.
University
of Wales.
She con'But, I don't want to go too far off
track. These are just thoughts I'd
=n~rasSC~:::
~
~~~
like you to take a little further for
differently than American schools.
yourselves.
Don't
just
dismiss
All work was done out of school and
them.
Six years
of drought
in
Africa have already brought over a
grades were based on one fmal
exam.
Her
double
major
of
quarter of a million people to death

The CROP fast will be held this

1:~:n1~~;iJ-~
r:::

"Our mission is to analyze the situation and,
through foresight and advanced planning, avoid
or circumvent problems before they arise. Should
the unexpected occur. then our aim is to swiftly
and efficiently arrive at a workable solution ..
however, when you're up to your ass in alligators,
it's difficult to remember that your initial objective
was to drain the swamp."

6~~~
Saturday morning 'and will last till
after Chapel op. Sunday. There will
be many different things going on
Saturday. It is not necessary. to be
at each meeting,
but it is very
highly
recommended
for the
educational
program
being
offered. Several different things will
be going on at the same time so
that the faster has an opportunity
to choose what he-she wants to do.
'The schedule is as follows:
Saturday morning
9:30-11:30 (apprcx.) - Simulation
Game Film and discussion Study"Faith Without Works is Dean".
1:30-5:30 (approx.)
- Roger E.
Burtner-speaker,
Former director
of
Mid-Atlantic
CROP
and
missionary.
He will be presenting
slides, etc. of his experiences
in
West Africa.
7:30-? - Simulation Game Film
and discussion
Study-"Fasting".
During the fast, coffee, tea, and
orange juice are all allowed for
consumption.
They
will
be
provided at the central
meeting
place (Baker
100), Sunday, the
fasters will break their fast with
communion in Chapel (11:00 A.M.)
and a Third World Banquet
in
Baker
100
after
Chapel.
Remember-fasting
without prayer
and meditation
is only dieting!

We Need Writers
One may ask the purpose of. this
column. Well, its' main purpose is
to take up space that would have
otherwise been used for news. That
is, of course, if we had any. It also
allows
an
otherwise
normal
creature
at this school to show
how his mind really
operates.
Especially
when a certain paper
(which
of course
will remain
nameless) almost invites the whole
campus to a private celebration
of
rites of passage.
How many of you remember
last
weeks paper? How many would
like
to forget?
Do you
a.l1
remember
the' action
headline
"Spice Added to SGA Meeting"?
I
can tell you right now that is not
what was going to be there. With·a
little bit of investigation
one can
learn the real headline.
But, to
save you all that work, I will t~ll

you now. How does "SGA Looks
Into Lavatories"
grab you. And we
~~~~t
0~~m~0r;:~rhirrnJa~8X~
who thought of it.
- I hope that I have not made
anybody sick while reading
the
poor attempts
at humor I have
made. But they lock me in a room,
show me re-runs of the "I Love
Lucy" Show, and threaten to make
me eat in the cafeteria for the rest
of my lile if I don't come up with
something. So help me, tell them it
was good so I can be let out and see
my wife again. Good-bye from The
Department
of
Redundacy
Department.
At least until next
time.
From high atop the fourth floor
of a yet to be built dorm, we are
proud to present
some total insanity. Reading time is less than
we thought.

Students Journey;to France, Scotland
'.
Comparative
Lit
English,
warranted
.an
extraordinary
amount
of research.
During
vacation
time she had enough
money to travel, as tuition was
only$800peryearan~room$20per
month. She shared her apartment
with two British women. Her meals
weren't so spectacular.
A common
meal. was' baked
beans on toast. a foreign ofCsprinjz

=~~v:~~s.
~ se:~::!tJ=~~

of our famed beef barbeque.
This
meal, among others, gave her the
energy she needed to participate
in
a riding club and travel with a
Scottish rugby club which eventually
won the championship.
Opposing rugby teams would enjoy
an evening
at the local tavern
following a game.
Both

Phyllis

end

Margaret

..c.""...,""'............_-""""_

............_,;,.-""""--1£

9"....................

What's

Comin'

gained a better overview of life in
general.
They agreed
that they
look at life in a more analytical and
critical way. The education
they
acquired
was more
than
just
book.1earning.
They obtained
an
awareness more practical than the
written word. Sounds like a good
means
of really
getting
away
... sure
beats
going
home
on
weekends, huh?

off:

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1
4:00 P.M. JV soccer at Towson
6:15

P.M. &
Marriage"

9:00

P.M.
- Decker

Film:

"Scenes

from

a

SATURDAY, OCTO·BER 2
10:30 A.M,
10:30 A.M.
10:30 A,M.
1 :30 P.M.
6:30 P.M_
8:00 P.M_

Women's
Volleyball
vs. F & M
Cross Country
vs. Gallaudet
Field Hockey
vs. F & M
Football
vs. Muhlenburg
Mass - Little Baker
An evening
of Black America
- Ossie
Davis & Ruby Dee - Alumni
Hall

MONDAY, OCTOBER 4
7:30 - 9:30

P.M.

Film:

"Grand

lIIusion"-Decker

TUESDAY, OCTOBEi'\ 5
3:30

P.M.

Field

Hockey

at Elizabethtown

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 6
8:00

P.M.

3:00

P.M.

- Midnight
Slave Auction
Sponsored
the Preachers
- Decker
Soccer
and Cross Country
at Loyola

by

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 8
6:30
8:00
3:30

P.M.
P.M.

Pep Rally - behind
Hoffa
Concert
- "Atlanta
Rhythm
Alumni
Hall
P.M. Field Hockey
at Wilson
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Friday, October

Sports

WMC

Terrors Roll 21-6
2nd Quarter Offeriae Crucial
The Green Terrors of wee.ern,
Maryland
rolled to their second
victory of the season. 21-6 over
Bridgewater.
This
win
was
sparked by Rick Rosenfeld's 92 yd.
kickoff return for a touchdown.
The defense again showed theirworth, holding
the Bridgewater
team to one touchdown,
a freak
long pass play. Led by Jeff Hunt
rdefensive
player of the week),
Bucky Horsey, and Rick Bonaecorsy,
the defense
held
the
Bridgewater
offense
in their
territory
for most of the game.
They also forced 11 punts, an interception (by Don Enterline),
and
a fumble
(recovered
by Bucky
Horsey) while sacking the quarterback ~ne times.

Bridge.water defender picked it off.
The rest of the first quarter was
composed of punts with the closest
either team came to scoring was on
attempted field goal by Bruce Belt.
Shortly into the second quarter
(namely only 13 seconds into it),
Bridgewater
drew first blood with
a long pass play making the score
6-0. Alter the missed point after,
Bridgewater
kicked
off. Rick
Rosenfeld received the ball on the 8
and with a great run (and superb
blocking) broke through to score
Western. Maryland's
first touchdown. After Bruce
Belt's good
conversion of the extra point, the
Terrors were never again behind.
Later on in the quarter,
Bucky
Horsey recovered
a fumble on
Bridgewater's
n and in three plays
(including
a tough, long run by
Steve Spinelli), Joescored on a 2
yd. keeper over the middle. The
extra-pt.
made it 14-6 as the half
ended.'
.
The second half was mainly a
lesson in defensive play except for
one set' of downs late in the third
quarter.dn
this drive, Joe made a
great pass to Fritz Leitzel who took
thEf ball down to their lo-yd. line.
Two plays later Joe showed that
our quarterback
can run as he
galloped the last ten yards for his
second,
and the team's
third,
touchdown of the game, making it
21.~ after Belt's third extra point.
This is how the game ended as the
punters took over for the rest of the
contest.
Saturday, Oct. 2, at 1:30 on Hoffa
Field, the Green Terrors will try to
add to their perfect record as they
meet tough
Muhlenburg.
This
young
team
(starting
only 2
seniors) opened their season last
Saturday
by
beating
Johns
Hopkins 45-6! Additionally,
they
embarrassed
our own Terrors
early last season with a 41-0 tally.
A win over Muhlenberg would be a
at Western Maryland. Thomas is known throughout
Maryland as well as huge boost to the team. So come
the entire nation for his coaching record at Towson High. Look for an o~t and root our Terrors
on to
in-depth article on Thomas in a future Scrimshaw.
victory.
Meanwhile,
the Terror offense
was busy racking up three touchdowns, two by Joe Damiano and
the 92-yd. run by Rosenfeld. Freshman Eric DeGross again led the
rushing with 109 yards in 32 carries
while
Fritz
Leitzel
turned
2
receptions into 74 total yards. Joe
Damiano again showed flashes of
brilliance with 89 yards passing (4
out of 10) yet he is still plagued by
interceptions
(giving
up two).
Much of the offensive credit should
also go to the workhorse frontline
of Bob Sylvester,'
Russ Cepko,
Doug Sopp, Pete Blauvelt,
and
Kevin Noonan.
The game started off badly - on
the
2nd
play,
one
of Joe's
passes
went
astray
and
a

WMC Hockey Hurting
This was a bad week for field
player. The women played badly
hockey, beginning with the game
as a team and as indivuduals.
against Gettysburg.
The girls lost
The JV team, still playing with
the game against the homestand
injured girls and a few new girls
Bullettes,
3-0. The team played
who are filling in for the injured,
very well, expecting
a different
fared no better. The score ended up
game. But there was no mistalringp:;;xxx:.ac
.....................
Gettysbury's
ability. With more
chance
for practice,
the Gettysburg team showed good stickwork and utilized
more passes
better.
Mtera shaky flrst half (all of the
scoring was done in the flrst half),
WMC came out with some improved play. They pulled their
game slowly together but couldn't
dent the nets.
The JV team had even more
problems.
A rash
of injuries
severly affected the small squad,
to the point of playing shorthanded.
Only some good saves by Kate
Shirly kept the game at 5-0.
Against
York;- the situation
seemed
to
worsen.
Maybe
evervone was having a bad day
togel her or it was because of a half
OOUl delay in starting
the game,

t!it

:~;::
~~~~t~astht::-n~l:.
tiling that happened was the final

.00re ".oj.

fi:~~~~gg:~
'~didm~~~rf~=~~
well as should have"
said one.

Jim Teramani

6-0.
~ Tomorrow the women play F&M
here at 10:30 and have high hopes
of rebounding back. Also, the girls
travel.
to
Elizabethtown
Tuesday for a game there.
... '""'!![ICI __
..
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"Fall"
Women'S'V"ball;
Pierc
Close & Coming

wayne

Last
Monday,
the women's
volleyball
team met the squads
from York and Gettysburg
in the
first match of the season. In games
marked by many ups and downs,

Sports Up
Carlton Harris
The topic this week is "The
NBA". Any basketball
buff should
ch:rg~t

t~oeUg:n~i~tn:tie

1~4.75

season, this team was crushed in
the championship
series, 4 games
to O.
2. He holds the record for most
points scored
in a professional
basketball
game (100).
3. First of the big men, he outscored
others in the 1949, 'SO and
'51 seasons.
4. From 1959 through 1969, the
Boston Celtics failed to win the
NBA title only once, in 1967. Which
team won in that year?
5. In the 1975 NBA player draft,
this ACe stand-out
was quickly
snatched up by the Atlanta Hawks.
6. In 1968 and 1969, the NBA
Rookies of the Year were both
Baltimore Bullets. Who were they?
7. This native of West Virginia is
considered by many to be the best
basketball player of all time.
8. He was MVP 5 times, more
than any other player.
9. This southern-based
team has
a musical name.
10. Originally a San Franciscan,
later a Golfen Stater, this scoring
marvalleft
the NBA for the 6 years
in between.
11. Led by scoring champ Joe
Folks this team captured the first
NBA title back in 1947.
12. The 1975 NBA All-star team
was centered by this Buffalo Brave
who in his first 3 seasons managed
to be Roolde olthe Year MVP, and
2-time scoring leader.
Scoring ... 7 equals fair, 8 equals
OK 9 equals Good, 10 equals Very
G~
11 equals
Excellent,
12
eQuais All of the above and more!!
Last week's answers:
t-Donna
de Varona,
2-Adolph
Hitler,
3·
Cassius Clay (Muhammad
Ali), 4Johnny
wetssmuner.
s-Abebe
Bikila,
6-80b
Mathias,
7-Don
Schollander,
8- Bob Beamon,
9Babe Didrikson,
to-Jesse
Owens;
ll-Paavo Nurmi, 12-Wyomia Tyus.

au

Western
Maryland
lost an extremely close match with York by
scores of 8-11,15-1, and 10-12, while
(ifwasting Gettysburg 15-1 and 15-3.
Head coach Miss Fritz stated
that the problem her girls faced
against York was a lack of consistency.
Under the pressure
of
playing in their first match of the
year, starters Kathy Lane, Tammy
Roebber, Sue Cunningham,
Lynn
Glaeser,
Fran Cizek, a~d C.arla
Cris~ appeared to be playing with a
~:~~
~at n':f::;u~:~~s.
s~ah~~
York in the second game, but were
unable to generate
a knock-down
thrust in the first and third games
of the match. It was felt that this
problem will be eradicated
later
into the season as the women learn
to playas
a unified team.
Against
Gettysburg,
the team
was superb. Players Sally McCarl,
Wendy
Good,
Ellen
Scroggs,
Chrissy Moore, Valerie Lambert,
Brenda Eccard, and Mary Louise
Jones made contributions
to the
game, while the play of Cheryl
Stonfer
_ particularly
noteworthy.
And finally, the team hopes that
everyone had a chance to stop by
and watch at least part of the trimatch
with Hood and Loyola,
which this reporter was unable to
comment upon by virtue of this
paper's deadline. It is certain that
the women
will have
amply
demonstrated
their ability to play
good power volleyball.
And the
team members would like to be the
first to invite you to the home game
against Franklin and Marshall on
Saturday at 10:30. The women will
be out to secure a league lead
against this very' tough opponent,
so the game will be worth seeing.

Plain & Fancy
Donuts
140 Village
only 5 minutes away
Open 24 Hours a Day

;r;
we sen-e ...

BREAKFAST

LUNCH

Pizza

Subs
-'!f

Chicken

Presents ...

International

Of course
and pastramis

Buffet Every Sunday

Spaghetti

daily

310

from

Washington

Open 6 a.m. daily except

off
Oinner $1.40

DISTANCE
Sundays

7 a.m.

corned beefs
to 10 p.m.

NEWLY

€. GREEN IT.

Corner of E. Green St. and

ll......

best
11:~Oa.m.

Dinner $1.75

Day - Wednesday

W111f1N WALKING

11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

we still serve the

Monday

Pizza Day·Tuesday-$.40

Beef & Beer Special $1.85
Weekdays

Day

DINNER
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... ~1!\I\II_Yl.IIN;;D

St.
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EXPpiDED

848·1441

.... _;,
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Support by Music Dept
'Ist

Austin IS a
professor of history who is
new to Western Maryland
this year. Coming from the
University of Maryland,
Baltimore

County <UMBC) ,

.which is relatively large
state-run institution, she
anticipates the potential of
WMC's relative smallness
and intimacy. In this interview she explains her
affinity for smallness in
education as well as her
reasons for leaving UMBC.
The interview also covers
her view of the women's
movement and gives a
description of her seminar
entitled Liberty vs. Power
'76. This writer prepared
the interview as an attempt
to introduce Dr. Austin to
the WMCcommunity...and
fOundher to be well worth
introducing.

I

Q. Would you discuss what you
think It means to be a student or a
teacher?
And what
you think
learning is about?
A. Learning is an active process
so far as students are concerned.
Its not just a matter of acquiring
information
but must also include
questioning
and attempting
to
solve problems. We want to learn
and then go into the world armed
with logically
valid methods
of
problem solving. We want to learn
in such a way that our creativity is
encouraged
and
developed.
Students
enter college to widen
their view of both self and the
world. Teachers are a guide to this
QUest. But professors
are also
searching
for answers.
As Alfred
Whitehead once said, "A professor
is an ignorant man thinking, actively utilizing his small share of
knowledge."
Learning,
then, is a
joint exploration
of students and
Jl'olessors, a dialogue out of which,
hopefully
some
answers
will
develop. The relationshln
between
continued
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Performance

in November

Doug Bowman
The Western Maryland
College
Jazz Ensemble
is now rehearsing
for another
year
of bringing
contemporary
jazz to the campus.
The twenty-two member
band is
headed by Jim Paxton,
who is
currently studying for his master
in music here at the college. He is
also, as of two years ago, a faculty
member.

first campus appearance
is slated
for some time at the end of
November. The band will also play
outside
of Englar
Cafeteria
in
early May, and near the end of the
second semester
will give a concert at Alumni Hall. Off-campus
the Jazz Ensemble
will give a
concert at the Sykesville
Middle
School and will be the guest band at
the Carroll
County Stage Band
Contest. Also they will run a clinic
Mr. Paxton
is a graduate
of in March, at the Perry Hall Senior
Western Maryland College. Before
High School.
returning
to this
school,
he
Right now the Jazz Ensemble's
directed the Army Studio Band of biggest problem
is the lack of
cooperation
from
the
music
department
hierarchy.
This has a
negative
effect on many of the.
.~~::tar~~a:h~~to~t
i~eanw!~~
members of the Jazz Ensemble.
In
talking with some of the members
of the band (Jerry
Miller, Dave
Emmert,
Linda Rickell,
Charlie
Oldis, Tom Payne,
and Chris
~;,t~a~~St~eS~r~~if~V:e~~~~
Tranchitella)
it is easy to see that
they feel that this lack of support is
~~a~.~~:ot!~:1=~~~~;
Quite
damaging.
The
band
on the music
of Stan Kenton,
members feel that the policy of the
Buddy
Rich,
Hank
Levy,
and
music department
is to discourage,
not encourage
their existence. No
:~:.
;~:~a~~~~~
funds are specified for any of its
tbeTwenties,
and was more danceactivities and any supplies that the
hall oriented then. With the recent
ensemble needs are furnished
by
diverting
funds through
another
musical organization.
"We need a chance to grow,"
~~~~:n~':tO~~:~~:O':~bu~ti~
said Linda Rickell, the ensemble's
bass player,
"but
the music
in
department
seems
hesitant
to
allow for this growth."
There are
A definite schedule
is not yet
no jazz studies
offered
at this
known but the Jazz Ensemble'S
college, even though many colleges
with music departments
that are
comparable
in Size, such as Gettysburg and Westchester,
have fine
presentations
as this one. The
jazz study programs.
Members of
humor
brought
the audience
the ensemble feel that this causes
together and made you feel at ease
many promising musician to leave
with
the speakers."
Another'
Western
Maryland
College.
Mr.
student said "Ruby Dee went from
Paxton
cited
the example
of
one character
to another, without'
Dennis Rothgaber,
the ensemble's
having to stop and change perkeyboardist
of last year, who left
sonalities.
She went from telling
because the college simply did not
the story into the story
and. have any kind of contemporary
described
the characters
and:
music program.
developed
their
personalities.
Band members feel that even the
Black
poetry
was
exposed
to Jazz Ensemble itself is rejected as
people who knew little about it."
being a valid musical organization.
They
talked
about
such
The music
department
heads
celebrated black poets as Langston
refuse to recognize Mr. Paxton as a
Hughes, Margaret. Walker, Nikki
faculty member. The effect of this
Giovanni,
Bob Kauffman,
and
was seen when the college put on
Gwendolyn Brooks. I asked Martin
its college musical program.
The
Barnes, a black student, about his
Jazz
Ensemble
was not even
views on black literature.
He said,
mentioned
at planning
meetings
"I think that black literature.
is
(and what is the most authentic
entertaining
and
carries
a American
music?).
Year
after
message for everyone."
year Mr. Paxton
has requested
Ossle
Davis
believes
thai'
tbat Jazz Ensemble
members
Langston
Hughes
carried
the
receive a credit, like the glee club,
cultural
tradition,
which
was
orchestra,
and college singers do,
valuable to him. He gave the first
but this request has always been
recognition
to many poets of the emphatically
turned down. "Any
sixties.
He has made
such an self-respecting
place will have a
impression on black literature
that
Jazz Ensemble that is credited by
books and doctoral
dissertations
the college,"
commented
Jerry
have already begun to be written
Miller, a trumpeter
and a fourabout him.
year veteran of the Jazz Ensemble.
Ossie Davis
and
Ruby
Dee
So With the music department
created
an atmosphere,
which
apparently against it, the Western
Jl'oved to be most entertaining
to Maryland College Jazz Ensemble
the audience. The use of dramatics
must depend on the support of the
was an asset to their performance.
. students
of this campus,
so be
continued:
page 6 . watching for their first concert.
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Department
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~::~:r~fa:!~=~~',~h~!~~
Davis and Dee Superb

donated
over the past summer.
The total of this has boosted the
campaign fund within $30,000 of the
original $2.4 million goal.
Another gift that has greatly
benefited the drive was a $500,000
matching
grant approved
by the
Maryland
General
Assembly
during the last legislative
session
in the SIring. This grant, plus the
half-a
million
dollars
that
the
college is required to raise in order
to receive the state's funding, is
being funneled into three projects
other than the college center plans.
Rennovation
will begin in the
Winslow
building
in order
to
prepare it for the move of the
Psychology
and Deaf Education
Departments
in, as soon as the
College
Activities,
Post
Office,
Bookstore,
and Gameroom
move
out. This will include expansion of
the Deaf Education
Dept. with a
functioning
audiology
clinic for
teaching, testing, and diagnosing
auditory problems.
Dr. Jotm also explained
that,
"The lion's share of the extra
money, $700,000, will be going into
the rennovation
of Alwnni Hall."
The reason the money is going into
renovation,
rather
than a new
structure is best summed up in the
words of Dramatic Arts Professor,
Bill Tribby who said, "We will try
to preserve Alumni Hall-and at the
. same time run an on-going theater
p-ogram
for the 20th and 21st
centuries.
It's
a very
real

Linda Mann
If you didn't see "An Evening In
Black America"
on October 2, in
Alwnni Hall at 8 P.M., you missed
an excellent performance
by Mr.
Ossie Davis and Ms. Ruby Dee.
The stage set was very plain.
There were four stools, two to sit on
and two of which held glasses of
water.
There
were
also
two
podiums from which Mr. Davis and
Ms. Dee performed
dramatic
readings,
anecdotes,
and short
stones by black authors.
"These
are things that we have fallen in
love with over the years and that
we love sharing"
Davis reports.
Their
perfOrmances
were
so
superbly
done that the audience
was
emotionally
involved
throughout the entire two-and-onehalf hour presentation.'
Debbie
Priester,
a student, responded
to
the performance,
"It was a very
informative
and enriching
experience, which I will never forget.
Ossie Davis and Ruby Dee expressed the ideas of black poets,
which stimulated
the feelings of
freedom in most of the audience."
Mrs. Carol Sapora, a lecturer
in
English, said "It was a very fine
performance.
I think the evening
was an excellent
exposure to all
aspects
of human
experience."
Dawna Frazier, a student, said "I
enjoyed their perform~ce.
I think
that we should have more such
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Editorial

"eadership

LeHers to the Editor

Cooed Doors Open

This edlforlal.has
two points. The first 15 that further exploration
and
Implementation
of cooed living options would be beneficial for Individual
students and the WMC community
as a whole. Second, cooed dorms are
not a ple-In-the-sky Idea void of hope for Implementation.
Changing the
current set up Is quite poSSlbl" as Dean Mowbray has assured the
Scrimshaw. Student Initiative and Interest in the crucial factor.
Nancy Menef' ee's article printed by Scrlmstwlw last Issue (entitled
"When Dorms Go Co·Ed")
brings to light the value In co-ed living
arrangements.
Her article Indicated that cooed dOrms "Increase
understandlng
between the sexes" and quotes pSYChologist Joseph Katz,
who says, "these students (living In co-ed dOrms) tend to form deep Intimate brother-sister
type attachments ... you cannot treat the people you
live with as sex cefeete."
.
Katz's point has a bearing on the apparent polarity between men and
women on the WMC campus. This problem is expressed and reinforced
by physical distance - men live on one side of campus while women live on
another. That polarity Is not only physical, however, but is a head trip as
well-It helps to make our relationships
sexually motivated and sexually'
dependent.
Because that head trip, a person's sex becomes an overused criterion for relating to them - too often others are viewed only as
men or women rather than simply as people who are nice, or strong, or
Insensitive, or whatever the attribute might be. When this type of Inap·
proprlate judgement occurs sex Is a barrier to frIendship rather than a
bridge.
A natural extensIon of this dlstorfed-vlew-of·others-based-on-sex
Is
actual sexual exploitation
and coercion. Men who pressure women Into
sex do so at the expense of real sharing and relationshIp.
Menet ee's
article auotes psychologist
Jerome Kagan: "(Students
In cooed dorms
have) a reluctance to exploit sexually a person who has become a regular
companion".
Another side of this polarity Is that co-ed livIng might relieve men of
some of the burdens of masculinity.
In cooed dorms suggests Menef 'ee,
"men
realize
that
masculinity
Is much
more
than
'superficial
toughness' ... and the need for men to Impress women lessens, which
reduces the artificiality
of male-female
relatIonships.
Our WMC "community"
might be more of a real community
complete
with sensitivity and caring if Meneft'ee's article were to be Implemented.
Further exploratIon of cooed options would be a significant sign of growth
and change. Opting tor a floor by floor plan (as In Whltetord now) or a
room by room plan (men and women living In separate rooms on the
same floor) or somewhere
In between are all possible. In Rouzer, for
example, one side could be male and the other temele . which would
eliminate shower and bathroom problems.
There are several means of expression
for people Interested In doing
something. The task force on Student Ufe of the college Long Range
Planning CommIttee is holding a public meeting next Wednesday at 11:20
A.M. in McDanIel Lounge. That meeting Is being held to discuss the
results of a questlonalre
given to students, faculty, and staff concerning
future plans for student life. Folks who are interested
In co-ed dorms
should attend and make themselves
heard.
Another optIon Is the Housing CouncIl. The Council's next meeting Is
Wemesday,
October 20. Make your voice heard there too . either go
personally or tell your floor representative
how you feel.
Dean Mowbray says that there are several mitigating factors In trying
to expand the cooed option. First, If substantial space In a dormitory was
to be made cOoed, space must be made available
elsewhere for those
students n01' wanting a co-ed arrangement.
That might mean that, for
example, If more men lived In Whiteford, a women's section could be
placed In one the 3 dorms which now belong to rnen . Rouzer, Albert
Norman or Daniel McClea. Parents
are another factor which Dean
Mowbray says must be considered.
He has received complaints
from
parents about the extremely
minor co-ed arrangement
now present In
Whiteford . let alone a room by room system, or expansion of the floor by
floor arrangement.
Nonetheless,
the dean IndIcated to ScrImshaw
that
flack from parents would be no.t eliminate the cooed posSibility.
The decIsive factor, says the Dean, Is the lack of expressed
student
Interest. He told the Scrimshaw that there has never been a group of
students who requested from hIm a cooed option. Mowbray wants to hear
from students who are willing to live In a cooed sttoetrcn . and who are not
merely supportive of others rights to do so. Students who will say, "I,
personally,
am Interested
In moving to a cooed dorm", are the people
Mowbray needs to hear from.
Doors are open for an expanded floor by floor system, or for a room by
room system, or for some plan In between. The meeting of task force on
Student Life Is such a door, as Is the Housing Council. You can go to
people In person - Bill Tribby of the task force, Meg
addlck of the
Housing Council, or Dean Mowbray - but Its up to students to take the
Initiative. J.S.

Dear CoUege,
Due to circumstances
beyond
our control, we have found the
necessity to write again.
First,
the
SGA is selling
magazines
this semester
in order
to realize a small profit. The sale of
magazines, especially U.S. News &
World Report and Esquire, should
make a certain
political science
professor very happy. We feel that
the saIe of magazines
will be
beneficial
to all involved.
Unforttmately,
this obviously
weD
read professor has manifested
the
attitude that students will not take
it upon themselves
to read these
magazines.
We feel that this attitude is a negative one and that it
does DOt encourage
students
to
become more well read.
Second,
we congratulate
the
campus Post Office on the fine job
that they have done 'and on the
cooperation
that
they give
to
students. One minor point: it might
be more convenient not to change
box numbers
for upper classmen
every year. This would make it
easier
to
order
the
above
magazines.
We realize
that
changes must be made, but the

same box numbers sbould be kept
if possible.
Third, we understand
that Mr.
Rodstein
is. investigating
the
possiblity of a charge system in the
bookstore.
We had previously
contacted
in3ividuals
at other
coUege institutions,
and found that
a charge system makes it much
more convenient for students, and
maximizes
the bookstore
profits.
Fourth, we would like to compliment
the political
science
department
on the upcoming
campus wide presidential
election,
to be put on using political science
majors
as
candidates.
This
lrilliant
concept will enhance the
knowledge
of the students
about
the real candidates,
and obviously
help them to make a better choice.
Unfortunately,
nobody on campus
has any knowledge of the election.
Fifth, Mr. William Kunstier sic
(according
to this paper) went to
the bathroom
on September
'n,
1976 in Alumni Hall. Then, for some
unexplained
reason he wanted to
wash his hands.
He was last
reported at Westminster
HosPital
for a severe
frostbit
condition.
Believe it or not, there is no hot
water in Alumni Hall. Between the

••••••••••••

Dear Editor
I was very pleased
to attend
William KunsUer's talk, "Law and
Morality,"
and to stay for the interesting
question
and answer
session that followed. In my view,
the event was one of those cocurricular
performances
which
test the quality of our curricular
rehearsing.
A knoWledgeable
and
skillfuJ thinker gave his views on
an important topic, and most of his
questioners,
regardless
of their
own
views,
responded
with
tolerance
and in an enlightened
sense of academic
advocacy. The
performance;
though
perhaps
imperfect, was quite worthy of our
effort, Jroviding as it did a chance
for all of us to develop in ourselves
"the
qualities
of curiosity,
criticism,
skepticism,
openmindedness,
tolerance,
and intellectual courage" that we profess
to foster as a college. (Western
Maryland College Catalog, 1975-77,
p.13)

by Example?

not know how to fix that particular
clock.
Mr. Smith said that he is out of
ideas on' the subject-and
that if
anyone knows someone who could
fix the chapel
tower clock, he
would
appreciate
their
suggestions.
"No one",
he indicated,
"would like to fur: that
clock more than I." - he editor.

on Wednesday,

October

13,

at

WMC
Scrimshaw will print anonymous
letters to the editor provided that
a Scrimshaw staff member
knows
the identitv of the writer. That
knowledge
will be held in confidence.
Scrimshaw
invites and
will forward
all mail to anonvmous writer~ mailed clo Scrimshaw.

Apology
Scrimshaw
would
like
to apologize to Ms. Barbara Craig
of the Admissions
Office
for
several distortions in its October 1
article
entitled,
"Admissions
Gains Craig and Murr". While in
fact Ms. Craig is highly qualified
for her job the phrasing
of the
article was ambiguous and poor on
this point. In addition to her 5 years
of teaching
experience
in the
Baltimore City school system, she
coordinated
undergraduate
academic
advising
and student
recruitment
for the Division
of
Teacher
Education
at Indiana
University.
She was also Administrative
Assistant at Indiana
for the Office of Affirmative
Action. Ms. Craig has earned an M.S.
from Indiana University in student
personnel administration.
Scrimshaw notes as well that Ms.
Craig's job here at WMC not only
requires
her to recruit
minority
students
but
also
requires
recruitment
of students from wide
geographical
areas.
Finally,
Ms.
Craig did not comment,
as the
article
indicated,
that minority
students
should assume
greater
involvement in campus social life.
She
related
to Scrimshaw's
reporter
only that
a common
concern of minority students is the
lack of campus social life.
Scrimshaw
regrets
these
distortions.
- the Editor

Edito, -i~~chjef
.Jchn
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the liberal arts and In responsible adulthOOd If the faculty were first In
wived.
The lack of faculty and staff response to the task force's
qvestionnalre
certainly pertains to that discussion.
For those people· faculty, staff, or students·
who are Interested In the
results of that questionnaire
and in the future of student life, the task
~~~:~I;

1963 Lime Green Duster, and the
frostbite, he was amazed
(We're
sorry, Miss Avey, but somebody
decided
that Kuntsler
did not
warrant
a car. It's even worse if
one was reserved ahead of time.)
Sixth, a very serious problem
has come to our attention. W.M.C.
is striving
for a well rounded
student body. In a recent interview
with a high school student,
we
were told that the presentation
by
the admissions
personnel going to
the high was very poor. Questions
about the campus were answered
unsatisfactorily,
and the overview
of the school was not the least bit
motivating
to the high school
student to attend. We find this very
upsetting.
Sincerely,
Cosign, Jr.
(name withheld
by request)

Scrimshaw

It is therefore with great sadness
that I have heard through
lintraceable
though apparently
accurate
rumor
(a good reporter
never discloses
his or her confidential sources) that one or more
of my fellow professors
believes
Kunstler should have been denied
the right to speak on our campus. I
hope the rumor is inaccurate,
since
it seems to me that the message it
conveys
reveals
a sender
who
would
condemn
our college's
JitiiosoIiJ_y. IT the rumor's true, I
hope that its originator
will come
forward to debate with me publicly
the proposition
"That
William
Kunstler should have been denied
the right to speak in the forum of
Western Maryland College." If the
debate
occurs,
political
suppression and democratic
freedoms
will be at issue.
The gauntlet is down either to a
colleague or to a ghost.
Robert W. Sapora
Department
of English

From the Editor
Dear Alan Zepp;
In response to your letter in the
Oct. 1 Scrimshaw
concerning
the
tower clock on Big Baker Chapel,
Scrimshaw
questioned
Mr. Scott
Smith
in
the
Maintenance
department.
Mr. Smith said that
the person who used to fix the clock
is no longer in the business and that
a second "clock fixer" simply did

The Long Range Planning Committee's
task force on Student Life
recently
distributed
a questionnaire
to all faculty and staff - ap
proximately
160 copies were sent out. The questionnaire
attempt
to
gather from both staff and faculty suggestions,
InSights, and criticisms
about present and future student life. Only 17 people out of a possible 160
responded to this aHempt. The Individual and collective Irresponsibility
demonstrated
here by the faculty and staff Is obvious. The views of those
17 people may well Influence the college's future actions In reference to
student lite. The vast ma jority of the faculty and staff have forfeited their
Involvement
In this planning.
There has been a good deal of discussion recently about the (non)

Zr:,.~i~
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ANOTHER .,OOK

Stuff?

Ed Carll

All too often we are living in the
pastor living in the future. It would
make more sense to be here now.
The present, after all, is the only
instant that is real; to get away
from. the present would be to get
away from reality.

have set more for ourselves.
We
are never satisfied. Sometimes we
get so wrapped' up in what will
happen to us that we forget what is
happening to us.
I'm
not suggesting
that
we
shouldn't think about the future at
all. We should definitely have plans
Many of us dwell on the past" for ourselves.
We lese
a lot
nostalgically
remember-ing
our bowever
'when we are so con:
good experiences.
But, of course, cerned ~ith our destination that we
to .re":lember ?ur past i.s not to can't enjoy the ride. The future is

Need a Ride(r)?

tellect against the reason of the
sprn. We convince ourselves that
we are strong, that we will stand,
but our neglect has signed the
death warrent of our own souls. We
are lazy, we are hungry and we are
poor. No, not in the material, not in
the temporal,
but in the very
source
and wellspring
of true
strength;
the human heart and
spir-it. But we are such masters of
deceit that we ignore the writting
on the wall. Yes, weare spiritually
lazy and we do hunger-all of us-for
personal
greatness,
for spiritual
renewal.
The second
prerequisite
of
greatness is security. If you are to
stand up to the forces that may try
to sweep you away you must be
sure of yourself, your God, your
convictions.
They must stand tall
and sure in your hearts,
always
there as a source
of strength
against the onslaught. Openness is
a weakness without the balance of
security. Without it we will loose
heart and sink back in the face or
the majority
who, because
they
won't
understand,
will
feel
threatened and oppose yoU. This is
the ingredient that many lack, yet
is so vital for our lives.

Flash
In accordance
with Scrimshaw's
policy of service
to the student
body, we are initiating
a "Rides
Needed" column, to last as long as
the need does. At press time, we
had not been able to contact people
with signs up around campus, so
their names will not be listed. If
you are in need of a ride home for
Earlier
I spoke
of being
Thanksgiving
(or anywhere else at
vulnerable. Yet a man or woman of
.. any time) or if you can provide
,integrity,
openness and security is
someone with this service, please
untouchable. The flesh may die but
contact
any
member
of the
their lives will stand on and on, a
Scrimshaw
staff, giving us your
beckon to those that follow.
name,
phone
number,
and
But what are the prerequisites
of
destination.
This is for you, so take
greatness?
Not, mind you, of a
advantage
of it.
nationality
but of a people.

00

~bout how good it would have been
if we had acted differently.
But
thinking about the past will not
change it. The past does not really
exist, except in our memories.
The
only reality is the present.
Young people tend to live in the
future more than in the past. We
look forward to the day when we
graduate.
We worry
about
the
exam we are taking next week and
are eager for the minute it is over
We set goals for ourselves, but by
'he time we reach these goals, we

There are some times, however,
when almost everyone is here now.
When we are totally involved with
an experience,
such as television,
sex, art, sports or almost anything,
we are living in the present. There
is no reason why we can't be this
involved in everything we do. The
present gives us experience
that
neither the past nor the future can
offer, and life is little more than a
collection
of experiences .. Don't
live in the past or the future. Be
here now.

more

Co~~n~:~i~~~~~~f!;o~Cilt~~
I~aay:~~t~:
Professional
Schools
of the.Dtrector
University
of
Maryland
atlwetntraub,
Baltimore (uMAB) and University IPractice

~~::n~~
~~~~~"a ~~:;

real than the 'past is.

D~ '~ryl!~t~~~
on Aging;
William.
M.D., Fairfax Family
Program,
Medical

Two things
are needed,
and
lacking, in this age. Two things are
lacking from the human heart. The
first is that quality
that we all
admire
and yet, paradoxically,
also resent and are afraid of. That

1~~~::~k,OfR~~~~k.,a~~re~~:~e
and Friday, October 28 and 29 on' Aging Programs,
Baltimore
City
the UMAB campus.
Health Department.
This
conference
will
bring
The conference is being held in
together
as
registrants
and.cooperation
with the American
presenters
the leading providers of Geriatric Society and the Center on
services
to the aging-the
prac-: Aging at College Park. Financial
tit~6ners,
representatives
of the support
is provided
by Merck,
aging, teachers,
and gcvermentalSharp
& Dohme
Postgraduate
officials.
. Programs
and the Maryland State
The program
will present
an Office on Aging.
overview
of institutional
end!
Continuing education
units will
community-based
programs
be awarded in all the professional
currently
being
implemented;·areas--dentistry,
law medicine,
highlight needs in services which nursing,
pharmacy,
and social
should
be addressed;
and
in-: work and community
planning.
troduce the concept and promotion
For further information,
write
of interprofessional
continuing"'Aging",
c-o Charles
Cacace,
education for the human services
University
of
Maryland
at
provider.
Baltimore, 525 W. Redwood Street,
In addition to university
faculty" Baltimore, Md. 21202, or call (301)
guest participants
will include:
5~.
Thomas Hickey, D.P.H., president,
National
Association
for Geron-Sweets

:w;::n~~:~.
~e ~~~r~ob;~d
the courage needed to be exposed
to what we invision to be a cruel
world. Perhaps we are justified in
our fear, in our perception
of the
world as cruel. But to stop there

~o~~::ri~n
J~~~~~rn,
director, Nursing Home Interests
Staff, Administration
on Aging,
HEW; Sol Kamen, D.D.S., Jewish
Institute for Geriatric
Care, New
Hyde Park,
N.Y.,;
Julian
L.

A Declaration of Greatness

In thiS age, in our time, we are
faced with a challenge
gone unmatched
in days gone by. Never
has the race of man faced such a
necessity for strength of character,
for greatness
in spirit. We, who
oow have the capability
to annihilate ourselves in the passing of
a second, we who produce and reap
vast bounties from the earth, we
who are strong in might, fearsome
in arms are in reality weak.
We have propelled ourselves into
the brink of a new fearsome day,
an age out of which we may not
emerge. We have asked for, and
obtained, the lives we now lead and
we have reaped its bitter fruit.
Look at ourselves, myself. What is
seen is the rebellion of mans in-

~~~~~s~~~~:e~:~ew:~dre:-~

Human Ideas

KnueJrle Rap
Jim Wright

Live Now

SIeve Smith G,"'W,i'"

Guest Writer
From the time I was able to think
"comfortable"
and thought that
is at this point I find Jesus the most
about God, the Church, and my making money and keeping jobs
unique and personal truth that we
own relationship
to them, I have
was the most important
thing in
can hope for in this crazy and
been doing so. These thoughts have
life. Instead, he went to people in
unjust society that is ours.
taken me to great heights
and need of answers-answers
to sufdrawn me to the depths of my fering, hurting, and lonliness. He
Jesus gives us the strength,
by
psyche. The important
questions I met people in their time of need.
his loving example, to go after the
have tried to answer are these:
WeseeJesusasa
person who takes
"evil" in our society while keeping
What is this "Christ-likeness"
that care of others and who is totally a
in mind that the "evil-doer"
must
I pursue, and how can I maintain a "man for others" He sacrificed his
be loved and cared for. This love he
constant faith in that pursuit?
precious time for his brothers and
had was strong enough to forgive
The Christianity
I search for is, sisters when they needed it most.
the men who slit his side, yet gentle
above all, not a doctrine or creed,
enough to bring tears to his eyes
but an example which Jesus left,
When the New Testament
says
over the apparent loss of Lazarus. I
according
to scripture.
It seems
that Jesus was devoted to the will
feel that this love is the same love
quiet unfortunate
to me that Jesus I of God, and he is an excell~nt
we should be searching
for on our
had no time to sit down and write
exampJe to follow, I believe itl He
spiritual
journeys.
The
some books and literature on which was one of the few who really
Christianity
which I pursue must
we could
base
our
modern
practiced
what he preached.
He
necessarily
contain
the "ComChristianity.
Perhaps
it would was able to love because he was
pleteness"
lived by our Lord. It
have made our lives much easier to open, risking, and loving to the
contains
compassion,
conlive. (But who ever said life would uttermost.
It is in this total
solation,
and consideration
for
be easy? ... Certainly not Jesus-he
"losing" of ourselves to God and to
individuals
while demanding,
at
had some of the roughest
times
others that we truly find ourselves
the same time, justice for, and
I've everheardof,as
evidenced by and gain Love.
liberation
and equality
of, all
his persecution,
ridicule,
and
people.
We can see that Jesus was a
death.j
We must
rely on the
person who knew how to deal on a
exampJes
of Jesus
in the New
personal level, and many see this
This "light at the end of the
Testament,
as protrayed
by the
as the most important ideal that he
path" is burning
in many dark
Synoptic
Gospels and S1. Paul,
represents.
I would like to say that
comers
of the world ... the path'
among others.
Jesus offers another side which is
le~ds to the hungry, naked, and
These writers tell of a Jesus who
especially
intriguing
and imdyrng people all over our world, as
was sensitive to people who were
portant,
and which many people
well as right down here in Westpoor and unwanted,
outcast and
fail to see. This is the criticl stance
minster where people are just as
oppressed,
ignorant and unloved,
which he took against
the inhungry for the love of God. These
as well as a Jesus who challenged
are a few lights which we should
the educated
and rich,
upperjustices
of
individuals
and
follow. I maintain that a constant
echelon and middle-class.
We read
govenunents
and establishments
faith comes to us when we stay on
of a person who realized that the
who "use" peopJe as means to their
the look-out
for these
lights,
power he received from God, the
encs. Jesus, at this point, becomes
watching and praying for a chance
Father
(of Mother ... TiUe IX),
unreal in a sense-that
is, people
to
reveal the love we have from
came in the form of love, and that
don't
know what
to do with
God. It comes when we realize that
his most "power-full"
moments
someone
who
declares
that
Jesus demands no more of us than
were with people who sought the
everyone is to be equaL.they
can't
what he was called by God to do
warmth and sincerity that radiated
pcture
anyone
who is serious
and
when we give as much as he
from his life.
enough about justice and Jove that
was willing to give ...
It is interesting to find that Jesus
he would even give his life for that
had little to do with the Scribes and
cause ... most can't comprehend
I hope the "completeness
c;
Pharisees
who had the religion of what Jesus was saying when he
their day all boundup in a neat
Christ" wll be talked about less,
spoke these words;
"Love your
little package,
and that he spent
and lived more in this world that
enemies and pray for those who
little time with the rich, who were
persecute you." (Matthew 5:44) It seems so unloving and unjust.

and

accept

that

judgement

is to

~~e~~~v:r~~
~~~~:l~e:::~
though it may well be is to make it
crueler yet and to bec~me part of a
cycle. For the want of a few brave
souls that cycle can, and must, be
brok
Stepout
take the chance
and :ime
YO~elf.
Chances are
!~~::~!~i~fthoe:nOCin~g!f[y~~
quickly snuffed out. But at least die
for something worth dying for. At
least die for greatness!
More honor
is found in dying in a grand,
glorious assult on the enemy than
in withering
away 'in the safe
seclusion of a damp cave. Take the
chance, may be together we can
stand. Yet I want to be honest with
~deh~~~

~:v:a~~!~W

E~~~~i~~:

have

~~::~,Ma11:~oSr~,te

Se;:.t~:

.1X'0fessor of .medi~l
sociolog~,
Duke
untverstry
Medical School ; W~lliam
Reic.hel,
M.~., ~ce P!eslCient, Amencan
Geriatric
SocIety;. Herbe:t
Semmel, Esq.,
associate
director,
~~w
and Social Policy,

Fatten Up

HOW SWEET IT IS! Barron's,
the national
business
weekly,
reports
that candy
bars,
which
suffered
a severe
weight
loss
during the so-called sugar shortage
last year, are now beginning to put
~';;c~n~:aa!a~'1~5et~:':ee~

~~~

ounc~, is. now up to 1.2 ounces. The
Tcctsie Roll has added more than
half an o~ce
of chocolate
and
Peter Paul s ~oun~
and Almond
Joys. are again being m~d~ with
genwne
chocolate,
not Imitation
cocoa.

Poem of the Week
the calendar
turns
of its own accord
and pulls behind it

I

laughing
the shrill

grey

~~eo:e~

:ne:s:

!~~ed

quite so close to home .

Use the SGA's
876 Line in
Rou%er
Basement

Poem of the Week'is being sponsored by Contrast, the WMC literary
~agazine.
The staff would like very much to publish a fall issue; whether
r not this will be possible depends, more than anything else, upon submissions. Students, faculty, and staff of the college are welcome to send
~anuscripts
of fiction, poetry, and art work, as soon as possible to Nancy
Barry, Brlx 76 .

~9~4~"~I.:~~~;;;;~~~~==;:~:;~~
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Austin;

Fulfilling Potential,
:~':.":iBlone of
Sharing Capacities

=::~

mutual respect. I respect students
A. In some ways I was fortunate
like, authority
fJ.gUre, etc.
and am Dot in an authoritarian
~ have gotten my schooling in a
Q. I wonder H "authority
figure"
position of an oracle of truth .. .1 girl's high school - and so at a in Itself Is • good metaphor for the
don't have the answers to give.
crucial
stage
of
identity
masculine stereotype?
Q. Why are you beee at WMC'
development,
I never thought of
A. Yes - people in authority are
A. My impression
of Western
myself in a comparative
way With
depended on - they're supposed to
Maryland is that it is a community
men. I was free to develop my own -have the answers.
As a child I
_ DOt merely
an institution.
It potential. I could be President
of expected
my father
to know
seems possible to have the kind of my student government
and could
everything.
I was disillusioned
relationship
spoken about before
be a good scholar
without
any when I discovered for the first time
between myself and students and
feeling
that
I would
threaten
that he was fallible, and had to go
between myself and faculty. Also _ anyone, It seems that it should be to the dictionary
to find out the
the old buildings here seem mellow
that way for all people - blacks and meaning of a word,
.
_ they aren't new and sterile, They
women, etc. - they should be able to
Q. What are your plans for the
give me the impression
of life
fuIflll their potentiality
as human
near future?
having gone on before, Therefore
beings.
The
problem
is the
A. The most exciting event on the
Western Maryland s~
human.
limitations
that roles put us in - horizon is a symposium
entitled,
At UMBC there seemed to me to
which deny that women have other
"The
Ongoing
American
be little respect for the Iltucients on
capacities
besides
being
Revolution
1776-1976", which was
the part of many faculty members.
homemakers
and mothers, I might
inspired
by the seminar
I menThinking
that the students
had
add that being a mother is a great
tioned before. It seemed to me to
nothing to offer in class, most
experience - it's almost a privilege,
be valuable
to the whole WMC
p-ofessors
merely lectured to the
That
role,
however,
doesn't
community to explore this question
students
who consequently
were
preclude
women
having
other
with leading
thinkers.
With the
both passive
and estranged.
In
capacities.
I thing that roles put cooperation for the four sponsoring
contrast,
at Western
Maryland
tremendous burdens on people. I'm
departments
- American
Studies,
students seem to be the faculty's
sympathetic
with. the roles that
Political Science, Economics,
and
first concern.
men
are forced into. Being a History
- as well as Dean McQ. How can students
be enI:readwinner
is a great burden - Connick, enough money has been
eouraged to enter into the active
when women
become
liberated
raised to invite four speakers.
On
process
of learning
rather
than
perhaps
both sexes
can' share
October 21 the topic will be "Equal
n.terely gathering
information?
. burdens and capacities.
Rights 1776-1976". The speakers on
A. This (encouragement
toward
Q. It seems that we are not only
that topic will be Dr. Benjamin
active process) means opening up
boxed. into occupational
roles but
Quarles, author of The Negro and
a new pattern
different from the
into emotional
roles as weD - the American Revolution, and Dr.
peeeent one in which students are. society bas definitions of what it Linda
DePauw,
who
wrote
habituated
by their
previous
means in an emotional context to
Founding Mothers.
schooling to be passive.
be masculine
or feminine. And it
On October 19 the topic will be
Q_ How?
imposes those definitions
on Its
"Uberty vs. Power 1776-1976". The
A.ABlsaidbefore,it'saquestion
members.
speakers
are Dr. Edward
J.
of inquiry both into the world and
A. That's partly what I'm saying
Blaustein and Dr. <rllttfrled Dietze.
into selr. Choosing issues to center
about sharing roles - when most
Dr. Blaustein
is President
of
Courses around which are close to men miss out on raising their
Rutgers College as well as being a
students _ which bug them _ is part
children they miss out on a wonlawyer with a Ph.D. in {ililosophy.
of it. But also we must expose
derfulrelationsbip.
When you raise
Dr. Dietze wrote In Defense of
students
to material
which they
children
you share emotions.
It Property
as well as a new book
are not at all familiar
with. For
seemsthattodaymenwhollvebya
entitled
Rights
and
Riots.
instance,
poverty
may
not be
(masculine)
stereotype
have to Everyoneiswelcome-particularly
experienced
directly
by students
deny their emotions.
The stereo
students
- to this symposium.
but it is an issue about which they
type is one of being
strong,
Admission is free and it will be held
should be informed as members of rational,
unemotional,
businessin the cafeteria.
society.
Q. You're

teaching

a

ews br.·efs

course

",Ued Llberiy v •• Pow ... 1776-1976
which
Is primarily
a seminar
course and seems to renecr your
wish lor a significant
student-

I~I
.....

Scandinavian

Semmar

15

now

::~~:r
th:][::::'~~
Would you
A. The point of the course is that
the Constitution
was originally
a

accepting applications for Its study
a?road
program
In Denmark,
~~nd,
Norway, or Sweden f~r

be distributed
etc. The course
attempts to ask the question'
"Are
there institutions today which have
excessive
political or
economic

livi~~:!;:~r
=:~c:~
designed
for college
students,
graduates
and other adults who
want to hE:come part of another
~ulture while acqwnng
a second

~:=~~ft:t~~:~h~~
powe: over the lives of citizens,
and if so, are there ways the
constitution
can again be used to
limit
excessive
power?
The
jumping off point for the class to
explore
is two institutions-the
monopolistic
industrial
cor-'
porations and the Presidency.
It's
up to the class to look at these
institutions and come to their own
, conclusions concerning that power.
I've selected. out of many those two
institutions
- not because they are
the only two but because the course
needs focus. Unions are another
possibility, which will be explored
in a seminar I'm giving in the
spring
on Work
in America.
Americans must come to solutiOn!
of their problems with power "in
economic
and political
areas
in
terms of their own tradition
and
hlatory. That's why we must go
back to the origins of America to
see bow the original principles can
be applied to our current situation.
The problems stem, in large part,
from our country's change from an
agrarian
nation to a nation
of
massive industrial
power.
Q. What is your view of the
woman's
movement'?

nguatt ••••••

An initial 3 weeks
language
course, followed by a family stay
whenever
possible, will give the
student opportunity to practice the
language on a daily basis and to
share in the life of the community.
For the major part of the year he is
separated
from
his
fellow
American
students,
living
and
studying among Scandinavians
at
a "People's
College" (residential
school
for
continuing
adult
education)
or
some
other
specialized
institution.
All Seminar students participate
in the Introductory,
Midyear and
Final Sessions,
where
matters
related
to their
studies,
experlences and individual progress
are reviewed and discussed.
The
focus of the Scandinavian
Seminar
Jrogram
is an Independent
Study
Project in the student's own field of
interest. An increasing
number of
American colleges and universities
are giving full or partial credit for
the Seminar rear.
The fee, covering tuition, room,
board,
one-way
group
transportation from New York and all
course-connected
travels
in

,

~~~~~~~
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White House Fast
Approximately
50 WMC students
have been involved in some type of
fasting within the last 3 weeks. The
following is a press release concS-Ding a 30 day water-only fast by
3 people
to be held until the
Il'esidential
election.
International
Fast For
Peace
Ca~di~,n~y,~~~~
a~'d :
citizen vi both countries will begin
a 3O-day fast in Washington,
D.C.,
appealing
to Gerald
Ford
and
Jimmy
Carter
to renounce
any
first use of nuclear weapons.
The
fasters
will
travel
to
Washington
from three seaprate
areas of the continent
an~. will

For
Witches
today
i lost my temper
temper, when one talks
means strong,
perfect.

of metal

temper, for humans,
means angry
irrational
bad.
today

i found my temper.

i said,
you step on my head
for Zl years you step on m~ head
and though I have been. tra~ed
~~~:::s:ou
for your inevitable
~oday i think
I prefer
my head to you:
clumsmess.
today i began
to find
myself.
tomorrow
perhaps
i will begin
to find
you.

Susan Sutheim

rep-esent
their communities
in
appealing
to the presidential
candidates
to commit themselves
against a nuclear nrst-use policy:
Sister
Mary
Alban,
Canadian
representative
of the Sisters of St.
Jose{il.,
Toronto,
Ontario;
Bob
Schneider,
American
representative of Pacific Life Community,
San Francisco
Bay Area; James,
Douglass, Canadian and American '
representative
of Pacific
Life
Community,
Vancouver,
B.C.
Fasting 'and vigils at U.S. consulates,
Canadian
government
buildings,
and presidential
campaign
headquarters
will
be
organized by supporting groups in
Toron~o,
Vancouver,
and San
Franeiaeo,
to accompany
the
month-long fast and vigil occurring
at the White House and at Carter's
campaign
headquarters
in
Washington. The fasters and their
communities
are appealing
to
individuals
and groups elsewhere
in the U.S. and Canada to [oin them
during the month
prior to the
election in asking Ford and Carter
for an end to the nuclear first-use
policy.

goth
President
Ford
Governor Carter have stated
readiness

to use nuclear

weapons

~~s~~/:
f:iS~~ s~~:~~~~'ny~~:
statement cite this position as "the
most dangerous military policy in
history, which' cannot be justified
before the h~an
f~mily:'. They

~!:~
::

~r:I_:~h~~;~~t~
stop the development
of weapons
designed to implement
it, such as
the Cruise Missile and the Trident
Submarine.

For further information,
phone:
in Vancouver,
Pacific
Life
Community,
at 526-4329;
in
Washington,
D.C.,
International
Fast,
at 202-387-9496
and at 202-526-4183.

Scandinavia
is $3,800. A limited
number of scholarship
loans are
available.
For further
infonnation
please
write to:
SCANDINAVIAN
SEMINAR
100 East 85th Street
New York, N.Y. 10028

••••••

Tryouts
for In White America
will be held next Thursday
October 14th in Alumni Hall. I~ this
extraordiary
piece of theatre MraAmericans
speak out across two
centuries and in their own words
about what it means to live as a
black man in White America. The
pecducuon
is being presented
by
the Dramatic Art Department
and
The Black Student Union and will
be under
the direction
of Tim
Weinfeld.
There
are parts for
Blacks
and Whites, males
and
females. Copies of the script are on
reserve in the lil:rary. For further
information
and to sign up for
auditions
see the call board in
Alumni Hall.
For further
information:
Tim
Weinfeld, ext. 264.

Scientists at the Charles Darwin .
Research
Station
report
the
island's only turtle has fallen in
love with a medi.um-sized boulder.
A researcher
says that Onan, the
turtle, has taken up with one of the
island's
.rocks,
and
that
he'
~'~~ai~~r"

and

passionately,

wi,hd"';ra
22P,e!ix:abo."
23~;;"biningf"'m
25Ci'.
26 Preoiden' of
C.echO$lov.~ia
11935·19481
28 Squire dance
figure
29 Br •• ~
30 Am.,icon
composerond
conductor
(1871·19371
260isgraoeo
27.!avan_trH
28 Pr",idon'ill
a=-John
29Clippad.
31 ActorS.n
34 Spy-·Hlri
3580ule •• n:iin
MuiooCity·
·_dela
Ref....m.
36E1oc"icol
engin• .,in9
lab.!
37F,ui,drink

38;::::~~~.'
J9Viohy.for
4OSinelrx:<>I.bJ
41 Foreaclwilh
crowbar
42 RomanrOiid

and"
their

~:'~i:''''y

35 :~i,:I.~nd
38~;;::n~~~on
Mayo.for
e""mplo
J9Pri!lOn(coll.1
41S<:hool
organi~.'ion
(ab.)

42hi.hr_1
group (ab.!
44Com_
poin,
46 Baron (ab.)
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Students Tour Europe, Live in Austria and England
By Chris Okenica
Joe Golden
Junior year abroad is a dream
for some but to a select few it
becomes a reality. Jean Home had
the privilege to spend four months
in an Austrian
college and four
months in a school for the Deaf in
England.
Not one to let Europe float by
while she studied, Jean travelled
much during her eight month stay.
She visited
Ireland,
Scotland,
Wales and Yugoslavia,
which she
chose as her favorite country. The
people were open, friendly
and
extremely
polite; even the young
children who displayed
gracious
courtesy to her often.
Since Jean had no other transportation,
she was forced
to
hitchhike about Europe. Although
it was an interesting
way to meet
the people of a country,
it was
difficult at times, too. In fact, Jean
equated the hard work of hitchhiking to the long hours she put
in at the deaf school in England.
Because she had to work so hard

during her stay, Jean became a I Jean was not alone in finding
European:
unable to play the role isatisfying
experiences
abroad.
of the "rich American".
. Steffi Lambert,
a student
who
A few people refused to let Jean spent a year studying in Bregenz,
forget she was an American. Both .Austne, found her trip rewarding,
~~~~'~je:~
Each side

~e:eB:~=-~
lal;:~ffi
thought the U.S. was travel

supplying aid to the wrong side and
decided to make Jean pay for it.
Fortunately,
only a few reactionaries
marred
Jean's
overall
good view of the British people. She
said that their broad knowledge of
American politics and government
really surprised
her, even though
they do maintain we have fifty-two
states.
When asked if all the work to
achieve Junior Year abroad was
worth the hard work, Jean quickly
stated it was. The trip was inexpensive compared
to all that she
learned
both academically
and
personally.
Old friends
of Jean
Home
found
a new,
stronger
person on her return to the United
States.

was part ot'a
group organized

.=~~~~

Red

tape,

eggrevatrcn

:~~~!

bureaucracy
aside,
both

A p-ogreswe
rock group which
has produced three albums in the
J2!lSt four years, the Atlanta Rhythm Section is beginning to make a
name for itseH in Southern music.
Their latest' LP .'ts titled "Third
Annual
Pipe Dream,"
and the
group considers it their best yet.
The six members
of ARS are all
from
Georgia,
Florida,
and
Alabama,
playing
mainly
progressive rock, with a little blues
and southern folk added.

Steffi

Meg Hoyle
probably
doesn't
affect
many
Good news for some of the in- students
but for those of us who
somniacs
of
Whiteford
and don't drift off to dreamland
right
Bl~nche!
The new fl~odlights·away,
it can be a problem.
And
which
were recently
installed there's plenty of time to ponder the
between
th~ ~o. donns ~
no situation after you've memorized
longer be shining In your windows all of the words of wisdom from the
every night.
posters on your walls.
Une surpnsmg
fact
is that,
The new lights were installed for although they tend to complain to
the safety of the students, on the each
other,
not o~e student
orders of Dean Mowbray.
They bothered to let anyone m Elderdice
illuminate
the parking lot behind know that the lights wre disturbing

Rusty Wier, no newcomer to the
music business, has been playing
throughout
Texas for more than
ten years, both on his own and with
several bands. Starting
out as a
drummer,
Wier has worked his
way up to singing and rhythm
guitar. He has released
three
albums, and according to BJUboard
magazine,
"has come up with a
mix of country and rock that comes
over" as very original. He plays
mainly acoustic ballads and pure
country rock.

:::~~~~!~

~~~:~
~~~e~~:
~~
to let
the
proper.
adrrurustrators
know that the lights
needed adjusting.
They weren't
purposely aimed at the windows to
keep students awake at night, but

Carter and Ford Speak
on the Issues

Phil Lapadula

The following is a summary
of
the
Presidential
candidates'
positions
on the issues.
The
material
was provided
by a
pamphlet put out in September
by
the Washington
Common
Cause
office. The entire
document
is
twelve pages long and goes into
intricate
detail on a broad spectrum of issues. This is merely an
attempt
to familiarize
the voters
on campus with some of the major
issues and to point out some of the
major differences between the two
candidates.

is a honest, reeusue peucy-a policy
that says we can steadily reduce
ioDation and unemployment
if we
maintain
a prudent,
balanced
approach."
A major difference between the
two candidates
on this issue is on
the subject
of wage and price
controls.
Carter
favors
standby
wage and price controls while Ford
has stated:
"I would like to
reiterate
my firm opposition
to
wage and price controls."
Jobs and Unemployment
Carter
states:
"The
major
Iriority of the next administration
has got to be unemployment."

INFLATION

~~:c:~:~~rs~:~
r:~

NATURAL HEALT

FOOD STORE
45 East Main Street
Westminster, Md.
876'3$85
MONDAY-SATURDAY

~ti;~~/::~ui~~:.:

IOAM-5PM

GBAND OPENING SALE
THIS THURSDA

!!...............c..on..t..in..u..ed;,c;ao

forced recession
and high unemployment."
He then lists his plans
for battling inflation as, 1.) steady
flow of jobs and output, 2.) a better
matching
of supply and demand,
3.)
reform
of
government
regulations
which unnecessarily
add to consumer
costs, 4.) strict
anti-trust and consumer pectecnoa
enforcement, 5.) Increased
emphasis on productivity,
6.) Lower
interest
rates,
7.) effective
mOnitoring of inflationary
trends
and forces, 8.) Standby wage and
price controls, which the president
could apply selectively.
President
Ford states: "To hold
down the cost of Uvlng, we must
hold down the cost of government." The President
states that
his first objective,
"is to have
sound economic
growth without

Y - SA TURDA Y

10% OFF SALE
EVERY ITEM IN STORE
"Roasted Nuts
"Snack Mixes
"Dried Fruites
"Unfiltered Juices
"Natural Candies
"Peaf Smith Nut Butter
"Protein Suppliments
"Vegetarian Vitamins
"Pii-Baianced Shampoos

!i!bum,Der"tickers.

U:'!:~:

Send a 13r/ stamp for full
details.

COSMIC
RAINBOW
coCi

a

and
women

i~r:

:~~I~t
,:f~e~~~~.y::m:~~.'::
life had grown so that a less expensive that a year at WMC

_a

college
in Austria
planned field trips
.
visit the sites studied.
were not enough to satisfy
though.
During
three
weekends,
she hitchhiked
Europe. In the course of
she
visited
Berlin,
Germany,
Switzerland,
and Italy.

Rand R for Whiteford
and

~: :~~o~~,u~~~wthX::~~~~
This is great when you're outside.
But they also light up the inside
rooms
on the short
halls
of
Whiteford so it's almost as bright
inside
a;
it is outside.
This

Western
Maryland
College than
the girl who left it that May of 1975.

-j;~';I':di~ffe=,~en!t':~~~~V~ie~W~in~g~I=;;i;;:;'
:':;;-;:~iI
. regarding

iStefn
Wagner College ori Staten
worked and studied

Throughout
Europe
the people
receptive to the
Becausemeetings
the few days spent
times of intense
travellers
gathered

learn as much about each other in
as short a time as possible.
All
was dropped, all games
abandonned.
After spending a year away, had

pretense

and Soaps

"Books
"Fruit & Plain Yogurt
=Sparkitng Cider
"Natural Cheese
"Herbal Tea
"Morning Cereals
"Vitamins
"Minerals
"Kitchen Utensils
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Dracula Cast Will "Thrill" in Alumni
. Sue Coleman'
How safe are

you walking alone
at night on campus?
Do you.
wonder
who is following
and
watching
you in the darkness?
Pause
next
time
you
start
homeward
and remember
that
Dracula is here at WMC.
Dracula,
a play adapted
from
Bram Stoker's
well known novel
will be presented October 21, 22, 23,
24 at 8:'15 p.m. with matinees on
Saturday 23 and Sunday 24 at 2:00
p.m. A dinner theatre is arranged
for the Sunday
evening
performance
with
special
ticket
prices.
This mystery
thriller
is
being performed
in Understage,
Alumni Hall just in time to begin
the Halloween festivities.
Tickets
are on sale in the College Activities
Office at $2.00 or can be purchased
before
the performance,
but
seating is limited, so don't wait to
buy tickets.
Many people on the campus are
involved in this production.
The
cast is an interesting
mixture
of
freshman.
and
veteran
WMC
performers
aU working to create
an exciting and chilling evening of
theatre.
Sandy
MacKenzie
plays
the
heroine Lucy Seward. Sandy is a
senior
theatre
major
and has
played in many productions,
includint "Tango" and a leading role
in "A Streetcar
Named Desire."
Last summer she directed the
Westminster
High
School
Thespiarul in "The Diary of Ann
Frank." Sandy see's her character
as a genteel woman caught in a
confusing,
emotional
state;
tom
between her mysterious
attraction
for Dracula
and her love for
Harker.
Lucy's
concerned
fiance,
Harker, is portrayed
by freshman
Fred Smyth. This is Fred's first
college production
but he has
performed
in various high school
plays including
the rock opera

J

"Tommy",
"The
Roar
of the
Greasepaint,
The Smell of the
Crowd",
and
Shakespeare's
"Twelfth Night." He enjoys track,
~png,
and hiking when he's not
on stage.
Theatre-english
major
Mark
Bayer
is cast as Renfield,
the
spder
loving lunatic.
Mark has
roles
in "Imaginary
Invalid"
"Tango",
and "The Madman and
the Nun" to his credit.
Mark
believes that Renfield is "not as
looney as he seems - sometimes he
controls everything, sometimes he
has
trouble
even
controlling
himself."
Junior
theatre
major
Carol
Warehime is the frustrated
maid,
Nina
Wells,
who falls
under
Dracula's
spell. carol has performed in "A Streetcar
Named
Desire",
Moliere's
"Imaginary
Invalid" and has also worked with
the Baltimore Theatre Project. She
is very interested in mime, modem
dance, and she is a profeSSional
fire eater!
TheforcesofgoodinDracwaare
embodied in the visiting Dr. Van
HeIsing, being performed by senior
metorymejor
xtm Grove Kim has
been in the musicals "Fiddler on
the Roof' "Amahl and the Night
Visitors",'
and was also in last
Swings Jwtior Follies.
Communications
major,
David
Denton portrays Butterworth,
the
attendant
who
is given
the
responsibility
for keeping track of
Renfield, but just can't seem to tie
him down. David is a freshman and
is very interested in radio comedy
and sports.
. Extrovert
Michael
Ross plays
Lucy's father,
the skeptical
Dr.
Seward.
Michael is a freshman
interested
in
music,
and
PEly.::hotiology. He performed
in
"American
Dream"
and "Story
Theatre"
when he was in high
school.
FGor him, Dracula
is

"learning
as well as fun, because
the characeter
I play is very different from myself."
The "King of the Undead," Count
Dracula, is played by Don Harris,
a junior who is pursuing
double
major,
combining
theatre
and
physical
education.
Don has
performed with the Mechanicsville
Reperotory
Theatre
in "View

a

Ford
states:
"My
economic
policies are expected to produce
lasting jobs, not temporary
jobs."
Both candidates
state that they
favor stimulation
and incentives
. for growth of the "private sector".
The major dUference on this issue
would have 10 be on the subjed of
public <government"
made) jobs.
Carter
favors,
"creation
of
meaningful
and productive public
needs jobs as a supplement
to the
private sector, including jobs for
unmet
needs in areas such as
housing
rehabilitation
and
repairing
railroad
beds".
f~"d
says that he favors, "lasting and
secure
jobs-not
deadend
jobs
supported
by the government ... "
Also Carter sets a goal of an adult
unemployment
rate of 3 per cent,
while Ford states:
"One cannot
promise
fuD employment
overnlghL."
ROLE
OF
THE
FEDERAL
GOVERNMENT
Carter states that he wants to
eliminate waste and inefficiency in
government
by reducing,
"the
number of federal agencies to no
more than 200 ... " He mentions the
seventy-two
agencies
responsible
for health as one of the areas that
would probably
be reduced
for
efficiency purposes.

from page 1

Their readings
showed both the
more serious and the lighter sides
of black literature.
Ossie Davis made his debut as a
member
of Rose McLendon's
Players,
appearing
in Joy Exceeding
Glory and other plays.
This led to his Broadway debut in
the title role of Jeb. In other
Broadway
roles he was. cast as
Gabriel in Green Pastures,
Walter
Lee Younger in A Raisin In The
Sun, Trem in Leading Lady, and AI
in Remains to Be Seen.
His
tetevteton
roles
are
numerous,
including
one
in
Teacher,
Teacher,
a Hallmark
Hall of Fame production,
which
received an Emmy Award in 1969.
Active in motion pictures,
Mr.
Davis has been seen in The Slaves,
Sam Whiskey, The Scalphunters,
The Hill, and The Joe Louis Story.
He wrote and played the
role
in Purlle Victorious.
During the
years 1974 and 1975 Mr. Davis and
Ms. Dee moderated
their own
national
series, The Ossie Davis
And Ruby Dee Story Hour, in
which they shared
stories
and
poems over sixty affiliated stations
on the National Black Network.

nue

I·

Ms. Dee made her first New
York Appearance
as a walk-on and
as an understudy
to Wini Johnson
in the role of Ruth in South Pacific.
She studied acting at the American
Negro Theater
School. Ms. Dee

Dracula is under the direction of
Max
Dixon
with
technical
production,
set, and special effects
developed. by Christian
Wittwer.
Lights and sound operators
are
Bruce Trullio and Bob Finnell,
while Kathy Thornhill is the stage
manager.
Set construction
is the
responsibility
of the students in the
Technical Production
class.

Common Cause
Candidate Rundown
continuer' from page 5

Dee and Davis Superb Storytellers
continued

From the Bridge" and also played
the Boatswain
in "Pinafore"
last
January.
Don enjoys the part of
Dracula and characterizes
him as
"a
real
charmer,
a refined
parasite!'
Be sure to see this dramatiC,
Supernatural
production. Its worth
your time to finally discover - WHO
IS watching
you in the night???

Ford
states:
"We
must
not
conUnue drifting in the direction of
bigger and bigger government,"
He defends
his 49 vetoes
of
congressional
bills as an attempt
to, "cut
back reckless
federal
spending programs."
ENERGY
AND ENVIRONMENT
Carter states:
"Whenever
there
is a conflict between development
and environmental
quality...
I
would go with the environment."
Ford states: -t pursue the goal
of clean air and water, but I must
also pursue
the objective
of
maximum
jobs and economic
progress."
A major difference exists on the
use of nuclear
power.
carter
states:
"U.S.
dependency
on
nuclear power should be kept to: a
minimum. We should apply much
stronger
safety standards
as we
regUlate its use. And we must be
honest with our people concerning
it's problems
and dangers."
The
President
Ford Committee
handout states that: "President
Ford
is committed
to finding
new
sources of energy and feels the use
of nuclear
power
must
be
developed rapidly."
TAXES
Carter states:
"I favor a simpHfied tax system which treats all
income the same."
carter
wants
to, "eliminate
hundreds
of tax
breaks and greatly reduce the tax
rate giving lower and middle income families a break".
Ford states: "A major objective
should
be to simplify
the tax
system as well as make it more
equitable."
Both candidates
advocate
tax
cuts and elimination
of the double
taxing of corporate
dividends.
INCOME
SUPPORT
AND
HEALTH CARE
A major
area
of difference
between the two candidates is their
stands
on national
health
in-

surance. carter favors, "a national
health insurance
program ... which
is universal and mandatory".
Ford
states:
"We cannot realistically
afford federally dictated national
~ealth insurance."
DISCRIMINATION
Carter states;
"I favor school
integration;
I do not favor mandatorybusing.
"
Ford states:
"I do not believe
that forced busing is the right way
to get quality eduearicn."
Both candidates strongly support
the Equal
Rights Admendment.
GOVERNMENT
ACCOUNTABILITY
carter states: "Public financing
of campaigns
should be extended
to members of congress".
Ford
opposes
public
financing
of
congressional
campaigns.
CRIME AND JUSTICE
A major
area
of difference
between the two candidates
exists
here. carter favors registration
of
hand guns. Ford is "unalterably
opposed" to registration
of hand
guns.
ABORTION
Carter states: "I think abortion
is wrong. I don't favor a constitutional amendment
to give the
states local option on the abortion
issue." Mr. Ford opposes abortion
"on demand".
He has favored a
constitutional
ainendment
to give
the states option.
INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
AND NATIONAL SECURITY
Carter states:
"We can reduce
defense expenditures
by $5 to $7
billion annually."
Ford states:
"The amounts
I
seek will provide
the national
defense it now appears
we need.
We dare not do less."
If you want a complete, in depth
review of the candidates'
stands on
the issues
write
to, Common
Cause, P.O. Box 220, Washington
D.C., 20044. Supplies are limited.

Two talented Black Americans performed dramatic readings,
anecodtes and short stories by Black authors ... "An excellent
exposure to all aspects of human experienctl."
then headed to Broadway
where
she secured roles in Purlie Victorious and A Raisin In the Sun.
Ms. Dee is well known for her work
in Shakespearean
drama. She was
Katherine in Taming of the Shrew
and Cordelia
in King
Lear;
cassandra
in Agamemnon and Iris
in The Birds. She also worked with
the
American
Shakespeare
Festival,
Morris camovsky,
the
Ypsilanti Greek Theater, and Bert
Lahr. Her television
and movie
roles are vast end diverse;
her
literary abilities abound in poetry.
She edited an anthology of poetry
written by adults and Junior High
School
pupils
entitled
"Glowchild."
In conclusion,
this production
gave
an excellent
historlca
panorama
of black experience.

COLLEGE
STUDENTS
Sell Brand Name Stereo Components at lowest prices. High profits;

Presents ...
The International Buffet Every Sunday
This week's Italian

NO INVESTMENT

REQUIRED.

For details, contact:
FAD Components,
Inc, 20 Passaic Ave.,
Fairfield, New Jersey 07006.
Ilene Orlowsky 201-227-6884

Beef & Beer Special $1.85
Weekdays 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Of course we still serve the best kosher corned
beefs and pastramis daily from 11 :30 a.m. tof O p.m.
848·1441
310 E. Green St. at Washington
Westminster, Maryland

Rd.

Friday,

October

8, 1976

The position
of circulation
manager is open. This job requires
about 2 hours from 7 AM - 9 AM on
Friday
mornings.
Interested
people must have a car. Contact
Scrimshaw,
Box 3·A.
Scrimshaw needs typists - About
2 hours per month is needed. We
pay.

CAPITAL CENTRE
Lynyrd Skynyrd 10/20
Chicago 11/15 -16
John Demler and
Vocal Band 11/24 - 25

Center Bncks
Mount

CA THOLIC UNI VERSITY
Don McLean 1//14

continued
from page 1
study carrels. We mut also install
fire
protection
equipment
through?ut
the building,
and we
would like to have carpet in the
walk areas
and stairwells
to
provide a quieter atmosphere
for
study."
As far as the chronological'
schedule,
the dates,
barring
unforseen circumstances,
are pretty
much set for construction
of the
center. Most of the bids for the
contracts
went out the beginning
of this month. The rest went out
yesterday.
They are scheduled
to

OAR CONSTITUTION HALL
Steven Stills 11 /6
Jackson Browne, and Orleans 10/24 - 25
Hall and Oats 11/30
LlSNER AUDITORIUM,
Jimmy Buffet 10/23

G. WASH. U.

GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY
Bruce Springsteen 10/17-18

Personal Viewpoint
V

r

~~ti~:S. c~~:sr!~~t

I

Vallmitjen

ree om .or Indians

Several
years
ago when the
Motion Picture Academy
of Arts
and
Sciences
in
Hollywood
awarded
an 'Oscar'
to Marlon
Brando, a young Indian woman
accepted
the award and read a
message to the American viewing
public concerning the plighl of the
Indian. The European
press was
shocked.
What was really happening in the
USA to the American Indian? How
were
the last survivors
of a
magnificent
people living? What
was the situation of the true and
legitimate
heirs
of the rich
American lands?
A French
television
crew
chartered
a plane for the USA to
seek the answers to these questions

Whal

~

~~22.a~~r
lnma

d.l.!

~~~~~ry

have

greed

Why are you not studying for free
in the universities,
not getting good
scholarships,
not learning
about
your origins, your languages, your
ancient crafts, your villages, your
folklore? Why are you not writing
the poetry of your people,
not
transcribing
the old songs and
dances?
Indian
People,
stop
selling
mocasslns
to tourists!
Rise up!
Fight for your freedom and for the
~!tf~~:

and

In
the
last
quarter
the twentieth
century
there

so. Because they force you to live
in jails, isolated, repressing
and
amputating
every vestige of your
culture.
They
only
give
you
lelevision to go your mind or movie
extra
work
in an American
superproduction.

of
are

lernational

organizations

=~iZeYOUr

autonomy

Rise up Indian people
with all your exploited

:~;:e~il~ft~
I~~~~::
t~i~~~

~:r~~~

~p~~~

will
and your

w:r~~~ac~lIo;:r~r

~

I would like to h~ve a son

a.m becom;~~st~onger, st:o,!ger ~~;~~~~~:~
MIghty med,cme IS now wlthm me revolution.
I

1

;:;c:e:o;,;S:Ubs~~;n';r,
I am stronger stronger
,

·1....

.
stronger

g ~OqUjJiS_~'

~:~~;nue the

Gabriel Salinas
aaaoo

Young is under

~~~:.I~S:~~~~~t~

••and In
the World
from The Washington Star ...
A leftist student demonstration
against
the return
of former
Thailand
military
ruler Thanom
Kittikachorn
ended in a pitched
battle between police and students
in Bangkok earlier this week.
The mildness
of recent Soviet
statements
about China have now
been answered
with. a scathing
denunciation
of the Soviet Union
Chinese Foreign
Minister
Chia~
addressed
the
UN
General
Assembly, saying the Soviet Union
is "the biggest peace swincDer and
~~;,~t
dangerous source of war
The.

U.S.·British

'diplomatic

~;~e:~~~~::na:::ia~:Sw~~~

;:;nl~homrt

regime

and

leaders
ference

to convene a peace
in two weeks-probably

th~~!d

a~1 o:!ori~

;~~t~ordinate

disruption

black

nationalists

Li~i!'::~l;a~~~Orities

conin
have

More llkelyto
be a problem, he
felt: was going to be students
h.avlOg 1;0 avoid walking near the
site during their' ro.utine campus
trav~l. The college will do all that it
can m order to minimize
the in.
convenience
of construction.
The
President would like to "ask some

called on President
Ford's
administration
to resume long-stalled
negotiations
to revise
the 1903
canal treaty
before the Nov. 2
presidential
elections.
They were
suspended
last May 3 after 'n
months of exchanges.
Violence broke out in Spain in

::::~~~n:e:~ll::

~t~

~~~:~~

~u~n~~~!~l~~~.~~ea~n:~
of the permanent
College

Center

~~~=~~~~~~~e~v~~c~:~
two

years-the

just ..

king

all

administration
to

Of the People.
By the People.
For the People.
From the People.
It's what the UNITED
FUND-CICHA CAMPAIGN is all aboutpeople. People with
problems, and people
willing to help. People
who care about their
neighbors, the way
Americans have been
doing for 200 years.

UNITED FUNDCICHA

~~f::al~~~e~i:~::'

CAMPAIGN
The United
Way

~:u~f~:~~a~~.w:gh=g~
youths armed with pistols and iron
=er:to~~in~o~~(b~:

is

Fonner president Richard Nixon
has told the story of his life in a
memoir to be published by Warner
Books, Inc. next Fall.
The
swine
flu
vaccination
program is off to a shaky start. The
$135 million
campaign
is two
months behind schedule.
The black family in America
is
examined
in a new 664 page
volume
entitled
"The
Black
Family in Slavery and Freedom:
1750--1975." The findings
of the
author
refute old ideas on the
subject.
A booming new medical business
is how to make babies: prodUCing
fertility in infertile couples.
M~ny states are revising their
laws to allow young people to leave
school at age 4 and go into
vocational training for a job.
T.V.
news
has
changed
dramatically
in the past year. This
story and the others above are
elaborated
on in the October 11,
1976 issue of Newsweek,
in the
library or at the newstand.

attack.

~t1vetl~tothelthearts'content,

the :~~~~

~~~
:~::~~d~;~:~/;:;
me

~~~

Newsweek
October 11, 1976 Newsweek
Both Presidential
candidates
were on the defensive
this week.
While Carter attempted
to recover
from campaign
faux-pas
and his
"Playboy"
interview,
Ford suffered
the resignation
of his
Secretary
of Agriculture.
Additionally,
Ford's
past-campaign
finances were under investigation.
The rivals appeared to be their own
worst enemies. The latest Gallup
poll showed a 50 percent - 40 percent Carter lead, an approximately
8 percent narrowing of the margin
.Irom a month ago.
The Republican
nominee for
'governor
of illinois,
"Big Jim"
Thompson,
holds a commanding
lead
over
his
Democratic
. challenger,
Michael Howlett, and
this may help Ford's chances
in
this crcctal state.
There are trouble-ridden
cines
and then there's
Detroit.
Urban
problems
have
reached
crisis
p-oporucns. and mayor Coleman

~~!~xtr;;r~~

and join oompanson
to total building time.
and op- f!r: John s~ted,. "We ~n't
~n-

Chicanos and fifty million blacks,
Perhaps
someday
you will be
both American
minorities
that able to forget more than 200 years
came after the Indian. Are the of death
and destruction.
Or,
races declining?
Al least, in the perhaps someday they will be able
case of the Indian, il seems to be to forget one million men.
.

Yuu have no "ght to trouble me
Depart, I am becoming stronger

~~e

contract,
the construction
should
begin as soon possible-Dr.
John
hope, It will beginimme<tiately.He
IS assured that breaking will begin
before
Christmas.
The
date
depends mainly on how fast the
contractor's
equipment
can be
moved in for the project.
The actual
construction
noise
coming from the new center site
has been a great concern to the
students on campus ever since the
site proposal
was finalized
last
ye.ar. O,? tha~ subject,
John ~dmlt~d,
I can t say that the noise
won t be ?f. some. h?ther
to the
students
living WltQUl the area.
However,~eho~to~~Pthenoise
~ very bl'l~f penods.
The matter
IS to be discussed
with the contrac.tor, but the only real commotion that should emerge from
th~. construction.
will be in the

~~~~~~~i:t~~t

~as~~o~:~:
the

of the while people done
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Friday,

Sports

WMC

Terrors Blank Susquehanna

Crowd Braves Downpour

Ji~~~=y,

Razzle Dazzle

Lucking

es.sion

slow-playing
field,
our
girls
dro~d
another, 4-0. Reasons for
the loss? Why does anyone lose?
Team-members
said,
"lack
of
aggressiveness,"
"flat,"
or just
telling it like it is, "(we) didn't
work together."
The girls are really hopeful to.
snap his bad streak against their
next opponent Wilson at Wilson
starting
at 3:30. The next game
after that is against Hood away
We<hlesday at 4:00.

Bruce Belt contributed
the other
scoring, a field goal and an extra
point. Two other attempted
field
goals from long yardages
were
right on the nose but short, as even
the kicking was affected by the
weather.
This coming
Saturday
is the
armual
Homecoming
game and
will be against Moravian.
Kickoff
is set for 1: 30 at Hoffa Field. So
come out and join alumni in rooting
on our team to another
victory.
You'll even get to see the ~ueen
and her court at haI!time so all you
male
readers
especially
make
plans to be there.

Carlton Harris

C~::a co ...·.';;-,;::n
On Wednesday, September 29 the
Western
Maryland
soccer
team
defeated Susquehanna
in overtime,
1-0. Dick Love Irovided
the lone
score
in
a game
that
was
dominated
by
the
excellent
defenses of both teams. The Terror
def~nse
was especially
good in
shutting out the notoriously
highscoring Susquehanna
squad.
Coach Earll was quick to praise
the
team's
defensive
play,
especially
that
of goalie
Ken
Lowey. The coach did think that
the team could've
scored more,
due to the fact that it was the
Western
Maryland
squad
that "

The next game is on October
sixth at Loyola. It should prove to
be the toughest match of the season
for the soccer team. The next home
game is on October
12, against
Johns Hopkins University.

ron'

3. Jim Ryan's
mile record of
3:51:1 stood up for eight years until
quickly broken in succession
in
1975 by these two famed harriers.
4. In walking,
one may
go
distances
of 20 kilometers
and
what other distances?
5. This American dominated the
discus event in world meets for
over a decade in the SO's and 60's.
6. Weight of both the spot put and
the hammer.
7. The record for this jumping
event is about 57 feet.
8. Famous
annual
Track and
Field Meet in its 70th year.

9. This dash is run in two ways,
on the curve and on the straight·
away (metric or English distance).
10. The longest distance nut in
Women's Track and Field.
Scoring.,.7 equals good, 8 equals
very good, 9 equals excellent, and
10 equals superb.
With all these discussions
about
vaccinating
some
200 million
Americans
against
swine
flu,
Science magazine
is out with an
interesting
counter-proposal:
that
it might be a lot cheaper and more
practical to vacillate America's
70
to 80 million pigs instead. Science
quotes World Health Organization
officials as stating that an effective
anti-flu
campaign
among
American
pigs could prevent the
disease
from reaching
the U.S.
human

Last week's answers:
t-Capitol
Bullets,
2-Wilt Chamberlain,
3George Mikan, 4-PhiladelIiJ-ia,
5David Thompson,
6-Earl Monroe,
Wes Unseld, 7-Jerry West, 8-Bill
Russel, 9-New Orleans
Jazz, 10Rick Barry, ll-PhiladelIiJ-ia,
12Bob McAdoo.
An Indian
fakir has set the
world's
record
for automobile
eating.
Mahegnay
Souamin,
of
Bombay, managed to eat an entire
Chevrolet.
Souamin
did it by
dismantling
the car, cutting it into
tiny pieces and then swallowing a
few. parts each day.

HAVE A
CHECKUP.
IT CAN

SAVE

YOURUFE.

Plain & Fancy
Donuts
140 Village
only 5 minutes away
Open 24 Hours a Day

Johnny Bench
we serve __.

LUNCH

Chicken

Day

DINNER

Pizza

Subs
Monday

. Spaghetti'Day

WITHIN

- Wednesday

WALKING

~

senses

Dinner $1.75

p;zza DIy· Tuesday·$.40

I~

Ir0vided
most of the offensive
pressure.
He also added that Dick
Love played a great game at wing.
"The team seems to be pUtting
things into place now," .concluded
Coach Earll. He also said that he is
delighted
and :surprised
at the
number of people turning our for
the games.
He hopes that the
support sbown by the students will
continue in future games.

Sports (/p • Questions and Answers

1. He's the holder of the World
High Jwnp Record.
2. The original Olympic games of
ancient Greece included only one
running event. How long was this

r

i
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"Fall"

Defense Shines in 10.10 Tie
in a bitt~iY
Meanwhile, the defensive back·
fought game, our Green Terrors· field, led by Dave Seibert and Mike
held
on
against
the
tough
Sanders,
held the Mules to two
Muhlenberg
Mules for a 10-10 tie.
compleuoae for a total of 15 yards,
This is the same
team which
desJite the loss of Rick Rosenfeld
earlier this year destroyed
Johns
early in the game.
Hopkins ~.
Almost the whole
The Green Terror offense also
game
was
played
under
a- put on a respectable
showing
torrential
downpour
which sent
especially
in the air as Joe
spectators
scurr-Ymg for cover.
Domiano
completed
six out of
Very few actually left the game,
thirteen passes (46 percent) for 123
however, as they became a cap- yards
without
an interception.
uveted,
enthusiastic
audience
Fritz LeitzeI again led all receivers
witnessing one of the best played
with three receptions,
followed by
games (especially considering
the
Dave Severn and Steve Spinelli.
p.aying C{)nditions) seen on Hoffa
Part of this success must be atField in a long time.
tributed to the gutsy performance
The Green Terror defensive unit,
of the linemen
(Bob Sylvester,
the best in the Middle Atl311tic
Russ Cepko, Doug Sopp, Pete
Southern
Division, again peeved
Blauvelt, and Kevin Noonan), who
their worth, hustling and hitting
though
caked with mud, cold and
hard.
Several
times the Mules
wet, still gave Domiano time to
were close to scoring
but the
pass.
The rushing
attack
was
Terrors
sealed
them off. They
hampered
by wet footing but did
seemed
determined
not to let
score a touchdown
(by a Joe
anyone past them no matter what
.Domiano keeper).
the consequences.
Led by Buck
Horsey (with 6 tackles, 2 assists,
and a recovered
fumble),
Don
Enterline,
and Steve Luette, the
The Intramural
progam
was
line held against
these assaults
except for one touchdown
and a partially setback by all of the rain
last week. Even so, the program is
field goal. The only person they
had a lot of trouble with was the still moving.
Mules' freshman
running
back,
In the Razzle-Dazzle
football
John Sules.
Jl'ogJ'am, the ony victory recorded
was by the Betes "A" Team last
week. The schedule is proceeding,
and this reporter
will keep the
Jim Tera~a'l,g ..
record up to date.
You know it's hard
to play
The Intramural
Tennis Tourney
hockey in the rain! Because of it,
began this week with the schedules
one scrimmage and one game were
posted on the Intramural
Bulletin
cancelled.
The rained-out
game
last Saturday against F & M will be Board in Gill Gym. This reporter
will
keep the tourney up to date.
made up on November
1.
Again, for all participants,
you
should keep up to date with the
But Tuesday the girls travelled
Intramural
Bulletin
Board
for
to Elizabethtown
College to playa
important
notices.
game. On a thickly grown and

October

DlSTAI'ICE
7 a.m.

neer be

the

same.

Torruny
...n..Who_""n.

off
Dinner $1.40

Open 6 a.m. daily except Sundays

will

Ann-Margret

.....o.-."'~eT~

Oliver Reed Rog~~ltrey

!?~

Erlc·Clapton John Entwistle Keith Moon Paul Nicholas
Jack Nicholson Robert Powell Pete Townshend
Tina Turner ......TIle Who
"""'_""""""IiarryBenn_""...,,,PeteT~&.=-e,-KcnRussell
u-",""""',B.ryIVtrtue"""on..;..,phc<Stan.,p,
..,.RobortStigwood

...... Kcn_

o.--.oS,KcnRusodlIO'gn.lSo..-.:Itlll<kAlb<nl<>"1I'b1)<b"~I(>o<"l\...land~1

NEWLY REMODELED

EXP,ANDEI)SEAllNG

Route 140
WaIminolcr

114809-110

• =~
Friday and Saturday,
October 15 and 16
Decker Auditoriu m

,"'-_ ..._..-',

During one of my checkups, the doctors found a
spot on my lungs. I
thought it might be
cancer. So did they.
Luckily, it wasn't. Most
people are lucky. Most
people never have cancer.
But those who find
they do have cancer are
far better off if their
cancer is discovered early .
Because we know how to
Cllre many cancers when
we discover them earlS!That's why I want you
to have a checkup. And
keep having checkups.
The rest of your life.
It'll be a lot longer if
you do .

American

Cancer Society.

*I

Volume 4 No.5
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Winter SurvtvalIn
'Linda Mann
Outward Bound is a new and
challenging
cours'e which is being
offered during January
Term.
Outward
Bound is a survival
coursethatwillbejoinUytaughtby
Captain Ingalls and Sergeant First
Class Myers.
~
Outward
Bound is a ten day
adventure trip to Bloomery, West
Virginia,
which is twenty-two
miles
from
Winchester.
The
entire group will be separated
into
two different sections. The entire
group will stay in a two-story
retreat
which. they will occupy
during the evenings.
The retreat
contains the ~inimal
amoun~ of
Dr. Benjamin Quarles. professor of history -and author of "The Negro-in the facilities. For instance. there IS a
~;:::i~:;.

~~:':e~o;;"a:"~l

:.':~~na~~~;e~~n~!~ry~:~~

~;O:~:;~I~;i~r't~t~;:[~o:~:~~C:;:

~;~:~'07:s~7:;~::~'n~a~

~li~[h~;:s~~e:~~c:e~~~~:.~:~i~~:i~~\'OIU'

Survey. St uden t 5
•

Meg Hoyle
The Student Life sub-committee
of the Long
Range
Planning
Committee
of WMC recently
conducted a survey of ten per cent
of the student
body. randomly
chosen. They
were
questioned
about
the
soctat
and
exn-acur ricular
activities,
the
housing
situation.
the
ad-"
mini st r ative
and
academic
organization.
and any changes or
improvements
they would like to

",e _

When asked who should be
responsible for the social activities,
the college and-or
the
students, about sixty per cent of
those questioned said that it was up
to both. They felt a need for more
of a variety as far as social life was
concerned,
with a lot less fraternity domination ..
A majority of students felt that
there wasn't enough of a balance in
the types of social activities
offered. -Ther e should
be less
fraternity
orientation,
and more
cultural,
academic,
and social
events
offered.
The diversified
needs
of
students
seemed
recognized
and supported
by
eighty per cent of those surveyed.
But "there could be much improvement
in the areas
of intramural
sports;
for women in
particular,
and in artistic
and
intellectual
areas.
Improved
conditions
for day students
was
also mentioned.
The Student Government was the
subject of another
question. The
answer was unanimous
for more
student involvement.
It should be
easier for people to be a part of
SGA. The SGA should constitute
the main student organization
on
campus, with less power going to
the Greek groups.
There
were
a variety
of
responses to the question:'What
do
you envision the role of the new
college center to be?" Most viewed
the
center as the main spot on
campus.
Included
should be a
·game room, twenty-four hour fast
food service, a bar serving beer
and wine, music and a dance floor,
meeting rooms, and a twenty-four
hour study area. Many feel that a

new

on
Student Life

new student center would provide a
place for students
to meet and
relax, and might
improve
the
social life
.
One section of th~ questi?nnalre
dealt with the administrative
and
academic
organization
at WMC.
The majority
of the students
surveyed felt that the 15: 1 studentfaculty ratio was good, providing
more
personal
contact
with
proressers.
But some thought that
it was enlarging
too rapidly,
affecting the introductory
courses in
particular
The interaction between faculty,
administrators,
and students was
evaluated
in one section of the
survey.
Asked
if the present
organization
was conducive
to
dialogue
between
th~
three.
seventy-four
per cent said that it
was. Of those who answered "yes",
thirty-eight
per cent said that it
was due to people, and the same
number thought it was because of
the structure.
Another
twentythree per cent answered that it was
due to both. All of the twenty-six
per cent who answered
"no"
believed that it was the fault of the
people. And of all the ones that felt
the administrators
were at fault,
the registrar's
office was mentioned most frequently, for putting
people after rules.
More than half of the students
believed that t_!lere was a negative
effect of academics
on the student
body. This was mainly because of
continued
page 3

BloomerY,W.Va.

wood stove. In order to obtain the
wood, they will have to hike to the
sawmill,
which is about. two or
three miles away from the retreat.
Inside the retreat,
there is no
television
or electricity.
Even if
there were a television available,
the entire group will be extremely
too busy with other activities
tf'
watch any programs.
Outside the
retreat,
there are small running
waters
and streams.
Captain
Ingalls and Sergeant
First Class
Myers
will
handle
the
en.
tertainment aspects of the trip
Both instructors
will present the
group ~ith certain problems and
they will individually
and as a

Pa. Rouse Sa bjeet
to Sea. re h
Doug Bowman
On Octobe~ 10. a resident

of the/said,

When asked,
Dean
Mowbray
"I~avemixedfeelingsonthis

~~~i:~~v:nn;l~eg~t~:aerc:~;
10~~~ ~~~~:n~~s~:~~ ~~e~~~:~i~~af~
police. 1\110 students witnessed as privacy as ordinary
ciflzens, but
police fruitlessly
searched
three sfould realize that they have no
drawers
and
a refrigerator,
more rights than the non-student.
I
without any search warrant.
want them to realize that they have
There are some discrepencies
no shelter.
We can't impede the
about the a~leged search.
Dean police. The college .can'~ protect
Mowbray
~ald that police chief students
from ~oclety."
Dean
Leppo denied that there was a Mowbray also said that' the local
search, and denied that there were chief of police denied that the
witnesses. At the same lime, two student's
drawers
had....._been
students
who live in the Penn- searched,
but that he would insylvania House, insist that they did vestigate
further. The Dean said
see the search
take place. When that he would make some protest if
contacted. local police chief Leppo it was found that the police had
refused to comment
on the in- indeed
committed
an
illegal
cident.
search.
"I will be very concerned
Responding to a complaint about if those drawers were searched,"
marijuana
use, the police stayed
he commented.
Assurance
of the
outside while asking the two wit- illegality of the search was given
nesses where the resident's
room by Gtenn Ashburn,
professor
of
was located (a1l3 request that their criminology
here
at Western
na!fles not be mentioned).
Upon Maryland College. He stated that
finding out the police entered the "unless they are invited or have a
room, smelled the ashtrays,
and search warrant,
the police cannot
began
to look through
three
legally search a citizen's
room"
drawers
and
the
resident's
refrig.erator.He..,,_,as
not present at
any time that this was going on.
The police stayed
about ten or
fifteen minutes.
One of the witJim Wogsland
nesses recounts
the policemen's
This year
the Housing
and
actions;
"One policeman
was
Conduct Council has decided
to
really agresstve.
The other one
become more of an active student
was really sensible. He seemed to
body. than
just _a disciplinary
know that they were in the wrong.
~ounc~L The first duty of the
The other guy didn't care that they
counCil is still. to enforce the set
were in the wrong."
The other
standards
of conduct applicable
to
witness said that one policeman
all students
as appears
in the
explained thay they had probable
Student Handbook. Meg Caddick,
cause to search
"under the cir·
the Council's president,
feels" that
curnstances."
.l.,,, r.ouncil should be more of a
vehicle lor responsible change. She
feels ther:.e should be more com..._,
munication
between
this body
(acting for the stUdents of WMC)
schedule for student innoculations.
and the admi!1istration
to try. to
Enough
supplies
have been ormake this school a better place to
dered,
and Dean
Laidlaw
is
live.
"shooting for one hundred per cent
In light of this feeling, Meg and
of the college community"
to turn
the Council have started
l~~ing
out for the shots. The only people
into present
housing conditIOns,
woo would be ineligable to receive
optional future housing plans (such
the shots would be those with colds
as co~
dorms),
and possible
or certain
allergies.
The in. separatIOn
of room and board
noculations
will be given in the plans. In order
to get student
infirmary,
and notices of the date
feelings and input, selleral surveys
and time will be announced
in have been circulated
within the
WMC Today as well as on bulletin
last couple of weeks.
boards in the cafeteria and student
The first survey was a condensed
center.
version of an earlier survey cir-

FID Shots l'1om,l·ng
By Meg Hoyle
Western Maryland will provide
swine flu innocuIations
for the
entire college community, but as of
yet, no date has been set. According to Mrs. Elinor Dollenger,
one of the nurses working on the
p-ogram,
the shots will be given
when the syringes
arrive.
Dr.
Daniel Welliver has ordered
the
vaccinations,andtheinnoculationS
may be ready as soon as next
Friday.
However,
they
will
probably
be given the following
week. Dean Laidlaw is working
with Mr. Dawkins
to set up a
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group handle the situations. Some
of the activities will be rappeIling,
navigating,
cross country, taking
care of the camp area, and civic
action projects,
such as cleaning
the springs, which are filled with
leaves. The group will also have a
chance to go out into the wilderness
and exist for a day with the bare
essentials.
As a group, they will
have to be organized
in order to
complete
the tasks.
The
cold
weather and fatigue will probably
be the only hardships of the entire
trip
In Bloomery, there is a grocery
store, a post office. and a gas
station. SFC Myers' family lives a
little way down the road from the
~~r~~~~~;:ri~I:~~~y~;~co~~J~
~nncJU!~~.eeing the iron oil furnace
Outward
Bound almost
didn't
become a reality. CPTInga~lsand

~~f?

~~U~d~i~~e;~~~~tc:~:-see
~s
Last year, they both went camping
for the weekend with one of their
classes. The camping trip turned
out to be a success. The students
showed an interest
in going on
more such camping
trips.
The
Director of the January Term was
looking for additional
courses. So
after careful
deliberation,
CPT
Ingalls and SFC Myers decided to
submit
Outward
Bound
as a
January
Term
course.
Since
Outward Bound met the criteria
for the January
Term course, it
'vas accepted. Both instructors
are
very enthusiastic
about Outward
Bound because it offers a chance to
live in a natural environment
The enrollment
will be between
ten and sixteen students. The three
vcredit hours course is open to both
youngmenandwomen.Sofar,four
young women have shown an in.
terest in the survival course. Both
continued
page 3

H ouslng
°
StudlIed

culated by the Long Range Pial,
Committee's
Student
Life subcommittee.
It dealt with general
housing. Most people supported. in
this survey,
an expansion
of
douple
rooms
tt.e.,
suite
arrangement)
and then
aparl·
ments over single rooms~and triple
rooms.
The poll was in over·
whelming support of more living
units with allailable
and-or optional kitchen facilities.
Students
fell that their dorms were ooorly
cleaned and that the mens dorms
,aren't that great to start with and
therefore
the
students
don't
respect
these buildings.
As for
maintenance
service
in
the
residence halls, females felt it was
fair and males felt that it was poor.
The security
on campus
was
considered
fair and definitely
improveable.
A large percentage
of the students were also strongly
against a freshman dorm
The. other
surveys
will
be
covered in next week's paJ>l~r, If
'you wish to talk about any f)f these
subjects
contact
your
HOUSing
Council
representative
or Meg
Caddick.

"
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Editorial:

Nuelear
Insanit31

national news story for the past 2 weeks has been the presence of
nuclear fallout over the Northeastern
United States. The tallout was due
to 11 nuclear test performed September 26 In Lon Nor, Red China. The
fallout was blown by high altitude air currents to the NortHeaslern
U.S.
At one point during the fall~ut perled farmers In specific areas
of the
Northeast were asked 10 keep their cows indoors and to feed them only
pre-blest-stored
grain. The milk from cows In those areas having higher
than normal radiation levels (Eastern
Pennsylvania
was one area
so
were sections of New England) was-Is In danger of contamination
The general theme of the U.S. government's
response 10 the fallout,
however, has been one of reassurance.
Officials indicated thai radiation
levels were not high enough to cause serious concern. "OffiCialdom's"
attitude seems to be, "Yes'- there is fallout. No, no . no need to worry this
lime. For now all Is wen."
I),

The fallout is, of course, only symptomatic
of a deeper and widespread
disease. Both the government
and the American public dIsplay little
more than smug confidence in the "armed-to-the-hltt
present"
while
remaining blind to any Significant program of disarmament
which would
begin responsible planning for the world's future. This unfortunate
lack
of responsibility
Is reflected only In part by the nation's calm acceptance'
of the fallout and the spread of nuclear weapons which is the context of
China's atomic testing. The nuclear fallout over the Northeast Isonly part
of an insanity afflicting America as well as China (and of course Russia
and Franceand
India and perhaps soon to 1nclude South Africa, Pakistan,
and South Korea). That insanity Is the development
and extensive
availibi1ity of nuclear weapons within the past 35 years'
the materials
are so available that a 21 year old Massachusetts
college student built
one himself quite recently.
The-Insanity
of nuclear arms is that eventually
they must be used.
Weapons are not created and developed so that they may idly sit forever.
The publlc'stefusal
to take that certainty Seriously is, perhaps, due more
to its unwllilngness to believe painful reality than to actual fact. Common
sense would seem to dictate that at our country's
present posture of
"strength through overkill" there must eventually be nuclear war.
Our American
government,
naturally,
assures its people that it is
concerned with limitation of nuclear arms (the whoop and holler about
the SALT_agreements
is one such assurance).
Those assurances,
however, are compromised
and made suspect by the enormity
of
America's Involvement In both the historic development
of the weapons
and the nation's present overkill capacity,
which mounts daily. It is no
accident that America Is the only n~tio,:, to.h'ave.usjd
an a~o.mic. bomb
Whatever questionable situation ethics may have been operating III 1945,
It remains to America to assume responsibility
for the incredible horror
of the mass of civilian deaths by fire inflicted at Hiroshima and Nagasaki
Since Hiroshima and Nagaski, America has "advanced"
to Its present
capacity for destroying
the world's population 11 times (reference
Sidney Lens in Feb. '76, Progressive).
An overkill potential of 11 times the
pl"esent world population is, however, apparently not enough. The U. S.
produces 3 nuclear weapons each day (reference
Lens). To spend the
enourmous amount of money needed 10 build such an arsenal in Ihe midst
of great human need at home and abroad certainly does answer to our
"commlttment"
to disarmament.
Those priorities certainly give the lie to
our "commtttment"
to human needs

I

-I

Finally, our nation's attachment
and adaptation to nuclear weapons Is
reflected in the failure of both major party Presidential
candidates
10
express
any affinity for a significant
disarmament
program.
With
respect to nuclear arms, perhaps
William Kunstler was correct
In
labeling the Presidential
election only a choice between "tweedledum"
and "tweedledee."
Voting for either man seems to be voting In support of
the country's
Involvement with nuclear weapons.
Our gover.n,!,ent's responsibility
for both beginning and continuing thearms race may be contrasted
with its relative credibility
and trust·
worthiness.
The same government
whIch would have Its people rest
easily and confidently in trusting lts judgement aboul when to press the
button, is also the government
of Indochina,
Watergate,
and of CIA
sponsored assassInations
of foreign officials. One point of view is that the
American government
is to be trusted only slightly less than foreign
powers such-as Russia or China.
_
Th; argument
for the "delerrence"
power of nuclear weapons in
reltalon to those foreign powers Is also questionable.
The National
Federation of Scientists, which is a group of atomic scientists (:alling for
disarmament,
puts the world's chances of avoiding nuclear holocaust
pelor to the year 2000 at 3 In 10. Continuation of our nation's move down
the weapons.dependent·path
will only lead to a w-ar in which defense is
impossible
and in which the only possible action is destruction
of
enemies. Our weapon only risk us· they'da not defend us-:It may be useful to our na~ion and 10 our school to reca!1 pictures of the
burned children at Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Until we as Individuals and
asa nation are willing, through disarmament,
to say NO 10 responsibility
for the death of future children, we must assume that responsibility
for
and complicity with the deaths of all who must die In a holocaust.
In
saying NO to our nation's path toward death we also say YES to the life
and beauty that those Japanese children were intended to live ana TO
share. 3 chances In 10 for life - not very good odds are they? Yet the only
path Is to try to say NO while affirming a larger YES. Let's do it. J.S.

Vampire In Alumni
Tickets are now on sale in the
Student Activities
Center for the
production of Dracula.
The three
act drama will be presented in the
intimate confines of Understage
in
Alumni Hall, with four evening
performances,starting
at 8:15.
The show opens Thursday,

October

21 and will run until Sunday, October 24, with the last performance
being a 'special dinner theatre.
There will also be a 2:00 PM
matinee on Saturday and Sunday.
Tickets are $2.00 and can be purchased at the door before each
performance,
but be forewarned
1hat seating is lim~ted.
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Letter to the History Symposium to be held
Editor
Dear Reader,
.
The scho?l's
done
It again.
Someone's discovered that there's
a need for an 876 (telephone)
exchange o~ campus.
So, the admtntstrauon
lets us use two
phones; _one in the ac~vity office
and one. In the SG.A office. And the
latter
IS unavailable
when ~o~
mem~rs
of th~ ~GA (or Its
committees)
are ID It. Therefore,
wecan only us~the ph~ne when the
room is occupied (which probably
wouldn't make to.o many callers
comfortable
makmg
a personal
call)..
.
_
Another
problem
IS that the
pho~e isn't available 24 hours a day
(unlike the other pay phones on
campus),
because
th~re IS not
a~~ays ,some member In the SGA
office. It seems. reason.able
that
there wouJd be t~me peno.ds when
no one could be m the office, so a
sc~edule was made of when the
olll,ce wo.uld be open.
I ve ~ned to. us.e the. telephone
about five or SIX times m .the past
couple of weeks. The first few
times, the office was ?pen. That
was because Jeff Robmson,. who
was scheduled to be there, sa.ld he
would be there.
Other
times,
however, the door has been locked,
with no light coming from under
the door, and no one answering my
knocks. All of these times, people
were scheduled to be in the office,
including
two
times
when
President
(of the SGA) Jay Rod»tein
was supposed to be there.
(Those
two
times
were
approximately
1:00on 10-Il, and 1:50
on 10-12). It's bad enough when the
phone's availability
is limited, but
when the phone's supposed to be
available
and it isn't (especially
due to the president o[ the SGA)
something should be done.
It is my belief that there is a need
for at least one "regular"
pay
telephone
(like the many others
across this campus)
with an 876
exchange. How long will it take for
someone who has the power, to
realize this need and take some
action to satisfy it?
Thankyou,
Mark Katz

-----

"The
On-Going
American
Revolution" will be the theme of a
bicentennial
symposium
on
Tuesday,
October 19 and Thursday,
October
21, at Western
Maryland College.
"The American
Revolution was
basically a revolution
for liberty
and against big government."
says
Dr. Gottfried Dietze, guest speaker
for the first evening
discussion
which focuses on "Liberty
versus
Power,
1776-1976." Dr.
Dietze,
professor
of political
science at
Johns
Hopkins
University,
has
written many books on this subject
including:
"America's
Political
Dilemma:
From
Limited
to
Unlimited
Democracy,"
"The
Federalist,"
and "In Defense of
Property."
Also
speaking
on Tuesday
evening will be Dr. Edward
J.
Bloustein,
president
of Rutgers
University,
a lawyer,
and the
holder
of a Ph.D.
degree
in
philosophy.
He will compare
the
problem of power at the time of the
Revolution
and suggest
that the
Constitution should continue to be
used to limit excessive
power in
American SOCiety today.
The second
evening
session,
"Equal
Rights,
1776-1976". will
focus on minorities. "Women of the

News Briefs
There
are reports
that the
Egyptian
government
expects
Syria to open an all-out offensive
against the Palestinians
Sat., two
days before the opening in Cairo
of an Arab summit' conference
to
try to hall the tg-rnonth-otd
civil
war in Lebanon.

~:~~~ I;S~_~~~\~~~~io~ulJ::~:
which hiS blad~er
was r:moved
and repla~ed With a plastic .bag.
Humphrey s D~to~
feel c~nfld:nt
tha.t .the. 4-tlme
preSidential
aSpirant wIll recover successfullv.

~::r~;~,

toral

Snere

Hite,
Student

a 33-year-old
at

The unemployment
rate is 7.8
per cent. Is that inaccurately
high?
Or is it artifically
low? For every
economist
who holds the former
view, it seems that there is another
who holds the latter. The resolving
of this argument
is important
in
estimating
just
how
much
discomfort
is caused
by high
unemployment.

Th"",:da:;:y,;_. __

--

Doc-

Columbia

has

ha~o~~~e~~~i~:~~'~~t~:~o~~
job has he done and does he
deserve
four
"more
years?
Newsweek devotes 18 pages to an
examination
of
the
Ford
Presidency.
These and the other
issues capsuled
above may be
found in the Oct. 18 issue. , 1~!
Will the New York and American

~~;;~=~~~

as an informal gath-ering of both
~n~:t:~~:~t;,?
staff and students. An assorbnent
The results are surprising.
of donuts, coffee, and orange juice ,.;.;;;;.;;;;;;;;;;;.;~;;;;.::;;;;;;:;;.-will be provided, as well as several
well-known Sunday papers and old
WMC yearbooks
for everyone's
enjoyment.
St some point during the year,
each student will be individually
invited in blocks of approximately
200, usually to be designated
by
floor or section. Also invited will be
several of WMC's staff and ad
ministration.
Hope to see you there - it makes
for an enjoyable morning.
Note: the first brunch is this
Sunday, Oct. 17 at 10 AM.

Reports from Peking said Mao's
widow, Chiang Ching, and more
than 30 other leaders of the radical
faction of the Communist
Party
have been arrested in a purge by
Premier
Hua that
began
last

While
viewers
of the first
Peru has reportedly
accepted a televised debate thought that Ford
Soviet offer of up to 36 supersonic
had the better
showing,
things
fighter-bombers.
Peru wanted to changed in the second one, Jimmy
buy U.S. jets but after waiting 7 Carter was 'picked as the winner of
months for an answer from the the foreign policy debate by nearly
Pentagon,
they
made
a two-to-one margin.
arrangements
with the Soviets.
One reason for the switch was
The UAW strike on Ford Motor Ford's gaffe on Eastern
Europe.
Company
ended recently
as the PO.litical Analysts
in both camautomaker
granted
the union
pargn camps were guaging
the
nearly everything
it demanded.
Impact of Ford's statement
that,
"There is no Soviet domination of
Eastern Europe ... "
~
_ Senator
Hubert
Humphrey

de~;:d~:~nR!~~~iO~:a80~~itY=
is sponsoring a series of six Sunday
morning brunches throughout the
year.
The brunches, which will be held
in the Harrison Alumni House, are
scheduled
\ for
October
17,
November
14, December
12,
I:~d a~:~e~~;-:'p:~~

revolutionary
era participated
more fully in the economical,
political, and military activities of
their time than in any period
since" says Dr. Linda DePauw,
professor
of history
at George
Washington
University.
Dr.
DePauw,
author
of "Founding
Mothers,"
will
relate
the
ideological
impetus
of
the
Revolution to the Women's Rights
movement
in our own time on
Thursday evening.
This session also features guest
speaker,
Dr. Benjamin
Quarles,
professor
of history at Morgan
State University
and author
of
"The
Negro
in the American
Revolution."
Dr. Quarles
will
discuss the liberating effect of the
Revolution
in relation'
to the
movement for Civil Rights in this
century.
Both evening sessions
will be
held
in Englar
Dining
Hall
beginning at 8 p.rn. Time will be
allotted for questions
and comments form the taudtence .... For
more information call 848-7000, ext.
308r0249.
We strongly
urge
professors,
students
and' the extra
college
community
to attend these very
special events. A valuable
time
should be had by all.

~!~:a~~~;a:~~t

~~~~e:llS~~~:lk
•
...;. __
....;. ...
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Personal Viewpoint: Speaking Up...
ca~~~~ a~?;~:'aC~:t:.d

~~ve O~:~

re~:~r

Discussion,onFeminism",butthat
word would have turned people off,
would have made alot of people
uncomfortable
and would even
dis.g~t"a few. And why i~ this so?
T~s IS so beca.use there IS ~l?t of _
mlsunderstanding~bou.tfemln]sm,
end alot of contusion m what we
think. ~bout it. The subject is so
emotionally
char.g~d that few
people. (true feml~lsts. or conser~atlves) da~e bring It,UP as a
toptc .for ordinary
SOCIal conversatI~n. Lately I have brought
the subject IIp 10 cpnversa.tions and
the response has been mixed. But
the positive responses
(an~ that
does
not
Imply
simple
a~eem~nt).).
have prodded me to
wntethls article. There are peop~e
~ere o~ campus that are not mY.
::~:Sdl~ie

s~~~:::e~:n:n

s~~~

aggreeml\!nt is difficult to get even
in the most tightly organized
femini.st organizations),
but are

O~;;:~i:w

~~en:

~:~

don't talk a.s ~~ case may ~)

Anyone wishing to meet wiUt an
informal Christian Science group
may telephone Mrs. Agnes Lamme
at848-94840rwriteherat70Ridge

continued
from page 1
Tests which are too arbitrary
the
distance between academiCS' and
the "real" world, and the fact that
people are too busy with work,
were also listed.
Suggestions
for general
improvements
at WMC were also
asked for. A popular idea was
offering a variety of meal plans.
Other suggestions included more
coffeehouses,
improved and additional
recreational
facilities
(ten~is
courts,
etc.).
optional
houstng , removing
"hideous"
artwork, a better way to assign
credit to courses, better screening
of professers
and their teaching
abilities, more .clubs, trips, and
Jan. Term coUrses, and better

~~~:~~~:~

against.

Road, Westminster,

upkeep of dorms.

Mike 0' Andrea
On Friday night of October 8,
Western
Maryland
College experienced a fairly good concert.
With the help of Keith Ammons and
SGA Social Committee
Chairperson Me. Linda Thomas, I was
able to receive an interview from
Atlanta
Rhythm
Section's
drummer and songwritter,
Robert
Nix. The interview was informal
and Ute band
was very appreciative of the crowd.
First I asked the orgin of the
name ARS
NIX - "Well, we started out as a
back up band in several studios
with Atlanta Recording studios,
which is how we got our name."
Q. - "How did Ute group memo
bers meet and how long have you
been together?"
- A.- "We were all friends and we
deCided to meet and record a
record. Barry and I write most or
the records. We have been working
together in the studios for about
five years and have been on the
~~~;~,!bandfOraboutayearand
Q - "Were any members in any
other groups before ARS?"
A-"Yes,
all of us have.been in
other bands. I was with the Classic
I Four and Candy Man where I
played a song 'Pretty Woman.' I
wrote most of Ute songs also."
Q _ "What album and song did

Margaret

Cheniae,

"'-9733,ext. 316 .

~:.~te"

* OPEN"

I Will share expenses.
_.
Ride needed to Atlanta,
II Thanksgiving
break
*1 contact:
*1 Dale Friedman
*1 114ANW

:,

::I-TO

person. U"I.
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I
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1
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*1Donna
1:!~-TO

Morgantown,

I

r

was great!
Finally
the band
started the.ir next song while the
crowd was man uproar. After their
last song, the band went off-stage
onlr to come back for an encore,
which wound up the entertainment

forming at winter resorts and ski
lodges, where they could do what
they like most ... ski. He also
brought to my aUention Utat Utey
will and have been playing'with
such groups as;
Outlaws
and

be,chondfi;h."

l"thenight!ARSdidnotperl"m

Ch,dieDon;eI,.

Q _ "Where is your f!_extconcert,

x343.

If you can prOVide a ride for
*-s.omeonea~d
would like yo~r name

¢

well as I had anticipated.·In
fact,
the Rusty Wier Group performed
much better than ARS.
The crowd filled Alumni Hall
impatiently
waiting for the appearance of Ute unknown Rusty
Wier group. I was shocked to see a
very good performance
from an
unknown group. Rusty played a
variety of musiC, from country
rock to quick pickin' Rock and
Roll. I was pleased to see that
Rusty had full control of the show.
His performance
ended
with'
clapping, shouting and stomping.
The Rusty Wier Band returned to
the stage after their last song for a
great encore.
Mter their performance,
I immediately went into the studi,o to
get the group's reaction to the
cro,;,",d. The gro~p
loved t~e
audience,andtheplanopl.ayersatd
he enjoyed Ute show very much. He
said that WMC has given the best
response on Ute tour: ..
"We have been lasting about a
halfbour and there isn't much you
can do with that amount of time.
Tonight we were on for at least an
hourandwegottoplayavarietyof
what we like and what the audience
likes to hear. I hope as a result
people will begin to buy our
albums, especially our new one!"
I asked the lead guitarist what

do you enjoy the most?"
A _ "We listen to James Brown
and mostly all others. Since I am
from Florida I like to relax on the

*

*'

e.f

thei,pIa" we" f" the futureand

a~~~'~I~~,C:UPgOingtoputout

W. Va., Oct. 22_1

.
P:
pla~ th~ bass gU1ta~. The
~
m~
~ve do~:e.
Dog.
p~YSb
ape an
~ual
tpe
~eam. ARS played a varIety
~~IC fro~ the~ albUffiJ' Th~
aye some
ues ut mas y roc.
_ARS did not impress me, as
much as the Rusty Wier Group.
ARS did not makl' any attempt to
keep the audience active 'and. interested. As soon as the crowd got
rowdy, the group would stall time
by tuning their guitars. By the time
ARS began' a new song, I was
either too tired to clap at:td stand or
too bored.
Their' performance
would have excelled mush more, if
the group had gone directly IDle
Utelr next song
But as ·t
as th .
pr ed
1
,
elf dreadful
ar::=r e:~
:on s~~~.
repeated
the~
r/
g.
e IrSt half of
alllf~
.o~ance was not g?od at
pointed nn~~ a~m~nd'h the smger,
motion I :s ~u wen
e gave the
no one;d
~~ned
to sta!d a~
~ti1 ~aul' Go~~
:::
co~~ol
With his bass solo. His abnormal
~sture and thick glasses made it
kmd of aIn;using until his solo
be.came. serIOus. The crowd admired hIS craft for playing so fast
and a~curately .. The crowd and. I
gave him a standing ovation, which
was earned indeed. This time the

~~'~ ~~o~ge~~~~ ~e~~,~~

1
1

Annette or Patti:

-d Rusty Wier
.
all

c"wd w"' dele,minedI"lay inan

I when do you begin your concert
!lT~~nks~~r::mbreat:·
D;n~~' I ~~~::~~~,
who will you be
~ Blanche 3rd.
' I
A _ "Well, this sunday UQ-HHS)
ii-To
Gettysburg,
any weekend: I night we are scheduled to play in
!1Amy
x293.
1 New York City. Our tour will start
:i--TO
Lo.n~ Island,
NY,
for I sometime next week. We "!ill be
fl~~:t~~f:sl;,I~icD:;i~~~~d.,NanCy
I ~k0!~daa~: ~:~llw:
~I~%n:
~--TO ,"uthwe,l"n
Mich;gon1 m""UyontheE"tCoa,lond"""
*1(Kalamaz?O,
o~ anywhere in that 1 of the South."
general directIon),
Thanksgiving I
Atlanta
Rhythm
Section
is
*Ibreak:
Jeff, Blanche 3rd.
Ronnie Hammond, Barry Bailey,
P
.
1 J.R. Cobb, Dean Daughtry, Robert
il24~

Md. 21157.

jJ;~~g,
~~~~in;~~~;:8;~in~t

Shapiro x319.
1 A-"Yes, as a matter of fact, we'
Parkersburg,
W. Va. (or
are in the process now and we're
~he,"
,Ioog 1-77). C,lhy Long ~f.::~n~~.;,::'~!1
p"bobly be

:"-TO

*I

I
I
1
1
1 youenjoy'<co,dingthe mos""
1 an~-i~l:i~:"c~e,,'lbUm'DogD'y'
1 Q _ "What kind of music do you
I listen to and what kind of activities

_

1

An
experienced
Christian
Scientist
who is working with
college students in the area is
available to talk with anyone on the
campus on the first and third
Wednesdays of the month. from
3:30 to 5:00 P.M. in the Chapel
Seminar Room.

.....

-----.,-

._

Christian
Seientist

H OlDecoDllng:
.
ARS

Red
lieS

m.,n Ihe studymgyou,~ beenI

le

de ;hea;UvOi~~e~di~~:

~~:;f~~~~~~~i.~'t
;;~h~~~,~u:1 T:":',:i~~:

*:: Over-the-H.ll
Jean Shop

Survey

the students,. fa.culty and staff of
~C
.are lnV1te~. to an open
discussion on feminism. W~ meet
at 4.:00 Monday, Oct. 18, In McDarnel Lounge.

... r

....

Student
men and women of

:en'rltJS]~~
,~~~:~c~]s.:~;
fra:rnities
dominate
~ocial
life the social life is mainly coupleori~nted
and there
are
reat
discrepa'ncies
in the fuirdin~ of
certain departments
{namely the
P.E. departmentl.
There is more
to be said about sexism here but
its difficult to analyze spe~ifics
from general and ingrained
attitudes. There are efforts being
made
to
change
some
discriminatory
practices here at
WMC, I admit. But they are small
efforts and meet alot of resistance,
and, mostimportantly,
they do not
change the attitudes
behind the
discrimination.
It is these sexist
beliefs that we as students and
faculty, and as men and women,
will have to recognize and speak up'

~:n t~::~:io:a~i~
i~e:~~~~~
~::iS~~ea:~e~heha:ou~ce~a~re
that sexism exists and it hurts,
identified--society
and ourselves.
thereisa fear Utatexpt:essing
that
To say '.'well, eradicate sexism"
recognition willlaqel the person as
is
asking
aloL
It implies
an unreasonable fanatic, a radicalagreement on what is specifically
-one of those "women's libbers". I
sexist and assumes we can get rid
think that is a realistic fear on this
of it: There is no such agreement
campus. But, still, afraid or not, it
and the only thing really known
is
crucial
that
sexism
be
about eradicating sexism is that it
recognized and dealt wiut. It is
is difficult. What is more realistic
crucial that we speak up.
is simply to be aware of sexismSexism means having and acting
that is the basis for any future
on ideas ~at males are superior to
change. It means having people
women, that there are two moral
speak up. It means battling and
codes,
that
there
are.
two
disdain of those people {male and
psychologies of people, that there
fem.ale? who think you arc making
are "natural" or religious grounds
~ big ISsue .out of nothing, being
for the subjugation of women, etc.
Ignored,
m i sunders
too d,
WiUt the
reawakening
of the
pat.ronizingly
laughed
at and
feminist movement in the 1960's, fa~mg alot of anger. There is little
women began to investigate these
r:emforcement,
so the battle inideas and to sort out the causes of cludes
dealing
with our own
the vague uneasiness that is the
f~trationsand~ngerwhen
noone_
"problem"
of every
thinking
hstens.
Speakmg
up means
woman. Some women of the '60's ove~c,oI?ing
fears
of loss of
spoke quite vehemently
about
feml.rnmty or masculinity,
and
"stereotyping,"
"roles",
and
deahng with social disapproval.
"male chauvinist pigs", etc.
Sexism
exists
here at our
Sometimes
theY ... lorp;ol the
college. Women dress and taIk {or

.** '.NOW
*

Allinterested

acted silly. The anger and the
dramatics
lost alot of potential
support for the cause. But for
eve~y angry outburst against the
anti-female attitudes in this society
there we~ cou~tless books., Iectu~es, ar-ticles.
poems. dtssertali.O,:", etc., re~ountlng and ex'
~:Ullng these at,lltudes ~ithout the
bi ger. In the 70.s there IS ~n even .
gg.er. outpounng, of objective,
~::lic,andsanehteraturea~ut
en and ou~ external a~d. In:rnal
op?re~lOn.
The writings
s~liude scientific ~esearc~ papers,
at commen~a.nes" radical nonsense and satirical essa.rs~ ~nd
pers~nal accounts of what I.t IS h~e
to .~ve T~.nc.o~~orta~~y In thiS
~~~ Y:"e I~ IS estu,~
read and
nhghtenment
beg.an. I

Greer
were saying.
With the
reco~ition
there's absolutely no
turrungbac~topre-enlighterunent.

Inter-. Va~s I ty
Chrlstla
n
F.ell~shlpwlllhavealarge-grouPI
m~mg
on 9.ct. 20, (We~es~ay)
at ~.OOp.m. In Englar 101. Diane
Welsenborne, an ~. V. staff worker
for. Maryla~d, v.:lll speak on thel
!-DJlI.C
ofse1f-Identt.ty. If yo~ reel lost.

for

Nix and Paul Goodard. Ronnie
t~e lead ,vocals, Barry pial'S

I lingS
1

a nde, callJ g:~~:'::i::ll:~~~
pl::;,:t:~ and
____________
ana Kobert is the drummer,

BATCATS
c~~i~~~

~~~~~~~~ers

are

. p'im"ily lookingf., ,lUdentswho
are inexperienced

with camping.

~:::~~~~~ne:~~~e~~:~~
or military science that you can't
get into the course. A daily journal
;~u~p~~:e:r
~~~~ ;~':t;i~·t!
th
~r-~\,:ra~::~~t!:,f~~~~ed
see CPT Ingalls

or SFC Myers.

~~~~~:"'I~;;:;tnt"vi""unw

your sleeping gear, but they will
not furnish such things as clothihg
ana boots.
The entire group will have a
meeting on January 7, 1977to clear
up any possible questions. Around
the tenth or eleventh of January,
the group will leave the modern
conveniences of home to travel to
Bloomery. They will return the
foll,owing Wednesday.

B~~:;--t~~
B~~:;;~I'"A:~:U~!

.
'11 be
Training
Camp and Teaching
I
edotrlP WI
approximately
- Schoo!) will ultimately
be the
~rty
liars, which covers the cost
challenge of your life. The course
~e~l~~:~~at~:!,f~~~h~~
will enable each student to exert
concentrated
and prepared
in their leadership
qualities within
cans. There are two meals a day.
the,group. Even though the course
Th

CPT
SFC Myers
furnishIngalls
all theand
equipment
such will
as

will
be rigorous,
the end
results .
will prove
to be most
rewarding
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Sports

WMC

"Fall"

Foot. II"II:the
Slip_s
in JiTt~~=fr:~:~"::~~::a
Mud
Jim Wogsland
This past weekend, as you all
know,
was
our
annual

the game

was

defensive

effort by sacking

get together,
hockey team.
bad games,
riding on the

the QB

and this is so for our
But after a couple of
the TerroreUes
are
crest of a two game

3-1victorsfortheirsecondwinina
row. The WMC scorers
for this
game were Ann Dryden,
Vicky
Goodwin, and Julie Vaughan.

~~~~~~~n:lIw:ek~~~~~~f
i~i~
hallowed
institution
of higher
learning return to "The Hill" to
reunite
with other former alumni
to have fun and to root the Green
Terror' football team on to victory.
This year they could have done a
lot of the former but unfortunately

~~~:tioS:Si.n~~i':
'b~:~:n R::~;
Klinger's 1968 school record of six
in one game. Fritz Leitzel also had
five receptions
as .Joe Damiano
and Jay
Rodstein
completed
nineteen out of thirty-seven passes.
Statistically,
Moravian
did not
beat
Western
Maryland
very

~~~er~yti~:~~::~:pt~ng
f~~a~~~
manufactured
by
the
other
defensive
end.
John
Ball.
Altogether the defense caused five
Anne Arundel turnovers
with the
two
fumbles
and
three
interceptions.
Other
defensive
stalwarts
included
Leon Brook,

w~~~~ s~~::k
began
against
Wilson. On a day where
they
weren't even sure they were going
to play, the women came home
with a 2-0 victory. Playing in the
rain, the Terrorettes
had a teamOriented, well played game.
Coach Smith said that WMC

a~~:;~v:,h~e:~~~e~tleaJe:a;e~
Comments
ranged
from
cellent" to '.'smart hockey."
team
was satisfied
with
performance
for the day.
They completely confused
and ran them into the ground.
confusion again came from

~~f:r~o~:ve~~o~~rc;~~~
o~~~:
destroyed by Moravian 28-0.
There isn't much to be said good
about this game. About the only
person who performed
up to par
was the female
manager.
It'~
pretty sad when the highlight of the
game
was halftime,
when the
Homecoming Queen was crowned.
Needless to say, the football teerr;
was ill' the clubroom where they
should have spent the whole game

~~~
!~e~o~~~te~~ct;erl~a~~r~~
their passes, with WMC actually
having ten more yards passing.
Even in total yardage,
Moravian
only beat the Terrors 345 yards to
278 yards. We just made too many
turnovers.
Another
thing
to remember
about our team is the complete
reversal in this year's team suecess. We still have a commendable
wirmihg record' of 2 wins, 1 tie and

~!~:nsi!U~~~~~in
~!~h SPi~:uva~
leader), Pete Boettger, and John
Sweeney.
This' Saturday
the Terrors
journey up the road to Gettysburg
for our first away game. They hope
to rebound back to their winning
ways against the strong, and big,
Gettysburg
Bullets.
The Gettysburg
squad
has
had
a
frustrating
year, playing against

~~~~y~~v:!IIS~~a!~~
~~te~nt~r:
new found aggressiveness
that
resulted
in tighter
defense
and
morescoringopportunities.Partof
the better moving offense, noted
co-captain
Sally Stanfield,
was
their new offensive
alignment
which places more people near the
goal.
Pari of the game is scoring, and
taking care of that for this game
were Linda Sorrentino
and Julie

unrief:~~~fe~~~vyee~l~~~fn~gain,
having only a mental lapse that
lead to a goal. But otherwise,
the
women
played
tough.
They
dominated play so much that Hood
had no corners
(inbounds
play
when defense hits the ball across
the endline) in the first haH, and
had only a handful all game.
The next two games
for the
hockey team are away, at Towson
State University
on Tuesday
at

~=~~~O~u~ftr~~~:o;l~h:~

only 1 loss.

!~:;~~~:~~.e~~~';e~~o~~~f~~~~

v~~~nv

!~3~: and at Hopkins

~~r~~~ya s~~~dg~m:b~:

~~~d~ ~i~~~:~~~~~~

~~:r~I~~~~e~o
uPT~~: h~~m

t~~

t!~~~

;~~kf::th~~

seemed

like

Our campus

a dif-

ferent team'than the one which
- easily had won the first two games
and
last
week
tied
tough
Muhlenberg.
Were
they .just
overconfident?

-I

One bright spotin

Or was

Moravian

this year is graced

e:ec:~a~~~g

~~~:di~~:t
~~~::~~

~~r~~t~ w~~~in7::0\~~~~~ea:~~it~~

So, If you get bored With studying

luck as the JV missed

Monday afternoon the spirited JV
squad,
composed.
of
under.classmen
used I~frequently
dur-ing normal
varsity
clashes,

~:u~~e
victory.

sC~:in:e=~~;:t~~
Terrorettes
travelled to Hood College to extend
their winning streak. And extend it

~~~~~~:~d

A~~e P:~~~du:llY Co~~

th~~!~~~:nments
are some of the
opinions
which have
been expressed to this reporter in the last
few days since the Terror's defeat
last Saturday.
But in reality the
score does not tell the whole story.
Moravian showed that they were a
very strong, consistent team which
had the ability to capitalize on its
opponent's
mistakes.
They used
Western
Maryland's
early
turnovers to their advantage and with
good passing and several good runs
soon rolled up a quick 21-0 lead
almost before the Terrors
knew
what was happening.
,
For the first time this year our
team found themselves far behind,
playing catch-up ball. They had to
switch from their usual running
attack to a less-used passing game
because of this. They did well at

munity College and beat them 13-7.
This win raised their season mark
to an impressive
2-0.
Quarterback
DominicPedante.
a
freshman from Delaware,
led the
Terror. offense with a scrambling
passing attack in which he completed eight out of thirteen passes
His favorite receivers
were Glen
Cameron,
Clark 't'ankersly, Jim
Gilford and Brent Houck. The front
line, -composed of Charley Brown,
Wayne Lowman. Warren Lowman.
Alan Lesse
and Mike Gibson,
excelled despite the blitzing by the
Anne Arundel linebackers.
The specialty teams, led by Tim
"No Face"
Stump and Randy
"Madman"
Halsey,
kept Anne
Arundel in the hole along with
Bruce Belt's kicking.
The
defense
was
tough

~~y t~tOf
Moravian's
scoreless.

~r::~~~~d~r~c::e~~
quarters. Mike "Stork"
a sojiJomore defensive

~~~ee ~~t ~~:~~::
defense
held them

~~~ t~i~

a!~Jn~~~:I~~e:

StU
por s

~~ ~~

n

•

,.
..
Grab your megaphone, fans _ this
week's quiz is on college football!
1.
Only player
to win the
Heisman Trophy more than once (2
times)
2. This 1968 Heisman
Trophy
winner is seen a lot at breakfast
3. The Navy had to give up this
outstanding
quarterback
to the
Dallas Cowboys.
4. This
team has won more
national championships
(6) than
any other team.
5. The only military academy to
win a national championship.
6. In 1972. this major post season
bowl became the only bowl game to
be won by forfeit (Penn State
declared winner over Oklahoma).
7. The Baltimore
Colts'used
to
~~l~~~e I~:~~~ S:~l: I~rt~~:~~
(Bonus Question)
8. The "Granddad
of the major
:)Owl games";
frrs1-J;t1ayed in 1902.

•
9. Maryland's
defensive end won
the Outland Award (best lineman)
in 1974. who was il?
10. These two teams have the
oldest rivalry
in college. football
history
II. Length of the longest (placed)
field goal: kicked by John Haxail
of Princeton in 1882
12. 1975 Rose Bowl winner (over
Ohio State. 18-17J
Scoring: If you score 7. you are
as good as your mother;
B-your
little sister:
9-your father;
10James
T. Schwartz;
II-Bear
Bryant
12-your smartass
little
brother.

Answers to last week's quiz: 1Dwight Stones, 2-c. 200 yds. (or
~:~~~~~' 4~~~il~~~tm:~I~,
J5~~~
Oerter, 6-16Ibs., 7-Triple Jump, SMelrose Games, 9-220 yes. or 200
meters, 10-3,000 meters.

we serve...
BII£AJCF AST

LUNCH

The International

Chicken

Buffet Every Sunday

Of course we stiU serve the best kosher corned
beefs and pastramis daily from' 11 :30 a.m. to 10 p.m.
848-1441
310 E. Green St. at Washington
Westminster. Maryland

Rd.

Monday

Dinner $1.75

Pizu DIy. Tuesct.y-$.4O
Spaghetti

Beef & Beer Special ·1.85
Weekdays 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

Dar'

Day· Wednesday

o~
Dinner $1.40

on Thursday

Ulysses. mascot for the women's
volleyball
team. was extremely
proud of his girls these past two
weeks. Large crowds were on hand
~~~:~~h ~hoem:om~~t~~~st,wofii;;~
against Loyola, then with Franklin
and Marshall.
And later in the
week, the women won both their
rounds
in a tri-match
against
American University and Federal
City
With comparative
ease. the solid
starting team of Sue Cunningham.
Kathy Lane. Fran
Cizek. Lynn
Glaeser.
Tammy
Roebber
and
Carla Criss walked over Loyola by
scores of 15-2 and 15-7. The second
team, composed of Cheryl Stonfer.
Wenday
G<Jod. Ellen
Scroggs,
Valerie
Lambert.
Mary Louise
Jones and Sally McCarl,
maintainedthemomentum
and won 15-1
and 15-7. Franklin
and Marshall
bowed easily to the starters
by
scores of 15-3 and IS-I. The second
team was almost
impressive
in
~:~es m~~chi5_;i~~.~~~ ~~d ~~~;
Federal City fell without so much
as a murmur, our girls winnin~ 159 and 15-0. And th,e women handily
defeated
the spirited
American
University team 15-8 and 15-5. The
caliber of play was quite high, and
WMC can look forward to plenty
more of this good women's power
volleyball.
Jim Teramani

Plain & Fancy
Donuts
140 Village

WI11IIN WALKJNGDlSTAI!ICE
Open 6 a.m. daily except

Sundays

7 a.m.

only 5 minutes away
pen 24 Hours a Day

NEWLY REMODELED
EXP,ANDIID SEATING

Hood
The
their

V-Ballers
W
in Four

DINNER /

Pizza

Subs
Presents ...

good

p: ~uest.ons·
nd Answe"s

J::~~

~~~
Margiotta,
end led the

several
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their
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Americals Tightrope: Liberty vs.Power

:!uSing·
COD
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neil
"-

Survey !,esnIts
JimWogsland
This is the second article in a
series on the Housing and 'Conduct
Council's
increased
activity
in
college
affairs.
Two additional
surveys have been done, besides
the one elaborated upon in the last
issue, in the past few 'weeks to test
student's opinions.
The first of these surveys asked
questions on alternate board plans.
The
main
question
on this
'quesuonetre
was: "Would you be
interested
in a partial
board
program
such as-breakfast
or
lunch and dinner (two meals per
day, fourteen meals per weekl.
Almost everyone answere-d yes tothis question and those who answered no advocated
a no-board
plan. Another
thing asked waswhether
an off.t~lard
program
s~uld .be set up. In the an~exes
WIth kitchen faciliti~
provided.
!he support
for this was also
heavy.
Students
also
agreed
rney snoul~ have to pay more for
these services, but they feel that
they should not have t.o pay as
much more as those living in the
apartments
~cause they don'! get
as much. ThiS. ~urvey definitely
advocates a revision of the present
room and board plan
.The final survey was Involved
With. co-ed housing options -. Men
are In favor ol co-ed .hoUSIng In all
classes. Senior and Junior women
are also for co-ed housing while
freshmen and sophomore
women
are more content with the present
situation.
These
dissenters
stressed
possible problems
with
noise in cooed housing. There was a
definite
agreement
that
segregation of the sexes is bad for
social life on the campus. As for
those who would agree to live in coed housing
there
was definite
dislike for converting
Rouzer and
Whiteford to co-ed mainly because
they don't like these two dorms.
The most agreeable option to these
students is. to put women in the
independent sections of the men's
quad. Whichever option is selected,
more cooed housing is likely on this
campus in the near future.

WHAT'S
INSIDE:
Dracula Opens
Berserk Politicians
Faculty Survey
and much,
much more ...

Dianne Jenkins
Last September, a new program
was implemented
at Western
Maryland
that provides students
with the option of designing their
own majors. This idea of a studentdesigned major was adopted as a
result of the dissatisfaction
of both
'students and faculty with the lack
of freedom of choice -in selecting
undergraduate
courses.
The
program, now in its second year,is
designed
to serve academic
interests and goals that cannot be
served by an existing program. It
provides an opportunity
lor the
student to "take advantage of hisher dreams,"
to investigate
and
apply
the interrelationships
of
several areas of knowledge.
Relatively
few students
have
applied
for this option
(figure
gravitates
somewhere
around
a
half dozen) but, according to Dean
McCormack,
this-is because most
students
are satisfied
with a
conventional major. However, for
those that aren't, it enbles them to
structure
a solid agendum of advanced study, integrating different
disciplines to produce what Dean
McCormack terms "a zood. bona
fide program."
This program
provides
Major
alternatives
without
adding departments.
It
involves the combination of a set of
requirements
at the advanced
as
well as the introductory
level,
incorporating
Special
Studies
courses, January Terms, and, for
some, summer programs at other
institutions.
It is not a "hodgepodge" of courses thrown together,
nor does it shortcircuit
basic
requirements
or academic
rigor.
The student who benefits most
from this program is the one with
the incentive to work individually
to establish for him-her self clearly
defined
goals
and objectives.
Margray Quynn, a sophomore who
has applied for a major in Classical
Civilizations,
began researching
and inquiring into this program the
second semester of her freshman
year. Not content with a major in
either Psychology or Comparative
Literature,
her other interests, she
had a special
interest
in' this
particular
area of study. With her
-advisor,
M. D. Palmer,
she
worked out a program
that held

her interest
and gave her the
freedom that she couldn't find in
any established
department.
Over
the summer and into the present
semester
she has researched
and
con~cted.
different
departments,
putting together a clearly defined,
well though out program
with a
specific rationale.
A senior who transferred
from
Mary
Washington
College
in
Fredericksburg,
Va.,
Kathie
Thornhill
is a Theatre-Dance
major. co~tinued on page' 4

Bill Todd
Warren court, there has been some
Last Tuesday evening, October
backsliding
toward
the orginal
19, Dr. Edward
Blaustien
of views. Blaustien's point was that it
Rutgers University
and Dr. Gottwas the liberal,
or substantive,
fried Dietze of John's
Hopkins
view _!hat led to the most serous
University
came to WMC. They
erosions of our individual liberty.
were here for the first half of a The government
concentrated
History symposium, thishaJf being
power in its own hands (with the
titled "Liberty
vs. Power:
The
grudging approval
of the courts)
Delicate Balance".
and
substantially
realized
the
Both speakers
focused
on the
welfare state. When the Governdocumented aspects of liberty and
ment took the right upon itself to
power, especially
those contained
. support a sizeable segment of the
in the Constitution.
Their points of
American public they substantially
view
differed;
Dr. Blaustien
reduced
the freedom
of most
coming
from
the lawyer
and
citizens to manage their own afphilosopher's
side and Dr. Dietze . fairs.
taking a historian's
approach. The
The point of all this was his big
two men expressed
their mutual
question of the evening,
namely
dissatisfaction
with areas of the
can the state, through the exercise
Constitutiion,
saying
power has
of power and authority,
promote
become concentrated
in the hands
the general welfare and provide
of a few groups which have used
security
without
seriously
imthat power to stifle the liberties of
pairing
liberty?
He felt
the
the American citizen.
framers
of the Constitution
and
Dr. Blaustien spoke first, briefDeclaration
of Independance
Iy outlining the genesis of current
(especially
Jefferson)
were
as
constitutional
interpretation.
He
wrong on this point as Lenin. The
went from the beginning, w hen a
state will not wither' away and die
very strict,
literal
reading. was
once its function has been served,
called for and actions were limited
because once it gets started
orto those specifically
mentioned, to
dering people's lives, it can never
the New Deal, when President
stop. They were also wrong about
Roosevelt threatened
to stack the
government being the only source
Supreme Court with more judges if
of tyrany. Any group can become
they did not come across with the
so powerful that it begins to OJ)freer interpretation
required
for
press the populace. Dr. Blaustien
his New Deal legislation. Since that
cited as examples
corporations,
peak, somewhaLcontinued
in the
labor unions, and the mass media
structure.
The problem
is that
these organizations
are necessary
to satisfy our needs. Their powers
can be limited only by a .strong

Board Options Studied
Jim Wogslilnd
The Student
Government
met
Monday in a short, concise Senate
meeting. Most of the meeting was
taken up by committee
reports
which included
such topics as
possible
revised
board
plans,
men's
volleyball,
the upcoming
NEC (National
Entertainment
Committee)
convention,
and
~~~~~t

evaluations

of depart-

The Action Committee this week
has been looking into alternate
ways of arranging
our room and
board
requirements
and
the
feasibility of these plans. Members
of the committee
met with Dean
Mowbray and Mrs. MacDonald of
the cafeteria
to determine
their
feelings
on this subject.
Dean
Mowbray felt that he could not
support any plan that would cut
down significantly
on the social
aspects of the cafeteria.
He cited
the isolation now felt by those
students now in the apartments.
Meanwhile, Mrs. McDonald stated
that it would be much more ex-

many schools the same size as
WMC has been away from alternate plans due to financial reasons.
The Action Committee
is open to
any suggestions
on the cafeteria
problem. Also, a Cafeteria
(Food
Services) Subcommittee
is going to
be set up in the near future. If you
continued on page 3

Brady in
Blanche

Melanie Rogers
Oneof the many new faces on the
hill this year belongs to twenty-two
year old Patti Brady,
the head
resident
of Blanche
Ward Hall.
Originally from Haddonfield,
New
Jersey,
Patti
is a graduate
of
Lynchburg
College in Virginia,
where she majored
in political
science.
She plans to enter the
masters
of liberal arts program
here;
Her reaction to WMC is pretty
much as she expected
-- "the
people are friendJy and the campus
is pretty."
WMC is more easy
going than Lynchburg. As a result,

~:~!V~:!:'~f
~:~,:r:~:a::~
~~~.
feels

settled

after

g~~~~
m~:'e~~:'y

:h~d

~~~~v!~se

i~h~~

~~g~S~~~:

~;

government.
The first occurred in
1215, when King John was forced to
sign the Magna Carta. The second
was the Glorious Revolution in 1688
when James I was ridden out of
town on a rail, and the third was
our little fracas.
None of these
events involved a change in the
actual from of government,
just a
shift of power away from the
monarchy and to the people. This
tradition of transferring
strength
to the people found its natural
extension
in the American
Constitution. Throughout this process,
the emphasis had been on the indvidual, especially the individual in

only' ar-=="'~":,;:ti:,;:""~'d=O~";.:P;;:,gE'=4="II

she couldn't plan the amount of
School is nota new experience t
meals to produce without a lot of Patti, but now she finds herself in as'
waste..
...
position of authority as a member
The Action Committee IS going to of the school staff, rather than a
continue looking into it, though, student at the school. When asked
including the pros and cons of the how she views her job, she anplans.
Some
more
feas.ible
suggestions
at the present li?1e,
other than total meal separation,
have bellO a 14-meal.a-week
plan
de~igned for those who usually eat

~i~e~~::~~h
a~~~l~~ee7:m~nto:
pressive. He said there is no single
solution but that some balance
must be struck among the powerholding groups.
Dr. Dietze, in his time, looked at
the revolutionary
processes behind
the constitution. He stated that the
American Revolution, (not really a
revolution,
but a rebellion)
was

FLASH!!!
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EDITORIA.L:

Stow Smith

WMC Me-dioerity in Speeifies
-beep
In the heartland
of a nation most widely known as rcentcere.
nestled snugly between two huge elevations known as good and awful,
lies a fUlzy little region oftlmes called as the Grand Dutchy
of
Mediocrity. This area, although unnotlcable to most people, even those
within the Immediate vicinity, encompasses
vast amounts of talents and
resources
within its tiny perimeter.
UnfOrtunately the quality of life In this small medieval-type
community
. will never reach a higher plateau. The way that the people within the
Dutchy survive Is based upon a system whereby forces of change are
looked upon with great disdain, or worse yet, completely Ignored.-For you
must see, as readers of this short scenario, Mediocrity Is completely selfsustaining.
At this point one may be wondering what possIble ~Int this editorial
may be trying to get across. First In order to understand the meanIng one
must strip away the fictionalized setting described abov.e and try to ~pply
its atmosphere
to the ca~~us
surrounding
us all. Wlthl?, WMC lies a
stigmatlsm··the
stigma of not really being all that bad.
This fact of
reality hasoftlmes
been repeated as the reason for any student to remain
In attendance at this ccueae. However, the SCRIMSHAW would like to a
position AGAINST ttns conce~t.
.
What we are trying to !ead to IS that many aspects of Ilvmg--exlstlng·-on
this campus are not qutte up to the standards
that could be. Many acuvrttee. programs,
and services wIthin the overall college format ha~e
been found to be lacking in the quality that may be expected of the~. T~ls
editorial cIoes not Intend to cast blame but rather to start some thinking
,gOing on how to overcome
Let us start

a consistent

with a particularly

22, 1976

ANOTHER .,OOK.

problem.

vulnerable

area,

the sports

program

presently In effect. Although not expected to be the UCLA of the East,
Western ~aryland,
aside from last ~ear'~ golf team placement
In the
national finals, and baseball's seven ttttes In eleven years, WMC has not
picked upany major championships
In the past 16years.
That's a long time. It is the caliber of the sports ~eam members?
The
coaches? The other teams within the Middl~ AtlantiC Conference are all
in the same boat that we ere-smelt.
liberal art~, undergraduate
programs. The SCRIMSHAW would welcome any replies from students,
faculty, coaches, and administratIon
on the matter.
The gymnasium
Is another subject altogether. Inadequate locker room
space {two fall teams get lockers, three do not), poorly constructed
for
todays sporting uses, and a small capacity for the number of activities
that are held within Its confines, all have become evident over the ~ears.
We realize that a proposal has been included for a new gymnasium
In the
college's Long Range Plan. We hope that the time for such construction
may begin sometime within the next decade.
The outside physical facilities also leave some to be desired.
It Is
generally agreed upon that the track does not exist following any type of
substantial
downpour. Even If a girl's softball team was to exist, has

.

Honesty brings Integration
U:~~~;:ei~:::,a!~~t:~;:~

w~;~;::e:
~~a:~eerog~;s~~
~~V~g~P~e:,h~h:;ad'::'
because
we are uncomfortable
acting "nice," which is something
with them. Society has taught us entirely
different.
They do all
that these feelings are uncool, so kinds of things to help people they
we try to disguise them or light don't know very well. They say,
against
them. Society has rules "look how unselfish I am," which
concerning
these
irrational
is really nothing more than a form
emotions over which we have no of egotism. In trying to act as if
control.
they do .Iove,
they are being
One good example
is Jesus'
dishonest
and therefore
limiting
Second and Great Commandment:
their ability to actually love.
"Thou shalt love thy neighbor as
While some people pretend
to
thyself."
Some people think that show love that doesn't exist, others

~ri~
way is going to make a lot of people
unhapoy ..
A lot of people will try to cover up
feelings of fear, an_ger, sorrow, or
any of the
so-called
"bad"
emotions. They often do so because
they feel that these emotions are
undesirable
and must be fought
against. But they forget that these
feelings are important parts of the
whole person; to fight them would
be to fight one's self, and that

~~~e~el~,~~te
If he was actually telling us to do
this he was giving an impossible
command.
We cannot love one
another merely because were told
to do so We cannot try to love'
others any more than we can try to
relax. Love must be spontaneous,
and no amount
of trying
can
produce even the smallest amount
of love.
Some people try to act as if they

:~~~s.
results
in anxiety
and
Whatever our feelings are, they
make up a big part of our per.
sonality. To deny that they exist
lessens our ability to communicate
and gives us an untrue picture of
ourselves.
If we can learn
to
recognize
our love, fear, hope,
pain, sorrow and all our irratio~al'
emotions, we can all become Integrated,
complete,
and happy
h
beings
uhm,n

~~1l~0:S~~~~

Housing
Complaint?

:~es:f!y07:
c~e:eli~!~h~~I~:i~~
for anoth~r
is sometimes
con.
sidereda weakness
Most people in
our society are basically unsure of
themselves
and are equally unsure that ~hat they feel is right
Many of us are afraid to show o~
real feelings
for others
for a
number of reasons, not the least of
which is the potential
for being
hurt. Whatever
inhibitions
there
are to love, they are destructive.

E· dO

Letters to tel
Dear Editor,

tor

Dear Editor'

Have you ever felt that the
As an interested
bystander,
I
sovereignty of your room has been
would like to express my astonishtransgressed
by
unwanted
ment at the Jack of consideration
visitors?
Have you ever
been
afforded the Terror Soccer team
startled' from your sleep by the
this past Saturday. After playing a
pound of fists against your door,
grueling game against Muhlenberg
trying to gain entrance,
at two
which lasted almost three hours,
o'clock in the morning? Do you feel
half of the team was locked out of
there is recourse available to you
the cafeteria.
This team has not
to stop such
activity
directed
been granted
the courtesy
it
against your property and person? , deserves and I feel that had it been
If so- let it here by be known that
one of our other fall sports teams,
there are ways to stop this ob- this incident
would never have
trustee activity. The Housing and occurred
Conduct Council has the responOn this same
evening.
the
sihility of acting on your comMuhlenberg
team payed $3.50 per
plaints If, as has happened before
head to eat a meal which simply
alter a particularly wild beer bash,
was not worth the effort it took to
a group of males go wandering
chew it. One could not be very

Once again, we wish to call your
attention to the fact that voters of
the State of Maryland will have the
opportunity
on Election
Day,
November
2, to vote FOR or
Against
a State Constitutional
Amendment which is important
to
the citizens of Howard County. On
the ballot, it is Question 4.
Question 4 is "An Act providing
for the election of the members of
the County Council
of Howard
County by councilmanic
districts.
or by the voters
of the entire
county, or by a combination
of
these methods of election".
Four years ago. every county in
Maryland
did this for Baltimore
County. They have found coun-

~:::~~~~~~~~:~~~:~::;:~~~:~~:~:::::'~:~~::~::'~1~;~}:;
EF'£~~\~tn~:~~~:,
~~¥'\h:: :1::~';:~~7
~:::~};p:~:w~i~:'~

trying

to exemplify

a condition

that

permeates

the

collegefate

at- it's

mcsphere.
Now, one may ask what else could possible be "mediocre"
about this
school. Ooe conceptual factor that never seems to meet up to par is the
communications
process among both students and faculty. In many instances the wires just never seem to connect, meetings go unattended,
and projects are left going undone, or In a haphazard,
IneffIcient manner
The factors hahlnd this phenomenon are numerous.
Signs, announcements,
and flyers are never placed in extremely visible
positions or are completely
unutllized. Worse yet. actrvtttes are given
proper publicity, and then completely
Ignored by the "enthusiastic"
pulbic in order to attend to""more important" matters. And sowe stand in
a position where organization
strength capacities are underutillzed,
and
those who do contribute to the system areover·taxed.
The social life here, although improving over the past year, still has a
ways to go before It can be tumed to be in top form. This leads to other
breakdowl
~ommunicatlons
centered around the way students tend to
group them5elves into non·offensive cliques. Without a real, strong mode
~::"~~k~:~n~;::v!~~:thOen~et~~::s

~;;~;:ui:;:~ila;i;~S~~PU;S~~th

rot,

then those

u.e

tth~: m~~~::~~r~~~'have

addition of the College ActlvitlesOffice
and ~he rejuvenating
of the SGA's
Social Committee, things are looking up for the prospects of doing away
with "blah"
social situation of the past.

girls affected

have a right to seek action against
such acts. You don't need to sluff it
off.
Last year about I
cases were
Drought before
Housing and
Conduct Council. In those cases, a
student
or group
of students
"disregarded
regulations
against
the destruction
of property
and
entering,
uninvited, the rooms of
others.
In most
instances
a
Housing
Council
Warning
was
issued which went on the student's
Stude~t Mfairs record. The scope
of the warning is less than that of
an Administration
Warning
yet
still carries some weight. Usually
when damage has been done the
one responsible
is required
to

~n

a legitimate

t~il~hS:~V:~:~p~.edIcOre

level. We hope that

the ~0a!~n~~cc:;~~:::de~~~n

So what cIoes one do with a college that seems to excell In being just soso in many areas. The whole situation can just be accepted at face value
by everyone involved, left to rot within its own apathetic state( please
excuse the inclUSion of the word apathy In this editorial but it appears to
describe the art of not carIng quite adequately).
However, John F.
Kennedy once said, "The mere absence of war Is not peace. The mere
absence of recession is not growth." To that we should like to add: The
mere absence of decay Is not progress.
The SCRIMSHAW
feels that Western
Maryland
College has the
potential for large measures
of progress.
To that end we request of
students, faculty and administration:
Wake up to the mediocrity around
you. its effects are not notlcable now and will not be in the future. But by
allowing It to exist, and to hold the advantage
that It does over this
college's very real possibilities,
is a crying shame.

••••••••

:In:
this paper

Ad Warning be given. For those
that are brought before the council,
an appeal can be filed within 24
hours and a new trial heard. If that
is not satisfactory
the appeal can
then be taken
to the Student
Personal
Problems
Committee,
which takes the problem out of the
hands of the students.
The only
way crude
rampages
can be
stopped
is to
take
action
Remember, chances are you're not
the ftrst person whose sense of
dignity has been affronted,
and
~en~~:~ea~~~
will not be the last

on its lack of

cuestton

r"

coverage
of the soccer team as
well. As soccer is an up and coming
sport favorite in this country, it is
disheartening
to see the small
degree of acknowledgement
given
this hard working team.
A disconcerted
fan of the
"Sack Pack"

The citizens
will greatly
cooperation.

Dear Editor,
I am a music major and I realize
that the only way to get anywhere
with music is to spend some time
practicing.
The doors at Levine
Hall, however, are locked at 10 pm,
and it is difficult to get in at any
later time. There have been many
times alter
10:00 when I have

so because those doors at Levine
were locked. If they were locked at
a later time, 11:30 perhaps, music
students such as myself could get a
lot more work done. I have talked
to a number of music students on·
this subject who feel the same way
that I do.
Sincerely yours,

of Howard
appreciate

County
your

Yours truly,
Marie B. Zimmer. Treasurer
The Committee for Councilmanic
Districts

.w_,n_,_,d_to_P_,,_,_tic_,_,
b_u_t'_'U_ldn_'t_d'

complaint, what you should do is to
go to the Housing and Conduct
Council representative
on your

floor and get a violation card. Fill
This is not to say that this paper itself does not add to this break-down in it out and return
it to your
communications.
Through improper
coverage of campus events, in· representative.
The complaint will
correct intormation,
and impractical
writing styles (the .Iength of this then be lodged with the council and
editorial is much too wordy) the SCRIMSHAW has had ItS. faults with a lrial dateseL If your grievance is
getting the point across. We feel that our sites should be _raised toward 'well founded actions will be taken
~~~~:~d!I~~~aa;:

admonish

s_"_vo_S_m_it,h
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Complaeene)J DeniesBightsDrug
JIm Wright
When we as individuals come to
a place of satisfaction
with the
~orld about us we also very often
fmd ourselves in a position of being
hard eared and insensitive towards
those that haven't. My concern in
this article
is with the complacency
of "white middle class
America"
and the result of that
complacency
on other groups of
people. For definitional
purposes
we'll call any inward satisfaction
and smugness with the world about
us complacency.
The danger
inherent in complacency
is that we
become intolerant of the struggles
of others who gave not yet come
to a place of being at peace with the
world. The irony of all this is that
we, as white America, forget that
today we enjoy the fruit of many
successful
but bitterly
fought
reforms. Need we forget the turmoil of our forefathers
as they
labored
to bring forth a new
nation? Don't we often ignore the
, legacies of these great men and
women that we enjoy today? Have
we settled in a pattern of complacency in this age, not feeling
any more. the thrill
and excitement

of just

struggle?

These

:::'~~'~:~:''::'~~u~'~~~~tb~~

our education ann even our rattns
are allowed to so consume our time
and energies
that we create
a
buffe~ between us and the realities
of this age. We can not allow
ourselves to become sheltered and
passively complacent.
But in perspective,
there's
another side of the coin. The fight,
and please
understand
I don't
mean violence, for basic human
rights and dignity must be waged
by those that are directly affected.
I.am not asking white America to
pick up the struggle for the blacks,
the Indians,
women,
the handicapped or any number of other
groups. These groups must push
for themselves.
We do not need to
join social movements,
only lend
vocal, moral and heart support. To
be complacent
is to nip these
causes at the bud, the result being
even more frustration.
If these
people
are grieved;
let them
initiate
the cause of justice;'
I
firmly believe in self help. But let's
not squelch them through indifference because we happen to be
fat, dumb, and happy.

My vision IS tnat oi Ine oppressed
pushing ahead and manning
the
front lines. But for us to be insensitive. to the cries of these
people WIll cause a gap between us
and them as they push on towards
justice. And that gap, if allowed to
become large enough will make
those heading up the spearhead
of
the cause vulnerable. Their efforts
will fail. And out of that failure will
come
frustration,
and
from
frustration
may come violence.
Our forefathers
picked up the
gun and spilled blood 200 years ago
so we can be free today. My cry is
that we, through lack of concern,
don't drive others to similar action
against us. I am not asking for your
support towards social rights for
this reason, though. I would hope
your heart can rise to the cause of
justice for all, even if the_~use
does not directly effect you. Yet it
seems
impossible
to us that
violence .eould occur. Maybe, but
consider
the words
of Martin
Luther King, "Truth crushed to the
earth will rise again".
Consider it!

"'TTE'
n
S on

13
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nOV.

should report. Candidates
for the
Common Examinations
will report
at 8:30 a.m. on November
13, and

~;e::~ew~o~~;~;e~oc~th~~~
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product

of past

Our lack of positive response
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has
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Testing

Service,
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New
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linda Mann
The law provides for control by
the Department
of Justice's
Bureau
of
Narcotics
and
Dangerous
Drugs
of problems
rela.ted t? drug abuse
through
regtstration
of man.ufacturers,
whole-salers,
retailers,
and
ma~~s transactions
outside
the
~egltImate
distribution
chain
Illegal.
The drugs with respect to which
these
controls
are
enforced
initially are those listed in the law.
These drugs are those which by
law or regulation have been placed
under control by previous law. .This
includes all hard narcotics
and
opiates,
marijuana,
all
hallucinogens
(such
as L~U),
amphetamines,
barbituates,
and
tranquilizers
subject to abuse.
A procedure
classification
~~~~e~i~
feels that
trolled, he
request a
evaluation
HE~.

is established

~:~~~~~ng:~:~:
a drug should be con-.
will gather
data and'
scientific
and medical
by the Secretary
of'

If he determines,

~:~s ~~ t~e:

Register

~;oca~cor~an~~.

noti~t;
hearing,

~Ith

and
r~!f

~~;o~~:!

~~a~:;'::;::;;'n~h~~,t~~~

";:;:,,~:'

WMC Billie
Conference

the look of pain doesn't

~xa~;~~~i~s~~II\~~ic:~~c1~:n~:~

Maryland

Education,

the
National
Teacher
Examinations,
I Educational
Testing Service,
Box 9Il, Prin-

Ma.r~land will gather. here for
trammg and teachmg
som
of
the .basics of disciplesh~~ of J:sus

ceton,

Christ

c?v~J

~:ae:r~;erJeon~ ~ft~e
True, but where is our

;ao~:s~
voice of

~x:~;~u~~~n~n~~~~~~n~e~~g~~~
subject
matter
and pedagogical
methods
applicable
to the can-

dj~~i~'~

~~~:~~? ~r;~:;i~:t~~~at
t~nt~:;
~~o~f:l~~~n~~a~~~g
a::~_
from feeling the pain and distress
didate will receive an admission
of others? Our jobs, our families.,
ticket adviSing him of the exact
==";';';';;';';;'';';;'';;;;;;;;;;;;''',!:'OC~'~'~iong"ogf.l:'h~'.:i'::l'n:l;'';:;.r
~'o:.;w::::h~"g,h
~he~

1f

Poem of the Week
THERE IS NO MUSIC
There is no music in this house-Only a discordant roar
Subsiding in painful calm after a word storm.
Wounds lay ripped openStrewn, silent, on the kitchen floor.
There are no songs in this house-Only muted complaints
behind doors
And dull pleas for silence-Quiet pain bubbles in a bloody bathroom

sink.

There is no poetry in'this house-Only faIse promises smoking in the air-Cloudy, stealthy, dispersing in grey streaks.
Young hopes suffocate
And lay aborted in a slime of lies.
I hum a dirge for a home,
Forgetting
the words.
Marcia Coleman

New Jersey

. providing
~~~~oe~.

enti.re

d~;~lt~

a consistent

method

of ~:th~~~s

a;~:4:!

involving

ii~:

sc!~~So~ae~~et~~;':~B~bf:l~n~

Conference
organized
by InterVarsity
Christian
Fellowship.

~o.:~~el~agy a~
Offlce at Western

College, or directly

the

continuing

of

cri!nal

from

08540.

~~~:~~~,f
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Co u rse Evo Iuoti

~~~!~~
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and one of the 27 Area

I~W revi.se.s

m~:eSe:i~ni~~~::~~!~~

~~~i~:cfi;!.~i~~e
Career Services

cloud his

The

~!~ocl~ur:g ~on~~~t:~l

ap-

\~~~~~'

21A~~~~~~:~:;d
test session a
candidate
may take the Common

eyes. But you may rightly protest
that you h.avenever raised a finger
in oPPOsition
to the rights
of

distr~l)ution

an~ oU;~~tunli~y P~~~I :, :i~~~~~~~ten~~
fr~a~::!~~
to list the drug for control.
enacted laws are eliminated.

~~~~rl~a~r\~:al~i~~
a::
opportunity
and justice and see if

%~~~

in the

=li~~!~!;i~:~~::

keep records with respect to all
transfers
of controlled
.drugs
Researchers
are ~ot required
to
keep
records
with respect
to
controlled
.substances
~sed by

d:~:

:he ~~orn;y
Ge~:al
~ay
1
the Att~:::ey C:ner~'may
~~:~~

:~f:;

A~l' persons.
~~~I~f~

on the~~:~k~re::;.:estabhShments

as~~~~y n~~~

notice in .the Federal

.
An exception is made in the case
of treaty obligations of the United
States. If a drug is required to be
controlled
in accordance
to an
international
treaty, convention, or
protocol in effect on the enactment
of the bill, the drug will be controled in conformity with the treaty
or other international
agreement
obligations.
In the case of drugs providing
serious
addiction
or
abuse
problems,
tighter
controls
are
provided.
These controls
include
the establishment
of quotas for
imports
and
for
domestic
manufacture.
Transfers
of these
drugs may only be made through
the use of officially
prescribed
order forms, with a copy furnished
to the Altorney General.

for

of future drugs whic.h

~o~"~,

in anticipating the consequences
of
the future. How can we justify the
Less man two weeks remain for
blood of our forefathers
when we
prospective
teachers
planning to
either through out right OPPOSitiO~ take
the
National
Teacher

~:r%~~:d~s~~~~

Laws Reviewed

f~~::,

0., Storti n 9

~~ir::u~~f:;;

~~:~~~:

~~~~n:r one~~~~a!~0~h~0~~~t07~~:
period of probation,
the offender
ha\ n~~ violated
~;~in~tIO~~:n

the conditions

of

~~ye ~o~i~~~~d'

;~~~~~~on~ t~:;'oc:~~~Sa~~~in~~
him may be dismissed
without
court adjudication
of guilt.

a

If lhe offender is below the age of
'n when the offense occurs, he may
continued from pagll 1
obtain a court order expunging
have any suggestions or would like
The issue of the 876-extension
from
a~l offici.al
rec?rds
all
to volunteer,
contact Jeff Robin- phone was brought up in answer to ~ec?rdatlon re!atmg to h~s ~ITest,
son, ext.
350, or your
SGA a letter in the Scrimshaw
last m~ctment,
trial, and fmding of
representa~ive.
week. Contrary to the letter
the gUilt.
. .
.
pr~~:n~~tiO~o~~~;itt:tois
~~~
possibility
of having
a varsity
men's Volleyball team under the
provisions of Title IX. In addition,
they have talked to Dr. John who..
sees no t_rouble in getting
two
student
V1sitors on the college

~~~e~~ailabl~~76-line
f~~.ge~~r~l
theSGA usf~·ae ~pres~n .. une;; m
phone is 0 I~~'n each Vltles 0 Ice
only by au~hori~s
p fneT~r use
ofa regular 876 pa ~~n~hase=~
looked into and ii !ould be eoormous So f
th
'.

Board of Trustees.

been ~SI:ee:~at

The Student
Evaluation
Committee is under full steam now with
a large
group
of interested
students helping out. The purpose
of the committee
is to give an

~::y
~~~ be ~et ~
and ~
be
tim
cr:ve
e rest 0 the
di ~ you ':
toave to pay long
00;" ~~~dra
y~ur I,U:lfr?end,
en,
or p~ren.
It 15 ~n

tranquilizers
.would carry a three
year sentence for a first offense
and of exempt
narcotic
drugs
would carry a one year sentence.
Second offen~es carry double the

~~~~~~

USmu!~I~en~, a~~~~l~po~te~a~;:

penalty

MacLea, A-3l.
The delegates
for the
NEC
Convention leave on Sunday. The
four delegates are Linda Thomas,
Chris Holmes, Roger Ensminger,
and Sue Wisher. Hopefully, they
will come back brimming
with
good ideas about how to improve

Where a person over 18 sells
drugs to a person below 21, the first
offense punishment
is twice .that
otherwise preScribed.
Where an individual engages in a
continuing
criminal
enterprise
involving a continuing
series of
violations under-taken
by him in

social life on campus.

~~:~~~eo~

:~~

f~~~~~~~ti~~

aid students
in the selection of
courses and to provide the faculty
wi.t~ feedback
on
students'
tlPI":J0ns. Th~ Senate
pa.;;Sed a
motion. unarumously
to give ~e
Corrumttee $125 to. complete this
goal. If you would like to help out,
contact Paul Fulton, ext. 348.
The

Social

Committee

.~~:-~~

su~~

P~~~;~:!m~:

last

week.

Ms. Thomas

an-

thanked

en:e~~,

I~f~

ill~i~n;r~~~ep:iS~~~~~b~~~p~!
15 years in prison in the case of
serious addicting
narc~tic
drugs
and by up to 5 years ~n prison in t.he
cas.e of non-narcotic
.drugs With
senous
abuse potential
or .any
other controlled drugs as defmed

h

The Circle K also announced
:~~fi~~:~~;l~~dm~~~f:ti~~

that

~:Ie~he o:t~~~~a~::ra~f

derives

I!~:~:

for a first offense.

;~~

substantial

~;!~~

s:~ten:e

f~~~ :~ic~o~:
income,

he is

oTa~!atl~

All students, faculty, and staff of the college are welcome to submit works
~ve,thwry~ov~'~r;7~50j~~tu·
Tddh,:n"5anhnc~d~gu~es~o~~
°N'OVR.'la"rda'ndd
C,'3·ti.·'T,ns
wSGillAbeSehna",de
~~f:o!::t~~g~~e~~i~
~i~fn~i
he
of poetry, fiction, and art work for the fall issue of Contrast. Pleast: send
W'
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while the dance on Saturday night :,:::pod r:ti:nf~~
th~ba tn~_~over
~nit:'Jl~:
~~~lf~~~:~~~:~~:
was a complete sell-out.
'-'"'
from the enterprise .
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The poor social life was mentioned,
and it was suggested that there be.
more social
dances
and more
student-faculty
social activities. It
:e~a~~! i:~e~:e~:J:~~:~lif:
here. The Student Activities Office
was commended
as a major asset,
and it was agreed that their budget
whould be expanded
to allow for
more variety in the programs here.
A suggestion was made in favor of
increasing
the athletic
facilities'
and to offer more diverse outdoor
activities,
such as hiking
and
canoeing.
One
of the
main.,
peoblems, as seen by those surveyed, was discrimination,
both
sexual and racial. This could be
~~:;feate:ndbY
members.
co~~~~~

~~fii~~!~:
~

;~:s

~::t~~~~~r
~C:~i:!

_:An:::.:::a'::::::;te<na::::t;!!iv::.e:::
wo~ul~d~be~t~o!!t,!!!an~sf~",-

need to find and hire professors
who are "whole." There was also a
suggestion
made that faculty atHave you noticed the fine quality entertainment
that has been coming
tendance at campus events should to campus recently-speakers
and performers
of the caliber of William

~t~~~munity

~~~e~=~'

life

of

West-

especially

at

In Tuesday evenings History
symposium
the top of "Lfberty vs. Power" was discussed.

-

~'~
..

:--

/

This knight
symbolizes
our
our staff artist's
conception
of the delicate
balance
be.
tween
the two throughout
history.

Y

Dean Zepp
Bill Tribby

A:mericas Tightrope

~:k~;t~:re
~!~dte;row~::e~
of "Cult~al
Sophistication"
for
entering and graduating
students
There were many ideas concerning
raising
this cultural
level. One

.
df
1
ft::~t.n~ino~it~.parohn
Adam's
"elective
despo.tism"..
is
not what we had Just finished
~ghting a war f?r -. Along ~ith the
nght o~ th~ majority to dictate to

~C:;~liS~
sta~trti::S~~res~en~~
programsnro aid students. Another
idea was to make re ular tri
to
Baltimore and washi~gton, as~ell
as to bring more cultural events to

m:~~~g th~urr;s~~n~
th:o~~:I~~h:e:~}(li;~~:lonta~~
ml~o~ty
had. a strong ~olCe 10 pl~tform to~ethe~ for a~ut twenty
de.clSl?ns.maklng.
Otherwtse,
the mm~tes
I~. dl~cusslon,
each
mmonty
would never. ~ave a se~l.ng clan~lcatlO? of th.e other's
chance ~o .become a ma]onty,
and posItion. Dunng thIS .pen~,
th~y

:~~~~~~s
might be

~.:s~nat:~!fe:~ul~e
:~~O~i~;~ D~~ ~~~~.
toD;.av~~e~elitt~a~e
th~~
Dietze made the pomt .that the less comment that corporate power has

th~e events if th~ f~cUlty ~nd staff

~;ili;.m°~?

~~~~;ni~~!e~

~wae~W:!d_ ~e

l~~

toReq0 ~.ore of an ~ er~t ~ th~
tension of voting rights to larger
utrIng more
~ m roup
and
larger
portions
of our
~rt, dr~ma, and m.uslc) ~n~ fewe~ population has tended to slow the
t ~ ~n hgrouPS In ; ~ m~
gathering
of influence
of the
~~s annothearv~u:~~on~c

groun

, ;~~:~~~~

Thos.e f~culty
member:whr
were In disagreement
With the
statement seemed !o feel that ~ey
need l? dev.ote. th_ar full attentIOn
to their
dISclp,!me,
and ",:;re
too busy to be ~ the round.
When asked to list the three ~ost
importa~t
changes
concernmg

Are Yo-u a Volunteer?

~~;~~~:r fua~~~e~:~;I~~
~~~!e:;i:stt
~~r~~to:~n~o
i:i~f~~i~~t f~~
these events, and many more to come, stem form the Concert and Leeture Committee
(alias the Fine Arts Committee).
Additions to the person-power
of this committee are now being made
Their responsibilities
include the programming
and selection of event
for campus; hosting the guests during their stay on campus; tending t
details involved in publicizing and planning the events on campus.
If you would like to join this committee, submit a letter of interest t
Joan Avey, College Activities Office. Preference
for new membershi
will go to Freshmen and Sophomores. If you are interested,
and want t
knowmor:eabouttheresponsibilitiesinvo!ved-.askanypresentmembe
of the committee
for more information.
They are:

_,

\.

t~~:

~~!~~i8
t=~~

·21 gained franchise.
-The countering force to this has
been the erosion of property rights
in the U.S. Before the New Deal,
those rights considered
basic to
every American were those of the
Lockeian trilogy, life, liberty, and
property.
In a short period of

:;:~a~;~wa:r

.gr~t.

a~I:~~fi~~

=~:~~~:r!:n

~~wnh:~

j~!I,

~~~v~V~~~~:~iS
Paul Fulton

Barb Kelley
Rob Lycett
Dr. Darcy

restricted
ito insure protection of
the ~in?rity?
Dr. Dietze admit~
he didn t have an answer, saying
that's ~deally what government
is
searchln~ for.
. ..

countered by saying that corporate
imposlitions
are
much
more
significant
to
the
average
American.
Not too many people

"

...,

~~~ ~~

informal
gatherings
inside
the
departments,
such as picnics and
that they think it important
that
the students get more involved in

~t:rf~

:~~ f~~~i~:~~u:~
encouraged
to attend

.!::::-:~Specifk

she didn't thinlt it was
major, at the cost of losing the
necessary to have to sacrifice one indi"duality
affirmed in small
discipline
for the other, so she
scbccls.
bikes would enable everyone to get
combined the tv., with the rational
Dr. Joan Coley, chairperson
of
to know each other better. One . that
the
contemporary
arts
the Curriculum
Committee
which
member of the faculty suggested
movement,
in which she is inreviews
all applications,
places
an "entertainment
fund" open to terested,
stresses
proficiency
in particular
stress on the need for
faculty members to allow them to more than one art. Self-designing a very clearly
defined
goals and
entertain
in their homes. It was
major, according to Ms. Thornhill,
objectives
in designing
an inalso suggested
that more small
is a chance
to "broaden
your
dividual major. The Curriculum
colloquia and seminars be offered.
perspective
without
losing
the Committee
is very favorable
to
If "POt-shots"
between
depart. depth gained in each field
. .it student-designed
majors,
and is
ments were eliminated, it might be provides you with a more open,
willing to work with the student to
of some help, too.
more
well rounded
program,"
iron out a feasible,
working
The faculty
and staff
were
keeping in the spirit of the liberal
program.
Dr.
Coley
looks
evenly divided in their reaction to arts college. "People are so bound
especially for real interest on the
one comment on the survey. The
to things!"
she adds,
and in- part of the student:
evidence that
statement
read as follows: "Some
dividual majors provide a chance
he-she has "zeroed in" on a special
WMC students have observed that
to add and integrate fields without
interest.
the faculty should be more obvious
cutting back in any of them.
The student designed major is an
and representative
models of the
Another highlight of the program
.alternative
to "falsely
forcing
liberally educated people they (the
is that it gives sutdents
the ad- oneself into a departmental
major
students) are supposed to be."
vantage of a liberal arts education
when
one's
interests
lead
On the pro side of the question, it in the small school environment
elsewhere."
It is a challenging and
was argued that the majority of the. that is so conducive to interaction
exciting program,
limited only by
faculty was not liberally educated
between professors
and students.
the individual's
imagination.
Dance,

;a~~~~i~\~ns~~da!V~~~~ni:o~

r="-------~
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Activities OHice Commended
Frats "negatOlve lnfluenee'

Meg Hoyle
Academically,
the faculty would
Faculty and staff members were
like to shape up the Jan. Term
also surveyed for the Long Range
program.
More importan!_!y, they
Planning Committee's
task force
would like to see more course of·
on
"WMC
Students."
The
ferings related to jobs in the outquestionnaire,
developed by Sam
side world, and to improve the
Case and Bill Tribby,
was ac- more
deficient
departments'
at
companied
by several
charts,
WMC.
statements,
and studies to use for
These responses
are evaluated
reference.
The survey touched on by the Long-Range
Planning
many -espects
of the students'
Committee
and
will
be inlives, including the quality of life corporated
into the Long-Range
here;
it's impact,
the culture,'
Plan (1976-1981).
student-faculty
relationships,
and
Student-faculty
relationships
several other topics.
~ were also dealt with in the student
When asked what developnents
life survey. Several different ideas
should be made in the quality of were produced. First of all, it was
student life here, both socially and felt that the administration
and
academically,
several suggestions
faculty need to place more emand comments were made. It was
phasis on student-staff
relations,
noted that although the academic
and less on publications
and
requirements
were impressive, the' degrees. There is a need for more
intellectual
atmosphere
was
faculty
involvement
in student
;~~:na'l.r:c~;a~::f~~

October

Dianne Moorehead
Doreen Strothman
Nancy
Palmer

match your dollarsBesides the many speakers and performers
that come direcUy to our
campus, many more frequent the area around us. For some of the
surrounding activities, HAVE WE GOT A DEAL FOR YOU!!!!!!!
We will match you--for III and If! for the price of a student ticket. We
will pay half the price for the ticket, and all you must do is match for the
other half. The first event on this OPPORTUNITY
LIST is:
The Maryland Ballet
Westminster
Senior High School
October 23, 1976 8:00 p.m.
Students: $3.00
Sign up in the College Activities Office if you are interested·~We can
also work to carpool transportation;
if you can drive or need a ride,
arrangements
can be made through the office. Have you any other events
you'd like to see MATCHED? Let the Lecture and Concert Committee
know your reactions, ideas, feelings on things that are happening.
Check the paper for a coupon worth $1.5O!!!!!!!!

~!

results of business power: lessened
competition,
higher
prices,
irresponsibility
of action. He said
also that property
was not that
important,
it being the newest of
popularnghts
Dietze replied that
property
was actually
the oldest
institution,
the Bible and the

MATCH YOUR HALF
This coupon, $1.50 and a student
~O-23·76 8 p.m.

I.D. are all you need to see the Md_ Ballet

~-----------------l

;~~~~~~f~rf5~
~~~r~t:~'~1~
~:::~~,:::::~:
\,,~~)-~;,',~,~~
'i~,:.UP!"~;~~_~.J.
A

student body (international,
multi- had not been to as great an extent.
racial, and greater
age range); Since
the
1930's
and
the
and better athletic facilities and a Depression, citizens have had less
more
accessible
intramural
and less control over disposition of
program.
their property. Even such people
There
were many
additional as Georg Hegel and Karl Marx
comments at the end of the survey, admitted property was the basis of
relating both to the academic and personal liberty. Property
rights,
social life on campus. Most faculty however, are no more important
members
would like to see less than the other human rights. '-rhere
dependence on fraternities
for the is no preferred right, Dietze says,
sociallife of the entire campus, but just as there
is no preferred
think that there should also be freedom. His main question was, to
"livelier weekends".
Others added !whatdegreeshould
the majority be

was. a short q_uestion a~d anwer,
s~lOn.
Dr. Allene Austin of the
Hist~ry depar~ent
concluded the
evemng by saYlng the purpose of
the symposium
wa~ to foster
thoughtandconversatJonaboutthe~'
topiCS present.ed.
The. SymPOSium, the s~ond haIl
o~ which was present~
I'hursday
ru~t,
waG th€: .creatlon.
of the
HIStO,!, Econo~lcs,
English, and
Amencan
Studi~
departrr..,:~ts.
The .general
s_ubJect was .1~;
Ongoing Amencan
Revolution
.
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Scrimshaw

Jerry and Jimmy:

Phil (apadula
Have the politicians
in this
country finally gone beserk? Are
they really as crazy as they've
sounded and looked recently?
In
retrospect
to the latest
verbal
blunders and gestures by various
presidential
candidates
and officials of the government,
such a
conclusion
would
not be unwarranted.
A couple of years ago,
if anyone had told me that Nelson
Rockefeller
could be seen on the
front page of the newspaper
flipping the bird, I would have thought
that person was ready fQr nut
house. But a few weeks ago, there
was old Rocky giving 'em the
finger
on page
one
of the
_Washington
Star!
A couple
of
months
ago, who would have
thought Jimmy Carter would give
an interview on sex to Playboy.
You would have thought Bob Dylan
or Joe Namath would. but Jimmy
Carter? You've got to be kidding!
But Earl "the Pearl" Butz really
cut did thejn all when he let slip a
racial
slur that was so crude

Gone Berserk?
Jimmy
Carter
was
probably
being
honest
when
he called
Lyndon Johnson,
"a liar."
It's
probably even true that Lyndon
Johnson was a liar! Based on what
we've
heard
lately
about
his
conduct concerning
the Vietnam
War, it is not inconceivable
thalhe
deceived the people just as Nixon
deceived the people. But the fact
that Carter could not foresee the
political repercussions
of such a
statement is incredible. Texas was
Johnson's
home state and a vital
one for the election. Even more
unbelievable was President Ford's
proclamation
that,
"Eastern
Europe is not dominated
by the
Soviet Union." The average ninth
grader knows that the Soviet Union
controls Eastern
Europe.
All he
has to do is look at one of those
maps in his u.s. Government class
and see all the red ink lines through
Eastern
Europe!
It's
inconceivable
'that
Ford
couldn't
realize the effect such a statement
would have on the Polish and other

Ethnic votes in the country. Have
these men no common sense? They
all have their degrees from Harvard, Yale, or the Naval Academy,
but apparently no one taught them
when to keep their mouths shutt!
It seems obvious by now that the
press has placed more emphasis on
the word games and blunders of
this campaign than on the issues.
This trend started in the primaries
when Jimmy
Carter's
"ethnic
purity" r~mark ",:,as blown all out
ofproporlions.
This was around the
same ti~e that Mo Udall declared
that he disliked the label "liberal"
and now preferred
to be called a
"progres~ive".
Finally,
Gerald
Ford advised
us that the word
"detente"
would
have
to be
eliminated
from our vocabulary.
Big deal! How many people knew
what it meant to begin with? All

whole
race
of people.
Ford's
remark on Eastern Europe was a
gaffe and raises serious questions
about his knowledge
of foreign
affairs. But the way they blew up
some of the other things, such as
the "ethnic purity"
remark
was
ridiculous. The latest blunder was
made by Betty Ford when she
accidently
referred
to Carter as
"President
Carter"
during
an
address. Iwas surprised not to find
that one on the front page.
At any rate, it's two weeks until
the election and all eyes are on
center stage to see which man will
back into the presidency.
It's
unfortunate
that a campagin
with
so many important
issues should
be decided on who makes the most
blunders.
.

Dyke Jr.
Given Award

::~~~~~~~~db~a::sp;:S':::~~
:~~~i~gt~\~a~ai~~~s~f~~:r~
Butz's remarks since he insulted

a

Breath

Debated

With

(Title by Spoons)
As a reporter
for a small underground
local
bi-monthly
newsletter, I was fortunate-enough
to be in the studio audience at the
second Ford-Carter
presidential
debate. Afterward,
at the reception,_I
spotted
the candidates
standing
and chatting
with one
another,
so I approached
them
with the bope of asking a few
questions of my own. I decided a
direct lie wouJd be my best approach, kllOwing that one more
little lie in the world of politics
wouldn't really hurt anything.
"Excuse me gentlemen,
I'm He
Ornry of the Washington Post, and
I'd like to ask a few questions."
I was immediately
overcome by
a brilliant flash of sixty-two perfectly
matched
and precisionpolished
incisors,
canines,
_bicuspids, and six-year molars. I
quickly
shielded
my eyes and
managed to remove the sunglasses
from my hip pocket in time to
avoid any serious retinal damage.
"Mr.
Carter!"
I exclaimed,
"However
do you manage
to
maintain that smile?"
"Whitewash,"
sneered Ford.
Carter retaliated
immediately.
"What my opponent just said is not
true. In all phases of life, as well as
a presidential
campaign,
I feel
clean teeth and fresh breath are
important.
That is why I always
have a mouthful of seasoned TacTics and brush after every meal
with uest toothpaste, so as to make
sure I am orally sweet and sugary
at all times. The last thing I want to
. do is offend anybody
when I
speak."
The president spilled his martini
down his Shirt, but really didn't
seem to notice.
"Mr. Ford," I inquired, "What
exactly were you implying when
you said,
'There
is no. Soviet
domination
of Eastern
Europe?"
He was prepared
for "thts.
"Poland,
Rumania,
and
He Ormy

nobody could even repeat it!
What we are currently
experiencing in this country seems to
be
another
after-shock
of
Watergate.
During the Watergate
era people
began
to distrust
politicians
and to regard
them
generally
as dishonest.
They
weren't
saying wti:at they really
meant;
they were deceiving
the
people. We now have politicians
being honest, but they're
being
honest about the wrong things!
There is also such a thing as being
too honest! Nobody really cares
what Jimmy Carter's honest ideas
about sex are. They are even less
Interested
in Earl Butz's strange
and vulgar opinions about blacks.
These
are
things
that
the
politicians can keep to themselves.
The American
people will most
likely judge the honesty of their
politicians by their actions rather
than their words. They should be
judged on whether
or not they
adhere strictly to the campaign
laws in getting elected, and on
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Western Maryland College .named
native
Baltimorean,
Julian
L.
Dyke Jr., of the class of 1950, as its
"Alumnus of the Year."
Mr. Dyke, who is the vicepresident
for Christian
Ministry
programs
with the Fellowship
of
Christian Athletes in Kansas City,
is the ninth and youngest recipient
of this award which is given annually to an alumnus
for outstanding service to the community,
the college, and in a professional
field.
Mr. Dyke received his award and
special recognition during the halftime
ceremonies
of
the
Homecoming
football
game
on
Saturday,
October 9.

Yugoslavia
are independent,
and
don't
consider
Russia
to be
dominant over them. Anyway; the
word 'dominate'
means 'to have
dominion
over.'
The
word
'dominion'
comes from the Latin
word 'Dominus,' meaning
'God.'
Russia is an atheistic state, and
therefore couldn't hold God over
anyone. This is what I meant by
my statement."
Mr. Carter giggled nervously.
"Governor
Carter, what is your
stand on national defense?"
Carter:
"It is a cumbersome
task to maintain
a formidable
offensive
military
strength
and
sHU
preserve
moral
and
diplomatic
policies abroad.
The
important and obvious objective is
letting neither of these override the
other, if this can be achieved
without letting one of them get any
weaker than the other. My goal is
the indubitable preservation
of all
that is held'sacred in the ideals and

statement during the debate about
colored folk pick peanuts for me, I
what you. wouJd do in the event of have many colored folks on my
aoother oil embargo?"
payroll, and even have some close
Jimmy
Carter
began
giggling
colored friends."
again.
I asked Ford what he thought of
Mr. Ford decided to answer me.
the incident.
"Didn't he say something about a
Ford:
"I
don't know what
war? I heard him use the wcrdt
everyone is so upset about. Doesn't
WeU, we don't need any wars.
every American want warm sex,
Besides,
the Amer-ican people
good shoes, and a loose place to go
would never go for it."
to the bathroom?"
"Mr. Ford," I asked, "What is
Carter laughed aloud.
the Ford administration's
position
I remembered
my 12:30 flight
on the Panama Canal Zone?"
reservation
for Friendship,
and
"Where is it located?" he asked.
asked Carter if he had the time.
"Uh, well
as far as I
"That depends on a number of
remember,
Mr. President,
it still factors. We can never be sure if our
runs through Panama."
watches are precisely
accurate,
"Well then"Or can think of-no
and we must always remember
to
better position for it. The Ford
remain open to the concepts of
administration's
record stands for change and reason. I would hate to
itself, and no changes in position
mislead you in such a delicate
are necessary
as far as we're
matter, especially if it involved in
concerned."
any way the formation
of your
"Mr. Carter," I asked, "How do Opinion of me as a candidate.
you feel about the Butz incident?"
Moreover L"

~~r~~a~
t~:/~~~ic~ne
~~::~~~;r~~~
people. If I am elected, they will
make the country's decisions in all
foreign matters,
rather than letting Henry
Kissinger
run the

';:~l:~:~e
~~~dfi::~
immediately.
I feel that
such
statements
are demeaning
and
degrading,
and
Butz
should
apologize to all the colored folks he

~~:!;":llar:~:~!~~:i~r!~a~~
do in the wake of an oil embargo or
nuclear holocaust, or ."
"Excuse
me,"
I interrupted,
"But didn't you make a definite

~~~u~~a~iz~:~e:~fv~!~e!n~i~~~
~;2~.';;';;;;;n;;;ii'i;;;rn;;;;;;n;iinmiffitm;;;;;ii'i'iir=====t
-il! fields - a few months,
Or permanent
positions.
little differently.
I have
lived
Europe - Jap~n - Africa - Australia
- South Pacific
around coloreds all my life, and 1
- Far East - South America.
The U.S. Governfind fried chicken and ham hocks
mentisthe!argestemployerofAmericansoverseas!
to be quite tasty. I've always let the

,,~~o;~:~,
th:h~in~~ein~:r~~~
have?"
.
He looked at his watch and said,
"Spiro's big hand is on the 10, and
his little hand is almost up to the

To~lIowyoutheopportunitv

Before joining the Fellowship,
Mr. Dyke was supervisor
of
physical
education
in
the
Baltimore public schools. While in
this area he played an active role
in alumni affairs, as president of
the
Metropolitan
Baltimore
Chapter, chairman of the Alumni
Fund and president of the Western
Maryland
College
Alumni
Association.
Julian
Dyke
was
named
Christian of the Year in Kansas
City for 1976. He and his family
now reside
tn Overland Park,
Kansas

to explore

working

for the U.S. Government
overseas, the following
book
has been researched
and written.
"HOW TO GET
A JOB OVERSEAS

WITH THE

This book

employment

discusses

UNITED

STATES

requirements

GOVERNMENT."

and actiyities

of 13 different
U.S. Government
Agencies in complete
detail.
and you will be told whom to contact
at each one concerning
current overseas employment
opportunities.
Also complete
information
·Teaching

On:

Opportunities

'Complete
information
on the Peace Corps
·Employment
Or'! U.S. Government
Ships
"Emplgyment
at the Panama
whom to contact.
'Career

opportunities

Information
.Opportunities

...
................
il The InternationalPresents
Buffet Every Sunday
,. Plain & Fancy.
Special this week: French Buffet
,.
it
,.
Donuts
-+c
Beef & Beer Special $1.85
,.
it Weekdays 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
140 Village
iC..
Of course we ~ti!i serve the best kosher corned

Canal

in the State

Zone

- who and where

-WhatlVpe

Department

and United

as a Foreign

Service

and Qualifications

type

,.

Open 24 Hours

a

Dav

~

-

iC

beefs and pastramis daily from 11 :30 a.rn.
848-1441
310

\\I~~~;~'e~~ ::;~I~~~on

Rd.

to

'10 p.m.

hire an

Officer .

• How and were
to aoply lor Embassy
positions
- Men - Women
Secretaries
- Office Help - Staff Personnel
- etc. etc.
'What

they

States

Agency.

of positions

different

Civil Service

Departments

-

hire for oversees

employment
and whom to contact.
'List of Federa) Job Information
Centers Nation Wide.
'Further
Information
on Employment
in Enqineer
·Accountin!!
"Teaching
'Recreational
'Librarv
Work "Maintenance
'Supply
'Management
'Agriculture

"Medical

'Skilled

Trades

'Semi-Skilled

and MUCH.
MUCH MOREll!
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t
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~~~~::o~.
*..........
~ •• ·~a-~~
__~~~~__MK»-~~~~~~~~======d
only 5 minutes away

to apply

of positions

Send

for you

copy

""ith tho United

of "How

States

to Get II Job Oversells

Governmem"-S4.00
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Robinson
Named Ford
Coordinator

October 22, 1976

Blue O~ster Cult in Philadelphia
Mik.
On D'~ndr.a -.
Th
Br"daJ
~Igh~ul?ct~~~
~:nn'su~~J~

e~and

~nd

~~
~g~J

and not one minute was poor.
M.M.E.B. received an encore from

performed a terrific drum solo.
The light show during the solo was

On their last song
picked up a guitar

~~f~7;;:~~~~ic~h~i~n

!~~a~~

:;:~r~f~veeS~~~;~~~r!~:::!a~

:~~~s~hf:~

~~':rto~~~f~~e:troh~

each
and

player
picked

~7&;i~i~~~~:
£~~J·:~:f~1i;t~~~:~;f:=~
~£~:;;~:?,~:~~~~~~~~~
~~:}!F.~~~!~~t;~5rn!~E:~
~~~~
~:~[:~HE£~1;'~~
nounced today the appointment of
~~~ir!~~insf~~
~~e th;ta~OU~~
Maryland.
Robinson is a student at Western
Maryland College and served as a
~d~~:::.memberOftheBoardOf

;~ eage~
awai~i~g the pr~n~
of t e un own r~
group, . :~;
A~el ~aY~d ~u"gll1.~~vr
~c ~
s
r
e lea d
't ~;
'e::"sfn~~;
w~~c~h:nm~~ at~

eX~~ltle~·M:rl~~!~c~ot
o~opB~:
Oyster
Cult.
They
had
'Philadelphia's
Spectrum
in a
constant state of commotion. Their
drummer,
Albert
Bouchard,

r:

~e:do

~~v~~~~:~~~~~:y O;~~~ ~~rcna~~
back on staae for two more songs.
Yes, it was an excellent night to
rOC::k'n'';OIl.with. such loud ana
quick-pickin mUSIc!

Next Week is Special At WMC

~:~t~f~n~h~!~:tt~sH~~~:t:

Robinson will be working closely
with Carolyn Booth, Youth Desk
Director of People for Ford,iat the
President
Ford
Committee
Headquarters
in Washington.
People for Ford is an umbrella
organization
to coordinate the
coalition of special voter group
volunteers working with members
of the First Family to assure
victory
for President
-Ford in
November.
In making the announcement,
Peterson
said: "The scores of
young volunteers, with their drive
and enthusiasm, have made a vital.
impact on this campaign and are
paving the way for a Ford-Dole

:te~c~:~~
beo~' ;h~~;ee ~~~i~
faceted mirror ball which hung
from the ceiling. Blue Oyster Cult
played most of their songs from
"On Your Feet or On Your Knees."

topping it off with a solo with no
accompaniment.
The crowd loved
him. Most of the members looked
an'dactedlikewomen;
two of them
even had eyeshadow, lipstick and
oth~r makeup on. The singer had a
white satin pant suit on and the'
drummer
wore a scarf. Angel
rocked and rolled for a half hour,
with no encore. I thought that
Angel should have received an
encore, but the crowd was impatiently awaiting the arrival of
Manfrecl Mann's Earth Band.
The audience
went into an
uproar as M.M.,~.B. entered the
stage. The spectrum glowed from
the multitudes of lighted matches

vi~~~~:!a~or:t':~~~"joining'

~~~t~ig~~e~~.

~:e:;Od~~te!~~l~
~~~ct°fJ~~'
Robinson at Rouzer Hall, Room
119, Western Maryland
College,
Westminster,
Maryland
21157;
telephone: (301) 848-9723.

~~~~c~
1'e~1 ~aa~flja~'~~:;
"Mighty Zuinn," as well as my
favorite, "Father of Night." Th~y
gave an excellent concert. Their
performance lasted over an hour

Not one, but two "special"
performers will be appearing on
our campus the week of Oct. 25-30.
(What an intro to Halloween!>
First is the "Iantistigal"
Keith
Berger. A master of the art of
mime, Keith Berger lives in a
world of silence. With amazing
control of his body and space, he
promises to take us to that world of
illusion and emotion. MONDAYOcl 25-3:30, TUESDAY-Oct. 263:30, and WEDNESDAY-Oct. 27I :30, Keith will conduct a workshop
in McDaniel Lounge for all mime

b~:i~f~e~h~~~~i~

more closely this week the people
vou see scurrying across campusPerhaps a new face will be among
them!?!?
Though Keith Berger will be a
tough act to. follow, he will be
followed,
that is, by another
dazzling performer--Bryan
Bowers
will be on campus FRIDAY, Oct. 29
for an 8:00 p.m. performance
in
Alumni Hall-only $1.
Bryan Bowers plays the auto
harp. He is a master on this instrument, making it perform as a
solo instrument
with melody,
rhythm, harmonies
and charm.
Along with his autoharp,
Bryan

carries an intense joy for making
others
happy with his songs.
Communication is the mission of
Bryan Bowers, and he does so
through his music and [ole de
vivre.
Though every week around here
seems to be jam-packed,
over.
flowing
with work and prior
committments,
here is our in"
vitation for you to "touch' life with
a hand of meaning. Keith Berger
and Bryan Bowers scope different
fields and modes of interaction, but
both reach out to grab life as it
spins by.
Join them for a moment of in.
finity.

1F";==================='91

~::=:~J::a~~Yo:;~:~:~!
~~~~I~.t~:e:a~~~~~~m~t~~~
to sign up for this class of another
dimension, come to the College
Activities Office BY FRIDAY,
OCT. 22. For the rest of us, is

What's Happenin' Now
CAPITAL CENTRE
Lynyrd Skynyrd, and Pure Prairie League 10/20
Frank Zappa 11/4
ZZ Top 11/11
Chicago 11115-16
John Denver, and the Starland Vocal Band 11/24 - 25
Aerosmith 12/5
HOFF THEATER, U. OF MD.
KENNEDY CENTRE
Nils Lofgrin 10/22
Steve Goodman 10/14
Bill Withers lU/21
Robert Palmer 11/14
Gino V<!_nnelli11/25
DAR CONSTITUTION HALL
'ackSDn Browne, and Orleans 10/24 _25

Dr"eul" Opens~~~~h~s'DAi,'';,:";l~,\~'.~:'':
......

St_r!v~~~~rs

in Alumni Hall. Tickets are only $1·

under th; influence

of llracula
this weekend!
The
three act drama opened at 8:15 last
night (Thursday, October 21) and
::~rt~~

r:::I~~:r~~~c~:e~:~

special

dinner

theatre.

Don't miss out on the Drama
Department's
first production of
the semester. Dracula is an ex·
perience you don't want to just

~:a:t

a~ut~l~ts !~~rp~~~;~

Dracula

~:~~:

C"

$2.00 and

are

at

will also be performed Saturday
and Sunday afternoons at 2:00 PM,

Student Activities Office or can be*
purchased at the door before each

*

performance.

:

in Alumni Hall is the

:elt~~:~i~~:n~:n~:~~~~eu~~~~~~,d:
bat, and the sensuous and powerful
Count Dracula.
The play is a
suspenseful

Gothic

romance

~nd

::

group

organizing

these

discrimination

problems

and frights

were
~~~

itself

to

combat:

against

midgets,

~:oa;t:.'
~~~

's rampant everywhere 10
~:~r7c~.
For
instance,
the
organization
says, little people
can't reach elevator buttons or pay
phones, cannotreachtop.shelves
in::
supermarkets
and
are

~o~\~:~~~n~~ ~;~~e~:~d

~:~~;~m:~~:~e

~t~il~:

person's

~

ill

*EaSI

a:tit~~~r ~~c:~f

:

.................................•... -

:e:~~~~ta~~~nfil~~a~~:r:ai~'
mind-after

e~~

the ligh~ are

~~~\ay~r~~t

~:~~de;;e

~~

100,000 dwarfs in the U.S. alone.

**

... ,

oJ.

gJ::v~~ns;;R:if?Jl~11/13
Jimmy Cliff 11/17
CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
Hall and Oates 11/30
Don McLean 11/14
GEORGE MASON UNIVERSITY

::

o~~~~p u~~~~.s~~~~:

th
"..
~~~~o~~~:n~a~g~et~~:mr~a:~~
put people at ease. He is sensuous
and genuinely seductive. It is the
basis of his success as a paraSite.
The play is filled: with symboli~m

.-:.~

O~er..the.HiJJ:
Jean Shop :

* Jeans Featurillg'
99t _ $ 7. 99
* Jewelry

Little

::~PI~~~eA7he:nca2~r~e~:~

~~~~~~~~~~~Xe~i;oO~::J~'e"th~~

~a~o!~ ~~i:dttl~cirSO~~y

calling

another

*
*:
*
Paraphernalia
::
* Jackets alld Vests *
r:~:~ij~:~;~,~~:
*** 861-8776
*.*
*
*
and Sat.
*
*

Small People
A

to

NOW :
*
OP'1C' "".'!

*

the

~~rn~~~~o;~:~tf~~::u:O~~i:=S°~:
Understage

fee

*:*************

~~~:

available

entrance

P.S. Just as a suggestion-watch

Hours:
Tu.·Thurs.
10·3
Fri.
12·9
on Rt. 140, after light

Rt. 91, tum right

#burgAuctiQTlS

at

Tom Waitts 10/15

Sha Na Na 10/23

LISNER AUDITORIUM
Jimmy Buffet 10/23
Steeleye Span 10126
CELLAR DOOR
Melanie 10/22.24

WARNER THEATER
Robert Palmer 10/22
Joan Armatrading 10/23
Nils Lofgrin 10/24

*

McDONNOUGH ARENA, G. TOWN U.
Bruce Springsteen 10/17. 18
Firefall, and Jonathan Edwards 11/5

:'

~~a;:'tM;;;:e~rfgi5~~,~~d

:

at

Finks.';'

THE PALACE

****~'*:*:*:*~*:*:*:*:*:*:*:.:~~~~~~~====~===~~~

~

Rusty Wier 10/15

...._..
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the World
tihijacking agreement.
Castro said
he abrogated
the treaty
because
the CIA was involved in the Oct. 6th
sabotage of a Cuban airliner near
Barbados,
Under the treaty both
countries
agreed
to punish
or
extradite hijackers.
Spain's
illegal
opposition
labor
unions called a nationwide 24-hour
strike for Nov. 12 to protest the
government's
labor policy.

This Ain't No Ad

BEV,ERLY·HIL~S,
CALIF,
SENSES STIMULATED
(Speclal)-The Amencan Research
Team today announced
that it The!x>dy can ~ affected too, Ac-

~:s

:~~n~a~t~~i~y p~~}:~~~:d c~
simply listening to certain sounds
which seemingly
stimulate
the
mind's 'pleasure
center', These
'Astral Sounds' have been put on
tape cassettes and The American
Research Team plans to make a
number of them available to the
public on a first-come, first-served
basis,

PROJECTION
,IS AUTOM~TIC
These Astral Sounds have been
known to have profound. lasting
~ffects and, many repo,rt automatI? out-of-body
expenences each
ttme they. listen to th~
sounds.
!~h~r I:~~:;~~h~~~a~ef~::;~y

:~~'i!:~ti~;.n~i7hho~:v:A~:~
[
Soun,d' tape" ~hey expene,nced;
physical sensations
of a. highly
sens,ual natl!re, Some reported
feeling such rutense pleasure ~ey
could n?t find words to descnbe
!he feeling. In nearly all of them
It became apparent they had undergone a 'peak experience'
in
higher awareness.

EASY TO DO
And it's al1 so easy. Just relax,
turn on the tape cassette of 'Astral Sounds', and let your mind
and body enjoy. T1ie sounds on
the tape do all the work, and can
carry you into an unforgettable
world of l'..ur~ pleasure.

-

TRIGGERS VISIONS

SEND FOR YOURS TODAY

Others report such phenomena as
'explosions of light and colors inside my head', and 'warm, enjoyable feelings. that are highly spiritual'. The most common result
seems to be a magnificently
beautiful visual experience which
creates light, colors, designs, symbois and pictures directly inside
the mind of the listener,

A number of these tapes has been
made available to the public for
the first time. You can receive
one by sending
$10 ($12 for
delivery outside U,S,> to: Astral
Sounds. c/o The ~merican
Research Team. Dept. E, 256 South
Robertson
Blvd" Beverly Hills,
Ca. 90211. Mailed postpaid, with
instructions .

-

A cease-fire agreement
went into
effect in Lebanon this week. If it is
successful
it will end the 18th
months of civil war that has racked
thai country.

October
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"Fall"

Terrors Blanked 28-0 V'ballers take 4
Jim Wogsland.
Saturday
the Green
Terrors
football t~m
journeyed
to Get-·
tysburg to challenge
the Bullett.
squad on their home turf but unfortunately came back on the short
end of a ~
score. Gettysburg,
in
front of a Parent's
Day crowd of
6,100 people, showed why they had
been Division II caliber as their
last class
of full scholarship
players, led-by Kirby Scott (over
200 yards rushing) and Stan Gray,
paved the way. Western Md. fought
till the end, though, against the
tough Bullets, especially
several
good runs by fullback Mike Lewis.
Thespecialtyteamsonthesquad
should be commended
lor their

Terrors

kickoff return for our opponents.
Equally impressive
is the kickoff
return
teamThrough
the first five
games
of the season,
Western
Maryland
kickoff
returns
have
totaled 451 yards on 18 returns for
an average of 25 yards per return - 'outstanding!
Rick Rosenfeld
leads with a 28.5 average followed
by Brian Trumpower
with 24,75
yards per return,
Steve Spinelli
with 27 yards per return and Glen
Cameron at 14 yards per return.
These
teams
have
definitely
done their jobs this season as is
reflected
by Western Maryland's
respectable
record of 2 wins, 1 tie,
and 2 losses.

All things
considered,
the
women's
volleyball
team had a
very successful
week.
In five
important
matches
the varsity
girls won four of them, while the
second team won three of four of
their matches.
In a tri-match
marked
by its
topnotch
competition,
starters
Kathy Lane, Fran Cizek, Tammy
Roebber,
Lynn
Glaeser,
Sue
Cunningham,
and Carla Criss lost
a tough match to Salisbury
State
12-15, 15-9, 9-15. However, in the
flip-side of the tri-match, the girls,
ably assisted
by Cheryl Stonier,
pulled off an upset against Towson,

Pun--I·shDopkl·ns

play. This is a very important pact
of the course of each football game.
These unheralded
players
work
hard at their jobs without much
fame. A large amount of time is put
into perfecting these teams and it
pays off. In the first three games of

Steve Schonberger
'__.._
win the game in the 153rd minute of
Last Tuesday,
wjrc'sc soccer
atifled ~op~n:s
high scoring o_f-.the game (the third sudden death
team
played
Johns
Hopkins rense. The midfield play dommated overtime). For those who watched,
University in their-annual
grudge
Hopkins and set the tempo of the - they were treated
to good hard
match. Hopkins, riding high on last
game. The final score was 5-1, nosed
soccer,
and
two very

~~~tz~~~e~:~~~::_
yardage by the opposition. In fact,
the punt coverage team - whose
stars include Eliot Runyon, "Rip"

;::tsa
Di;~!~:~~tl~~tO~:~iy
spirited WMC soccer squad. Mter
nine minutes, WMC was on top 4-0
with Doug Barnes
and -damie

w;.s~:~h::r~~~d~ere
at gaturday's game, they were treated to a
tense, exciting soccer game. After
the Green Terrors went on top 1-0

~:~r;':e~~i~~~~n01

:u~~~~r~a~~::~~k~~~kt~~

:~~i~~·:n~ur;~!~~:ree~~e~~~:;.

~ven the score

Game time is 2 PM"See

~~~e:~~

Intramurals

-

Wayne Pierce

Jamison,
"Widdman"
Randy
Halsey. Pete Boettger,
Tim "No
Face" Stump, Brian Kirby, Dan
Murphy,
"Wild Bob" Hubburd,
Brent Houck, and Brian Truropower - has registered
cred~ntials for the year such as allowing
only 31 total return yards through
five games
for 36 punts. That
comes out to a mere .8 yards pel'
return!
The kickoff coverage team has
been equally impressive. Members
of this team not mentioned for the
punt team are Glen Cameron, Mike
Modica, John Pitman
and Rich
Nave. These wild men have only
allowed approximately
ten yards a

~~

::~!:

Jim Teramani
This is the last week of Razzle.
Dazzle football and rain and foro,
felts have marred
play this fall.
The teams will be informed as to
when they will play one another for
the Championship.
The Winter Intramural
program

Hopkins was constantly
shut off
and was able to score only one
goal. Dick Love added another goal
in the second half to cap off a total
team effort in which the defense,
led by Ken Barnes, Steve Schonberger, and Charlie Wagner, and
goalie
Ken Lowey,
completely

begins with two activities prior to
Thanksgiving
Break. The first is
Two-Person
basketball,
in which
each team will be comprised of one
male and one female. Entries must
be in by November
5. Cooed
Volleyball is the second activity
that is planned.
Each team will
censtst of three males and three
females.
There
must
be
a
minimum of nine players for this
double
elimination
tournament,
and
entries
must
be in by
November
10.
•
This Intramural
Pr?gram.is
for
you, the student, and It provld~s a
chance. for wholes?me
physical
recreation
and basically
a good
time. If y~u have any qu~tions,
contact
Rick Carpenter
III the
Phys. Ed. Dept. in Gill Gym, or
~~~ ~:;.nes or Steve Schonberger,

CHARLESTOWN,
W. Va. _
More than 150 sports car drivers
from the Atlantic seaboard
will
compete in the Sports Car Club of
America's
Fall
Road
Racing
Finale at Summit Point Raceway
here on Saturday
and Sunday,
October 23-24,1976. The event caps
the season-long Mid-Atlantic Road
Racing
Series
(MARRS)
competition held at Summit Point and
at Pennsylvanla's
Pocono
InternationaJ Raceway
Tbe Scrimshaw
presently holds
two complimentary
(free) tickets
to this event. If anyone is interested please contact Meg Hoyle
in Whitefore 307 or Jeff Robinson in
Rouzer lt9. Both tickets are good
for two days. First come, first

Subs
Dev . Monday

DINNER

Pizza
Dinner $1.75

Pizza Day-Tuesday-$.40
Spaghl'ltti Day - Wednesday

WITIlIN

WALKING

off
Dinner $1.40

DISTANCE

Open 6 a.m. daily except Sundays

!OO'.MIDED SEATING

~e:~~~

i~~:~o~h~~
~~~e~a~~~sh
the team good luck as they leave
this weekend for a two day tournament at Washington
College.
~~~t~rOmises

you there.

A new generation
of College Rings.. ,

7 a.m.

They're limple"
sleekf"-and
mo,e feminine
than college rings ha'fe
ever been befme_ L'f'.11..d espectallv
for the woman who wants
beauutuljew ..lrv as wettasarollegetradinon
Ifyou·renot;m<,youwant.,c<?llegering.besuretocomeindnd
take /Ion.
~t th .. ArtCarv .. d rash,on COIi{'ctIOIl. B.. cause lI,)'ou didn't
wanton('hefore.yuuwilinow

RDut.l40
Watminster
_110

ArtCarvedi;l1(ltinrwomennnly_Theyofferthefinest;electionof
men's college rrngs. inciuding
exciting
new gold signel ring; for m.-,"

I
I

I

- t.,
NEWLY REMODELED

In the second tri-match
of last
week, the varsity women walked
over Bowie 15-2 and 15-4. And
against a powerful UMBC team the
spikers took two straight, winning
15-6 and 15-10. The second team
also beat UMBC in two games.
Head coach Miss Fritz aptly stated
that, "The wins over Towson and
UMBC were most satisfying
for
us."
In a one-sided
meet
against
Dickinson, former WMC coach and
student Sandy Still sought in vain
to lead her team to victory over our
women. The variety
team won
handily
15-5 and 15-8 and the

5

LUNCH

Chicken

1-1 and eventually

Frde:L
,-ns
U' s-

we serve•.•

BREAKFAST

~e~;;j:~O~el~~:~
o~~em~;:~~:~
than our squad, but credit has to be
stven to those guys who played
_their hearts out. Next game: Oc-

winning in 'two games of 15-11 and
15-11. The second team, ccmposec
of Mary Louise Jones, Sally McCarl,
Wendy
Good,
Valerie
Lambert,
Pat
Koval,
Ellen
Scroggs,
Brenda
Eccard
and
Chrissy
Moore,
also
lost
to
Salisbury, but beat Towson in two
games.

£

College Store

Winslow lower
College

Jewelry

lobby
by

lIR10RVED

SAVE 55

when you pay in fun

Wo"d·f.mo,.fmdf.mood"dweddfo.,fO,f

to be an exciting
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'Students
to Visit

Governorls Council Could Become a Force

BOIWrd

Pho'n'sL"·nP~~y","Oc.IObe"24,m'mbe...,

....

Ud.

Jeff Robinson

",

of the Governor's

Youth Advisory

into the affairs of government
at
the state level. It consists of college
students and other youths between

The full state-wide
council,
consisting of 115 members,
meets
at least twice a year. In addition,

state':' However. tJ.le Council has
been mstru~ental
In the passage
of a few bills bv the General

a~~u~c~f,:n~~ia~s~ta~~~~
~:iO~~lteco~nc~;i~~:t
~~~o
d~~:~~ ~~~~~b~Lh~~:;Yth!h;ilIm~:~

The Board of Trustees of ~~~:i:t~~~n~~~i~~:\:ose:t~~;~~ ~~:
Western
Maryland
College
re~ently prese~ted th~ st~dents of
this college. With a gltt-one that
hopefully. will. have an Impact on

unfamiliar
with this organization,
the G.Y.A.C.
was
created
by
executive
order
of Governor
Marvin Mandel on April 17, 1971. It

Governor's
Youth
Advisory,
Council shall exist as a direct link
between
the governor
and the
young people of Maryland
and

~h~eth~ ~~~~~v~~ :n~~~~t~O~~

~u~!a~~~~~

~~:e~d~~~

!~~~~t

B~~s~':~si~e~:s:teP

~~ae~~r::~~~y

I

d~::s~~fo:s

a~~eOfg~~~:~

t~~~
...

bth~ae~

~W:~e~~a:~~~~~:,
The

council

following

Carroll
functions

manner.

lowered
the. drinking
age
in
Maryland to eighteen for beer. A
resolution
calling
for
the
decriminiliz.;ttion
of marijuana
has

and

~~~ci~~~:~:timb~,

the

~~e~;~a~~~~~~~l~°:!c~:~m~

in

The Maryland

formidable

~~ h~o~=

force

in

swaying

student visitors to attend Trustee
mee,~ngs in a non-voting capacity.
Thil
will allow
the students

~~~S~jS~fOfD:~::I~~~n~:~~ce~~n:
d

~~gi~ll~ti~e~li~a~ec~~:a~;f:~
ticipation on the part of students;
secondly if the council budget was

~~u:!~~~~~::et~~~i;~~~
on
The amendment
followed
a
recommendation
last spring by the

their opinions on. The regional
council debates and votes on the
material and then sends it to the

bigger; and thirdly if the delegates
were willing
to form effective
lobbying
groups
to push
for

SGA that the board

adopt

Council's

~:~~l;l~~r~o:~

fr!iZu~~~

s~i~~to~

both faculty
lfoard

~~::anv~
and

meetings.

alumni

~i~~~

such a
~~

~i~~:

to the

At that time

~~~f~
inG~:;~~rr;i~~t

-

a~~~~~:t~

b~ tor-gi_V".;y_o"~n.;.g;.peo_p;.I"_a_n_in;.p"_I_VO_"_'_.;.YO_"_lh_O_f
_Ih_"_'ta_I_'._"

and vote on various
legislative
resolutions
to be sent
to the
Maryland
General
Assembly.
WMC is in region six which in-

i~~~e:h~f~~~~~Ko~:~!~e

executive

~r~e~~e

committee.

~es~~ti~n:r~l~~~

~~n~~~~,A:e:~~'d~~C~y

the

Governor

if so desired.

~:a~~
In addition,

~~~

up to thirty

vot~ng d.ele~ates

as

~::.~~

tnd.

of

;~:-v

S~at a~o~~t:e~x~~~tion~~

on~:~tu~~~
visitors rather than members
in
order to be more realistic about the
matter. The number suggested
in
the request was two such visitors,

Carl! Gold the Chair-person
for
region six and a student of WMC,

seats are opened to any qualified
people interested.
If anyone
is
interested you should contact Carl
Gold at 876-3238, Roger Levin, the
Vice Chair-person.tor
Kathy Long,

~hf~h f~~~It;::~~i~~creaSed

:::ni~a~aiit~~~e

~~~~r:tad~~~ta~se

The actual

wording

the Council is free to formulate it's
own resolutions and submit them.

cft:~:::I::~t

each region is allowed

by one

reads:
"(Article
II, Section 6)
Visitors
to
Board
or
Trustees.
Representatives
of alumni,
faculty
and
students are authorized
to
be
present
at
Board
meetings with the status of
visitors as follows:
Nine
(9)
alumni
visitors,
including
the
President,
President-Elect,
and
Executive
Director of the
Alumni Association;
three
(3). faculty visitor.s;
and
three (3) ·student visitors.
Each constituency
shall
I determine
how its visitors
shall be selected.
ThesE'

legistative

change

E%~~~ee:~~

m~~~~~~;

ticipate in all discussions
but shall not have the right
to vote upon resolutions
and other actions of the
Board."
Continued

WHAT'S
INSIDE:
~e Ornery
Suicide Threat?
Dracula' Review

I

Griswold,
Vernon Films
II

policy

t~:

making

of the

Cbntinued

not that hard to

on Page 4

r---""""

Wednesday's
S.G.A. - sponsored
political
poll turned
up some
surprising,
perhaps contradictory,
results. The survey consisted
of
two parts. The first listed the
Democratic and Republican stands
on five issues (without revealing
which
party
supported
which
view). The second was a straw vote
of whom WMC students supported
for the Presidency.
Judging from
the answers to the issues section,
one would suppose that the campus
was Democratic
and quite liberal,
whilethePresidential.tallyshowed
the opposite.
Results.
are as
follows. Percentages
are based on

How strange! although Ford won
the vote by over 2 to 1, on 4 out of 5
issues,
students
supported,
the
Democralic
stand
over
the
Republican!
Examining
Ford
voters alone, one discovers
the
same.
Ford
supporters
backed
health insurance, were proabotion,
pro-"make-wpork"
jobs, and III
favor of gun control! They rejected
busing, but so did Carter voters.
Here is the breakdown of stands on
issues by candidate preferred.
The
percentages
are based
on 100
Carter votes and 210 Ford votes.
All of this suggests
several
things, none of which may be true.

........
Carter.
Then
again
maybe
apathy and ignorance may be the
studen.ts
think that they're con- most revealing aspect of the whole
servauve sosu~portFord
but when
she-bang ...
face~ ,":ith.the IS.SUes, d.e~onstrate
This survey was valuable in that
a definite liberality. Or ~s It that the it raised more questions
than it
s!udents
know. too little .about
answered,
and shook up some
elth",r the candid~te.s or the Issues ..people's ideas of how this campus
to l_1lake any valid ]udgeme.nts on thinks.
It was also a welcome
theIr own'? _The probability
IS that change to see the SGA involved in
the latter IS closest to the truth.
something
other
than dances,
This is characteristic
of the nation
films, and concerts. Many thanks
as a whole. A combination
of from SCRIMSHAW to the SGA, to
apathy and cOl).sequent ignorance
those who wrote the poll, organized
will make this ye-ars' elections a it, and table-sat, and to the many
poor barometer of the people's true
students who participated.
feelings. But in a Jar,ger sense that

!~~de~~t~y~~6

K~~:r.\~eiSc~~S~U:u:~~a~~~ag~

MO~~:~au~~B~~od

percent

of

the

1) ISSUES: (all figures are percentages)
Do you support the establishment
of national health insurance
<Dem.
position), catastrophic
illness insurance
(Rep. position), or neither?
A-49 8-25 C-26
Do you support (Oem.) or oppose (Rep.) the Supreme Court decision to
legalize abortion?
Support-67
Oppose-27
Undecided-6
Do you support (Oem.) or oppose (Rep.) busing to achieve racial
balance in schools?
Support-16
Oppose-16
Undecided-g
Do you support ([
J or oppose (Rep.)
"make-work"
employment
programs?
'
Support-51
Oppose-3..
Undecided-I5
Do you A) support strenghtening
controls on the manUfacturing,
sales
and possession of handguns or B) oppose federal registration
of firearms?
'
A-16 8-13 Neither-7
Both-4
2) CANDIDATES:
FORD-210 votes for 63
CARTER-loo votes for 30
Others and undecided-7
QUESTION I) Carter voters: Nat. health - 72, cat. iII.-t5, neither-t3
Ford voters: Nat. health-37,
cat. iII.-3I, neither-32
QUESTION 2) Carter Voters: Support-jO,
Oppose-22,
und.-S
Ford voters: Support-M.
Oppose-30,
und.-6
QUESTION 3) Carter voters: Support-27,
Oppose-67,
und.-6
Ford l'oters: Support-4 .., Oppose-t2,
und.-14
QUESTION
5) Carter
voters:
controls-82,
no reg.-g,
neither7, both-2
Ford l'oters: controls-n,
no reg.-15,
neither-S,
both-5

on Page 6
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¥ou just can't trust the moon for
predicting
weather
now
that
astronauts
have
been
messing
around with it, say a couple of
Georgia mountain men.
"I used to rely on the moon
pretty good, but they done knocked
some chunks out of it and they
might even have parked some junk
cars on it. You just don't know,"
said Paul Westmoreland,
who's
spent his 78 years in the north
Georgia mountains.
All the other signs, though, point
to "a doozy" of a winter in north
Georgia, he said.
"It looks like a long, hard winter
to me. The shuck is thick on the
corn and the cattle have heavier
coats that usual," he said.
Harley
Brady,
62, of nearby
Cleveland, said the moon has been
a problem
ever
since
the
astronauts
tromped
on it and
brought chunks back with them.
"It just don't seem to work right
anymore,"
Brady said.
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and. staff
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flu
in
the WMC mfirma
1:30 to 4 PM. AHa.
wishillg to get th )
ogetitfrom
either a '
or a public heaU !
h of which will in-

faculty,

The infirmary
gave
424 in
noculations
last
Friday,
an
stresses
that everyone- should
innoculated.
Contraction
of the n
would entail at least 7-10 day
bedridden
in addition
to possible
side effects. The infirmary
has h.ad
no calls from people given th
innoculation
last J<'riday saYIll
that they were sick from the shots.
Likewise, Dr. Welliver, the college
physician has had no complaints 0
adverse effects due to the vaccine
Again - today's innO('ulations are
for aJl student's, faculty, and stafrrrom I :30 to 4 PM in the infirmary.
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Election Day Question.
To Vote or Not to Vote

An oft quoted figure In recent months Is the expected voter turnout of
less tnen 50 percent for Tuesday's
Presidential
election. The obvious
question Is, of course, wny over 112 of the American people probably will
not vote. An equally valid question whlch the Scrimshaw wuld like to
raise Is why almost 1(2 will choose to vote. Why does anyone vote? What
value or power Is there In voting?
The Scrimshaw respects but does not necessarily
echo William Kun.
'stter'e recommendation
that students
refuse
to choose
between
tweedledum
and tweedledee. We would suggest that Mr. Kunstler's
low
opinion of the candidates Is shared not only by some who will not vote, but
also by many who will. Cesar Chavez: of the United Farm Workers, for
example, is supporting
Jimmy Carter as are a significant
number of
black leaders.
We at the Scrimshaw
endorse very profound doubt and creative
skepticism toward the election on the part of students whether tney vote
or not. We do not endorse nnn-votlnq rooted In apathy, but do respect non.
voting whIch Is protest. The Scrimshaw
endorses as well voting on
Tuesday which is a realIstic and Machiavellian
choIce between the lesser
of two evils. Scrimshaw applauds the skepticism of voters and nonvoters
alike. Apathy Is not the enswet . but trusting Jimmy Carter or Gerald
Ford is, perhaps,
lust as bad.
It Is questionable,
In fact, whether any individual who is a serteus
Presidential
candidate could effect human change in our society. Even if
the 1976 candidates
wanted to be truthful and to answer to human needs
(and perhaps they do), they probi;lbly could not wrthtn the powr structure
of the Federal government.
There are too many forces and too many
powerful tugs and pulls operating in Washington for a PresIdent to be a
humanist
as John Kennedy discovered
in 1961. It is doubtful whether
Ford and Carter are humanists,
but It is also questionable
whether they
could take their principles to work with them even if they were.
The Scrimshaw
doubts that either Ford or Carter will make a
significant
response to our society's problems or these of the world.
-Gnettos and nuclear weapons, old people eating dog food and iail~ which
are Incredibly inhuman will not be dealt with by those men. Neither Ford
nor Carter will deal with world hunqer ,
TransformIng
the world tnrough an Involvement whlch no longer trusts
the Fords and the Carters avoIds both blind followIng and apathy. This
creative skepticism
rather than apathetic cynicism is crucial for both
IndIviduals and society. If it is true that our leaders will not act, then it is
up to lndtvlduets to bring about fundamental
retorm . and if you aren't
involved in some way with that reform that Is your loss as well as
society's.
Perhaps our most immedIate
task is education
and consciousness
raising as the birth of commlttment
to Improvement
of society. There are
many dynamics of that commlttment.
It Is, for example
very much an
Intellectual
search . a head trip. We need to understand
how the
President's
hands may be tied by other, less public, power groups in our
SOCiety such as the corporations.
We need to know why some old people
must eat dog food. We need to know why the poor remain poor. We need toknow who Is polluting and destroying the environment.
Education and
consciousness
raIsing In our Impersonal,
industrlaJlzed
society should
focus on seeking out accountability
and responslb1llty
for the largely
anonymous evils which cause so much suffering. We need to seek out the
Inhuman connections
and- causal
relationships
which are basic to
America.
The skeptIcIsm and doubt which so many students seem to feel about
the election Is not creative unless we couple it wIth that head trip and then
flesh out our understanding
In action. Voting or not voting on Tuesday Is,
perhaps, a small matter compared to that long term commlttment.
So
whether or not you vote Tuesday we at Scrimshaw urge that your decision
be based on creative skepticism, and commlttment
to people rather than
dead apathy.
For your own gOOd as well as that of others, commit
yourself to learnIng who really dOes run our country and who makes
people suffer. Commit yourself to learning America's
power dynamics.
.....
).5.
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Editorial:

Required"Threats

Western Maryland
College Instructors
are presently
using an in·
structlon technique that seriously demonstrates
a lack of respect for the
maturity level of the student body. How long will certaIn faculty memo
bers require their students to attend various lectures and acfivltles on
campus In order to apply a grade for their mere presence at each func
t1on? And more importantly,
for what reasons do the professors go to
their little black books in order to mark down whether little Johnnie Doe
dId or did not appear at the guest speaker's lecture.
The students of this college are not paying $4000 In order to be taught
how to play in the sandbox. By the age of 18 they are considered mature
enough to be called "adults" and therefore deserve the ensuing respect
and responsibilities.
One of those responsibilities
Includes that of tending
to the necessary studies for passing the course. Not attending many of
these activities should surely show upon the final grade.
If students must not only be prodded, but must also be threatened
In
order to Insure their attendance
at some of the more '!culturally
enlightening"·
presentations,
tnen something may be wrong with the
learning environment
under which we all exist. Students must not only be
expo.sed to different fprms of knowledge, they must also want to absorb
the knowledge that is there for the grabbing. This is the decision that
someone wilt have to make··whetner
to go and soak up this Information or
to lettheopportunlty
pass us by. III many cases the decisIon is taken on by
Ine Instructor.
The SCRIMSHAW would like to state that they are noUn any way
supportive of low activity attendence caused by a sheer case of student
neglect. However, we would Ilketo reiterate, that .with the high costs we
are paying for college tuition, and the amount of responsibility
laden on
students today, that the students of WMC should be allowed to make their
own cnolces on how to get the most from their education.
·J.R.

*****

Leadership to Tomorrow Starts Today
Jim Wright
'tinuing.
Leadership seems to be a quality
missing today.
All around us the
lack of meaningful
direction
is
evident. People are apathetic and
tired,
weary
and complacent,
disillusioned
and disgusted.
On
the national scene it is estimated
that fewer than half of this nation
will exercise their right to choose
the "leadership"
of this country.
People are fed up with the choice of
government
offered us. On this
campus, but for the efforts of a few
unrecognized
individuals,
there
seems
to be no voice for the
people--or at least if there is, it's
not effectual.
The recognized
"leadership"
we have has not risen
up and pushed
for their
constituents.
The only real progress
made towards
any constructive
change at WMC has been wrought
at the hands of a silent· few not
known to most. But maybe it would
be fruiUul to look at the attributes
of true leadership
before
con-

A le~der is one who is in con~ol
of basically three things. The nrst
is he knows where
things are
headed and can anticipate
future'
problems
and rough spots. The
second is that he not only knows
where things are headed but where
they should be headed; what needs
to happen
down the road. The
third,
and
most
important,
characteristic
of true leadership _is
to have the wisdom
and skill
needed to get where things should
and need to be. Too often we settle
for leadership
that does nothing
more
than
coordinate
the activities of others. If we settle for
this form of leadership
then the
students of WMC will never break
out of the status
quo of complacency and excell to greatness.
The job 9f leadership is not merely
to coordinate
but to initiate and
carry through.
with skill and
wisdom, hIS or her constituents
to
the fulfillment of their goals. Yet

not only do .they need to lead
towards those goals but they need
to clearly
establish
and define
them.
Persons
of vision
and
wisdom as opposed to status quo
and coordination are needed, both
nationally and locally. But the only
way to cultivate such people is to
encourage
their
actions
and
developement
and prod them on to
their full potential.
We have to
realize
that we need men and
women of great character,
vision,
wisdom and insight
not just good
office holders.
I believe that it
takes a few people, ten notches up
on the totem pole, to br-ing society
up just two. Leadership
must lead
and can only do so if they have
beaten a path for others
>-

Now is the time to demand such
and no less. It is time we encourage
those that can meet this challenge.
It is time we accept no less and be
ready to change the present when
the future knocks on our door

On the National Scene ...
-with the Presidential
campaign
drawing to a close, both Ford and
Carter have taken to the road. The
candidates
are visiting
crucial
states such as ohto, Illinois and
California in an effort to swing the
undecided voters. The Gallup poll
continued to show 6 percent Carter
lead of 47-41 percent with 2 percent
for independent
McCarthy and 10
percent
still
undecided.
MeCar-thy's impact on the vote seems
to be dwindling
as Nov. 2 ap;
proaches.
-Finai
'carrlpaign' strategies
are as follows:
Ford
will be
stumping hard, on the attack will a
multi-million
dollar
media
blitz
following him in his travels. Carter
will take a slightly more leisurely
pace. His plans are to avoid controversy and shore up traditional
Dell!~~.!!~~. y?~i!l8. !:>.10l_!~~;...
-On election night, keep a close
watch on the early returns from
New York and Connecticut.
If
Carter wins easily, he is a nationwide shoo-:i~. If Ford upsets the
Georgian
in these states,
he is
practically
assured of victory.

Have a hangover?
Scientists
believe that they have finally found
the cure for this age-old ailment in
the form of "amaethystic
agents."
'Mississippi'
'New
Orleans last week, a tanker and
ferryboat collision resulted in the

-On' the'
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The United
Nations
General
Assembly by a vote of 134-0 refused
to recognize the independence
that
the South African white govern
ment granted the Transkei tribal
territory.
as
black
African
1eJegates lined up more than 100
;peakers for the annual attack on
South Africa's
ap.::rtheid
racial
policy. The U.S. representative
abstained from voting saying that
while being against racial apar·
teid, he could
not support
a
resolution containing
such "loose
language"
and extremist fXIlicies.

juices. If that's too expensive
or
unfeasible,
don't require
me to
board here if I live here. Why can't
I responsibly cook my own food in a
trtead's apartment
or in the kitcbens in McDaniel or Whiteford if I
store
it
using
the
proper
precautions
against
rodents?
Or
even go to restaurants
all of the
time? Why is the only way for me
to have a balanced dietis to live off
campus
(or "isolated"
in an
apartment)
or change my eating
habits?
If the only
reply
is
"because
everyone
will want to
stop paying board" than its time to
stop looking into the problem and
start changing it.
Sincerely,

;;;al;_;1
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'League' summit'

An' 'Arab'
'con
ference in Cairo endorsed a peace
plan for Lebanon Tues., but failed
to agree
on enforcement.
The
Christians demanded
total control
by the Lebanese government
over
Palestinian
guerrilla
in Lebanon
and pledged to drive the guerrillas
from southern Lebanon. There was
no expectation
that Syria would
any of its forces from ...

~~!~:

-All of the above subjects may be
found treated in greater detail in
the Nov. 1 issue of NEWSWEEK

Letter to the Editor

Dear Editor:
Who does Dean Mowbray think
he is kidding?
Alternate
board
plans will "cut down significantly
the
social
aspects
of
the
cafeteria?"
What
about
the
present "social aspects"
where a
main topic of conversation
is how
lousy the food is, and why do we
···AND '!'lIE
HAVE to board here, who has food
poisoning,
and
why
are
my
G10bal
fingernails
always
purple
from
.
.
lack of protein?
.
~mte
RhodeSIan
leaders
I know I'm a vegetaflan
and
rejected
new black
nationalist
that's WEIRD,
but give me a
demands this week and the rivalry
Jreak! At least serve mor~ fish,
am~n~ the bl~ck leaders surfaced
oeans in. the soups, cheese In ~e
agalO In the fmal preparations
for macar?n! and cheese, whole gram
the conference
on the future of flours In the baked goods, and not
.~~~i:~:.............

·A·merlcan.no~eiist .

SaUi .BeiIow
last week received the news that he
had won the Nobel Prize
for
Literature.
Bellow is known as the
modern master of the comic novel.
Born
of Russian
parents
in
Canada, the st-yeer-old
Bellow is
best known as the author of such
works as "Herzog",
"Seize The
Day"
and
"Me. Sammler's
Planet."

near'

IiZ::;£:ti~rving
switched teams lash week and will
now be shooting hoop for the veers
instead of the NS. Nets. Erving
cost the Philadelphia
team $6.5
million.
This
amounts
to a
dramatic
power
shift
in pro
basketball
that has left New York

week

sou~~:~

fans kicking.

He Ornry
Jim Teramani
Mark Bayer
Linda Mann

Jim Wogsland
Dianne Jenkins
Jim Wright
Chris Bohaska
Nancy Menefee
Wayne Pierce

Mark Katz
Phil LaPadula
Doug Bowman
Mike D'Andrea
SueColeman
Joe Golden
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Wars, R~poera~, and Pardons

Personal VIf!WpOiJd:
Phil LaPadula
As this presidential
campaign
comes down to the stretch, one
issue has been practically ignored
in the last few weeks. This is the
issue of pardons. Speaking strictly
from my conscience, I can only say
that Mr. Ford's decision to pardon
Richard Nixon and not the 90,000
exiled draft evaders is not only
Inconsistent
and the height
of
hypocrisy, but is vehemently ~ntichristian!
Referring to the bible,
fifth commandment
states:
'
'Thou shall't not kill." Notice. it
doesn't say: "Thou shall't not kill
EXCEPT in war!" It doesn't ev~n
make any exception for kilJing 10
self defense, al~ough l_1lustpeople
read this into It. It Just states:
"Thou shall't not kill-PERIO~!"
Ther~fore, I m~t ask the follow~ng

l'_

wrong or not is questionable. Few
people question the fact that Nixon
was wrong and that the laws he
broke were right. Why then does
Ford see it fit to pardon a man who
broke laws that everyone agrees
are just, while refusing to pardon
those who broke Jaws that are at
least questionable
in moral rectltudet The case is often made that
to pardon the draft dodgers would
be an insult to those who did fight
in Vietnam. However, I seem to
remember towards the lat~er part
of the war, veterans strolling up to
the White House fence m wheel
chairs and throwing their medals
over in protest.

years, killed off thousands more,
only to have it end with North
Vietnam taking over the south!
They could have done that in 1968
and we could have saved a couple
of hundred thousand lives! This
just goes to point out that no
political party has a monopoly on
war and it's ridiculous for Robert
Dole to even suggest such an air

surdity. If the Republicans are so
anti-war, and are trying to portray
themselves as the "peace party",
why don't they pardon the people
who took a stand against war-.the
draft evaders!
Anotllex ~~ect
example of polit~cal ~~n~y!
In conclusion, all I can say is that
Gerald Ford pardoned
Richard
Nixon for any criminal offenses he
••

commited
in
connection
to
Watergate,
but neither
he nor
anyone else can ever pardon all the
ruthless and selfishpoliticans
like
Lyndon
Johnson
and Richard
Nixon who sentenced hundreds of
thousands of young men to th~ir
deaths in a hopeless, immoral war.
That is a case that only God can
decide!

_ .._ •.
Jesau Power vs. KISS .... ....,... (WMC) cu~

I am not trying to be vindictive in
saying that Nixon should not have
been pardoned. The man probably

• ..,~.
persuade
Ford
and Carter
to
renounce of offensive, first-strike
use of nuclear weapons. One of the
rasters _a nun-wrote of her intent;
"I can be a channel of Life, Love
and Peace which the Spirit of God
imparts through bodily means. I
fast as a way of being nonviolent
and powerless
over others
in

~:s:e;al

~:~!:as~y toP:~:ic:~y

~~ie:e~o~~:UhYi~S ~hC;:~t~!~ ~:l~

!:~! s~~e~~:u~:~tg~s

inconsistency
in showing compassion towards one man who
broke just laws, and not towards
90,000. who . broke
a law of
uuestionable Justness.
While we're still talking about
pardons, I think Ford should also
pardon his running mate Robert
Dole. Dole's behavior during the
Vice-Presidential
nominee's
debate was vicious and in poor
taste to say the least. It appeared
to me to justify the suspicion that
Dole is the most repulsive political
figure to appear on the scene since
Spiro Agnew, The thought of such a

Take
Jesus
and
Henry
Kissinger for example - reflective
of their mutual and quite intimate
concern for liberty and power both
might have found their seats in the
front row (though it is questionnable, of course, whether
they
would have found seats next to
each other).
While both men might agree that
power leads to freedom,
their
conceptions of the brand of power
leading to freedom are not only
fundamentally
different
but are
also, perhaps, unalterably opposed
to the other as well: Power has a

other social forces,"
Parental acceptance of and faith
in a child is a third example of
Jesus power. Freeing, no-stringsattached love empowers children
to love others
to create
and to
make a potent response to the
world. A genuine love which hides
no game playing creates people
who are powerful
enough and
secure enough to be who they truly
are
Rather than empowering human
beings, Kissinger power tends to be
power over people who are made to
feel frustrated
and impotent

~:~Ie~en
tainable

a~d th~it~~~l~
~~a~
cause.
Whenever
g
~~~~~h~g m .:: t~:°:C~p::~~~~
the case of the Vietnam War, the
draft dodgers are being made the
scapegoats for the mistakes of a

;i;te~i~~O~i:agy
t~:~:!~:n~ndi~
would rather have a cobra as Vice-

~~ihadi:fi~r~nJ'~:aJn:~J/or
The point of this essay

Henry
is that

~~~~t~r:t~:~f~~
~~a~~~~~~:
defeated and victorious, the im-

committment
to truth at the expense of a "safe", middle class,

~rses~~:~tLc~~~::~
retain a certamdegree
cr dtgnitya
trait
which the undistinguish
senator
from Kansas
obviously

~wa~~~::i~ ~~~~rt~~:=
Jesus' and Henry K.'s approaches
to power
mold our paths
to
humaness
and freedom.
Each

~~e~~lf;!~~ent,
and the leaders
Our world, of course, relies a
great deal on Kissinger power. The
American
bombing
deluge
of

~~s~~~!~~r~~~r.I~~e a ~~r~~:~di~
school steeped in pain and suftenng, class distinction
and intimidating
roles, love and truth

fe~e%~~i~~~~an
pardon Ford for
being a hypocrite in this matter·
p~obably caughtthe .affliction ~rom
hiS predeces~or
Richard
NIxon
Nixon exposed
himself
as the
ultimate hypocrite when he campaigned and was elected on the
theme of "law and order", only to
take the criminals off the streets of
Washington and put them in the
Whitehous.e! But how can Gerald
Ford poSSIbly believe that a little,
unknown
draft
dodg~r
could
cause ~ore dam~ge to ~IS c.ount~y
than .Rlcha~d Nixon did With hIS

~~C!~;n~:d ~~o;~, t~,~ ~:oa~:b~;
won't say anything."
In this
,respect,
he kept his promise, at
least as far as sang anything about
the issues. What we did hear were
alot of cute little one-liners such
as, "We'll give him (Carter) the
bunny vote." He then dragged on
about his war wounds and "the
Democratic
Wars". To point out
how ridiculous Dole's strategy of
depicting the Democratic party as
the sole war party in this country
is, lets take some examples. We
can
start
with the Spanish-

~;~~O~~fe ~~a~ i~e~an:: t~O~h:
person- and that question, whether
conscIous
or unconscIOus.
IS
inevitably ours as well
Some examples might illumine
the contrast
between
the two
responses.
Jesus'
crucifixion
might be an illustration
of his
brand of power. While- the Romans
thought that Jesus was an impotent
loser as they made fun of him on
the cross the impact of his ·'impotence,'
was,
as we know,
enormous. Jesus' priority choice of
embodied
truth instead
of the

~~~~~ ~~~~n~~;:s;S~~:~~~r~~
··peace·' negotiations in Paris are
a vivid example. One figure quoted
at that time was that more bombs
fell in an eleven day period than
were
droped
on
Germany
throughout World War II by the
Allies.
The inhuman dichotomies which
reflect Kissinger power are also
present
at WMC. Consider
the
discrepancy
between the social
status based on occupational roles
of the maids and maintenance
people here relative to that of Dr.

:~~k~~an::!~~:~cetr:;s:~~~a~\:
and barriers. Jesus power points
out that when we have power over
others
we forsake
our real,
deepest, un-en-roll-ed selves. In
empowered
humility
it brings
respect and integrity to everyone
on all sides of all dichotomies and
confrontations. The victors and the
defeated, the high status folks and
the low, the teachers
and the
learners, are all people in love and
in pain in the truth. "The mountains shall be lowered and the
valleys shall be raised"
- Jesus

:~doc;:s
di::u!:ctor~~:r.lal~
hindsight, it should be noted that
the draft evaders only made one
mistake, if indeed they were wrong
and 1 believe they weren't, while
~ixon made many mis~kes and
disobeyed thela",: many limes! Yet
Ford pardons NIXon an? not t~e
draft
evaders.
,II thkmk, thiS
represents
a tota
ac
0 compassion and obvious distortion of
value.s to say the leB;st.
.
It IS of~en the SituatIOn With
controversial
cases that not only
the individuaI<s).is on trial, but the
law itself is?n tnal as well. Such is
aft evade,rs.
the ca~e WI~ the
There IS obViously little questIOn
that they did break the selective
t
se_rvice I.aws. W?a ~s really on

~:S~rif~,;::ali~:~s
::~ o~~:
wars in the history of the U.S. and
William McKinley, a Republican
was President!
Going back even
further
we find that· Abraham
Lincol~,
a Republican
was
President during the bloodiest War
in the history of the U.S.-the Civil
War. This is not to say that the
Civil War was Lincoln's
fault
Finally, we needn't go back too far
in our history to discover that
Richard Nixon, a Republican was
President during four bloody years
of the Vietnam War. He could have
ended it in 1968 when he took
office, as he had promised, with the
same result as the eventual outcome-North
Vietnam taking over
the south. Instead he played the

~~:;i;l~~!s:e~~ta~r~n:h!ni~~:tf~~
his brand of power. Catch the
images which express his choice;
At his trial Jesus answerS one of
Pilate's questions by saying, "My
kingdom is not of this world"
which is to say "My power is
totally
different
from yours"
Later, in the midst of ultimate
defeat at the hands of a state immersed in Kissinger power Jesus
was concerned
with forgiveness
and love ("Father
forgive
them ... "). Jesus power seems to lie
in the apparent
impotence
of
suffering and humility accepted
for the sake of truth and love.
A more recent attempt at Jesus
'power appeared in an October 8
Scrimshaw
article.
The article

-;~hdn~nt~na~~di~~~ j~~n s~~~
~
vividly contrasted.
Even though
Dr. John is a person and a hum",...
being apart from his authoritative
role, he exercises
power over
people
because
of that
role.
because
of his job he may be
reckoned with and feared by underlings in ways which may even
be quite foreign to him as a person.
Roles entailing power over people
and ruscrepancies
in status are
central
to the same
Kissinger
power
which
bombed
North
Vietnam. Folks are hurt and intimidated
and defeated
in both
cases.
WMC's fractured
community of hierarchy and class in
founded in Kissinger power
It may also be valuable to con-

~:f~~!~:t~~~l~:~:~~~
i~r~~t~~i~,
valleys and mountains
Kissinger
power is based on
falsehood. It assumes that there is
no fundamental
continuity of life
and that people are alienated
individuals
without
bonds
or
relationship to one another. This
pod.wm~r~,
...to~ertoe'ok"'lel'otahlel~.SIt0~ro~~
.... ......" •
'"
one to enjoy st"1tUS and privilege
whictl others m::lY not. It allows
and creates dichotomy and class mountains and valleys.
The relationship
of means and
ends is another fundamental
difference. Kissinger power justifies
its means by its ends (fighting for
peace)
while
Jesus
power
stipulates that means and ends are

!nal, or 10 qu~tlOn, ~s the m?ral
~~~~:S~e~\oaqU~t~c~c:.~ a~i~;;~~

political games as his predecessors
and kept it .going another
four

sider the dichotomy between WMC
students and faculty. The very

~:~ld~~':y~s~·es:~ ~:~~, ~el~~:~
live that love now. We cannot love,

:e~~a~:~re:~d~ha~f

in an unjust

and

~~~~sth~~~

~?~sc~~~~esili~~e ~~

senseless

human

models

to

F~:~:i~~
~~!~~

~:\~~~
•

that

~~~:e ~~~~e :~:~~

~~

RLCFasts for Election Satm.'day

war

This Saturday,

on Oct. 30, the

that

authority

and

place

the

faculty

being

t;-~

and have a defense department
~~~::~~i~i:eth~~~:~~~~~:~;'~

it~~

fundamental

laws that Nixon and his men broke
;~~attot
t~~~d:~~n~~~~:;~i

for the upcoming elections and the
future of this nation. We will have

Christian or any other. Now is the
time to seek God and place our fate

potent "k..ids" (or dumbells,
faculty member expressed

the land.

~~l~

:~i~~~~~~~o~~

~~~~itrn~::~~:~)~sA~i~~~:'

~~

;1E0~~:g~o~~!;~~~~~~~i~~;
~~
~:ej~i~g ~o:n ~~;e;hO

political

activities

are

not things

that ~an~~~ O
~an ~~~~~o:ith
~e~e~
the dra~t l~~~ersl
w~re

c~~c:h~e

t::l~ev~

would

t~:~~~o~s ~~

. responsibility of all who have faith
in a higher authority to appeal to

:~~

:\~~ t:~~;v~:~

:~~rr1Zino7it~il:t'0;~;:;

Remember,

freedom

and

:~~~~t!MJ~~n:si~~~:~i:~

as one
it at a

student

is

graded

on

~~:::~~

:na:~~
*=

how

ef-

fectively he or she may mirror the
profes!>or's biased interpretation of

reality

of

at

the

an~ligf~~:s C~~~~Wi~yit~~

eX;~~~~"~i~~rty

~tru;~J;ii~~~r:pe:h~~~~~~~~:
liherty

are not chance events but a great
responsibility.

The differences between Jesus
power and Kissinger power are
important. Jesus power is based on
a truth of life's continuity
and
oneness. Reflected in interpersonal
love and in social justice,
that
continuity dictates that all human
beings are brothers and sisters. In
this truth hurting another person
means hurting oneself. There is a
piece of God, says this continuity,
in everyone.
is A~~~fU~:~~~ta~~~ Je:~sb~7:~

and

~;~~~~n wO~ett~!~ c~~nt~e

~~~~;::::nOro~f;~:6

~~rh~:sr~a~h~er~~::

t';:~I:r~

~s~ir~~U;o~~~;~t~~i~~~~~li~ l!k;a~~

of justice,

:lsc~:nn~~

Jesus never owned any plantations
either.

authoritative

almost nobody who thinks that the

Obstruction

i~e~

::lit::;e:~~

•

materi.al. Students are called by
their first name while faculty are
not people but are titles instead.
(talk about intimidating
roles).
Students must request permission
to speak via hand raising while
professors speak at will.
One wonders when the niggers
will get it together ... and one must

punishing these me.n for merely
adheretng
to .Chrlsti~n
~oral
values 10 refusing to fight m an
imm~ral,
pol~~ical
",:,ar?
Is
Amenca really,
One nation under
God", or "One nation under the
sword"!"
Before judgel_1lent. is
passed on these men certain things
should be broughtto mind. The war
was wrong! The war was immoral!
The war was lost! It was the bloody
result of a series of abominable
political blunders by a small group
of selfish and ruthless politicians
and self-interest
groups,
sentencing hundreds of thousands of

rn:

f~~e;·~~~:~

John Springer
It might be useful to reflect on
and imagine
the reactions
of
certain well known people to the
recent Liberty vs. Power history
symposium. We might gain some
awareness of our own response to
the Liberty vs. Power issue if we
consider the possible reaction of

vs.

Power·'?

~e~ah~~~ th;t::~po~~~~'Li~r~;
~~~~~,s~:~~~:~f;'~o~~dnt,~e~a:!
j~~~s ~~e~~::~ti~~eYO~~~o:?a)~
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Cont;n"~'~'~fu'b;kes,RoIIoMayOnFreedom
Only about ten of the sixteen
delegates were present at Sunday's
meettng,
but a number of important proposals were discussed
and voted on anywhere. Four of the
delegates were from Hagerstown,
one was from Smithsburg,
Md.,
and the lest were from Western
Maryland. The meetings are open
to the public, and anyone is invited
to attend and participate
in the
proceedings
even those who are
not deleg~tes.
An important
resolution
that was voted, on
Sunday concerned prayer in public
schools. It proposed,
"requiring
students
in public
schools
to

which go only 25 miles per hour,
represent
more of a threat on
roadways than they do on bike
paths. A resolution calling for a tax
credit for users of solar energy was
also defeated on the grounds that it
would descriminate
against
the
poor tax payer who cannot-afford
solar energy and just give another
tax break to the rich.
I
dditi
t th
I f
~ ~
~onb 0 ~e reso u 10~
~ulml~te
th ~ t ~I ~~:e
f 0
e~a.es,
e O~~CI a.
de~
0 ~ err own
e~e /nc.u
ef
ano. ~r try at ~nmlna
lza~lOt~0
mar~J~ana,.
an.
a 7s~ ~ IOn

John Spnnger
This writer wrote this article
from notes taken by a friend who
att~nded Rollo May's le?ture. ~he
article,
therefore,
IS twice
removed from the actu~llecture
so read it with a gram of salt.
May's talk proved
to be well
worth
sharin~
with the WMC
community
- In spite of any DCcasional fuzziness
.
Existential
psychologist
and
author Rollo May lectured
last
Thursday
afternoon
at John
Hopkins University
in Baltimore
on the topic '.'The Psychology of
Freedom". His lecture was part of

~~~ti~:re~~e~~di~~~~'
~~~;c~:~
voted down by the Council on the
grounds that it made participation
in
such
non-denominational
"m e ti i ta t i on"
man da tor y .
However, the delegates indicated
that they would be in favor of a
resolution
calling for voluntary
participation
in school prayers.

~~IF~:c~~~r~~~~
~:eSotsPi~:~
InJurle~ to sWlm~ers. A propose~
reso:~hon o.pposmg ~ny laws tha f
wou
require ma.n ato~y use 0
seatbelts
asoh rejected; .. a s~~
SeqU~t reso ution {equ~l~g
e
man dt0'Juseuse~
~e~t tets~a~
r::f~~c a~c~Je:Suc
e a e a u

r~~:~umM~~i~h
~~ t~;~~~~~~~
:a~~~kee:af:~t:~ec~~t:~
Question of Freedom".
May is the meanings so that a new Gestalt, or
author of Love and Will, as well as understanding
of the whole
is
Power
and lnnoncence.
In h.is formed. The point of this lea~inglecture May affirmed his belief In type is that people learn how to
free w~ll,. while linking
it to learn.
determinism
and
community
-May continued by interpreting
responsibility.
,He also placed the
relatively recent Western History
~od.ern ~rson s (!ac~ of) freedom
in terms of these learning-types
In hlStoncal perspectlve_.
_and the resulting tension between

t

d

t

.

The passage of the
Many of the resolutions
submitted by the House of Delegates
were vague and unspecific and will
have to be sent back for further
clarification before a vote can be
taken.
One of these
was
a
resolution to, "change the length of
time a husband and wife must live
apart
to create
a cause
for
divorce." However, the resolution
didn't clearly state rather
they
were proposing
lengthening
the
time or shortening
it! Gould
commented
that many
of the
questions on the Maryland Ballot
this year are also vaguely worded
and could confuse a lot of voters.
The Council
voted
down
resolution calling for removal
~~:~~~

!~~mp~:~~i~

to require sellers of food stamps

~:~f

to

s~~~

legislature. The Council is merely
asked for it's opinion regarding
these

issues,

for

whatever

it's

di::i~~tiO~e~t:e:~
~~~ °f~:~at;~~~
hi th
d

h~:~f~~~~n~

:rr~

~~!s~~~\~~

~f?c~~~[_:::~~:~::
I

~ ~~im:~~;o~o;~er~~m~t~

an~n~dap[!~i~~~il~i~'

~ri~

the next meeting is tentatively
scheduled for Nov. 21 in Ha~erstown. The Council is also planning
two seminars in the near future
One will deal with Region Six
Delinquency, and the other with
methods of input into the political
process

~~~ I~ P~:~~e~~~~rd:~g f~~e~~~
because it encoutages
passivity
and adaptation
to external
conditions. It is learning which may
encourage
people to merely accept without question the validity
of what they are taught. May
stated
that,
in this context,

of the age of Individulaism.
Transition
periods, May ,says,
force people to grab onto available
security.
The encounter
group
movement
in our society is an
example.
Transition
periods
confuse people and threaten them,
and so encourage
rigidness and

Help Pre:1r~entA Sw·cide
.V

We all have many

problems

in

I

\:c~~r~:i~ei;os:!~~e~
agencies. A resolution calling for
the removal of certain dams and
preventing
the enlargement
of
others to preserve scenic and wild
rivers was adopted,
as was a
resolution
concerning
state
preservation
of state resources,
and a resolution calling for a ban
on flip-top containers. An added resolution is being formulated
by
the Council to ban all throwaway
containers.
In general,
all the
resolutions
dealing with preservation of the environment
and
strengthening
of environmental
controls
were
adopted
overwhelmingly by the Council

problems

~~~!::~~eth:c~!f_~~~t

involve
~~~:~:~

~ar. Another common ~~h
~~~~~~~~

i~';~~

is that

~SU~~!~let~~~

~li~~~;th
~~m~~n~or~u'Z.~el~~
many people finr. their problems
insurmountable,
anrl attempt
to
deal with them by taking t.heir own
lives. Suicide, especially
am~ng
young people, is one of the most
tragic social problems of today.
Suicide is also a problem that can
be avoided by the simple act of
caring for one another. Suicides
often feel lonely, Isolated,
and
hopeless. The suiCide attempt has
been referred to as a "cry for
help," but it is more than that, it is
also a cry for someone to care,
someone to listen.
One of the answers to this cry has
been
the
system
of crisis
prevention centers, or hoUines. In
Some
other
important
recent years, most major cities
and surrounding areas have set up
resolutions that were adopted by hotlines
to which a potential
the council included, a right turn suicide can call, and find someone
on redproJ;lOsal, and a resolution to who will listen. Sue Wiser, a WMC
make mortgage loans
easier to student,
has worked
with the
attain by prohibiting
"escalation
Suicide
Prevention
Hotline
in
clauses." A resolution prohibiting
Columbus,
Ohio. She estimates
job discrimination
on basis of that m03t of the callers are bet-

life.
Stud~nts
hav~
special
problems
of
isolation,
and
vulnerability.
Loneliness plays a
large
part
in many
student
suicides.
Even when phySically
surrounded by people it is easy to
feel lonely and helpless.
Unfortunately, college is all too often
a testing ground of a student's
competency. Students have a fear
of failing,
both socially
and
academically.
This makes them
vulnerable, especially if they have
a history of past failures. The high
rate of alcoholism
among young
peoplealsoincreasestheirchances
of using suicide as a means to cope.
Sue explains that the best way to
deal witha suicide is to use positive
reinforcement.
In order to accomplish this, the listener repeats
key words and phrases during the
conversation.
This communicates
a feeling of really listening, and
caring to the potential
suicide.
People who deal with suicides are
advised to try to pick up on their
problems,
and be very sym-

f~lse: Talking about it is. an .in?ication that they are consldenng
It.
If a person se~J?s to be on the
verge of attemptm~
.or had actually attempted
SUICide, do not
leave them alone!
~hey need
someone with them until the crisis
has passed. If you must g~ for help,
make s~re some?ne is With them.
If a fflend co~fld~s _that.th.ey are
about to commit sUlc.lde, It. IS best
to let them do the talkmg. Listen as
much ~s you ~anand try to r~pond
to their feelings. Never dlrec.tly
as~ .the person why they feel like
SUICide. Just try to le~ them ~Ik
gradually ~bout what IS ~ther,"g
th~.
Don t attempt .to give them
~d~IC~ or SOI~ ~~elrIfproblems,
JUs
~ympa e IC.
someone
does confide In you, do not suggest
that they take the problem
to
soneone else, like a councilor. This
makes them feel that they are not
personally
cared about. Instead,
suggest that you would like to talk
~o someone else about it Ask them

:e~:~n~~~~~~~~!~~i~yft~~::l~~

pathetic about th,~ problems. T,he
availability of a Istener can a so
be crucial. There is a dtimfe-fa~ftor
involved in suici d e, an 0 ten I a
potential suicide can find someone
to talk to, the impulse will pass.
If a friend
or acquaintance
confides in you. that they are
contempting
suiCIde, there are

If th~re tisl:nr7
tht~e~OU~ li~e
you 0 a
0 or
.'
y 0
respond ,tho 'h"h;" feelings,
and
reassure
em
a you care
Most people are n?t. equipped to
handle an actual SUICide.attempt.
In this case the best thing to do
would. be to con~ct
the proper
authoflty,
which In most .cases

'Ohbo~.
'd o",v<>~ve,nUbr;u~'baPn~o,2,·'.y
°An
J
.....
"
....
resolution
prohibiting
motorassisted bicycles from using bike
paths and shoulders, and requiring
them
to use roadways,
was
overwhelmingly
rejected.
The'

ween the ages of 17-23, and 60-70
perCent are wo~en.
Men seem
to have more Inhibitions about
calling
or
discussing
their
problems. The men who do call are
usually older, and have been out of
work for some time. Their prc.blem
is their inability to support their
family_

VOW! What A TRIP!!
It was marriage on the move for
Devoy Geiger and his new bride,
Phyllis. They tied thtr knot while
Geiger piloted a bus along 1-40, in
Tennessee_
The highway nuptials surprised
about 20 guests on the bus who
thought they were being driven to
the location for the ceremony. The

reception

was held at a Nashville

hamburger stand.
"I'm a bus driver, and we met on
a bus trip,"
Geiger explained.
Immediately
after the wedding,
Geiger drove into a filling station
to refuel. Relatives later tied cans
to the bumper of the bus.

~~~I~:~~gMr~~ngs.t~~~~c~u~n~~~

.~~e

ebe!~~~r:n~~:!i1s:
~~~~~
g
same way the years sinde World
War II have been a disintegration

Most of the

:~~~;~i~P~;P~~~ii~n:~~i~~d
a~~
inner core of knowledge
and
freedom which society could not
imprison. The statement
re.ad;
"You can live without (political
and economic) liberty _ but not
without freedom."
. ~hat inner c.ore of fre.edom, ~ay
In~cated,
brings ~maety which
spfl.ngs from. havLn~ to ma~e

RH:nai?,"i,'aant;~w'haa,"ajUs,:ana,'",'ohne ~~~~~,s ~~~~r~f~.~.u;oe.~.~;,fe:;e~
""........
"
,
t f
I d
f

context .of facts.-Factuallearnmg,
or le~rmng based on r~te memory,

Nancy Menefee

dogmatism.
Freedom
is,
discouraged
in our transition
period as in any other - we Jive,
says May, in a psychotic age.
May says that freedom is "the
capacity of human beings to pause
in the face of stimuli, and to throw
their weight accordingly".
This
pause is shown most clearly in the
asking
of questions.
Freedom
entails both types of learning - it
means
grasping
facts,
understanding their context, and then
responding to both.
~ay
read .a statement
by a
Chicano describing his oppression
in Americ~. The person affirmed

h h

~~~:rn~~'sthe
y~~~~lat~~~iS~~.~
Council meets once a month and

a
of

~~00~!~

resolutions

~~!ss~~~IY :a;as:~~tb)~~~

behaviorism may be dangerous if
it exerts too much control and
leads to the same passivity
of
factual learning. Vulnerability
to
external conditions indicates that a
person has no impact on their own
life.
That
vulnerability
and
adaptive learning may appear in
t~e form
of dogmatism
and
rigidness
in beliefs. When our
beliefs become dogma, says May,
they must be reformed
The second type .of learning
emphasizes the importance of the
learner's initiative. Its concern is
that students "do something" with
the facts. This type of learning,

se~~ra!u\~itl~S ~~r~~
i~:I~d. be ~~~~~e~e w:h~a:~m
eq~~;~ntto
taken seriously. Even if a person handle the causes that lead up to
s~ems to be joking, that may be a most suicides.
~~. ~f~:t~n~~~::~~e
~~~':~
suicide attempt with nIYreal desire
to destroy their own life; it is a plea
for attention. Unfortunately many
times
they
accidentally
kill
themselves,
even if they had no
intentions of actually going that

ar!he g~~~~~::~es
°ts~~~~:~~
helplessness
and hopelessness.
If
we all make an effort to care about
each other, perhaps we can reach
the people trapped behind these
barriers,
and help avoid
the
tragedy of suicide.

;~~hi~g~~:sc~~I~;~:ve~/~~u;:g~
IS necessary to face thIS ~nxlett
the
'.'work
of worrymg
,I,s
~~~;:~~~sb~~ed~~dto ~:ccee~:~';;es~
and risk
At that point May began a
discussion of the necessity of integrating free will, determinism,
and community responsibility into
our Jives. Determinism
is "the
nemesis of death which stalks us
all" and in which "possibility
becomes
impossibility".
He indicated that determinism
is an
unconscious
process
in which
people may be mere victims of
their
environment.
Freedom,
however, is the conscious exercise
of choice, and is followed by
responsibility. In fact, May linked
responsibility
and determini,;m,
equating
determinism
with
<unavoidable?)
accountabilitv
to
others for one's actions.
"l"reedom
withOut determinism
causes
anarchy,
while determinism without freedom causes
apathy."'
May used an analogy between
freedom
and determinism
and
rippl~ in.a pond to indicate their'
relatIOnship. With the self as the
center of the ripples, "freedom is a
circle within a larger circle of
determinism,
which is surrounded
by eyen larger freedom and thus
unto
eternity."
Integrating
freedom and determinism brings a
great broadening of human personality. While admitting that the
existence of free will cannot be
proven and while admitting that
we do not have choice in all
things, May said that "we can
believe in option". He also pointed
out that some things
become
possible
only when a person
believes in them. An example of
this is freedom - other examples
might be love and beauty.
The close of the lecture emphasized
the
importance
of
responsibility
to freedom.
When
faced with a choice, says May, we
must pause not only to bring into
the picture our own depth but that
of others as well. "Responsibilitynot anarchy. There is no freedom
without responsibility."
The
next
lecture
in
the
Eisenhower
Symposium
at
Hopkins will be on November 1 at
4:15 PM. The lecture is entitled
"The Nature of Freedom" and will
be given by Noam Chomsky, Ph.D.
who is a professor of linguistics at
MIT

Friday, October

29, 1976

Md.

Letters Home

Polls
Busy

Carlton Harris
All eyes will be turned upon
Messrs.
Carter
and Ford this
Tuesday, as is deserving of the
office sought. But other elections,
potentially as important as the big
one, will be underway as well. I
speak
specifically
of
the
Congressional elections.
In good old Maryland, it appears
as if we will be having a new
:~:~~~n

~~~~;~a~:rsb~~:S~t:;;;

~enJggi~g

i~ the dirt ~OOking!or

~h~~t;

e,*yabi~.
~o~o
;e~a:;;:s~
bushmen fighting their wars. They
throw spears at each other and
then go out there and bring them
back! Seriously though, all we've
learned about is nudity and dirt.
Dr. Griswold is the professor and

~Z~~di~::e:t~~~~

~r~~~e~~

~d~~s~l~~~e~
seem safe. These

~~~c~7 exceptions

his

are the races to

work.

~~:~th~~;s

1) In Arizona, Rep. Paul Fannin's seat will probably be won by a
Democrat.
The
conservative
~,~~~o:. is retiring after 12 years of
_,.............

t~::m~it~o s~:~l~f
It must

have

~~;
been

i~ee~e t~ri::ll~~~~~~

things in that class though. The kid
next door to me is in the other
section and after seeing a movie
describing
the Magicot-elfgious
culture
complexes
(TRANS-

I

~iII~~~h:i~.'10ctors)

he cast a

People

doctors. Doctor Earl Griswold is a
prominent anthropologist
and has
over 15 years of film-making to his
credit. He is also the head of the
sociology
department
here at
Western
Maryland.
Dr. McCay
Vernon is internationally-known

1972.

In most cases films about the
exceptional have been made with
t!J~'7exceptional person as the
object.or the film. Doctor Vernon
and Doctor Griswold have taken
the opposite stand to this, and their
films are designed to show the
exceptional in a new focus. They
have made the films from the
viewpoint or perception
of the
exceptional person. (who is still the
object of the films) as he or she
perceives the world about himself
or herselfl. The success of the films
has been proof of this technique.

Since that time, both professors
have been working all over the
country with different aspects of
exceptionality. Another example of
something they have teamed up on

In relating to audiences, as in the
educational aspect, the films have
been directed to a dual purpose.
First and foremost again the films

:e~iS

has been spino bifida.

~~;~u:e

f1i~ii~n~.~~fi~e~S w~a~r~~npa~~s a[~

people who have exceptional

EamonnMcGeady
Usher's syndrome,
deaf blindness,
spine
bifida,
"genius"
children.
Not many people are
familiar with these terms and all
that they entail; but through the
work of two WMC professors, Dr.
Earl Griswold and Dr. McCay
Vernon, these topics are being
brought into the open and exposed
to the public eye.
A brief

background

on

;;~~~y Wi~~~~h:afinHe

journals

both

~:!~~i;ne

~h:~~o~i~:~
casting award

d~~

and is also the editor

~~:!I~foft~~e

Dr. Griswold and Dr. vernon
first collaborated on a program for
the Public Broadcasting System in
1972. With Dr. Vernon's work in the
field of deafness the result was a
three hour, prime-time, nationally
broadcast
program,
entitled
An
Evening on Deafness. The show
described the many aspects of a
deaf
person's
life,
and
the
problems deaf people encounter.

in

a~;~~~~~

s~:e~~~~i~v~~~~
as the best show of

that the development

this he has written two books: They
Grow in Silence;
and Multiple
Handicapped
Deaf
Children:
Medical,
Psychological,
and
Educational Considerations.

or growth of

~~':.vS:i~~~~;sd ~a~~~~~t:~f~:
spine become jumbled in a ball,
usually located in the small of the
back. The results are that lower
portion of the body is without

Ofp:~:
UD~~C''in~t ~~r
tt~~~!f: ~~~;g
~~;~E!~:~~f~~~~f::~~~:~:~~
~~:S~~~;;'~~~~v:e·:~~o'ne

a :;o~~~~Tt':;:~rho~~:I~~~n~~~~~~
~~~~~~~'id~~:

D r. s ·F·11mExceptional

D~~W~~~Y:~~i~~'Ihooe.HOW'S
Butch?
He isn't
getting
into
anymore fights with the neighbors
dog, is he?
In your last letter you asked me
to describe some of my classses.
Let me tell you about Cu1tural
Anthropology. If you don't mind
watching
naked
people
throw
spears at each other, little Eskimo
kids eating raw fish, and grown

in the state. There is no statehouse
contest and all eight House incumbentsseem
safe. Polls indicate
that Sarbanes should win easily,
piling up a huge lead in the
Baltimore area.
Several
close Senate
battles

the incumbents
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All

of

these

terms;

Usher's

~~~tai~t ~~~ef~~~ n;;;:l~~eist~~

th~x~ti~alth:e

~~~~

~~: f~~~et~~t~h:::~~ec~~Z;~i~~~

:t~:~!

s~h"~V~~~~~~t::~~i~::sa~~:~~~

T~~n1Y~~p~~~ican seat in Hawaii

wonder they chase after their own

;~e:c~~~~~~ii?;

~~~~~na~a

~~~~r~ittl~i~~~i~~te:at

plies to the handicapped

won

by

Dem.

Spark

~~~h;i~~

th~~x~~~~fl~a~~

directed

or, in the

traits

~~:i~~l~d~tfcs:t~~~:ri:~~es~t~~?s
is not the "misery loves company"
cliche; far from it. In fact it is
totally different.
Through
these
-films people who have been affected by a handicap of some sort

their films to i~corporat;·

would be a film that Dr. Griswold

~~i~:~e~io~~~~~~~~~~t;l;:~~

~~:fDrbl~;n~~.m~~:

la:itl~ea~~~

are trying to accomplish with"their
films is to educate not only those
who fall into the exceptional
bracket, but also those who are
close to the exceptional person. In
the words of Dr. Vernon, "We are
trying to humanize
the human
condition people face". In doi.ng
this "humanizing",
they have
taken a unique approach in their

complished
two functions:
The
first being a study of deaf blindness; but the second may have
been even more
helpful.
By
making the film in coordination
with the center, they were able to
communicate
the fact that the
Helen Keller Center had just reopened in a brand-new
highly
advanced clinic on Long Island.

~'~\~~;~:~~g;:l~lf~~
!::ir:'~:~~~~:\~~~~iE:~~:~
~~~uE:;;'~!~~t~t~~1:~t~:
w+:~ ~:~~!t~;;;;~_;::dn
::d
a::rnPt:~~:~~~~~:~!~:f.

in4in~:~:

185\e;~ ~~st~: ~an:~earrOWlY lose
to Bob Monks in Maine. Muskie has
been around as long as Hartke.
6) Don Riegle (Dem.) appears to
be safely ahead in the race for the
retiring Philip's
Hart seat. His
opponent is Marvjn Esch.
7) A Republican
will take the
Dem. seat presently held by Stuart
Symington

~:~:;;~!.
:fo~:~

ah8~a:in
" (Rep.)

:some
urine. I
At least
cooking

of their food in cow's
wish they'd try that here.
it would be a change from
things in axle grease.

of exc~ptlonahty
are
mental
retardatlon and cleft pallet.
Realizing that most cases of
exceptionality
deal
with
the
handicapped,
Drs. Vernon and
Well, it's late and I golta go.
Griswold were faced with the idea
Around here if you're early to bed . of how to best expose
these
and early to rise-you're
behind in
problems to the public. With Dr.
your work.
Griswolds' extensive
background
With Deep Sleep and Love,
in film-making,
the tool was

l~mery Be~oreFinals
~IJ
BiI.\JlJ

H~~S~

Barney

is retiring.

tr~~bi~m

i~uc~:~

i\~~k~eri~~~

:Z~

Moynihan is heavily favored to win
Buckley's seat for the Demos.

w~~~~;ha~~i~~e
partYIng, 5 percent

col:~ress~~~ ar/ff;h~fng i~i~:~~
take the place of Hugh Scott, who is
retiring

~dY spent an action-packed
18
oou7 at.rt.
Meade, the Number
tel ami Y ~s.ort area in the land

.-~~

~;ng~:~
of the student

_::o:.p!:e=,=,,:::ot:.:::'v='n!!:g

Poem of the Week
She's Gone

A child
can still remember
the best parts
lunch, & candy & a dollar for each visit
but it's harder for me-antiseptic washes away sweetness
leaving sobering old women
Dying
Dyfng for you
for a smile,
a moments pause
to prove they still are

film-making.

liq~~idsS~n~~~:tat~~'s
u~~:u~~~~
intrepid weekend warriors
fired
the. 1\1-16 ri~e
and conduc~ed
tactical exercises at Ft. Mea
. Although
th~. weather
wasn,t
perfect. the SPirit ~f the day wasn t
~mpen~.
~ while you all ,"":ere
Just gellmg mto bed from the mght
before,S
percent ?f your .fell.ow
cla~smates
were Just begmnmg
their day.
On the weekend of Dec. 3 to Dec.
5, the WMC Ra~gers along .with
selected others Will make a triP to
Bloomery W.Va., sponsored b~ ~he
ROTC department.
The traml~g
will be conducted on the family
farm of SFC Dan Myers.

7·

As was ~entioned
before, the
films' pUrJ¥lses are twofold. The
second part of the audience that
the films are

th~~~h~~~l~h;o~r~~~~l:~~~~~~
will be mountain climbing

rap-

pelling, rope bridges, patrol~, and
survival style living. As of this
writing
35 ROTC people
have
shown an interest in going. This is
a much greater number than the 8
men who roughed it at Bloomery
last year. Unlike last year, this
year's
group will have several
females. Maybe this is the reason
for the great male interest.
Or
maybe everyone merely wants to
become
more
proficient
and
confident in winter living, while at
the same time having a fun-filled
weekend before the start of exams.

I;;;;.;;;.;;;.;;;.;.,;;;;;.;;::.;;;;;..._------

, ~y the wmter of 1977, peop~e. in day of methane gas to some
Chicago
and numerous
cItIes companies across the U.S.
~~i~~ot~:~:~~%o:,i~~;:~~~:-.,

-""

-" _.. , -,. _.. , _...

manure
won't go directly
into
fireplaces
but will, instead,
be
supplied as natUral methane gas
produced by a company called
Calorific
Recovery
Anerobic
Process __ or, (you guessed iO;

What is the town of FernwOl-t!,
Ohio (the setting of Mary Hartman, Mary Hartman)
really like,
you may ask? ~he mayor of tho
town of nine reSidents reports, fo
starters, that the TV reception i

;:~'isf~~e
rountry,

~~I~~V~~'ts~:~rbl!ht~t
Mary Hartman yet.

~:t\f~~e
kf~:rna~~
will obtain
its raw

at are

the

these films, that person is made
aware not only of the problems and
the. thinking of an exceptional
person, but also of how they can
relate
to that person
and understand some of their feelings. As
in the case of the Helen Keller
Center, close friends and relatives
are exposed to the institutions that
can provide the needed services
.
DOC~Ors Vernon .and Gnswo~d
ha~en t. been ex.dudmg students In
t~elr film-making.
Some of the
films have students as the subjects, while many have students
involvedinsomeaspect,
whether it

The
\9

aimed

~:~~~~rs~~.
ffl~S~e~;ti~e ~:n~
close friend is reached by one of

be research

Real World. News·

passed
on,
gone,
laid down to rest,
dead,
No longer extant
Visions remain
drying the mouth
because the eyes are wet
as we go to our death.

present.

wide

or prodUction
Distribution

of

tnc

C~~~i~~~ ~~~~~~. f~~~O~n:~
are the films recogn'zed
and in
~~:

demand

in the United States,

but

~heyare.recognizedan~i~dema~d
~ntematlonally.
Dr. Griswold IS
Justly ~ro~d to show t~e n~me:s or
orgamzatIons.
and institutIOns
bot~ here and m Eu_rope tha~ have
pu~ In requ~ts for films. H~ IS also

w~~csh ~I~~~~:~~~
o:~:~:dt~~!::u~~
In addition,
~ew requests fiowmg In all

the

--Carl Gold

Poem of the Week is being sponsored by Contrast, All students, faculty,
and staff of the college are welcome to submit fiction, poetry, and art
.work to Nan~y Barry, Box 76. The first issue of the magazine is presently
m the plannmg stages, so anyone who wishes to have their work considered should submit it as soon as possible.
-

~~:rf~~dl~~~n
~:~=h::~di:~e;~
CRAP is located. Tht. cows'are fed
on a high protein diel and their
waste is converted
dirl:,'ly into
methane gas. CRAP offichls say
they expect, by 1977, to begin
supplying 3.5 million cubic feet a

:ys e~~:~l~ orifa~hnen;~, ~~~e a:
swingers.
: "Nothing
like that
happens in Fernwood,"
says the
mayor. He a~its,
however, that
Fernwood is m the district of th
swinging
former
congressman,
Wayne Hays.

tl~~~allY, the films do~e by Doctor
Vernon and Doctor Griswold have
been ~ great boon to the name and
standing
of We_stern ~aryla~d
College.
~he films. gwe . thiS
college .n~tlOnal and mternat.lOnal
~:::e~~ltlOn
as all educalional

Jr......

agl6
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Friday, October

Dr. John Support2 Student Visitors

Continuld from Paga 1
According to Dr. Ralph C. John,
College
President,
the student
visitors were discussed and taken
care of without any qualms on the
part.or the Board members. The
really debateable question, he felt,
would have been whether or not
students deserved full membership
with the Trustees. However, since
the SGA was very specific in its
requests, such a question was not
even raised.
John personally
felt that the
newly approved procedures
were
fine as they stood. Through the
visitors, the board can get student
input and reaction to the subjects
that they have to deal with. Since
the faculty, alumni, and students
are all affected by the decision of
the board, be-sees the non-voting
status
as fitting correctly.
The
president, himself the Secretary to
the Board,
feels that even he
doesn't deserve
a vote with his
employers.
As far as his reaction
to the
Board's big move, Dr. John stated
in a letter to SGA President
Jay
Rodstein, "I personally
am very

pleased
that this step has been
taken. It certainly will mean good
things to all of us." In a recent
interview, in regards to the effects
upon the students of the campus,
Dr. John
said,
"The
students
should find that the Board is made
up of a group of human beings."
The
responsibilities
of the
student visitors will be to attend
the semi-annual
meetings
of the
Board of Trustees (held the third
Friday of both October and April)
and, Dr. John supposes, they will
be able to serve on the Board's
where a major load of the Board's
work is carried out. One that all
three students will serve on is the
Committee
on Student
Affairs,
which includes the visitors
and
three other students named by the
SGA. However, it is possible that
other committees
will be open to
the visitors.
All regular Trustee meetings are
held on campus, which should be
easily accessible
to the students.
Committee
meetings
are many
times held off campus,
often -in
Baltimore
and Washington,
D.C.

Big Apple Thanksgiving
The Amherst Institute
"A Non-Academic
Center for Exchange of Ideas Among Adults"

to the hotel. Flights
are also
scheduled from most U.S. cities.
For more information
or for

reservations
write immediately:
,. Thousands
of college students
The Amherst
Institute,
233 No.
from all over the country
will Pleasant
St.,
Amherst,
converge on New York City for Massachusetts
01002 or call Adfour days over the weekends
of ventura Travel at (413) 549-1288.
November 11-14 and November 25- Reservations
can be made
by
28. Although New York has always
mailing a $20 deposit to the same
been a popular
destination
for address. Written confirmation
will
exam-weary
college
students
be sent by return maii.
during the long Veteran's Day and
Thanksgiving
weekends, this year
things will be more organized.
The Amherst Institute
is sponscring a special $39 hotel package
for college students
that should
remove many of the hassles and
uncertainties
associated with a trip
to the "Big Apple".
"New York is still the most
exciting city in the world. Nowhere
else is there such a concentration
of great
stores,
restaurants,
theatres and museums,"
notes one
of the trip's
organizers
enthusiastically.
"Yet visiting New
York is all too often expensive and
lonely. We wanted to put together a
program that would allow college
students
to meet other students
from all over the country and at a
very reasonable
price. The tips
are planned
as a break
from
classes and studying, a change-ofpace
before
the pressures
of
December exams.
"So we collaborated
with Adventura
Travel, which has been
organizing ski and beach trips for
college students for seven years.
We asked them to put together a
low-cost package
including
hotel
and a computer
date match,"
explained Brad Esty, a student at
the University
of Massachusetts,
and one of the orginators
of the
idea.
"With Adventura's
professional
advice,
we designed
what
we
believe
to be an unbeatable
package: $39 includes 4 days and 3
nights at a lop hotel in the heart of
Manhattan,
a Welcome Party and
All-College Mixer with free beers,
an optional Computer
Date Matching
with
other
students
nationwide,
and a free "Survival
Kit" containing
city and subway
maps and a remarkable
candid
guide to New York's best stores,
restaurants,
discos, galleries and
museums.
For students from New England
schools chartered busses will leave
from Boston, Worcester, Amherst,
Springfield and Hartford, direcUy

from School

Break

Since the selection method is left
up to the SGA, there are a number
of ways that they could go about it.
Three more prominant
methods
probably
under
consideration
include: Election by the SGA itself;
or its Executive Council, or even a
.carnpus-wtde election for the three
positions. Those persons interested
in serving
in such a capacity
should
contact
their
SGA
representatives
for more
information on how to go about being
eligible
for the student
visitor
positions.

Maggie's
Restaurant
on
Washington and Greenis drawing
large numbers
of WMC students.
Co-owned by Dr. Weber of our
Political Science Department
and
Mr.. Jack
O'Connor,
Maggie's
offers a variety
of delicatessentype sandwiches
for $2.00 or so.
American beer costs .80 a bottle,
and sometimes
imported
stout
beer is available.
Maggie's
decor
provides
a
oleasant atmosphere
for an inormal meal. The interior has a93O's feed, with a big collage of
novie stars from that period. Mr.
t'Connor
has put up some insresttng paintings, and there is a
replace
in the back which,
I
nder stand,
is sometimes
lit.
arious
plants
hang
from the
nling.
The employees at Maggie's are
iendly-most
of them are WMC
tudents. Sandwiches
are_served
with fried potato slices, most of
them not really thin enough to be

~IRve1ops
Are you a photography
nun Do
your
own
processing
and
developing for the fun of it? How
would you like to make some extra
cash?
The
Military
Science
Department
is looking for someone
to provide photographic
coverage
for its activities
throughout
the
school year. If you're interested
see Cpt. Moler in the basement of
ANW or call 848-7000 Ext. 244

P"---------.
Frock's Election
Return Center
Bar)

Bi partisan

Lunches

Dr. Weber tells me that the
building dates back to 1910. In the
1930's the restaurant
was run from
a wheelchair by a double amputee
named
"Maggie."
Her husband
used the back room, which is now
part
of the restaurant,
as a
blacksmith
shop.
His products
were transported
in a wagon by
Ivan Gamber. The present owners
found a name-plate
from
Mr.
Gamber's wagon, and put it above
the door to the back room, which is
now called
the "Ivan
Gamber
Room."
Later, in the 50'S, the building
became
a fairly
rowdy saloon
called the "Green Street Inn." It
closed again, and fell into disuse
for
years.
Then
it housed
"Leonard's
Crab House,"
which
moved to Taneytown
and is still
operating there.
Another interval passed in which
the building was used only for
storage, and, last November,
Dr.
Weber and Mr. O'Connor became
co-owners, with Mr. O'Connor as
the active manager,
and began
work. This July, they opened their
enterprise
under the resurrected
name "Maggie's."
In the short
time that they have been open,
they seem to have established
a
fairly stable business. Dr. Weber
says that they have not done badly,
nor have
they prospered
excessively.
He describes
their
financial
situation
as "solvent."

~~I~:~toar~h:~edA~~a~~tl
Real
records
play
in
the
background,
rather than the pipedin "Muzak"
which is a repulsive
characteristic
of
many
restaurants.
Mr. O'Connor
says
that
there
will
be
live
entertainment
on Sunday
nights.
These and other personal touches
suggest that the manager might be
trying to appeal to students
who
are sick of routine meals at the
cafeteria.
Currently
only 5·10
percent of the customers are WMC
students.

Nov. 2
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Personal TGUChes Make Maggies

•••••••••
TV Review - Comic Debates Fmmiest

Heomrv (Title not by Spoons)
As a reporter
lor a small, underground,
local,
bi-monthly
newsletter, I was fortunate enough
to be asked to give my expert
opinion of some of the new fall
comedy shows. I found some to be
rather boring, while others proved
quite original
and entertaining.
OnE: in particular,
however, stood
out as perhaps the brightest and
most hilarious show I have had the
pleasure of viewing in many, many
viewing hours. But first, I'll give
my brief opinion of a few of the
others:
Mr. T. and Tina; This weekly
show succeeds
in showing
that
people of the oriental
race can
have fun too, although they have
the
misfortune
of living
in
America.
In this week's episode,
Michi, Kinji, and Harvard sat and
listened as Tina told how she first
met Taro. I didn't watch it.
Alice; Too common a theme; a
waitress with a dead husband and
a son to support (who knows more
about sex than she does) who
wants to be a singing star and can't
seem to find the right man and
wishes in real life that she was
born Marlon Brando.
The Tony Randall Show: A very
believable
story about a lawyer
with a 'dead wife and a daughter
and
son
and
an
annoying
.secretarv. 'Too many serious
moments.

'-----_....1

which top rate humor can be so
artistically
weaved
into such a
serious theme.
All of these shows deserve

most

brilliant,

tertaining

witty,

and

en.

The Presidential
Debates;
This
comedy
special had one of the
~~~~~~e:n%fI

~~;:o~kiu~e:,~~~~te:
series

~~~::;:nt~~

PU~!~~a~~r ~:~Ii'~ever

Cart~r

of all of the fall shows:

!~~~esi~ v;:;~~~

entertained,
amused, amazed, and
all left with one question in mind:
"are they really serious, or just

~o:utyt~~

t~e~i~~

:~~s:::i~~t~~a::!~~~lllingers

~~~~:i~:re~~l~~:~~~~?e~~v~~:

also p~oved

~at

..

he. can,..

~~;

~::on~n~~~o~~",

succeeded in showing the viewers'"
that he was confident and really,.

t~~te~~;

Plain& Fancy.'

iC:

ropes

I don't

All in all,
program

about

can

show

*

the

zany .•

~

140 Viilage

...,

only 5

think any other*'

match

Donuts

minutes

w!~:*••

~~:s:s

~e ~~:::

week:Aussian

Sunday

Buffet

&

Of course

t~~

beefs

and

....

daily

the

p,m.

from

-St. at Washington
_~w
..""'
..mli"';;;""'_· ,iiM;;;."'_' " ..d....

310.E.
...

best. kosher corned
11 :30 a.m. to 10
848-1441

We still. serve

pastramis

Soviet
domination
of Easte:-n
Europe," shall be remembered
for

~~~~::t:"o

this

1C

Beef
-Seer· Special $1.85
Weekdays 11 :30 B.m. to 1:30 p.m.

i~n~e~~~7~::~

;~eCi~;~~~\-no:h~;:C~~:~
when Ford delivered a line which is
~~~~oo~~f~~i~n.C!~~~~~s

Special

«

away

"'''JfJI...¥..¥iC

fne

:~:~IJ~~:':":

-it
fc

Open 24 Hours a Day

~f~:a~en~'~~~iJ::":~n~a~~~~
~~~~~:e~~a~eD:~!~~:.d
;~th
very
professionally,
and the
seasoned
veteran
Gerald
Ford
handled the role of "the dumb one"
equally as well. I was reminded of
many of the old classic comedy
teams of history, such as Abbott
and Costello, Laurel and Hardy,
and more recently, The Smothers
Brothers. Carter said many things _
that were not really funny at first,
however, through a series of clever
contradictions,
some well-placed
pauses, and a multitude of insults
against his partner,
he began to
make clear the nature of Car-terian
humor:
a bit grim, but sure to
Presents ...
bring a chuckle
to Americans
everywhere.
International Buffet Every
a:aO;dhi~ni~haeg~~~r

know.

on in

=~t;~~~nh~~ ~~:~~ee7::tf;::~n~..
~~il~~d

af~~ ~:i;es:~e

of it. A new and emerging

~:';;~a~ ~~~:~c~ti
Holmes
and
Yo-Yo;
The
hilarious story of a real cop and a
r~bot cop who successfully capture
vlilians
and
criminals
with
Holme's experience
and common
sense, and Yo-Yo's computer brain
and robot body. I gave this series a
very good rating, because I was
impressed
with the manner
in

some

~~~:i~i~:w~ve(h~~~a~o~'~;:~;

slip." One thing that nearly ruined
this joke was Carter's
insistence
upon repeating it at every public

qfeen

.•

..,.

d'

....... 7.
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Finger Pickin'
Good.
Friday-Oct.
29-8:00pm-McDaniel
Lounge-II
'
They call him "Iinger-pickin'
good", the "traveling
minstrel",
"slightly
manic--charting
the
heavens one day and the sewers
the next",
"a hero
from
the
street." He has also been described
by "fantastic",
"the finest" and
"extraordinary'
He
is
Bryan
Bowers--the
autoharpist--and
he's coming' to
our campus Friday evening, 8pm
in McDaniel Lounge.
"What Bryan can do with an
autoharp
must be seen to be
believed: and his stage presence is
simply
overwhelming.
He is a

Linda Mann

To see the best is a privilege few
have-Friday
evening we. will be
allowed that privilege.
Quotations
from
Wash.
Star.
Melody
Maker,
Wash.
Times,
Chicago
Sun-Times,
Chicago
Reader.

_

From 5:00 -- 6:00 P.M., there will
be a table outside the cafeteria in
which someone
can answer
all
. your questions
about the Dance
Marathon.
You must Iill out and
return the registration
form to the
booth outside the cafeteria.
All
necessary information will then be
given to each participant.
A dancing couple can be sponsored by a school, organization,
business or on an individual basis.
The Dance Marathon is an event
in which couples try to dance for
the duration of the contest and vie
with each
other
in collecting
money
for
the
Maryland
Retarded

Citizens,

There can be a first, second, and
third place winning couple. To be a
winner, the couples must survive
the required hours and the first,
second, and third place winners
will be determined
by those
remaining couples who have raised
the most
money.
During
the
Marathon, there will be one three
hour break and two one half hour
breaks.
The winning couples are then
eligible to compete in the Grand
Finals, Friday-Sunday,
December
3-5,
1976 at
Towson
State
University in Baltimore, Maryland
and have the opportunity to win the
Grand Prize. The Grand Prize is
$1,000 for the winning couple, $500
for the second place couple, and
$250 for the third place couple. In
order to be the winner
in the
Finals, the couple must survive the
entire contest. If more than one
couple finishes the Marathon,
the
remaining
couple who has raised
the money will be the winner
Containers will be supplied to all
participants
to
collect
contributions.
These containers
may
be distributed
to anyone or any
group who will be helping to raise

limited appearances
on stage to
create full characterization.
Both
Butterworth
(David Denton) and
Miss Wells (Carol
Warehime)
successfully
achieved their comic
roles,
but unfortunately,
their
scenes-which
were
written
as
relief from the dramatic suspensewere actually
high points in tne
production
One of the-major problems with
Dracula may not be related to this
particular
production
at all.
Suspense is never really created
through either the action or the
dialogue in the script. The question
of why Lucy has taken ill is answered by the end of the first act.
The crisis then develops
around
whether this horror of a walking
dead man can be caught, but the
play still winds up and down
through
each
act,
with
no
sustaining
rhythm,
questions,
or
concerns throughout.
Perhaps this
attitude is a result of a Dracula
stereotype worn thin from overuse.
But Dixon's production
was not
played for the stereotype,
and the
suspense,
fear, and horror
that
needed to be communicated
simply
was not.

I cite the play itself as a reason
for this. The other reason deals
with the nature of the set, and the
use of Understage
Alumni for the
play. Christian
Wittwer's
design
was typically detailed and true to
the mood of the play. All the Gothic
elements were there-the charcoal
grey walls, the swinging trap door,
the fluttering
bat.
Given
the
closeness of the audience,
the set
was still basically proscenium,
and
the production
representational.
There is nothing wrong in using
Under-stage
in
such
an
funds to support a specific couple.
arrangement.
But it was so obvious
To make the Dance Marathon a
where the Gothic libr-ary -- comsuccess,
the Circle K Club has
plete with rugs, trap door, and oil
organized
four
committees:
lamps--ended
and Understage
Publicity,
Entertainment,
Food,
began.
This closeness
of the
and Prizes. In order to advertize
audience
to the "machinery"
of
the Dance Marathon, the Publicity
Understage
(the suspended lights,
Committee
has been getting
in
touch with the various newspapers
and radio and TV stations.
The
Entertainment
Committee is in the
process of negotiating with Trigger
A musical vesper service will be
Happy and Starleigh Corporation.
presented
by
the
Western
The Food Committee
is finding
Maryland
College
Choir
and
sponsors for the Dance Marathon.
Choristers
at 7:15 p.m., Sunday,
Through the generosity of the local
Oct. 31, in Baker Memorial Chapel.
merchants,
the Prize Committee
The College Choir,. under
the
has been given prizes such as a direction of Oliver Spangler
and
planter, a gift pack of wine (White.
accompanied
by Evelyn Hering,
Rose, and Red),
men's
travel
will present selections
from "St.
slippers, a calendar,
a woman's
Paul."
by Mendelssohn;
"Turn
wallet, three window posters, three
back 0 man."
by Holst;
"Ingames of duckpin bowling, makevictus,"
by Martin, and several
up in a divider box, and a dinner
ether selections.
for two at the Golden Palace
The College Choristers WIll begin
Restaurant.
their section of the program
with
Last year, the Dance Marathor
Handel's
"Awake
the trumpet's
was a success.
There
were 2{. lofty sound."
The Choristers,
couples in the Dance Marathon. In directed by Mrs. Hering and acthe Finals,
the Circle
K Club companied
by
Dr.
Arlene
received a trophy tor coming in Heggemeier,
will also
present
third place
"How excellent
thy name,"
by

Dance the Night Away

The Circle K Club is holding a
Dance Marathon for the benefit of
the mentally retarded
citizens of
Maryland.
The Dance Marathon
will lake place from 9:00 P.M. -9:00 P.M. on November 12-13, 1976
at Baker 100, Western Maryland
College. The Maryland Association
for Retarded
Citizens
with the
support and assistance of Colt 45 is
sponsor-ing
the
program
throughout the state.

:ns:oo:;;~ot~J~r

audiences of all sizes; and not just
with btuegrassers
and folkies--he
will invariably
win the attention
and approval of the most die-hard
boogie freaks."
The autoharp is an instrument
of
the past, yet Bowers, with his skill
and finesse,
bridges
time. "He
takes this simple instrument
and
does things that seem physically
impossible."

Nancy Barry
Imagination,
perhaps
the most
salient feature
in any dramatic
production, can be demanding.
To
imaginatively
produce
a period
play that would easily be leveled to
farce is no small achievement.
It
takes a lot of imagination
to understand and appreciate
the fears
and nightmares
of the age which
made
Balderston
and
Deane's
Dracula virtually The Exorcist of
its day. It was the cast's committment to the honest drama of
Dracula,
under the direction
of
Max Dixon,
which
made
the
performance
in understage
October 21-24 highly commendable.
Unfortunately,
that fear so well
captured
by the cast was not so
well communicated,
for reasons
that might have been beyond their
control
For those elements that the cast
was
in control
of--individual
characterization,
timing,
and
interaction upon the stage were all
handled
very well. One of the
nicest things about the production
was the fact that the characters
developed in themselves
as much
as with each other, which created a
synchronized,
even production.
The roles of Harker (Fred Smyth),
Seward (Michael Ross), and Van
Helsing
(Kim Grove)
were all
firmly established,
and thus Count
Dracula's
(Don Harris) parasitic,
sensuous
nature
could develop.
Mark Bayer portrayed
Renfield's
madness effectively
without over
doing it, and Sandy Mackenzie as
Lucy Seward
utilized
her very

Frustrating
the obtrusive poles) made it impossible for us to suspend
ourselves in the Gothic horror the cast
was working so hard to create. The
closeness
of the audience
also
magnified
various
technical
problems
with
the production.
Again, it was impossible
not to
notice these things-we
were too
close not to; had we been involved
in any way, the Perspective
would
have been different--the
fear so
evident in Renfield's
eyes could
have become real for us. What
makes Van Helsing's speech at the
end of the play so inviting is that
for the first time, the audience
which
has been so close,
so
available
all evening
long,
is
finally
spoken
to. His speech
summarizing
one of the major
themes of the play comes across as
an honest
warning,
and
the
response
was genuine.
But the
imagination needed to recreate the
drama of Dracula was lost on an
audience
that was too close to
ignore its problems,
and yet too
removed
to be involved
in its
terror
In general, the spectacle
of the
play was handled
very
well.
Dracula's "kiss" at the end of Act
II was choreographed
wonderfully-the
timing,
lighting,
and
movements of Lucy and the Count
were
synchronized
perfectly.
Unfortunately,
few other moments
in the play came close to it.
Dracula
was ultimately
a very
frustrating
production
for me. I
can not say that I think the players
or the production
needed
more
work. I don't think it needed a
different
set. It just needed
a
larger stage, or more space between the audience and the stage.
For there are times when the best
laid to imagination is distance, and
I'm
convinced
that
had
the
audience been removed a bit more
from the production
of Dracula,
the horror,
however
silent. and
however
subtle,
might
have
become real

Vesper Service
Hanson and "How long wilt thou
forget me, a Lord," by Brahms
The community
is invited
to
attend the vesper service.

Hinge Treats
Saturday,
Oct. 30, will
be
Halloween on the WMC campus for
the children involved in HINGE
A,> in past years, the children will
Trick-or-Treat
through .the dormitories
(excluding
the annexes
and garden apartmentsJ.
This is
your opportunity
for Halloween
away from home! A few rules
which should
make
everything
smoother have been put in every
mailbox, along with a pumpkin to
post if you wish the kids to ston M
your
door.
See you Saturday
between 6:30 and 8:30
-
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Spi'!ers Hitting~iStieJrersMisSing
Wayn.

Pie'ree

II

Jim-T.rimani.

With a tournament
and a triWith one week left to their
match now under their belts, the
season, the women are sitting just
women's volleyball team is doing
as cool as the center seed in a
admirably.
Last Friday night and
cucumber.
The inside tip predicts
Saturday the women journeyed to
victory
in next Tuesday's
trithe Eastern 'Shore
where
they
matchathome,aswellasatrophy
participated
I in
the two day
at the closing of the season in the
Washington
C/ollege Tournament
Middle
Atlantic
Conference
Several days later it was down to Tournament.
Gallaudet
where the women encountered
the host team
and
visiting Howard University.
The women's field hockey team
The women
did well in the
has played
in spurts.
Against
Washington
College Tournament
Towson State the girls didn't play
as they successfully
grabbed first
well. The result was a 2-0 loss. The
place. Starters Carla Criss, Kathy
game was sloppily played by both
Lane,
Sue Cunningham,
Fran
sides, but controlled
by Towson.
Cizek, Tammy Roebber, and Lynn
Then the girls travelled to Johns
Glaeserwereinexceptionallygood
Hopkins. Playing on the football
form. Second team members Sally field, the girls pulled off an imMcCarl,
Mary
Louise
Jones,
pressive 5-0 victory. ContolIing the
Chrissy
Moore,
Ellen
Scroggs,
play,
WMC constantly
applied
Cheryl Stonfer, and Wendy Good,
pressure on the goal (as indicated
also contributed
to the string of by WMC's 20 corners to Hopkin's
victories that saw WMC whip four none) and dominated
the game.
- successive opponents.
The stickers remarked
how well
Franklin and-Marshall
bowed to they played together.
The goals
our women 15-6 and ,15-3, followed were. scored by Karen
Sickler,
by Essex Community
College 15-3 Anne Dryden,
Linda Sorrentino,
and 15-10, wasmngton
College 15- and Vicky Godwin. who had two
10,15-9,
and 15-7, and Georg~NoFootballl'

despite
being removed
with an
injury.
Then playing a make-up game
against F&M, the women played
much better
than the score indicated. The score (4-l) was not
that far apart until very late in the
game, as WMC pressured the goal
and F&M got two breakways.
Our
lone goal by Julie Vaughn was off
of a rebounded shot
Against Messiah the game was
much closer.
In - fact it wasn't
decided until late in the game. The
score of 2-1 was the only thing
wrong with the game,
besides
occasionally sloppy play. Our goal
was scored by Vicky Godwin.
The J.V_ played two games in
that time period. Against T.S.U.
the team came away with a 1-1 tie
and a very impressive
showing.
against
Towson.
But against
Messiah the girls didn't fare as
well and lost, 4-0
. The last game of the season is
home against
Dickenson,
Wednesday at 2: 30. Get out and see the
field hockey team for the last
~.am=e ... ....

Quiz Answers
Answers to last week's quiz: (1)
Ted Williams
in 1941, (2) the
woman,
(3)
56 games
in the
summer
of 1941, (4) This year's

Nudity may not be a cure for the
common cold __ but it can provide
temporary relief from the sniffles.
Atleast, that's what officials at the
University of Iowa deduced after a
performance
of the award-winning
play, "Equus."
Much of the play was punctuated

~~c::c':~~::YT:~~~
:i~f~:;i:::
good.
If you'll remember,
our knights
in green and gold are now 2-2-1 on
the season. Their first two-games,
vs. Ursinus and Bridgewater were

~~eezi~~, aan~di~~u~~i~g ~~~~i~~~
official
termed
"rude,
inconsiderate
and unthinking."
But
then Ellen Parker, who played the
seductress,
and Bill Barrett, who
played a mentally disturbed stable

was the Yankees'
twentieth,
(5) strong 22-14 and 21-6 vtctones.rrhe
George Herman Ruth, of course,
next, against tough Muhlenburg,
(6) 1933 (7) It was Bobby Thom- was a 10-10 tie. The last two
son's 3-run homer which won the games have been twin 0-28 losses to
pennant for-the New York Grants in Moravian. and GettY!iburg. Quite a

'F=========.=r

-1951, (89) Walter
Johnson;
(9) disappointment
'for the fellows
Hack Wilson drove in 190 runs
in after such a fine start. So here's
l
1930, (10) Rogers Hornsby in l922 hoping that the situation
can be

RIDES NEEDED
_ To Pittsburgh,
any weekend
Donna Shapiro x319.

I

'

•

we serve ...

,

sa~

,

22-24: Annette·or
Patti:
To
Durham,
~ra~~~~g~~J~g
break:

J

.'

_ To Gettysburg,

BRE.UFAST

LUNCH

~y

Amy x293.
-To Long
Thanksgiving

Pizza

Subs
Chicken

DINNER

Monday

~inn.r

Day - W~nesday

WI11IIN

Din""., $1.40

WALKING

DISTANCE

Open 6 a.m. daily-except

Sundays 7

I

NEWLY REMODELED
EXPPID£D

SEAIDfG

any weekend;

Island,
break:

NY, for
Nancy

~l~:::.

P;ZZII Dav-Tuesdly·S.COoff
Spaghltt,i

x343.
N.Car.,
Donna,

!K0rtvelesy,
McDaniel 2nd.
- To southwestern
Michigan
(Kalamazoo,
or anywhere in that
general direction),
Thanksgiving

$1.75

a.m._

_.140
WaIminIt .. ,

114&911.

-

are featw:-~
(6) What number of points goes
all of th~m to a ringer scored in the ancient
country. ThL'! game of horseshoes?
luck!
(7) A certain rowdy Irish sport is
played on a field 3'h acres in size.
and 50 yards of ice What is it?

t

Brooms

br_ea:~ ;:~.
3~~
(Rye,
N.YJ, Thanksgiving
Break: Rita
Mutino, Apt. 2H, 848-0068.
- To Towson, any wk. end, esp.
needed Thanksgiving
Break: John
Seifert, Rouzer, 2nd floor.
-if you can provide a ride for any
of these people, please
contact
them. Also, if you can take riders
wherever you go on weekends, let
us know: contact .Dianne Jenkins,
x356.

'

(&) India and Pakistan
are world
powers in this sport alien to U_S.
men but not 1,l.S- women.

l'

71: ~~~!
f (9)'
rom

ca~:~d ~h~~k~~:~~c~n
. I gth
In
en
.

TN
his ~nter
orwe~lan
exercises.
~

sport.;_
.l~edg
army
u armn

t

(4) Only females of the species
(10) Involves
skates and\if you
are used in this hunting sport.
can do 18, you're damn goqd.
(5) If you happen to be up at bat,
and the bowler knocks your bails
SCORING: 5-fair, e-good, z-very
off, you're out; but you're
also good,
8-extremely
good,
9playing this sport.
unbelievably
good, 10000rgajm.

What's Happenin'

Now

CAPITAL CENTRE
Frank Zappa 1114
Z.Z. Top and Elvin

Bishop

11-11

Chicago 11/15-16
John Denver, and the Starland Vocal Band
Aerosmith
1215
HOFF THEATER,

11124 _25

U. OF MD.
KENNEDY CENTRE

Robert Palmer 11114
Gino Vannelli 11125
DAR CONSTITUTION

HALL

Gordon Lightfoot 11113
Steven Stills 11116
Jimmy Cliff 11117

CATHOLIC UNIVERSITY
Don-McLean 11114

1J 130

~~~ ~~~2~ff!9

MoDONNOUGH ARENA, G. TOWN U.
Firefall, and Jonathan Edwards 1115

boy, took off their clothes. Forl:::;;;;;;;;,;;;;;;;;;;~~~~~
eight minutes, there wasn't even a
sniffle.
WORK OVERSEAS

all!l~!l~
...
I925_, T_ed_W_Hli_·a_m_,
_in_I94
......' a-:n:d::: ...:ned:n~:r:u:e"~n:~~::~din:t;~ew~~~~r:!..o_,,,_o_an1~ia~~~e~~~o~~~~;:~~t~ya~~;
x353.
~.
- To Morgantown,
W. Va., Oct.

I

(1)

Cold Cure?

Garlton Harris
Since their was no game last
Saturday, there's not much one can
say about football this week. But
remember,
there
is a game
tomorrow vs. Dickinsoon, away, at
2:00P.M. If any of you Terror fans
reading
could make
it up to
Carlisle, Pa., (only 30 miles north
of Gettysburg)
to cheer the team

,

are needed for this ~ottis.h spo~t.
~2~ T~e ga~e of.Ja! AI~I has Its
ongms In this nation s highlands.

-----111

~~!!_

~a::i~o~:~~~!~t:~~e
pected match several days later,
the women were caught unware
and lost to the strong
Howard
University team 15-13, 11-15, and 615. In the second round of the
match the women put Gallaudet
through the ringer 15-10, 15-13, and
15-3.
.

'S' ports Q.UIZ

,

Ten different sports
in this week's quiz,
rather obscure in this
is a toughie, so good

II

FOR

THE U.S. GOVERNMENTH

-all fields - a few months,
.~urope
- Japan -Africa-

or.permanent
positions.
Australia
- South Pacific

~:;ri:~~~;..~;:~:;:~i;;~i':m~~~~~!:::~;seas!
To allow
for the

you the opportunity
U.S. Government

_ ~a~~~e~~~~~~h:~
This book

discusses

of 13 different

to e)('plore

overseas,

employment

Agencies

opportunities

- who and whe:e

Canal

in the State

~~:;:~:~~~e~;~~c6~alification5
and

where

Set;retaries
-What

detail

.

Opportunities

·Employment
al the Panama
whom to contact.

.How

GOVERNMENT."

ilnd activities

in complete

:;;'!~~~~t;'~~~s:ecc:~~~~:ng
,

:~~~i~~~~~!o:~~t.~.nG~nV~~~;;~~~i~r:s

-Career

book

~~~S

requirements

U.S. Government

::~r:~tUo:!~S::5t;~P;:~::~~
inforlTliltion
on;
-Teaching

working

the following

:;1;~ri~er~'~'~~;~T

type

to apply

_ Office

-What

type
and

as a Foreign

Servictt

Personnel

different

they

~
hire an

UnitedJt8tes

-

Officer.

Men - Womer>-

_ etc. etc.

Civil Serl/ice

• ~~~o~y~~~!:lnJ~~~~f~r~a~~~~at~~ters

10 apply

of POSitions

Department

for Em,bas5y positior'fS

Help _ Staff

of positions

Zone

Departments

Nation

hire lor overseas

j

Wide

-Further
Information
on Employment
in Enqineer
"Accounting
-Teaching
-Recreational
-Library
Work 'Maintenance
'Supply
·Manasement
"Agriculture

"Medical

·Skilled

Trades

Send for you copy of "How to Get
with the United StatliilS Government"

'Semi-Skilled

iI

and

M~3~H

Job Overseas
-$4.00

(Cilsh,checkormonevorder)payabletotheOverseaf
Collegiate
Suite

Research

C, Burbilnk,

If dissatisfied

with

Institute;-1727
CA. 91504.
your

book

Scott

Road,

Add 50t! for ~iling_
for ilny rea$On within

returnitforafullrefund,noquestions·,asked

.

30 days,
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Interview

Minimum

Wage Repeal Backed

Carlton Harris
The following is an interview
with
Dr.
Alton
Law
of the
Economics department.
We asked
his.opinion of a variety of relevant
economic issues, many of which
have application
to the national
election. Dr. Law was a willing and
interesting
subject and we thank
him for his time. The interview
was conducted
last Wednesday
afternoon.
For those who don't
understand
some of the economic
terms used here,
we suggest a
course in principles of Economics.
The following words are not direct
quotes,
but paraphrases
of the
questions and answers.
Scrimshaw:
Are you a monetarist
or a Keynesian?
LAW: I'd say that I'm more than
50 percent monetarist,
but I don't
adhere strictly to the monetarist
camp. Keynes made great contributions
to economics
which I
recognize. I'm a synthesizer of two
economic viewpoints.
S: Do the monetarist-Keynesian
labels apply to one political party
more than the other?
LAW:
Generally,
Democratic
economic
advisors
are
Keynesians,
while Republican
advisors are monetarists.
This is
certainly not categorical.
r know
some monetarists
who are ardent
Democrats.
S: Why are
labor
unions
so
strongly opposed to the repeal of
the minimum wage laws?
LAW: Their feeling on this issue is
tied to their opposition to right-towork laws. It would tend to be
harmful
to union members,
indirectly at least, and the unions
are. of course, out to protect their
own interests.
A lower minimum
wage would mean that in areas
where
there
are right-to-work
laws, employers
could hire nonunion labor at a lower rate than at
present.
Additionally,
the
existance of a wage base may tend
to give an upward impetus to all
income levels, and thus have an
indirectly
beneficial
effecf
on
union members. Economists are in
almost universal
agreement
that
the repeal of the minimum
wage
laws would have a very favorable
effect on unemployment,
reducing
it among those groups-the poor and
the young-where
this problem
is
most acute.
continued on page -\I

WHAT'S
INSIDE:
LSD; Wonder Drug?
Personal Viewpoint
Brian Bowers Review
Nonviolence;

Gandhi

Students

Speak.

)

<

Meg Hoyle
Recently it was decided that a
choice of meal plans would not be
feasible for WMC, at least not at
the present time.
In talking
with Mrs. AreleneMacDonald,
the
cafeteria
manager,
she compared
Western
Md. with area schools, and how a
meal ticket program would work.
First of all, the board costs here
are lower than the University
of
Maryland,
Towson
State,
and
many other schools nearby.
But
the trend in many
schools
is
leaning back towards
20 or 21
meals per week. Even Maryland
has eliminated some of it's choices
for different
plans.
The more
options open to the students,
the
more administrative
costs would

Vegetarl·an Needs Unmet
Joe Golden
.
The growing concern of WMC minimize ~r even solve problems
vegetarians
has surfaced
in the such as this one.
..
past
weeks.
A problem
exists
Dean Mowbra~
has indicated
because
WMC has compulsory
that the vegetarian
problem. enboard and some vegetarians
don't compasses
more t~an one might
feel
the
cafeteria
presentf
expect.
Along With Mrs.
Meprovides
an adequate
diet. The Dona.ld,
~lowbray
noted
that
lack of cheese and fish entrees and catering
further to the needs of
the abundance of dishes cooked in vegetarians
would be unfair
to
meat juices is a problem
that those who have diabe~ic, kosh~r
vegetarian Andrea Kline has cited
fooc;Ior. health foo<_!~eqUlre~ents
In
Andrea was denied a no board
their diets. In addition he pomts out
alternative
by Dean Laidlaw.
that both the WMC student handAnother vegetarian denied the no book. and .catalo~ue state ~t
no
board option is Clare Kibler. Clare seeclal
diets Will be provided
feels

she must

eat chicken

5,1976

Mowbray
emphasizes
that this
doesn't mean he is not open to
alternative
plans; however there
are obstacles which may impede
the success of other options. First,
the social part of the cafeteria
is
very
important
according
to
Mowbray. He feels that those who
miss this social interaction.
are
deprived
of an education
that
books don't offer. Consequently
optional
plans
would
probably
have to incorporate
some type of
sOcia.1 interaction.
Secondly,
fire
contmued on page 5

rise, and so would the board costs,
according to Mrs. MacDonald.
All colleges that have a compulsory board plan count on air
senteeisrn. However, if individual
meal tickets were used instead, the
staff would have no idea of how
many students
to prepare
for.
There is a minima] amount of food
waste now, but that would surely
increase if a partial
meal plan
were installed. There seems to be a
good deal of waste when chicken is
served, but not that much.
Appetites tend to be larger in the
fall than in the spring.
But the
amount eaten in general is rising
every year.
Western Md. is a member of an
organization
of small
school
cafeterias,
the MICUA.
Their
meeting in November will be held
"WMC,f,,'hefi"'timeever.
Several years ago students were
given a weekend
brunch-dinner
option to vote on, but the majority
didn't like the idea. Sports events
caused the idea to be overruled for
Saturdays, because of the need for
early breakfasts.
The donut hour
was one of Mrs. MacDonald's
first
innovations
when she came
to
WMC. According to her, less than
225 students attend the continental
hreakfasts
on Monday,
Wednesday,
and Thursday.
At the
regular breakfasts, however, there
are about
350 students.
Approximately 925-1000 attend lunch
continued

on page 5

B00 k Buy- Bac k Com .I ng

(and

:~:l~o~e~l~~ro~:~~rn:~:.t~h~~
are exceptions
she must make
while at WMC only. She [eels
cottage cheese, peanut butter and
yogurt
become
boring
very
qUickly..

NOVEMBER

Extension of Board
Options "not feasible"

"
Licta Hedian
The bookstore will be purchasing
and reselling used textbooks
this
coming semester.
This new policy
has been desired for some time by

has sent memos to all the faculty
members
asking that they have
their
requisition
lists
in by
November
first,
giving
the
bookstore time to set up their buy

memos, they came up With the
present plan. Mr. Jarcowiecz
has
organized
similar
buy
back
systems for other schools, and is
only a bit cautious about buying too

ve~:~~;~d~~~:~~'~~:~~oil~V:

~~~enf~a:che~,

back lists.

many

with these s~ ca~led "boring" meal
patterns. Mike IS paymg no board
on a~ expe~imental
basis. After.a
meeting With Dea~.Mowbra.y,
It
was d~clded t~at Mike, a resident
of Whiteford flrs.t floor, .",:a.s c1~e
eno.ugh to cooking .faclhtles
(in
Whiteford) to cook his own meals.
The former
Goddard.
College
student feels that the option IS only

money, or have the privilege of
books which
are already
underllned. It is being tried this year
through the combined
efforts of
the SGA, Mr. Jarcowiecz,
and
Dean McCormick.

~~e~ef~~~tec~;;;:~gfi;;::1

Some students may remember
selling their used books last year
for ten to twenty per cent of their

The idea for this money-saving
scheme came from an editorial
appearing
in this publication
last
year on high textbook prices in the
school store and what could be
done. Acting
on this idea,
J.
Rodstein and Jeff Robinson of the
SGA went to talk with the school
store manager,
Mr. Jarcowiecz,
early in the semester.
With Dean

:~id;~;ro;~et;;~le;~

~!~in~~tpr~~~ne~~:d

McCormick's

books.

ti~~ai~s:

~~st at~it~~n~~r;:

p~~~as:~:

drag. Mike's need of an alternate
food source is accentuated
by the
fact that besides not eating meat
he absolutely will not eat fish, a
source
of protein
other
WMC

bookstore, but was done by a firm
which buys textbooks.
This year,
the school store will be purchasing
student's
books for one half the
price of a new book and reselling

~~~~rians

~~~ 0:0ths:~1S~n~i~!.

seem to be dependent

Mrs. McDonald,
Director
of
Food Services, feels the cafeteria
does provide food sufficient to the
needs
of
vegetarians.
She
acknowledges
that the vegetarian
meals may tend to be dull but this
is the priee one may have to pay.
Mrs. McDonald is very receptive to
suggestions.
She stresses the need
for a student food committee which
seemingly has been in the starting
blocks for nearly
three years.
Increased
communication
would
give vegetarians
and ambivorous
students
a chance
to make
suggestions
that
would
help

rne

seventy

per

store is trying this system
for the first time on campus, so
they will be conservative
in the
number of books they will buy in
each subject. They hope to prevent
buying used books that they will be
unable to resell. Also, only those

help in the way of

books

and. losi~g

money.
:::::,~

basis. A list will be posted on the
student center bulletin board and
in the store listing the books being
bought alphabetically
by the last
name of the author.
So, if one
wants to avoid trekking
all over
campus looking for bargains,
the
school store is the place to get used

Board Visitors Apply Now
Last year the SGA proposed to
the administration
that students be
allowed onto the college Board of
Trustees as special visitors to all
meetings
and committees.
Just
recently the request was granted
and now the student body is being
allowed three visitors to serve in
such a capacity
(for more infonn~tion o~ the ~sitions
see last

~31ksbew!:
i~af~t~l!~:a~l~~
;::;.~).
;;!~cJ~e;::od t~~ s~:!~:
purchased.
In the past, the faculty
was left up ~ ~he Student Governdid not turn in statements
of the ment ASSOCiatIOn.
books that they would be using
soon enough to be of any use to the
Last night, the Student Senate
bookstore in selecting what used deciued to select one sophomore,
books to buy. In an attempt
to one junior, and one senior to fill the
speed things up, Dean McCormick
three spots this fall. The senior

member will serve through
next
spring at which time a member of
the freshman class will be selected, beginning
their
term
the
fol!owing fall. All members
may
serve through the spring of their
senior
years.
However,
any
member
may
give up his-her
position prior to their senior year,
at ~he end of a one or two-yeal
penod in office.
Letters
of application
will be
accepted from now until November
15. Letters should be sent to B-ox
1078, campus mail. An interview by
the Executive
Council of the SGA
may be involved. Selections will be
made prior to Thanksgiving
Break.

.,
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The Scrimshaw
would like to comment on certain student behavior
occurrIng
wIthin the past week. That behavIor, bearing remarkable
resemblance
to that exper-ienced by us all In tenter hIgh, requires both
labeling and chal1englng. We at the Scrimshaw take this chance to label
that behavIor Immature and wasteful, and to refute Its place both In our
'individual
lives and In cur community.
The specific incidents which the Scrimshaw would like to address are
three; 11 smashed, wasted pumpkins on the sidewalks near Rouzer 2)
food throwing In the cafeteria durIng dinner and 3) costumed sororIty
pledges parading on campus as if In a circus.
All three spring from an extremely wasteful lifestyle. The assumption
basIc to that lifestyle Is that the pumpkins and thrown food are are not
needed. We seem to believe, moreover, that the time and energy spent by
pledges during initiation Is not needed elsewhere.
The Scrimshaw
would, In fact, like to thank the sisters, the food
throwers, and the pumpkin destroyers
for bringing home so vividly a
truth that most of us live here at WMC. Thetruth Is that we are concerned
primarily
with ourselves
and our fun. and that our selfish concern
necessarily
Includes waste of precious resources.
FOOd Is a resource _
wasting It is a slap in the face to the hungry. Our time and energy are also
preclous resources . when they are channeled into sett-centered-concerns,

Steve Smith
Two of the least
understood
states
of consciousness
are the
psychotic
state and the mystical
state.
Psychotic
or severely
mentally
disordered
people are
often institutionalized
because
they cannot
cope with society.
People laugh at them because they
perceive
reality differently
from
most of us. People who have had
mystical
experiences
are also
often laughed at for their different
perception
of reality. Sometimes,
however,
they are revered
as
prophets, heroes or gods. Most of
the really
important
religious
leaders
seem to have had experiences
of this type, including,
acco.rding to one source, St. Paul,
william
Blake,
Mohammed,
Ramakrishan,
Gautama
Buddha,
and Jesus Christ. Some authorities

are convinced that all the world's
religions are based on the mystical
experience.
Even though the mystical state
and the psychotic state may seem
to contrast very sharply, variously
authorities
have equated either
state with the state produced by dlysergic acid diethylamide,
better
known as LSD or acid. This drug
has been the subject
of consjderable controversy
in the past
few years, and it is almost irnpossible to take an objective view
of it. We are confused
by the
hopeful romantics who believe that
LSD is the answer to all the world's
problems. We are just as perplexed
by the government
agencies,
educators, legislators,
and parents
who are so afraid of the drug that
they confuse
much of the information
on it in order
to

~:~~~;:~::~':'~'::'~;'Ofd~;:~;,;;'h:t::~"~:h:ri~'~:~~'~~';~~i,~;
India
U~:~n

~~~e~~r:U~~e~i~;t:~~:~,~n~=~o~~ltt~~t~~~wofthe
Thete is not tIme to smash pumpkins,
of other, more fundamental,

or join a sorority,

assumption.

Let's live'.

J.S.

~a~~:

'~:e:~
~

state produced
s;~:o;i!let:r~~~:::~P'w~~~·
study

seminar

in

~~s~~ar~e~l~~s~i;~
international

Editorial:

Good Job SGA
The SGA course-evaluation
committee headed by Paul Fulton has been
meeting regularly this fall. A course evaluation drawn up by the com_
mittee and sponsored by the entire SGA will be carried out sometime
within the sc~ool year. The Scrimshaw
would like to· commend
and
support both the committee and the SGA as a whole In thIs effort.
Certainly the SGA has, with some justification, been criticized by some
as being irrelevant
and powerless in attempting
to meet student needs.
In this instance, however, the SGA is responsibly assuming a task which
could be a very potent avenue of student comment on WMC. PrOViding
such an avenue, of course, is the legitimate function of the SGA.
,
There is a place In liberal arts education for student evaluation
of
courses which Is done in a very serious, and very searchIng way. The
Scrimshaw, on behalf of all sfudents, would like to thank the SGA for
beginning that search. J.S.

have helped
~~~~s~m:!ing

:~~
India

Si;~:g~~3!s

human

from

"Whalis necessary is the ability
to call the shots exactly as they are
being played;~to see our life in all
its complexity:
to recognize
that
sometimes we are the victims and
sometimes
men are the victims,
but neither of us is always the
victim .. , What has made men our
oppressors .is their inability to face
the contradictions,
but what will
allow us to become strong is our
increased
ability to face the contradictions.
That,
to me, is
feminism
carried
to
Us
magnificent
conclusion."
Vivian Gornick (Ms. July 1972)
Sincerely,
M.Cheniae
J. Horne
I. Val!mitjana
Dear Editor,
One day last spring,
Virginia
Diehl and I made an appointment
to see Dean Laidlaw.
We had
planned to discuss the possibilities
of off-campus
housing. However,
the discussion
drifted
to the
mandatory
boarding policy of the
school
towards
dormitory
residents.
I am a vegetarian
and
find it impossible
to get the
necessary
protein in the cafeteria
without
eating
the meat.
My
finances are not such that I can
afford to supplement
my diet as
well as pay board. I realize that my
diet is unusual and the school is
under no obligation
to meet my
personal
needs. I, however,
am
capable of doing so. Rather than
board, I. asked Dean LaIdlaw for
permiSSIon to prepare my meals in

a

Response

Researc?ers

~ed

;~~~~~~~~dth::p:~~:~~nti~~~
LSD m o.rder to. psychotics.
t~e subjects

.behaved

Most of

LaPadula

much

eloquent

very

kitchen.

Viewpoint"

of

q~~~~o~SY, haOn~

can quote with effect the

z:

.thcugh

~:~~U~iS%~~~~~~. :he~re:e:rit~~
~:~~~~~ss
feeh.ng, and a loss of t~e s.ense of eighteeneth

?r

dormitory

Rt'." your "Personal
~:~~~~~~,:'w~rs,

Academic credit may be granted
~~a~~ ~~i::~~' t~a~~~~I~~~S~ta~~:
through. prior arr~ngeme.nts
with are different,. bu~ very st~ongly
appropflate
coll~glate ?fflces.
related. One big differe~ce IS that
Total
cost (lDcludlng
room,
the ~D user kno~s he IS ug.ged
board,. fees [or tO~1 land trans- ,and l.nterpreets hiS halluclflatlOns.
portatlOn-but
excludi~g t~avel to as bemgcau~ed. by the drug, whe~
and from .New Y?rk ~Ity) IS $1100 the psychotic
IS unaware
of hiS
The India Semmar IS open to the condition.
•
first .15 ~rson who apply. For .an "Some peop.le,~refer to call. LSD a
applic~tlOn
and
fu~ther
I~·
psychedeilc
be~ause
It. can
for~atlOn,
plea~e
write,
In~la
produce a state of mmd seemmgly
Semm~r,
c-o Lisle FellowS?IP,
Identical
to the. mystical
state.
Inc., .;,11 Meadow
Hall Dflve,
~Ian Watts, a phIlosopher and an
Rockvllle, Md. 20851, or call 301m~erpreterof
Eas~ern thou~h.t, has
424-4805.
said t.hat LSI? .IS a leglt~mate
means
to religIOUS experience.'
John. Lillr,
a. researcher
in

the

onthvi~';;,n;;di;'t

by the drug and the

psych.otic state.

n;~

relations

promote
peace and
for peoples in 91

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor;
Loud songs,
cute costumes,
toilet-papered
trees,
and funny
little animals - it seems that there
was quite a bit of enthusiasm
last
week for sisterhood.
The parties
and the togetherness
may last for
another year or two or three. But
when the time comes to leave this
sheltered life, where do we want to
go'? What do we as individuals
want to be'? What do we hope and
expect for ourselves
as women?
Are we growing and maturing
in
our attitudes about the sexes and
about
ourselves?
Will
our
education
here be a waste
of
womanpower?
We live in a male-dominated
society. We live and study on a
male-dominated
campus. This is a
state of affairs that touches every
Single one of us here at this school
And, unlike other social problems
that seem
distant
or too im·
personal to fight. this problem is
me that we, the student body. can
immediately
deal with. In the
games that we play with women
and men. and in our attitudes
toward
each
other.
we are
responsible
for creating either a
free,
supportive
human
communily or one that divides
us,
forcing us to play restricting
sex
roles
In view of the situation on this
campus and in our society, we need
to take an honest and critical look
at ourselves
and our attitudes.
Real sisterhood
requires
some
serious thought. not just fun and
games

called

the mystical
state, IS there any
special. relationship
between .the
psychotic state and the mystical
state!
.Are the visi~ns .of the
mystic .like. the hall~c~natlons
of
the psychotic'? Is a religious J~der
any more than a psychotic With a ~
foU~wing?
!IT_e all the world's
maJor.
religions
found~d
by
psychotlc~'?
Are ~~ locking up
great
spiritual
VISionaries,
and
calling. them "psychotics"?
Do
psych~bcs have an inside view of
the universe? I don'tknow.
If more
research
were done on LSD, we
may be able to answer these kinds
of questions. We could learn a lot
about how the human mind works
The government,
however, makes
it almost
impossible
for any
private
experim-enter
to study _
LSD. By imposing
such restnctions, they are putting an obstacle

~n~~~~=~~g~;;t~~t~:~~Ut~ee

or party to the

is not time to go to

f~;,~:he~~;:~

dj~~~"g~a~"

Cred i11

world which includes

needs. There

:~,~o~~ o,~:~ '::~ !~~eOr~e~~f~~! ~:~I~;o:i~v;
operating
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LSD: The WonderDrug:

St~d:n:t Behavior Immature.

exclusion

November

Another Look

certainly

e~~~:c~~~~~Z
century
documents

~~~~~~ti~n s:~:!y ot~~e ~~tf~;r~
their authors, or how he can hope
to jar us into reform by invoking
Mosaic law. To judge these times
with the Decalogue
is surely an
epic pursuit,
transporting
an
Hebraic
ethos
three
thousand
years
through
history
to the
present--certainly
more than the
founders of the Christian
Church
ever attempted
He states the Sixth
Commandment~
hoping
the ac.
companying boom will echo off our
Judaic foundations,
assuming
the
previous inculcation
of all ten in
our mora] attitude.
But moral
absolutes engraved in Sinaitic rock

~=~

~~!~~~~ndl~~:ohna~
~~~~ed ~~~; ~;ev~i~~s~;~~
~e;i~~~~~oa:
all the states desCribed m HI~du ost-Constantine
Church. There are
literature can be reached by usI.ng numerous very good reasons why

refused,
claiming
that
~~~ ~~~ Br~~o;i!:t u~~~i~;d v7~~~~~
dergraduates.are
no~ responsible
f~ling that they. are one with the
enough to care fo~ a kitchen. It h<.ts umven;;e, ·or feeh~g that they are
co~~ to m.y atten~ton that a student one With ~e umverse.
None. of
res](fing
m Whiteford
does not them can find words to deSCribe
board.
~e acquired.
~rmission
the e~erience:
There
is little
from a diHere.nt .adm~mstrator.
I doubt m my mmd th.at L.SD can
would h~pe .thiS IS eVldence of a pr~uce
a state
whl.ch I~ very
com~~mcatlOn
gap, rather
th.an !;'iwilar, ~aybe ev~n Identical, to
~enaJon:~ent,
an m- the mystical expenence.

1~~~~1~:-

~~~~~:y
~f;tt~~~a~r~~~le:~1~~~
were born with, the greatest being
that no political power can justly
compel its citizens to fight in a
foreign conflict that it will not
recognize its own involvement
in _
with a declaration
of war. But to
morally measure
these last two
decades
with
Hebraic
moral
standards
is to f?rget our two

CI
K·bl
If the psychotic
state is very thousand year heritage
of moral
Dear Editor:
are I er similar to !he .LSD sta.te, a?d the equivocation
and rationalization.
I found Nancy Barry's review of LSD state IS Virtually Identical to
Keith Appler
Dracula most interesting.
For the
most part, her account of the play
was very accurate.
I agree that
SCRIMSHAW
"the
characters
developed
in
themselves
as much as with each
EDITOR
I~ CHIEF
other,
which
created
a synchronized,
even production.",
as
John Springer
~~tnc~~~~~~
~~~~~ia~eN~~~r~~
was an asset. I was and still am
unaware of the technical problems
we were to notice. Perhaps
it is
because the fear in Renfield's eyes
was real to me. The closeness
added to the effectiveness
of other
points in the play. The screams of
Renfield, the fluttering of the bat
and sudden,
heart-stopping
ap~=:~~;:~s
~~e D~~~:~~iO~Ui~k~~
emotions
of the audience.
The
impact of the entire was enhanced
by the almost partiCipatory
role I
felt I was playing. Of course, I may
have bet!n too involved in the play
to adequately
review it. But then
again, isn't that the
~:fden.1

~J~
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Gandhi Students" a' Iittle wiser"

Jesus: A Loving Man
or a. Powerfu I God?

Dianne Jenkins
Do you believe
in something
you've never seen? It seems to be a
trite question but seriously
considered,
could change your life.
Many people have heard, vaguely,
in some
obscure
way,
about
Mohandas Gandhi, but few on this
campus have had to deal with the
man and his life in depth, and even
fewer still consider
his life as
something
to look into now as a
pragmatic
way of life. Well, 30
people, at least, have come face to
face with the man and his life and
many have emerged a little wiser,
a bit less self-assured,
and great
deal more aware.

Susan Huey
Jesus began asking His disciples,
saying, "Who do people say that
the Son of Man is?"
And they said, "Some say John
the Baptist;
some, Elijah;
and
others, Jeremiah,
or one of the
prophets."
He said to them, "But who do you
say that I am?"
And Simon Peter answered
and
said, "Thou art the 'Christ, the Son
of the living God."
And Jesus answered and said to
him, "Blessed
are you, Simon
Barjona, because flesh and blood
did not reveal this to You, but My
Father who is in heaven."
Matt. 16:13-l7 (NAS)
Who do you say Jesus is? Was he
a myth,
a failure,
a great
philospher,
a freak of history, or
the actUal son of God? On this
camplh and throughout the world
one faces a deluge of information
and opinions
about who Jesus
Christ
really
was
and
what
significance he has for 20th century
man. Many have taken from the
record of Christ's life the parts that
can be accepted
easily
and
disregarded
any
parts
that
displease
them.
Throughout
history,
men 'have
been worshipping their ability to reason as
their god and as truth. Jesus Christ
did not teach
that truth .was
relative. In fact, He claimed that
He was "the way, the truth, and the
life" (John 14:6). He did not say, "I
am a way, a truth, a life." Absolutes are taboo in our society,
little less absolute truth. Yet, Jesus
Christ spoke in one absolute truth
that men could know and had the
power to set them free.
The love Jesus manifested in his
life has been mentioned in articles
.by Ed Carll in the October 8th issue
of Scrimshaw
and by
John
Springer in the October 29th issue.
Truly, Jesus
Christ
loved men
unconditionally
in ways that are
amazing
to consider.
But Jesus
Christ was more than a nice guy
who died for his philosophy of love
and truth. I'd like to elaborate on
John Springer's
statement
about
Jesus "in the midst of ultimate
defeat ~t ~he hand.s of a state i~-

He Ornery
As a reporter
for a small, under gr cund,
local,
bi-monthly
newsletter, I was fortunate enough
to gain the friendship
of many
people during this year's
campaign.
Wednesday
morning
I
received a pair of telegrams:
the
first, a thank-you letter and dinner
invitation from Jimmy Carter, and
the second, a dinner invitation and
curse you letterfrom
Jerry Ford. I
would li,ke to take the opportunity
to share a few lines from those
messages with vou:
From
Jimmy:
THANK YOU
FOR
YOUR
DELIGHTFUL
~~~~~:G
STI~P
~~E ~!~~

From
Jerry:
THANKS
A
WHOLE
BUNCH
STOP
WE
WOULD
HAVE
WON IF IT
WERENT
FOR ALL THE BAD
PUBLICITY
FROM
YOUR
DEGRADING
COLUMN
WE
WOULD HAVE REALLY SALTED
THAT
GEORGIA
PEANUT
PICKER
STOP NONETHELESS
BEITY SAID I SHOULD INVITE
YOU FOR DINNER AT 5:30 THIS
AFTERNOON
FOR COTTAGE
CHEESE
AND HASH BROWNS
STOP
HOPE
TO SEE
YOU
THERE STOP
Needless
to say, I was overwhelmed by the invitations, ·even

2~i~~~:~i~~~~~~~~~e~~~::~~

~~iiNS:RA:~~g

~~:e

power seems to lie in the apparent
impotence
of _ suffering
and

GRUDGE
AGAINST ·YOU ·FOR
ANY UNTRUE
THINGS
YOU

~~Ti:!~;~~~::~r~~~f~est~J~~~:'
derstatement
~:sr~~

of

~~: n~~~e:

Him~elf as sudCh. AC~Or?ing ~o ~~s
~{if!i:~~0:r::~ti~~~i~e:~~

;OCN~~~oZnH!

~~;JiY!
ARE

CORDIALLY

6~~~~c~S

~?C~tR~~~No;~

Many

~t~o~tg:; tha~o;eat~S
conceive

of

the

~:e~ur~~~.n·'.fha:rteofa~~U~~~;
~:~~~~~~s a~?ar~:r~~:
purpose

in

life.

ab~~

said

a~~a~I:Sh c~~~w~~~

t~ ~~~~~i~nH:a;:a~~
was promptly greeted at the door

TO

~e~:

~s~~~~~.

dealt him some

a~~:~~gL~~~~~n~:!~c~.r;,~~~~

s~~~THERN

in

Mr.

Ornry,

and

don't

mind

Poem of the Week
GREEKS
(to Boynton)

Having

arrived

in Trojan

serenity

~~o~:~~h~e~~~:~to~\~a:~~hOP
And drink the stagnant

~~!~
Jesus

~h:~t

~::n~~~~:

e:~:ans~;eaan~e:~~~

down but in raising it up again
This
i~ beyond h human
~n
~~~~~;~~

A brief sketch to give you an idea
of who Gandhi is and what nonviolence is (Refer to Gandhi: An

~roc~~~~

INVITED

T~~~sg~~N:~E~iN~

1::~r;~

~~~ ~O~~~~ei~e~!S"I~~~~

Course number
84-221 code P
taught
by Dean
Ira Zepp in
"Gandhi & Tagore: Their Impact
on Twentieth
Century India", but
could well be subtitled
"Their
Impact
on Twentieth
Century
Thought". This article specifically
deals
with
how Gandhi's
understanding
of nonviolence
has
touched and changed the lives of
those individuals
who are searching - who aren't content with the
small corner of life they've been
exposed to, but are experimenting,
looking for the reasons
why
looking,
perhaps,
for
that
something they've never seen.

Autobiography
and Nonviolent
Reslstanee,
both by Gandhi,; also,
The Law of Love. edited by Anand
T. Hingorani)
: Gandhi,
the
preeminent
leader
of Indian
nationalism
and the 20th century's
prophet of nonviolence,
lived from
1869-1948. Hewas the catalyst if not
the initiator, of three of the major
revolutions of the 20th century: the
revolutions
against
colonialism,
r~cism and violence.
His principle of nonviolence was
revolutionary,
something
completely
alien
to our Western
mindset, which is why this article
is being written. In other words,
what happens when one is exposed
to a principle of life that negates
what one has previously
known?
Gandhi exposed the idea of nonviolence as "passive resistance"
to
evil, revealing
it instead to be a
depth of love achieved
through
"active,
nonviolent
resistance".
Love is the supreme Law of life,
according to Gandhi. This law is
obeyed
only through
living its
creed, a creed that encompasses
the worthiness of the individual as
well
as
the
brotherhood
of
mankind, taking into consideration
the fact that the means, or the way
a person
behaves,
is infinitely
more important
than the ends, or
what is achieved.

challenged
to do: to relate the
possibilities
of gaining
strength
from vulnerability,
of applying to
their live\ the principles
of love
that Gandhi applied at a national
level. Perhaps, through the looking
glass the following opinions form,
we can learn for ourselves.
"You may have some degree of
physical power, and you may use
that power. But after that is expended, what happens? The other
man is filled with wrath and indignation and you have made him
more angry
by matching
your
violence against his ... " One almost
unanimous reaction regarding
the
use of violence was "if someone hit
me, I'd be a lot less likely now to hit
him back." One student laughed
and said that, since his exposure to
the class, he's found he can't be a
redneck
any longer."
Gandhi's
practice
of loving the man but
hating the act has shown him that
the way to deal with an individual
with different
ideas and to understand
him
without
embarrassing
or hating him is not
only difficult but involves making
yourself
vulnerable,
willing
to
accept his punishment
(ridicule or
whatever)
of you.

This, in turn, puts you in a
significant
position, according
to
Roseanne
Liotta.
"You have to
understand,
not force, others ... "
Ms. Liotta could relate Gandhi's
Sit back and chew that. That's
principles
of nonviolence
to the
what
these
students
principles of positive and negative
reinforcement:
either
physically
or mentally abusing an individual
in retaliation
reinforces
his
behavior,
whereas
disciplining
Liberty; he always acts like that if yourself to refrain from violence
not
only
shows
a
commitment
on
he senses
that someone
is an
your part to esteeming
the other
enemy."
individual's
intrinsic
self worth.
We sat down at a little breakfast
but is a practical,
psychologically
nook and Betty served us our meal.
the
I couldn't help but notice that the sound means of extinguishing
unwanted behavior.
In this Iighl.
Ford's used "Chinette",
the finest
is strength
paper plate made. I inquired as to vulnerability
the whereabouts
of the other
Jessica
Hoiljes
appreciated
Fords.
seeing her feelings expressed
in
"Jack
went to a little league
works.
His vision of
football game, but he should be Gandhi's
vulnerability,
of
back before long, and Susan is in complete
defenselessness,
is challenging
10
her
room
doing
something,
her because "people are afraid to
probably homework."
I couldn't help but notice as I take a chance on playing the Iocl"
and she isn't-she's
seen whal
looked up that Susan's head was
Gandhi has done in affecting lives
and it has reinforced her desire 10
~~~t~~:~~r~~~~i~~~hee
~t~:~~~
be stronger
in herself
just by
becoming
more
open,
more
~~\Ya{~:.inst~tl~~\~gw~~e
':tn~~:.
vulnerable.
but she jumped back and ran back
I was privileged to talk to Dave
Butter, another student, who is not
~~~~rdF~~~ r:~:gf~n·a~~st
::i~
only married
but a grandfather:
~~~~~ what, Dan, we won, we
someone
whose life experiences
have given him much 10 ponder
m~';a~l/'~~ha~fr~~~
;:~ni~~
over. "People don't really know
what nonviolence
is. It doesn't
actually took Ne~ York?!!!"
mean sitting back and not taking a
part in what's happening .... every
g~~~:~,~::;ia~~~n~F::
f:tb::
religion
preaches
nonviolent
change but not many individuals
plopped back down into his seat.
live the life they profess to live.
"s:e~~~~ka~':.~~~i~t~:~~~S~~t
Individuals
always
reserve
the
right to violate the precepts
(of
cost you the election? You wan't
their religion) and to rationalize
me to beat him up for you?"
them in certain
situations .... It's
shown me my errors."
More imsot:;~~~~i~:.t
~~~en~: ~~tl~;~
portantly,
Mr. Bufter added that
Ornry eat his hash browns. I was
the alternative
of active but loving
participation
has
given
him hope
~ea~~a~a~o~~;~'~~:!,
~~u~f~
for the future - a hope that sees
;o:s~sm:odt ~~~tsi~:~:~n~r~;;e-;O~t~
students
not rioting or burning
down ROTC buildings
("fighting
tiquete for a guest in the White
fire \'}ith fire doesn't work"), but
House, although
Ford did spill
-persuading
through
love-"pure
ketchup on his trousers in several
love bends the agressor
to see
places.
alternatives".
Well, I looked at my watch and
"I
beli~ve
Gandhi
helped
realized that it was nearly 5:50,
christianize
un-Christian
and I had to hurry home, so I could
Christians."
Senior
Ed Carll
catch up on my sleep and get an
continued by explaining
that the
early
start
to Georgia
in the
course enabled him to better apmorning.
preciate Jesus. The moclernity of
NEXT WEEK: DINNER WITH
continued on page 5
THE CARTERS

Dinner at the Ford's

A:J:~~~;Bf~i

of the meaning

f~~~~a~~~~d

than to believe it? One might reply
that it doesn't matter
what you
have faith in as long as you have
faith. Consider the man who has
faith that a chair will hold him up
when he sits in it and that the chair
is missing three legs. All the faith
in the world will not hold that man
up when his body expects to be
supported by that chair. What faith
and trust are placed in, not just
faith itself, is important
History reveals man is capable
of good actions and horrendous
evils towards his fellow man. IIi the
book, God's Way Out of Futility, by
Dr. Richard Halverson, there is the
following
quote
from General
Carlos Romulo of the Phillippines:
"We have harnessed the atom but
we will never make war obselete
until we find a force to bridle the
passions
of men."
"Everything
that is wrong with history springs
from the heart of man. It is the
touch of human nature that makes
the atom a threat. There is nothing
wrong with nuclear fission apart
from the way man uses it. The
touch of man upon history infects
history." (R. Halverson) Pleas for
compassion
and brotherhood
may
continue for many more years, but
until people recognize the Source of
Love and Power in Jesus Christ by
trusting Him to be who He says He
is, those pleas will remain an ideal
instead of a reality.

~::::~ rhe:%S~~~~e~
Their

Agammenon

priests

wine pressed in the streets
~e~~~~:~f;!~~:.and

is contempt

boards

for ail

;;~;:~r~rllt~!~S~e~~~e~?~Jo~nn ;~~~~
l~~.g~~":t~t!~~~ :~~~r q~:~:~:i!l~u~~d
halls.
.Jesus was either tellil,~ .he truth,
RaVings, hazmgs, chants: "to Hell with you."
or he was a hotorious har, or he
Cold defiance turns to capitulation
was absolutely
out of his mind.
Order to chaos, sleep to irritation.
How can he be a great philosopher
The bulk of us submit towhat we can:
if he lied most of the time or was
A handful go to Rome to start again
crazy"! The argument
then arises
--Keith Appler
that the Scriptures
are distorted
records of what Jesus said and can
Poem of the Week is being sponsored by Contrast. All faculty, staff, and
not be trusted. Everyone has faith
stu?ents of the college are urged to submit works of art, poetry, and
in something.
and 'can there be
fictIOn to Nancy K. Barry, Box 76.
more proof to disbelieve the Bible L
_:_
_ _:__:_
_J
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. Law: Balaneed' Budget

contmued from page I
s: What is the economist's solution
to the problems
of the Postal
Service?
LAW: Well, we've
tried
total
government
control and, for the
past
ten
years,
semiindependance.
By both methods,
the postal service has lost bundles
of money and has been forced by
Congress to get a quick -fix. The
solution may be to look to competition. Atfirst, one would suspect
that economies
of scale would
prevent this approach. But there's
810t to be said for competition.
The
Fed could allow firms to bid for
contracts to deliver mail in a given
area. Mter a bid was accepted it
would be up to the firm to keep its
costs down and efficiency high if it
wished to make a profit. There
would be no running off and crying
to Congress to bail them out This
is no panacea, but it is something
which should be considered.

S: I heard once'that
economists
tended to support McGovern over
Nixon in the 1972 election. Why was
this?
LAW: I'm not sure this is true.
Among the academia,
it probably
was, but this was probably due to
anti-Vietnam
feeling as much as
anything
to do with economics.
Among
business-oriented
economists it was a different story.
If a poll had been taken of their
feelings, I would guess that Nixon
would have been their choice.
S: Was there much support
for
Nixon's
"Phases",
spectnceny
use or wege anc prtce controrst
LAW: I was' personally
always a
little hesitant about-them.
I think
this was true of economists
in
general.
Some hoped that they
might provide
some help. This
proved
wrong of course.
After
controls were removed, prices shot
up faster than ever. That occurred
beca.use
monetary
and fis~al
policies h~d been neglected
With
the misguided hope that the controis would handle the inflation.
S: William F. Buckley once quoted
an unknown source as stating:
"Not an economist in the country
would endorse
the HumphreyHawkins bill." Do you feel that this
is true?
'LAW: That depends on whether

ms

you
consider
John
Kenneth
Galb<aithaoeoonnmistocnnLBnt
no, really, I would be surprised if
10 percent of all economists
endorsed that bill. and the actual
figure is probably much lower than
that. This crosses
monetaristKeynesian lines.
S: Do you think the proposed
separation
of Western
Electric
from AT&T by the FCC makes
good economic sense?
LAW; I like to see competition
wherever
competition
can be
constructively
applied, so yes, I
would like to see Western Electric
compete with other companies for
Ma Bell's business. It could result
in lower prices and better service.
S: Are regulatory
agencies
too
powerful?
How should they be
changed?
LAW; These
agencies
should
regulate only what is necessary to
improve the lot of the consumer. At
present they do alot more than that
and it results in extensive red tape
and direction of behavior. This is
unnecessary.
Another problem is
that
regulatory
agencies
oCten
wind up reflecting the opinions of
the producer
whom
they .are
supposed
to be regulating.
The
reason for this is not so much
bribes and illegal influence as it is
environment.
The regulators
are
constantly
hearing the producer's
side of the problems.
They in·
frc-quently hear from consumers

jil•..........................................

.s::

Do you favor the establishment
of a Consumer Protection Agency?
LAW: I am doubtful that we need
an agency of any significant size or
scope.
Once we start
in this
direction we might as well protect
consumers
from all potential
dangers,
for example,
against
government
and union price influences. We can go too far.
S:: Why is it that such sound
'economic
ideas
as
"effluent
charges"
and the "negative
income tax" have gotten nowhere in
'Congress?

creased
and production
is increasing.
Inventories
which were
excessivein1974havebeenworked
off.
S: Both
major
parties
have
mentioned a balanced budget as a
desireable goal in the near future.
What do you think of this?
LAW: It's a Holy Grail. I wish
them luck, but I think they'll be
able to do it The national budget
needn't be balanced every
year,
but I believe it's healthy to have
periodic surpluses. I'm not terribly
concerned
about the size of the
national
debt. I am very much
LAW: They both sound bad first of concerned about related problems,
all. Effluent charges are viewed by such as what financing
of the
the body politic as a license to deficit has done to inflation and
pollute if your company
is rich how federal
borrowing
affects
enough to afford the cost. So it private
borrowing.
Past
exsounds as if it favors the rich and perience
has shown that if ad
powerful.
Economists
see th~e
ditional
revenues
come in, ex.
pollution
taxes
as merely
10- penditures
will go up accordingly.
ternalization of these costs, with no and the goal of a balanced budget
favoritism
to large
companies
will never be reached. It is naive to
involved. Now the negative income
believe otherwise.
From what I
tax has two strikes
against
it know of the candidates,
Carter is
already. Anything negative sounds
more likely to respond to an inbad and anything to do with income
crease
in revenues
by raising
tax sounds bad. Extreme
con- expenditures.
Ford is more likely
servatives
oppose it because they
to cut taxes. In either case, there is
disdain
guaranteed
minimum
no balanced budget.
incomes.
Extreme
liberals
conS: Alot has been said in this
slder'It to be not generous enough.
campaign. The candidates more .or
The
administrators
and
less make
their own economic
benefactors
of the present system
issues. In your opinion, what imwill work against ~nything which
portant issues have been glossed
threatens their position.
over, and alternatively,
what has

S: Is the
present
economic
situation
a plus for Ford or a
liability?
.LAW: Politically,
he would be in
better shape if the momentum
of
the recovery had continued.
The
pause we are now in is somewhat
politically
damaging
Economically,
the recovery is well
under way and will continue into
next yearno matter who is elected
president.
S: Why is there a recovery?
What
got the economy back on its feet?
'LAW: Inflation has been brought
more nearly under control. The
reason for this is that the growth of
the money supply has been contained. Interest rates have dropped
below their crisis high levels of
1974. These items all promise well
for the future. Borrowing
is in.

Europe
-

-

Japan":'

Far East

more
after

~i:::V~~~~~~i:fo~:~di~~~~~
~~~i~e~~~~!v:7~!i~~~tf~nd:~
discredit their opponents, yet tell
only
part
of the story.
For
example,
take the unemployment
situation.
Ford
will note the
number of jobs which have been
created since early 1975, the depths
of the recession.
He never mentlons the unemployment
rate.
Carter, on the contrary,
uses the
statistics
which
help him. He
dwells on the unemployment
rate,
~~!cun;V~~at ~~~~
rate.
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People Helping People

~Ae~:o~~~;~ra:S!~~d~en
enough
discussion
about how to get the
economy to grow and create
jobs and goods and services
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Poetry Contest

THE ARTS JOURNAL
announces its annual
National Poetry Competition
Judging by John Beecher
CONTEST RULES
1. Entry fee of $1.00 per poem
<make checks payable to The Arts
JournalJ;
unlimited
number
of
entries per individual
2. Each poem must be typed &
submitted on separate sheet; limit
of 32 lines per poem
3. Only unpublished
& previously
unsubmitted
material
may be
~~~t~!~a~~a!~h
~Ii:!~~~~c~~roll
entered
4. All. entries
postmarked
by
Nov. 15, 1976
5. All material becomes property
of The Arts Journal and cannot be
returned
PRIZES
1. Each entrant will receive a
only one in social work) have infree copy of the January
issue of
dicated
interest
in the course.
The ARTS JOURNAL
containing
Apparently
it is not only future
the
twenty-five winning poems
sociologists
who want to gain a
2. Twenty-five
prizes will be
better
understanding
of senior
citizens. One might ask why the awarded, as follows:
First Prize:
$100 & one-year
senior people would want to be
subscription
to
The
ARTS
involved in the course. Probably
reasons for each will differ. Some JOURNAL
Second Prize: $50 & subscription
at first will perhaps be interested
Third Prize: $30 & subscription
mainly in the help they can get
Fourth Prize: $20 & subscription
with rides, shopping, and that sort
Fifth Prize: $10 & subscription
of thing. Also, the course is a twoSixth-Twenty
Fifth Prizes: oneway street. The older people will be
year
subscription
to The ARTS
sharing
their
experiences
and
viewpoints with students and also JOURNAL
3. All prizes will be awarded
learning
themselves
about
the
4. Winners will be notified by
views of young adults. The course
will tend to increase
the un- Dec. 15.1976
derstanding
between age groups - THE JUDGE
John Beecher has been one of
it is a sharing experience
America's
most acclaimed
poets
The Health Services would like to
hank the Student volunteers
that
ssisted us during the swine flu
linics at the infirmary:
Lori
~~imes,
Rebecca
Morris,
Keith
Metzler, Gabrielle Carll, Charles
ener, Kim Johnson, and Vernon
Mummert.
We gave a total of 753
hots. For anyone still wishing to
Ireceive
the flu shot, they can
Ireceive it at their doctor'~ office or

AgeIng ~ODrse
1"1
0 pen tAIl
0
.
The Sociology department.
will
be offering
a different
sort of
January term this year - a Special
Studies on Aging. The course will
assign each par-ticipating
student
to a particular
senior
citizen,
whom they willget
to know and
participate
in activities with. Dr.
Tait, who will be coordinating
the
course on campus, views it as a
way to sensitize students to the
process and the problems of aging.
The
course
was
originally
conceived
by Jackie
Cowen, a
social
worker
at the Senior
Citizen's Center in Westminster.
She is a recent
graduate
in
Sociology-8ocial
Work, and patterned her conception of the class
after a course which she was
familiar
with at University
of
Maryland.
She felt that such a
course
would be beneficial
for
students at the college and for the
senior citizens she works with. Her
view of the goal of the course is "to
provide a lillique experience
for
both participants
which allows
them
to
have
a
personal
relationship
with someone
much
older or much younger. Through
this contact, it is hoped that the
best education about the aged and
aging will be provided .,

Not only will the students
interact on a one-to-one level with a
senior person, but there will also be
activities
such as films, a singalong, or a speaker, in which the
students
and the senior citizens
will have a chance to interact as a
group.
The students
will
be
responsible
for reading
dealing
with problems' of the aged, and also
myths and stereotypes.
Dr. Tait
sees the reading
as an intergral
par'vof the coure, and 'hopes that
students will become more aware
of the problems of aging as they
read about them and see them in
their senior person. He says, "I
believe
strongly
that
you can
learn
through
a process
of
reading and experience,
When you
combine
the two it should be
worthwhile."
It seems that interest in older
people is not limited
to those
students
who plan to work with
them. The course is open to all
Juniors and Seniors, and it has
attracted
students
from several
different majors. At present, one
political
science
major,
two
biology
majors,
and
three
sociology majors (two of which are
specializing
in criminology
and

. This ~ourse promises
to be an
interesting
way t~ ~pe".d January.
Whethe~ the partlclpatmg
student
gets a first hand a~count of Wo~ld
War I or ?f a NaZI concentration
camp, or merely
has an older
p~rson.
sha.re
with
h.im the
Vl~wp~:llnt which the ~xpenences of

~~ga~7::
(~~kh y;:~~~~I~~
latest
volume,
COLLECTED
POEMS 1924-1974) has called him
'the poet of the people.'
Mr.
Beecher has had twelve books of
poetry published
and is currently
under contract t~ McMillan & Co.
for
the
writing
of
his

~';f~h~~~:~~O~b~~~
t~~~e~~~ aU~Obiography.
.
opportunity
The class will cerContact the Scrimshaw. Box 3-A,
tainly pro~ote
understanding.
::~
for The Arts Journal's
ad·
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Gandhi Class Idealistic?
continued from page 3
Gandhi's action, according to Mr.
Carll,
sh~uld prove
to today's
Christians that the Sermon on the
Mount was pragmatic.
It also
opened his mind to the idea of
accepting
people for themselves
while at the same time not condoning their actions. After all, he
says,
an individual
is violated.
when hate is directed toward him:
hatred
toward
an individual
because of an act implies that that
person isn't capable of being any
better.
Therefore,
that person's
potential is undermined
and he is
considered less of a person because
of it. But aren't all others worth as
much as you are?
Creeping up unawares
was the
fact that there
was something
different going on in this class, that
these
people
weren't
just
memorizing
facts and ideas but
were going one step further-they
were conceptualizing
and translating what they were learning
into the vernacular
of their individual lives. Were they all this
idealistic, though?
Some said that there was little
more they could say about the idea
of nonviolence,
other than that it
reinforced
something
that "was
already
there."
One individual
honestly stated that although she
understood
and respected
the
inherent
truthfulness
of the
principle
of nonviolence,
she
couldn't apply it very deeply to her
own life because
"I think I'll
change in a way that won't be
acceptable
to other people ... I'm
conservative
and this is too
liberal."
However, she continued
by sharing
a desire
to respect
others and not cause problems for
them - her interpretation,
I believe,
of Gandhi's words: "There is no

royal road, except through living
the creed (of nonviolence) in your
life, which must be a living sermon."
I wondered
if the initial excitement
and idealism that Gandhi's teachings
aroused in some
people would soon wear off or if the
idealistic
tendencies
would be
analyzed more objectively as time
went on. Talking with Jim Wright
affirmed the latter. "It's easy for
us in college to be idealistic,
but
can you stand up in the real world
with all its pressures? .. .It's easy to
give mental assent but harder to
accept
the
shortcomings
of
yourself as you reach out to give ill
a way that requires
total involvement."
For Jim, forseeing
the realities of facing demoralizing
failures in his quest to reach out, to
be vw.erable,
means also to be at
peace
within
himself,
and to
realize his need to rely on an
outside force-God.
"It's a beautiful dream, but man
in himself hasn't
the depth to
realize it." Carla Criss has become
aware. of the "peacefullness"
of individuals
today. The values
Gandhi propounded
need to be
deeply instilled, through a teaching
process that musJ ,start early in
childhood.
"There are a lot of questions I
have to decide,"
"I can't stop
questioning,"
"I'm aware of how
unaware I am," "Who am I to say
what's .right or wrong?",
"Being
more aware of my lack makes me
strive even moreIo find what I'm
lacking ... " These are the thoughts
of indivuduals who are searching,
who know that they don't have all
the answers but are willing to be
open to find them - that's why

they've
learned
they'll find ~hat

and that's
why
they're seekmg.;

Perhaps
the most encouraging
words that this reporter
heard
concerning the practical aspects of
not violating people will benefit
others also. This particular
individual was sharing the way the.
principles of nonviolence
and love
were applied in her life: in her
relationships
with those whose
lives touched
hers.
She talked
about prejudice-being
violent to
others by gossiping about them and
by accepting the gossip she heard
as truth. What better way to "kill"
an individual than by accepting a
general consensus
such as "that
person
is really
strange,"
(or
different or weird or whatever else
you
would
substitute)
and
therefore
not worthy
of being
known. Laughing
at others is as
violent
as shooting
them,
she
pointed out. Wouldn't it be more
fulfilling to shove aside prejudices
and get to know and accept that
individual just as he - she is? And
becoming
significant
means
coming to a place of trust in your'
relationship
allows
you
to
constructively
point
out
blind spots in his - her life that can
be changed.
This is a practical,
grassroots
application
of the
principles
and beauty
of nonviolence that can be heard by all.
For me as a woman, the most
radical
thought-provoking
statement
made throughout
these
interviews
pertaining
to nonviolence as defenselessness
was
made by Carla Criss:

White Cloud '/

Nancy Menefee
Western Maryland
College is a
college that has many traditions.
Weare proudof our traditions, and
we like to consider
any change
carefully.
One
of the
most
obvious
traditions is the toilet paper used at
the college. For years and ."ears
we have used Scott Tissue one-ply,
service roll, bathroom tissue. This
is the very same toilet paper that
one finds in Exxon stations
and
McDonald's
all across the United
States. It is knownto
those in the
business as "Brand 510" and is a
hometown product of Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania.
People are used to

Vegetarians

"I want to be able to stop running
from a rapist and turn around and
ask him 'why?' "
"Do you believe
in something

·continued from page I
and health regulation strictly limit
food
cooking
and
storing
operations. If "no board" were an
option, would these regulations
be
abused in the dormitories?
Could
accomcdaucn
be made so these
rules
would
more
easily
be
followed.? La~tly, a n~ board ~ption
for special dieters might easily be
abused. If one does not wish to ta~e
board one. might suddenly become
a vegetarian.
How would a sudden
loss of board payers
affect the
financial stability of the cafeteria
and again - where would all these
people eat?
Many questions
do exist. They
will remain
questions.
f?rever
unless students take the initiative
to answer them. Dean Mowbray
encourages students to investigate
and formulate
solutions.
Mrs.
McDonald invites the participation
of students
in a student
food
committee.
For those who are
concerned it seems that this is one
time that one needn't worry about

you've

1.;

never

seen?

biting off more than one can chew.

In W·h te 'A me rico
·1

,

J

this familiar roll of toilet paper.
They .know they can depend on
each roll having 140.6 square feet
for the total area. Somehow the
world seems a m~re secure place
when they realize It is suitable for
use with septic systems. the Scott
people, realizing
the impact
of
their product, make this claim on
every roll of toilet paper. "Scott
Products used by more people at
home, preferred
by more people
away from home
"
In spite of this seemingly
conelusive evidence, WMC decided to
question this tradition. Last year,
in a radical
experiment,
·WMC
:;!~~~u~
~~i!:p~~~~~ntt:a~l~
failure. Students were apparently
confused by this switch from oneply to two-ply toilet tissue. Unable
to equate
softness
with
toilet
paper,
they persisted
in using
White Cloud as facial tissue. Great
quantities
of White Cloud were
used for such questionable
purposes as nose-blowing and tear _
wiping. Whole rolls were known to
disappear
at one time,
which
clearly pointed to another use than
that for which it was designed.
Records
were kept, and it was
concluded that the amount of toilet
paper being supplied to each dorm
was increasing
at a frightening
rate.
In our highly specified society,
White Cloud was daring to perform
two roles; that of toilet paper, and
that of Kleenex.
Clearly
this
situation
was
undesirable.
Students realized that while White
Cloud was soft enough to perform
the role of Kleenex, it still had to
perform the role of toilet paper.
Many students
found that this
~~~

V:~:t~~I~U;~~S

01.~:~P~':h",e

:~es:~:~~

conclusions,

0[£,,,,1, were forced to agree that
White Cloud has simply not the
toilet paper for this campus. The
switch was made back to Scott
toliet paper. Once again, good old
one-ply service rolls appeared
in
WMC bathrooms. After all, there is
something to be said for tradition.
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Bowers Sensitive and Bawdy
Phil LaPadula
No, I'm Not talking about your
roommate's
T.V. set. I'm talking
about a strange
little instrument
that a drunk lady once thought
looked like a "sawed-off guitar," It
has other nicknames
such as the
"mountain
piano". and the "idiot
box." The latter was attached to it
because it's promoters,
as a sales
pitch, raved to everyone about how
easy it was to play. It's real name
is the Acoustic
Auto-Harp.
It'splayer,
Bryan Bower's
was undaunted by broken strings, out of
tune harps, and crying babies as he
entertained
and
amused
the
seventy
people
in McDaniel
Lounge on Friday night. In fact,
the audience was so intrigued that
they insisted he do an encore at the
end of the hour and a half performance.
The amazing
thing
about Bowers was his versatility
on the little instrument.
He played
everything from old fashion gospel
music to slightly lewd barroom
song on it and admits that his taste
in music ranges Cram, "the lilly
white to the bawdy."
The
instrument
roughly
resembles a triangle with squared
off corners and it's measurements
are about a foot and a half by .a
foot. It is strung like a harp and
more
or
less
resembles
a
miniature
harp except that the
hollowed out hole in the middle
makes it look somewhat
like the

or against the left shoulder like
Bowers does it.
Bowers gave a brief history of
the instrument before he.began to
play. It's inventor,
Daniel Zimmerman, wanted to create a new
more simplified musical notation
system based on numbers rather
than notes. It was made famous by
the Carter family in the south (no
relation to the President-elect)
and
was at first used mostly for gospel
music. This was the type of music
that Bowers started off playing on
it, and for awhile it seemed like

Sunday in an old Southern Baptist
Church in the south.
But this
atmosphere
soon changed,
as
Bowers
started
singing
his
humorous
barroom
songs, most
without musical
accompaniment.
Bowers followed a gospel version
of the BeatJes'
"Let
it be"
with, "a song about a girl I Jived
with." This made for an interesting
contrast
between .two very different worlds. He then continued
with a song that an old wino taught
him. and another entitled, "My Get
Up and Go, Just Got up and Went."

Bowers was once the opening act
for a Jefferson Starship concert at
the Capital Centre. He has also
backed up Gordon Lightfoot.
He
said ~is is strictly a solo act and is
working on his first album. All in
all it w~s a pretty interesting
and
entertaining
hour and a half.

Bayer.-

Keith Doney - "Most Unusual"
Claire Kibler - "Most Delicate"
Many thanks to all who helped
make the contest a success, and
also to all the contest participants.
Thanks.

'-

College Activities
_'

a noted

poet and

:~i~uiLh~!~
poetry. He will also give critiques
of poems
written
by several

,";!P~P'::' ~hi~gh::::'!lr::ing~,:.
T;:h~'~ins::;lr~".:::m~'n:.lIL
,can be played on the lap, on a table,

Mark

t~o su~

~~~~!uf~ye
fl~S:lnalb~v~~~b~~
recognition. Boston is Tom Scholz,
Brad Delp. Ba.rry Goudreau, Fran
Sheehan and SIb Hashian. Tom and
Barry play the lead and rhythm
guitars
but Tom also plays the ,
keyboards
and percussion.
Brad
sings the lead vocals, Fran plays
bass and Sib commands the drums.
I guess that the major question
would be "when will Boston be
performing in concert'?" My guess
would be soont!

west,
Minnesota
Review,
Chicago Tribune, and Washington
Star.
In 1970 he received
a
Discovery Grant in Poetry from
the National Endowment
for the
Arts.
Completing the day's program
will be a "Poets
in the Grille"
evening. Beginning at 9:00 p.m.
students and area poets, as well as
interested individuals, are invited
to attend this informal gathering at
the college's
student center and
read their poems, or share their
ideas.

~l!~l1:£~~~~J:

a~:!~~
the harmony,
while the other
fingers play the melody on the

d;~:~~e~

Flint,

~:01:i=y'~~~~::~Illi;f':~
Western Maryland College.
Flint will direct
an informal
poetry
workshop
on Thursday

~\:f!:~~~:~~i::
T~~:7~;~:

,,~:~

If you were wondering what you
have been hearing
around
the
campus, it is a very good chance it
is Boston. Boston is capturing
the
ear of music listeners throughout
the campus and for that matter the
country.
For a first
album.
Boston has accomplished
what
other groups are still trying to do-.
-produce a great album. The album
is r~ally very good and is very easy
to listen to. Each song has its own
rhythm. My favorite song on the
album is "Forepl~Y-Longtime."
I
hea~d it for the rtrst'ttme on the
radio about a month ago. I liked it
so much I bought the album the
next day. And I am very satisified
with It. I would venture
to state
that since ~ad Company, Boston is

Poetry Workshop Nov. 11
Roland

It seems to represent
a pretty
unique sound. It has six keys at the
bottom which push against
the

Congratulations
to the winners of
the D. J. Contest:
ist - Anne Dryden
2nd - Jack Eckles
ard -·Audry Flowers
Honorable Mention
Like
John
Patrick
"Most
Halloween"
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~o~~o~:~ct ~:~~s ~ ~~~s~~~~' ~~c~~ng a ti~~

~!;~~tr::,e:~al~h~~h~/~~W~p~~;
and all. Let's
just say it had
something to do with hot dogs and
buns and you take it from their!

~~Z:
t~~:~~!:~,~EJ%;I~~~;

D.J. Winners

With this, as well as some other
juicy lines which I can't repeat, it
became
obvious
that
the apparentiy pious Bowers also had a
rather
unabashed
vocabulary!
Bowers' nonaccompaniment
songs
actually
don't
need
accompaniment.
The lyrics are the
whole thing and the inevitable
punch line at the end always
brought
enthusiastic
responses
from the audience.
.
Bowers slipped into the serious
realm a couple of times as well. He
sung an eye opening and shocking
song about the ugly realities of life
in a jail. Bowers onced served
three months for a pet charge. Not
wanting to leave the audience on a
~~~o:o:t:,so~~.

November

"Boston"
Mike D'Andrea
Review

-;;;;;;;;;:::+:5::··':::::
c. '=="~;;;;;:::::;::==~ Western Maryland students
"'-_........ ro~~ 4~:,Ph~'
~~llMr:~~ri~i~

N~

LU
.. g
II

C eramles
.. __

A ceramics show featuring
the
work of Mary Nyburg will open 7-9
p.m. on Monday, November B in
Gallery
One of the Fine Arts
Building,
Western
_ Maryland
College
An active
member
of craft
organizations,
Mrs. Nyburg is a
trustee
of the American
Crafts
Council
and
teaches
at the
Maryland lnstiturte College of Art
in Baltimore.
Mary
Nyburg
says
of her
ceramics,
"My work in clay is
fUnctional. I like to make planters
that plants will like and vases that
flowers will look beautiful in." She
has worked in ceramics
for 20
years, having studied originally at

the Baltimore Museum of Art and
the Haystack
Mountain School of
Crafts in Maine,
Exhbiitions
of her work have
been held in cities allover
the
East,
including
shows
at the
Potters

Guild

of Baltimore,

~~~e~~b::~::t~i~~;~r~'~~at~~

7

~~~

poetry,
and passages
from his
book. "And Mornin~,"
published
by Dryad Press. Fhnt's
book of
poems centers around themes of
friendship, fatherhood,
death, and
old men.

His works have appeared
in
many
rnagazmes
including
Atlantic
Monthly,
Poetry
North-

Future
poetry
readings
and
workshops
sponsored
by the
English departrr, nt will feature
Michael Cain, Charles
Plymell,
and
Pamela
Beach
Plymell
(January 14 and 15), and Cynthia
Macdonald (April 13). For further
details,
contact Del Palmer
or
Jesse Glass

the

Reflections

~hil Nde h·YO~k t ~il\~ and M the
In education,
in marriage,
NYb~r:
;:atu~ed ,i,nl~hneC~atio~1I ~~er~t~~~~:aPit~:~ni-!s~:

in

is.

~eog~ap?,IC ~ok
Craftsm~n
m business of my life to deepen.this
menca
which was published
disappointment
in every woman's
la~hyear.
k f M
N b
heart until she bows down to it no
~ war
0
rs.
y urg, a longer
~o~~r~~~nto ~d~x~7~i~~~n~bro:~~
.
Lucy Stone (1855)
November 20, 10a.mA p.m. week- "A~solu!es
are taboo
in OUT
days.
society, little less absolute truth."
Susan Huey

A women
should
not
be
(resident;
it's not the way God
intended it to be. Yes, a woman
could become president, but she'd
have to become more and more
like a man to handle the job. One of
OUT(roblems today is that women
are becoming more like men and
men are becoming
more
like
women. That's against God's will.
Anita Bryant

.J

Friday,

November

5, 1976
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Library in Elderdice
Want to learn about a summer
job? Or about' a specific career
goal? Or grad school in geology?
Medicine?
Law?
Business?
Perhaps you want to find out about
career oportunities
with Shell Oil
Company.
Well, all this and more is at your
fingertips
in the Career Library.
This little-known
but invaluable

information
for tests such as the
GRE's and LSAT's is prominently
displayed.
After settling into the grind at
WMC, it's easy to become compiacent about one's own future. But
the time will come, for all of us, to
leave college. In preparing for that
moment, the Career Library can
be extremely useful. Go on up and

visit it. And remember,
materials
may be signed out ot the library for
overnight study.
The Career
Library
is open
Monday-Friday,
from 8:30 a.m. to
4:00 p.m. Answers
to questions
about the library or about your
specific career goals can be found
by Jerald
Wrubel,
room
203,
Elderdice

It I~s n~m~i~::~~~
i~;~~t~~:
formation. A file cabinet contains

Thur~day - November
McDamel Loun~e

doctorate ~n Political Science
the same institution.

pamphlets
a~d flyers abo~t
from accounting to z~keepmg

U:~~~~t~~~fr~:~a~~~s
will be giving a lecture

room is located

on the 2nd floor of

~1~~~~ffi~:Il,
in

sever~l

f h~.n~ed

the

l~

Student

jobs
and

b~:;een.

Sout h Af nca
. Reports

campus

concerning

9 - 8PM -

"South

i:r:::~~
to the
Africa

;~~~ede- f:o~~maedpa~~~au;aOf~:

~e
i~a all !~u~rsbr:~~~~
o~ ~~
armed
servrces
plus the c~st
guard and the merchant
marine.

~~e~~a
~:~~n~~~~~~~~a.3"~iS~~
Mr. Samura is well travelled and
acquainted
with the homeland of

t!p-to-date

South Africa and its position in the

::~~:~~

graduate

a~~~~~:

catalogs

from

s~e~~~~~~

:~:

~~~ar:~e s~~~~~~s :;p~~:tliOS:::~

~~;:~~~eS~~i~~rnf~~~
University

and

is

derstanding
foundations
equality!

and insight
and growing

within
a

us,

~~~ponsible

due

to

whether

~

into the
pains of

History is being made around

d~~~:;~
pursuin~

rrom

The turmoil of South Africa has
definite effects in the international

us - we

us,
are

we like it or
Keith

"George Washington
Slept Here"

NEEDED
- To Pittsburgh,
any weekend _
DOl1I!a Shapiro x319.
- To Parkersburg,
W. Va. (or
anywhere along I-77): Cathy Long
x353.

_

comedy
about their trials
and
tribulations
fixing up this house

- To southwestern
Michigan
(Kalamazoo,
or anywhere
in that
general direction),
Thanksgiving
break: Jeff, Blanche 3rd.
To N.Y. ~ Conn. area (Rye,
N.Y.), Thanksgiving
Break: Rita
Mutino, Apt. 2H, 848-0068.
- To Towson, any wk. end, esp.
needed Thanksgiving
Break: John
Seifert, Rouzer, 2nd floor.
RIDE
OFFERED

~~~~~~s :~I ~~e:~n: \~~:i~in:o~
~::t~n~~~~w~~d~~:~~~~~nCe;~I~
Slept Here. The play is to be held at uncle, a dull-witted caretaker,
a
the Church of the Ascension on nasty neighbor and many other
Court St. in Westminster.
The amusing
characters.
In typical
curtain goes up at 8 pm Saturday
Kaufman and Hart style, the play

NEED A RIDE? Going to Boston
-will take 1 or 2 people over
Thanksgiving
Break
- shared
expenses.
Contact
Neal
Copenhauer
in Rouzer 208.

night with a 2:30 pm Sunday
matinee following. Tickets will be
sold at the door
The story concerns Newton and
Annabelle Fuller who have bought
a 200 year Old farm house in Bucks

is fast, furious, and funny.
The Carroll Players
(formerly
the New Windsor
Community
Theatre)
are
a
non-profit
organization
to promot~ quality
non-professional
theatre In Carroll

-if you can provide a ride for any
of these people, please
contact
them. Also, if you can take riders
wherever you go on weekends, let
us know: contact Dianne Jenkins,
x356.

:::;~~~::

coun;ty_.

K~

\jc:o_,

transfixes

cafeteria

The perfect gift
for the one you love.

- To Morgantown,
W. Va., Oct.
22-24: Annette or Patti; x343.
To
Durham,
N.Car.,
Thanksgiving
break:
Donna,
Blanche 3rd.
- To Gettysburg,
any weekend:
Amy x293.
-To Long
Island,
NY,
for
Thanksgiving
break:
Nancy
Kortvelesy, McDaniel 2nd.

This Saturday and Sunday night,
November
6 and 7, the Carroll

Berger

nrues

A perfect Keepsake diamond says it all, reflecting
your love in its brilliance and beauty. And you can
choose with confidence because the Keepsake guarantee assures perfect clarity, fine white color and
precise modern cut. There is no finer diamond ring.

=::::::::::::::::==11
OV\. ~~
3'?t I<e~
S.ts~~ers

~Y\_-t'S

We've.

This Is
For You

dNllo-\s,£
Custom printed
umperstickers, rock t-shirts
personalized rolling paper,

o':hex- f)ed r ~

0Qe>c\u.es =lhlAfS
10"\0;:;

and custom printed t-shirts.
Good prices.
Send a 13¢ stamp for full

_Lj

P,dil!:)lo"\oq
Sa'\un15 q~')

-")

details.

COSMIC
RAINBOW
167 West 21st Street
New York NY lOOll

.

200ndStreet
Westminster .Maryland 21157

301-m6-2966

*********

r----------------------IHow to Plan Your Engagement
and

Wedding

,I

: Every,hing.hoUl planningynuren~a~emen'and wedd'n~1(, a n...aullful 20 I',,~,.I
I }:c~~P~;:'4~·!~:~lB,:d~~;K~~~:k;.&:,~';~JJ;i~n~uf~III·~(:;I~:I;~~~~~
A(I;'~:';'~~~'
1
,
I
I Name
\

:-\ City

IS.a,e
I Keepsake

~

.
DIamOnd Rings, Box 90, Syracuse.

Z,I'

:
I

I

New York 13201 I

L!~!..~.~'!.::.e.:?~~~I:::~~2!.'!!!I.!;_e!!~.~3~~~~::.~..!~6.:_OOJ

_
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Sports

November

,

~ '"

r .J

"FaU"
Jl.~~rors Lose 1·0 in"Quiek"
Last

Saturday, o~ soccer team
and Washington
College
participated in a soccer game with a
different set of 'rules. The ruJes,
devised by Dr. Clower and Ed
Athey-AtheJetic
Directors
of
WMC and Washington
College
respectively;
were designed
to
speed up the game and induce
more scoring.
. Basically the rules were such:
nrcr a direct kick foul removal of
offending player for three minutes,
for indirect removal for one minute
2)Substitutions
may be "Made on
the fly," 3lThe goalie box was the
only area where he could pick up
the ball, instead
of the whole
penalty
area, 4)No offsides-four
players must remain in offensive
half and three in the defensive half,
5)Playing 15 minute quarters with
the clock running
only during
actual play.

bring out several
good scoring
attempts by our forward line and
some good defensive plays by both
of our goalies (they changed
at
halfl and our fu11backs. Jamie
Mosberg took several aced hard
shots, just missing on most. Steve
Schonberger,
played excellent
fullback especially cutting down a

di~h;~~~~~;~r:fb~~~~e~~~

sC:~t·ofthePlayers,
notlikethegame
~~::o~~ge

WMC's

~~yi~~t:;;iS ~~reo~f

unidentified

';f!~~
B~e;:d:~

Steve

Schonberger
Washington

(21)

The first game was never close, as
women won easily 15-5. The
second
was marked by bursts from
both teams. Our w?men scored

00:

~:s~~~~~

fourt~r

~~%/

College, only to turn around and
lose two others
to a powerful
UMBC team.
Against
Washington
College,
starters
Sue Cunningham,
Kathy
Lane, Lynn Glaeser, Fran Cizek,
Cheryl
stouter. and Tammy
Roebber

were

quite

impressive.

never

overcame,

losing the game

~~5~!~~e':~i~~a~~;~~~~~

Jim TeramaniSOOn
The
field
hockey
team
is
finishing
up their
season
this
Coming

points. ?ut w~re

a e ~~~~~r~;:~ w~~~~~~~~
caused the game to end at 15-11.
In the game
against
UMBC
however, the women did not fair as
well. In the first game the women
quickly found themselves
with a
seven-point
deficit
which they

Hoe.e~ Finish

weekend.

unbroken

up is the state

And now with the completion

~~tomen

k·~~:'s.

11 a.m.

vs.' Loyola;

~~:~~ur~il~n~

Pi:·

Scg:s~~n:esxda;~e~he
played

well

Varsity

but

lost,

Th~ JV team lost

3-1

.**"*"

a

cliffhanger

:hh~~f~e

8)

not as a

!~':~.I~~~~~e"

Hockey

9) Biathlon

Day - Monday

Pizza
Dinner $1_75

Pizza o.y-Tuasday-$.40
Spaghetti

WI11IIN

10)

Day - W.dnesday

WALKING

off
Dinner $1.40

D1STAIIICE

Jumping

NEWLY REMODELED

EXPANDEDSEAnNG

7 a.m.

Route 140

WatmUMter
84Mt18

r--o;;;:;;-:';--l~;;;;:;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:~~~~;;;;:;;;;:;;;;:;;;;;;;~;;~~
Op:elllin,

***

Fr" n Nason's

Sports
World

only 5 minutes away

iC

Presents",
The Internqtional Buffet Every Sunday

***

Carrolltown
Mall

«

RI. 26

lIear

t

•

Rf. 32

Of course We still serve the best kosher corned
beefs and pastramis daily from 11 :30 a.m. to 10 p.m.

79S·9S90

Cal! For

.. --

Special this week: Spanish Buffet

Beef & Beer Special $1.85
Weekdays 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.

--fc
Day

DINNER

LUNCH

Subs

SCORING:
Below iz-sorry,
you
lose, ia-sea minus. 13-Sil, 14-see
plus, Is-be minus, 16-Bea, it-bee
plus, IS-A minus, 19-Ayyyy?, 20-..
Med School

«
iC

~¥

BREAKFAST

gante.

Open 6 a.m. daily except Sundays

iC

140 Village

Open 24 Hours a

from

to last week's fiasco: 1)
2)
Spain
3) Polo 4)
5) Cricket 6) 3 7) Hurling

Field

Barrel

~

Donuts

1-"**......

was

Answers
Curling
Falconry

Fancy .-

~o ~

~f~~c~~i~~

e~~k~;~~~~~;t~O~~

~1~:I~~~~i~k~nf~~~i

1
~~

&

steal

Chicken

are likely to do quite

Plain

S~tt?~:~un~~~
,.

a

in Saturday's

of a

~~~:!~h~~il:g~ei~a;:!sS:~

times on Saturday are: 9 a.m. vs.
M' S,
Mary's:
10 a.m.
vs
Goucher:
11:15 vs. Hopkins; and,..

Harford;

of pace,'but

1) "The Y.ankee Clipper"
2) Jack Nicklaus

Ned Week!!

:~~:~~~=~rf~~u~i~
s=~~~~~:
Middle Atlantic Conference finals
This is a two-day event in which

~~Ir:!

however, did
Yes they liked it

Most of the fans loved the new
5)Richard Gonzales
style.
Everyone
had
some
6) "Home
RUn."
suggestions
to improve it, though
7) Red. Grange
(don't answer
they almost all had different ideas. "Red")
.
The idea of kicking in the ball
8) "The Brown Bomber"
instead of throw-ins seemed to be 9)"The Greatest"
liked by everyone. The biggest rule 10) "Pie"
everyone was against was the four
men in offensive end and three in 11) Paavo Nurmi
the defensive end. People said just
12)"The Golden Jet"
to take out the offsides rule. Play
13)Paul Dean (It's noh Dizzyl)
with no offsides, it will increase'
14) "The Stilt"
scoring.
IS) "Stan The Man"
Overall most people enjoyed the
game, and was worth the con- 16)Earl Monroe
sideration
of higher-ups.
Dr.
17) Jim Corbett
Clower and Mr. Athey should be
18) "The Juice"
commended for even trying and to 19} "Whizzer"
a good degree succeeding
in this
20) Luis Firpo
experiment.

Quiz Answers

~tIOS::~~:i,
t~~~~nta~utp~~:
away to win 15-11.

~o~~;~ ~~e ~~I!e;l~y ~~u~~~:~
Saturday and four on Sunday, as
they a:~ evaluated
for further

tl~~5 v:i~~ow~f:y

attempts

College attacker

V'ballers Win 2
~a;~c~v::

The following list is of twenty
f~o~s
athletes. Where you see a
mckname,
supply the real name.
When you enco~ter
a na~e,
answer WIth a nickname.
EIght
different
sports are represented.
Good luck-it's another toughie!

we serve, ..

Wayne Pierce
After playing a home tri-match
this past week, it was first up, and
then
down,
for the women's
volleyball team. A large crowd was
~~nh~~~

SoeeerC~'~~a~s
Quiz
Clower mentioned
this and said
that the teams seemed to try to
play a little different,
but otherwise he was pleased. with the game.
Mr. Athey noticed that this style
kept the ball in front of the goal,
thus inviting
more goals to be

•

The game was at a much quicker
pace than usually and the crowd
seemed to get into the game more
than they usually did. This could
have been due to the fact that there
were almost double the number of
shots by both teams.
There
were times
when the
players
seemed
confused
or

r/

lew break-aways.
Both goeues,
Ken Lowey
and Tom Myers,
played well blocking several shots,
some at point-blank range.
The score of the game ended 1-0
as Washington
scored
with
seconds left in the first quarter.

Another rule was that the offensive player wasn't allowed in
the goalies box-but due to this
being an experimental
game, the
rule was taken out for the second
half.
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$2 Mil. in Aid Urged
John Springer
The Finance committee
of the
Maryland
Board
of
Higher
Education
recommended
on
Friday that state aid to private
higher education
institutions
be
increased
by approximately
$2
million in 1978. The committee's
recommendation
was made to an
Annapolis meeting of the Board.
Support for increased aid was
one of five recommendations
which concluded a recent study by
the committee
of state aid to
private colleges and universities.
The study, which was requested by
the Maryland
General Assembly,
surveyed
alternative.
plans
for
state aid. Western Maryland and 14
other private
schools
were included. The Board of Higher
Education
did not act on the
recommendations
at the Friday
meeting, but probably will act on
them at its December
3 meeting,
The first recommendation
was
that Maryland's
current direct aid
program
be continued.
This
program
of state aid to private
schools was validated in the U.S.
Supreme Court decision of June,
1976 which concluded a long legal
battle
between
the ACLU and
several
co-defendant
private
schools
Western Maryland was a
co-defendant until
legal
costs
forced
an
out of court
settlement.The
Supreme Court ruled
5-4 in Javor of the
private
schools. The aid program 'okayed
by the court is dependent
on
'student enrollment.
The present
formula in that program
dictates
that 15 percent of the money given
to public institutions per full time
equivalent
student
(FTE)
be
available
to private colleges
(per FTE).
The Finance committee's
second
recommendation
was that the aid
figure be increased
to 2Q percent
per FTE for fiscal year 1978. This
would raise the amount of state aid
to private colleges and universities
from $5.2 million to $7.2 million in
the 1978 budget.
Several factors, according to the
committee,
necessitate
the increased aid. One important
factor
is that the. tuition and fee gap
between
public and private
institutions
continues
to widen.
Currently
a great deal of aid to
students
from
private
colleges
such as WMC is given in response
to that gap.
Another important
reason why
the aid increase is necessaryjs
the
use by private schools of "deferred
maintenance"
as a money saver.
Private
colleges
are now being
forced to delay needed repairs so
that annual operating costs may be
met. Approximately
"$.90 less per
square foot" is spent by private
institutions for maintenance
costs
than is spent by public institutions.
The study pointed out that if the
needed
maintenance
projects
continue
to be delayed,
then
private
schools will have even
greater
difficulty
attracting
students than is now the case.
The Finance
committee
also
pointed out that faculty salaries in

JI~

public colleges and universities
are, on the average,
20 percent
higher
than
those
in private
schools. Exluding Johns Hopkins
and the University of Maryland at
College Park this difference in pay
is true in every rank of the faculty.
The final reason given by the
committee for its recommendation
was that the $2 million cost of the
increased . aid
would
be
significantly
less than the cost of
absorbing the private schools into
the state. The state recently absorbed the University of Baltimore
into its higher education system ~
partly
because· of the school's
financial difficulties.
The
third
major
recommendation
given was that
the
Board
should
determine
what

further action may be taken by the
state to aid private colleges and
universities
having
"significant
financial
deficits".
The aid increase
to 2Q percent
per F'I'E
probably
will not be enough to
meet the projected future needsof
some schools, One comment made
by committee
member
Austin
Penn was, "The time will ~ome
when (the Board and the private
schools)
will have to consider
whether these schools are public or
private."
.
The committee
then recommended a way in which private
sCh?01 requ~sts for state funding?f
capital projects
(such as W~C s
College Center)
should be consteered by the Board. One essential
point was that the state should not
continued on page 4
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Scrimshaw to Report
Faculty Meetings
Jim Wright
Earlier
lhis
semester
Jeff
Robinson,
managing
editor
of
Scrimshaw,
worte an editorial on
the
possibility
of
having
representatives
from the student
body Sit In on faculty meetings
Thateditonalsetlnm6honasenes
of events
which
upon
accumulation 'the W~esday
of the
week past, resulted in the faculty
permitting
two reporters
from the
Scrimshaw
attendance
rights
to
their
meetings.
However,
the
decision was not passed without
controversy.
When the issue was first brought
up through Robinson's
editorial,
several faculty members who liked

the idea began work to bring it
about. The issue was referred
to
the Faculty
Council,
'a subcommittee
of the full f~culty for
study and recommendation
Upon
consideration,
this body decided
not to allow students mto the full
faculty meetings
but to instead
give the Scrimshaw the mmutes of
those meetings. Their feeling was
that the purpose
of .i~forming
students of faculty deCISIOns ~d
actions would be better served this
way because ,he minut~
would
exclude
any personal
bias th~t
might arise towards individuals m
the' faculty. As Dr. John, Chairperson of the Facult~ Coun.ciJ put
it, "minutes would gtve actions as
opposed to fuzzed up parla,!llentary
maneuvering."
another
consideration
was that the faculty
would find it hard to be frank and
free with students
present.
One
person involved put it this way,
"Faculty should feel free to discuss
every issue without inhibition and
with
complete
candor
and
representatives
from
outside
groups
might make
them . feel
limited in this respect."
The third
reason given was that if reporters
from Scrimshaw,
as proposed,
were given visitation rights then
any group, such as "the womens
volleyball team," could come and
demand the same.
After
much
discussion,
with
these
objections
in mind,
the
Faculty
Council
proposed
the
compromise
of no reporters
but
instead to permit the minutes to go
out. This was then placed before
the full faculty meeting and with a
clear majority it was voted down
thus opening the doors to Scrimauditorium
out
at midnight.
shaw reporters.
. .
leaving on only the lights in the
In the eyes of many this IS a
stairwells and in the first room of .sman but significant ste~ towards
the
downstairs
(the
Green'
more
student
impul
into the
Room). The friend started putting
decision making process
of this
up the rows of seasts
on the college.
Many schools
of combalcony to make walking between
parable size to this sch~l
have
them easier. However, she left the totally open faculty meetings.
As
front row of seats down because
one administration
offical put it,
we did not want to be waiking that
this sytem her~ would o~n. the
close to the railing anyway.
At doors to "significant
contributions
12:08,
she suddenly
told us to from the students."
But as it now
listen.
We held our
breath
stands Scrimshaw
has reporting
waiting, but heard only a clunking
rights
only
there
is no
sound that could have been a recognized
representation
from
radiator.
Yet she said that just
the students
to the
faculty
before
that she 'had
heard
a meetings which can discuss and
"swinging, grating noise." At the debate
issues,
thus givinr,
the
time that she heard it, she was
students a voice.
approximately
thirty feet from us,
.
at the far right of the balcony. She
finished putting up the seats and
•
came back with us
As we waited we sang some, and
The
Carrol!
County
Heallh
talked, yet we spent a lot of the
will
four free
time Simply looking around the big Department
swine flu clinics »n Nov. 14 from IU
Hall. It is beautiful from tthe inside
at night, and most of the time we am unfil 4 pm at five county
locations:
SOUl/I
Carroll
High
were unafraid. We heard the front
SCioli
Kt·y. MI
door of Alumni open at 12:25, and School, Francis
some creakings
that sounded like Airy Middle, N"rttl ('<!rr,,11 Middle
footsteps. Since we had heen ex. and the V,,·Tech schuol.

The Spirit(s) of Alumni

Llcta Hedian
On Saturday,
October thirtieth,
three students spent an "unusual"
kind of night. After the trick-ortreaters
had gone home,
and
costume parties were in lull swing,
three people entered
AJumni to
'spend
the
night.
Two
were
members of the Scrimshaw
staff,
and one was just a friend. I am one
of those people and this is the story
of the Alumni ghost in action.
The old story about Alumni,
which most students have heard of,
says that a student once committed
suicide by hanging himself from
the balcony of Alumni or throwing
himself
off it (versions
differ).
From that time there have been
rumours of a ghost which walks the
balcony. Some tales add that the
student was a music major, and
that one may hear ghostly music at
late hours in the building.
When
the idea
for an
investigation
of the ghost was cenceived, it was clear that no one
person should attempt the stay in
Alumni alone. The reason for this
precaution
was the result of a
previous assault on Alumni. Five
years ago, two male students spent
the night-on
the balcony.
Both
slept, and later one awakened
to'
find
his friend
sleepwalking
towards the railing, He ran to his
friend and managed to prevent him
from going over. This actually
happened.
The students
both
graduated last year and live out of
state now, so they could not be
contacted
for
this
article.
However, they are real people and
they did stay in Alumni one night.
Because of this, it was decided to
have
three
investigators,
to
prevent unfortunate
accidents.
The escapade by the three of us
on October thirtieth was planned
not as a prank or a way to get
kicks, but as a good story for the
newspaper.
We were quite serious
about avoiding
panic or mass
hallUcination, SQ we made a policy
of not telling
each other
our
feelings at the time that we were
experiencing
them. We each kept
separate
notes and recorded
the
times that we heard noises or felt
very frightened,
and later _com·
pared notes to see if the times
agreed. They did.

-

Iwastheoriginalpersonwiththe
idea of investigating
the ghost, so I
obtained permission
to stay in the
Hall accompanied
by two coinvestigators,
and notified.
the
Security people that we would be
there.
Therefore,
on Saturday
night, myself, Nancy Meneffee and
a friend packed
up our ghostcatching gear and walked over to
Alumni. We entered the building at
approximately
11:00 PM, carrying
such necesssary
items
as: a
powerful
flashlight,
blankets,
pillows, notebooks
in which to
write
our observaucns,
some
crackers , coins
for the Coke
machine, plus a rosary and a silver
crucifix for protection.
Of course
we weren't expecting the last two
items to come in handy, but they
are standard
equipment,
so we
felt that it would be best to bring
them along.
When we went in there were
three
people
in the building
finishing up a lighting rig, and we
spoke with them- a few minutes.
One of t.!:lem stayed a little while to
show us around the labyrinth - the
rooms downstairs in Alumni· and
to see that we knew how to work
the lights. We checked
that the
pecting the Pinkerton man to stop
back doors were locked, and let
byand lock thedoors, we calJed out
him out the front. After setting up . to let him know we were there.
camp on the balcony, on the right
There was no answer.
When we
side of the building,
we settled
checked the doors later, they were
mwn to a night of ghost-watching,
locked, so we decided it was him at
To give the ghost a fair chance,
the door.
we turned the lights in the main
continued on page 3
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Thanks, Faculty
In response to a request by this paper, the faculty at WMC recently
voted in favor of allowing SCRIMSHAW reporters
to attend faculty
meetings In order to convey the actions that occur at such events to the
students on campus. Through this move the SCRIMSHAW feeis that the
Instructors and administration
have taken a major step toward opening
up lines of communications
across the chasm that often opens between
students and faculty.
The proposat showed a somewhat strong faculty effort to cross over this
g_ulf by overriding the more powerful faculty council's recommendations
to keep the reporters out. Their suggestron was to send out mInutes from
each meeting as a substitute to actual attendance
by students. This in
Itself may seem to show a lack of respect toward the studant.repcrferts
responsibility
In conveying the news on thIs campus In a truthful and
comprehensive
manner.
We hope that ttils Is not the gist of the
suggestion.
As far as what rights and responslbillties
that the reporters that are
sent must conform to, they were not specifically
spelled out in the
agreement.
The SCRIMSHAW
accepts
the probabrllty
that
the'
students will be limited only to the aspects of recording
Information
during the meetings. This raises a question In1"iself,however.
Would It be proper for the SGA to also ask tor some type of representettcn to the faculty In the near future? In that all Student Senate
meetings are open to both faculty and administration,
It I~ possible that
the faculty as a whole would be willing to accept a student to attend their
forums of topical debate. The basic reason behind such an Idea would
be the usefulness of students to answer questions whenever necessary at
the meetings. A better grasp of student opinion may also be forthcoming
if it were to emanate straight from the horses mouth. .

Nancy l'I1eneft'e
beauty
and the tone is one of
Webster
defines
negritude
as sorrow
and desperation.
This-,
"the conciousness
of Negroes, esp. when translated
into English,
African Negroes, of their cultural
becomes an almost violent voice of
h"eritage,- together
with an at- rebellion. The poems contain a raw
firmation
of the
distinctive
emotional
quality that has great
qualities
and
values
of- this
power to move the listener.
The
heritage".
Last week on campus,
poems
written
about
the exEllen
Conroy
Kennedy
held a perience
of being African
are
reading of negritude
poetry.
especially effective. The negritude
In a short one-hour exposure to poetry concerning love can best be
negritude
poetry,
Ms. Kennedy
described
in a single
word:
opened u~ a whole new literary
refreshing.
world. During this hour, she read
several
examples
of negritude
Ms. Kennedy talked. in parti~ular
poetry, in French and in English.
about two of the leading negritude
She also showed a film about one of
poets. Leop?ld Sedar Senghor and
the most famous negritude
poets,
~me
Ces.cure. Senghor
was ~e
Leopold Sedar Senghor. This film
first Pr~ldent
of Senegal and IS
was most effective in setting the .,often hailed as ~he P~t.Laureate
mood of the audience.
o~ French-speakmgAfn<:a_.
Many?f
Negritude
poetry is written in
his .poems conc_ern chilah~
m
French.
When the qualities
and
Africa.
They have
quahty
of
values of the Negro heritage are
tim~lessness
that
makes
?ne
expressed in this poetry, they have
realize the great ~ge of Afrl~a.
a rhythm and flavor that is unlike
The~ hav~ a. fragile, dream-like
most English poetry. When is it is
quality which IS best Illustrated by
read aloud in the original French,
a line from one of Senghor's
the words have a sad echoing
poems:
"I
always
confuse
.

f~I!~~~~~ t~:I~~g~r~:it
~o;sn~~~~t~~n~:.r~~~c~!~~t;~~~~h~~:~~
~~
to accept such a proposal until It has seen tfie reactions from allowing
I~~~!~~rl~

~~~~ ~:~h:f~~~~:t~u!~~!.right

and simply

Dear

Editor,

D~
~~;~~:a:~~
me of a book

aE:~~:i

of this school and a ra~:

~:.~e~n~~~~~n:sk~:·t~:;eu~!
harbor
cats,
frogs,
gerbils,
hamsters
mice and roaches, a pet
snake is always looked down upon.
Snakes, although a lot of people
think that they are slimy and wet,
are
practically
the
cleanest
creatures
that I have ever known.

an athletlcpr~ram

three

~~~:II~~°t,:sdlt:i~/~~:I:~e::O~O:~

travel.

etc. On small campuses

~:~eaasi~~I:tl~:~:,~~~:u:r;~po~~

necessary

students In the manner of,tHe University of Maryland or other large
schools. Because of this factor Western Maryland has been forced to limit
the scope ofthe athletics that it can provide to Its students.
What we should like to propose to the students and the administration
of
this campus would be an attempt to help make the sporting events more
self·sufflclent.
By chargIng an admission to many of the "big drawing"
sports there should be at least some sort of revenue to help defray the
malor expenses" Involved.
hl:~cS~:;':'~I::O~~~~
charge

~;n~:,II:t::e

must not necessarily

:~~:c~·!u~~~m~~I;~:~C~o~f

~~;~sa~:;of~:~~::~:~~~lleg~~~

be enough

~~~

to cover the costs of the entire

:~:~~~I~:t~:I:o:::O~

r:soucsr~%e~~

~~~~~I~~~I:;a:~:

~t~:Je~~at;::,n~t~!

10give serious

study

to

~~eab~~~ ~~~~:~I:n~h::r~~orm
It is not enough, however, simply
to become
acquainled
with the·
contents
of the New Testament
Gospels. Since Jesus himself wrote
nothing. all that we know about his
life and leaching comes-to
us at
~~~co:d Wir~n~e
Gtlspels,
~~~:~no~

then,

~:~~~ts

a~~u~~.

we need

to know

t~~~~~~n;s~I~~eqUaO~~

i~~li~~S c~h~~ri~~e
negritude poetry.

t~~e:ea;tiO~~
-

a~r~~O~ayin~r;~S

at!::

dormmate to many of my friends, I pea~e to violent rebellion. Yet the
am appalled
to find that many senhme~ts
expresse~
are always

Recently there have been several discussions
between students and published
some years ago by a
administration
concerning
possibilities
of Installing
a men's Inter.
noted quaker New Testament
collegiate volleyball team into the WMC sports program. At this time the scholar. It was entitled The Peril of
SCRIMSHAW is not prepared to take a ttrrrr standen' this matter, con- Modernizing Jesus. The history of
slderlng all of the various and complex facets of Inltlatlng any new sports
Ihe interpretation
of Jesus
is
team on campus. However we would like to propose a suggestion that
strewn with examples _jlf those who
may clear up one of the obstacles to such an Idea for the present and the haye attempted
10 use him as a
forseeable future.
means for lending some sort of
ir
w~~~n~~~~h,:~o;;'~~~::~:~i~I~:;:,~r~'~:~':e::~~nt~:t~o:~~~~~~;:,~~~
~"~~~~~p~:~f~~os~
to Itr
s~~~·
equipment,

childhood with Eden". This same
feeling is expressed
later in the
poem with the line "The kingdom
of childhood lies beyond time."
Two of Senghor's
most famous
poems
are
"Pigments"
and
"Return of the prodigal son".
Senghor is often given credit for
coining the term "ngegritude",
but
it actually was first used by Aime
Cesalre in the poem "Notes on a
Return to the native land".
Aime
Cesaire's
poetry
is
powerful and moving. Many are
violent,
most
are filled
with
anguish and pain. Those poems in
which he expresses his feelings on
prejudice
literally
leave
the
listener speechless.
Anyone who loves poetry must
re'3.d· and experience
negritude
poetry. There are many different
translations
of negritude
poetry,
which makes the reader
realize
translation
is as much an art as
writing
itself.
Poets
such
as
Langston Hughes have translated
negritude poetry. Penguin Classics
has translated
various
poems.
Ellen Conroy Kennedy did a fine

Letters to the Editor
YO~ep~~n!~~~~~~
of Jesus reminds
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Negritude Poetry IISad Beautyll

Editorial

~::~s~rt~~~

November

~:r~e~~~~s~yi~t e:::~~ct:.I\;!n~
Paul.
Sartre
best
descnb~d
negritude
poetry
when _he said
"this poetry, which at first seems
racial, is ultimately
the song of
everyone of us and for everyone of
us."

~~;:=~
~~

R. L.C. Drive

e::~v~~e~w~r~

weeks_ Plus,

they are very

The Religious

Life Council

an answer

about pets in dorms. If students
can bring their fish, which prac·
tically does nothing but float in
water, why can't I have my snake'?
This college is very prejudiced
a~ainst snakes.
Sincerely yours,
Wendy Gross

~~z~ot~!thl!~:~ s=~~~eW~!~h :~u;
summer
diet or with those jeans
which are too small because of an
expanding waistline. They can be
donated to a Clothing 'Drive which
will be conducted on campus after
Thanksigivng
vacation,
from
Monday, November
29, to Wed.

••••••
Dear Editor

nesday.
.

I'm incarcerated

to Ihe question

has

~~i~\~:~~~t~:~;fe~i~~e;:~:t

December

~r~~~e~~e:;~mu~~~:
in prison

and

~~~i~~~h~~i~:tei~

You

~~Ol;!~~

can

::!

tOt~~e ~~~~~~

average crowd size to be around 300 students).
This example and the
possibilities from other crowd·drawlng
sports would give a tremendous
boost to the athletic department
budget.
Some may feel that such an Imposition on the students of this campus
could cut down significantly to the attendance at the s~rtlng
events that
occur throughout the year. To that we reply that the cost Involved may

a saying of Jesus at random
is
hardly
a way of validating
a
reliable knowledge about him.
Again, as the title of the book
referred
10 above
intended
to
suggesl, Jesus must be understood

;f~n~!~:g:;hl:!:
:~:='w:°rt~~::.~:~~!r~~~n:~h~~:~~:th:~
are watching Is more than lust a "freebIe"
maybe the attendance
af
many ofthe Qames will rise Instead of fall.
Whatever happens to the emotions Involved, we feel that charging
would not raise or lower attendance ,In any significant numbers. Most
other schools in the Mlddle'Atlantic
Conference
make some type of
charge at many of their games. Gettysburg, a school of about our size and
nature, has been known to charge three dottars for their football games.
Even with such a fee the team conSistently draws large crowds to watch
every Saturday.
_
One other consideration
that must be made Is that of the income from
visIting fans' tickets. By charging them also, WMC would simply. be
returning their favors at our home games. That Isn't asking too much In
the sports world.
We at the SCRIMSHAW are not asking to revolutionize
the athletic
program on campus presently.
Rather we feel that by making minor
changes In the system the campus may be able to benefit through a
slightly larger program. To that end we make our suggestion.

~~~~.o~~I~~n!:,c?o~t~~o~~;~S~i:
Po~ao~l;~~
~~:~~er;:c~o
nhe:!~· ~~x
n~~
believer there is also the peril of
Lucasville,Ohi045648
usable clothing? ~Check your own
not modernizing
Jesus
but all
closet while you are al il
attempts
to make him relevant to ...
.;.._
........
_ ..
our present concerns must begin
with a serious
attempt
to unSCRIMSHAW
dersta'nd him historic'ally.
obviously,
even after dilig!i!nl
EDITOR IN CHIEF.
study has been pursued.
not all
inlerpreters
will agree in their
John Springer
conclusions
but they will agree in
Ihe common asswnption
that the
SPORTS EDITOR MANAGING EDITOR NEWS EDITOR
olaceto begin in our understanding
Meg Hoyle
Carlton
Harris
Jeff Robinson
of Jesus
is with the primary
sources in the New Testament.
LAYOUT
I hope Ihese observations
will not
BUSINESS
MANAGER
be regarded
as an unwarranted
Paul HewettBill Todd
Dave Range
intrusion
into a lively student
WRITERS
discussion.
Yours truly,
Charles E. Crain
Jim Wogsland
Mark Katz
Liefa Hedian

We're Sorry
The SCRI~SHAW would like to apologize for an Inadvertent error In
our editorial of October 22, entitled "WMC Mediocrity
In SpecifIes,"
Unfortunately
our research Into the subject of sports championships
excluded the fine and successful athletic seasons turned in by many of the
womens' leamson campus. It was notour Intention to fall to recognize the
ctegla.!e teams here on the HI!I. The SCRIMSHAW trusts that we have not
caused ~ any harsh resentment
on the part of the female sector of our
school. ,Our purpose In the editorial was to comment
some of the
problematic
phases of sports program.
SCRIMSHAW again regrets the
error and apologizes for It.

on

;o~~~~ 1~~~de~ts.c~~rtsi:::!erW~~
letters
as quick
as possible.
WRITE SOON PLEASE.
THANK
YOU.
Robert Edwarg; Strozier 131.502
Southern Ohio Correctional

1.

of what

He Ornry
Jim Teramani
Mark Bayer
Linda Mann
Nancy Barry

••••••

More
women
are
having
drinking problms today. At least ~
million
American
women
8re
alcoholics. This represents
a gain
of from one-sixth
of the total
nwnber of alcoholics to 0,.· third.

1-

Center.
Or arlicles
can
be
deposited in boxes to be placed in
hallways
of dormitories.
The
clothine: will be picked up by the
Rescue Mission and St. Vincent de
Paul Sociely,
Westminster,
and

f;~~

Dianne Jenkins
Phil laPadula
Jim Wright
Doug Bowman
Chris Bohaska . Mike D'Andrea
Nancv Menefee Sue Coleman
Wayne Pierce
Joe Golden
ARTIST

Eric Veich
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Alumni Spirits ~~~~.....-..
contmued rrem page I
- After Uris there
were
~~sorted
c.reaks,
thunks,

_

;j

Saturday
Concert

felt a growing horror and a sense of
an evil presence.
We started back up, using the

seperate
from the others when
there was really something to be
scared of...I picked up my pillow

head against the walilike Nancy's
was, and I didn't hear ·it but I think
from what Nancy said that the

i:s:.:· ~:~:~!l~~:eh~~
~r:i:a~~
~n ol~ dorm, and could therefore
ldentlfy
certain
noises
as
radiators,
boards
contracting,
windows rattling,
etc. All the
noises we heard continued to be of
this explainable
type, until just
before2:00. That is when things got
frightening.
At quarter of two we heard what
sounded like footsteps - thumps
and creaks in a, regular rhythm
:hat seemed to progress
downstairs.
We listened
Ior a few

~,~~i~;~~ t!~~~:st
wefr~r::d ~~~
checked it recently. Nancy wrote,
"We were walking upstairs and we
chose the OPPOsite set of stairs... and we all just had a really bad
moment.. And none of us told each
other! For the first time I really
wanted
to be distracted
from
Alumni."
Our friend also wrote
do~n some things about
her
feelings at the time. She notes
"Still feeling dissatisfied, we went
upstairs ... Wrapping myself up in
the quilt, not even taking off my

and moved up with the others."
During this whole time, I had
been
feeling
increasingly
frightened - almost terrified. When
I finally mentioned
it, I did so
because I wanted the others to
know that I felt our safety was
being threatened
- that we were in
danger. This fear was unlike any
tha~ I experienced at other times
during the night,
being much
stronger. The important
thing is
that we all felt some apprehension
before I said anything. Our friend

music had stopped by the time
I put my head against the wall.

From that time on, our stay was
~1~~~~~~Ul~~i~?h~oof~i~~~ ~~~~ a~

at ~~OO a~%~~~ ~~~~~f~~:~~~~Il~
will host Scott Wesley Brown in
concert.
The evening
promises
to be quite special,
for Scott
possesses a unique type of dynamic
musical talent never before experienced
on
the
Western
Maryland
campus.
He plays
professionally around the country
and has recorded several albums.
Many of his songs are his own
orgtnels, an extraordinary
blend of
folk-rock and lyrical elements. He
also sings current popular songs.

;!nS~:~ida~/,:~:;~o~~uf:?~:
answered
that" she would
oetter if we went downstairs
really investigated
instead.

~a~:S~~J~;.o~::s
Ieet from the others,
rows of seats. I was;
scared, but I didn't

~~sa~~ty~~eS~!nfe~r~t~~~t~~~:~~
not merely scaring
each other.
Though
felt varying degrees of
fear, we all as Nancy noted in her

talkea about how there had been
-hese swings during
the night
between
great
fear and great
~~~e~l~~o~~~:dda:~,w~~

~!i~~~g

~~~;iza~~e
s~n~eri::~~~~a~~~
that speaks through his music. He
is an excellent
musician
with
something to say. A lifetime of

~~U:s~l. ::e~::i~e~~::~~

were very happy to leave.

other
and

feel
and
We

;o%~n:\i!~ a~~~~i;g t:~~~~~~:

b:~~~~~~~
between two
feeling really
want to say

~e

~::J"!~~~~~u:!
~ed ~af~l~~~

s;~~f~

locked. We did go down, looked in ."silly. After a bit, when I still just - all agree that this unease
:~

f~h::;k~~d ~~h~~~::m~b~t

:~~~t

saw no. one. While w~ were in the
foyer I .started .feehng. very apprehenslve. I said nothmg, but I
;
"

~

hr;;a~~ ~I~i~:~~e:h!f

f:l~

like ordinary

anything, and Nancy and I almost
sh0l!ted 'yes!' At .that point,. I
deCided what was Silly was bem!._

Poem of the Week

!
!
:

!
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:
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E
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fear.

~O:a:hna/~~~

~~m~~~~~~f[I~~~:~
.
felt the
of my
left me
as not
apparently
it was a
arm." My friend's
"Nancy heard what
i.ke musical .scales .. I
didn't hear it. so I tried putting my

we melt becoming liquid
we pour into each other
filling
the empty hollows
the dark crevices
of our hunger
when we are full
we smile draining back into ourselves
we leave each other
with
the sweet
sticky residue
of our love

:

:

E

i

Idon't know what conclusion

was not

t~~eth~~
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Beef & Beer Special $1.85
Weekdays 11:30 a.m ..to 1:30 p.rn

282~OL~~~e~t!~~:ike

,..

Westmin .. er.Md.21157

,..

Of course we still serve the best kosher corned
beefs and pastramis daily from 11 :30 a:m. to 10 p.m.
848-1441

~
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_

~ouse

l6lottlc

Presents ...
The International Buffet Every Sunday

~1!Op

2::5R:~~'~m~;eU:I~d.
Finlc..burg, Md.

E. Brent Cadisle

21048

musical

per-

~!?:sr:l~~~Jo~

1\1~~~oT:!~~~~~:;8~~~nd,
needed Thanksgiving Break:
Seifert,

~

Best Discounts of Beer, liquor
and Wines in Carroll County!

a strong

~~~~~~~o~

~~:~r~h~~.g~~~;~~~i~~~~~h~
D~~~S::~~~~~~~,
w. Va. (or
we·were just scaring ourselves, but anywhere along 1-77): Cathy Long
even she, who takes it the lightest,
x353.
admits that she would not do it
_ To Morgantown, W. Va., Oct.
again. When we went in, we did not 22-24: Annette or Patti: x343.
know half of the stories about
To
Durham·,
N.Car.,
people's experiences
~n Alumni. :Thanksgiving
break:
Donna,
Knowing
w.hat we might
ex- Blanche 3rd.
perience if .we went in a .~ond
- To Getty~burg, any weekend·
time,· we would not go ·back.
Amy x293.
~
-:'To Long
Island,
NY, for
Thanksgiving
break:
Nancy
Kortvelesy, McDaniel 2nd.
_ To southwestern
Michiga,n
(Kalamazoo, or anywhere in that
general direction);
Thanksgiving
break: Jeff, Blanche 3rd
_ To N.Y - Conn. area <Rye,
N.Y.l, T:ha,nksgiving Break: Rita

..
..

iE

~;.~
. ~;,~~;
..~~~.~~:
..?:.'::~~
..~.:.I!~

~ mlarrl'i

~h:n~W:i:SI~fe~:ri~~~:

produced

~\~h:'

.~
.... •......•

-Sharon O'Connor

~oem or the Week is being sP:OnsorCd by Contrast. Students, faculty, of
~he College are urged to submit .works of prose, poetry, O!"d;:rt to Nancy

~

~an~g
can

A little bit after three, I fell Nancy writes "I definately would
made baked goods will be provided.
asleep, so ~ will have to continue not recomme~d this to anyone Of..:.:',.:;ee;,;-o::.'.:;'ha~,g;e
.......
•
with the notes of the other two., questionable mental stability." My
KWES NEEDED
Nancy's jour?al
reads, . "I was
friend
and I agree. It is not a
- To Pi~~burgh, . Thanksgiving:

:
~

i

In teling me about this, Nancy
said that it could possibly have
been a car accerlerating.
The
friend said that she had been
scared then, but that she figured if
it got as ban as it had been at
around 2:00, I would either wake
up or have a nightmare.

S

..

special this week: Seaf.aad Buffet

::;~i~!on

esp
John

Rouzer, 2nd-.floor

-Anyone interested in carpooling
from the Wash. area
(Silver
Spring) everyday: Diane--587-5062.
-Ride
to
Long
Island
Thanksgiving:
Terri x352
-Anywhere
heading
South
destination:
Georgia)
J'hanksgiving:·Vicky
Godwin x353.
-Iowa City, Christmas
break
needs ride or will take riders):
,N.J.

~ ••••r~~~~~==~==:=~;::;~~~~,
.......................
,.. OPENING SOON
3"

•

861·8787

833·2078

Manager-

,..

Salurday, Nov, I...
Free DrawinL.1II -

,..

goo.,..

~

~Leolher, Gems &. Jeans,:
~.,.. Fl·
Inc.
,....

a
,..

~

EW~~~:i~5~·~~~

Rd.

eo urmg:.,...
Cuslom Handcrafted Lealher GOOds,:
- Authentic Indian Jewelry,..__

..,...

,.

Cheap Jeans

Duise. Tops and Jeaas;
,..
Depadment of Peace Tops,.
Agapi
Faded Glory
:

. Westminster

..,...

..

.......................

Shopping Center _

833-9188,.

wL
......

_ ,ar

ottesVill~%~~~~~~

~

serve._.:,

..;

BREAAFAST

LUNCH

Su b5
Chi,k.n

Day . Mond"

DINNER

P·lzza
Dinn" $1.75

WI11IIN

Day - Wednesday Dinner $1.40
WALKING

A~;;;i:;~o~~dJ~;OI.'.

DISTANCE

Open 6 a.m. daily except Sundays 7 a.m.

'plit

g"

co"".

REMO~ELED

bute 140
Wedminster

EXP.ANo£o SEA'I'ING

&4&-9110

'

T~:R~g~~E

~~

WILLING TO SHARE EXPENSES
AND-OR DRIVING. SOME WILL
EVEN

SHARE

MUNCHIES!!,,!

~t~~r:i~~NR~Ri~~~
OF
THESE
THANK YOU!!!!

NEWLY

';~;~

(near Des Moines). Thanksgiving
Break Call Munzer Qutub Rnuzer,
1s11"loor, by Tuesday, Nov. 16. will

TIiL;EgF

Pizza o.y-Tuesday-$.40off
Spaghetti

x350.

p""

v,.

·Rkhmond.
0' vkinity,
Brady or SteHi Lambert x254-302.
-No'lh Je"ey, Mike D,vi, ,351.
-Asbury Park or vicinity, N.J :
Mike. apt. liB .... -6319.
-Trenton, N.J. (exit 7 off N.J.
Tumpike, Th,nhgiving,
Jennif".

wL
.,..

.,..

...
.,...

..
,...
,.

310

i~~~~
LOCATIONS"

NEED A HIDE") Going to Boston
-will take 1 or :1 peoplc ovcr
Thanksgiving
Break
shared

~::::~:~"

in.~~~;:";011No.1
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':,C Sports
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~

Friday,

..

11.~

~

Jim 'reramant
The WMC field hockey team
ended its season last weekend as
the team journ
to Goucher for
the State. Tournament.
The team
the team Journeyed to Goucher for
t~e State T~urn~menL
The team
did well considering the teams they
State University
for third place.
On Saturday,
the girls played
four games, (time shortened
for
the tourney) beginning at 9am. The
first game was against Mount St.
Mary's and our girls came away
victorious with a 1-0 decision.
lone goal was scored by Karen
Sick1er from an assist by Vicky
Godwin.
Next game
was against
the
ultimate
tourney
champs,
Goucher. The girls dropped
this
one 2-0, however no one saw the
second goal go in. The next game
was against Hopkins, in which the
team was upset that they only got
away
with
a 0-0 tie.
The
Terrorettes
had gotten it together
and wanted it all.

<?ur

T:

sfa~fn

!~iC~~

took place as they tied Towson 1-1,
with the goal by Nancy Hess.
Also, mdividuals were looked at
during this tourney to represent
this region. After Saturday
four
girls from WMC. (Sally Stanfield,
Lynn Anderson, Linda Sorrentino,
and Ann Dryden) were invited to
try out. '
On Sunday,·the
girls started out
by defeating Harford C.C., 1-0 with
Vicky Godwin scoring the only
goal. The next game pitted us
against second place Loyola. The
girls came back and achieved a tie
as Anne Dryden scored with just
seconds remaining.
The following game was against
a strong
Frostburg
team
and
resulted in a 1-1 tie, with the goal
by Vicky Godwin off the corner.
Both teams
played
well with
several attempted scores.
The final game was against
Essex resulted in a 0-0 tie.
As a result of play Barb Brazis
was also invited to tryout Sunday,
but no one from WMC was selec-

~i~~ u;'s~~

:~r~lu~~~e

t~e t~~~~~e~:o:!

81aves t0 70' S

.Sandra

Baker

~~~s "Ihe~,

a ~~:y'~~

~~i~~e~c~;~~

expo:~

~Ibe~at~

~~mr:numty

people from the slaveships
to the
1970's. The play was written by

fr:-:r;:
Many. blacks

~!i~n~yU!,:~~~·c:

:~

~e ~~~!c~d

~~~~~

~~:ee~r~~u~~!

at Western

~s~~t

On the season,
Coach Smith
noted that
injuries
played
an
important
part and caused her to
play girls with nagging injuries, or
to move~ people around. into new
positions. She also noted that the
tearn could play better than the
record indicated, as could be seen
in the tourney. Also, she noted that
while the defense usually played
consistently,
the offense did not.
When the play was right, much
scoring developed by the players'
skills. But at times, the offense let
down. The team only had a 1.4 goalgame
scoring
average
while
allowing 2.2 goals-game.
The leading
scorers
in order
V(ere: Vicky Godwin (6), Julie
Vaughan (5), Linda Sorrentino (4),
Anne Dryden (3), Karen Sickler
(2) and Nancy Hess and Sally
Stanfield (1 each).
The victories
this year were
against Wilson (2-0), Hood (,3·1)

~=;:~~~~~~ba~::
V~~::I(~~
2). They carne out with a 3-7-1
record for the season.

~:~!i~~~~:r:~/a!~:e
percent

~minated

~h~tC:Pita~
ca~itatp;Oj:C~

~~r:set!~~

o~~n~~;:e~

Harold Traynor
"The Flying Finn'
Bobby Hull
"Daffy"
Wilt Chamberlain

~!~

~~~n~~~~~~~

On the first set of offensive downs,
offensiv,e
lineman
senio~ Pete

19) Byron White
20) "The Wild Bull of the

~!~~:h~

pas"

~e~::~~t S~~~kw:~ ~~d

recom-

10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

~:; ~~~e ~:~,

~d~

"e:!:~f~;

r

~;~k~o~;:~!~;e~i~:~

w:sh~h:ol~:g~~~~~f

PUbliCI tStitution

~&hor a~xdarnffn~i

Both defensive backfields had a
field day, as JOE threw four interceptions
and L'eve Dolch
in-

5U

p~~ectst I~ a~ditiOn
whiC~owOJt~ no:~

in f a

\~~C

than

of the total cost to private

~~de\

by in a society

This week you are given the
names of ten trophies, awards or
championships
in the world of
sports. All you have to do is name
the sport associated
with each.
The Western
Maryland
Green
1) Davis Cup
,
Terrors
met
Lycoming
last
2) Stanley Cup
Saturday
in a grueling
battle
Tournament
of
before a large, energetic crowd on 3) Firestone
Champions
our Parent's
Day. Unfortunately
4) Ryder Cup
Lycoming
came away with the
5)
Cy
Young
Award
win, 28-13.
6) James
E. Sullivan
Memorial
Trophy
The Grfl{l Terrors looked like thE',. 7) Hart Trophy
were going to surge through the 8) Jim Thorpe Trophy
Lycoming
defense
(third ranked
9) Podoloff Cup
nationally)
with pinpoint passing
10) World Cup
by Joe Damiano which led to !wo
Anybody should get 6 of these. 7
touchdowns,
one by Fritz Leitzel
is good. 8 is great. 9 is excellent. 10
and one by Dave Severn.
The is extraordinary.
defensive line was doing a great
Last Weeks Answers:
job blocking the larger Lycoming
1) Joe DiMaggio
defenders
allowing Joe time to
2) "The Golden Bear"
pass.
3) Doc Blanchard
4) Glenn Davis
5) "Pancho"
The Lycoming
offense
came
back though, scoring four touch- 6) Frank Baker
7) "The Galloping Ghost"
downs
as their
quick
no. 25
8) Joe Louis
slithered
through our defenders.
9) Muhammed
Ali

J,ly'~!pped

the sidelines.

=r:~

:~ult~iS~,:!~
unfamilar
with

are

h~~~~~~

to co~e

cI'". ~.

Sports Quiz

'Terrors

State AI•d

feel tha~ the present

12, 1176

I... ~ '"

.

"I'il))"- ~

'Hockey Women Close 3-7-1

November

the ~ther.

This resulted

Pam-

"1~
in a

the

e;~~~idn~~;:la:~:~:~t~.
the name
of self-respect
be
avoided. Although-there
are many

~~~~r::i~n ~as a~~
br
~I
eq
ed th t
pu l~dsC t' s ar; app:ov
"'t a

d.::r:e~~~t~::~t=~
a Negro in this country ( to the
extent
that a white man can

disgusting things about our history
there are also many memorable
moments to be proud of. Somehow

~~~;:a:t~~nstud:nt
g;;:cne ...
private
schools. The committee
recommended
that if those spaces

stubbornly on, even t~ougJl
he had suffered a broken wriSt.

itself, it has. grown <!nd developed
over the past 200 years in an environment
of maximum
secrecy.

~~!n~e~em~~i~:Z~~es:

~~~~~b~r~c~sl~ul:~I~a~:

tr:vh:IStoS~:d~b~~~

:~:~~:Iz~~n~orce~~n

~ik:i=:;

it). Neither

describe
!~:t:~;I~ar:tell

this

m::;

popular

m~~:f!:;~;t~

story.

Both

have

student
been

In

~::;la:~k{lS

my

~~u:

Alncan

~~ f:!~

History

ii:::!.e~~~

ins~~~~~.
~:!,eea~o~~~e~bl~~
DamIano also had to be helped off
the field. Meanwhile Bill Johnson

How m~h~o~~!W~bout

explanation
is written
in the
preface of his book, and goes as
follows:

'~i~played

students

to take advantage

~;~!l~~~cl~~:~~~

~;t

of the

V~I~~o~~

their next to the last game

%:~;~~~
:~~o~.

c1:h n~iw:!ur~:YT!~~r:

of the

far-flung empire we call the Inlellegence
Community?
With a
history as long as that of the nation

~lford

a~h?;tl:~~

to do Without knowledge

ItsF~,:~~urfn?telligence

agent,

of
K.

~:~?~1;[:~~~~~)~f::~
~:~I~~~~;ij~~:~~:~
¥E.~c~i~~~~~t~~~:.~
f:7~~~ii~~i~iii::~
[~~f¥g~S~~~!E

The

revelations

are

!:e~em::~!;:~~
m~:

painful

but

~n:et~:e~:~~::

t~~e;labl:h'~t

the

present

ashamed

,to ask because

:i~~
~~~
t!~~

ObVI.ously

:es:~~~a!~

any

mte.rest.

Now. ~he has

programs

available

pr~:t;::~:~
the

hold a public

"liberated"
community at Western
Maryland
College would benefit
from an exposure
of this type.

~~~rt~~~p:snda:~oe
~n~:e~;~ YOO~ ~~o~~i~~!~~
portumty to. learn while enjoymg a will probably
good theatncal
performance.
Iam
meeting.

:~n~iS~!~k:n::s

:~~~

~~~~~;~~

that

you show

a little

Ian Smith and "Black nationalist
leaders at .1he Geneva conference

There are predictions
that this
winter will be one of strong dissent

~~e~h~!~~s
w~:m:~J°?or~~i~
~ontr_ol of the arq"lY and police In an
mterlm_ gov~r~emnL. As (he talks
slowed, Smith s regime took the
initative
on the battlefield.
A
strong Rhodesian force crossed the
Mozambique
border a~d destroyed
seven
black-guerrilla
bases.
Mozambique
described the raid as

~~~i~~~~t
gfsV~r~~:
i~f ~~~~~:
creasing food shortage in Poland.
The Communist
regime,
which
hastily rescinded
food-prices
increase last summer after workers
rioted, seems indecisive. Workers,
intellectuals
and members
of
Pland's
Catholic
hierarchy
are'
increasingly
allied
against
the

:i~'i~~:;iO~~~

government.

b~~t~~

in

will

meeting

at Hager-

~~~'m~:n~~~~~~:
be acted on at that"

in-

News Briefs

~~::!~

massing
for an attack
on a
Rhodesian town and had launched
a pre-emptive
strike

only

3 the Board

Feminist Meeting November 15 .
Monday - 4: 15 PM - McDaniel
Lounge.

Anyone interested in reading the
committee's
actual
study
and
recommendations
should contact
the Scrimsh~w at Box 3-A.

~' Plain & FancX
Donuts
140 Village
only 5 minutes away
Open 24 Hour> •

Day

government

spymg
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Construction to Start on New Center

"VHAT'S
_INSIDE:

"Trophies"

Dinner at
Jimmy Carter's

Pa912

Scrimshaw'

Editoria~

Friday,

The Scrimshaw hopes wIth the BSU that a tlnenclet as well as verbal
committment
by WMC to a more diversIfied
student body wlll be
reflected by every segment of that chain In their modifications
and
recommendations.
Hopefully a future Scrimshaw
issue may report that
the WMC bureaucracy
responded sensitively and decisively to this strong

Dear Editor
We are attempting
to reorganize
There are many reasons
why the music class, and find ourselves
music
has
been
entitled
the in need of young bright minds, with
"Universal
Language".
Let's add .new ideas, to assist us in an ad.
one more reason to this already .visory capacity.
Please,
anyone
long list. Music,
in it's varied interested,
contact myself at the
forms,
can
assist
in
the fcllnwing address.
rehabilitation,
and self help of
inmates
incarcerated
in our
Very-truly yours,
Federal
and State prisons.
Elester H. Nash No. 122.142
A self help group operating at the
C/O Country Caravan
Maryland
House of Correction,
P. O. Box 534
under the title "Country Caravan",
was founded in 1971 by a group of
Jessup, Maryland 20794
musicians
interested
in entertaining
the surrounding
communities;
thus, increasing
their
•
knowledge
of the entertainment
Dear E!ditor _
field. Since then, Country Caravan
I'm incarcerated
in prison and
has discovered
that by creating an would like to correspond
with
interest in music, an inmate's idle college students.
I'll answer
all
time is greatly
reduced;
thus,
letters
as quick
as possible.
reducing
the possibility
that the WRITE SOON PLEASE _ THANK
inmate will become another vic- YOU.
tum of the recidivist cycle.
For this purpose, a music class
was formed
in 1974, where the
Robert Edward Strozier 131-502
reading
and writing
of music,
Southern Ohio Correctional
applying the reading skills to an
Facility
inst~ument,
a~d the history
of
PO Box 787
mUSIc were being taught. Though
Lucasville, Ohio 45648
new and problem
plagued,
the
desire to learn allowed the crass a
degree ofsuc~~s.
U~ortunatel~,
a
Mr. Strozier's letter Is a serious

need expressed

~r::onti~~::I:;::t~I~~ls~e

An important
point made by both students and faculty In response to
recent Surveys conducted on student life Is the need for greater diversification In racial composition of tlie student body. The Black StUdent
Union, a's reported by the Scrimshaw In this Issue, has very promptly and
appropriately
respondild to this point by presenting to the Studenf Ufe
subcommittee
a specific set of proposals, The aim of these proposals Is to
increase the number of mInority students dt WMC
The Scrimshaw would like to support the ceetre. expressed by almost
ail parties, for a more diversifIed student body. In the areas of race, age,
and geographic origIn. An instItutional commlttment
to greater dIversIty
in any or aU of these areas 'would, of course, entail maintenance
of
present academIc
standards.
A prevalflng
misconception
seems to be
that greater diversity means lowering standards. That Is not so,
Secondly, on behalf of atl students, the Scrimshaw would like to thank
both the B5U. and the Student life subcommittee
for their work In this
area, A great deal of time and energy has been given by everyone con.
cerned
The bureaucratic
chain which the BSU's proposals
will follow Is
roughly this; they have gone from the BSU to the StUdent Life Sub.
committee
next they will go to the Long Range Planning Commtttee .
and then the proposals will reach the Board of Trustees. (The faculty will
also be given a chance for response and modification,)
At every step In
the chain Is the chance for rejection,endorsement,
or modification of the
proposals before they are passed upward.

and faculty.

~

ruling

Faculty: Models?

The Carter transition
staff was
working overtime
last week putting the finishing
touuches
on
stacks of briefing papers and job
lists. The task of choosing the
cabinet and other adrrlinistration
officials
is the most important
facing Carter and his people. It will
be the only game in town for the
Washington
press
corps
until
January.
The tone of Carter's
presidency
will be set by the
The Scrimshaw
would like to call for public response
by fat:;ulty
persons he chooses as his closest
members to thts question and Its underlying assumptIons.
Do faculty
m,embers have an obligation to serve as "good" models for students?
If advisors.
..
so - are they? Wilf you share with students via the Scrimshaw
your
Those of the Washington social
response (s) to these questions?
scene are waiting expectedly to see
Both the Scrimshaw and the studenf body walt with Interest for your
what
impact
a southern-fried
President
will have on DC. Will
there
be'
square
dances,
howdownds,
bar-beques
on the
White House lawn? Time will tell.

Another Look

Life is ;t\'Ieaningless

Steve Smith
Nearly everyone . has tried to
make some kind of sense out of life.
Millions
of . people
find nice,
comfortable,
philosophical
and
religious
systems
which
supposedly tell them the true meaning·
of life. Some of them equate the
value of life with doing "good,"

quite sure what that meaning is,
They feel that anything
so allencompa!'lsing as life has to have
some kind of meaning. I can see no
real reason to assume that this
premise is true. I think it is much
eaSier, if perhaps less comfortable,
to assume that life is completely

~t~:re~~~

de~~ds:!,~,~~~

~:~~~~~~:~~
in a book, such as the

~~:~e. ~~es~~~:!:~eisw~obmo~
biochemical

processes,

~~~~~~~~ ~sla~~

~~;~~tm~~e
and

~=':t

~~~~

10 be the most bleak and dismal, it
can actually be very hopeful and
:~:iS~~
model

I~~ls~~e:~s

s~~e~~~~

of the universe.

no meaning,"

completely
::k;t

but it

L!fe V:::~:bl~

by a short
~e:!ni:~le:~:

perience,
and to say that experience has to mean something is
:ar:~~gl=~t

i!:'n

has value independent

man. For more on Calder and other
topics, consult the November
22
issue of NEWSWEEK

London Seminar
Violence
plagues
the
int ern a t ion a I com m u nit y.
Terroristic
attacks,
with political
and ideological ramifications
are a
world-wide
concern.
An interdisciplinary
seminar in London,
England,
has been arranged
by
SUNY -College at Oneonta to study
this problem, Designed to deal with
the resurgence
and control of international terrorism as seen from
an European
perspective,
the.
seminar is open to students from
any college and other individuals
in

understanding

will have an opportunity
to participate in a number of social and
cultural activities.
Two semester
hours of college credit
can be
acquired
for participation
and
completion
of
academic
requirements,
Seminar topics will include the
historical aspects of terrorism
as
well as the national
and
international
responses
to the
problem. The London Seminar will
focus on the current situation
in
Ireland. The victims of terrorism

~~~~'~f~::~::'d"

/:t~~~~

He has

household.

~~es~~:

now accepted

::~ka"1ore:::re

~t

~~~v~~~W~s~~~~~~~~

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Wife Betty is ~s glad to

~:v:h~:~~~~a~~th..::~
h~:~~~
been re-elected
President.
Come

:~:~~~

January

of mearung.

~~~~~fn:~a~~~~~~o~:

~Sumi!~~~:~ a~~O~anthene;::t
'e~~
l'lCrience another's feelings. He can
o.\t understand
the feelings which
dominate
his own existence.
He
can never be sure about morality,
so he is never"certain
he is doing
the right thing. Whatever he gains
during his life, he loses when he
dies. If life is not absurd,
it is
certainly ridiculous.
Many people feel that life has
some meaning to it, but they aren't

~~~ ht~~ n:a~~r:ind=i~t":ne:~~

the
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The London seminar,
featuring
A complete
outline
of the
professors,
journalists,
diplomats,
'program
including
costs
and
members of Parliament
and other. detailed information
is available
experts,
will be offered
three from Professor
Y. Alexander,
times,
A one-week
period
_. International
StudiesState
December
31, 1976 to January
8, University
Collge, Oneonta,
New
1977; two weeks _ January
1-14, . York 13820, telephone 607-431-3709.
1977 and again in March 18-26, 1m. Registration
deadline is November
As part of therprogram,
stUdents
10, 1976

Afte~'~'~~b'~~~~ti~~
'h,' Palm
~~I~sF~:J'

House,

explained

Thanks for a smile,
Jessica Holhes

to him let us know

has died at the age of 78. The
American
inventor of the moving
sculpture
called mobiles,
Calder
was loved as an artist and as a

Th~;t;';'k·;;'~;k~i·;';;'i;;';.d·~nd:~;,:~~:~d
the price of gold rose last w~
as
A~encan
businessman
vlev:ed
With uncertamty
the forth-commg
Carter
administration.
The
business cOl_nmunity has f«:ars o.f a
renewed
high rate of Inflation
fueled. by excessive. government
spendmg
on
SOCial
welfare
programs.

:~~~~r
~~~~:

may sound very pesSimistic,

~~se~!:~;;n::~te

Dear Editor;
Usually fraternity
parties
are
events
I avoid with warranted
indifference.
Memories
of such
empty
rituals
are better
left
forgotten, as they tend to be boring
repetitions
of
high-school
nostalgia. Often one leaves feeling
as though one has never really
arrived.
Despite
the current
atmosphere of bogus enjoyment (felt
at most parties here on campus) \.
there is hope! I encountered
a
spark of hope the past weekend.
This
bit of sparkle
was
the
Preacher's
open Saturday
night
party. The magic of its success
seemed to live in the beaming grins
everyone shared together. To hear
the words of "Play us the song
you're the piano man ... " from each
voice in unison was something
I
won't forget. I guess being "in the
mood for a melody" (as the song
goes)
and
seeing
everyone
!lOnestly share that glow is what
caught my attention.
Perhaps
I'll
never see such sincerity
happen
here again. I'm not holding my
breath. But in any case - here's to
the Preachers
for that very rare
treat!

In the Nation

According to TIm Weinfeld, director
of the latest Dramatic
Arts
department
productIon In White America, fewer than 10 faculty memo
bers attended the play. For the 2nd time this semester, the Scrimshaw
would like to use this space to raise the Issue of faculty (non) Support of
cultUral events on campus,
This Issue already been discussed at length by various formal and
informal groups. There stili seems to be a problem however.
and the
faculty attendence at In White America Is evidence of that. Fundamental
to thIs problem \s the question, "If faculty members,
as examples
and
models for students, seem to be removed from a liberal arts lifestyle,
what effect does thIs have on students who are supposedly being made
aware of the liberal arts?"

explained
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Letters to the Editor

BSU Applause

by students

Nov~mblr

~!~::~.the

oruy two living ex-

}:tS~~I~n~c!V;iV~::~ng
totol~~e~
Am~~;~~;~' C'~n;~o~~e'a'ith'
of
painting, but why bother. I think it Puerto Rico may someday become
is better to jUst take what life has. America's 51st s~te if that islands
to offer and not be concerned about
new governor,
Romelo
Barcelo,
what it all means.
If love, joy, gets his way. In a startling upset,
sorrow,
pleaSUre,
pain, ecstacy
Barcelotookaverthegovernorship
and other
aspects
of human
while
his
party,
the
New
existence
cannot
justify
themProgressiveS,
swept into power in
selves, no amount of "meaning"
both houses of the legislature
and
will do the job. Life is meaningless,
most local governments.
but it is the very absurdity of life
...•
__
Famed
artist
A1exand~r
CalderL
that gives it its value .

Dave Range

Licia Hedian
He Ornry
Jim Teramani
Mark Bayer
Linda Mann
Nancy Barry

Paul Hewett
WRITERS
Jim Wogsland
Dianne Jenkins
Jim Wright
Chris Bohaska
Nancy Menefee
Wayne Pierce'

ARTIST
.;.;;.
...

Eric Veich

Bill Todd

Mark Katz
Phil LaPadula
Doug Bowman
Mike D'Andrea
Sue Coleman
Joe Golden
...
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NOWSilkwood
ca~~~,7ost

~o~nt~embe~a~:o~~~

~~=~~d
~~~~;~

r!~.~to~set~~in~

serious
~~:t~ ~

f~:~i~~x

k~Ow~e an~osetve~~~~

am:::et:::ac::C::::iC~ver
violations

Effort Begun

tp~~rtyalt:/n!~~[~ytY~~~la~~

Organlza~lon of Women (NOW).
The third phase of the KAREN
SILKWOOD case is being launched
by the National Organization
for
Wo,"?en (NOW) ~d the Supporters
of SIlkwood coalition. This slag~ is
marked by the upcoming litigation
filed by ~aren's paren!s, Bill and
Merle SIlkwood: against
KerrMcGee Corporation charging that
the company
and Its .unknown
agents
were
responsible
for
~aren's
contammation
and, very
likely, for.her death. They are also
~iling against the com~a~y for its
Illegal anti-union
activities
and
negligent enforcement
of safety
standards.
.
November 13 has been set aside
as S~LKWOOD ~EMORIA~ DAY
It Will be a period of nationwide
Iundraising, organizing, and media
campaigning to educate the pU.blic
and to raise money for the SUIt.,
WHO WAS KAREN
SILKWOOD?
Kar~n Silkwood, age 28, tested
plutonium fuel rods at the KerrMcGee Corporation's
plant
in
Oklahoma
The.
rods
were

found
? of 4 allegations
on
falsification
of quality
control
records true.
questions
remain
unanswered
and people unsatisfied. Why is it
that the police report and the
OCAW hired investigator
found
two different causes for Silkwood's
death'!
Why would Karen
fail
asleep when she was minutes from
turning over documents she had
been working on for months? What
happened to her documents? A coworker saw the documents in her
handwhenshegotinthecartogo
to the meeting. They have never
been found. Why hasn't
KerrMcGee been charged with any of
its substantiated
violations?
NOW launched the second phase
with a coalition effort in 1975
directed to the Attorney General
and
the Senate
Government
Operations
Committee
asking
them to conduct an investigation
into Silkwood's
death and the
safety questions of the plant
Despite
Senator
Metcalf's
~~~d~~!

of~:u~eu:t'a~f.

t~: ~!d~tr~;;::~~

years

:~~~~[~~~~r

~~~~~ghe~~=i~ean~dr!~Ii;~~

Karen was elected
~i~~~:~~~:r~nn~

w:::~~;:d~
to the three-

C:t~:i~t~eo~~~~

(DCAW) local and became one of
~~~s union's strongest
spokesper·
For the year 1974, Kerr-MeGee's
return to investors ranked 20 in the
500 list. Yet the company

old and sustains

f~~~~J~:,o~:u:~~~~~~
hard of hearing

a serious

~::~~h~~

her

page 5

.

"

sl~:~c~ ~Sa~~~I~:~e::~~n:~~

~u~

God and Tu'rkey

African people is merely

a farce.

anT=~s~:~i7~o~~e ~~:st~~~no~ilw~~~

~7Z~ol~~lhl~~:~S.::~~~eWh~~h:~i;
~h7c~~red:~~

~;~ Ci;~sthe ~:~~::t

h~ta~!~~

;~~

H/::y~l~~,

,,:~~~

r~b~~~kf~~~nc~~~oo~~:c~a~~~

employers

are a.fraid.that

deal or

loud

~~~nd~~st~~~~~~~ru%J~~;.~,
any job that involves

A~~:

answering

~haok~e~:~~~:;::s
~~~i~~~~O ~~~
people with hearing impairments.
Other
problems
that
were
discussed
included
talking
to

~o~~~r~I~~Pt~~b:~~~~~C~~i;~

=~!et~e~;

sacrificed and records falsified to
fit standards for plutonium rods,
when Kerr-McGee began to speed
up~production to meet contracts.

there are basically three types of
deafness.
The first is known as
speech
discrimination
deafness.
This is when a person is very hard
of hearing
but can hear some
distinguishable
sounds. Ron is a
victim of this type of impairment.
The second type is non-speech
discrimination
deafness where the
person can hear some sounds, but
they are not at all distinguishable.
The final type is total deafness
where
the person
can't
hear
anything.
Thus,
the hard
of
hearing person who is not totally
deaf is caught between two worlds.
Ron has just recently learned sign

~~t ::~'~:~pl~

:thth~e

h:n~~y

c::; r-...;

community.
Before he could only
communicate
with hearing people
by using speech-discrimination
methods and lip reading.
WMC is one of three schools with
the best deaf-education
programs
in the country. The other two are'
New
Yor.k
University
and
GaJludet.
Ron said that
one
disadvantage of the WMCprogram
~ig~ttA~~~, o:h~~: :::~~~
:nr:u:~
people in the program and there is
a need for more interpreters
However, WMC does allow the deaf
community to mix wiLh the hearing
community,
something that is not
possible in many exclusively deaf
schools.
To illustrate
some
of the
that deaf people run into,

makes

~~:::~~ein!~e :i:e~o:ne::

it
lips

~~~~~~i~~~~~edv~~~~i~~~s
im- Monday,

ho~o~h~h~~a~~~~:~t~a~~n:a~~
stick together
and is somewhat
isolated from the hearing
community for practical reasons. Deaf
~~h~:rrYd~~~

people. Ron told about one deaf
couple who use a lighting device to
tell them when the baby is crying
or when the door bell is ringing.
The lights flash in different ways
depending

Finally, Ron explained how the
life time-table
of deaf people is
frequently
far behind
hearing
people since they have to spend so
much time learning to live with
their handicap.
For example, he
'really
ddidn't start dating much

Burdo

•

I5

C0 m•n9
I·

~iot~i'~~ ~~~

from home fir your own

~~~i~)i~~h~~i~:lei~I~~~e
~~~~~~
Center.
Or articles
can
be
deposited in boxes 10 be .placed in
hallways
.of do~milones.
The
~~~~~~gM~~~iO~e
a~I~~~ ~i~c~~t 1::
Paul Sociely, WC$1l1insler, and
de~ivered to the needy. Why not
brmg back .from home a box of
usable cl~!hmg? Check your own
c10sel While you are al It.

The Towson State
University
Music Department will present the
Secona
American
Single
Reed
Workshop January 21-January 23,
1977. This year the featured artists
will be Stanley
Drucker,
solo
clarinetist
of the New York
Philharmonic;
Eugene Rousseau,
.world renowned saxophone soloist
and professor
of saxophone
at
Indiana
University;
and Lee
Konitz,
famous
jazz recording
artist.
Other members of the workshop
will be Alberto
Asercion,
solo

....;u:::n:::til:.:a:.:c;::ou:::P:::f':.:o::.f~y"":"':.:.:.~gO~._
~l::~~~~t

Controst

::~~

29, 10 Wed-

Reed Workshop

on the sound.

in

Ron

November

or ~~~::y~le~:,ce~~~e
blankets

~~~~:~~era!r~~end

of Western
Maryland
He talked
about
the
a!1d explained both its
and shortcomings.
all, Ron explained that

~~~!t~

problems

:i:

that

jo~a~~

~~~ec~~i~~

a

~~~~~~.~~:I~~r:t:
o~es~::~~
the difficulties hard of hearing or
deaf people encounter in dealing
with a hearing dominated society.

progl'am
College.
program
advantages
First of

music

~~~~t~~~~s:e

~~~:~~J~~
;~~~~~~~g

~~eS~y t~~~ l~~k~w~~:[~~

~~;~rs~~:'

~::~;!

person is actually

~~~ti~ c::~~~~!~or:i~~ti;~tt~t~~:
cases of worker contamination are
known to have occurred
Silkwood began to suspect that
quality
control
was
being

The steering committee
members met with the Oil, Chemical
and Atomic Workers (DCAW) in
September
1974 to discuss
the
increaSing safety problems and to
plan strategy
for the upcoming
NLBR elections. They decided to:
I) file formal charges with the
Atomic
Energy
Commission
\ AEC); 2) hold a union meeting
before the NLRB elections
to
present
the real facts
about
radiation and plutoniwn;
and 3)
have Silkwood
quietly
gather
documentation of her allegation of
quality control falsification to be
presented to a NEW YORK TIMES
reporter
after the election and
before collective bargaining
was
settled
Phase
one of the campaign
began with OCAW hiring a private
firm to investigate
the accident.
The firm,
A.O. Pipkin,
found
evidence tbat Karen's car had been
struck from behind by another
vehicle.
Tony Mazzochi, the Director of
the
OCAW,
made
repeated
requests
to Attorney
General
Saxbe for a full investigation.
He
received no response.
Kerr-McGee
has never had a
charge levied against it. Despite
the fact that the AEC found 20 of .

....

=~~\~~~
~~~

continued

~:;~:~T~:;~j~~]~:~
~~bsa

U

Phil lapadula

forced back to work with a reduced

Fortune

in the.

On Tuesday night, November 9, look good on the international
Western Md. College was host to scene.
Mohamed Samura, a native West
In reality,
be continued,
the
African who spoke on the present
"racist regime" of South Africa
political situation in South Africa.
has continually
undermined
the
Mr. Samura is a 1971 graduate of indigenous
peoples
through
its
London
University,
School
of' practice of apartheid,
and in its
Journalism.
He worked for two strategy to give independence
to
years with the BBC African Ser- the homeland continues to exercise
vices,
and
is presently
the
economic and political control.
Reporter-Producer
of African
The likelihood
of an arms
News at WHUR·FM, washington,
struggle
'breaking
out
was
D.C.
assented
to by Samura,
who
Because of the current complex
defended the African people's right
international
situation
in to true independence by whatever
Southern Africa, Samura's
topic means they can achieve it.
for the evening was The Domestic.
In a question and answer period
as~dutlhnternAal~o,.~ala,~ImplB;CaanUtoun<'taOnf
!OftAlomw~nng.a~;
~:~ur"b': ,tnhv'.qt,~
..ems~Onnt
"u
......
"r-"""
u
......
Program.
The lecture,
well- in an arms struggle in South Africa
researched and thought provoking., was raised, in consideration of its
was sparsely
attended.
but the policy
of Manifest
Destiny.
audience was interested
and tn-' Samura
doubted
if America
volved
.
would become involved on a scale
anywhere near that of Vietnam,
For the uninformed,
Samura's
that, he said, was the purpose of
detailed
history
of colonial
to xtssenger's
attempts
to provide
present day African history was for a peaceful transition of power
hard to follow but for the informed,
Other questions were raised and
it was
consistent
and
well-. fielded by Samura in a relaxed
documented.
Nter establishing
a atmosphere.
solid historical
foundation,
he

Deaf Experience Related

the
of worker's

p~~~~sn~sun~:;

Senate would not participate

19, 1976

~;~,~~theid~n?n~o~~~~~;~

~::t~~~~i~n.or
any
further
ino Se t
be -n 197 th AEC
n
was gi~e~mdet~iled
e!;de~ce
of
violations that had resulted in 73
workers being contaminated
They
'charged Kerr-Mcrjee with failure
to properly
educate
and train
workers
on the
hazards
of
radiation'
failure
to keep exposures as low as practicable;
failure to take proper hygienic
precautions;
and
failure
to
adequately
monitor
worker exposure.
'
Karen returned
to work and
documented
the falsification
of
records. (It has since been learned
that Kerr-McGee
knew she was
accumulating
data).
She was
scheduled to present her evidence
to the reporter on November 13.
Kerr-Mcrjee workers on October
16 voted to keep OCAW
On November
Sth
Karen
discovered she had been exposed to
high levels of plutonium
conlamination.
Despite many hours
spent
m
decontamination
procedures,
she was repeatedly
contaminated
on three successive
days. On November 7th she found
that her apartment
was con-

~':~~'T)

~~~~y A:~~~~~at~~

~~~~~s,

Friday, November

BO:n~~e D~~~rN~i~::

clarinet
professor
at Capitol
University;
Frederick
Schock,
acoustical
expert from Peabody
Conservatory;_
Gerrard
Errante,
professor of clarinet
at Norfolk
State College and 20th Century
Music expert
The
workshop
will
cover
everything
from
doubling
techniques
and
mouthpiece
~:lri~:
:~u~y~!hdO;rnt;~~~~~~~
and displays by instrument
and
accessory
companies.
The
workshop is directed
by Joseph
Briscuso, Ed Hays, and Edward
Palanker.
For information
and a
bro.chure- write
to: American
Single Reed Workshop,
Department of Music, Towson State
~~~~r~~t~~l~:i~~~~~e,

Maryland
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SGA Podium

Daneers Diseo over $%,600

Jan Term
Petition
Begun

Doug Bowman
$Hi3a.03.
The
money
will be
The
second
annual
Dance donated
to
the
Maryland
Marathon,
sponsored by Circle K, Association
for Retarded Citizens.
was a complete
success, raising
Fifteen
couples
started
the

JimWogsland
TheSGA Senate met Monday in a
brief
but important
meeting.
Issues such as revision of January
Term,
freshman
ejections,
the
upcoming faculty evaluations,
the
national lSEC convention, and the
Christmas
dance were discussed.
The Undergraduate
Academic
Policy and Curriculum
Committee
.
is now reviewing
the present
January
Term and is looking for
suggestions.
Bob Heer, one of the
student
representatives
to this
committee,
urged the Senate to
give him some student input in this
area to bring before the committee.
The Senate followed his
suggestion
by passing a proposal
that the SGA support some kind of
change or revision in the current
Jan Term curriculum,
providing
more alternatives
in learning and
creative
experience.
Sally Keck
then proposed that theSGA do even
more than that. A resolution was so
passed that the Senate will put
forth active effort to find out if
there is a consensus for aJan Term
revision within the student body
(namely
through
a petition).
So
when your representative
asks you
to sign this petition,
please do.
Petitions can also be found.in the
SGA office or by contacting
Sally
Keck.
The NEC national
will be held in San

convention
Antonio in

February.
Considering
the great
amount
of information
obtained
from the regional
convention
in
October,
the Senate decided
to
send one representative
to the
national
convention.
The Senate
chose
Linda
Thomas
as the
representative
because
of her
experience
at these conventions
and her knowledge
of WMC's

Letter Home

Dear Mom,\and

Dad,

doesn't

Is Grandma feeling any better? I
know she was wondering what the
campus was like so I thought I'd
write and rill her in on it.
At the far end of the campus is
our gym. I think it's as old as
Grandma.
Inside are all these
team photos of years gone by.
Sometimes I stand there and try to

Her

social

committee

fIre.reI O~:Sh~~~~e

:~:t

notist

next

semester.

She

also

y:~:~

~~:~'fik~~i~t,;}l:u:y~n:~~

;~~\~~rt!~

~~~~:~.ht

~~;!,

Maryland

College

G~I~:'~tt~ar:b~li[;~n::

~:ss'a\~~i~~d

~:!~r ;~~~

""!_l: bewhee;~e:~
the

:~e$~

~~~c:;!

.
,

~~ Z~~i~'th~c;~~
Activifies

offices.

aO~~

"student

:~~: ~;:s~~;~~trcaot:;l~:t~:

iitt ~~d~::~

center".

It sounds

tour. Next is an area knows as the
~~~::~' bu~~t ~:ht

more

boner'

campus

of

the faculty.
Dance bids were

submil'ed. 'he P,eachers and IFe. It
Was decided that the SGA would
back any decision made between
these two organiUltions
as to who
would sponsor the dance. It has
since
been
decided
that
the
Preachers
will hold the dance on
December 3 in Englar Dining Hall.
The final item discussed was a
proposed amendment
to the SGA
Constitution
(Article 5, Section 5)
to the effect that Freshman
Class
officers, would be elected in the
last
three
weeKs of the fall
semester
instead
of the
in
February.
This amendment
will be
voted on at the last meeting of the
year, Nov. 29 at Dr. John's house,
and if passed freshman
elections
will be held soon thereafter.

would

been

not

have

About the

;:r~~~~
so

sue-

cesstul."
One
dancer,
second
place
finisher Rob Lycett, said that the
marathon
was a good experience.
"The organizers
seemed
a little
unorganized
and the pledging
system
was
confusing,"
Rob
commented,
"but they didn't push
us too bard and the whole thing was
a lot of fun."
John Springer,
another
participant
who lasted
twenty-four
hours,
commented
on
the
marathon's
worth when he said,
"The high point for me was dancing with a retarded
boy. The
marathon was really a great thing
to take part in."

a medical student who lived in the
home in the 1920's. He used the
skeletal
parts in his homework,
then disposed
of them
in the
basement
"You mean you found that old
bagofbones?"askedAlphaBerry,
75 Karl's widow. "Gee I wish Mr.
Berry was here so I could tell him
there are two cops that are asking

_ha_d_·be_IO_"_ged_to_K_acod_B_"_'Y_'_a-,bo::-u_';;'h;:em=."===--,

6 Oi.ing bird
(Scod
7 Edibloroa,

g::a~~~t
~eeve~U;:tsi~:gm~~~~~
just on Christmas
and special
occasions. Sounds like the people
who are supposed to {ill the place,

,~ ~o~d.~
12Vone.uol.

13

~~r~~U:~;~~d~~:~:~~
~~
evaluation fairly and make sure to
hand them back in so be will have a
large
sample
to make
fair
The Christmas

~!d,

~~l~f~~O~~

my semor year
I hope my kids
live to see it.
Well I gotta go. Tell Grandma
IBlI describe
the rest of the

evaluation,

Pretty.

e:l:~£~~~~~~~~~~:
~~
~~~~Fi~~
~~~:;::l~~~~~:~

Paul Fulton reported
that the
drastic
change.
It becomes
the
Faculty
Evaluation
Committee
scene
of disgusting,
perverted
will conduct faculty evaluations
of songs
and a battleground
for
many of the introductory
courses
. hurling obscene epithets. I love it.

diSCUssed as only two were

Sitting

i::i~ci~:;h~s~~~g

~f~~:e~~~nit~~~~!

I \l\'itlieiom

and College

praising

Bones. Uncovered
Vince
Tumbarello
was
remodeling
his house when a dog
scampered
into the basement
and
dug up some old bones-human
ribcages, two human Iegbones, two
human
jawbones
and assorted
other skeletal remains.
Tumbarello
called
homicide
detectives,
who found that the

5 Fold

~~;::~~m::~~~~~g~~j~!1:

winners

received
trophies,
dinner tickets,
and liquor. The other four couples
that finished were Keith Metzler
and Susan Burgess, John Springer
and Rosanne Liotta, John Cochran
and Linda
J. Stocksdale,
and
Rebecca
Morris
and
Charles
Zener
The participants
in the Dance
Marathon
danced for three hour
intervals,
broken
by half-hour
breaks and two three-hour breaksfrom 3:00 to 6:00 on Saturday
morning and from 12·3 Saturday
afternoon. Music was provided by
tapes, Fifties records, and three
bands that worked on a volunteer
basis. The bands that performed
were Al Sullivan and His One-Man
Band,
Stone Road, and Sitting

it? Last year they erected

hand rails on the steps of the
chapel for our safety. Funny thing
is, you'll never make it to the
handrails
because
you'll break
your neck tripping over the busted
up slate in the patio that sits in
front of the church.
It is a real
mess. It looks like ROTC had handgrenade practice there.
.

~::~~
;::~l~~:~:~
~~; ~e~!~~n~l:
~~~-~~it
g~~-~~~
needs.

marathon at nine o'clock on Friday
Pretty.
night,
in Room
101 of Baker.
Contests
were
also
held
Chapel. By the time the marathon
throughout
the marathon.
Tony
ended, at nine o'clock on Saturday
Gaetano and Jamer Chamberlain
night, only eight couples were left won the Limbo Contest.
Susan
dancing. The winning couple was Burgess and James Chamberlain
Jon Franks
and Leslie Bullock,
won the Bubble-Gum
Blowing
who raised $31B. Second place went Contest, and John Cochran
and
to Robert Lycett and Carol Jung
Linda
J. Stocksdale
won the
for raising $306.25. Third place was contest for the best bumpers.
shared by two couples: Sue Gilson
The
Dance
Marathon
was
and Jamer
Chamberlain,
and organized
by Gregg
Mason,
Cindy Olga and Jim Martin. Both president
of the Circle K club.
couples raised $237.30. The four Obviously pleased with the results,
pail'S will now get a chance to Gregg wanted to thank everyone
compete for a $1000 prize against
who helped organize the marathon.
copples from all over Ma.ryland.
Gregg also wanted to thank the
This Dance Marathon,
which lasts
bands that performed,
especially

later.
Love,
Barney

:;:;.r.
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Center Construction Soon
continued from page 1
roa~ wl~l.be a turnaroUl}d loop for
deh~erles
and
ab~u.t
eleven
parking
spaces for VISlto~. The

cannot be used for parking.
As
alternatives,
drivers will have to
use the parking
lots behind the
water tower and Harrison House.

:r~~
~~ i~7r~n~0; :ecl~6~~ry ~~
to be planted in gra~s and trees.
~hen
construction.
actually
begins, most students will have to
alt.er their campus. comings .and
goings greatly. The library I~t IS ~o

S?on
~fte~n~~~tore;::bP:~f~
~:r:~:r\a.S~~~:ni~C;:~!:en~~!~
~~~~~' offe ~e construction
area.
last until the new center is comThis means
the north door of pleted.
M
lal will be closed and there
This Is the first of two articles
w~~o~
no pathways
'between
dealing with WMC's capital funMemorial,
Rouzer, and Elderdice.
ding projects.
The second
will

~:P~i~sgl~~:r:~:m~~tb~I~~rs~

People

must

either

walk

all

way around Elderdice
and in the
front of Rouzer, or around the back
of Me~ori~l to the lower door near
thesWlmmmgpool,togetfromthe

thelecceer

in the next Issue.

.ENTERTAlNMENT
CAPITAL

CENTRE

John Denver, and the Star/and Vocal Band 11/24.25
Aerosmith, and R.E.O. Speedwagon
12/5
Black Sabbath, and Ted Nugent 12/9
Linda Ronstadt 12/12
CIVIC CENTER
Earth, Wind, and Fire 12/4
DAR CONSTITUTION
HALL
Melissa Manchester
11/21'
Rhoebe Snow, and Ritchie Havens
Hall and Oates 11/30
KENNEDY

CENTRE

Gino Vannelli

12/7

11/27

LYRIC THEATER
Gino Vannelfi 11/28
PAINTERS

MILL

Climax Blues Band, and Styx 11/19
Atlanta Rhythm Section, and Ruth Copeland
George Benson, and Stanley Clarke 11/27

11/20

CIA Illegality
This

WMC

vision is only a construction

trailer now-June,

...

continued from page 1
Yet both have used a type of
espionage program.
Through .this overkill on this matter in dealing
the CIA would have native vtet- with
liberalism
and
political
namese
carrying
out
the
dissent according to Osborne. The
assassination
attempts.
national
security
scare and the
The
gist
of
the
matter
was
to
'
political
thought
-during
the
Nixon
is scheduled completion
train other peoples to do dirty
administration
both led to some
tricks.
This, combined
with an
very dangerous possibilities
which
attempt
by the CIA to centrally
could become
a real continuing
index
populations
over entire
threat. The ex-agent expressed
a
daughter, and Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo' regions of the country, was w~at
need for more common sense in the
G. Decker, Jr. The architect,
Mr_, comprised
the 'project. To him
surveillance
decision-making
Peter Christie, and the builder, Mr . intelligenc.e
beca~e
a com- process.

1978

Groundbreaking for New Student Center December 2
on Thursday,
December
2,
gruundbreaking
ceremonies
for
Western
Maryland's
new college
center will be held in front 01
Elderdice
Hall. This marks
the
official
beginning
of the longawaited
project.
The Decker
College Center is named for the
late Alonzo G. Decker, Sr., a former trustee of Western Maryland
and co- founder
of Black
and

Decker Manufacturing
Company.
Attending the ceremonies for the
college, will be Dr. Ralph C. John,
Western
Maryland's
president,
Mr. Wilbur Preston, Chairman
of
the Board of Trustees,
and other
representatives
of the Board of
Trustees. Decker family members
present will include Mrs. Fanny
Decker
(Alonzo's
widow),
Mrs.
Jane
Decker
Asmis,
their

Charles

Frank,

will also attend.

A.~e ~~r~of%~illla'::~tk;~~~
dice.

For

the

actual

ground-

~::k::sD~~~h~:i~:oS~:rSh:c~
event

nearly

twenty

years

ago.

from page 3

On November
13, Silkwood set wheel.
out 'to meet Dave Burnham of The
Although the Senate backed out
New York Times and Steve Wodka
of the agreed joint hearings,
the
Irom her union. Karen was killed
House
Committee
on
Small
instantly
when her Honda Civic
Business,
Subcommittee
on
crashed just down the road from
Energy
and the Environment,
the Kerr-McGee
plant.
Kerrheaded
by John Dingle,
began
McGee officials were first on the
hearings on April 26, 1976. Much of
scene. The police report stated that
the testimony
substantiated
the
Karen had fallen asleep at the ..slu!m,es ma~i1kwood
and the

•

-c

----

Tn

Fenwood,
N.J.,
(near
ield), or Indianola,
Iowa. from
the Wash.
~rea
Des Moines). Thanksgiving
Spring) everyday: DianeCall Munzer Qutub Rouzer,
Ride
to
Long
loar, by Tuesday, Nov 16 will ThanksgIVIng
Tern x352
gas costs.
-Any~her~
headmg

~~3.

:0 A~~~:en~~w~~t~:·
.oct.
·
To
Durham
NCar
hanksgiving
break:
D~nn~:
lanche 3rd.
.. b
. .
· To
~'19Thanksgtvmg:

~::aLS.

OCA W union.
Dingle
and the
subcommittee
have done a commendable
job. They will continue
their work in the third set of
hearings this fall. Testimony
will
be heard from the FBI, the NRC,
and ERDA.
Sara Nelson, NOW Labor Task
Force co-chair. slated that "In a
sense
Karen
Silkwood
died,
E perhaps unknowingly, for all of us,
:: because in the course of her union
work she was trying to tell the
public
about
quality
control
falsification
on nuclear fuel rods.
Wehavea
collective responsibility
to get to the bottom of this· not only
for Karen's sake, but for our own."
Join with us then in supporting
So.uth
the quest for truth about Silkwood

i

~~~~~~~:o
~i~y ~~~
~~
: ~~~h th~o~:et~n~~;;c1~:d
PI~~
·Iowa City, Christmas
break i tributions
Money is desparately
'(needs ride or will take riders):
needed f~r the court suit in the
IVicki x318.
'"'I batt1e against
KelT' McGee. A top
. To Parkersburg,
W. Va. (or
legal team ha$ volunteered
its
. anywhere along I-n): Cathy Long
services to Karen's parents, but it

!

~~~ Geti~~u:.g
~ny weekend'
x353.
Amy X293.'
.
-Charlottesville:
M~t~ ~51.
.
·To Long
Island,
NY, .for
-Richmond, Va. or vlclmty: Patti
anksgiving
break:
Nancy Brady or Steffi ~bert
~302.
ortvelesy,

McDaniel

2nd.

· To southwestern
Michigan
, or anywhere
in that
tion), Thanksgiving
Jeff, Blanche 3rd.
· To N.Y. - ~~nn. area (R~e,
.Y.), Thanksglvmg
Break: Rita
. ,Apt. 2H, 848-0068.
Towson, ~~y wk. end, esp.
ThanksglVlng Break: John
.~

~~~e;;r

or;n!fc~rt;l,s

~~\'

is estimated
be needed to
any.amount,
NatIOnal

that over $100,000 will
win. Contributions,
of
may be sent to .th.e
Eme;gency
CIVil

:; ~:=~esN~~~:~:.n,

The late 60's and early

ha~:I;O~n!~~~:~=e~~e

events

on domestic

~~~~
affairs

in its

,;::~y !:a~~~:~ii~~en~~~~~vi(t:
covered in 1974) have shown the
occurrences
of massive
domestic
Surveillance
and possibilities
of

as the Anit-war

~~v: l~~

~~:;!x~

70's left a

~ess~~~~c::
movement

70~:':~:~

working
to
down
grade
disagreements
of ideology from
'outside groups. However Osborne
also felt that this slow-down may

~ioi~~:'Vl~2~,~~
~:~~
i~:~r.~tfs:f~i~~r.~~!
cies, the Rockefeller
Osborne
felt that

Commission,
there
is no

guarantee
of domestic operations
having ceased.
.
Both the FBI and the CIA have
taken action in the past toward
perceived
threats
from the left.
Harrassment
of such political
figures as Martin Luther King was
performed
in the
name
of
"national security."
But no covert
domestic
operations
are allowed
for the CIA and absolutely
no
police power in the U.S. was ever
granted. The FBI is charged with
finding potential domestic dangers
instigated
from outside.

Rllve to do
No.3?
In
these
days
of
discrimination
suits,
Lake
Superior State College officials, in
Michigan,
weren't
'taking
any
chances with their new $lO·million
jilysical education complex.
That's
why they labeled
the
locker rooms 1,2, and 3 instead of

general
curences

state
of events.
Oclike Kent State and the

~r:oc~~~ ~e~e efr::t

movement

Upon departure
from the CIA
Osborne founded the Intelligence
Documentation
Center in order to
inform the American
public as to
the goings on in the intelligence
field. He feels that there has been
little intimidation
on the part of the
agencies
involved
since
the
origination
of the organization
Although there may have been a
few problems with letting out some
of the information uncovered in the
past, Osborne feels that there may
be more
trouble
involved
in
covering it up consistently.
For more information
on the
subject of intelligence information,
Mr.
Osborne
suggested
the
following organization:
Center
for National
S~urity
Studies
122 Maryland
Ave., NE
Washington,
D.C. 20002
2Q2-544-5680

Love

;\~,as~:~

Mike, apt. llB 848--6319.
Donations should be earmarked
to
·Trenton, _N.J. (exit 7 off N.J ... the SILKWOOD CASE and are tax
Turnpike) Thanksgiving:
Jennifel',
deductibJe.
Apt. IG 848-6399.
We need help to get Silkwood's
story to the public. Write your
NEEDARIDE?GoingtoBoston
~egisl~to~ and ~ll them to keep
.will take 1 or 2 people over
lI1vestigabng
thiS case.
Contact
Thanksgiving
Break
_ shared
Christine Yost, loc~ NOW chapter
expenses.
Contact
Neal
?onve~or,
to get lI1~~lved locally
Copenhauer in Rouzer 208.
ill actions
and coahtJOns at 8430571 .

O~::'~,~

~~e:~c ~:S;:~~f

powers

-.rOW an d SIelk W0 od •••
1~

continued

:~~~n,~~edri~~C~~d

really know what the left is doing."

·~~o:::~~~,.t~~i~~~
~~~:n~'ft~~Turtle
wading
through
volumes
of
federal regulations
governing
sex T Scientists at the Charles Darwin
.jiscrimination
and equal
op- Research
Station
report
the
ilJrlunities
that they were afraid
island's only turtle has fallen in
labeling the locker rooms by sex love with a medium-sized
boulck!r.
might trigger a lawsuit unless the A researcher
says ~t
Onan, the
facilities were identical.
turtle, has taken up With one of the
Right now, the women are using
island's
rocks,
and
that
he
No.1 and the men NO.2. Nobody is "regularly,
and passionately,
sure
is supposed to use No.3. ! attacks it"

:.vho

...
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Tom Chapin, "Unusual", in Alumni Nov 30
MikeO'Andrea
'tom Chapin will be appearing on
campus
the 30th of November.
Tom's first album-c.'Life
Is Like
That'-has
just been released
on
Fantasy.Hisbrandnewalbumhas
received a great response from the
radio and- press alike. He did a
guest performance
at the NEe
east and west (student
booking)
conventions
this fall, and was the
only artist to receive a standing
ovation. That's kind of hard to do in
front of an audience of people who
book talent! Tom has booked a tour
of 100 colleges and clubs around the
United States and Canada. There
are four months of a long series of
absolute
one-rughters,
just Tom
and his guitar. "I felt I had to go
out by myself to get some kind of
feel for who I am. It's terrific to be
along on stage with a guitar and a
mike. The directness
and total
responsibility
are refreshing."
One
night in early October Chapin's
concert
tour took him back to
Plattsburg,
N.Y., where he was
joined by his brothers, Harry and
Steve Chapin (it was the first time
the three brothers had performed
together in three years). After the
concert,
Tom and his brothers
donned their basketball
gear to
play with
the N.Y. All-Stars
against
the Harlem
Wizards
(a
Globetrotter
spin-off team).
Tom will be appearing
on the

New Don Kirshner
Rock Concert
on television very soon. Air dates
are scheduled to begin November
20th in most major markets. Make
sure you don't miss himlHe will be
on the show with his 2' brothers,
Harry and Steve. Harry wrote an
article about Tom and revealed the'
following:
,

Thea 8ravi!H"
Now on exhibit at the Turner
Auditorium
of Baltimore's
Johns
Hopkins Hospital is a joint art show
of plastic
sdilpture
by Winni
Hendler and paintings
by Wasyl
Palijczuk,
instructor
of art at
Western Maryland.
Winni, as she
prefers to be called has attended

Tom Chapin
is that he is my
Tom's unusualness
starts with the
brother,
and we are in todays
fact that he is perhaps
the most
music scene. That is a sort of ~ well-known "new" recording artist
natural-we
both come from an
around.
arts-oriented
family,
our father
played jazz with Tommy Dorsey,
What Harry
means
is that a
Woody Herman and the like, and
whole generation of kids has grown
even
our brother,
Steve,
is
up to his Emmy
and Peabody
producing
for me and
Award
winning
'Make A Wish'
musicals.
ABC networks series. Five years of
network
TV time
playing
the
,
guitar.
If you've
ever watched
Make A Wish, you know it's a very
difficult show to describe.
Each
half hour is divided into two parts
exploring
everyday
words
and
concepts
like time,
stamp,
or
.
Circle, illustrated
by a startling
combination
nf animation,
quick
cut still photography,
and old and
new motion picture footage. The
past and future are intermingled
before your eyes with clever word
plays in staccato-like
fashion.
Usually, after this visual assault,
there is e-calmer,
on-location
interview with an expert relating to
the word. And finally, there is a
song written
by Harry and performed by Tom. The end result
comprises
the hippest children's
show on network television. It's an
Emmy
Winner
and
Peabody
Award
Winner,
but, make
no
mistake about it, Tom Chapin, is
the glue that holds Make A Wish
together.
Peter
Pcme tal
of
WNEW-FM,
N.Y. wrote:
"His
good looks, easy
manner,
and
mu'icalexcellencehav~madehim
a presold superstar
With a countless audience of millions--and
not
own, and yet with a certain degree
straight
forehead.
He has used
just with kids, but also with their
of restraint
imposed by the artist.
white
and sepia-colored
conti
parents, older brothers and sisters,
"The
Fishermen,"
done
in crayons as highlights, bringing out
and grandfathers
too!
Tom's
monochromatic
blue, illustrates
the chocolate color of the subject's
appeal
crosses
all
age
and
this flow of color. Among
the skin. Sweeping lines and splashes
slowly bubbling blues is integrated
of color give the effect
of a
the weathered
face of a strong,
~eatheredhead-?ress.AI~~getherit
simple man. Almost hidden are the IS an extremely
sensitive
ren-

;:~~oeu:_~~~yfahn~ISa~~a,th~a~~~

:=~st; ~~~~~ ~~~~ir~~i~ge

Dftl,·,·ez··'"
r..
No K

privately
and in workshops,
and
exhibited
in over 80 shows. Her
work
is represented
in many
collections in the U.S. and abroad.
Palijczuk
has earned
his M.Ao:"from' the University
of Maryland
and his M.F.A. from the Rinehart
School of Sculpture.
He has had
over 70 one-man, group, and invitational
shows, and teaches at
the Baltimore
Museum of Art as
well as at WMC.
The Hopkins show is set up in the
attractively-lighted
open lobby just
outside the auditoriwn,
Wasyl's
paintings occupying the walls, and
Winni's acrylic forms resting on
their own stands near the floor_Iength windows.
Most of Palijc'zuk's paintings
are oils-the l!lter
one~ exhibiting his very distinctive
style. On the canvas, his folds of
paint ooze much like yesterday's
lava lamps, free to flow on their

Wo"''''at
Rop"',·ns
• K
K

audience lines,"
Concurrently
With Make A Wish,
Tom has been playing with some of
the most prestigious
underground
groups in the East, Mt. Airy, the
heavy
weight
session
band including
Bob Hinkle
and
Eric
Weissberg (of Deliverance
fame).
He also starred
and sang in the
first Great White Shark flick, Blue
Water, White Death. Along with
these musical
exploits,
he has
found time to become "The Sundance Kid", the legendary
"haveball-will-travel"
basketball
star of
N.Y.'s incredible street basketball
subculture.
A former college AllAmerican from Plattsburgh
State
College,
Tom has played
and
become friends with the likes of
Tiny Archibald
and Doctor "J"
(Julius Erving).
Tom Chapin is
sounding really
unusual, here' a
guy who can
do damn
near
any_I:N.ng!
_
His album, "Life Is Like That",
really is beautiful;
Tom is blessed
with a clear tenor voice, and he
writes mighty fine songs too. His
first album
is very good. His
melody
is very
pleasing
and
relaxing.
Believe
me, when he
comes to campus, he will acquire
many ovations and new fans. One
of his songs, 'Ain't It Simple', is the
best..look for it in his show. A great
beat is prevalent through this song
and and as well as his others. For
those who don't enjoy the loud rock
music or the music of the previous
campus group, Atlantic Rhythmn
Section, you will be very pleased.
Even for those who enjoy loud hard
rock or whatever,
such as I, the
change in tempo will surprise you
greatly!

F ree UMBI'1
'-'Symp hony

i~s~~:

life: "T~e P~ac.e" is ano.ther pertrait-fhis painting, done I~ shades
of purple,
sho~s
the hills and
hollows of a Plec~ of land. ~all
trees, the emphasis
on crawling
roots,.
balance
themselves
precarlously?n
a ledge of ~ol.or.
The ground Itself I~ ~ SWirling
m~ss of color, and slmllarl~,
~e
skies envelop
the upper hml~.
Th.es: folds Of. col.or ar: used In
paintings rangmg. m subJec.t from
land~cape. to family portrait,
and
varying
m ~olor scheme
from
monochromatic
to analogous
to
complementary.
Palijczuk
also has numerous
paintings done at. an. earlier date
and therefore earher 10 style. One,
entitled
"Afrikaner"
was my
favorite. The ar:us~ has ~iven us an
elegant
portrait
In hiS smooth,
curvilinear
face with protruding
lips, gently bulging eyes, and a

~:~::r;ffa~:~t

could

be a very

~inni, likewis~ in he~ sculpture,
brings a certain
feehng to the
viewer. What she provides us with
is an integral part of nature: the
behavior of light and thus of color.
To display
her sculptures
she
needs a sufficient amount of light;
the colors they take on depend
upon light as well as on their
physical
placement.
USing heat
and cutting
implements
she has
formed
interesting
shapes
from
dyed plastics.
EnclOSing
these
forms within cubes and cylinders
of different colors, Winni has co~e
up with exciting arrangements
of
light and color.
.
. B.esides being ~u~~tional?
ar-.
tisbcally
and .sclentiflcallr,
her
pieces
are qwte
decorative-all
things considered,
v.ery pleasant to
watch_ For those mterested,
the
show will be on exhibition through
November 29.

The

UM~C

Co~munity

~~~t:lh:n~o;tl~~~o~~~!:~~e~o~~'
professional
orchestras
in the
region, will offer a free' public
concert 8 p.m. Sunday, December
12 at the Lyric Theatre on Mount
Royal Avenue in Baltimore.
Now beginning its fifth concert
season,
the
Symphony
has
scheduled the Beethoven overture
"Fidelio,"
the Brahms
Third
Symphony, and Tchaikovky's
First
Piano Concerto for the Lyric appearance. A performance
last year
at the same theatre by the SymjXlony drew unanimouscr:itical
and
audience praise.
\
Composed of profesSional,
semiprofessional,
and
student
musiCians,
the
90-member
University
ensemble
is under the
direction
(If RObert Gerle,
the
noted violin virtuoso and conductor
whose performances
around
the
world have established
him !n the

first .. ranks

~f

pr~fessional

~~~7~'

~~~~~:~al~~~:n
w~
has soloed with over 100 symphony
orchestras
in this country
and
abroad,
will
perform
the
Tchaikovsky
selection.

The Symphony,
which is sponsored
by t-he University
of
Maryland
Baltimore
County, has
successfully
played
the most
challenging
and
artisticaiIy
demanding programs both here in
the Baltimore
region
and by
special invitation
at the John F.
Kennedy
Center
for the
Performing Arts in Washngton,
and
Drexel University in Philadelphia.
Seating for the December~
12
concert at the Lyric Theatre is on a
non-reserved
basis as there is no
admission
charge. The public is
invited to the full concert and is
urged to arrive early for the best
seating.

•J
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DinneratJimmy's
say that his conscience is much
As a reporter for a s~all, un- more at ease now that the election
derground,
local, bi-monthly is over, and he isn't expected to
newsletter, I am fortunate enough make so many promises to the
to be allowed to take vacations and people.
breaks at my own leisure. It is
precisely for this reason that this
For desert we had peanut brittle
long-awaited article is reaching and Pepsi, and Jimmy closed the
my faithful readers one week later evening with a prayer of
than I'd promised. I would ap- thanksgiving for the outcome of the
preciate it greatly if the nasty election.
letters and threats on my life would
soon cease, for my colleagues are
The Carter's gave me a case of
becoming annoyed and surly as of Snicker's candy bars as a parting
late. It seems that a few stray gift, and I bid them farewell and
bricks have made their way boarded the Greyhound for
through the wrong windows, and Washington. As I sat back in my
one man next door even received a seat, I stared longingly at the
letter bomb intended for me. generous gift- I'd just been
Luckily, however, it seems as if his presented. I couldn't help but
wife, in attempt to steam the letter notice that the Snicker's company
open, dropped it into a vat of had selected the same motto I'd
boiling water she had intended to seen hanging in the Carter dining
use for some freshly peeled room:
potatoes, thus. neutralizing the
"Anyway you slice it, it comes up
destructive potential of the ex- peanuts."
plosive. Nothing serious happened
this time, but I would appreciate it
if incidents of this nature wouldnot
occur any time in the near future.
Now, kind readers, here is the Carlton Harris
article I promised you:
If you.did well in identifying last
1 arrived at the Carter's about weeks list of trophies, then test
5:50 pm, and immediately sat your skill on this weeks batch.
down to dinner. Mrs. Carter Name the sport associated with
proudly stated after she said grace each trophy:
that they grew all their own food
right there on the plantation. I was 1) Vezina Trophy
surprised to hear this, for I thought 2) George Halas Trophy
that the Carter's grew only 3) Heisman Trophy
4) Wimbleton
peanuts.
.
We began with soup as an ap- 5) Ross Trophy
petizer. It had an odd flavor, - one I 6) Little Brown Jug
wasn't familiar with. I suddenly 7) Outland Award
realized the faint aroma of roasted 8} Hunt Cup
peanuts, and inquired as to the 9) Grand National Championship
Brumby,
Sr.
main ingredient of the delicacy. 10) Leonard
"It's a recipe I fauna in McCall's. Memorial Trophy
Peanut soup."
SCORING: 6 equals average, 7 ....
As you may guess, the main equals good, 8 equals first class, 9
course consisted of peanut butter equals superb, 10 equals imcrackers, and peanut butter and possible Answers to last weeks
jelly, marshmallow, or banana quiz: 1) tennis-international team
sandwiches. We even had the champions, 2) ice hickey-NHL
option of peanut-banana with one champs, 3) bowling-best in tourside freshly buttered or Parkayed. ney, 4) golf-team winners of US vs.
There were large quantities cf milk Great Britain, 5)baseball-best
available, for peanut butter has a pitcher, 6) amateur
sporttendency to stick to the roof of smanship, 7) ice hockey-NHL
one's mouth.
MVP, 8) football-NFL MVP, 9)
All during dinner, Mr. Carter basketball-NBA MVP, 10) soccerdeclined to discuss politics, but did international team champs.

BUY
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AND SAVE!

6-FUNCTION
L.E.D.WATCH

Sports Quiz

__ 'l fields

-

iI

few

months,

or penTlilnent

Teltronics
manufactures
and se.Hs exclusively these quality-crafted solid state
watches worldwide-over
1 million sbld at
much higher prices. Now, order direct and
get tremendous savings, all these features:

MENS

WQMENS

• 6 functions controlled by a single button:
hour, minutes.cseccnds. month, date, and
day. Accurate within 2 minutes per year.
• full year wananty
against defects in
materials or workmanship, except battery.
We will repair or replace any Teltronics
watch develo.ping such defect within 1
year of purchase.
• .3O-day homB trial, if not completelr satisfied with your watch, return it within 30
days for full refund of purchase price, no
questions asked.
• Ultra-thin eese, with stainless steel back.
All watches shown ace available finished
in silver rhodium or gold plate with matching bracelets.

positions.

Europe - Japan - Africa - Australia
- South Plcifi"
- Fir £al1 - South America. The U.S. Government is the Ilrgll$! cmp!oyer
To 111011'1 you the opponunity
for the U.S. Government
... ~n
r_r"hed
A JOB OVERSEAS

of AmericarlS overS81sl
to ex.plore working

0"_,

the following

Ind _inen.
WiTH THE

This book ditCu_
employment
of 13 different
US. Goyernment
Ind you will be told whom
Cli.ront oy_.amployment
information

book

"HOW TO GET
UNITEOSTATES

GOVERNMENT."

requirements
Ind activities
Agencies in complete
detail.

to .:ontact It uch one "oncerning
opportunities.
Also complete

on:

·TeaehingOpportunities
·Complete

information

on the Peace

COrps -

'Employment

on U.S. Government

Ships

'Employment
whomtocontaet.

at the Panama

Zone

'Career

Canal

who and where

-'Nhat

to apply

type of positions

thev

Secretaries
'What

type

hire a

'

opportunities

in the State

Department

and United

- Office

Help _ Staff

of positions

different

Per1onnel-

-

etc. etc.
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employment
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·WMC

Sports

~

Basketball Prospects
JimWogsland

-

~I'~

1.

Friday, November 19, 1976

~

....

"Fall,.}f

Terrors Soar 28-0

.

As we approach the last football: Coach Ober admitted that it hurt They neve a tough 24 game Jim Wogsland
superb numing by Don Truesdell
game of the year tomorrow and the the team to lose such individual schedule -this year including a
The football team braved the (53 yards on 14 carries). The of.
weather begins to hover around the' standouts as Bob Kurzenhauser, Christmas tournament at Loyola, cold last Saturday and journeyed fense accomplished this without
freezing point, sports fans begin to John Feldman (top scorer in the where Scranton, the national to Lebanon Valley College and two of their finest players, Pete
turn their thoughts to the inside MAC)and Tom Ammons. He feels champions, will also be competing. came back with a great 28-0 vic- Blauvelt and Fritz Leitzel.
sports, especially basketball. They. this year's team will emphasize Another game to watch is against tory. The team played one of its iDefensively the team played
will be delighted to hear that the more team play, To win, they will Gettysburg, which WMCbeat last best games of the year as everyone almost
flawlessly,
holding
men's basketball team appears have to play in the clutch like last year for the first time in 33 years, who played looked good.
Lebanon Valiey scoreless. This is
destined to continue the winning year, when many games were (943) I!
Fullback Mike Lewis. led the the first time in a long while the .
performance of last season's 12-8· decided in their last minutes.
The first home game will be scoring with two touchdowns as defense has done this. They held
record.
Last year was the first winning Saturday, December 4, against Joe Damiano and Steve Spinelli LVto 141t'otal yards including only
This year's team is young and season after ten consecutive losing Lebanon Valley at 8:00. Prospects also had TD's. Throughout the 8 completions on- 24 attempts.
enthusiastic. None of last yeaz's seasons. The team is presenUy are good for a victory, given game the offense capitalized on. Saturday the Terrors face arteam starters rettirned but Alex playing in a hard league-th-e WMC'shome record of 10-1,thanks mainly the running game, as only chrival Johns Hopkins in a game
Ober has several experienced Southeast Division of the MAC. to the great support here at WMC. six passes were attempted (and which could prove to be bitterly
players to fall back on. Wayne
four completed). Quarterback Joe fought as both teams come off of
Coblentz (6'5", Sr'.) and Gee
Damiano led the rushers with 59 big wins. Stick around an extra day
Fleming (5'10",SrJ, tworetuming
yards on 15 carries, followed by to root our team on to victory.
lettermen, will spark the team as Patti Chandler
tough Gettysburg defense and
,
r
co-captains. Other veterans from
Western Maryland's varsity scoredseveraltimes.Bothcoaches
last year include John O'Connor swim team played its first official and teams decided to make this an
(6'3", Sr.), Al Green (6', Sr.), Mile water polo match Monday, annual event and Western
Walter (6'3", Soph.) and Vince November 15. Gettysburg's team. Maryland has demanded a
Wesley (6'6", Soph.). Up from the issued the challenge, establishing rematch with Gettysburg at home.
Junior Varsity are Ken Luhman the first Maryland~Peimsylvania: Come out and support your swim
(6', Jr.l, Tom Cosgrove (6'4", Sr.), Invitational.
team on December 8 when they
and Bill O'Connell (6'3", Soph.),
open
the
season
against
Coach Ober is also looking a for a
Both teams played very well and Elizabethtown at home at 3:30
lot of help from Big Brent Wolford the game maintained a relaxed fun P.M.(6'8", Jr.), Speedy Joe Golden atmosphere which cl~ax~ in a
(5'11", Soph.) , and freshmen ten-minute free-for-all In ~hich a.ll
standouts Jeff Hetrick (6'2") and players participated. During this
AI Foultz (6'6").
episode WMC broke through the

Swimmers Blanked 5-0

Spiller

ThIs Is

For You
Custom printed
umnerstickers, rock 't-shirts
personalized Tolling paper,
and custo,:, printed t-shirts.
Good"prices.
Send a 1J¢ stamp for full
details.

COSMIC
RAINBOW
167 West 21st Street
New York. NY JOOlJ '

BREAKFAST

LUNCH

Subs
ChiCken OIly· Mondey
Pizu
. ~mi
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6.a.JLdaily
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•
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~
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Dty:TueMIIy"*40off
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I.

a.m.

!

Route 140
.Westmimter!!
84
__3-9_II_O
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=

Monday-Saturday

Pizza

II

.Jeans
991 and lip
• Jackets, ,
.Jewelry,
eVests,
.Paraphernalia

SO come see IlS now for Pre-Moping Day Sale and Save
this ad for a dollar off on any purchase of $10 ten
dollars or ;:~:::f1~;~~I~~e;
F01: more information

..

from 12-6: 30 p.1II

be adding to our stock

......" ....... ""

cafl861-8776

or 356-5075
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COLLEGE

Given Co-Ed Proposal

'.

-

Suggests ANW
be Used First

Bob Kelley
A member of the Subcommittee
"strongly
favored
a pian which
on Student Life is submitting
a would put more men in with them.
proposal on "Co-Ed dorms as a Apparently
they are pleas~
with
Housing Option at WMC" to the the. co-ed set ".up, which IS now
subcommittee.
The
proposal,
limited to ~a'lmg men on the Is!
written
by committee-member
floor of Whiteford. But.the women
Jim Wright, calls for more co-ed m Blanch~ and McDa~lel opposed
forms starting in school year 1978- a p~an which would bring me-r into
79. It has not yet been accepted
their dorms
re~~~C:~~~lrhat

::~ion~r20~~~a~

of Albert Norman

Ward Hall open

~:~sfle~orsi~or ~~me~~!~~:~n

This. presen~s

~

Whiteford, and that the 3rd floor or
Elderd(c~ have males on one side
of the stairwell and females on the
other.
The tW? Pennsylvania
house: and. Forhnes house would
~;o~~~;rt:~;

fr=b~~:~C~

m~i~~~~~sZ~~rn!~:
The earth newly, rudely,

plowed by this bulldozer,

trees but the college community's

sensitiuities

""';enching not

as. Mort> photos

OI~I~oto

by Don

inside.

Reporters Allowed into First Faculty Meeting
Carlton Hartis end Chris Holmes
At the November
3 faculty
meeting, a motion was proposed by
Drs. Sapora and Seidel allowing
two
representatives
of
the
Scrimshaw
to attend
futrue
meetings. The students would be
there
only to report
on the
proceedings-;- having 110 voting or
speaking
rights.
The motion
pass~ bya 46-16 vote. As a result
of this action, Scrimshaw sent two
students
to the -December
I
meeting.
The faculty normally meets on
the first
Wednesday
of every
month,
exc~pting
January.
However, special sessions may be
called when a need arises. The
meetings
are
held
in Decker
au~torium
during the assembly
period. A large proportion of the 85
facul.t~ members
usually attend.
Presldmg
over the body is the
College PreSident,
Dr. Ralph C.
John. The meeting
follows the

new business are discussed and the
meetings
are adjourned
after
announcements
are made.
_
The following is an account of
what happened
at the Dec. I
meeting, attended bv ap estimated
60 of the faculty members.
Dr. John called the assembly to
order at 1I:24 AM the minutes of.
the ~ov. 3 meeting having been'
rpeviously
distributed.
The
minutes
were approved
after
minor adjustments
we~ made.
Dean
McCormick
gave
his
regular report, calling to thf attenHon of the faculty a proposed
change in the taxation of tuition
credits given to the children
of
faculty. If enacted, it could cost
faculty with college-age
kids as
much asjl000 per son or daughter,
Dr, Jone<; moved that the faculty
send a fo:mal letter of protest tet
the IRS and fo Congressionai
represeniaHves.
'I'he
motion

usuallOrmat.
Deans McCormick
turned in by Dec. 21. After Dr.
and Mowbray are allowed time to McCormick
then notified
the
speak, followed by the reports of faculty that class grades were to be
nine faculty committees.
:...........................................

~Vv"HAT'S

I. INSIDE:
:

..~Tom Chapin

SGA

!.~
i .....
0

T

rees
's~,: Scri~shaw
urvey
,,
••~

"I11III

,.,

48 hours

in which

~x::~~~:eDbe:CnkPfo~~ly
Dean

Mowbray

re~~~·rpersons

"...........................

of

final
moved

submitted
the

no

following

~n~~es~~:~nin~a~~~~~;:ee
last Sunday,

to go co-ed Wright

men
only

~ype and style,

_

but

i:~m~O~o f~~t ~::~
re.comme~ds

that

~h~aS~e ~~~s ~:i,l~ar wt~n~a~~_e:d

~~rep~oe;o~ruitsm~oc:e~~:~or~·n~

housing will still be able to choose
between an older - MacLea - and a
newer one - Rouzer,
Aoother important consideration
in choosing _which buildings
to
convert is whether the residents III
ea.ch pa~ticular
building
wo~ld
mmd.h~vtn~ peop~e of ~e.opposlte
sex living In their building. The
Housing
and Conduct
Council
survey~d 177 ~tude~t.;; this fall to
determine
their opnuon on cO:ed
housing. In answer to the questIOn
"Would you like to see Co-ed
Housing as one of the housing
options at ~I\:1C? 79 per cent of t~e
sample said yes, 10.9 per cent said
no, and 10.1 per ce~t didn't care.
But when a~ked I.f they would
favor plans mvolvmg
the conversion of t~eir particular
dorms,
s~udents in diffe~ent dorms reacted
differ~ntly. ReSidents .of all three
me?s dorms would hke to have
theIr own dorms changed to co-ed.
Both men and women in Whiteford
-

~~~ct~~~t~~a;c~~
dorms

~d

~~~~aniel
a women

Partly as. a solution tn the above.
problem, Wright proposes a second
step. This step would be entirely
dependent
on the .success of the.
main proposal.
First
the men in Whiteford
would
moved to Blanche. The
advantage of this arrangement
is
obvious. Women who don't want to
live cooed could choose between
Whiteford
and McDaniel,
two
substantially
different
buildings.
But to plan on this thange, it must
be assumed that, after the first
step of transition,
the women in
Blanche will not object to having
male floors or sections
in their
dorm. As of this fall's survey 52.6
per cent of the women opposed a
plan which involved housing males
in their building, while 47.7 per
crnt supported it. The-margin
is

be

proposal. The whole tl'ling has been
very positive."

L~ne~ poT!~r~t~e

and one of the topeis

b:~~~~~l

the Black Student

the Weslmi" ..i.er community;
and
officf"s
for
the
minorities

f~~fe~j~;
~~~~~:~~t:~eo:u~:t~~~S~nAi!~;:~o:!

Union·

in the HSlI budget to over the new

~~eth~ro~sC~

Wi~~ '~~:e7it1:dm~fnjsgi~:;~:/o::

a~.i~~!!~~

Stude.nt Union. !he

subcommittee

Minority

hiring

~;~:~:t

~:~!rttee\head

...J

to allo~n

~!c!~~us:~~~i~:~

~~~~~~a~~o~:

th~h co.m~ltte~-mem~rs
en. uSlas I.C, according

In the first issue of the Scrimshaw, we stated
our intent
to
I remain responsive to the needs of
the campus.
In line with that
statement,
we have prepared
a
survey (to be found on page 3J. We
hope you will take the Hme to fill it
out and return it to us in one of the
boxes ·located in the cafeteria and
the Student Center.

dorm

~~

d~rm to be converted

~:~tOf allo;m~ stu.dents who don't
betwcec:;e two ou~~~~ t~.fchoose
buildings
_ cannot /he ~:Je7~
deciding which womens' dorm to
convert.
Blanche
and McDaniel

.

Eamonn MCGrea.dY
The Student Life Subcommittee

t;~~at:;::

'You be the
Ed itor

========:=a'-----:.;,;_
Go.o

to grade

male

The

~:~d

Wor k pIays Off f or BSU

la~~i~
~~

Old and k~~:~~:i:o?n~~d
2;~t
not give 311 professors the allowed

S

committees
also had no reports to
give: _Dr. Panek of the Faculty
Council, Dr. Harper of Admissions
and Standards,
Dr. Coley of the
Athletic Council, and Dr. Phillips
of Graduate Affairs.
The .Calendar
and Schedule
Committee,
headed
by
Dr
Herlocker, offered to clear up any
questions .concerning
the second
semester academiC ca1endar.
Ms. Colley's
Undergraduate
Acade~ic
Policy and Currioulum
committee recoommended
that the
colle.ge move as expeditiously
as
poSSible from. a 3.0 to a 4.0 system
of
computmg
grade
point
averages. The change, if approved,
would take effect in the Fall of
1977..
. .
At thiS pomt In the meeoog, Dr.
John wel~omed and intr~uced
the
two Scrimshaw
npontlOueci pa!
Wf're nresent:
continued page 7

the first

the men's

y~~~i ~~e~~~~lia~~~

~~::~~o~~

a problem.

~~~~~~~~gAI~~!tC~o;:~n

of '~he

is very
to Bill
sub-

Trib-by
related:
"We
as a
committee
are very. favorablt! to
the proposal and are positive to the
spirit in which it was presented
This is something
that is not impossible to achieve here at Western
Maryland in the next few years.
The
whole
experience
has
been good because of the pile of
work and the great dedication of
tll.:! task force that drew up the

.~ffairs.

This

position

emphasis

of minority

plac~d on the
Faculty

::~I~:;:i~i!I~:e~~!~~;~ro~a:;:!

::~Sr;s:;d

minority students and the camp~s
as a whole: counselling
minority

cultures_
Sandra

:~:i:~;:~iO~n:f

~~~~~nc~~~~~~p~~~:~r~:th~:

~~!~i~~

nt:~s~d-

2.) Increa$ed
recruitment
and
enrollment
of minorities.
The
proposal calli for a gradual
increase
from 4 percent
of the
student body in 1918 to 10 percent in
1981.
3.) Establishmeul
of a Minority
Cultural House with facilities for
exhibition
of arts
and crafts;
classroom
and lecture
space;
tutoring students and members of

mem-

~~so ~hce~:~~eIO!~ne:r\~:
Baker,

head of.t~e Black

terms: "The proposal is important
the blacks now ... and in the futUre,
because if nothing is changed then
the
school
is
not
offering
e\'erything that it has to offer to all
students."
She goes on to say:
"The idea of the proposal
is. to
.suggest ....~at can be done to help
recruit mmority
students
and to
entice them to say "The proposal
continued page 3

'~".

Scrimshaw

Editorial-Benefits

hard exams. A student could be
prepared
psychologically
as well
knowing he has the best possible
exam schedule.
As it is now, exam week has
become a "marathon"
week for
many students. Students have been
known to have 4 exams in 2 days
Professors
mighT say, "prepare
ahead
for
them."
Do they
remember
or even realize how
much studying is necesarry
for a
lfinalexam?
"All nighters" become
'part of the high pressure conditions
• • • • • • • • • • •

ticipating ill' such a program would benefit from the proposed course b\
giving them some background In journalism which would be more recent

.m~~~~~:a~oon=~!
~~~ew ~~~~~~ ~~r:~~i~p~~~7s;~d~~~ni
production of In Wl,tite Amertea, T
Its interesting
how

thf~ :~d~ti~~h~~hose
students, it would be a chance for those with an
interest In news writing, but with no technical knowledge ot it, to try their

feel I might be able to answer your
editorial
on facuity
as models

Interest persists, then he or she might ccnstdet
an intern, an alternative which might not ~avr

~~~:~t
adults

possibility
behavior.

~!~;~~~:~e~~~~~;~~i~~~O~hre

~::C~i~ng~ I ~~~t~~~we~~r,

o~nx~~

~~~~~t;:~t~~hoe~eO~;ej~b~~~~io~~~

i~e~a;~~n~i:\~;I;r;~~s~nOWledge

A journalism

class_would

also benefit

would greatly

aro future

the SCR_IMSHAW, and thus the

~

3, 197.6

that students will model
It's one of the more

raOc~t;~:o'~~~~~?~~e~!
"liberal

arts

c~~~1~
:fb~~~

lifestyle"

you

are

put on the student.
Might it be
easier for us to get good grades
under more Iiglcal schedules? utve
us a break!'
_
So why has the self scheduled
exam list grown smaller with each
passing smester:
dwindling to a
mere 26 exams? Are the teachers
trying to stop cheating?
Many
don't even stay in the room during
the exam. Are they lazy? whats
the story?
What's
the latest
joke? Self
scheduled exams!
droopy eyed & weary,
' JE'cry:\-111l1-"1

-, De:r t:~to~, •••••••
"Come
to Western

history

repeats itself. I wondered how long
and often the Alumni ghost fad

w~~c~~~~~
~~e~~i~;g,
:~~~~n::r:~t~::~~s:t:~~~:
is very
aware
of the experience three years

By ooing this, when the student enters' the job market, be-wnt not only
hal e a sufficient background in the area, but samples of his work to prove

~:!i~:t~~

I ._~ ,(

Letters to the Editor

of .Journalism

Dear Faculty,
Questions have been raised In recent weeks concerning the possibility
What ever happened to all those
of starting a journalism course here at WMC. Although student Interest
self scheduled exams? There once"
has not, In past years, been sufficient to merit a class, the English
wasatimewhen
the usror seir scn,
Department
has indicated that they will try once again to start such a duled exams was fairlv long. A
course. The Scrimshaw supports this effort.
student had a pretty good chance of
In order to do this, two things are necessary.
First of all, a curriculum
scheduling many (perhaps all) of
mustbe designed and placed before the Academic Policy and Currlcuturrhis-her exams. With this.situation
Committee. If it Is approved there, the cla~1 will be offered by the English
he-she could plan out an exam
Department
in the Fall J977 semester. Secondly, there must be enoug~, schedule
permitting
maximum
students enrolled In the course to merit hiring an rnstrvctc,
The course
study time for each exam Exams
would necessarlly
be taught
by someone
with ex~er ience as 1 expected
to be hard could be
professional
journalist.
scheduled with more time for study
At the present time, the only journalistic
experience
which WMC easier exams scheduled around the
students may receive credit for is a one semester internship
in jour
• • • • • • • • • • •
nensrn and public relations.
SCRIMSHAW feels that students
par. ·Dear Editor:

hand at it. If a student's
=~d!~~S~d:~~:s~~o~:.

"_.

Friday, December

College
minster

in
... out

Maryland

beautiful
Westin the country."

B~~: ~~:~~li~~r~~~de,
pleasantly
surprised

ago when

that unmany

the ghost thing was in full swing.

students returning
~;s~c~i~~e~:a~!~ih

from vacation,
a~~e treesv is

evT~:nc~ackco~:ir~7~g

:~~~io~~~al~k

B~~~m~r:.

~t~!~~t:d~~:e;;~
friends

ta;:i~~::

IC~~~e~u~o~:

into spending

one night

in the name
in

of progress.

~~~~~yge~U~~~~:h ~of tl~:~~~

I:I~

Another
.. ~~~

~:~.~:=::~~~~~1.~!:~'::1.~;:::~~~~~~,
::~;i~:;;:~!:~,:2:'
~~~~~:~~:::.
:: ::n:::='~;:;,~r~k~~£~~~\~:d~::E~~!~~g,
':~E~~'O~\~-,:;

tbe quality of-the SCR IMSHAW. 1'.11 things ccnstdered,
believes that there is nothing to lose by adding a class
writing, and much to be qelned, on the part of the students.

.SC.R IMSI-!A~,
ID lo~rnaltstlc
,

potential modeling which are more
serious at Western Maryland than
the lack
of theatre-attending

after dusk without the benefit of
flashlights,
pillows,
notebooks.
food
and
vending
machine

McDaniel, which is presently being
wasted on trees and.lawn, could be
made into a parking lot.

Use Those Evaluation~ f~~r:~·
:UC:~~
At this point in this particular

~;eS~g~:i~~:;:en:V~I~:tt\:~

schOOl year, however,

s~~!e~

lies an opportunity

:~~~~:~ei~~ ~~:~~~ ~~~~s~:~

e~~~!cio

women scholars

s!~~en!rre~;e
o~ ~~nb~~~a~?a~~'::sl~~~cf~~~~~~
to model. This is wine to keep us warm.

~~~~i:~~ng~e~~o~:m~~e

~ol~~~r

o! th;:;gh

b-~~ess.

D~17~~0;. i~m~;!n~::o~~~

And

:~ua~~~;~~~i~s~~~~~~ ~tl~~::~I~~n!~~~~~::~Ut~~~~~;eh~~S;~~~;~~~~~;!~

~:~~et7~n~d~:~i~

are also being distributed
now.
So often student life tends to be a passive

There are no black faculty models knowing the layout of the building!
and very few representatives
(_>f

~~:~~~~ ~~s~:~:~;:~~,

existen'ce

rae:~~~l~o a~~ :tl ~:~~~~ea;~:

. students

are hare'

aO:t~~:~t ~~:

~:~

or may not have much influence In the' educational
process beyond
ch~"lslng courses·
beyond choosing whjch test, which paper, or which
final, ...deal with. Even the choice of courses happens within the confines
of requirements
for majors an-d for graduation.
The Scrimshaw urges support by students for both.. of these efforts
Assuming a committment
on the part of faculty members to sensitivt'
response- to student evaluations,
important changes in course structur~
and teaching method can happen
Honest reflection and insIghtful probing by students into their worlC!
benefits students, faculty, and the WMC community as a whole. Passivitr
' be gone...

·o~er~~~~eano~

p~::;:~:~~~

th~h~~~
~~~~~~e~g~o~~e~~~~~
and eyesore for the next two years

4th~ b~~k ed~z;et~at~=~

;~p\~~

e~n:~i:i;a~ri~~

an~~!~I~~;~

t~~e

M-O-D-E-R-N-J-Z-A-T-Ia

"ground-breaking"

~~!m~~u~'B~~~~\~~~~g~?_o
must we continue
this

t::~u~o:~~~

destroying

that has ~come

~Jh~

ground

one,of

lifestyle" as a model for :;tudents is
an interesting
idea,
but quite
complex. As much as I Jove 'he
theatre I could not judge liberal
arts commitment
on the basis of
theatre
attendence.
There
are
music and art, as well as scholarly
lectures
and reading.
Living a
"Ii~ral
arts lifestyle" consists of
making a variety of choices about
the use of one's time and intellect

stream~ng through windows in the
audito~1Um. At last! We crept up
the ~talrs to the balcony, sat down
agamst the wall and relaxed. The
bottles were passed and we waited
- pre_gnant
with anticipation
Nothing. Aller a bit c 2, two from
our party ~ent b.
t.o a ~~rm be~
and.1 decld.ed to stick It out til
daylight. as If on a dare. We Jayed
.down With our blankets
on the

• • • • • • ~ic~a:l ~oustle
Mr.
Editor
and
Concerned
Students o! WMC:
As a concerned student of WMC,
I am appaUea at the fact that this

During the past several wet"S, the :':';A has found Itself in a pair o·
constitutional
hassles that see::1ed to crop up one right after the other'
one involved the upcoming
Christmas
Dance tonight, the
other
yesterday's
Freshman Class elections. Both occurred because of over
sights and neglect.
Woen the SGA scheduled its Freshman Class elections unexpectedly
this month it unfortunately
missed a clause of the constitution
whictl
states that they "shall be held during the second week ot February."
B\
ignoring or failing to notice this phrase the Senate found itself in the

;r~~~i~~~f
~~nsk~~naITh~~~
are difficult choices for all of us
and in the process
of decision·
making we will develop a variety
of life patterns
which are each
perfectly acceptable
in a liberal
arts framework. I have not been to
an athletic event -all fall, nor do I
swim or jog but I understand and
respec.t
m'y colleaguees
who

~:;:I ':~:n
h~~~:SI;:,
half awake. Suspended reality. Our
imagi~ations
got the bett.. .. of us a
few bm.es but we heard
only
rheumatic
so.un.cIs com.mon to.80
year ol.d bUildings still leadIng
active hves. ~o ghosts.
D.awn's chill woke us and we
deCided to call an end to an
u.neventful
and uncomf~rtable

coJ!ege is very prejudiced against
~~on~o::;s~~o:::~ne
0~1~h:g~:~~
beautiful creatures
on this earth.
He is very cuddly!l'hd very furry.
He has cute little brown eyes and
he can run very fast. This school is
paSSing np a good money making
opportunity.
Mongoose races have
become
very
popular
and
profitable of!. college campuses
in

::i::~S~i~~:::~ri~a~!i~f~i~:.f

:::~~

Constitutional Hassles

~~: ~~et~:i;~e~~i~:;

:::~~~ ~~~ ~~:~~~:~~
~:::~I~i9~~~y
The second mi~hap was the result,

:~;~~:~e~h~:~~~~i:~

chose _!he latter method ano
once again of not referring fo its

~~;,~~:u;:~~~~riCg~O~~~~tmt;s, :~a~ ~~~~~e~~n::se at ~::::~ ~:ek:opr~~:
to th~ date set for each dance." However no mention was ever made ot

t~ litf~ea~~o~:~~:~"

in~:~~~er~C~~~y=~:n~e~~~~~!u:~
student
behavior.
It would
r~~~~~nt ~~m~~v~e~at
models
the stUdents

th~u~~~!~Y;~u~r~::s~~~~~ee~:
go home.

~p- ~:~~a?tt~S

;~i~~~:d~a~~m!~~

~:~:ri~7~~~~:n~~~:!e~~~

~:~~~~re~v;~~
~~ur~~~~rP::~
be heard from SInce.

":o~!!
would be

With love in my heart,
noise in my ears,
and tractors on the hill,

/"

~~~:!:

r~~son th~~ ~=j~P~etEVo~ry~~:
mongoose consists of SNAKES.

Still curious,
Jane Wetrig

!~!~~:.

Yours t~~~:
R U Kidding;

;;.;.~;.;;;:w

:~~us~:i~~u~t~~~~~i:~~~~;t~e~~~~t::s~:~~e:~;r;:~::~;!~~a~i~h~~~
Jn~~~~:::t~ly~~t'SCj~~~~:P'------,S~C~R~I":"M":"S~H~A~W":":"'--"";
were two groups planning on putting the activity togethe Chre
that simple.
Both the Inter-Fraternity
Council and the Delta Pi Alpha fraternity had
The real value I found in at
EDITOR IN CHIEF
John Springer
- reserved dates in the cafeteria for the event. When II finally came before tending the performance
of
In
the SGA,approximatelythreeweeksbeforethefinal
date for the dance, it White
America
was
the op
SPORTS
EDITOR
MANAGING
EDITOR
NEWS EDITOR
turned out that the proposed dates were five days apart and no authorized
portuni ty to expand
my un
Carlton
Harris
Jeff Robinson
Meg Hoyle
permission to carry out the neceSSary organization had been granted.
derstanding
of the pain
and
courage of over two hundred years
Finding Itself in a quandry, the Senate and the Executive Committee
of being black in America. It had a
BUSINESS MANAGER
LAYOUT
were willing to leave the decision l:p to two competing groups to settle the- personal reward to me far beyond
Paul Hewett
Dave Range
Bill Todd
entire matter. By doing so the SGA gave up some of its responsibility
to any possible obligati~n I mightfeel
coordinate the student activities of this campus. The SCRIMSHAW does to model a lifestyle. I believe it's
not fO'elthat this is a gnod'precedent
10 set.
personal meaning on one level or
We do have hopes that s'uch mishaps and occurrences can be avoided in -another
that
causes
f~~ulty
~:~:~::~e~t~~~I~el~:~
:~n:~~~s~na :~~l~~;~ f~~~e~~~ea:~~~:~:~
~~f~~~ ~~~I=f:~~~~no~
among b(.th the Executive Council and the SGA as a whole.
Personally, that's
Theseexamples
are really just I}linor Incidents over the past few weeks
should be.
thilt havepccurred
and they should b_ -rcepted as such. But we should
~~f~:~ r::~~i:~:a;i~:
~ea::~ ~~: °S~~ ~~~~~~~i~j:n:~c~~~n;ets~i~~nt~:
St Jdent Government Association get It all or keep it all together for the
rest of the year. We hope that the· entire campus will help them in that
endeavor .

~~is~~~~~e
the way I think It
Sincerely,

Our correspond::~
:~~::~:;I:n
the Sociology department.
_ the
Editor.
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Scrimshaw

Knuckle Rap

Educational Malpractice Should Not Go Unchallenged
Jim Wright·
A certain
gentleman
once entered
a large
hospital
for a
relatively Simple operation. While
on the operating table the surgeon,
either
through
inexperience,
neglect or just plain carelessness,
made a mistake- that caused the
natient difficulties
later on. The
gentleman
consequently
sued the
doctor for malpractice.
This scene is repeated daily, not
only in hosptials but in many other
areas where services paid for are
not delivered
up to par. Almost
every major
institution
in this
country is accountable
for their
paid for services.
But in the safe
seclusion'
of
academic
untouch ability
many
professors
today are raping the minds and
pocketbooks of countless students
through professional incompetence
~;so~~~:.gJhustS!~i~l~he

~n~~\:ti~~

of physical health the physjcan can
be held accountable
to the patient,.

instructor.
But to watch
the
professors
reaction
to
my
questioning would leave one with
the impression
that "the King's
throne was being challenged.
Yet
each year our tuition continues to
go up and we wonder why. Maybe
it's because
accountability
does
not seem to exist.

in the institution
oC learning the
professor
should
be held accountable
to the student for the
classroom
and what
happens
there. But somehow these men and
women are placed
on an untouchable pinnacle _. far removed
from evaluation
and criticism.
Find it hard to believe? Then try to
challenge
a prof.essors
cornpetency;
it's
as though
God
Himself has. been challenged

In a very real way we pay the
salary of our instructors.
It is our
money
putting
bread
in their
mouths. If r was anemployer
who
was
paying
an
incompetent
worker, I'd either transfer him or
her to another department
where
they could better function or fire
them. Yet in the classroom
the
professor
sits untouchable,
even
though we pay him to deliver good,
efficient
instruction.
If that
professor can't, then they' should

There are many students
who
make great sacrifices
to attend
college. It is u{l.~li~.v:able to me
that they do not hold professors
accountable,
more than they do,
for the level of instruction
given
and the amount
of their hard.
earned money an instructor
uses
on useless mat.erial. For example,
I once questioned.
the wisdom
behind placing, by itself, a three
worg

title, alone,

~'Vnnf:
Dianne-Moorehead
Soronues ana rratemittes
have
been declared, with both pleasure
and contempt,
the major social
force?n our campus. Whether the
force IS pos.itive or negative, the~e

of an

BSUWorks
continued

from page

r

~~~l~~~~~~;sd~oO~~wo;
~~o~~~
Important
things
about
the
proposal
is
that
someone,
somewhere realized that there is a
problem and that something
can
and will be done about it."
Withpassageofthispropos~lby
the Student
Life Subcommittee

~~dnc~e t~:tn~~e t::~~si:l
:iITOOt!
brought before the board at their
meeting this April.
When Dean McCormick
was
asked about the proposal he made
-these replied: "I am favorable to
the basic goals of the proposal
However, I am not sure about the

~ n~~f:rbt ;~r~~~e~~~~:n~~a~~lll~
Western Maryland's
Fraternities
and Sororities are split, but until
__

u~~~at~~e
and Dean

th~o~~~Si~~
McCormick

As a closing, I'd like to ask the
students
of this institution
to
change
their
mentality
and
demand the best for their dollar.
To challenge the teaching skills orothers is not to challenge
God
Almighty. We've gottostop putting
our professors
on some pinnacle
Good teaching,
efficient
departments and meaningful courses are
not a privilege that is bestowed
upon us, but a paid-for right.

now those stated have been largely
n.egative. So, in the name of equal
tune, this retraction
is in order
Sororities
and Fraternities
do
se~ve a function that justifies their

year as
Sorority
was that
forming
waste .of

it does annually
after
Hell Week. The opinion
"dressing-up"
and percomical
s~unts were a
valuable. tJm~. Perha~s,

existence.
:~d~afl~~r:~~:e
~~s ~u~o/h~Vh~n~
The most common complaint
of .etse can a person dress up like a
non-members
surfaced again this r~bbit and serenade
the Dean
without
being locked up? Hell
Week tends to teach
the
a
ticipants'nottotakethemselve:t~
seriously, and that's nota frivolous
'lesson. Some of the events ot this

W H
e ave EverytheIn9

Cheryl Walter

;;;~:~[a~~:~rebd~f~~:
n~~; S~~ni:
z~a~~~s:g~~~:ti~t~':;~i~U~:
Range Planning Committee. Dean
for any group. I believe also that
McCormick will make a report on any special studies should arise
the proposal to the committee
as ·through
the
independent
part of his job as chairman.
The disciplines."
He also stated that,
proposal, if passed by the com· the administration
was trying to
mittee would then go on for faculty
find inroads along the lines of this
~~ro;:!t
Trustees,

and doing a good job I'd like to
commend
you. But to the rest
you are out there,
I'd like to
suggest that you move on. Maybe
this isn't your field. And if some
day I question your skill or practices, you have no valid reason to
react to me. It's my money in your
paycheck and I expect to squeeze
the best education T can out of it.

Defended.

!~~~eJlocieties

on a ditto that

;~~1t~~lyto
7;5 p~~:en~r
paper to satisfy the whims

go. We. as students have got to
changeour
mentality.
If a
department,
running
on our
money, is not doing its job well,
then maybe its personnel
should
be replaced.
It's our money and
they are not gods untouchable.
I believe-we as students need to
continually
challenge
classroom
practices that are not up to par.
However,l'dliketo
balance all the
preceeding
with this observation.
I've spent a year at the University
of Maryland and have also worked
at a community
college
for a
suinmer and no-where have I been
as pleased with the general quality
of instruction as I am here. On the
whole, we have excellent teachers
and they should be encouraged just
as strongly
as
the
bad
are
r-hallenged. To those instructors
reading this who are trying hard

~;o::~:d~~::
c~~e~~.e ~:ar~:~:
Craig to the Admissions office.

eq~~~entU~~~;e:~;m
~~~p!~~
UNLIMITED
smiles can ali be
found iii the recently moved super.
stocked,
great-place
.. to~-shop,
Outfitters Ltd. Owned and run by
two naturally
vivacious
women,
Lois Berg and Rosalie B;eeding,

BankAmericard,
checks,
and of
co~rse,
CA~H,
are
accepted.
Prices ~n all Items are kept as low
as possible.
Perhaps t~e ,mos~ exciting plans
that
Rosalie,
LOIS, and their
husban~s,
Paul
and
Don

~~!~~~~t;t~~p~::e,a
browser
as well

the organIzmg

i~~~g
~~~
the serious

~~~~r

I

SCRIMSHAW SURVEY

I LOIS and Rosalie opened Out
I fitters Ltd. I~st Mayas a specialty
Isho~ unique In combini.ng camping

.

I ~~;.~~:~~iS~~d

_

to slay

as

..

a ~hlle

g~~~~~~~7d.

inh~~eco~m~~~~:~:
of groups for spring

and look ,:~:e~I~io~:ie~:ssr~ngB~OrgSWZ~~

.~~o:~In~a~s

t~~~fu~a:rn~~ll o~v~~~er~ll~~r~
they were real classics! Members
within these organizations
will tell
·you that the purpose of Hell Week
is to bring the ffi!!mbers closer
'together,
but the "slap·stick"
tun
of it is almost purpose enough
~;;~ael~e:a~~;a~~nt
i:hat~a~as
Sororities
and Fraternies
are
:~;,~l~~~~::!

IBreedings
would
hke to take
college groups on white water raft
trips,
canoe
and
hiking
ex-

~~:af~~ti~~y

~:

'negative connotations.
One of the
,major
purposes
of
:hese
:organizations
is social. It's what

~~~ :~:~~~~
p~;f:·~~~~tinth::~nS~
;:;~~~~~~O~~lIF:!~!~~~~i~~
:~~
about learning. Even now you can .Sororities provide the goocl times
sign up for .hang_-gliding les.sons and gotx! me~ories
that
add
and mountaineering
excursIons.
another dimensl~n to ~ollege life,
When you go into their new and 3nd a v~luable dlmenSLon ..
.
d
counsehng and transportatIOn.
SpaclO~S store (located next
oor
Applications
are now being
~o thel~ former
one), y~u c~n
3ccepted for the Intern Program.
~m~e.dIate:;;'d
u~dersta.n
d "":. y
>\pplicants must have successfully

11. Class (Circle one).
1 reahzed when they opened their
rI Freshman Sophomore JUnior
Senior
Istore ~hat wo~en do not own a~d
.run thIS type of store, or rather, It
2. What do you think of the present balance between news ane oprniOn?was
uncommo~ for wom.en to do so.
1 a) good b) more news c) more opinion
When contactmg
OutfItters
Ltd.
1
iabout
orders, suppliers would ask
,I
Lois and Rosalie (who would an·
I 3. Doyou feel the Scrimshaw reports the news fairly and accurately?
. swer the phone) if they could talk
1

a) yes

I 4. Comment
1
1

b) no
on the Scrimshaw's

~e~h~h~U%!~e;,h~%~~a~~'ev~~~
that Lois and Rosalie are all threel
The women knew that they had
"made it" in their business when
~they no longer had to call suppliers

editorials.

m~n~~;:pulari·ty.~iS~~~~OS~~
establish
personal
rapport
With
their customers
~nd try to ac·
co":,odate patrons
n~~
by ordenng goods that aren t I~ stoc~.

dO~,~m~~st~~~~~~:I~~gan~~~~:!
ddt
h th
Th
·~~t"fo~~eit~~ei~ai~diV~due;iity
a~~
more than one might in the Boy
Scouts or a chess club. Mem-

~~:!:p~~;~ :i~~ll;,u~:ii~ie~~~~c:~~
are giad to share with others what

,bers, hliP pr?vides the °rport~ity
d'O
ge coser.{''1groupo
peope,an,
contrary to some misconceptions

Clothmg racks Ime the sides. of ~~e~heav:al~~~~d'e~~i~~~~~~~~~
Jthe store bearing a ~ood selectIOn t1Jey sell (of which much is im.
lof men and. women s s~rtswear.
ported) is set up and customers are

. service .projects
and other
ac:
tivities do ~la~ a major part in
these orga~l~atlOns.
. .

I

~~:Pli~~~~~~te~~~

?

5. What do you read most regularly,

c~~~~u~i~~ee~
.
.
Ltd. and ask for LOIS and Rosahe.

How many pages?

~

I
16. What could the Scrimshaw add to its format? What could it drop?
1
1
_
17. Within the context of our Liberal Arts college, is Scrimshaw a source
1 discu!!.slon and vitality on issues here and elsewhere?
1
I

'I
I

~:;u:~e~~i~~d
~~~~~~ ~a?~~
fitters
Ltd., there IS a hml~ed
Of' ~umber of each type of clothmg
lItem.
So y?U be.tter buy wha.t you
want the fIrst tIme you see It.

•

j

If this is not your first semester here at WMC how do you think the'
Scrin shaw compares overall with previous sem~sters?

B.

I
I

1

!

-,

..

9. Would you be wiLlmg to work on the SCrimshaw
paper?

1

....

.

_

;tric~ed
to
and clothing

the campmg It,:ms stocked. .
Soon, there WIll.also be .avatla.ble

Sororities
aren't
for

~OkS on mount~m clim~mg, ~~ld?~er.s'. c~n;PI~I~" an
coo mg
WI
lmlte
aClltles.

organization
can serve the wants
and purposes
of the collective
~~~~~~,
;~e~an~r~s
t~er::~~
h'
.
.

~~~~~~~~;;c~~os~,t~~~~~~o~l~rfi~~
terrific stocking stuffers such as

fit;ea~\~~~ s~~ea!~
around and talking

Ilambskin
•

puppets

I ~~~~~~
f~;Sth!O
away

plan

camping
Outfitters

pr~~~~er~!~~r~n~~t~S~;::'I~~~~
"ha.nce to act like a kId '. ~.f~re
.Ikm~ on all of the responslblhtles
',1.<1 Job. The members
value the
,h,mce to loosen up

~_. Lies natural'
material,
ld·crafted
Kiersch
jewelry.
,eces have been coll~cted from
,round the world givmg an ex·

I

I

to help make it a better

If so, please include your name and box number.

..
1

encouraged
to inspect the mer.
chandise.
Keewaydin
canoes,
White Stag
tents,
packs,
and
sleeping
bags,
and Rich-.more
'.dehydrat~d f~od are just a few of

and

hand-

c~:~~~~c:a~~ny~
is
available.

!~j~y ~~o~~~
with Lois and

~~~,li!hi~~n~~II~~;~~t~a;'B~~~
Street, will be open daily from
am -9 pm

and
Fra' ~rnities
everyone.
No

f:P1~'

;~:~:n01e~Oi!~;a;~0~lt~;~~~
group for another. All that remains
~~o~c: o~~at~i~iO~~r~h~~I:::n~e~f

10

ving our
purposes.

neighbor's
-

wants

ant

..
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McCarthyism
Phil La Padula
What caused the

rise

tente" as well as
needed in securing

Sue Coleman
The weekend of November 12,
the Dramatic Art Department
and
Black Student
Union presented

"detente"
is
world wide

~a~~~~l~:~~~~~~~:
pe,~;~
~c~~~~

~o~~~s:a:~yt.he
field of Chinese
Mr. Clubb started off by saying

President-elect

Jimmy

State
cited'

Carthy's

. ~i~~::e::;::::~:.:~~,:::::

era."

teachlllg:

of gospel
of Me-

The

~~ ~h:

.,', -

::~~~~t~~~ntr~~,
their
war
In order to obtain the support
they needed for their program, the
government tended to play on the
fears of the American
people
towards
communism.
This
paranoia obviously grew with the

:-.-

~pJ:~~i~;~~~ns~~:~·u~~a~~

~~~tiO:d
games.

put on

slide

-

also basic but very important,

as

f~;e s~ueS~~usDi~~'

~:~~~~t~~~~~nath~i~~~~~~
the player
back to school for
remedial work.
The three Super Dice colors can
represent different things -- again
depending
on the game - and
should be read in the order: red,
~~~~'

:~k~~:'

~~l:~~~~:~~ng:~~~~~~~

:}~m~~ns

C~i~~~~

- or for moving backwards
- -

• ..
..

;;!,~R~~
~p::ER~P!Ew~~tS':~:
~~ ,.,
~~~~~i~;:;~;.ci~;.m~~;;:~;~e·p~~:~~'~e: J

hOurs wee~ty. S""" resume.. ,~, jor iOb"
~ ~~r;~'i~~~~;~ ~::"8~:~~~~~~n ,':e:s~..
• codingnumber. memb. car", work m8nuet,
:

enl,.-gement
of the
channels,
and stated

•
_ ••

~~

-

- •••

-_.

& F

winner

is Tip

140 Village

only 5 minu ...

24

Hours a

I

~d.

~~~:~~~~~OS:ai!a~~~d
thr!~be~its
hal in the ring but is thought to be
trailing
Byrd. The Republicans
will choose between Robert Griffin
of Michigan and Howard Baker of
Tennessee
, -Jimmy Carter is closely wal-

1way
Day

battles,

for

:~::in:r:it~:ft:e~et~~e;~l:fict:;:
The
President-elect
was
in
Washington
last week.
After
meeling with President
Ford and
his cabinet,
Carter
talked
to
Congressmen
of both parlies,

~~~~~i~J2~!;~;~~~;~~:f:~~
them

n

s~atp~~i~

Burton of Califomia,
an _oftencontroversial
liberal.
In the
Senate, the Demo and Repub top
positions are being hard-fought
Tops for the Demos is Robert Byrd
of West Virginia. a moderate. The

ching these leadership

Ope

four games

~ ~r~

$1
d

ff

'0
I.

0 0

k

to

call

up

,J .~~~CX;~~~~ce;:'~~~~

any

time,

!Ft~~a~~::

had begun

•

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

~
any

10.00 pu rehasel
Mondal'-Sa£lIrdav
frOIll12.6:JOp.1II

oJ
1..:::s

R' 9/, """ ,1,1""

- •••

sure

~=a~:~tiCfr~e~~:~~:

oln
ancy
Donuts

);~

;:;;v:i;:u:1r:; ::"k~IYw~~~~!SS~:~I.;~~:l
861-8776
or 356·5075
;~~e:~::~~:I:l~:"ices(NCMS).SOX1J81...
EcsloIIRI.140,ajrerUgiIro/

~~~ry::~~rsaar~~~lctc;:inat~~
diplnm'ti'
that "en-

':'h~

I
I
I

~as~n~e ~~~~ af~uS~~:

- -

only

fALL FADED GLORY 25°11 OFF'...t
Ii LEGG'NS
10
I
.
f
-L EATH-E..R--G"'E
-- ~
I." lV~r~l!;a£I;:soa(;ri~/~~/O II
.
,M, S Ii JEANS

~I~:
~f:=

•

t=

I I

- - - - -

-The

C~~~~;~:ul;;:

I
Hill.
PRE CHRISTMAS SAVINGS!!!
J
S
,,!~~~!...:~¥!~~;,;~~ww
.............
I
ean hop, I
I
SBZ i
'I
I
I WE'RE IN!!! I

minus or 12

:
_

American

~.....

white equals width;

rIIOver' . the·

The pillS symbol provides
the
opportunity for adding or doubling.
In the B"eb,1I
B,tting Avmg".
TM game, for example, rolling a

:~~:~:~~~t~~!~~~:
~~:~
w~uld not have been as ~reat.
that

PI .

~~ th:a~~~a~~:

equals height;

• - • - ~~~~

play.

~~~~:~;~:~~~~~;f~~:r~~~:
The sets can be ordered for $6.95
each plus 50 cents postage
and
handling from Super Dice, P.O
Box 300, Pennington,
N.J_ 08534
N.J. residents should add sales tax
......._

~~:~J~'~;:~~E:~~~::~:

c~~nc~nat~~

ho~S~~~~~.l~~:

to the

Super D.Ice Roll-lng

:u~~ngga~~y

of South Vietnam. Clubb said that
he thought the communist victory
in Viet!lam was partly due to our

stressed

to believe in

One advantage
of Super Dice
over ordinary
dice is that each
Super Die TM contains
all the
numbers from 0 to 9. Two Super

t,acting

Clubb

~i~~~rty al~~d!~a::lI~j~~~ta~~~

approach

number on the red die represents a
specific month (I through 12) of the
year; the number on the white die
indicates
millions
of dollars of
revenue booked in advance;
and
the number on the blue die shows

~~~::~a~;~b~~:O:n~~;n:n~~h~;!~

~~:~~h~~~:S

~ee;; ~~!~~~i~~t~r~~~~~~~

~~~~i,n~:eSi~~;~t~~t;o~!i~n~~

member

a

~~~~~~yi~~

each full of new faces, the posts of
House Speaker,
House Majority

an audience

~:/I:~l
~i~~~e~f t~~~h o:n~~~
reserved for the numbers through
9. The nthee fnu, ,id"
"e wild
cards that can be used for purposes
that vary according
to the game
beingpiay--ed.Oneofthefoursides
can bf·read as a 1 ot an ace; the
second as a 0 or 10; the third as a
plus or 11; and the fourth as a
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terizations are good.
The set, lighting, and costumes
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ficial who was accused of being a
rommuni,t
fnc meeely "itioi,ing
Nationalist China without actually
supporting Communist China
According to Clubb, "the idea
was, if you're not with us, you're
against us." He also told about how
a "China Lobby" was set up in
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~The biggest story out of Capitol
Hill these days is the large number
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revealed South Korean Lobby.
Mr. Clubb explained
tha' Mc-
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play

black

th~O~!~lg a~~r~~~ ~;~zi~~m§=
Dic~:Coliege students are finding
that thi!Se 12-sided dice more than
double the excitement
and fun of
regular
dice and board games
Each~
set
contains
three
dodecahedrons
one red, one

to accept current defeats, began
trying to put the blame for foreign
policy failures
on "conspiracies
from within." Thus, anyone who
criticized American foreign policy
in anyway was viewed as disloyal

e~~~edsl~~~I~

He h~s.wntten

soap

f::;i~~te~~~~~o~a~;;~s
play.

Clubb was n~tfou~d

,~~~tw~:=es:x~:~~~~es

policy.
This
policy
included
strengthening
the allies (notably
Great Britain and France)
with
large monetary appropriations
for
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as more
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~came
"t~e _dispenser
for the Witch-hunters

Carter's

and gestures.
The emphasis
on
viewers, but the fact that the acvocal dramatization
caused some
tors remained uninvolved in their
actors to Jose all variation in tonal
characters
distanced
those watpitch; they began a scene loud and ,ching and only emphasized
the
had nowhere to go, all emphasis or
audience awareness of the actor as
highlighting
of important
points
actor.
was lost
This was especially
Duberman's
play is a sound one
evident in the-SOuthern gentleman
with many available opportunities
~h~~:" Ste';,nes" wfheie'l?ngg'nVfebeth~n'ge to convey an important message as
.. ........
u,
•
well as entertain.
This production
overdrawn.
of In White America suffered from
One notable exception
to the
a lack of internalization
on the
problem of poor characterization
actors'
part
which
made
the
was in the performance
of Lisa
evening very slow arid a less than
Pohlhaus, whose interpretation
of
exciting black history lesson
character
and delivery
were
almost spell binding and marked
the highlight of the evening. Lisa's
portrayal
of the genteel Southern

~~~:~~!ta~:~:~E~n:;J~~'~::~

.~~~I\~~t~f :;:~t~~~~;sel~d

~~larC~:t~;m~~y"

lights were used to focus 'audience
attention and begin the action of
[he diffen!nl sequences. The small
stage was placed
close to the

~::~~~~:t~t~~!~~a

~~::~~e~;!~Z~:t:~~~/~~~~~
1940's and early

the characters on stage, or respond
to them emotionally.
Readers
theatre is a difficult medium in
which to work because it demands

directed
and designed
by Tim
Weinfeld.
The central idea and objective of
the play was to relate the history of
blacks in America from a social
point of view- starting
with the
slave boats through the Civil War
to the racial conflicts of the late
1950's. The authors intent was to
evoke sympathy
and empathy for
the American
blacks as well as
guilt in American
whites for the
actions of their forefathers.
The
playwrights
concept is well suited
to a readers theatre design where
the action' of the play is totally
psychological
and there
is no
physical
movement.
But for
readers
theatre
to carry
an

~~~~t toth~~t~~.~~~rn~~o~~~c~::.
Chambers
testified
that Hi~s,. a

I

mean
a change
in the
Department.
He
also
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diplomacy rather than ~~~~~~a.DaU~:~:e~'t~e~~re\~~~:
~~~~:c~e~~~~h~~~t~i:f~~~e:O~~~~

of factors
including
widespread
military
diplomacy
is needed."
demagoguery,
America's "illusion
Also, Clu~b t.hinks that part of !he
of omnipotence,"
a sense
of pro.ble,? hes I~ the fact that fO~~lgn
"manifest
destiny." .....
and general
pohcy IS too dispersed."In additJ?n,
paranoia
about the recent com- t Clu.bb stated
that .. u.S. foreign
munistvictory
in China. Moreover,
policy generally
sup~rts"
the
it was the result of a cold war
status quo over revolution.
In
foreign policy based on instilling
other words, ~he 1!'S, will usuall.y
fear into the American people.
support ~ reg~me III plwe~ even. If
These were some of the things
that regime IS a tyr-annical die- that Edmund Clubb. a former State
tatorship.
.
Department
employee during the
Clubb also related
his ~wn
McCarthy
era, talked about for personal
experience
Of. being
forty-five minutes
in Decker on framed as .a pro-comm.ulllst.
The
Wed" Nov. 17. His comments shed
man who t~led to have him framed
a lot of light on the causes and was Whittlk~r Chambers,
a man
results of McCarthyism,
as well as famo~s fo~ his ~ole as ~e governAmerican
foreign
policy
in' ment s ~hlef wl.tness I~ the 1~9
general.
He displayed
particular
Alger HISS perjury tnals .whlch

:le:~{~i;is~~~~~~p~~t~::~

December

"In White-America" Poor

(Joe Style)

of Me-

Friday.
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WE'RE NOW OPEN· ON SUNDAY 12 -6
FEATURING:
Authentic American Indian Jewelry
Unisex tops &. jeans
Handcrafted leather goods
(beits, bogs, wollets, etc.)
u

I
we can dO!!!l design"
I Hours TUES-SAT. 11-9(to Christmas) SUH-12-6
I
I
Phone 876-6787
I
We're in the annex in the
•
WESTMINSTER SHOPPING CENTER
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say everything

can be replaced ...
Then winter came, and the bare
branches reached starkfv lor the
~ i remember
my first glimpse 01 sky. only a few fragments-of hrown
the trees. The leaves were a vivic
leaves clinging to them. I had been
green, framed against the white
new.r-a
freshman.
when those
panes of the windows. The leaves
leaves were green. By the time
were the product or.summer
in they were gone J had settled in, no
, their prime, bursting with life. I longer a new element
in a new
felt likes those leaves; the same
world. I han already carved and
life forces were charging me. I'd
found my niche
never been in a school before
where I could look out a window
and see s tree, right there. so close
But I was comforted by the fact
I could study the leaves as I sat in
that the trees were there. and that r.
class
too could change and grow. like the
leaves.
like the trees. Remembering the trees in their various
stages ll.oced forward to' seeing
them again; comparing my rate of
Then fall came.
The leaves
growth and change with the trees.
turned vivid yellows and oranges
But soon the possibility to do this
They fell, drifting down in such
will vanish, No longer will the
-graceful, aerobatic
maneuver,
to existence of the leaves brighten my
land in rustling
piles. I used to morning or inspire my thoughts.
watch them fall, admiring
their
Though I cannot see it, through the
golden tones against the blue sky.
window I hear the growling roar of
One day, I remember.
a leaf
a bulldozer
drifted in the window, and then two
Nancy Menefee
more followed.
fluttering
softly
down to land on the classroom
000'

They say everything ('all be replaced
yet ellery distance is not /lear
so I retiiember erery face
~
of everyOlle wno put me here
.
I see my Jight come shining
from tile west down the east
anyday IIV\\.'
allY day new
I shall be released ...
-Bob Dylan
" ... for the
Earff is your grandmofher
and mother, and she is
sacred. Every step that is taken upon Her should be as a
prayer
(the Earth is where you will live and increase. This
Earth
is sacred and so do not forget! Every dawn as it comes
is a holy event, and every day Is hoi iy, for the light comes
from
your Father, the Great Spirit; and also you must
remember that the two·leggeds and alrthe other peoples who
STand upon this earth are sacred and should be treated as such."
-Black Elk,anOglala
Sioux HolyMan
in The Sacred Pipe
"Most mysterious
was the Indian reverence
for land ... Earth,
they believed, was mother of all. .. Even today I have watched
Indian people loo"k sadly over the miles of plowed ground of
South Dakota, wIshing that the land were returned
to its
primitive beauty, undefiled and giving to man and animal alike
the life only land can give. Instead of beauty one sees a
storm in the distance, ribbons of dkirty highway going west,
the earth cut into a giant perverted checkerboard
with no beauty
and hardly even any symmetry."
-Vine Deloria,
Jr. Sioux Indian, In
Coster Died For Your Sins

POEM OF THE WEEK

THE STUMP
Today they cut down the oak,
Strong men climbed with ropes
in the brittle tree.
The ,:ha~st
of a gasoline saw
was olue In the branches.
It is February. The oak has been dead a year.
I remember
the great sails of its branches
rolling out greenly, a hundred and twenty feet up,
and acorns thick on the lawn
Nine cities of squirrels lived in that tree.
Today they run over the snow
squeaking their lamentation
Yet I was happy that it was coming down.
"Let it come down!" 1 kept saying to myself
with a joy that was strange to me.
Though the oak was the shade of old summers,
I loved the guttural saw.
Donald Hall

Poem of the Week is being sponsored by Contrast. All faculty, staff, and
students of the college are urged to submit works of art, poetry, and
fiction to Nancy K. Barry, Box 76.

l
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, And Tom Chapin is good. Very,
very good. His -pertormance
in
Alumni Hall Tuesday night was'
magnificent.
The energy
and
vitality that Tom generated
on
stage could be felt flowing through
the audience. Tom plays the guitar
brilliantly, and he has a rich full
voice with incredible
range. His
personal
magnetism
lifted the
mood of the audience,
and
Tom used this energy to get us
involved in his concert. We participated with our hands, our keys,
. and our voices.
Tom's
quips,
wisecracks,
and
humorous
ragtime melodies gave the concert
a mood of spontaneous
joy.
This sharing of the performance
with the audience is one of two
main reasons Tom Chapin is a
performer.
Tom describes
it as
"an event you're sharing with the
audience and they're sharing with
you." He feels there is a special
kind of energy happening and he
says, "you can do things you never
thought you could do." To Tom,
this energy is what makes the
difference
in himself as a performer. "J ride on the energy," he
said,
"I'm
a different
performer in front of people I can get
involved with."

Friday. December 3, 1976
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Experimental

photo by Don Be!!

Tom Chapin breaks loose during his perfonnance
in Alumni Hall. The crowd left the hallf satisfied

Tuesday night.
with the per-

formanc,e.

·Christmas Croft Bazaar

Tom has been a performer stnce
he was twelve. He has performed
with his brothers, Harry and Steve,
Looking tor something different
but Tom has,his own style. He is for a Christmas
g!/t? Tiy the
not as much of a story teller as his- Christmas
Craft
Bazaar
at
brother HalTY. He feels his songs Western
Maryland
College. The
are much more personal,
and Bazaar opens on Dec. 1 and conmusically
quite different.
Tom unues every day through Dec. 19 in
feels that the real change in his Gallery
One of the Fine Arts
music OCCUlTed two years ago, Building. The hours are 10 a.m. - 4
when he began writing.
o.m. weekdays and Saturdays, and
The personality of Tom Chapin is . joon 4 p.m. on Sundays.
the key to the enjoyment
of his
music. He attempted
to try to';
A variety of one-of-a-kind handexplain some of his feelings on life crafted items will be for sale, in-

cruding woodenware
and lamps,
dolls and doll clothes, crocheted
items, toys, pottery,
silver and
brass jewelry, handrolled candles,
blacksmith's
ironware,
Christmas
tree ornaments, Christmas candles
and decorations,
and many more
unusual and unique gifts to aid you
in your Christmas
shopping.
Door prizes will be awarded on
the last day of the show. All visitors
will be eligible and there is no
charge for admission or the prizes.

A. "In 1969 I received a contract
from the movie,
which
read;
assistant
cameraman,
assistant
diver and bait. Peter Gimbel, lead
organizer and diver, was going to
film a live great white shark in the
water. It took 6 months to film and
because of the tactics in the movie
industry we had to shoot more than
needed. It just so happened that I
was asked to play my guitar and as
you saw, I ended up playing. Actually I was the last actor to be
hired. And I really enjoyed the
movie."
Q. "How did you also enjoy 'Make
a Wish' and how long did it take to
record?"
A. "I had my best experiences
on
the show. I traveled toptaees
like
New York City, London, Spain, and
Philadelphia.
And it took only
about a month to record."
Q. "Where is your next concert and
where was your previous one?"
A. "Tonight, I will take a plane to
Montgomery, West Virginia to play
there and I was previously at an
eastern radio station."
Q.
"Are you going to produce
another album and what -will its
name 6e?"

Th~ater
Actors, dancers,
filmmakers,
and designers from the University
of Maryland Baltimore County will
come together for an experimental
theatrical performance
Dec. 9, 10,
and 11 at the UMBC Fine Arts
building.
The program, which begins at 9
p.m. each evening, represents
the
interdisciplinary
efforts
of the
theater, dance, and video departments
of the university.
The
audience will be guided through a
series of pertormances
to be held
in the various studios and galleries
of the Fine Arts bulldinz.
The experimental
program
is
being held in conjunction
with a
performance
laboratory
course
conducted
through
UMBC's
newly instated
Visual and Performing Arts major. The major,
which
became
effective
last
September,
offers the student an
interdisciplinary
education in the
arts as well as an opportunity
to
specialize in the area of his choice.
General admission
to the performance
is $2. UMBC "students
and faculty with IDs will be admitted
free. The performance
begins at the main entrance to the
Fine Arts Building, located off the
west parking lot.
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we serve ...

BREAKFAST

LUNCH

DINNER

Pizza

Subs

Chicken Day· Monday Dinner $1.75
PiZH

o.y·Tuesday·$.40

off

Spaghetti Dey· Wednesday Dinner $1.40

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
Open 6.a.m.Aaily

except Sundays 7 a.m.

NEWLY REMODELED
EXPANDED SEATING

_ Route 140
Westminster
8411-9110

2[}ond Sneer
WeSTminsTer Maryland 21157
.101-076-2966
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Terrors Destroy Hopkins in ~~nual Clash.
JimWogsland
On the first day of Thanksgiving
break, many stayed on the Hill to
watch the animal football clash
between
archrivals
Western
Maryland
and Johns
Hopkins.
Terror
fans were delighted
as
WMC came from behind at halftime to win 29-7. This win gave the
Terror squad their second straight
victory and a respectable
final
season mark of 4-4-1.
de~~~t!:~t

::~i~t~~e

~~m~o~~~

From this point- on the offense
was rolling as they scored three
more touchdowns in this half (two
by Don Truesdell and one by Joe
Damiano). Don Truesdell led the
ground attack with 75 yards in 15
carries followed by Joe Damiano
with 67 yards in 16 carries.
Joe
Damiano's
passing
was
near
perfect, completing 9 out of 13 for
8/yards.
Steve Spinelli and Dave

149), His favorite receivers
were
seniors Fritz Leitzel (21 catches Ior
333 yards), Dave Severn (18 catcries for 24(} yards),
and Stever
Spinelli (30 catches for 235 yards).
The rushing
attack
was also
balanced,
led by freshman
Eric
DeGross (499 yards on 135 carries),
sophomores
Mike Lewis (380
yards
on S6 carries
for a 4.4
average),
Don Truesdell
(236

~~~r;h~l~c~rft~ut=i~zf:lu;a~~~~~:

yards

Hopkins as they scored their only 7 other pass.
. points and would have scored m?re
The Terror
defense
also exex~ept for a good WMC defensive
celled, holding back the Hopkin's
umt. The Terrors came out of the offense till the Terror's
could
~n~el~?~~~;:~~~c~~e:~~~~:~
dld.~IC~
Rosenfeld
took
~~~~:s

the

::;:~)o~~d

ports

terceptions

_

are attempting

to

give some local flavor to the Sports
Quiz. The topic is WMC's 1976
football season
and team.
For
many of you, this'll be a piece of
cake. The answers can be found
along with last week's answers
upside-down on the previous page.
l) He's No. 'l:1 on the team
2) Leading rusher in 1976
3) Only All-MAC WMC player
4) Score of the Muhlenburg game
5) Did the Terrors score more
total points this season than their
opponents?
6) Identify
No. 73
7) What players share the honor of
most touchdowns in one game?
8) What was the greatest
no. of
passes completed
in a row this
season?
9) No. of Terror starters presently
with casts on their legs.
10) Tallest player on the team.
l l I Name at least 4 coaches.
_12) No. of kickoff returns run back
for touchdowns this year
13) Identify no. 58.
14) How many seniors are on the
team?
IS) How many freshmen started at
least one game?
16) Howmany
Preachers
are
football players?
SCORING: 10 equals an extra
point. 11 equals a safety, 12 equals
a field goal, 13 equals :a TD, 14
equals a Tr and an extra point, 15
equals 2 TD's, 16 equals 3 TD's and
two cheerleaders ... _._.. Below
10
equals the Gettysburg game!
SUSINfSS

1

afs:~ fO~;~nth;::~~
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(two by Rick Rosenfeld

Offensively and defensively, the
Terrors
played
a great
game
against Johns Hopkins and showed

QWZ
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and one by Don Enterline)
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. New Blood Strengthens
Car~~~L!1'~lrril~laryland's
wrestling
team, under the guidance of Sam
Case,
begins
its !teason
this
Saturday
with a match against
Baltimore
U. This match
and
another next Saturday vs. George
Washington,
both away, are the
only action the team will see this
month. The1'error
matmen will be
in Gill gym for the first time on
January 7, vs. Loch Haven.
As Dr. Case enters into the 197677 season, he feels confident that
his team will do well against their
tough OPPOSition, which will include such schools as: Rhode
Island, a good division 1 team;
Gettysburg,
Lycoming, Delaware
Valley and York, all expected to be
top ten division 3 teams; and, Loch
Haven, E. Strasburg
and Clarion
St., Pennsylvania
teams
with
strong wrestling traditions. WMC's
fine 10-9 record of last year was

posted
against
similar
strong
opposition.
If the team has a weakness, it is
in the lower weight classes, where
depth and experience
is lacking.
The departures of Jed Marchio and_
Steve Koster, both 1976 graduates,
are sorely felt. The 126-lbs. class is
now open and may have to be
forfeited.
The 1I8 and 134-lbs.
classes are headed by freshmen,
all very talented but nevertheless
untried. They are, at 1I8, Dennis
Hoy, and at 134, Tom Rhubart and
Steve Anuszewski.
Both Rhubart
and Anuszewski will see action this
year
The middle and upper-weight
classes
are a coach's
dream
packed full of returning lettermen'
and promising newcomers.
At 142
is Phil Watson backed up by Brian
Dize and Doug
Foreman,
a
~~:~~~~OWri. f~~s~~,a~epen~~~

CURE "TERM PAPER fRIGHT"

Stuff Envelopes
Immediate Earnings
Send Sl.oo To:
Envelopes Dept. 339A
310 Franklin Street
Soston,Mm.02110

ERRORITE
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(5 by
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S25.OO PER HUNDRED

for the year

,.

the .,..

Quarterback
Joe
Damiano
showed great maturity
over the
season cutting back on his interceptions and finally completing
almost half of his passes (74 for

59 carries),

*"
*" *"
*' ,.*~
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~~Ct: ~~~~. ;vhe; t~:ecee~!~~~u~
one each to Mark Horton, Rick

~~Crk~f!~!c~hnedsse:~~~a~~

the yesar
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Dave Dolch, 3 by Rosenfeld, 2 by
Enterline, and 1 by Mike Sanders).
Meanwhile, the defensive line was
forcing our opponents to turn the
ball over by fumbling 14 times (4
by Bucky Horsey, 2 by Bonacorsy.
2 by Mike "Viper"
MoQj,ca, and 1
each by Enterline,
Nave, Blazing
Billy Johnson, and Trumpower).
Again, congratulations
to this
year's football team and good luck
to next year's squad.

"Damiano
(182 yards
on 150
carries) .. Leading
scorers
were
Joe Damiano
(aupts.j , kicker
Bruce Belt (20 pts.), amazing Rick
Rosenfeld (26 pts.). Mike Lewis (18
pts.) , and Fritz Leitzel (18 pts.).
Defensively,
the season totals
were also outstanding
including a
shutout against
Lebanon
Valley
and several low scoring games.
The Terror's
backfield forced 11

IN BROWN,

~~r:~UUSRSTORE
REO, BLUE

&

GREEN

_ - - - - - - WITH ERRORITE! .

Matmen

Terry Caudell will be by himself. class, sophomore John Koontz will
lDennis Powell, Bob Salganik and be returning.
Two newcomers,
Rip Jamison,
a freshman
from Tom Baugher,
a fine freshman,
New Carrollton,
will be working and Don Enterline,
a familiar
out at iss-res. For the 167 and 177- figure on the gridiron,
will be
lbs. classes,
coach Case has 4 backing him up.
talented wrestlers whom he will be
This combination
of experience
switching.around
in order to find and new blood should make our
the best combinations.
At tri- wrestling
team a force to be
matches,
all 4 may see action. reckoned with. The match with
They are Charlie Holdal, Bruce 8.U. tomorrow, a team beaten last
LeFew,
Bill Angelos, and Mike year, may give an indication
of
Marcheese. This Saturday,
Hoidal things to come.
will be moving up to the 177 slot.
A special match is to be held this'
'rhe
outstanding
letterman
Sunday
at 1 :30. The Alumni
wrestler,
Greg Banks,
will be .wrestlers are returning to WMC to
capably taking the place of Eddie face their old teammates.
The
'Hering, a '76 graduate
who was Iestivifies
will take
place
in
MAC champ last year, at 19O-lbs. Blanche Ward Gym, and it should
Greg has moved up from the 177- be a great time. Also remember!
Ibs. class, where he did admirably
The home opener is January 7: at
last year.
In the heavyweight
8:00 p.rn. in Gill Gym. Be there!

Wonten Round -ballers
JimXJ!Ile-up Tonight __
The Women's Basketball
team
begins the action for this year with
a tune-up. game vs the Alumni
tonight at 8_'
This year's team has little experience. With only two starters
retw-ning,
Coach Fritz said that
this lack of experience
and height
will cause some problems. She said
that this year's
team has "no
stars" and as a result the team
concept is emphasized ~nd enjoyed
by the women on the team.
The team believes that they can
do it, and are really working hard
in the practices.
Conditioning will

play an Important
part as the
'Terrors will try to wear their opponents down.
The team, with no "stars, won't
have any real s~n?ou~,
but do
ha:re some pro~IUsmg freshmen
ana. last year ~ J.V.
players
movmg up who Will probably show
the talents as the year progresses.
This year the women playa
17
g3me schedule with 8 Penn-Mar
iConference. -games.
Gam~s
this
week are tonight vs. Alumm at 8 in
Gill Gym; Tuesday vs. York at 7:·30
,in Gill (conference game); and at
F and M, Thursday at 7:30.

__
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'The breaking of ground for the new Decker College Center fulfills a dream and represents
an historic accomplishment
for Western Marvland College. We are grateful, of course
to all who have cooperated to make the even.1possivle. When the center is completed Western Maryland College, an already excellent
will be an even better one."
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III1egHoyle
Special
measures
have
been
devised by members
of the administration
to insure the security
of the buildings on campus during
the coming Christmas
break.
The most important
precaution
to be taken by the College will be to
have Pinkerton men (the security
service hired by the school) on
duty 24 hours a day, instead of the
usual
12 hours,
which
means
constant coverage of the campus.

S

-t

eeorl y

Thanksgiving
break and rescued
in no trouble at all.
By student help, Mr. Yingling
meant
in cooperating
with the
guards, should they come back to
the campus for any reason. If a
student has a valid reason
for
entering a building, he need only go
to the Student Affairs office in
Elderdice, and someone there will
be able to find a Pinkerton man to
unlock the doors. It is suggested
that the student carry his id. card

Another major safeguard
taken 'with him, however.
by the. administration
is the
changing of the cores of the locks
The 24 hour guard will begin at 7
on the main entrances
to all of the
AM on the day after finals end,
dormitories.
The Pinkerton
men
December ~l, and will run through
will be the only people who can
January
3, the day Jan. term
open the doors.
classes
begin. The maintenance
department
bas he," Instructed
apartments
should be an extra
ttiat if they have to work in one of

Additionattigh"i"'talt.dbyth.

~~!'r~~;:!l~~~~~~~t~~~~~:~~:

~~~~~;Sg~~r~

~::C~;a~f

~~~eitn~~

~~ctf=~Si~:~t~~~k:

together to come
precautions
for

up with these
the
campus

the vacation.

Similar

~~Imh~~~

:~f~~?~:'d~~:a~~~

~~Il~~ybe[~~~ t:~sta~~~~:s

in order to remain
to this rule

great
improvement
over
last these fiel?s of study, the doctorate
year's
rate of vandalism.
The is not quite as common.
extra money spent on guards is
At this time approximately
70
considered well invested.
per cent of the faculty on campus'
have
achieved
this
level
of
It is suggested that students Jock education,
with several
others
both their doors and windows when
presently
working
on
their
they leave for vacation. But it isn't
dissertation.
But it is this year
neccessary
to take stereos
and expeeially that there seem to be an
televisions home. However, if you abnormal
amount
of
nonaren't
planning
on being
on doctorates
coming up fortheir
campus during January, be sure to third contract review. McCormick
see that everything
is locked, and stated,
"These
individuals
have

anything

of t~~~

above this level must

~~~,,~~an

instructor

be

with a

Dean McCormick
would
not
definiteJy place any number
on
those instructors
who presently
may find themselves
in the uncomfortable
situation of having to
speed up their degree attempts.
He
did indicate that as many as 10 per
cent of the campus faculty could be
affected over a period of time.

It was also pointed out that the
overall policy could be changed in
.the future, However, at the present
time all instructors
who come
adodnm't,.~,.',-'t.YaOtU,.or"k?'onto"~dn!~,"'t.h:h,~
~~~:a~t~2u~ot~~u~e~~!~~ent
for
under
the category
of 6-year,
".
.. ,_
.....
... ...
faculty
members
without
their
precautions
neccessary,
and feels
doctor's
degrees
will
have
to hustle
that
they
will
be effective,
Dr. Ralph C. John, President
of
in order to remain
at Western
especially considering their results
the College, when asked his opinion
Maryland College.
during the Thanksgiving
break.
on the effects of this ur-nvisinn

.Controversy Rising over Vegetarian Needs;
Cafeteria Willing to Make Some Moves
Nancy Menefee

.

vegetarian

'VO~~:d~s~~s~-aW ~~ge::~~~~~_
admimstration
arrd cafeteria have

::~r:~
been

toward

discussion

Kids

Dear Santa
New Sounds

L.--------

~~s~ec~~~:~~.d

nerease:;;'~~:t~i~~~~~~:i~.~~~":~t~~

r:=~..::::::.:;...::~"":::;':"":::':;::'::::;==;"::::::'::'::::';::'::"..::!::!.:!!!!.!:....!::::!....!:!!!!!;"'!;O!!!",;'

Movie
Review

stated flatly, "The doctorate
is
expected
It's
the
basic
professional qualificalion
which is
made clear to faculty when they
come here."
The policy in question has been
in effect for approximately
four to
five years. Student Affairs Dean
Wray Mowbray explained,
that it
had been approved by the faculty
as a whole in order to keep the
quality standards
of the profession
as-high as possible, He pointed out
that while some worthy instructors
may be weeded out in the process,
along with the poor, there were
always potentially good educators
with .doctorates
available
on the
open market.
While it is also true
some
positions
above
the assistantprofessor level are filled by faculty
members
without
a doctor's
degrees, this will not always be
true. These positions
had been

The only exceptions

~~IJ'le~

~~~:~~~::=:~.d';:;~":~

to prevent anyone other than the
men working in the building from
foa:i~~

I

It appears that when the end of
the academic
year rolls around
five months hence, there may be
several teaching
positions
being
thrown up for grabs for the lS~78
illstructional
year.
Because
of
college poiicy, approved of by both
faculty and administration,
many
of the instructors
presently
on
campus, who will not have attained
th.eir doctoral degrees May of 1977,
WIll find themselves untenured and
unr enewed
in
the
contract
department
According to Academic
Affairs
!Jean William
~1cCormick
each
Instructor
fulfills three 2-year
contracts
before aquiring
tenure,
and the accompanying
security of
being able to teach at Western
Maryland.
But prior to the completion of the last year of the
contracted
six, an instructor must
acquire a doctoral degree in his

These are the smiling faces of the East Middle School
Grade. See special section inside.

Sixth

about

student

feels

~~~~ui~Sor;::!h~~gpe

has

that

changed,

.

vegetables

at

the

dinner

meal,

_ there is always cottage cheese with
fruit, plus salads." There are also

~:r

Dean Mowbray has said that he
will meet with Mrs. McDonald
before vacation and that there is a
meeting of the Food Committee
scheduled for Wednesday,
Dec. 8,

s~~k~ a~~iCt~e:
i~o~~~~~
butter. Of the vegetables
served,
only one, green beans is cooked in
meat broth

the . resul~
of whic.h will be
pu~hshed III the next Issue of the
SCrlms~!!.w. There are some 20
~egetanans
on campus.
These
.~~ude
three basic types:
those'
eat cheese,
those who ~t
meat,. and those w~o eat nothing
but vegetables.
DIfferent
needs
among the three basic types..is one
of the basic
problems
facing
students
~

Andr.Hne, a vegetarian
student
stated
that "nothing's
changed __ but the food has been
better than last semester as far as
vegetarians go." She also feels that
there is an avenue open to improve
the situation. She says that "the
Food Committee is a good idea _
anybody
who is a vegetarian
should work with the Food CommiUee. I think the Food Committee
is what will push it through."
.

It does seem possible that some
stens may be taken to meet the
needs of the vegetarian
students.
Mrs. McDonald
said "We (Uie
kitchen staff)
are looking into
vegetable
entrees,
especially
for
the dirmer meal." Dean Mowbray
has said that "if we can do it within
the regular plan, then we should do
it." Mrs. McDonald
also stated
that
"there
are always
three

...,;._...,;,._...;;....;.....;...;;
.J

Mrs. McDonald feels that it is
possible to be a vegetarian
at WMC
now. She says "they (the students)
can get adequate
amounts
of
protein now." Andrea
disagrees
that "the basis of a good diet is
variety
-- it's possible
to be a
vegetarian
in the cafeteria
-- but
it's not healthy."

FrifiaY, December

....2
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congratulations
heights
First
Major

Western

Secondly,
Chamberlain

we

Jr.

retarded
Towson

While

the

Citizens,
State

last

approximately
Major
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done .
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new

Captain)

graduate
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of WMC,
shown
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leadership

instruction

of

in

Military

Maryland.
to give

Sue Gilson
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benefits
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week
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that

to

both

in the
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An·

several

Association

in the Marqthon
place

Jamer

Second
here

performance

of

finals
out

at
of

characters
distanced those w~tch'
ing and only emphasized
the
audience
awareness
of actor as
actor.".
These . criticisms'
would
have' teen valtd-Ior a conventional

'~~~~i

~;:ti~;~

,t~sb~~~~S ..~sli~~ehO~~~
Person, but after all, most of us
already were aware since last year
that WMC was going to make
Cream of Wheat out of a certain
portion of its ground in order to
build that new Student Center. We
knew they were going to start
construction
soon; we just didn·t
know whell. That's why a large:r'
number
of students
who drove
back from Thanksgiving
break,
upon seeing
that
large
metal
protuberance
blocking the road,
automatically
assumed that it was
a new gimmick
to keep people
from parking in front of Rouzer too
long.

and

Sue once

agaIn,

congratulations

on a job

\~hi{e Amerl~~: Martin Duberman
expl~ins
h,is intentions:.
"My
starh~g
point was the Wish to
describe.what
it has been like to be
a Negro in this country
{to~!he

~o~~~~!~~ti~~mh:~a~,t

be~~n .r"i~~
~

~~it~~~~~:r:l~e'a~~~~~~
sae~e~~~"~vhi1l~,~~,~b~~iNa~~~~~~;~t\~~~s
to believe for the duration of'the the fact t~at the piece.can
,evoke
performance
that
certain
~ymp~thy, he ~oes not state a~y
characters
do exist in reality on ~nt~tlO~ of trYI~g to '"evoke ~UlJt
stage, Readers
Theatre,
through In Am.encan whites for the actlOlls
suggested
action
and minimal of ~helr forefathers.
.
staging,
attempts
to bring the
lhe members
of the Dramatic
author's creating alive in the mind Ar.t .. Department
. welcome
of the audience. 0\-lt of this attempt crlt.l~lsm,
of productl.ons
both
grows.one'of
the'most
important
PO~.ltlv,e . ~nd.
n~gatlYt;!"
but
concepts of Read;rs Theatre:
t!1at~P9:~ful!~!R thp, (utU!);l'LI~~Yld~als
in most cases the action is' not on wh9,,! .q~t,qu,~
pro(;h,lctlO~s " .....111
stage with the readers,
but 'out r~J;rllhanze., themselves'
With t~e
front', in the mind of the audience. :iifferent theatre
form~ and Will
Ms. Coleman also stated in her :llso Ix; careful n?t to ~llsrepresent
article that "the author's
intent the views or, mtentlOns
of the
was'to evoke sympathy
and cern· :luthor.
..: '_"
pathy for'the American
BlaCks' as ...~'
~

~nct~:~riC~~,·~it~!~~;\i·:l_'j"'.'~e~~e~'o~·s~~~or:~~It?

forefathers~'"

In'the

at~:i~lt

~~~:t

'exactly the State's lawbooks were
gonna' have them' do. i wouldn't
even have minded getting a nice,
, inexp:cnsively dittoed ~xplanat?ry
note m my mailbox after com,mg
back- explairiiI_Jg w,hat 'the' fence
was for, why it 'was there, and
apQlogizing for-"lhe considerable
inconvenience
'of'having
to take
incredibly rbundaboutroutes
to get
to the building next door. But then,
showing too m~ch consideration
for the discomfort
of the student
body would've disrupted
that oh·
so--carefully
calculated
rancher,
cattle relationship
that the Elders
of Elderdice
have developed with
us peons. And how abbut tho!;e 'No
Trespassing'
signs on the fences?
If I'd known in advance that I was
going to pay tuition to be treated
like a criminal,
I'd have attended
Fagin U. instead. Oh, well, what
can you say? Guess I'll go to the
cafeteria and get drunk on egggnog
ice cream.
(Name withheld

'J/ >;:,~~"" . ' .. '

;:~1l

by reque;;t)
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~~: ~~~~ibeth~\'~'H~h~~o'~:~s,
c~,~
criticisms 'are not valid,
chose to tell this story on the stage,
In 'Readers Theatre by Jerry V,. and through historical ,doc~ments.
Pickering,
Readers
Theatre
is because I wanted to combine the
defined:
"Perhaps
the main dif'. evocatlye
power .of ,the spoken
rer ence. between
conventional
word With the confirming power of
theatre
andReaders
Theatre is historical fact. Thespoken word is
that 'the latter makes no attempt to able, to call ,forth. the binding
. qear ~cril1)shaw::I
',.
' create reality 'on s·ta·ge'. \Yh~r:eas -.emotlO~s of Pity and . sympathy
.' Okay, (gang, fUll'!i fun, but le.t's
conve,l}tional theatr.e, thtoug!i the Men ....ould feel, not ~erelY .u~;
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Dear Editor,
In last week's Scrimshaw there
was a critique by Susan Coleman of
In White America,
a, Readers
Theatre piece which was presented
by the Dramatic
Art Department
on the weekend 'of November" 12
Ms
Coleman
stated'
that
"monologues were delivered in the
audience direction
without being
internalized or felt by the actors"
and that "the fact that actors
remained
uninvolved
in their
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Personal view Point

OaristmasMeansGivitlfl,Charity, and Removing Lonliness
i~iear~~l
::e~ms:t~~~
;~~t~~
~~~~v~~7~~~~~u~O~ef~
Ira ZePP

Movement

(often not moved by the

Observers,
sociological
and historic~l figure, himsel~) to the
theological,
have noticed that the. Har:e KrJsh~a sed to meditators of
religion of the seventies is more various s,tnpes. to so~e forms of
-oriented toward the individual, the the charismatic
re~val
and ~o
private

and

the

~~:::~

t~:~~~~

a necessary

interior

life

or

:~lt~:I~~::~~

dialectical

:oe~~1!1 ~~Iar
:~n~d~~~~t~

swing

.versiOns

of this

~:r~arth;r~~~::~

luxuriating

h~~~e~::~I;C~d a~~el" '~T~~ut,~
relationship;
"The real .g~~a,~
adventures of me, Tom Terrific
(Super
Christian)
~e~ms
(referable
to th~ central bibhc~1
theme ·of the. nelgbbor:
a .ce~m

in

a

personal

dicating

that Jesus did not take for

without

works,

quietism

not

rr:e~tye~e~:~q~~~:Yit:~~~J

expense
of physical
bondage,
having Jesus in my heart without

out his life in service and death so
that the world might be renewep.

ha~~g

hi!t:c~~tm:~~:~

';!:b~~a~~a~fe(saints)

Mahayana

of (EST).

~t!rr~:i~;~:lre~~~~lrsma
~~~:
of perennial
debate in religious
circles
Be that as it may, this ~ade
has produced a rash of solipsistic
salvation
cults-from
the Jesus

my

SJ'~!~~!~~Y

Buddhism

of

forego

the

a

decade--the

n~~~:s~~eni~~
sixties

or

the

~!i~~!~~fno~~~r::~:ni~:r~~~

~Z~:t~:

broken world until every blade of
grass and all human hurt are
healed. In many churches
this
holiday season a lesson will be read
from the New Testament
in-

Gospel, a religious
praxis
appropriate
to all authentic
expressions (II faith, namely, heaven
not wnnour earth, the spiritual not
without the material,
faith not

g:~~~~=e~~~~o:rsthU:

Personal l'ie..,poiiat

A persistent
refrain
in the
nativity stories is that the glad
tidings of Jesus' birth was meant to
be inclusive,
for all people-shepherds, kings, children, saints
and sinners. So, with the model of
Christmas before us, let us keep on
extending,
pouring,
giving
so
that others might be full and
risk, as a result, our own selffulfillment.

And Ho.v Would. :~'mo'a:S,,:!~a~'e::'~~:"::~i
Spai" Controlled "Ulliegal Dictatorship
- You Like To Be ~::!.i~e~:I:~;m~:::ai~~-;::
Inrna Vallijerna
the thousands
of POliticians, inChristianity, or "The Sixth Adolph
Evaluated? .~:
Studen,,"=====
Course.
I.

Did this'student

regula-rly? -

attend

.

class

-~:!I~e:~
i:Ur!:~n:e~~~~nsg:;~
-subentuted for the social reality of
the Judeo-Christian
scriptures,
e.g. ·Messianic Era. Kingoom of

~:t::=~::.

God, New Heaven and New Earth

. ,

f
Fr~~d!~
:::!co:
c~:te~b~~
Spanish slate,
was dying after
having controlled and manipulated
the country
illegally
for forty

~~ee~~:I~o~~~~t~~tfr~Off~:~r~
who had to cross the border into
France, to live in exile, threatened
by absurd crimes and even death

:~:r
cc;:~~an:~~
~::Ct~ou:;
some members of the government
in high positions. Their activities,
performed generally at night, have

years.

::~t!{'S~v~h~i~arnr~~I:~

~I~n~os:rv:~~:

a~~ t~e
that the
This date represents
for the
Christian
festival of Christmas
majority of Spaniards
who were
2. Did this student turn in all ~ph<i&ize:s givirig; charity arid the
not deceived
by the tricks of
work when assigned?_
. .aHeviationofloneliness-:-Thisisthe
Fascism,
the brutal transition
season
in' which
Christians
from a Republic elected by the
3. Did this student take quizzescelebrate the birth of him who said
people to a traumatizing
military
tests when given, or- ask for
the essence ·of religious life is the . dictatorship'resulting
from a civil
pocstponements an~ make-ups?
simUltaneous
love of God ~and
war in which the country struggled
4. Did this student bring textneighbor,
who said that
the
~~
~~i~h
::in:yt
books to class?
' variable on tlie Day of Judgment
be how ~e treat our neighbors,
European
Fascism:
Hitler and
5. Did this student take notes in who said getting into heaven is not
Mussolini.
This
war
nearly
class?
a result of verbal' profession, but
destroyed the country and left over
dOing the will of God, who said he 500,000 prisoners,
half of whom
6. Did this student partiCipate in would judge a prophet not by his
were executed. Their crime was
class discussions?
pedigree. but by his fruits of justice
having fought on the side of the
and mercy, and who impiied that
Republic .. On t~
other hand,
7. How did the student manage
self·fulfillment
would not· come
Franco awarded total amnesty to
his-her
attent'ion.
span?
Look
alone
from.J
Ching,
solving
the murderers
who fought in his
bored? Gaze out window? Go to Koans, m~ditating
or -seeking
band .. Tbose Republicans
who
sleep?
. salvation, but by the offering of self ~rvived in the jails are constantly
to the neighbo_r (ct. Bonhoeffe~'s '_threatened with death·and they are
H. I>id the student fold up his-her
characterization
of Jesus as a tortured without the least respect
notes and books
five minutes
"man for others")
and- whose for,· dignity or for human rights
_before the class was over?
chief apostle
summarized
ail
Ithishas been-a constant technique'
law in three
with Franco).
The majority
of9. Did the student tend to vie.w koown religious
th~e prisoners have been ten .to
the class as a chance to expand his- words; "love' your neighbor".
The Bible simply is not in- ~irty years in pri,son in generally
her own mind,
attitudes,
and
terested
in.my
spiritual
trip
to
the
inhuman
conditions.
horizons; ordid he-she expect to be
exclusion. or my neighbor's needs,
These num~rs
do not include
spoon-fed, entertained?

::y

~S::~ppo'

will

More Letters 10the Editor

10. Did this student
seem to
expect you to devote an inordinate
amount of time to him-her outside
of class-in .conference, etc.? I.e.,
did student expect you to be his-her
analyst?

Dear Editor,
This letter is a protest letter
against C\ particular somebody by
the name of R. U. Kidding. I am

Did the student
conferences or assume

:~~~:
mongeese

II.

arrange
you had

~.:~:~:~~~~~~~
~~-~~~
=:~

the student sho\\' up for conferences
he-she scheduled?
Or,
time?
12. Did this student ask questions
about what he-she failed to understan~?

13. Did this student approach th~
class with an open mind or did heshe resent a confrontation
with
new-diflerent ideas?
•

******
Dear Readers
m~

\

t~a~e a~c~;~~~~on

sub-

non-stu~nt

member

~~t~~·I:rh

Wfd ~ S~R:~~HAW,

of th: :~~

bene~~ ~f s t~:Se w::I':to~'t
anythmg better to do.

r-

o~:e:

.;;Th~e:;;E;;:di:::·to:::"':.;.,

Hi

People Helping
The United

People

w..y

~ I:er;:~ro~
or mO["lgoases or all of

~i~;!~:f
~~~~:
keeping PET SNAKES in dorms as
you would a fish. To quote a
passage
from the Pet Library
Enjoy Tm series.
"Enjoy
your SNAKES,
Snakes are easy pets to keep.
TIley are quiet pets, and
need to be fed only once or
twice a week. No noise, no
walking
in cold weather
reQuired. Snakes are not
slimy, although uninformed
people- may think so; their
r~~;;e
;~:~~e

~h'~t

in~tead

~v~~~sw~~~

communicable

diseases,

of

mWlism, has filled the count~
with military and atomic bases 18
order to intimidate the European
nations with its proximity.

preceded
the executions.
One
month later Franco feIl fa~
ill
and after several
suspenseful
weeks on the 21st of October his

:!:s~~~~

courses, includinJ.! over 80 sec- relations.
tions were covered. I would like to g~gra,phlcal
thank all thoSe who have helped pe~lod IS call~
!~~e

:~:~~~~:n

1 would ·especially
the following students
~:~d~~'!:n~=
Basile,
~":i~~'

Lisa

fO~~~ ~~s

like tp thank
for working

s~:!~~an+~~~
Shannon,

Loretta

~~c~::~o~~~~/~~

have a great cooperative

wl~h,
Spam.s
~elghbor~.
T~~~
the o~~ng-up,

problem and anybody else you
oon't like. They only grow to a
mere 25 feet or more. And Most of
All, they belong to the SNAKE
FAMILY!!!!
Sincerely
Wendy Jeanne Gross
Editor;
,
In the past two weeks the StuJent

death was officially

P~I~~go:r~r:

~:';~=~~h:;.

mamtam

The television

in~try,

controlled by the governm~t,
~:g~~da

effort by . ma]~T1ty

of

a

to~lIy
: a,

;a~~:as~t:e
worklOg

announced.·

.*****

In the midst of the Spanish Civii
::-t;~~~U~~C':~hi~~:::
f:"~er

i~~:~~:~~~

ugly busmess and deeeits ~at .have

~~t

~~r ~~~~y :~~~~~:~~nhe~~~b~~k~
would also like to thank many

~

Those who remained
had ,to
endure .... the
hard
years
of
repression of the post-war period.
especially in Catalonia and in the
Ba~ue country where ~~ use of
their languages was prohibited and
where attempts have been made to
erase every v~tig~ of the culture
of these regions m the government's super-nationalistic
zeal.
This resulted in an intensification
of.the seJ?Matist f~lings
which
prior to this repressIOn had been a.
natural phenomenon. The Franco
government maintained
itself for
forty years b~ means of a gigantic
net of ~~~Ive
measures s~ch as
the elimination of human ngh~.
Ane~ WWI~ the European nations
saw,.n Spam the danger of a new
~azlsm. They sought to totally
Isolate Spain from the rest of the
Continent. In 1954 this isolation was
br~en by the U,S. The .USA, ev~r
anxIous to battle against
Com-

~~al::t~O:;a;;~~i~:
~eginning i~ ~he·sixties,
Franfaculty evaluations on a number of c!> ~ new ministers
began, to
introductory 'courses. About thirty tlml~ly
attemp~
to estab!l~h

~str=t~on

=~t:~

businesses, and private homes for
having cwaers : or relatives
of
communists.
Also, they have, been
known to kidnap- and beat up
newspapermen
and editors
or
threaten them with death or set
fire to their automobiles
as a
warning. These groups have accepted rresponsibility
for murders
and attempted
murden
of exiled
Basque leaders in France, In one
case a man was bad1y wounded
and his wife and daughter killed.
AU of these activities have been
admittedly
tolerated
and encouraged by the government.
Not
one of these, right wing extn:mists
been accused or put in jail. (It is
our C.I.A.), Franco's
last act. a
month before his death
was the
execution of five YOWlga~tivi·sts, in
spite of all the pressures of foreign
governments to stay the execution.
On the 23rd or September,
1!J15
blood was spilled again before the
impotence and indignation of al1 of
Spain and a great part of the (ree
world. It is not necessary
to
comment
on the trumped
up
charges and the judgments which

;!:s:1': ~~~W:~
Pi;S::

exiles

who coUld not return)

::~d

~d~ct~r;.:::aofin:~:

Children, and animals
surp-ise

before

iIi!be

attack.

G~~i:a:~~~~!S

::C!~~

~

~~~r:tb~~~~~

was given to the Spanish Republic.
class

S~~~~~t
years when ,th~ illegal
a(;tJVlties. of th~ SocialiSt
a~d

~~~~

:ek~~

in the Museum of Modem Art in
N.Y. until a Republic returned to

faculty
members
for
their
C0IIl:mWllst pa~ti~t beg~tto
.18~peration
an.d help. The com- !;~I~,t>!:~~r~o
a~~r
:ith+-:~
mlttee would hke. the .ca":lPus to ridiculous
names
as the "The

S~~:, alter the first anniversary
of the death of Franco, I believe
that Guernica can begin to prepare

to help
courses.

;u~~s~~~~~:l~~~
guerrillas of C~rist the King" (in
students
in selection of Spain
anyt~lng
can
seek
The evaluations are also iustification
In
the name
of

itself for a return hOQle. It has also
had to suffer
a 10~g exile.
,GUERNICA GO HOME,

10give

'aoully membe",

:~!~
~:;!~~~
~~

before

~~~~alteS~~:~
U:~d ~~~o~~~
for pets. They would get rid of the
bulldozer problem, the mongeese

~t;;_{;~~;;,c;
~

~~l~

age, or even yet assassinated.
Those who are still waiting for a,
passport, if they return, are not
given any guarantee of life.

~!:~~~~g~n the courses

"udenl
they

Sanitation MeGsura

are

It is the hope ?f the SGA.' the
A baker who picked a fly from a
Student
Evaluation
Comnllt.tee,
bowl of cream and popped into his
a~d myself, that the evaluations
mouth during
a sanitation
inwill serve a ~sefu1 purpose. ,Thank spection has been fined nearly $.300
you once agal.n for everyone s help for withholding evidence.
and cooperation.
Accordin'"' to testimony
at a
Sincerely,
Selby. couri' Tuesday, 63-year-old
,
Paul Ful~on JaM Woodward ate the fly to
Cotn~~~t~:an,
Student Evaluation
prevent officers from _ taking a-

.Nt, Suffieient

.

closer look at it. He popped it into
his mouth and declared, "If it was
a fly, I've just eaten it."
There is no room in Britain's
Food
Hygiene
Act for such
sanitation
measures,
the court
found. It fined Woodward $256 and
$40 court costs.

..,,4

Friday, December

10, 1976

"Dear Santa".ilnd a Merry Christmas to You, Too
Dear Santa,
I am 19 g:Jing on 12 and am a
sophomore here at WMC. I'm
writing to you for me and my
friends because
we need the
following things for Christmas:
For

John--A
new
can wipe what
we have of the new student
center off his feet before
entering his house.
For Hugh Dawkins-A way
to schedule
all classes
around "The Gong Show."
For
Dr..
Kerchner--A
mutant strain of rare bacteria
r w e s t e r nu s
. Marylandium
Germi}.

FOr
the
construction
workers--A
mounted
and
bronzed piece of chain link
fence.
For Dr. cicwer-A
tabletop soccer game; one that
can't be tampered,
altered,
or messed around with.

Dr.

coormat so he

For Dr. Miller--A mutant
strain of abnormal
students
(Crazyus Terrorurm ,
For Dr. Hartruan--A
book
of Marxist
philosophy
(by
Grouchol.
FOr
the
athletes
campus-A
new gym.

For the Ancient
History
'Dept.-The
present,gym.
For all of the liberals on
campus-New
crusades,
this
ain't the '60's anymore.
For all the conservatives
on earripus-New
ideas; this
ain't the 'SO's anymore.

For the person who said
that the new student' center
would be-done by June of '78-A saliva test.
To everyone-peace
and
good will.
Mary Christmas, Santa!
Love,
Barney

Internships With Handicapped Ready
Interested in social service-but
uncertain about a career?
The most sure-fire way to zero in
on career
objectives
is through
~actical
work experience .

UMBC Theater
Actors, cancers, filmmakers,
and designers from the University
of Maryland Baltimore County will
come together tor an experimental
theatrical
performance
Dec. 10,
and 11 at the UMBC Fine Arts
building.
The program, which begins at 9
p.m. each evening, represents
the
interdisciplinary
efforts
of the
theater, dance. and video departments
of the university.
The
audience will be guided through a
series of performances
to be held
in the various studios and galleries
of the Fine Arts building.
Included in the program will be a
theater-dance
. piece
choreo-_,.
gra.phed
by Elizabeth
Walton,
assistant
professor
and coordina tor of dance at UMBC. Entitled
"Homocycles,"
the
presentation
involves eight UMBC
student dancers.
Also on the program is an "on-.
the_way_to_the_theater"
work.
directed by Jackson
Phippin, in-.
structor in theater, who will guide
actors
through
a theatrical
movement
with the audience
as
they are led through the buil~ng.
The third
major
event IS a
"vtdeo-ecbo-:
performance

designed
by Stephen
Matheny
involving
innovative
filming
techniques and reproductions.
The experimental
program
is
being held in conjunction
with a
performance
laboratory
course
conducted through UMBC's newly
instated
Visual and Performing
Arts major.
The major,
which
became effective last September,
offers
the
student
an
interdisciplinary
education
in the
arts as well as an opportunity
to
specialize in the area of his choice.

Applications
are now being
Centers
for the Handicapped,
located
near
Washington
n.c., accepted for the Intern Program.
offers yoUng people a one-year
Applicants must have successfully
internship
working
with han;
completed some college work. The
only other requirements
are a
dicapped
'children
and adults.
Recruitment- is underway now for valid driver's
license and good
health.
Interviews
will
·be
interns to start in January
1971.
.
For the right person, the work- scheduled in early December.
study expertence jnrers
many
Interested
students
can obtain
more
information
and an apchallenges'
and
rewards.
Most
pttcatton
at
their
college
important,
it will affect decisions
placement
cntce (or campus
on one's life's work.
library,
in some cases)
or by
Some participants
will work on a writing to Centers
for the Hanrotating
schedule,
getting
ex- dicapped,
649 Lofstrand Lane,
perience
in different
programs
Rockville, Maryland 20850. Or call
within
the
Agency.
All can Steve warner at 301~340-7110.
specialize in their areas of primary
interest at some point during their
Interns
live cooperatively
in
internship.
Interns continue their
education
by taking
courses af
nearby colleges and universities.
recreation,
camping,
advocacy
Carlton Harris
counseling and transportation.
-President-elect
James
Earl
Carter, Jr. last week made public
the names of two men wpo will be
holding key positions in his adin Golden,
Colorado,
is not
ministration.
Bert
Lance,
a
available in Detroit.
millionaire Georgia banker will be
If your
dog can
beat
the
heading
up
the
Office
of
dogcatcher
home, then the dog
Management
and Budget.
The
doesn't have to go to the pound
appointment of Lance was seen as
under a bill signed by. Gov. Edpartly a gesture to the business
mund (Jerry)
Brown, Jr.
community.
He is a political
The bill says
a dogcatcher
conservative
and has made known
cannot take the dog to the pound if
his opposition to wage and price
the owner is at home and the dog is
controls. Lance is well-respected
back on the property - even if it left
on Wall Street as a tough and efhome for awhile. The measure also
ficient businessman
says .if the owner is not at home the

Centers
for the 'Handicapped
programs
serve
300 people,
covering
nearly
every
major
handicapping
condition. There are
programs for infants, children and
adults. Among the services
the
agency
provides
are
sheltered
work,
social
rehabilitation,

In the Nation

This and That, Here and There
'tt's enough to make a beer lover
cry. The Grosse Pointe
Farms
police department
is about to pour
405 cans of hard-to-come-by
Coors
beer down the drain.
The beer, which police say can
l:t'ing as much as $20 for a 24-Can
case in the ~it
area,
was
confiscated last week from a house
in this suburb.
Police and the
Michigan
Liquor
Control
Commission
said
that
state
law
requires the brew to be destroyed
b~a~se
i~ was brought
into
Michigan Without payment of a 46cents-a-case tax. The beer, brewed

townhouses
provided
by the
agency.
sharing
responsibilities
for cooking, cleaning,
shOpping
and
establishing
their
own
regulations. They receive no pay
but are given' a weekly subsistence
allowance.
Each participate'
will
receive
a $1,000 educational
'scJ:!oJarship upon completion of the
program.

dogcatcher may take the dog to the
pound, but has to leave a note for
the dog owner to the owner's door.

Poem of the Week
FINAL THOUGHTS
"Ah, but a man's reach should exceed his grasp,
Or what's a heaven for?"
-apologles to Roberty Browning
The staff of Contrast would like to thank all those-who contributed
to
and supported
the first issue of the literary magazine.
We. will be
publishing in various forms throughout the year.' s::' there Will be no
rennet deadlines. All manuscripts
of poetry, fiction, and art work
should be sent through campus mail to Nancy Barry, Box 76.

-Cyrus Vance will be the new
Secretary of State. Although Henry
Kissinger's
will be a tough act to
follow, Vance may be just the man
to do it. He has had extensive
experience
in
international
diplomacy.
Vance
was
Undersecretary
of Defense
in the
Johnson administration,
becoming
a Vietnam dove in 1968 afterbeing
convinced of the war's futility. His
adeptness
in handhna
crisis
situations led to his position as a
special envoy to Cyprus. Korea and
Panama.
-These
two
appointments
sbcw a trend in Carter's transition
to power.
They
represent
a
recognition of the enormity of the
job and of the need for moderation
in economic and foreign policies.
Both
Lance
and
Vance
are
"establishment-types",
having
considerable
appeal
on
the

Washington
scene
Carter
so
readily
criticized
before
his
nomination . last summer.
There
are still, however, many cabinetlevel positions still open. Carter
still has plenty of opporutnity
to
fulfill his pledge to bring in new
faces-and ideas.

•••and in the
World
Jean Horne
--,}{urt waldneam, recommended
by the Security
Council for a
second term as Secretary General,
plans new initiatives on the Middle
East, southern Africa. Cyprus and
the world economic situation. The
Council voted 14-Q Tuesday
that
Waldheim
be reappointed
for a
five-year
term ending Dec. 31,
1981. China blocked his nomination
on the first ballot but dropped its
veto on the second round of voting
--The Soviets are Signalling their
readiness
to talk business
with
President-elect
Carter on three key
issues. Brezhnev wants a second
phase agreement
on strategic
arms limitation {SALT 1Il. a more
complete
nuclear
test
ban
treaty, and the removal of trade
and credit barriers
between the
U.S. and the U.S.S.R
-wed.,
Secretary
of State
Kissinger
began
a series
of
meetings with Western leaders in
Brussels,
giving
his
final
assessment of the world's situation
as he prepares to leave office .
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"From the Voices of Children.' .."
"The View from Class 6H"

Coolness
How to be in style, like your kid,
Don't be too old-fashioned,
Ya
gotta do a "iii rnovin". Buy all the
latest records, Learn to dance to

Lots of Junk
Jabber

Teachers
,r~

Shark

a ~~~,~~;:r~~~~ei~u~n

,

tC:~~':~~

D~a~e~l~t~rk~

your paper.

~:~r:~e
~~t~~~;
~~~~!,
said

It has

"er?~~

t~ ;ell

at your kid;

Don't

:':~~le SO;o~
1,
t~I~~sa~J~~t t~~~~'g::te:
,~~j~h:~d t~~~~~~P, Tell them to sit
TEACHE~S7A,. "'good teacher doef~:t giv~ Mom and Dad and they
they and Ford It IS Just hke ~ any or
rio you know the shimmie?
Do
EAST MIDDLE SCHOOL
homework'
every ~ night.
She
did not believe me I lold my Mom dinary paper,
like the Evenmg
you know the hustle? Do you know
I think all of the teachers
on
shouldn't yel! at you all of the time
to come In the water to show her Sun
Sincerely
the latest dances? Asy your kid to
team II are very nice but I wish
The teacher should give you easy
the shark, My Mom said, "He is
Ke da Alge;
show you, how.Your kid has all the
they would not·,
'much
: work, ,.A teacher
should let, you,
cute,. let's take'him home_ with us,"
~thgrade
.. information,
So ask nowf
homework, Last
'u'Qfe • ,work,'pulside
"Y~!!q.YQu, want 't.Dr.~_ 'yie hrv~d happily ever ,after
~ .Math,

;:q~-:iii~iiin 6~~;
'.

!10~), :'~~:',,'~~;~~_;~t~0:~f:;7~~~~s~~~~:~t;:'
',.,\., ",

'~'J'l.i'i'u'.

.i.l.itl.ltl

.~~ond~I~~:_~

I
, ., ,",
,rJ,~~e:I.:~~,not rp'~k-e,us.'ao wor~: T~~·t~a~h~;:"::.;
~y s.tudent ~e<_l·?h~r~eo.,ijer,n·a'P,,~,,:,.,soould
let..~~ work ·1fl,PJEl.lil:Jrflr "I

.

r

::i~:

IS
~1~i~?:'\'effi~:'horh~iQi~'::":
rFno;1~et:;o~~~~~.
~~ S~~~d'~'
teacher and she also teaches M1itH:''-;' 'able :fq'lwo~k with the'macpines
Miss,~l\Il~IH!,:\I",)1e~Socia,.st!-idi~,.'
more tbanwe
work,,\yith
them.
~~en~JiJ/~-p~~it_rr~:a.~~~.i~',~~~::-,%~~~
_', ,',

15 ..a·

I·,

ftust':I',
(

,.

..

~;L

'.·.·;,>jm qack,~~~

'j

'-'.', '

~j:

'~~~kla~~i~km~1!~~IJ~:::~~'t:a~'li
are really pre{fy?:.;r enjoy.:go1ng~toschool P:eca!l!?e a{ all the teacl_l~s.

They ;,;,ke"l<N:iimgfui) .. ,,'-'-';

I t~ink

~~ ~~: t~~~~e~~~ ~~~

makes

teams

,

Another

::~:~~l~h~~~

~~odmr:;S~

~!~~:~~~~~ca~:a~~~~

don't. see it

~~~~~~

a,_go.od teacher

bad.

thing I don't li~e about gym is that

i.i.l.i.iOIOI

,;<~,

'~o~~~lfi~~~
the

s~ould

Tyrone

,l'-'tombme fun With, study. 1. thlfik a
good teacher should be strict whe!l

C~~'!.i.£O!.!

6E

~~~h~~e

need a new president.
e
e
~:~
a :a ;

:i;:u:e

ferent.

little kids try t9

lunch pe~lOd I would like to know

i:~e~n~~~Pk~~~

~~~~:~ ~~:ii~ ~i;r~~~~~~s~r:~st~;;
do that? .Because when they see

:~~ta~~eOI(~:: t~:~ ~~~~e~e~~~~:
our skills and what level we are

bone. A few days before a race, he
had a nice van and another van cut

their parents
doing something,
:eih~~i.nk it's <ill right for them to

working

~~Sh~~o~~~rha~f~o
s~~h!rf~hh~;
thumb and he came in 4th out of 50
riders.
In every
race an ambulance
must be present
and the riders
must wear leather suils, helme.ts,
goggles,
leather'
riding . gl~ves,
knee boots and kidney bools!
~
theend
Duane Myers 6E

Also evecyone:& capabilities
are
different
.1.00-1 Some p_eople can
play· footqall. better
tijan' othe~. 'n
while.some people.c<\n thrQw,better
than others.
About teenagers.
They all sflY.,
that they're "doing my own thing."
_but they're really not. All they're
doing .i_scopying off of one another.
. .
.'
p'erstin
starts

Mac cono~_~

tlOtOtOltlOt.IOt

~ry~~o~:

liket~~~e:
rls to we£ring 'that
style~'ni:lto me that's'copyingbff
o'f ~ ,
one anotner.
'
Well, that's
all I -1rnow about
people. DQ y(lU _kn.owj'~.!l-ythi_ng,1'
______
Well, think,about
ii:';c,.d
·~."","i i
Katby,Auriemmaailti,'-,,
I
,9ha,r:.on Baginski \I!
)!",
"6.E
.-

I

~;~s~~:n~~!

Carter

I

m~t~~ ~:%ss~~c~~o~:rfe~a~ffinhi~
motorcycle
and another
motor,
cross rider went right up his back
but he was not hurt Once he was
out nding With our next dom neIgh
bor In a flver RottoW ~d Half w~s
dned'lup
a]d half was wet-.. My
brother hIt a b)g hole wIth, hIs front
~~/~~~

S Shove it!

is a good

School
School is the key to the universe.
~~?tO~~p

~~~n~o SgOe7:ti;~

~ou~

you need a good educa~~~'bYBUll

1••• ""

I wish

••
our

•• :

6-E
teachers

school

wouldn't gtve u, mu,h home·
W~F~e had homework

every night

~:~~ul:~

~~~:~~: ~~~n~h~~u!='gym?
~~hoO~?ide when we get
Carla and Karen think that gym
Alsoif we had a lot of homework,
is great because
of the special
we couldn't go bowling or anything
activities we do
like that. I think we sh':luld have
Right now we are doing things
homework every other mght, then
like'h?ckey,
'Soccer;'6~1\:l~tlge~1
,;we would have a chance to do what
and oodY'c'hoq_J,let. The best thing, we w~nt to!_ '
":
r
'1"
we .did
~as, ~os·cer,.
because'
.... I thm~ tti~ ~eachers should mIX

:~i~~

'ftV~r::n~~ :Jb:i~gChan:~~?

Pla?,..~~~?~~~~~rl!a;~t~~~:i~:~e~::e~.

Carla B~uerben and
Karen Buzask

itl.itit!ti •••!t!

soouldn't make us do worky work,
work. all the time. They should

~~~:'

~I~~!~er~un in too!
What I like about shool is gym. I
know people always say that, but I
mean it. We're playing soccer and
I like school because you can
I love it. My position is fullback.
learn somc good things that could
Eve.ryone says I'm one of the best
help you get a good job. Going to
soccer players Utefve seen. I think
college can help
you get a good
I'm s.ort of good myself. I hope we
education. Some people drop out of
never stop-.
school when_they are 15 years old
Sarah Clise
or 16 y~ars old and (hey can't get a
,good Job. But those that .go to
college have a better chance to get
·a job
Taressa Costley

1010101010101

"l""O"ft
The reason
I like school IS
because the teachers are the key ttl
school_ I think thiH if teachers are
nice you enjoy the class more. But
if the teach~r is mean or boring you
tend to not like the class very
much. I should know, r have bad
bad and good teachers.
MistiDavis

""

t.IOIOI'.1

6-E

Thgis is Kenria Alger telling
about East.Middie
School. I really
like East Middle since it was
.renovated.
It has alot of nice
teachers.
Almost everything
has
changed,

tno.

Sincerely,
KendaAlger

Boller

.lfIOIOtOIOIO
There is no difference
between
boys and girls because they eat the
same
as boys, they laugh the
same, Some merrl.hink
that girls
are not as strong as men, but some
girls are, and that's why I think
there is no difference.
Paul Bankard
6E

The reason

sit on it and rotate!
!;~! n:~l~~ak!

5 Hey! n.;
6 far out!
7 Cool it!
Gina Bair6E

Phys Ed.

What is ~the-di{ferrnce-between
girls and giiY.s other ,(han looks? \).
Really if you take their feelings,
they might be_the
same. It all
depends upon )he kids. Be considerate and ·think of other kid's
feelings.
So before
you punch
another kid, think of this article
and remember
they have feelings

Renee

is a

he would
I think we

rider on dirt and on the street.

~~~t~~:

at

Carter

think

make a good president.

Motor cross is a fun. sport my 20
'year old brother
Dale, told me

.:;. ._~ ~
~ .'
People are !mffer-em; lo::,many
ways beSides theIr 100ks.'ii~hYh~
Everyone,s
persona II by "IS d~f,

ill ,0iOltl.l.1

Do you think Jimmy
gO~d:~:ause_J

~£rae~:::~

~a~~~:es~~~:~t~h;:~~~~~
etc. Some impovemenls
that could
be made in school are'
I thmk we should be allowed Lve
days off because of snow or Ice
Without ,haymg to 'maKe th¥lll up
ljke ~e,did t~e pt!J-elj y~k~ ,I also
thmli: that we s~ould have aJQn&.~r

P~ople

~~~~ec~i~~O~t:~~~::~.

the two top candiates Gerald Ford
and Jimmy
Carter,
Surprisingly
Ford won this election.

~t':!'1'g~::;''l:a~~~;~e~:~I~\~\h~~, ~"::'~b~~ffi~~1;agoodinotn"yOie .

.• '·~·.~::i~~~:~j~-··'·~~~~~:~~sU~~~h:(/~~~

Som~jmes

2

M~~le~~s:ld

.. Gym,is inyfa~ol'ite
~ubject.;but I
• *,n'! I!k~ he,"."~heY~,ve the soccer
_ teams situated. There-are
a lot of

~i~~i~c:n~~~~~2b'fsh~~~~~:,
'.qver.

'¥iSl(~' __,

~~~.:':~~:;/hrases

'=-'.'

',1

6E left to right 1st row (kneeling) Gina Bair, Renee Boller, Mac
Conover, Tyrone Cook, Mark Beatty, Duane Meyers. Kathy Auriem'
ma, Bonnie Bean, Brian Chilton, Yvette Barnhardt, 2nd Row (standing) Mike Baker, Glenn Davis, Misti Davis, Tarressa Costley. Kim.
Coyle, Jamie Davis, Brenda Blizzard, Sarah Clise, Rhonda Chalk,.
Bobby Bull, Back Row Doug Arnold,
Carla Bauerline.
Sharon
Baginski, Kenda Alger. Tim Clarkson.

1010101ttOI,
School is all right most of the
time. My favorite subject is Math.
The only things I hate are having a
long week or a lot of homework.
I like having skating parties and
chorus. Also I like art and music.
Kim Coyle

Friday, December
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"The View from Class 6F"
Things That Move

THE

THE MOUSE AND
Skateboards
THE MOTORCYCLE
Skateboarding
IS the latest thing
The mouse and the motorcycle is
to kill yourself on But they're fun a book about a mouse that rides a
1£ you have a skateboard
you boy's toy motorcycle.
should
know
how to get on
The mouse's. name is Ralph and
correctly, where to skateboard and he wears half a pingpong ball for a
what
to
do
when
another
helmet.
skateboarder
gets hurt.
.
One day he was riding
the

The Ups and
DownsotO.J.
This year has been a disappointing year for O,J. Simpson. In
his six year career he has rushed to
5,000+ yards. Last year at this
time he had rushed 1,000+ yards.
At this time this year he has only
rushed for 500+ yards

~i~~at~~ar~~sc~~~~;~iel:n~ni~t~~~~ ~~~s~~~Sn~ff
traffic. If you get desperate Gmo'.s
Read the book to find out how he
parking lot will do. Remember
It gets out of the trashcan.
The
takes PRACTICE!
author is BEVERLY CLEARY.
Dona Hobart6-F
MIKE DODD 6-F

The reason for the bad year is he
wanted to be traded to the west
coast to the L.A. Rams. At first the
Rams wanted him, and then they
didn't.
Even though he has been having
a bad year he has become the third
leading rusher in NFL history.
Danny Farver, 6-F

s~:~t~S~r~~~e

-Best Friends
My Best Friend
My best friend is Brian Boone. I
like him because he is moving right
close to my house. He is going to
come over my house.
We are going to-ride horses and
jog ponies in my pony carts. Also
we will ride" bikes and go out in the
boat
Rich Hans 6-F

What "Best Friend"
Means to !\Ie
Best friend is a person animal
that you like very much and can
trust.
To me best friend is someone you
can count on when something goes
wrong or when you feel bad. It is
someone you can talk to who will
keep your secrets.
Many people think, "Wow, I'm
friends
with
,who's
really
"big!"
But really,
I think, you
aren't
their friend, it's just that
My Best Friend
"big" feels sorry for you.
My best friend is Danial Ray
Many people's best friends are
Farver, he always cheers me up,
animals. Two (If my best friends
and I always do things with hIm
that make me happy. We talk, we are my dog and my norse. Most
people
win their animals's
friendsend signals, and giggle like crazy
while we do it. I think Danny is the Ship by being kind and patient;1.he
best friend I could ever have. He same with people friends;
Kind and Patient
and my other friend Ricky DifJennifer Fesche, 6-F
fendall in Home Economics,
~e
were R.P.D.
incorporated.
Our
teacher was pretty patient to deal
with us, her name
was Mrs.
Facindi. She was pretty nice, not
because she gave mean "A" on my
My Best Friend
report card, she's just plain old
My best friend is Mike because
nice.
we are in the same class and he
So that's my best friend
went
to Virginia.
We rode
Danny Ray Farver
motorcycles
and went swimming.
Paul Foreman, 6-F
Kevin Hutton, 6-F
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My World and ~. ~cig<\~~~ ~~~MC~!l:,
~'\~~
Welcome To It A ~ ~q ~ ~!o~~~~·,,:\:~';'~~~~.~~~
l\1yWorld
I think this world is beautiful
with its nature and animals like the
birds, trees, and the fishes and
other things. I like just to go by
myself down to the forest and listen
to the noises and see the squirrels
run up the trees. I think this is a
nice world.
Don't you think' so?
CiIlPY Joy 6-F

In the Country
In the country
there
space to run and more

...

is more
things to

collect, dogs and soft furry kittens
to play with.
Then there is the outdoors to see,
with the brook running, the trees
turning to red and gold, and all of
the fields of corn,
The corn has to be picked and
..
then the field has to be plowed.
My best teacher IS MISS Mullen
Most of all I like the horses and
(Why) She's nice, never
gives outdoors.
homework.
We always
do acBonnie Hauter, 6-f.'
tivities. For instance.
we had a
learning activity packet a couple of

,

In the country there are horses to
ride, cows and pigs to feed, eggs to

Favorite Teachers
I like Miss Mullen because
I
think she's nice. Miss Mullen is my
homeroom teacher at East Middle
School. She hasn't been teaching
that long, but I think she's a rea~ly
good teacher. She is my faVOrIte
teacher.
She
teaches
Social
Studies. I'm in the sixth grade. and
I really learn alot in Sudal Studies.
Sincerely, Kjm Humbbert6-F

~:::sa al~~' 01~fl~~~rr;:.s~~~s
a~~
understands you. She is a very nice
teacher at our school.
Gracie Linton, 6-F

My View of what
a girlfriend
should belike
Here is my view of what a
girlfriend
should
be like. She
should be a person you like and she
should like you. She should have a
good
personality.
r have
a
girlfriend and I like her a lot. My
girlfriend is Karen Buzosh. I met
her in fifth grade.
I like her
because she is all the things I
describea.
Rodney Busly 6-F

~
Heslr'riends
Best Friends
are people who
care about you and like to be with
you. They are people who want to
help you and you want to help
them. They do things for you, they
go places with y.ou and do things
with you. They are people who
trust in you and you trust in them.
Best Friends are people who see
through you but stiU enjoy the
view. In other words, even though
you are "ugJy" you still might be a
pretty nice person deep, deep down
inside yourself.
There is another
kind of best
friend, man's best friend is DOG.
Dog is man's best friend because
he hunts, fetches, and even shows'
his affections. Do you have at least
one kind of best friend?
:
JanetGourley.6-F
.

j' c_

10, 1976

6F left to right 1st row (kneeling) Vicki Diffendat, David Franklin,
Richard Holland, Richard Hans, Aaron Kellenbenz,
Krista HU!lter,
- Gina Jones, Cindy Joy, Kim Humbert, Janet Klotz, 2nd row (standing) Janet
Gourley,
Pam Gesell, Jenni Fesche, Alice Dunning,
Bernie DeGroft, Paul Kemp, Mike Janes, Kevin Weaver, DannY,Farver. Vernon Eyler, Bonnie Ebaugh, Bonnie Ha~uler, Gracie Linton,
Nick DeRita, Back row, Mike Dodd, Fred Klunk, Rodney Husey,
Miss Mullen, Dona Hobart.
'

V acati 0 OS
l\1yVacation
One sunny summer
day my
brothers,
mother,
father
and I
went to Ocean City, Maryland, We
were on the blanket and a minute
later these white pigeons fle~ by.
My brother Mike went up to try to
pet one. He was almost there and
the pigeon flew away. so he went
back to the blanket and then he
went into the water
Pam Gesell 6-F

One time when our family was
ca'mping.
we went
on hikes,
swimming,
tennis,
and lots of
sports. Boy, was it beautiful, out
there in the country with lots of
trees and animals
Boy, it's horrible
when people
talk all about
tree
shortages,
pollution, ugly citiet., but they do
notlling about it. If only people
would care more about the forest,
and talking about it. If people don't
stop polluting, and hunting, and
most of all putting wildlife on fire,
we won't have any left by the time
we are grown-ups. When we have
children, they won't have as much
fun with camping
and seeing
wildlife as we can.
(So please, Be awful careful with
wildlife, and put all trash in trash
cans and put all fires out!)
AliceDunning,6-F

~

Friday,

December

10, 1976
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"The View from Class 66"
Advice to the Needy
Dear Abby,
I have a friend
who has a
problem
with another
so-called
lriend. My friend's friend is telling
lies to her and she believes them. I
try not to hurt her feelings by
telling her that her friend is lying,
but I'm afraid she'll just end up
getting hurt. What can Ido to make
my friend understand
she's being
fooled?
Sincerely,

ADVICE FROM GERTRUDE

and pluck

pencil. God knows you don't' want
to look like a wretch. And what's so
bad about watching "My Mother
Dear Bewildered:
.
The Car"? That has got to be the
Be brave. Keep your-chin up. and "best show ever on the air!
hit'm where it hurts
Gert
G.Q
By Jay McNamara and
Dear Gertt:
David Lissauer 6-G
I have just been kidnapped by a
perverted
torturer.
He plans ~o
lock me in a cell, feed me Big
Macs, make me watch reruns of
Bewildered

Answer
Dear Friend:
I can see you're really interested
in your friend's problem.
I think
it's best if you tell your friend your
point of view and let her figure out
the rest by herself.
Sincerely,
Dear Abbey
By Terrie Powell

STARS
There are all different kinds of
stars, little ones, big ones, and
small ones
There are all different
colors.
Colors like red, green. They ray out
when the sun shines
By Becky Powers

The Car,"

The Clean-up Machine
Ry Janis La Rosenzweig
If I was a scientist
and had
$1,000.00 to inve~t
anything
I
wanted to, I would Invent a tteenup Machine. The machine can be
pulled by two horses.
It would
clean-up all the pollution, money
problems,
meanness,
an? any
other problem you. could think ~I
You could take if toto any city In
the world and it would work

School

do?

.~AFriend

Lots of
Good Things

"My Mother

all my eyebrov-s out. Please help
Dear Gertrude:.
. me
My husband IS having an affair
Distressed
with my sister- in-law. My children
resent me for my choice of tooth- Dear Distressedpaste.
I get Crest. Th~y want
Tell your kidnapper
to hold the
(gasp> Close Up. My life IS failing pickle and the lettuce. Make sure
apart under my feet. What should I you have a full supply of eyebrow

Magic and Fantasy
'.
The Magic Penctt I~\'enbon
What the world of children needs
is.a magic penc!l, and that i.s what I
Will invent. This pe~cil wIll.write
anything you want It (0 write. If
you want. a question
~nswered,
your pencil. will answer It for you.
This mventlO~ will be the best one.
ever and that IS what I am going to
invent
By lIal Koudelka

School
J like school. But I hate getting
upin the morning so early. I like all
my teachers.
They are all nice.
Sometimes
I get sick of school
On my report card I got 5 A's, 3
B's and 2C's. My parents
didn't
like the two C's, but who would? All

together
I have $17.00 for my
report card
By Susan
Norvell

Myron

Roses are red Violets are blue
you are so tal! I think you are cool.
Hi Mr. Springle,
This is your
friend
Myron
Magruder, the one that lives down
the hill from Western
Maryland
Class 6E had the' least votes for
Is Jimmy Carter Good?
.
College. I think Western Maryland
Is Jimmy Carter good? Tha~ IS a College is a good college don't you?
~~~~e~i~~do~h:h~tt~~t:~/~~:~~!
question that everybody asks and I thought you
did. Some of my
had any power in the elections the
thinks. about.
friends and I come up everyday.
I
elections would probably
be alot
Now
that he is President·elect,
hope you read the paper. I read the
more exciting.
Ford won in the
what would you like him to work paper every week. How about your
High School election too. We also
on? I would like him to work on the friends? I hope you do too, I hope
held debates on video tape. The
economy and getting poor sections
you put this in the paper and the
Ford
debating
.team
contained
out of the United States
jokes too.
three
members
Duane
Myers,
Do you think he is good? r d911
Bobby Bull, Kathy Auriemma.
I
By Myron~Ma~ruder
think he will be a good president
think Carter is a liar. He has made
and he will work on the problems of
too many promises
uiai he can't
the United States of America,
keep. He kept changing his mind so
Jamie Davis 6E
certain people would favor him but
after that he would never say
anything like it. That is why I voted
l\1yPony
for Ford and I hope you did.too
My pony's name is Twinky. She
Brian Chilton 6E
had a foul but it died when it was
born. I ride her every week when I
go over to my grandmother's
house.

Politics at All Levels

A Niee Plaee
to Live
Westminster
IS a nice place to
live because it is the county seat.
We have good shopping centers in
our area. We also have two hardware stores close by. We have good
. banks. We also have a good Post
Office. We also have a good school
system, and good poli~e protection.
The
recreation
IS
good
III
Westminster
too. We have bowling
alleys, a movie theater; parks, and
the YMCA. We also have the Farm
Museum,
Ag. Center
and the
Farmer's
Market.
Westminster
is a nice place to
live.
Janet Klatz 6·F

\Vhat Makes A
Good Parent?
GOOD PARENTS
are parents
who understand your problems and _
are willing to take time from
whatever they are doing and listen
to your problem and help you to
understand your problem and help
you solve your problem.
GOOD PARENTS
are parents
who care the way you Press and
look and how you take care of
yourself
GOOD PARENTS
are parents
who understand
that
you are
growing up and getting older and
don't try to keep you like a baby.
GOOD PARENTS
are parents
who love and care for you. AND
THAT'S WHAT GOOD PAHENTS
ARE MADE OF! ! t
By Kathy McNerney

c

Hobbies

The End
~e6-G

Ukeleles
I love to play Ukeleles
when
there is nothing to do at the house.
When I first started
playing the
Ukelele I would sit with my lather
trying to show me the 'chords.
The first song I learned
was
Five-Foot· Two, I liked the song,
but after playing
for about an
hour, you would get bored. My first
Ukelele was when my father got
one for my birthday
Jamey

How To Keep
"'
Your Lover
When you have a girlfriend, don't
be mean to her. Be real. nice, but
don't lei her boss you around
because you know how girls get. So
these are a couple tips I will give to
you
___
The End

....'fheBestTeacher
IE\'erHad
The best teacher I ever had was
Mr. Clingan of the 5th grade. I
liked him because he didn't give us
a lot of homework.
He let us have
chess tournaments.
In the mornings before school we could arm
wrestle.
Mr. Clingan taught me
how to play Strategy Football. Mr.
Clingan would play Greek Dodge
with us at lunch. At the end of the
year he gave us a lecture about the
world.
David Frankling-F

Hartess

From All The Fish
From all the fish I'd like to be.
I'd like to be a Bass. Then nobody
could bother
ma when I am
smoking grass
By Chris Romeo

~
Season Sports Quiz
1. Who does Don Gullet play for
n1tw?
2. Who won the Cy Young award
for the American League?
3. Who did the Orioles trade Dave
Duncan for?
4. Who talks to a Baseball?
Off

6G left to right 1st row (kneeling) Mark Lee, Chris Romeo, Scott
Lambert,
Janis Rosenweig,
Terrie 'Powell, Cindy McJilton,
Mike
Leemaster, Tim Michaels, Chris Miller, Chris Richards, Susan Norvell,
Helen Poole, 2nd row (standing)
David Lissaur, Tony Schaeffer,
Jay McNamara, Cathy Pauley, Sharon Marino, Becky Powers, Hal
Koudelka,
Greg Kram, Billy Milligan, Veronica
Magruder,
Peter
Poore, Jeff Seitz, Myron Magruder, Kathy Pritts, Mr. Springle .

1.
2.
3.
4.

Yankees
Jim Palmer
Pat Kelly
Mark Frydrach
.~EdNevin
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"The View from 'Class 6E"
. Other St~ff
PERK Y TURKEY EAT
BEEFY JERKYS
1£ I were a turkey I'd be a little
perky and if I was perky I'd eat a
beefy' jerky

•• 1.1.,.f.

John Zinn
Mr. Turtey don't go away.
'Cause I want to eat you on
Thanksgiving
Day.
bi;oU may be smart, you may

A Look at the Newspaper
D~a~~~~~~~~e;e~e~~:spapers.
Jcan't understand how you can read
newspapers.
I like to write you a
poem just for people who read this
Roses are' red '
'';',

be~:::~a~!~
~~~~rt~: ~e~~~~r~
ne~er .met a real newspaperman,
heis nrce and.good looking. I never
ha? a picture
HI the newspaper
either, It is nice of Mr. Springer to

,I. ii~~~Ea~E~~~A;ERS

'~~~c~e~o a~U:,~~~1~~~un!sp~~

Why don't you?
I also like to write secret codes.
Aere is 'also a code for people who
read this. Letters of the alphabet
are numbered
1-26,
98'1205
guess

'1'

I'm certainly not going to eat ;;
pIg.
+,;. ,
So don't run 'away' or you'll be
hurt
','
And then you'll be laying in the
dirt.
.
LB
By Cindy Smith 6·H

,,*~~~:ry~s~
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Stories an.d Poems.

There are different things that
make me hapy. J will try to name
as many as 1 caH. The one' person
that especially makes me happy is
Kris Thompson,
(Oh, how that's
true.I The reason he makes me
happy is that he is always kidding
me and other people. My parents
sometimes
make me happy too
Especially
when they buy me
things, Food is another thing that
makes me happy
The reason is
that when you're hungry you can
eat it. The T.V. makes me happy
because you can watch it when you
don't have anything
to do. By
Evelyn Stewart.

Once uiere . was a' Butterfly
named Rainbow:' Rainbow Was' a
cheerful little butterfly.
O~e day

.1.1.1.1.1.I.i
If 1 were a cat
I'd sit on a. rubber mat
And I would have a hat
Then I would lay on the floor
Then they
wouldn't
want
me
anymore
I wouldn't CHIch a mouse
because I l!\(' in a small old house
Then they would say don't lay

Christmas'
It makes

In

t~~.~~:~:~~~

i:,:;:~!:a~e10J)i~th-gra'~~~i:'~:s~7wjt~
•

>

~~:

Watson6-H

io~t~ea~:;sr:i~rs
'~;'
, "J'
) k.-,~;U~~~~,:.f
'~'.
Sincerel¥c",)"\
"'!.j<J1)1y.FavorJt~Sp,ort"."1,_;' Vick)l' Sberba~ !o~!I' My J.a.vorite. ~~Ij~ is football.

What Makes Me Happy

ChriJmas

by Kristi~

~'~"~;"_;-_!'

,~_;

;!.

1.1.1.1.1.1.1.I.i

newspaper.

~~
~OeUl~~~~he0~!1:Yday

Chri$as\'.)t')
..)}.osay H,y,f1:ey .....Hey!!!
:
is comi;g
- ~'_:_-_- ~- If p{>6ple woutdask who or why.
me start

hu~ming-~

~~~s~n~~;~~e~:;/~~~~~~nts

~~et~~~:~a~~Uld~ave_a
\

tl.i.it,-.iti.

~~ceIl

~ould

(~crafch

cuslar1Ple
them

into
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Winh

When Christmas Comes
When Christmas
comes around
I will go to town for a clown
But I will be let down
How does that sound?
By TImmy Warehime

inh~n l~t~~U:~a~at~~s l~s St~:d end
By Stanley Young
"It's

Story 'rtmet"

1.!OiO •• I.I.1
Christmas
J like Christmas because you get
presents
and my sisters
and
brothers come home from "College
I also like to give presents
to
people.
Hvrom welltver

I'J'I'I'I,~.j:,

.i.iOI.I.I.i.
1I0! IIO! HO!
Merry Christmas,
KIDS!
Kids, write up your Christmas list ..
NOW!
B)' HarbieSelby

ii~!~Q~

;:efui~ t~~~~~~a~!~a~~~
Mi' Language and Spelling teacher
is helping
Mrs. Genry until December.
She
wantS' to..be a teacher.
My Math
-teache!: is Mrs. Knitz. She is nice
because
she plays
Bingo.
My
Reading teacher
is Mrs. Henry;
she is nice. We have Score books
and we play Listen
which
is
something
like Bingo. My best
friend is Kim. We have lots of fun
in our class and at lunch
THE END
By Terry Waddel16-H

'\{ M'i'~!i Clayton, ,y.r,llo

1.1.1.1.1.101.1
What Christmas To Me
Christmas to me means lots of fun
and glee.
.
On Christmas
morning, I will be
good and nol get a warning.
We go to Grandmother's
house fW
dinner,
And play games that I hope to be
the winner.
We exchange the presents while we
are eating the pheasant.
That is what_Christmas
means to
By Chris Zumbrum

.1.1.1.1.1.ltI.
School
School is so bad it makes me mad
But glad to say it's Christmas
holiday.
,~, By Sheri Stonesifer

:

-1

.~
,,',1
sC,Ho~L',,'~
It
l 'like East Mlddl~~S~hqpl~l1t has
air-conditioners
and .carpet.
We
have a lot of nice teachers.
~1y
Scien,ceteacher
is Mr!1.,,¢,f~ry. My
Sooial, -studies
teacher'Jis
Miss

1.1.1.1.1.1,
6H left to right 1st row; {kneeling) Kris Watson, Terri Rudisill, Larry
Wilhelm, Jeff Sterner, Chris Zumbrum,
Barbie Selby, Kris Thomp·
son, Stan Young, Tim Warehime,
Ricky Stultz, Evelyn Stewart,
Terry Waddell, Kim Wildison, Dana Thomas, 2nd row (standing) Sus·
an Schaffer, Vicky Sherback, Cincy Smith, Ray Wagner, John Zinn,
Richard Wineke, Scott Valiant, Rodney Thornton,
Tom Wellivero
Steve Yelton, Kevin Weaver, Ruth Warehime, Teresa Wilson, Anne,
Snider.

The Great East
Middle School
East
Middle
School
is a nice schooL They
food at lunch and good
too.
By Steve Yeltod·6·H

I likebecause it
serve good
ice cream,
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World Premiere, "Network,"· .Overrated

_

Mark Bayer
major news magazines try to grab
Your parents
may remember
The National Enquirer readership
Paddy Chayefsky. In the early and by plastering
their covers
with
mid-fifties,
this
American
anyone and anything from "Heroic
playwright
was responsible
for a criminals",
Gary
Gilmore
and
number of small, semi-naturalistic
Squeaky
·Fromme
to -gaspttelevision dramas dealing with the Charlie's
Angels and the 1976
problems of little people in the big remake of King Kong, Chayefsky's
city --"Marty,"
"The catered -criticism
is not onlK welcome but
Affair,"
"Middle of the Night,"
needed.
and "The Bachelor Party" are the
His and Lumet's
plan is to
best remembered
of these, mostly
surround an exaggerated,
it-couldbecause the big-screen versions of happen extension of current trends
these teleplays
are frequently.
with a setting
of present-day
shown on local station. When the realism. Thus, we have UBS, the
popular and executive demand for fictional fourth commercial
netcontinuing series and characters
work around
which the action
overshadowed
the "Playhouse
revolves, poosting its ratings
to
90's"
and
"StudioOnes,'.'
undreamed-of
heights
by exChayefsky left television too.
ploiting its star newsman's
(Peter
But
twenty
years
later. Finch) nervous
breakdown
-Chaye£sky is still around" as -ts which is done by transforming
him
television, and the former launches
into the "Mad Prophet
of the
a biting attack on the latter in his Airwaves"
and· giving him the
new screenplay,
Network, a picnightly news to rant and rave in
ture which also attempts to satirize
front of millions of pliant viewers
such diverse tcptcs as corporate
on. A power struggle leaves the
policies, domestic
relationships
news department
under the care of
and the susceptibility
of the
the programming
department,
Americanpublic.It'sanextremely
headed
by Diana
Christensen
bread field of subject matter, but
(Faye Dunaway).
Chayefsky's
Network, directed by
It is a measure of Chayefsky's
Sidnay
Lumet
and
starring
skill and intelligence
as a writer
William Holden, Faye Dunaway,
that he makes the mad newsman
Peter
Finch,
Robert
Duvall,
extremely
sympathetic
and gives

In the first
place,
he inadvertently starts the Mad Prophet
off by not only refusing to cut him
off the air after he says "I've run
out of bullshit" on his original 6:30
news show but continuing
to let
rattle on - something
a news
head of his calibre would never do.
Moreover Chayefsky tries to have
things both ways 'by presenting
Schumacher
to us as the only
rational
force in the film while
simutaneously
having him leave
his wife for 25 years to live with the
woman who helps to get him fired.
Holden's dignity and conviction in
the role, however,
helps make
Chayefsky's
one misconception
more credible and raises his actions to something
more plausible
than the soap opera that his love
affair threatens
to be.
Also excellent
is Peter Finch,
who not only is almost
totally
successful
in submerging
his
British dialect, but also menages
to suggest actual TV newsmen like
Walter Cronkite, John Chancellor,
and Howard
K. Smith without

~~W~i~~~~~
his forty million entranced

itsI~I~ay be important

~~o:::::

~st~~~I. of

viewers

Network

's

to assert that Chayefsky has set out
Less successful
is Cheyefsky's
to lambast not only the television
attempt
to alternately
humanize
iridustry itself but in particular
the . and explain the corporate
meneffect on its anything-Ior-a-Neilson
talities behind VBS by adding a
philosophy
on -objective
news
love
affair
between
Diana
reporting.
Thus, Chayefsky's
at- Christeasen
_ and the
former,
tack on "showbiz news" extends
middle-aged
head of the news
from television to other media that ........

an executive,
and _Ned Beatty
creates a hilarious multi-national
corporation
head who likes to talk
about his youth as a salesman
Network,
scheduled
to open
around
Christmas
around
Baltimore
an~ Washington,
is
already
getting
some·
free
publicity.
Newspersons
for the
three major networks
are frantically trying to deny the. charges

Chayefsky makes In his .screenplay; onJy Walter Cronkite has
admitted to liking the film. Since
everybody
else doth prot~t
too
much, Chayefsky
must obviously
be touching
a raw nerve.
The
criticism
leveled at Network by
assorted
network
bigshots
is
therefore more of a compliment of
.Chayefsky's
accuracy
than
anything I have to offer.

him

t1:~~!%;:~~~

:::!~~rys::~~;~a~d
S~~f~~;
run the complex mate it has set for
at this point

department
(William
Holden).
This subplot doesn't
completely
work because Holden's character,
Max Schumacher,
is not believably
written

~!~w~~
to what

:~~~a!n~~~!:t~~e~~~~
might have a somewhat

~~i~~ti~~f~::~:~f

b~ h;;:~~~

_..

Mrs. Gladys Johnson of the Pubfications and Publici~y Office, admirs:.
a dog at the Christmas Crafts Bazaar in the Fine Arts Buildina
The stuffed animals were made by Karen Cross and is one
of many displays of handcrafted
items for sale.

Christmas Craft
A variety of one-or-a-kind handcrafted items will be for sale, inf Looking for something
~~i~t=s~::ft
Western
Maryland
=~v~a~n~:~

~::.

~~
The

tree ornaments, Christmas candles
and decorations,
and many .more

~90~~

:~:l

ting an underside
of nervous,
Ga~e~
One of the Fine Arts
jangled frustration,
insecurity, and
Bwlding. The hours ate 10 a.m. - 4
loneliness.
Beatrice
Straight,
as _:l.m. weekdays and Saturdays, and
Holden's wife, more or less plays
joon - 4 p.m. on Sundays.
her small role by the numbers. but
Robert
Duvall
is authentically
frightening as a complete crud of

~a

Candlelight Service Set

=~~~e

::O~p~~d

will

yolft ~

a b.ArIII~p
a.t~s
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It's

Tea Time
at

2111.11

MioIGabor

51 Amphibi.on
S3le.p_··

55I.

The Kansas City water department shut off the water to Mayor
Charles Wheeler's
home because
he ·failed to pay his bill. Water
department
officials
say they're
embarrassed,
but the mayor says
he learned a lesson.
A water department
spokesman
said that Wbeeler's $66.76 bill was
more than 30 days past due, so a
worker
turned
his water
off.
Wheeler said he was late because
of the press of business,
but was
pa}'inJ;!; his bill about the same time
his water was shut off. "MarjOrie
(the mayor's
wife) and I have
made an agreement,"
he said.
"From now on she pays the water
l)iIl."

(Sl"'n.1

rPlain & Fancy'

~:~;':~:r~
6100ublBwalleci
lorlific:.tion

Come for Afternoon

Tea

on

Donuts

Saturday, December,llth
2 o'clock until 50!clock

140 Village

62:~escout'.

."

And see our beautiful

only 6 minutes away
Open 24 Hours a Dey

of fine china, local pottery,

~

&. what you'd

you

Door prizes will be awarded on
the last day of the show. All visitors
be eligible and there is no
charge fOJ:"admission or the prizes.

wfllJ\er ~

~-t

~e~e~c~~::ef:!on~~~g;~~~
~
advertiSing revenues.
{
In a time when local TV stations-T-he Chapel
Committee
at
Worshippers
will each light a
grovel to young couples by firing
Western
Maryland
College will small candle
from
the advent
dependable, experienced
newsmen
sponsor a Christmas
Candlelight candles.
Special
music
and
in favor of empty-headed
young
Service at 11 p.m., Dec. 11, in readings
will accompany
the
hunks of beef and when the two
Baker Memorial Chapel.
.....ceremony of the advent wreath.
Intervarsity,
the Fellowship
of
Christian
Athletes,
the Catholic
Ministry
and
the
Christian
Fellowship will all be participating
ACROSS
in the celebration.
000'
1 Infrequently
The local and campus
communities are invited to join in this
service,

eluding woodenware
and lamps,
dolls and doll clothes,
crocheted
items; toys, pottery,
silver and
::~n:~';;ir~~~~::'~~~

different

gif~?at!'7r
College.

Bazaar

selection'

giftware,

crystal

like for Christmas.
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Jazz Band Has Ups

Y criIee T roder
Sets Sail

_ andDowns

Rick Powell

This February
a small group of
adventurers
will embark on one of
the greatest
experiences
of a
lifetime. They will board YANKEE
TRADER and set sail to strange
ports of call around the world for
ten months.

,

Share expense
shipmates
are
still invited to join in the voyage
which will feature the informality
Ira.ditional
to
Windjammer
'Barefoot'
Cruises,
the
trip
orgamzers..
Not arranged
by the
local bridge club or jet set, this
voyage will not visit. 33 countries in
7 daYs, but leisurely
cruise
to
exotic tropical ports such as Haiti,
Galagagos,
Easter Island, Tahiti,
Fiji, Bali, Singapore,
Kenya and
Trinidad.

Shipmate will explore, skin dive,
go sightseeing,
take ~otographs,
or just loaf in a style known only to
a few millionaires.
The>: will
actually be offered the chance to
'serve
crew, and to become
proficient in the traditional
skills
or seamanship
... or relax
and
leave the work to fully trained
prof~ssional crew. There's no need
for pretentioUs wardrobe,
either,
since the 'unfform of the day' will
be casual, usually shorts.

as

YANKEE TRADER is a legend
in her own time.
Hundreds
of
scteettsts from the four corners of
the world have shared her journeys'
into strange
and
varied
explorations the world over when she
was
used
for
coastal
and
oceanographic
research.
Completely refurbished
and air conditioned, she boasts of spacious
quarters
with
private
heads.
YANKEE TRADER is one of the

The Yankee Trader at sea.
few motor-sailers
afloat
ideally suited for journey
magnitude.

that is
of such·

In this age of luxury and self·
indulgence
in which plush hotels
and ocean
liners
compete
fo_r
travelers, there is still adventurers
To make it possible for Yi\NKEE. who want to accomplish
things for
TRADER to sail 'round the world, themselves, travel and explore in a
it is necessary
for the ship's
leisurely
and
casual
manner
company .c "bare expenses. The without thought for hotel resercost to each shipmate is $7350 for vations,
schedules
or baggage
the ll)..month voyage ... about $24 limitations.
These shipmates
are
per day, This includes expenses
the ones wanted.
aboard ship". your own quarters
and
for
aboard
YANKEE
For more details, information
TRADER. There will be a $750
applications write to Windjammer
discount available
to professors
'Barefoot'
Cruises, P.O. Box 120,
and students.
. Miami Beach, Florida 33139

,Mike D'Andrea

In case you're not familiar with
ELO's newest release, it happens
to be their finest because of their
increasing
talent with classical
style rock. Jeff Lynne, their leader

Record" is perhaps their greatest
I enjoy listening to every song.
Since 1972: ELO bee been approaching
to be my most liked
groups, As a result
of their
previousworkssinceElDoradoin
'74,theyhavebeenoneofmybest.
They play their own style of music
and they are in a class of their own.
Electric Light Orchestra
is Jeff
Lynne,
Bev
Bevan,
Richard
Tandy,
Kelly
GroucuU,
Mik
Kaminski,
Hugh McDowell and
Melvyn Gale. Jeff sings the lead

and composer, is becoming one of . vocals,
Bev plays
the drums,
rocks biggest stars as indi.:ated by
Klchard
workS the keyboards,
his many albums including A New
World Record.
Some of Jeff's
__ recent top records
include such
familiar hits as Evil Woman and
~~:~eM~~~/rom

the

album

' WMC Dramatic

Arts

professor

Hits from their newest release '=k!~~~nA~:on~=~~:
,,~~
that are on the charts are "So Seagull".
The production,
called
Fine"
and "Livin'
Thing",
My oy tneatre critic Toby Perkins (of
favorites happen to be "Tightrope"
the
Md.
Center
for
Public
and "Mission". Each one is typical
Broadcasting)
"the
best perof ELO's talent. "A New World formance by amateurs I have ever
Anybody
seen",
closes
at the Theatre

Lost a Two-Seater?
Anybody missing a white, twoseater
outhouse
should -caii the
Fort Morgan Police Department.
It has three of them.
i". fourth,
brightly
painted
in
HI"tlltennial
red, white and blue,
was claimed
Thursday
by Glen
Martin of rural Morgan county.
Officers said all four outhouses
were placed on Main street during
the HaJloween weekend.
So far,
Martin is the only owner to show
up.
.

The second half of the show
featured
slower,
more
mellow
selections.
Among these' was the "Theme
from Mahogany"
which featured
an excellent
alto, sax solo by
The ensemble opened up with a Charlie' Oldis. Charlie did a good
fine tune called
"Lost
in the deal, or solo work and should beShuffle" which featured trombone
congratulated
on: an excellent
solosby Steve Jazlrulski and Larry performance.
Haavick.
After
the
opening
."MY FuMy Valentine," a Sta~
number however, the mood ~f the xentcn
l;hart. "and. a selection
concert changed. E~ept
for a few called "Blues for Poland"
were
standard
big band
tunes,
the among the 'last feW songs of the
majority of the. concert. Iocusedon
Cpncert, and were examples of ~t
more
pop o~e?t~
songs
~k~ "good jaz,z ~ound, that ,hopefully,
James Taylor s Fire and Ram
we'll be hearing'more
of in' the
and carol King's. "J~zzman".
_ future. Alan Zepp played a fine
Although
(he
pieces
were
muted.lrwnpet
solo on the Kenton
adequately' performed,
the talent tune and Dave Emmert and Jerry
and depth of the group, as well as Miller were featured in "Blues for
its title, seems to warrant
more Poland".
.
true jazz and sophistication.
_For
'

H~;~

~~x:lt~~~~e

Kelly plays the guitar, Mik plays
, violin, and Hugh and Melvyn play \
the cello.
I
Their
albums
include,
"No
Answer"
"On the Third Day",
"ELO II", "EI Dorado",
"Face
The Music", "OLE ELO" and "A
New World Record". I saw ELO in
concert last March and, believe
me, it was the greatest concert 1
have ever seen. I am looking
forward for their next concert, for
they will probably play cuts from
"A New World Reeord",

or

:r~~~~~'~~:~:~:~

instance,

songs

like

"Mr.

The final number

the concert

give the band and the
a break from'the
more

was the Beatles' "Eieanor Rigby,"
An outstanding lead guitar solo by
J:B. Chenoweth
was the only

rigorous songs that were done.
As it tumed out thougb., the lack

~1~a~:n~,~~St:;;~~~i~f~
band. l think the fact that an old

to

perhaps
director

:.n:~7:YOf

~e ~~esc~::~

the flow-of the concert.

Beatles

~=

tune is used for the theme

~:~~!

These song:;

~~~a~~J:~rt:u~
arrangement
of "McAr:thur

~~~ o::a~~I:~~e~~~t~:

is at now. A group of ~uch example
of where the group IS at now. A

Park"

piaU:!I{

ELO Sets 'New Wo~ld.' Record
The Electric Light Orchestra has
done it again with their newest
album
entitled
'A New World
Record'. This album is typical of
their unique orchestral style which
has been demonstrated
in their
previous albums,

During the "Peanut
Vendor",
the trumpets
broke
their
formation in the band and strolled out
to various places in the audience
while playing a few discordant
notes. Not to be out done, the
trombone section also began filing
oot of position and formed a snakelike line which slithered around the
floor of Alumni and back into
place, The trumpet
section then
caine back and the number ended
with an enthusiastic
response from
the crowd.

On' last Thursday
evening,
a
group of about twenty-five students
affectionately
known
as
the
Western
Maryland
College Jazz
Ensemble,
warmed the spacious
Alumni Hall with some "vibes"
that were really quite good,
The ensemble,
rehearsed
and
directed
by Mr. Jim Paxton
of
Westminstger,
consists
of six
..trumpets,
four trombones,
five
saxes, one flute, bass and rhythm
guitarists,
a drummer
and two
keyboard
players,
Music
was
provided at halftime by a combo of
folks seleetedfrom
the ensemble.
This group unforttmately
suffered
from a lack of rehearsal,
but were
better than listening to nothing.

~~h:n
~:!t:~~t~~iCo~
marked
the
highpoints
of the
concert aned brought out the real'
talent of tlte group.

c:=~~e

_~~
~
~l~~t.ti~:~nt~~:·
~eper kmd'of Jazz ll_lUSIC, and, will
,hopefullr ope~ up .Wlth ~at kid. of
~~::'t~n
their upcommg Spnng

;l{ousr .....;Ilottlr ~qop

~arrel

Best Discounts of Beer. Liquor
and Wines in Ctrroll County!
Cox's

Barrel

House

Cox's Bonle Shop
2824 Littl ... ,0wnPik.

2445 B.'timo •• Blvd.
Fink.bu.g,

Md. 21048

E, Brent

C •• list.

"'n_

861·8787 833-2078

W... tminl1.',Md

21157

346-7311

r'::;;;:'::':"'--':========::==::::::==~~.
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Give Him· Jman For Christmas

~~ S;::YOf

Trigorin,
an older,
established
writer
who is an importantl
character
in a drama concerned
with "wanton killing - the killing of
souls for personal sport" (Morning
Sun critic David Kearse).
"The director has brought out all
the lauglfs from Chekhov's gentle
satire and staged
the dramatic
scenes for all they are emotionally
worth .. .the characters'
- and the [
play's - inner life fairly bursts'
forth," !(Kearse)

JovanMuskOi'
Aftershave/Cologne
4oz.,$6.00

Jovan Musk Oil lor Men
Spray Cologne
30z ..

$6.9°

JovanMuskOi,
Soap-on-a-rope
'7oz.,S3.50
-t

.

Leggett Store Hours

Monday-Saturday
10 am-9 pm
Westminster Shopping Center
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Government
Participation

Need"
Boost?

This January,
many students
plan to travel to Washington, D.C.
to witness first-hand
the government in transition embodied by the
Presidential
Inauguration.
Approximately
100 students will take
part in a unique, new program
"Wnshiugton Winterim'17,"
which
will not only afford students
a

~

e

~:~i~~,t~u~~~~s~l:~s~~~lr'~n
\~~
side look at the domestic affairs
and foreign policy of America in its
third hundred years. 'Washington
Winterim '77" will be held January
2 thru January
21, and is being
sponsor-ed' by ~be waShin~ton

I

J

Nobody
at Cleveland's
Central
Police Station had a pair of booster
cables handy, so an unidentified
man apparently took things into his
own hands. The man walked into
the station over the weekend and
said his car, parked a block away,
wouldn't start. The men on duty
suggested
he get.jooster
cables
somewhere else
About 20 minutes later, a second
man walked into the station and
said his car, also parked a block
away, wouldn't
start.
He didn't
need
booster
cables,
though.
Someone
had stolen
his car's
battery.
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"Washington, Winterim n·~" ~J\l
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the Summer in Italy

'T ••

, The VergiUan Society
Classical Summer School in
~::';~~~~t1~ift'~:~~:li~~:J:;~
'!·.<:STQ,pY SESSrONS,
IN. THE
'NAPLES AREA:
Guidance
and
m
lectures at Cumae, Lake Avernus,
. transition.
Governor
Carter's
Pompeii, Herculaneum,
Paestum,
Presldental
Inauguration
and his
Vesuvius, Capri, Caserta, Stabiae,
"peoples"
celebration'
will take
Amaifi, Naples and the National
place during the final week bnlle
MU~~l,\m.)/!~~,dqU;<lrteO;: .. ~tc, the
program

X!I1a"Vef&lliap~',9uma~.~"",~;

!"~~pe:'o~i~:,
"*iiJ ':"'I~\';{shl,n;gton

7

...

')'/c

.,

Three separate' sessions: I July
11··July23: II July as-August 6; III
August a-August 20

Wmteril~
'77'.' provide
a' comprehensive academic program, but
housing accomodations
are also
included in the $250.00 program
fee. According to Pat McDonough,
"Washington
Winlerim
'77"

The Classical Tour
ROMAN BRITIAN (July tu-July
St. Albans, Lincoln,
. XC?rl§".,,Hadrj~!i~.,#~ll!
•.Ch~~Tr,
,.Wrox~tcr, Bat!}l Stonehe~ge~,F!sh.,,h,lrne;
Chiches~~r,. 'Qo.v~rl;: Canterijury.-.ctc.
Dlrec;lor: professor
Herbert
Benario,
Emory
University.
'23) :., London,

that'with
students,
the' program
will hold
more
interest
and excitement

~I~~~~~t;~
s~~d:~~~~~uc~i

(he WCLA office and reserve
To;
-¢'

~:;;

PAGAN

a spot

AND

CHRISTIAN

~~~y~~.!A~~~~t!)~~n~:~~~I~

in F:~nt:~~
f;:f~~~;t~~:a;~~~cl:
Patricia
McDonough:
(202L 659-

pagan and Christian
Rome
eluding. the Forum Rom~num,

in.
the

Cumae III. Directors:
Professor
Harry
Rutledge,
University
of
Tennessee
and Professor
Paul
Burke, Clark University.
The Vergilian

FOR APPLICATION
FORMS ANO PROGRAM
DETAILS WRITE NOW
TOTHEDIRECTOR:

SOCiety's Classical

Summer
Study
Sessions
are
designed for students and teachers
of ancient
culture
and for all
persons
interested
in Classical
antiquity
or the early Christian
jertcd. The sUf!1mer sessions will
provide
an introduction
to the
history,
art,
architecture
and
society of the Greco-Roman
and
early
Christian
worlds
through
careful on-site study of appropriate
archaeological
remains
in Italy
and Briuan. Attention will also be
paid to the heritage of the ancient
a wortd ,and-tjt~,
importance
i
shapingi- Medieval,
fl.enajS;¥l!ce,
2.?d modern,Europ_e.
Lectures. and
dIscussions
,wjll,
deal'l, w,ith
topography
and
historical
background,
with the literary
associations of sites examined, and
with archaeological
evidence.
Instruction will be provided by the
Directors
and by Italian
archaeologists.

Professor Paul 1<'. Burke, Jr.
Department
of Foreign Languages
Estabrook Hall
Clark University.
.
Worcester,
Massachusetts
01610
.
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tasWl'S-9

\y.a.shingtd~

~t:;!r~:~t.,

;a4rlter

of

7~I~r!6~~,

~~e;~:~:~;:9n,·J.~.5

',.:';;00;;36

Clemente,

..
d

%~1e:ii;%a
-. Santa

veteri, Tarquinia,

T:t~n~

Costania,

~~set~~\~~~a~al~~~~~S

C~~~~

S Je~t;ji:a!e~

recommending

~~oR~;r~

Ostia, Hadrian's

~~:;:~~~te
been accepted

"~tll.~~· g..
. ,,;',:";~G~i1\
GO~e.

'~~~~a,a~a~i;~~bS~~~~.UI~~~ct~~~
Pco(moe
P,ul
Bu,k"
Clack
This )Xmtioo.of the SCH.IM~JiAW ... Universi~~.,;,
is being set aside s~ifically
to
,ta~-Up'-spa€'""e. itisnow'TO:T9~aiid,t~
-NAPLES
AREA- (ApguSI. 8-still .hwh-naif
.oLthe
paper __at
1..~~st _ 20)
Villa y~rg!l~?na
,
layout,J,_also ha€pen to ~the
only
staff memberJ.at
,this time-oo,.wn

Nor ~t~d~

proportionate
~~~di~~ad~:t~~
by many

~~~eg~~~a~~~OI~~~~~i\i~S
e:~~
""ion;,
hm;led
,nd
at>
plication
is therefore
advised.
Scholarship
aid is available;
applications for scholarships
will be
du<!'by F.~bruary 15, 1977.

""y

~:~~n~

p~~~t;~~~~~,~~
~~~k~t~~
1 get out of hereby
1:OO1U:p.
I hope that you, the readership,
will take into account that this is
the week before "finals when you
read this newspaper.
Because of
this it seems that all of the layout
staff people have been bombarded
with quizzes
and papers,
and
therefore
cannot
add
their
assistance
to this prodUction.
I therefore also hope that you out
there will excuse all typos, white
space, rivers, gutters,
misplaced
articles
and all other
layout
mistakes.
You see at this time of
night one's mind begins to wander
and even layout people begin to
have strange dreams about bogeymen, and dragons, and mongooses,
and giant trees that go ecky-eckyecky-ecky, and the entire 6th grade
of Westminster
East Middle School
trampling
you to get to the water
fountain, and ...

..
L-

BREAKFAST

LUNCH -

Subs

DINNER

Pizza

Chicken Dav . Mondav

Dinn.r

Pizza Dav·Tuasday·$.40
Spaghetti

DIY - Wednesday

$1.75
off

Di-:aner .$1.40

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
Open 6a.m..dailY

except Sundays-7

NEWLY REMODELED
EXPANDED SEATING

h~~~

American

a.m.

Route 140
Westminster
84&.9110

· )
-:~
•· GENESIS ••2 Bond

••
••

; Street, Westminster:
NOW OPEN and offers:
exciting new concepts in :
creative hair cutting,
:
. colors and permanents. •
: Appointment unnecessary:
: but appreciated. 848.9731:
»hillip
B..omwell. Tammy Kyke ..:
:
Sandi Wey ..aneh. Manage .... :
•
Ba ..ba ..a Kline. Owne..
'.
******************************

_
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Matmen Lose First to BU ca'ItOnH,,,;,Sports Quiz
Carlton

Harris

In theirfirst

The
match of the season,

~'~;~;:;';~::~~:~~:'~I~'~~',;'2:o;:

Washington
-;:;;:::'IY

this

Saturday.

h~:'w;~'th~:';i~~l

Sunday

afternoon

as over

a

topic

this

week.

lovers, is horse-racing.

animal

The

last

,o~d

~~:~~;~::;~\~~,O~~:;:'~~:;:'~nl:

~~~:'~:~l~~~;;~~::h~;::~~;\~~'~~

younger

previous

fO~\~~eag~c:~u~:~eDerbY

For most of

~:~e";il;h'.,'~~:~"n
l:~i(~~:E{~l~~t~:~lrtdh;i:
;,'

lost. The

ne-ue.

class

was

three

[;~~;~~p~~f~~~q~~;~~;,~;
~i~~:h~~~~~~i~J~};~~~~~;~
~:~~{'~~~;;~;fi~;rr:;~~~

~}:1d~;:~h;~:~lt!i~~:f+;:~~i
have easily been won. All four of
the lightest weight classes were

is run

to be there and support your team
A splendid time was had by all

counterparts.

page,

upside

down.

5) 6 furlongs.equals
')
61 Belmont race course IS m this

for-

state

~~:l:~,;,
~~~~llin5,"~~
\~:y,OI~,';':Benitz
Breaks
Two Swim Reeords:;':'~~b~:',,~~~!~:da\~~
~:~:on~~~~'~;I~~~,~3:;,:~d,:,:~~
Ch,"dl.~
Terrors Still Go Down, 62.42 ,,~:,;\~~:,e oftho
~;':l:;po'ilion
on' toldin Sw~.:,'I;':'~mM~~~~di~'
v:::;:~~~i~~i~."~~~~;~~l't~~g~;~~,:
~!~IB~i:~':;~
;~~~~mth1,:'
D;;;~h"
i:"~9~:~
tht~::nlO~~~
Patti

;1

oldest

triple

the

In the heavier
classes,
things
went, quite well for the Terrors

Wedne~day against. Elizabethtown.
Returning
lettermen
this season

also. Jeff Burps brought home a
strong third in the 200 no,: with a

brust.er ,
swimmer,

another
first
year
turned in a nice time of

disqualified
~he presense

a"C'_!'·!es_t.s.
revealed
of paill.h..i:~""'q..9ru~s

~;~.7,":n~ad;~t
:~I~';,%~:~'Z
::~~!~O~~;;'~~~n~':~"p!~t~
l::.':~~:!~~i~!~~'l:~~';:r~n~i,:
;~~i:t,T~:i;;;v~~o::~n~li~':'~a~:::
mi~~
:~~'.:"mhOC" t:,
division by John Koontz, and at 150Ibs. Terry
Caudell
posted
a
superior decision. At 167 and 177Ibs., Terrors
faced
champion
grapplers and came up on the short

Chandler
Other
returning
members are Jeff Palkovitz, Sam
York, Mary Gately, and Jeanne
RIpley and divers are John Little
and Andrea
Kline.
The fresh

time of 3:12. In the 200 Fly Mike
Q'Loughlin took second with a 3:07
and Patti Chandler
third with a
3:44. In the 100 Free Carl Gold
swam a time of :56, which earned

second in the required dives and
Rich Warfield
taking
third.
In
optional diving John Little placed
second and Rich Warfield
was
third. The final score of the meet

should cover
miles in about this many minutes
SCORING:
6- you finish the
race.?you show, 8- you place, 9you Will, 10- go direct.!y to stud
farm! Below 6- go directly to dud

positions.
Greg
Banks
did
everything but pin his man on the
way to victory at 190-100. The
Banks match is interesting
in that

Q'Loughlin, Jim Tart-, Dave Armstrong,
Karen
Simons,
Ginny
Davies, Leslie Bullock, Tom Armbruster, and diver Rich Warfield.

another
freshman,
won the 2oo
Back with a 2:27.0. Good performances were also turned in by
Robyn Kramer and Ginny Davies

commended
for its performance
and wished much luck in its next
meet Friday
away
at 4 p.m.
against Ursinus.

,J<l}fRIUaoqs a!JJ!J\\ -L '~JOA to\aN-9
amu R JO SJapRnb-a·.lJqJ,-S
R
B B 'JIRq
aJ
pu~ al!w I-I>·uBmnH-[: ·l p l :las
-Z sPIG-Jea},-aaJl!J,-l
:SH::iIA\SNV

the team strategy here was to go
for the pin and the overall win. at
the expense of a tie. The mere
amassing of points by Banks would
have given him a superior decision
and the extra point needed to tie
B.U. A pin would have meant a 2pt. victory and this was the course
unsuccessfully
taken.
The next match for the matmen
is
also
away,
at
George

Special
pe.~formances
were
turned m by RICk Benitez who as a
freshman
broke
two
W.M.C.
records in the first meet of the
season. Rick swam the 2oo Individual Medly·in 2:20 and the 500
Free in 5:36 establishing
two new
records.
Other spectacular
per. formances were turned in by Mike
O'Loughlin in the 200 Free in which
he placed third, Carl Gold in the
50 Free in which _he also placed

::'o~da~'"~~,~~;:;
:~~,,~ha[~~
~~~~~":f
:'~~~;~il~:.m
M:~:
'~~,:~!'.':.~t";~
;'~~~;;~:::,~~~~~~:":;h~.:;nl~;~~h~~~~·;'::
~;;~"""f
'."'",a6';:~~~~'~:

Women's B-Ballers Victorious
Jim Teramani
The women's
basketball
team
played a conference
game this
week against
York College and
came away with a 54-48 victory.
The first half had the Terrors in
control as freshman Becky Marlin
co-captain
Cathy Lane can
the game.
Both teams
of defense used
was a bit more
the reason was that
I in the season. The
was treated
to a
that m_oved so fast, so
that at times it appeared
10 women running up and
court.
must be the style the
, because each time
,_ =_:_:__::c. __clo,w_"it.hin
six points, the

Terrors bulged o~t to a ten point
lead. The game, fittingly ended, as
EJ.len Scroggs dribbled the Iast 20
seconds away as the York team
cha~ed her.
..
High scorers weB
k M armt
"Y

"
-Area Pro Sports Schedule
(Dec

AI Capital Centre:
Washington Butlets
WashinglonCapilals
At Civic Center:
Baltimore Clippers
At Memorial Stadium
Baltimore Colts

-----.

. the· Hilll
Jean Shop,
•
SEZ

•

T

WE'RE IN!!! •

!last on
Rt.91.

RI. 140,

after

rurnri/!Jlta"IFinksbllrg

I"::I:S __ ~
~

figh/

Dt

Time
8:05p.m
8:05p.m

12-15
12·14

Kansas City
Cleveland
Angeles
Lo,

12·]4

Greensboro

8:00p.m

12·12

Buffalo

2:00p.m.

12·11

7:30p.m.

7:30p.m.

PRE CHRISTMAS SAVINGS!!!
o.

!

FEATURING:
Authentic Americon Indion Jewelry
Unisex tops &. jeons
- Hondcrofted leother goods
(belts, bogs, wollets, etc.)
"we con do !!!!I design"

•
;

861-8776 or 356-5075

16)

Opponent
Indiana

LEATHER, GEMS-&' JEANS

$1 i

MOl/day-Saturday
from 12-6.30 pm

10· Dec.

I

.1

'1.00 off an;\l
0.00 purehasei

Date
12·10

If ALL&, FADED
GLORY 25')\ OFF'
LEGG'NS

-I
.with loads of stock. so
bril1g this ad ill for

with 16 and Nancy Barry with 12
points. Becky also pulled down 20
reoounds.
Next game isn't unlil
January,
but the women look like
they're ready to play.

Ii
I

..JI!

Hours: Monday·Saturday 11·9
rhone 876·6787
We're in the annex in tbe
WESTMINSTER SHOPPING CENTER

__

""~.'.'-':'
~,0:9'yl"
M~~u~
WA)-~
I\~~~~
"",,,
,,- ~\,\"",,~
\,;\~
l·_~'
d
lft
,.o.f\V¥C_~_.:
~fY"f ,"I
VOLIJIiIE :m:.IU), II

"

~E"Srr~1l

111I4R I'L .. "O

Aq:,f\, lY.~~~th~r+~<!:H
'" " 'or
cJ In en a't t e.mpf to eenaf.tc.ee
people
1;;0 t he real
l!-~~ure._pf. gro)ving
cj.dez-,
a
V!~n;k~hQP, . tlV-ja"po;ints. OlJ.:' Gr-owtng-, Older, 11
wa.~ pr-e sen t ed .a't; W1f!C on. '~u6sd-ay -t • J,?DI' 18
1977.. -I~ was deve Lo ped .:forJ. tnoee :Ylho .. (
2.1'6 f.nt.e re e t e d in~lear!iling
imoa-e .abouu.:
th-Eo:.cr-cce s e q-f aging.
I ~
r
ThIS program
fO]'..:,the(·'W!!l'rkshop ....;"
Lnc Lude d .t.hr-ee films
aging,
+wo tallu:
·professors
from' the .Unfvez-s t t.y- of
]Vlaryland,
.FlmIUl group discussions;:~·
and
8 ranel.aif
senior.
persons'.·/.l\he
two)
s~rle8kers,
.s!,f;cialists.1n
the,stlidy
Q·f
aging,:
w~re Dr.· EdYi'ard "]' ~ Ans~.llo·, r.
Ass'. Dil'~otQr,·afr
the CE.nter on Aging',' ','
and Drs Cy_'Svoboda-~ ·Ass.,·Pro:fl',j,·
HUman
Dev~lopT'1E<nt Educa·tion.
.~l.'hree'NIvIC faculty
membe::rs j Sam
Case,
Ira
Z~PPt
and Mary lSllel1- Elwell,
I '~~')

S'

bE. in

..,J

",.

-'

•. ~

(t'\

_i_".;_ -(L_(i",:)
ec:...Tu{":e-:;,c"\

-Q..rre.l

.

i~oR~~n~~~~
~~

~~~~ ~!dn~(l~!l~o~~~~o~~
, L( wi~berry,
Pa. 'l'4e seqond
tril~ was to
,;i}{i Liberty·ln~·Fa:irfj.eld,
.Pa,.:,,·pn Jan.l).

;

or

.-:-~'i

W~rhm:: F~rteil"

'·;at.thor
'of:··Th~1.ib~r~
a't e d Mati, .. and+a Ch/3.l.1€:ng·e:t'~
t'he

.

--'lectured..
·~nd. mo.nitored
a' program,. ±ha-p
±·~c;:luded_'·~,rro~.e'!...reversal
da'te' end an
_all.'mal~··beau.ty.
co~test~
-',' ,.:: .""
. " "i ,,; " 'In' thE:' lecture
Tlor't,ion" 'of the
'p~ogr~
Mr. F2rrell.
s~9:ke"· 'Of,,'th~
sense'.'o"£,.
hopele~snfssB.nd
f:ru,strr:tion
tnat,·the·
tr?_di;tion·a.l
.Jha1"~ role. has
<!BJ,lsed,.' This
frnstra't'ion.,
he' went
on
to "say,
has' c·.e.u-ee.d a gret,dP gap" ~e!

,IDt.!l ~~{r.woJh~P)

~':~i~~
~~~.

~:

gap' th~.t

J

~6~~gbIa~i%:~o~r~fst~rnf.n
UThtte
18 a:·dfmg~r~rus"--pressu)"ei·on
~'_~o c.6nt"i·ol womE.n sexu.a;Lly s.p.d

he s
men
"

'economically" is how Mr,':Farrell

All thE"'cold
weather
sport a fanutics
on cempus
should
rejoice
that
a
~)ki .Club, is being
offie iilly
formed."
,.
Many other
schools
in the f66t.
hill·s
I)nd mountains"
of northE.rn
Me.ry,..'
lend
and Permsyl vf1nia
are; 'bi.g on skiing,
but ·until
rece.ntly
there :has blen
no orB;anizcd
e.ffor·t
on the part
of
WNtO·~nthusia6tS.·
_ ..._..
_ ..._..
AllE:~ I1essEr
(Iiouzer
422)
and Bi~
Johnson
(l\iicClay
AI))
are the tvro pf opl~
in charge
of "thE;:w~6;kly __sk:,i,.J.r1ps
t::-king
,lace
this
Jenuary~
Th~y hope
to t velftually
farm an',officially
recog:nizE-Jd SId Club com·r)letE.. with Grill
(1RI'ties," bpke ssles,
and oth!.; r social:
functi'ons
to 1'8ise money.
The first
of thE. weekly
excursinns
took
pla.ce on 'thursda.y,
Jan.
6.' 'A bus

:' ' .. ',. .,·P~:l ~"~~lll.-

'.".>

.t:

'traOfEioria.l) I't).al·e }:ol·£:I. in' our:" aoc t e ty ,
~O,f!. W~~dp:e.sd8!, ??1J.uary.12.' .~lr.~,.rFs.rrell

t?le~n

a

. A' ..'yOf\e
" .:. ") .,;.
(,

kil'I'\Il",'~,

,

·:;J'S~iUal'ityi is" a.'_Lbombtn"iitihri:
~ieino~dn~ erid ··s~nsu8:J.,~
ty
t l-is~ totfl,l
-~~~·~at.i-b~~J,/ int~rab'~~on,_,
h1at,. [j?~:t:'a[ ;
'hard' pen~s'·11 I'he s e' wor-ds ' belong' to

,.

;~~~~~:"

re1JoI'ting'
on the workshop
Vlill
later
Scrimshaw.-R.,f'\
T,..i"'~

:

"r

r~'::

(1

\'~ere 3m~~!O;'~~B~~:~~~~~~~

:
,

r.':'L.-i,.

on

by

"j"u"A~ I r:SCJ~. '~'7

.A

,m;tt~:,,~~v+t'
B(~~,
R'··-,".,·l'· \' t ,..

sw;uned up'- todb,y's
~'le-f~roa1.e
reb
tionships.
,'. The-; soltit:l:on,
according
Mr.
Farrell,
would b(;; "mEn ·sensuali
ty
training
simil.ar
I.t".o;'.thE. wqmen
asserti
VE:neSB# irlain-iAg• He'·"bfi11s;··,for
a 11,toubhin~;
of".the
cpildl'ikei,.
in mE n.
T'he futu~e
should
se~tmanY_.cnan'g€s
in
the,.-rrale
role.
!vir. 'Farrell
fE:.el·s thpt
mEn wq.l 'b~' more.oPton E:motioP?-~lY end
will
h<':Jve' a greatE'r
ability
to'listen.
Also the gap betw€f.:TI men': End \'iornE:n
wi Ii be shortt-ned
to (lonexi~ tsnce.
The - changes'
1:111' be~both
:66ncr('t~
finn,
more importently,
int,mgible
chrmgE:.s
in attitude
and conununic8-tion.
WarrE:n :F~rrell
ls' doing more thm
just
oUE.stioning
the tradi tionCl1 mele
role.
He is challenging
U$ to bring
about
a' change for the better.
'C)
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;4'i~.

::f\'~i;"MUt4"f.

e: ,~,

,AJ7 ~

~:;~ki~4~~\"
.T~'~.ek;~~r-vA,~"~':'1;
er~~~-~,;g:~;,t~
,,,
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".'
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,j

f~~

j

¥:--1/l(:f)I("\

\~·i}I·;',.l:.·~1 ~jj:t.'-';''''''·'~C
LA:Jn
"
•
There ,~~ electric~r
flO!Ninw.'~"t\
WTI'lC t'p&,e,$r,>4fl.JB 004~·i!,.~_~A.)lea~:b:E}~:Jt
\ I
coming fi:om,t~e
P,qallicY;l?l.J~n.
tetm
cour.5'e\·./Uhe~;cours'8
,.~'feat1Jl.r~ng Lrrt enae
inter:perso~¥ dialo~e', :Wa:r:rE~,Farrell,
and. held
,trips
,gBf bar-e ""~ ,il', tjle
Johns ,Uo-:1kiu's' ~f;~der. 91ini~,.:, 1/3 prO?~'"
bly(. 'one.,
t he .!4ore __
at t~rJlf1:t:i,V€ educf'tion
,e.:x;,r~iepce_s\
flv:,~:q,·~?-p}.~\,
to'-WMG,':stitdE:.nts,
ii.!l-,a) 19n9, t~'¥_.'
"
Tha;!i elE:c~:t'icit_y
~e,!9m~-!o:,~~':';;-:
bo'tth . cause and, re;:;U:l t 9f .some .rse:r:;Lo¥~
_'q\le~tianl..ng
by' s~u,de~'t,~,~ b.t;, wh'il-trPl8?J9}1.l~ni
i,,:, "anp- wha:t ,,·~.t}~hould pe
a c8mpus
1,.::ell vy:t'se,d .~p.,~m~e .p~)\1[e~r ,
structure_s,_~,l)\'.'e'vE;.nevyr:
hap e.. femalE
Tlresident.:2;
'evLry one o! '~l:le, ChaiI'llJ-en
of the Board of ,Truste~s,ha~
~nd6ed"
been
Cl1air-:-!!!.§!! ~) ;tp,:-<?f_"phe
IB.o.r
so d~par'trnen:ts
currel'\~ly
.is.: head~d" by,
you_gu~ss.ed"
it,
a.men"
-') tl:le' Pp.,<;ll~cy
course
is welcome .. i9-qeed".
':, .
Our student_'life
is al;3Q -h~av~ly
infiu~'nctd':l;l-¥
tradi~,?--on'p.,l male rples
,as ,,:ell'~, "the. fra.tE:rni ~ies, an!i ~C~,C "
have had '~ g::eat
d~al" of, im_pal?t..; {I?Ollletimes -Quite
vfU.ua1>le)0l?- ,thf'~~lC ..c'amJ)us
f.Qr .YC;8.rS. Big ,Boy~ Don't .. Cry-: shQu~,9provine
for excellent
discus!3l.op.
8:_I1d
rE:evalp.3.tiQj:1"py" all, 9o_rc,ernt: d;
both
male and ,female.
.
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A disturbing
bit
o£-.ne~E>:gr~,_~tE:.d
.the Scrimshaw
~d:j..l'0rs <r-t-th~ st-art,of
1-977 -' we: d;rsc~vere~
- thfL_:t ,our ,hqdg~t
\'/as in· the,' red, b.~ app;,oxim~t~ly
$300.,
for first
,~emes,t€;r.
In add~t~on,
e.c~or. ding to' our _figUres,
,the .-paper w~llr
have: ,to locate
s(.,Vera+ hundred
more
dollars
1;haiJ. ~~iginai~y:
_pl~~d
_~n, 'order
: to _print
19_Yf;n a r~~,a:t~vely:
s~alil
paper
this
snl'ing,."
-,
)
,
'I~" i
,
And SO--,our, Jan t~Im i,ssu_e~s
'ouite. lirrl.it~_d ,",,:,;.our ap91og;i.,~S:rt·
We b8.v(, enough, writ~rs.
and :ne~~s
to p;int
a large(B page)
pa:ger
week ~hiB ~Ning",_-, Ptttl:T
to be Ilmlted
by money-' tnan by' r8ck
of intE-,restf..d
staff
p'nd nfWS.
The Scrimshaw
welcomes
the WMC
communi ty to the. new yeur _ may it be
Fl
yenr
of dialogue
and growth,
of
learning
ond searching
both as an
insti tution~
and as individuals.

''r'"

:1fi:1J'1')"One

.,.,:.\-.f}';.t

("_w

tM,!.

/
thi'!r;;':I""'Iill!!Cji,"~,)("

'.

have
that
most

.

",a:~:li.i'ri,un,.,t.ll';,

.y_et·~·\
! ".

:,strange
'",H""l:1'UQ'.
';they~ aeeer:
ehuufd.cbe.:
U:NFR,IEJIDS-;~\ s
simply
can't
be avgocd
tain:-'.othel'""people';'
;":~' r-Fo r-, ""ociunple, take membe r-sb of
?u'I)ostte
'-'Sex~'Here' yOU'Ihave. to,IGe,' CI,n
f.nemy" or-; a: lover _'_you simply: can) t
haveo a~ friE:nrJly'
relat'1onship,~\Vith
someQna:-who
.isn' t of,:, fhf-,'_; same! ~rGK 88
your~elf.
Most' of' .,the ,re:1ati'onshipe
women ha~e with men -arE: s'ext1al:'~ r .
Is this
attiturJe,~'he'althy?
1'f
relate.
only with,wmhen"a.nd
men only
wi th lllen ,"toda.y'
S stagnarit,,;s-ooiety
Will' stagnate
E!-yE:nmo~e. 'rh~ only
to grow'Bs,1a
person·is
,to~relF1te
oniea}ly'to
peuple'who!Jhav€
has d
enll'ex,"6erienees
:from 'yourself
..
realize
this,
'~yo,'I).a1.8;"~gr9.W...:.i_:q.,
sexual
:fel8.tionshi~s,
bec~~sf''''Y.ou
havE. lE.ayr~p-;r-i}CI~.ttP\ r~l~-Pfi. t~A ;-1:he
onnosi teo sex as \people.t.
,-"
'.':So:4 the nexttime_iyou
,A.:r'Ein a
si tuaiiion-)in
whicYi. ryou are relatj
ng
to.other.,pe:ople
(-j;ou know,i thoseY!'!e
who'li:'ile :,across
camnus who,'you'-re.
suu-P0SE-.d to· hang ..eround 'with 131-1
ti,me),
do -.yourself
a favor .. Don't
to nick the.m up.,.'TALK to'thp.Jl1;
you,
might
learn
somet;hing.

='~l
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SCRIMSHAW
Jol].n 'Srr;
J E-ff

RobinB()n

Mqf lioyle:

e~t;:'Y

Lay~ut

,i

1/11 IrA;; i\ fr(e Jb.,A.~i..w
o/.~~/i: }.~''f'< 86X U/.

Al thuGh Jan 'I'e rm at wes te rn Har-yLand
COllet;e has traditionally
been a time of
"c ake" courses
and parties,
one always
runs the risk
of, through
bad luck or
s tupf d'i ty. gettinc
stuck
in that
rare
horror,
a Jan Term course
with work. As
an aid to students,
Scrimshaw has published
its
own c a't a Louge of Jan Terms
which may involve
a little
work.
'I'he eyestrain
department
consists
of a special
Group of cur-ses , carefully
coordinated
to cause severe
blindness.
A favorite
in this
de per-tmerrt is Edwardian
2.::..;1,.?nd, f'e a'tur-Lng 30-40 page s of reading
a night
plus reac1Ll'; and research
for an
oral
report,
Such exciting
topics
as 'the
new Conservative
Gove r-nmen of 1910 and
Victorian
{'Iorali ty are covered.
Another V isine
moneymake r- is billed
as The College/Knowledge
Experience.
It
j s 't ru.l y an e xpe r.i once to find
yourself
aae Lgned /.}OO pages
of r-e ad Lng a 'week by
such rus t.-movt ng authors
as Thomas Hardy
end J, H, Lawrence.
S't ude nt;e VIith strong
eyesight
and
a lildng
for Long namea can enroll
in
69-172,
Alexander
.Jo Lzheni t.syn . In
add i.tion to Lear-ni.ng how to spell
his
name , the course
Lnc Lude s all of his
major- novels,
and :lOW to epc 11 their
t.i 't Les . The joy of this
course
is cur-.
pas-sec only by 17-175,
Dostoevsky
an?
KaI'ka . In addi 't i.cn to the heavy r'e ad Ing ,
't his course
f'ur-the;- weights
a s tutterrt
down with discussions
on such topics
as
crdme , punishment,
freedom,
and !lOV! c oLd
does Siberia
bet in the wdn'te r-? Pr-omis Lng
TIeIdtrip
sU~Gestions
incluge
Sib~riaI:'
Concentration
Camp:3 and 'l'rolka trlps
111
m,oV''JI-'ll~!r~~~:~ate -the i,.en rron. the Boyr:
denartment
features
lallacy
101, better
lmown as Bi~ Boys Don't Cry. Requirements
for this
course
include
sensitivity,
opcllness,
and curiosity
about. topics
as
mastur"\.Jation,
gay baTs. ancl male cj1auvinism.
Ai,] ull:Jel-s"candnG of 30cial
DarniniSlIl
is a l1lust for the course
Jefferson'
s hlind
anO \'lorlel. Only those
that believe
in
survival
of the fittest
bO on to 112-:8
quizzes
every day, endure the tyrranny

of 150 pages of reading
every night,
and digest
1500 pge s of Jefferson,
the Revolutionary
War, and why
Washington
had wooden teeth.
Last but not least
we have 'the
dangerous
courses.
These are the
study courses
which include
travel
to such dill, boring
places
as Africa,
Hawaii,
Scotland,
England,
Italy,
and
France.
Contrary
to' popular
belief
I
these are not expensive
"cake" courses,
There is real danger involved.
Viho
knows. the 747 complete with champagne
and a mov i.e might crash as you go to
class.
You might get seasick
watching
the waves roll
into VIaikiki Beach in
Hawaii.
You may accidentally
trip
the
Pope while wandering
around the High
Altar
of St. Peter's
in Ronc . You
may be swallowed by the Loch pees
Jcons te r-. You may strain
YOLLr l"Iec~
wh Ll.e e t.ar-i.ng at thetop
cf the Ed f'f e L
'rower in Paris,
You may suddenly
find yourself face-to-fa.ce
vd th Elsa ...
im Kenya. You may choke on your cafe
espresso
in R sidewalk
cafe in Paris.
'I'he Frenchpastries
may bloat
your
thighs,
and fish
and chips can
cause acne.
And, as you all know,
the 'rse-'l'se
fly still
lives
in Africa.
Students
rnaki ng pd Lgr-Lmagea to
foreign
'countries
find thems~lves
missing
the life
at
st.e rn I..nrj:ar:.d.
These travel
courses,
glamorous

ue

~~~r~~

i~~YmT~;i~,~e~he a~~s~o i~~~&i~~~le
e xc i ting and cha l Leru.Lng course
of
all;
'Pr-ay Slecdirlb
:Back Campus 101.
i';ancy r.:ene-fee
Lisa Robeson

SeVi?ntcen-thousnad
people '."[':;'-3
si ttinb
aroud in a huge circle,
wri ting fUl~iously,
high above a
single
person who was talkinz
to
them with a sensed authority
. .su~h
a scene depicted
one aspect, of thE
eleventh
anual URDAi;A'76 j;'.issiOi";S
convention
held at thE; University
of
(c on't' T',O(';" 4)

Last week VI/estern l,mryland's
wrestling team dropped three
home m.;::_ tches
to
excellent
teams.
'l'ne s e losses
gave the
team a 1-4 record,
but coach Sarn Case. is
not discouraged
and looks for good t.nj.ng s
t o come.
On the 7th.
the matanen mEt Loch Have n
and were bested
L~8-3. The guys fought
like mad, but were up against
great
opposi -t Lon , The 6Ge WD was had by Greg
Banks at 190pounds.
He beat a superb
opponent.
On laonday
the 10th, \Villiam .;l; Mary
and Rhode Island
met our team in Gill
Gym and. came away winners,
4B-2 and 48-0.
h'.orban State,
against
whom th: ~errors
had a fairly
good chance of wnm.ng , was
soheduled
to appear but Vias a no-sJ;O'W:
,
'l'11ese scores
sound bad. but V1eWl.!le
the situation
objectively
reveals
a different
story.
'rhese three
teams were among
the best in their
divisions
nationally.
Against
such firs~-cla.ss
o:pposit~on.
any
score
at all is an ::tccompll.shment.
For
e xarnp.Le, Terry Caudell
came vii thin one
point
of Pac i no o~ Rhode Island.
who was
fifth
nationally
Ln the Division
One championships!
~Jestern t.rar-y l and ' s wrestlers
112ve a vc:ry uough schedule.
Coach Cas~
Bays he \';ould rather
be ~..,reGtlin,; ag::'11i~t
these
fine 'te ams and 1081116 than, aga1nst
IJOor- 'Lcntcs • A 'tr-am CUll
Gain '<:Gl.,; H,prOVf'1
Lv .nee t Lns; better
schools
while r.o!hing
c~n be learned
from lesser
oppoe Lt.Lon .
i.,any of the 'I'e r-r-or'e have (~~e rj ne
jobs.
John Koontz dr-ev- one of h18 oppcnen t s lat Londay . The other pinned ham
in the last
period
after
trailing
John
b~ seven l)oints.

()I(BIM

CbAf-

Illinois
from Decewber 27-31. Hestern
j,.C.
h",d sL~ people attend.
'l'hc converltioij:;., sponsored
by Inter-V ~rsi ty ,::lu-istian
Fello\'lsilip,
hosts
colle;s'~ stujents
fl~oL1allover
ti,e ;"orid.
Its purpose
is to present
a clearer
and
8'::_f'Eli,de:l vic\\! of God's
Vlor-;[in the entire

~~~~r~J~~~l
o~:;;.~~~~
sa~~j'~;~~l';
~i

lives,

<:'11(.1lil~.ny of
""}F~,;:~s21v('s
to i:is
1'0 :lClp uiv(;

thelil fully
::.:er\·ice.
<2
full
spread of Ch:cistia.lity
tho convevtibn,
offsred
a

o~~~e tl-.eir
cOl.l;nitted

Western Maryland's
Varsity
swim team broke another
record
in the meet Tuesday against
Shepherd.
The 400 meter freestyle
relay
record
was broken by swimmers Mike
O"Laugflin,
Jim Tarr,
Jeff
Burn, and
Rick Benitez,
all freshmen.
Outstandbg
performances
to be mentioned
were Rick Benitez
in the 200
meter breaststroke,
Iii ke Ov Laugh Li n
in the 50 meter freestj:.e,
and Jeff
Burns in the 200 meter backstroke
all taking
rre t place in their
events.
It was a good meet wi-th
many good races.
The final·
score
was we.s te r-n Maryland-41
and
She phe r-d-E'L
I

~1'12'Z.

/'er f'1rrl ri-co:

In

their
last
home stand
the
Terror
dribblers
wJipped their
opponents.
the Ursinus
Grizzlies,
81-62.
'I'h i s encouraging
victory
was spurred
by the cheers
of the
Gill
Gym spectators.
The team docs
need your support
and the best W8Y
to give it is to a't t end all the
home games and exhibit
some errthue Lasm . You know how much fun an
evenng of live basketball
action
can be. There are three
home games
this
morrth . 'I'hey are:
b.or-av i an
Haverford
Muh Lenbur'g

I'ues day the
Saturday
the
Sa-tur-day
the

29th

There are also two away carnes
o_uring January~
on the 20th VS.
Johns Hopl~ins and on the 26tb
at Dicldnson.

-u~OIlNI/

'IJI'If:

~~~l~O~~i

c~;~~~~~_,:~,

~~~l;;~~~~m
Christians
everYHhere to take a'_
lon£.;. hard look at the ir invol vermor,
in the international
arena
(or c'
on campus).
Reactions
to U;\,131\I:1\ sho ....
e,!
to have had a profond effect
on
people's
livCG. l'~o lcnzer
coulc" ......
as Christians,
sit idly bJo' al:d IE''!;
the wo~~ld pass by and. hgve it me:;:n
very l~ ttle.
.we
j~~~~

"'8e~ L
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System Ills Challenged
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Phil Lapadula
On Tuesday night February
7th
in McDaniel
Lounge, three con.,...cerned people, two of them WMC
students, gave short talks on the
need to liberate and "humanize"
"Western
Maryland
College
and
institutions in general. They used
statistical
facts and quotes from
famous .people
to sUPIXIrt their
claims
that Western
Maryland
suffers from sexism, "institutional
rectsm.v-and
a "spiritual
crisis of
the heart and soul". The two hour
event,
which was attended
by
about sixty students and faculty,
included an hour long discussion
period following the talks, and was
sponsored by the SGA, the Black
Student Union and the Scrimshaw.
Margaret
Cheniae,
a WMC
student,
started
the presentation
with a fifteen minute presentation
on
Sexism
at
WI\1C,
She
began by giving her supportive
data. "Out of sixty-seven
faculty
members,
only
sixteen
are
women," she stated. "There is only
one woman serving in a top administrative
posttton.,'
Miss Cheniae
pointed
out the
way money.is inequitably allocated
in the athletic
department.
She
also stated that the clerical and
, maintenance
jobs on campus are
still stereotyped
for women ."
Cheniae
criticized
the Greek
Societies, describing
sororities
as
"cliquish, elitist, and sexist." "The
Fraternities
hold the privileged
and dominate
role on this campus," she stated.

r

~~r~~~~~

~;i~~l~n th:~~~ ~~:~
are changing in society. She thinks
that WMC is behind in this transition
The second
speaker
in the
presentation
was
Bernard
Franklin, a black graduate student
and the head resident uf Rouzer.
Mr. Franklin
stated that he was
speaking
for himself
and not
necesarily
for the entire
black
community.
Franklin comes from
a predominately
all black, urban
setting. He also presented a lot of
supportive
data to back up his
statements.
Franklin criticized the
~3J~P~i~\'!.~ktb~~~t1t~eTn~i~a~8

the lack of sufficient Federal ai.d to
black colleges, pointing out that all
continued on Page 2

Dr'-Samuel
M~cGiII called -for both
in understand ing ,me post-modem

Carlton Harris
Last Tuesday, students,
faculty
and friends of the college gathered
in Baker Memorial
Chapel to attend the third annual Founder's
Convocation. The guest speaker for
the 11:30 A.M. assembly
was Dr.
Samuel H. MacgilJ, President
of
Simon's
Rock Early
College in
Great Barrington,
Massachusetts.
The proceedings
began with the
invocation, delivered by Dean Ira
. Zepp, followed by a short discourse
given by Dr. John on the subject of
the college colors. It seems that the
students of the college chose black,
white, and red to be' the official
colors back in 1889. For some
inexplicable
reason, these varied
hues never quite caught on. Contheoretic;l~nd
~~~~t;~~i.f;du~ti~-~
sequently,
the faculty
in 1893
won-d.
adopted "olive green and old gold"
and .this it has been ever since.
"Special music in the form of
Gustav
Holst's
"Turn
Back
0
'>¥"lan"was presented by the college
Educational
Needs.
:hoir under the direction of Oliver
Ms. Martha
Hensley
and Dr.
Spangler.
The organist
for the
Samuel Case led the discussion on
day's
activities
was
Evelyn
health. They raised several points;
Hering.
such as the need for the elderly to
Dr. MacGill was then introduced
keep active, the need for education
oy Dr. John. MacGill is a 1950
towards preventive
medicare
and
graduate of the University of North
the need for a healthy
attitude.
Carolina.
He followed this witt
They discussed
several
common
studies at Yale Divinity School ant
health
problems
among
the
Duke, where he was awarded
a
elderly, such as a drop in strength,
Ph.D. iii. 1962. His major doctoral
increased body fat, and the loss of
research concern was a critique of .
ability to extract oxygen from the
the political realism
of Hans J.
air.
Ms. Janice Watkins and Dr. Ira
Morgenthau,
who coincidentally,
Zepp headed a discussion on Law" was 'the speaker
at WMC's first
and
Consumer
Issues.
They
Pounder's " Convocation.
Dr.
pointed out that elderly people are
MacGill
has' held a number
of
most
vulnerable
to
fraud,
postttons within higher education,
especially in the areas of medicine.
the latest his presidency of Simon's
Many elderly people do not know
lock, which began last year. Th'e
where to turn' for legal aid. Many
college is a truly unique institution
are living on Social Securi.ty and
In
America,
being
desfgned
have trouble
meeting
costs for
primarily
for 16-20
year
olds.
Students attending
the institution
such items as hearing
aids and
can earn a B.A. degree two years
light-bulbs.
Some
expensive
before the average college student.
purchases
which elderly. people
Dr. MacGill's concerns with the
must consider are bunalIcts
and
reform of higher education
were
funerals.
Mrs. Elwell led the discussion
on
reflected in his presentation,
"The
educattonar
needs. Although most
Arms of Liberal Education
in the
state schools have free tuition for
Post-Modern
World." He defines
senior citizens, elderly people are
" ... Post-Modern
World" as being
reluctant to go back to school. They
that era yet to come when those
are afraid they will not be able to
characteristics
which we recognize
keep up, and they fear that they
as being of the modern world will
have
nothing
to --offer
in
a
no .Ionger
be apparent.
The
classroom
situation.
They need
modernity of the past 300 years, the
education
in Pre-Retirement
science, the technology, the mass
Planning,
and they
also need
weaponry,
the overall
leap in
educational
programs
which will
progress will be replaced by a noprovide them with activities
they
srowth world.
can 00 when they are no longer
MacGill suggested that we may
physically
active.
In addition
to
already be in transition
between
these special needs, many elderly
the two eras. Even now we are
people
need
the
very
basic
recognizing
that the pace of exeducation,
such as reading and
pansion which characterized
the
writing, that they did not have in
past cannot long continue without
their youth.
resulting
disaster.
The scientific
The seminar ended with a Panel
solutions relied on in the past will
discussion
by several
retired
no longer be effective. This is the
senior citizens.
They all shared
context
of our contemplations
several
positive
viewpoints
on
about education.
The question is:
retirement,
and especially enjoyed
How can institutions
of higher
the fact that retirement
gave them
learning be reformed
in order to
time to do things they had always
better prepare individuals
for life
wished
to do.
The
seminar
in this post modern world.
p-esented a variety of experiences
Dr. Mac Gill introduced
his
which helped the participants
to
answer by citing J. Glenn Gray,
gain an understanding
in the
who distinguished
between
two
experience
of growing older.
continued on Page 3

Aging Seminar Not Just for Elderly
On January
18th,
Western
Maryland
College
and
the
University of Maryland Center on
Aging sponsored
a seminar
entitled
"Viewpoints
on Growing
Older." The seminar consisted of
six basic parts. These included a
. film on aging, a lecture on the
sterotype of aging by Dr. Edward
F.
Ansello,
small
group
discussions,
small group reports,
and a panel discussion.
The film
was prepared
by the American
Occupational
Therapy Association

and dealt with several problems of
aging. Some of the topics discussed'
in the film were the problems
of
living on a fixed income, the idea of
nursing homes, and activities
for
the elderly. The film also featured
many Senior Citizens who spoke
with a very positive attitude about
themselves
and about aging.
The small
group
discussions
picked up the theme of problems
among the elderly. The. three basic
areas covered were Health, Law
and
Consumer
Issues,
and

.John Treks to Mid·East

Hoyle
Dr. Ralph
C. John,
college
president,
has recently
returned
from a trip to the Middle East, the
purpose of which was to enlist
support
for Student
Aid International,
a
non-profit
organization
he has been involved
in.
Student
Aid International,
or
SAl, is an organization
formed to
help qualified, disadvantaged
Arab
students continue their education
in the United States and Canada
The group helps guide the students
towards
academic
fields which
would
prove
helpful
to their
homelands,
as well as to schools
where they would receive the best
training.
An orientation program has been
designed at Catholic University in
Washington, DC, to help the Arab
students adjust to.the differences
between the Eastern
and Western
worlds, both academic and social.
The American Language Academy
will provide
intensive
language
instruction
for t~ose who are in
need of a r~edial
DI"~am.
SA~ basically
provides
opportunities
for disadvantaged
yoWJg Arabs to receive educations
in America
and Canada
so that
they can better aid the development
of·dheir
countries.
The
organization
also ho~
to aid the
young people by grvmg them a
better chance for achievement
in
their careers.
A non-profit
organization,
SAl
was incorporated
in lllinois, and
has branches
in New Jersey,
London, and the Middle East. It.
Meg

Cheniae thinks that sexism
is
"an emotional problem" that will
take time to eliminate all together.

isn't related to any government
party, or religion.
'
Dr. Jolm first became involved
with Student
Aid International
through several former students of
his, bo~ at American
University
and
Simpson
College.
'rncse
students were of Arab background
and through
this program
are
trying to give others the 'same
opportunities
that they had. As a
member of the Board of Directors
Dr. Jcbn serves as an educationai
~nsultant.
On his recent trip, he
interpreted
the services
of the
organization
to government
officiais and education ministries
as
well as putting proposals
bef~re
several Arab groups.
During his two week trip, Dr.
John visited KUWait, Abu Dhabi,

and Saudi Arabia. He met with the
heads and many faculty members
of the University
of Kuwait and
University
of Riyadh,
and had
much to say about the differences
in the educational
systems.
They
are all based on the European
university
system,
in which the
student takes only courses in his
major, beginning as a freshman.
"They
have
no
college
requirements
in our sense," says
Dr. John.
He also noted that the Arabs
don't have the easy going facultystudent relationships
Iound in the
United States. This he attributes to
the fact that their SOCiety is still
basically
patriarchal;
age and
status
are much respected.
He
says that they "are sensitive to and
conditioned by strict authority and
rank."
Saudi. women aren't of the same
status as the men, according to Dr.
John.
They.
still
wear
the
traditional
veils over their faces,
and are not allowed to drive cars.
He said he saw very few on the
streets. Few if any Saudi women
benefit from the available
state
scholarships.
In contrast
to this,
the University
of Kuwait has an
almost
equal
male-female
population.
Many of the students Dr. John
talked with were eager to get a
chance
to come to the United
States to study. He hopes that
'Western
Maryland
will have at
least
two, if not more,
Arab
students in the coming year.

Reformist
Speaks at
Convocation

Friday,

~rimshaw

Editorial:

Convocation Day Questions
We note that Samuel
:i~~I:I;~~f

Magill,

in htsConvocatjon-day

address

~;~~:~:tf:~a~~~:::~~P:!hM;~:~~:~r!~~'

entitled

~~~~e~~~a~

Please

~c::.~:l::~!.:i~~~~.give

self-

~~~::~

~,~s

t:

:~!~p~:m~~~

a e~~_;f-7!:

'elso..

since this practice
has increased
the work of that office
considerably.
I'm speaking for myself ana am
before I can start reading them. (l
not sure that the same problems
gtve essay exams and grade on a
would apply to other
coursescomparative
basis.)
That
is,
exams. I suppose I could live with
there's simply too much reading
the last two problems, but number
and too little time for an efficient
1 has to be solved because I do not
job.
want to rush through the planning
of an exam at a timethat is already
In short, I see the problem as
too rushed.
.
I hope these
comments
are
constructive,
and while I have this
space let me add a couple of (l
~ft~e~rlh~::e:,'.:s;s~~,~:;c~o~u:,t.~)~meta:Ck:e~hope) constructive
comments
on
~hm Wright's
recent
editorial
different forms of the exam. I'm
about educational
malpractice.
First, he seemed to depict the
~::::::!:t~~:i::p~~~e::~:s~~
student as a passive consumer.
I
I hope it can come forth because I
think I'd have to stop teaching
. like the concept of self-scheduled
before
I could
accept
that
exams
I'm sure the Registrar's
assumption.
Education
is a twoway street. Accountability
is a twooffIce would consider better ways
3. The problem

let me set down a few

1: I Thed di[.ficu_lty of Planningd_
writ ng, up tcaung the exam an
then I stuffing" ••nrid organiz,ing
enve opes-a
u ng the ast ew

t:ob~e:~~c~;n~~
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Self Schedules Exams
Dear Editor:

(both elementary
education
and
literature,
both business
administration and straight economics).
Magill Indicated that for too long
educators have determined
that right and proper education (hence a
supposed 'pure Hberallearnlng'
emphasis) but that liberal arts colleges
must also "listen to the world" (and so also bepractlcal).
Is It possible that neither theoretical
or practical learning Is or has
been the case at WMC because both require Independence and student
~::~~lt~~nO~~:~e~,i~e=~:e:~~:7~:u~:~~~~~:

February

Letters to the Editor '
of having

~~~~~ha~l ~~~heo~x~':s

to wait

~:r!=.:~~

g~f~;g~i~.~~~~~,~~f~l~~?5~~1~:~~?:~i,~~~i
~!i#;·oJ;!#f~~::gff;::~:'~
::~MC
relf:~;::S~bl~e~:!:sd~~~~I~~

risk and adult choice of human
~~:~~:dt~o~r~adce:i~;dJ~~~II~~~

is not the case because

values

rather

It entails

than antithetical

cern-

~;ee~ii~~n 1~~~~~~?t:~~~:~esa~~nmo~Yt~:

finish college

committee

business.

t02~I!,:ea~:~~:i::f~!:e:h~t:I~:~:~
end. If anything
begins to focus

:e::~

new happens or
during the last

having

:Oi~~t:~~o~~h:c~~~t
~C::~lf~~~a~:~~~ed~~p:~~:n:ec~~~~e~se~~
_
uI ".e.",.e,'.malreadY
faculty, administration,
and national leaders _to define the worldlor us.
p
To define our own world, and so to assume
responsibility
for it, would
JO%%
appear to be the bests of any educetlon . either practical or theoretical.
And, of course, a flip' side to our Identity as a "liberal arts college," Is
Dear Editor:
that suggested by the speakers In McDaniel lounge Tuesday evening ..
It is very disgruntling
to read a
that of a racist, sexist, dehumanizing
Institution. Proof needed? Take a
newspaper commentary
written by
look, for starters, at the current department
heads or at past college
someone who is obviously not well
presidents on the basis of sex . or at the faculty and staff on the basis of
versed in the topic of their writing.
race. Who has power and who is void of status and power?
This remark is referred directly to
So who are we Western Maryland
College (to echo the question
Mr. Rick Powell,
whose name
whlch Magill's speech and the entire Founder's Convocation centered
appears
on the by-line of last
aro_und)? A word used quite often Tuesday was eemmtttment
. may that
issue's article "Jazz Band Has Ups
word be made potent and powerful In embodlment ... ln searching,
in
& Downs."
.
ad~lt responsibility
for our wo~~d bringing, perhaps. discovery of our
own Identity.
It appears
that Mr. Powell's

Critique

Scrimshaw and Money
Spiraling
printing
costs,
deficiencies
In anticipated
ad
revenues, and an ample supply of
writing talent
on campus
have
forced the SCRIMSHAW Into some
dlfflcult financial straits startIng
second
semester.
As already
mentIoned In the Jan. Term Issue.
the SCRIMSHAW will probably run
through Its proleded
Income by
approximately
the end of May.
H:)wever,
to survive
on this
monetary
figure we will have to
limit the amount of copy that we
produce each week.
The only way that we can offer a
wider variety of varying opinions,
straight news, features, and issues
on campus, Is If we are provided
with the funding to do so. This
means that we need the money to
publish a reasonably
sized paper
with some regularity.
Within the next week we will be
submittIng a proposal to the SGA

Another LQok.
St"eSm;'.

tor an

increased amount or funding
apt:'ro~latlons
from the Student
~overnment's
"slush fund" which
is presently
valued
at
approximately
$4000.
ThIs reserve Is
that the. SGA controls Is the carrrow.r from past semesters
of tunding that was not used at the time.
By requesting ~tween 600 and 1000
dollars for thIs purpose we hope to
lea......
e en ample amol,'nt In the SGA
treasury to provide for other needs
10f the campus.
-But we at SCRIMSHAW hope to
be able to maintain the good points
of last semester's
issues while
making
adiustments
In the'
readability offhe paper to Increase
its relevance
to the campus
community.
With proper funding,
effort and Involvement
from our
staff, and open communications
between
the
students
and
SCRIMSHAW, we shall enter the
'second semester with the hopes of
producing the finest paper ever.

:i~=:~~
~;ceJ~~e~de:'e~
ster's provides a better idea about
Jazz
than - he.
"Jazz ... characterized
by
syncopated
rhythms,
contrapuntal
ensemble
playing and usually improvisation
often
with
special
melodic
features ... " Therefore, it is evident
that any kind of music can be
transformed
into Jazz (including
Pop and even Classica)). It shouJd
be noted that even the foremost
Jazz bands in the wor.ld, i.e. Stan
Kenton and Maynard
Ferguson;
incorporate
a number
of "Pop"
selections
into their repertoire.
Also, I doubt that these are used as

,on';nu'd"o!;.~allenge
~!~~f~:~-Oen:~~~~~~i~~e'r~~c~J
difficulty.
Franklin
definition

qL10ted Harry Edward's
of
"institutional

~a;~~~!~Ae~:::~~~~.ducatiOniSa

"filler numbers
to give the band
CO~I~:n~du!at~::~t~~y
~~~ :
an<!_ dir~tor
a break from their
good bit more than students
and
more
rigorous
songs"
as Mr . ...-their parents
pay. In fact, I've
Powell so naively postulates.
It heard
some of my colleagues
shouJd also be pomted out that the maintain
that they are helping
so-called "Pop" song "Let It Be"
subsidize
their
students'
has more of a chord variety than
educations.
does "McArthur Park" or "Peanut
Third (and this bothered
me
Vende_r." Conseque.ntly, lfeel that
most),
the
business
world,
there IS no correlation between the
operating room analogies are not
~um~,r of "Pop" songs ~o~e i~ a good. That's a different
type of
Jazz style and the sophtsucencn
accountability.
If we were engaged
of the group.
in training in skills alone, I think I
could agree, but a liberal education
We'd
Finally, I feel that two last im- does not center on "skills."
an academic
to playportant points should be made: (1) allow
experiment
with Ideas-methods:
Before Mr. Powell again attempts
but we wouJdn't let an M.D. do the
to effectively
critique
another
musical
organization,
it is - in- same with. us on the operating
structive for him to make sure he table. 1 obviously believe tbat a
education
makes
a big
has an adequate understanding
of liberal
difference, but I'd be hard put to
the type of music being played and
measure it in terms of skills. How
the
goals
of
the
musical
can one measure how much (and
organization before he lifts his pen,
whether or' not) a liberal education
and (2) I d9 not consider "Eleanor
Rigby" the theme song of the WMC affects students?
Thanks for prOviding this forum.
Jazz Ensemble!
Del Palmer
:steven Jaskulsky

to WMC
racism."
He then quoted some
blatantly racist remarks that were
made
by George
Washington,
Thomas Jefferson, and (surprising
to many)
Abraham
Lincoln.

,

Art, $cience, God: Small Spacey Things

It eXls~, and y~t there is no way
to describe It, usmg words or any
other form of symbolism.
But
because It exists, we have to give It
a name. Some intellectuals
simply
call I.t "e~stence,"
as I do on
occasion. Hindus have been calling
It "Brahman"
for centuries. Most
people call It the "universe"
every
~w and then. A lot of pantheists
!~1(eto call I.t "God." People have
gtven ltall kinds of names: theAll,
the O~her, THAT, and One,
to
name lust a few. F.or reasons of my
0"_Vll,however,.1 like to call It the
Big Spacey Thmg.
. Any
name
v.:e give
It is.
made~uate:
~o. ~ve something
a
name.ls tohffi.lt It In some way, and
th~ BIg Spacey Thing is limitless.
It IS beyond. la~uage.
It is beyond
go~ and evtl. It.IS beyon~ emotion.
It IS beyond time. It 15 beyond
matter
~nd energy.
It is even
beyond Itself. For this reason,
there can be no really &ood name
for It,. but I ha~e to call It
~methmg.
So .1'11Just call It the
Big Spacey Thmg.
Those of y~u who are into cold,
he_artless, logIC had better put your
SCISSOrsaway for the time being. I .

love logic just" as much as you do,
but it can't do ."''':rything.
YOU
can't understand
the Big Spacey
Thing with the intellect alone. You
have to sort of develop a feel for It.
Anyone whom I consider to be a
really good artist has developed
some kind of feel for the Big
Spacey Thing. Even though he
cannot actually create It, he can
create
a representation
of It;
therefore,
a piece of art is a
representation
of the Big Spacey
Thing. These representations
are
what I call small spacey things.
Even no painting, poem, recording, novel, or other small spacey
thing can truly depict the Big
Spacey Thing, each one is beautifuJ
in its own right.
Science is a lot like art. It, too, is
an attempt to make a Model of the
Universe,
to describe
the Big
Spacey Thing. Science is a small
spacey thing. Any scientist will be
able to tell you that his Model of the
Universe is far from being perfedly accurate,
and that we will
never have a perfect Model. The
small spacey
thing will never
match up to the Big Spacey Thing.
Religion is another small spacey

thing .. All .the sym~lism,
myth,
and rltualm
any religiOUS system
make
up one
Model
of the
Universe.
There
are
lots of
religions in the world; each one is a
small spacey thing; each one is
beautiful in its own right. It's just
that so many people think that
their small spacey thing is really
the Big Spacey
Thing, and of
course that's just impossible. Some
people
who are
into religion,
however,arereallycoolandtakeit
for what it's worth. More power to
them.
I have said that art, Science, and
religion
are all Models of the
Universe, that they are all small
spacey things. Allow me to go one
step further. Whatever you do, you
are partially
describing
the Big
Spacey Thing, which has no limits
whatsoever.
Whether
you work
hard at a job, get into sports, make
iove;-or just party and have a good
time, you are building a Model of
the Universe.
Anyone
of your
actions is a small spacey thing.
Anything created by the hand of
man is a small spacey thing. AU
the enormous
monuments
of
mankind, the great works of art,

literature,
and science, the pack of
Merits sitting right in front of me:
They are all small spacey things
and they all symbolize
the Big
Spacey' Thing.
Of course
war
famine,
and pestilence
a;e als~
smaIl spacey things, and they do a
certain kind of beauty about them.
(This last statement
is really
heavy. Think about it.)
Since the Big Spacey Thing has
no limits at all, everything
in the
Universe
is
some
kind
of
representation
of It. The stars,
planets, and gIaxies are all small
spacey things. Abstract
concepts
such as love, freedom, and the first
derivative are small spacey things
You are your own small spacey
thing. You are a Model of the
Universe.
That's
really
quite
something to think about. We are
all Models of the Universe,
and
each one of us represents
the Big
Spacey
Thing.
We must
have
waited
all our lives
for this
moment,
and just think - some
clown once tried to tell you there
was no meaning to life. Be Here
Now. Thou Art God. Love To All.
OM.

Franklin
said that he had no
respect
at all for Lincoln, the
alleged
hero of many
blacks.
Franklin was trying to show that
the founding fathers were basicly
racist and that racism has since
been "overtly
and covertly
supported by state and local governments, businesses and virtually all
institutions."
Lee Griffith, the final speaker,
seemed to sum up the feelings of
the three.
He condemned
institutions
in general
and stated
that "institutions
try to destroy
any movements
that attempt
to
humanize them." He thinks that
whatever the assumed goal of an
institution
is, "it's primary
task
becomes self-preservation."
"We blame all of our problems
on lack of education,"
Griffith
stated.
"If you disagree
with
anyone you're - immediately
accused'of not having all the facts."
Griffith ended up by saying that he
thought that the problems were not
caused by ignorance
but" by an
increasing
"spiritual
crisis of the
heart and souJ." He thinks that if
the JX'esent trend continues,
we
may all end up as "boringly
in·
tellectual," overly educated people
who are still out of touch with the
true meaning of life.
The discussion that followed the
presootation
centered on ways to
humanize the almost mechanical
routine of life in an educational
institution.

"'-
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c"ltonH,,,;:Tribby
Calls for Basic Change
"Wholene~s

we .neither

discuss

~tudents

.w~o fight for better

f.ood

~r~~t:~~~~~~er~~~~e!ea:~t~
Thus spoke Bill Tribby, professor
of dramatic
arts, in reference
to
the educational
environment
of
Western
Maryland
College.
"A
place
that
does
not practice
wholeness cannot educate a person
toward wholeness ... "
Dr. Tribby's remarks were given
as part of a reply to the speech of
Dr. Sam ,MacGill de1i~ered at t.he
Founder
~ ConvocatlO~.,
~hlle
sympathetic
to Dr. MacGilI. s Ideas
for ref?rm of college curnculllll_l,.
Dr. 'Tribby asserted
that what IS
really
needed
at
Western
~atyland
is a' to~l change in ~ttitude and approach.
Otherwise
any changes along the lines of what

~:~~
dir~;~a~i~~
::
W~:I:~~
for silent robot-ism
in the class
room can never educate a person
toward
wholeness;
staff
who
isolate themselves
with the idea
that there is no substitute
for the
Ph.D. as a basic credential
for
admittance
to the practice
of
higher education cannot educate a
person toward wholeness,
Dr. Tribby put forth two ideas to
consider
for Western
Maryland.
First, the investing
of funds to
bring an expert on campus ... " to
help us toward becoming a learning _ feeling _ dreaming
cornmunity."
This sort of approach
was taken several years ago in the
.

~i~~~~;::~~~
,,~.i.~ebearem~~
willing to implement
from within
what you are really talking about
from without."

_

co~pr~i:~;iVs;es

a~p~~e:dor

t~

education
at Western Maryland,
utilizing more fully that quality
which makes the school unique-its
small
community-like
size. So
while agreeing
wholeheartedly
with MacGill's
premise
that we
must focus on " ... the education of
the whole person ... ", Dr. Tribby
finds no possibility
of. that happening while present attitudes. on
campus prevail:
--..
·'".faculty
who argue
suecessfully
that the people
best
equipped to evaluate the teaching
of a faculty member
are one's
peers"
that
student
opinions
although necessary,
are secondary
and suspect at best cannot educate
a person
toward
wholeness~

0:

administra~iv.e

r~form.

T~~tt!~~

:at~:i~:~c~~f~ife~

~~~~!en;e:~~~~~~~t~n

involves the search for truth about
the world and man's place in it,
and while it is not directly
apptcabletc ttre's conduct.Itts
crten
regarded
as a truly ennobling
pursuit. Aristotle asserted that this
knowledge
made a man "godlike."
The distinction
between
these two wisdoms goes to the
heart of debates about the purpose
of higher
education.
MacGill,
agreeing
with Gray,
sees the
pr-imar-y purpose of a Liberal Arts
education as the dissemination
of
practical
knowledge.
He sees the
need in the future of changing our
emphasis
from graduation
into a
specific vocation to graduation into
the world.

HARVESTIN
Natural Foods
45 East Main Street.
Westminster,
876.3585,

~~~~n o~~~cr~:o::s~!~t~es~~:~

~~~~:~le,

We can't exist without

continuing

::i~~~t!:s~rt~ffer:;n,
~o~f~~~:m:
Tax."
'
Dr. William
McCormick,
Jr.,
_vice presfdent of academic
affiars
and a certified public accountant,
will present up-to-date income tax
provisions, roth federal and state,
that affect most taxpayers.
This
course offered in February
will
present
income
tax
return
examples
and
answer
any
questions in hopes of preparing you
for the tax filing deadline in April
Other courses
offered
in this
spring's
continuing
education
__, program
include:
"Evening
Ski
Instruction,"
"Knots
to Ya
(Macrame),"
"The
Creative
Process,"
"High
Fidelity:
A
Guided Tour,"
"Late
Afternoon
Fitness
Program,"
"Doris
Lessing's Fiction," "Politics of the
"Is This Elementary'?"
W e: Understanding
It and EnjO'ng
It," "Parent Child Corn-

DES'"

"The

through

the Registrar's:

continuing

educatiol)

JahnSprlnger
Curton
HurlJ
Meg Hoyle
Jeff Robinson
Oave Range

Layout
Paul Hewett
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Linda Mann
Eamonn McGeeny
Nancy Menefee

L.icia Hedian
Cathy Shaver
Thea Braver
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For further informa~io.n, class
schedules, and course listings lI:nd
descriptions,
please call the OffIce
of the Registrar,
848-7000, ext. 326
or 876-2948
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Morning Song on your own stereo·
resources and offer an educational·
in one week - send $5.00 ~r album·
program
with useful
and in·. Morning Song Records, ~ox
545.·
teresting courses to people in the • State College, Pa. 16801.
•
community,"
says
Dr.
Mc·.
.. ••••••••••••
Cormick.
•
SKYDIVING
INSTRUCTION
•
Prospective
students are invited.
First jump course and first
to an open house on Sunday,.
jump the same day·$49.00
February
13 from 2 to 4 p.m. al Call: Fred Steohans 937.1252
•
Harrison House to meet with the.
• ••••••••••••
mini·course
instructors
and
discuss their plans for the courses.
The mini-courses,
open-to
the
public, are non-credit courses with
MONTOUR
HOUSE
no examinations
and no grades.
The amount of study and related
reading
is determined
by the
student's
own
interest
and
Finest in Foods
motivation.
and Cocktails

Staff
Editors

~o~d;

living

,.

H.

CUTS

--~~:c~!ii(~

*Mat

u~;

meet
for an average
of four.
sessions
each.
Brochures
con-e
taining detailed
information
ar~.

EA~LE

HAIR

It

the pest-modern
world. Secondly:
To aid in the development
of a
sense
of vocation.
Lastly:
To
empower persons by giving them
the art of utilizing
knowledge.
'
Included
in this are the communications
skills, analytic skills,
interpersonal
skills, recreational
skills and citizenship skills.
MacGill concluded
his talk by
declaring
a faith
in liberal
education but noted that it needs
definition in mind, spirit and body.
Liberal education has a universal
relevancy,
as
significant
to
vocational training students as to
. science and humanities
majors.
Following
the convocation
at 2
P.M., a discussion of Dr. MacGill's
presentation
was held in McDaniel
lounge.
Two faculty
members,
n"neIPalmecandBiJlTdbby,
and two senior students,
Nancy
Barry and Steve Jaskulsky,
gave
their impressions
of Dr. MacGiU's
ideas
•••••••••••••

predictably
the day after
New
Year's.
In an effort to reduce the con-

·
·
•

~ESTMINSTER.

To this end, Mac Gill defined
:hree fundamental
aims
of a
liberal arts education.
First: To

munication,"
"Creative
Writing
Workshop,"
and "Ink Printing .. "
The classes,
beginning
in late
January and running through May..

College's

to sing and celebrate

"W~,have miles to go before we
sleep,
d
. through
woo s where
paths
diverg.e
.
and If we dare to own the Katros

Dr. Tri'Jby concluded
with the
following call to action:
" ... there is no vision here
and although each of us is living
we are dying
And It Does Not Need To Be That
.Way
for to participate
in the Kairos is to say .

Westminster,
Md. -It may be
sheer
irony
that
a Christmas
present arrives tow weeks past due
but one's income tax forms arrive

Maryland

rather,

~~~~~~~y~ ~~itCo~tt~~~~or~n~~
without apologizing for superiority
or inferiority
in the image which
Sam (MacGiIl)
flung at us this
morning _ in the Kairos ... that
'unique moment in the temporal
process in which something unique
can happen or be accomplished ... "

C9HVocation

.' •••
continued from page 1
types of wisdom, the practical and
the theoretical.
The practical
is

T ax Course Oft ered

J.

area

d ....

r~ bo,,,

s

.\\1MC
Since
Scrimshaw came
lower weight classes, where. our
during January,
the Western
!eam I~ young and rel.atively,
Maryland grapplers
have had",9inexperienced,
but, obviously,
matches, winning 4 and dropping 5.
improving.
Victories
were, registered
over
Kutz~v.:n has ~ e~ellent team,
teams from Susquehanna,
Johns
and ~xh~bited their skills Satur~ay
Hopkins,
Lebanon
Valley
and
by wmnmg the quad-match easily.
Ursinus.
U~BC,
Towson,
WMC was cut down 3-43. John
Moravian, Gettysburg
and KutzKoontz (Unlimited) was our only
town bested the Terror matmen.
winner,
doing it in convincing
Rival Hopkins was edged out by a
fashion, 7-0. There were few other
single point, 22-21. WMC was down.
bright
spots.
Kutztown
simply
O-IS in the early going, .but -ceme -. .cutclassed their three foes.
back to win every remaini,ng:tiout.
Only three matches nemain on
The match was taken directly to
the wrestling schedule. By the time
Hopkins
they
had
only
2
you read this, WMC will have faced
takedowns to ow team's 20, a huge
York on wednesday.
Tomorrow,
disparity.
- Saturday in Gill gym, Delaware
The latest action by the WMC
Valley will be visiting. The action
men was last Saturday, when they
begins at 2:00 P.M. The final
participated
in a quad-match
inmeeting of the year will be held at
wiving Ursinus,
J(,:utzto}Vn, and
nationally-ranked
Lycoming.
Lebanon Valley. UrSirlus;forfeited
One
exceptional
acfive matches to Western Maryland.
ccmplishment
which
deserves
Additionally, Rip Jamison 058Ibs)
recognition is the job which has.
:~r~;n~~~;
4-3, respectively.
-:~

rts
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"Winter"

Some, Lose Some

"''''0"
out

~~

FridaV. February

Scrimshaw

~6~e~~:'~s~
. ~m~~e
'~~i;~ncl~~.nt~ou~'
The fmal was.
hard work and diligence, John has

~~:US~~;o~

Yalley-~

demonstrated
themselves
to be _
tougher adversaries.
The Terrors _
puI1edC?ffa22-1Swin.ScottDahwe,.
a team member for only 3 weeks, _
pinned his man at 3:57 in the.
~~~~I~~~~~:!inJs~t:!~
1~~.
DennyHoy(1261bs),TerrjrCaudell·
OSO), Bruce LeFew (167), and Greg Banks '(90). Bruce and Greg -

d:vi;lPje:

.in~o.

a.

lr~IY.

i

~n:

-

SHOP
S482363

This year's basketball team has
suffered through a tough season
but has nevertheless
enjoyed good
support from its fans. Only two
home games remain this season
(Susquehanna
on Feb.
15 and
Dickinson on Feb. 19). J.Y. games
start at 6: 15 while the varsity
contests start at 8:00. Come out
and cheer the bcopsters to a successful end to their season

Razor

RUSTY

8:

HEAGY'S
:
•
:

SPORT

pjzza DIy-Tuesday
Spaghmi

Day - Wednesdav

DiM_'

WITHIN WALKING DISTANCE
Open 6&.1JWb.ily

except Sundays·18.m.

•

Offering -;
A COMPLETE LINE
Of SPORTING GOODS!

-

• -

• -

.
•

"UTTERLY

WELCOME"

•

PRESIDENT'S

DA Y"

SALE

- ....

: QRlGINAL OIL PAINTINGS:
CUSTOM FRAMING

~OU5

ITS

RIDICULOUS

•

Famous French.
•
Gallenes •

"BROWSERS

clomal ~bo£
PRESENTS

JOHNSON

•

Route 140
Westminster
84&-9110

EXPANDED SEATING

SHOP

848·55i5
16 West Main Street
• Westminster, Md. 21157

Cutting

JUDY

Pizza

Chicken
i;!!ttr.~i~i~n.,

••••••••••••

•••••

and
Female
Styling

BREAKFAST

NEWLY REMODELED
-

:~:;'::~~:-::RY'-"NO21157
Male

we serve ...

Subs

Jim Wogsland

SPORTSMEN BARBER- •

~~!:,~~:~~~~~::~~:
16-3 and 14-1. The significant ooe
curances of the Lebanon Valley _
contest
in the

wrestler. He is the leading winner
on the team, having compiled a 104-1 record. One measure
of his
degree of improvement
is the fact
that he has beaten three opponents
who bested
him
last
year.
Congratulations,
John!

Feb. 18·19 & 21 Only

Fri.-Sat.·Mon.

SUPER FANTASTIC SAVINGS

FRyiONESOOT

848-Q060
16 West
Westminster,

Main

Street

Md.

21157

25% OFF
NARROW

ALL

~

Reg. Price

& MEDIUM

WIDTHS

IN STOCK FALL &. WINTER
00
PAIR FOR

2

$15

"ISN'T THIS RIDICULOUS"
10 Carlisle Street

Downtown

Hanover

*
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*
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*
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*

*

_",..,¢'1

HOURS

:

mon.12-5

lues .. wed_

\t:?

fn.l0-Q

thvrs..l0

- 5
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Vernon Condemns Rosewood Ills
Bob Kelley
Dr. McKay Vernon, psychology
profess?r
and head of our deaf
education
program,
recently
stated that an appalling number of
the people placed in institutions
~cross the country for the mentally
III or retarded actually should have
~:~in~~~~~~:!s~nd

treated

The reason
most frequently
given for disgraceful conditions in
state instutitions is lack of money,
but this reason cannot be given for
at least two of Dr. Vernon's
suggestions.
These are, I. That
patients
in all institutions
be
checked for hearing deficiencies 2.

On the local level, Rosewood
State Hospital for the mentally
retarded
now has a tz-perscn
speech and hearing- department
which
screens
patients.
·This
program
can
usually
detect
hearing problems among incoming
patients, but those who have been

for ~hi';;" !Ii'hli!os",e.::.~'ho::..:.".:'.e""fo~u~nd~to.;be~::!m~i~stakenlY
Instuttonaltzed

,4.0 System Approved

r~O~;~\~

,Caf. Changes

,WMC Grad Gets National Fame

Proposed Fall Calendars

j.

for

Two articles recently published
by the Baltimore
Sun may draw
this to attention.
The first was
Facultv members
written by Patricia
Rouzer and
the faculty meeting.
published January 30. This article
portrayed the tragic situation well,
using quotes from Dr. Vernon, and
ChrisHolmes
offered suggestions
to parents who
Nancy Barry
writing skills before taking IDS
think they may have deaf children.
On Thursday,
February
10 Dr.
103. Several
other course changes
On February 6, The Sun printed.an
John called to order
the first and recommendations
made by the
editorial which dealt specifically
faculty
meeting
of
second
Curriculum
Committee
were
with Rosewood,
and condemned
semester,
with approximately
80 approved by the faculty. Students
the indecent conditions there. Dr.
per cent of the faculty present.
should also note that both graduate
Vernon has submitted
a letter to
One of the major- - a-reas of and undergraduate
courses
will
the editor
of The Sun which
clarifies
certain
points
arid
discussion
under New Business
~~~:i~~
i~ t~~ fal~~~~~rtem
was
a proposal
by the Uncongratulates
The SUII for exdergraduate
Academic Policy and
Another, proposal
which
will
cellent journalism.
In addition,
Curriculum Committee concerning
affect students was presented
by
channel 67 just had a crew here on
several
changes
in the January
the Calendar and Schedule comcampus on Monday the 15th to film
Term. The proposal, accepted by mittee. The faculty approved
a- a "Nova"
show,
which
is a
majority vote of the faculty, will proposed
calendar
for 1978-79
documentary
on the problem of
change all January Term courses
which will split the present weekmisdiagnosed
deaf patients. It will
Mac Vernon-pointing
up harsh realities at Rosefrom three to two credit hours.
long Thanksgiving
Break into a
be broadcast
sometime
wood State Hospital.
Students will still be required to two day Fall break and three day
to find. In
participate
in two January
Terms
Thanksgiving
break. (See inserted
Programs
such as the one at - deaf, but als? mentally
ill or years are difficult
contrast, Spring Grove, a hospital
during
their
four years.
The calendar.:
Rosewood are a step in the right
retarded, of which there ~e ma~y,
for the mentally
ill, is doing
proposal also requires
faculty to
Dr. Harper
reported
for the direction and should be established
should be kept together m special
teach (on the average) one course
Admissions
and
Standards
in all such institutions.
Patients
secti~ns for the deaf or hard ?f relatively little to locate the hard of
contain
every two years. There was con- Committee
that
there
were
with hearing
problems
who are
hearing.
The reasons
for this hearing. Both institutions
many who are of normal, or even
siderable- debate by the faculty
presently 734 applications
on file,
properly treated
can often show
suggestion
are evident.
With
intelligence
but are in
over whether or not this is a fair with 195 students already signed up surprizing
success.
Dr. Vernon
hearing programs. .those wh.o c~uld superior
tragically limiting circumstances.
-,teaching requirement.
In addition,
for September
1977.
Dean Mc- described a graduate student here
have wound up !lVlng hospitalized
The socialization in these hospitals
the proposal
states
that "each
Cormick explained that there has
at WMC who, at the the age of five,
at the taxpayers
expensecen
~ften
does not prepare
one for the
department
should plan for 50 per been a relaxed deadline procedure
was placed
in a Washington
be taught to functl?n m society.
"outside"
world. If a child is not
cent of its staff to participate each for students
admitted
by the
hospital for the retarded 'and kept
The second sugges~lO~ should .not
between
January
Term,"
which
could
College, which implies that those
there for two years. He was deaf
be so har.d to. enact-It IS really Just taught to communicate
result in fewer course offerings for who have already accepted will by and had
been
misdiagnosed.
an organizational
proble~-bu~ D.r. the ages of two and four, "he wiII
have
a permanent
students
in the regular
Fall
more likely to come.
Similar success
stories
are not
Vernon feels that the patients WIll probably
communications
problem,"
Lr.
hard to find, although far more of
ben~flt substanti~lly.
In special
semester.
In order to compensate
Scrimshaw would like to express
the patients with hearing problems
sections they won t feel so out of Vernon said.
for this, the committee
asked
thanks to the faculty for allowing
are never properly treated, or are
place,
~nd. will ~ind. manual
faculty
advisors
to encourage
the meeting to be reported upon for
released unprepared
to function in
communication
easier jf others
students
to adhere
to the 12-14 the benefit of the entire student
Several changes are in store lor
society.
also need to learn sign language.
credit load (four courses) in the body.
the cafeteria as work on the new
Fall, and the 14-16 load (five
college
center
gradually
courses) in the Spring.
progresses.
One of these will be the exThe Curriculum
Committee also
pansion
of
the
cafeteria
in
terms of
acted upon a proposal
by the
Philadelphia.
Dr. McDade's
research
took
room. The patio in front of the
English Department that will allow
Dr. James
McDade,
a 1962
Dr.
McDade
received
his place at the National Center for
building will be enclosed, to result
some entering
students
to take
graduate
of WMC,
recently
bachelor of science degree from Disease Control in Atlanta where
in an increased
seating capacity.
English
102
(Writing
Seminar)
receivednationwideacclaimasthe
Western Maryland
in 1962. As a heisamemberofthemicrobiology
The plans also call for a partition to
before they take IDS 103 rIntro. to discoverer of the organism which
senior at WMC he was chosen
staff.
During
his
Christmas
be constructed,
possibly
over
Liberal
Arts).
The
English
is believed
to have
caused
"Man of the Year" by his class. He vacation,
McDade
continued
to
spring break, It will extend from
Department
will screen entering
"Legionnaire's
Disease,"
a went on to work on his doctorate
work on the problem of "Legionthe west entrance (by Rouzer), to
'w'hoU>lenW"ouinldO'ndee"dto~e:',egnwizeO"khose
•.n mysterious
illness which claimed
degree
at the University
of naire's Disease" after noticing an
the serving line, which means that
it will be separated
from the
1F==========29=I:::iV:::':::'
=1,:::,'~,=u=m=m=.,==.=·n=D=el;:'w="'='==::::::====lI
~n:~~~ryb~~~;~.
J~~~ct:~~
seating area. The wall will then run
the length of the cafeteria,
sup_;::n."~,~;:;ero;d
posedly about eleven feet from the
rickettsia--organisms
which cause
present wall with the tray winFait Semester
FALL 1978
FALL 1977
diseases such as typhus.
dows.
There
will be several
Registration of freshman and other
Fri., Sep~. 9
Fri., Sept. 8
Although the exact nature of the
openings along this partition.
On
new students begins
bacteria is unknown, its discovery
the inside
will be the.. drink
Sun_, Sept. 11
Registration of returning students
Sun., Sept. 10
is somewhat
of a landmark
in
machines.
.
Oassesbegin
Mon_, Sept. 12
Mon., Sept. 11
research microbiology.
"It seems
Banners
hanging
from
the
Tues.,Sept_13
Fait Convocation
Tues_, Sept. 12
to be something
we've
never
ceiling are one part of the interior
last day for course changes and CRINC
Mon., Sept. 25
Mon., Sept. 26
asssociated
with human illness,"
designer's plans to brighten up the
applications,
4:30 p.m.
Dr. McDade told a gathering
of
cafeteria.
By including
more
Fri., Oct. 21
Midsemester grades due, 4:30 p.m.
Frif!·Oct. 20
reporters.
colors into the area,
it should
'successfully
detract from the inNo Classes
Mon., Tues., Oct. 23,4
In his work for the government
stitutional
appearance
of the
last day for withdrawal with W, 4:30 p.m.
Fri., Nov. 4
Tues., Nov. 7
and the University
of Maryland,
cafeteria. In addition, there will be
Thanksgiving recess begins, 7 p_m.
Fri., Nov. 18
Tues., Nov. 21
Dr. McDade has studied several
new drapes for all the windows.
Mon., Nov_ 28
Mon., Nov. 27
diseases,
including
research
on
Classes resume
The cafeteria will also benefit by
Fri., Dec. 9
Fri., Dec_ 8
typhus in Egypt and Ethiopia. He
Classes end
getting more storage space, some
Semester exams begin
Mon., Dec. 12
Mon., Dec. 11
has held his present position with
of which will be shared with the
_ Semester exams end
Mon., Dec. 19
Mon., Dec_ 18
the National Center for Disease for
grille and pub in the new building.
11==;;;;======;:============;:=========;;::;11
about a year and a half.
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Scrimshaw'

Editorial
Union
board.

February 1977 and where do we go from here? February has always
appeared
to be a time of great decisions.
From Its Latin origin,
Februarlus
symbolizing the Roman festival of purification.
For the
American Government
Its a time to put new policies Into action. For
Black Americans
It has been deSignated for the celebration
of Black
HIstory Week. Western Maryland College also joins in this February
ettttuoe. a new semester has begun, final days with dangling questions.
In terms of February
where does Western Maryland go in the fIght
3galnst racism?
I think before I contInue we should establish an understanding
on the
erm ~...crsm. The American College Dictionary, defines racism as "a
belief that human -eces have distinctive makeups that determine their
respective cultures, usually Involving the idea that one s own race is
super-Ior- and has he right fo rute others." Harry Edwards in his book
Black Students, defines Institutional
racism as "an overt and covert
cooperation cetween local, state, and national governments
to deprive
and deny Black people of their constitutional
and human rights; the
conscious and unconscious
acts of bustness enterprises
and private
white citizens that prevent black people from gaining such rights; and
the inherently racist and entt-bleck character
of this socIety's social,
economical,
political, educeuone!
and religious institutions."
How many ideas do you have that pertain exclusively to black people?
In four years, I have had countless discussions wIth non black Iriendson
what they had perceived Blacks to be before knowing one. It aiways
amazed us at how wrong these Ideas were but what amazed me was the
numerous people at this institution that thought them
I see Western Md. College 10 "be a racist Institution, for It-practices
institutional racism. lis distribution of administrative
power, its offered
curriculum
and it social makeup,
not only ignores the needs and
potential of Blacks but it sets an environment
for racist thought. This
college does nothing to educate its students to the many perspectives
of
Slack Culture and the numerous
contrIbution
attributed
to Black
people.
I am in no way Irying to mythicize whites into the role of villain. You
too are victims, your institution of learning is keeping you Ignorant. But
I do see It to be a duty of every person affiliated with this college to be
concerned with racism and so I call on you to do your part. Which brings
us a little closer to the questtcn- where do we go from here?
But before we can consider the task of the question we must look again
to WMC and see where it Is in 1977. Currently there are 26 Blacks
enrolled here. Compare that to 1300 white students and that figure
doesn"
appear
very impressive.
There is one Black in the Administration,
one black head resident and there still remains none on
the faculty. Where are the courses and lectures that deal with.Blacks?
For those who keep telling me abou,lthe progress we've made and "how
bad lis been in the past," does Western Md. in 1977 really reflect
progress?
With a population of only 26 Blacks, how many people get the chance
to know a black person? I say far too little. How can we ever understand
each other if we never meet. It Is just as vital to have Blacks in the
Administration.
Everyday deciSions are being made to improve and
change several aspects of thIs school, but I wonder how much of that
includes considerations
for 'its Black students.
Western Maryland is fail1ng in its promIse of a Liberal Arts education.
Do YOU feel that you're at an institution of liberation?
In October, the Black Student Union developed a Long Rang Plan
which stated several proposals to homogenIze the many facets ct thts
instItution. The long Range Plan explicitly defined the steps needed for
a Coordination
Program,
changes in Admissions and Academics,
and
more diversified
cultural and secret programs:
The efforts of the Black Student Union wJII be wasted unless the entire
college joins together in determination
to make the necessary changes
for- this college. Let's dream dreams, and build a new day for Western
Md. College. Together we cen.meke those dreams reality.

Advocacy Needs Males

18, 1977

Protest in MacLea
Dear Editor,
I
Fish, company, and this school
stink after 3 days! And so does a
practical
joke! In case the administration
of this institution has
forgotten,
there
are
people
residing (that is, living) within the
building
designated
as Daniel
MacLea Hall! (Surprise+D
These
people
shit,
shower,
and like
cleanliness
just as much as any
other ordinary people.
Unfortunately,
the
adminstration
and
maintenance

personnel
have overlooked
these
"minor"
details"
and since the
beginning
of December
(1976)
MacLea has suffered from a lack
of hot water,
and
since
the
beginning of February of this year
has had no cleaning of any kind
done to most parts of the dorm and
toilet paper has been as scarce as a
sa-dollar bill! The residents have
lodged
more
than
numerous
complaints
to
everyone
of
authority
(from Dean Laidlaw to
Ripple) with no more success than

RELAY Help Sought
TO: STUDENTS
F'ROM: RELAY
RELAY is a group of social work
and sociology
majors and other
interested
students who act as a
volunteer connection
between the
campus and the community.
Each semester
we assemble
a
Task Force of students who have
indicated
interest
in volunteer
work. We are working in conjunction
with Voluntary
Action
Center of Carroll-County,
located
in
Westminster.
When
organizations
and agencies submit
projects to us, we contact the Task
Forcer
we feel it is very important
for
students to become involved with
the people of the community
in
which they live. We are asking you
to help in this effort by lending a
hand. If you are interested,
have
some free time and would like to
help, please get back to us by
dropping in our office. Hours are
Monday through Thursday, 1:30 to
4:00. Our phone number is 848·7023,

our Box number
is 73. We are
located
in the RELAY-HINGE
office in the rear of McDaniel Hall
Thank you for your time,
RELAY

Western
Maryland
College's
master of liberal arts program,
one of the newest degree programs
initiated by any state college or
university,
is rapidly expanding
and now enrolls over 100 students.
Part
of the reason
for the
popularity
of this one-and-a-halfyear-old program's
success is its
varied curriculum.
For example,
this spring there are such offerings
as creative
writing,
ecology,
American
women's
histor-y, and
over 40 others.
The Maryland
Council for Higher Education gave
its approval for Western Maryland
College to implement the program
in Fall, 1975
"Another
reason
for
the
popularity
of the program is that
we're providing
classes at con-

t

finding a virgin in a maternity
ward! (It should be noted here that
only
head
resident,
Vernon
Mummert,
has been of any help,
but there is only so much that he
can do.)
It is hoped that, if possible, the
administration
can find time to
read this, they will take heart and
get off their rear ends (and out of
their own personal HOT showers)
and do something
before all of
MacLea ends up in Rouzer (God
forbid) or McDaniel (not a bad
idea) on a permanent
basis! The
new fans in MacI..ea aren't worth
crap
if nobody
is using
the
bathrooms!
On behalf of the residents
of MacLea, I am
Bitterly yours,
Thomas F, Lewis III

Ouster Inexcusable
To the Editor, Sir'
There was a woman student here
last semester who is not here this
semester.
She has transferred
to
American
University.
She left
WMC because she was made to feel
uncomfortable
because
she is
black and' a member
of a strict
religious sect. I'm happy she is at
Atj-and I hate it that she couldn't

take when around someone who is
different
from ourselves-an
attitude of dismissal that very nearly
makes a person invisible. We are
cruel in doing it, and our ignorance
of our cruelty
makes
the experience that much more petnnu.
J. Horne

~~d

Poetry Contest

s:

~::ei~~~i~~::!~T~~::

are minority
students
here who
consider
four years
at WMC
something
to "get through",
and
there are too many people who,
knowing what WMC is like, will
never come here. This is a small
and conservative
campus-but
I
have heard that excuse too many
times. There can be no excuse and
_

Masters -Program Growing

The Advocacy prqgram
has, for a number of years,
catalyzed
relationships
between retarded
persons and WMC students.
Always
valuable to both advocates
and retarded
persons, the program
has
recently suffered the usual organizational
eutrcutttes
. missed cernvenient times and sites," states Dr.
municatlons,
missed responsibilities
etc. This year, however,
the
program has/been given a real boost In making Steve Horr of the Carroll
~e S;~~~t:o;~;~:~;~:~s:!
County Association for Retarded Citizens Its director.
are conducted
in late afternoons
Mtlre student help is needed however . particularly
male help. Ac·
~d evenings and are .sch~ule?
cording to Horr 21 of 23 current advocates
are women. At least 5
five graduate ce~ters 10 Pl~esVII e,
retarded
persons, moreover,
who have particular
need for a male
Towson, Frederick,
Rockville, a~d<,
companion (no father In the home, for example),
remain without ad
Hagers.town, as well~s our main
vccetee only because there are so few male volunteers.
In addition a.
campus..
.
total of 15 requests for advocates - male or female
cannot be met by "'Westmmster
The M.L.A. program IS de;;;lgned
Horr simply because of the shortage of volunteers.
for students
holding
bachelor's
Horr stresses the flexibllty of the program In response to potential
degrees who wish to deepen their
advocates.
The amount of time spent with the retarded individual, a
understanding
of the world around
well as that person's sex or age, are flexIble criterion In the matching
them. Courses for the required 30
process
semester hours are divided among
A per!'on need only talk with WMC students who have been or are now
the areas
of cultural
heritage,
advocates
to realize the value of greater support for the program.
contemporary
society,
and
Horr's p,",;one number is 848·4124
'
creative
process.
Classes
open
February
7.
Last June, 21 students in the first
group
of
M.L.A.
recipients
SCR IMSHAW has recently received an anonymous letter in reaction
graduated
along with over 130 M
to last week's letter by Del Palmer. We must announce, however, that
Rd. recipients
while we will print anonymous letters, withholding the author's name,
Western
Maryland's
M.Ed.
we must know the identity of the wrIter prior to publication.
SCRIM·
program
dates
back
over 40
SHAW therefore requests that this week's letter author please send a
years.
It
provides
degree
note identifying hImself to Box 3A so that we may continue publishing
programs
in nine specialized
all mall sent to the editor.
areas:
administration,
education

Anonimity Decried

February

Letters to the Editor

WMC: Where-Do We Go?
The following, written by WMC senior, a Black Student
member Wendy Merrick, is endorsed by the Scrimshaw editorial
Our thanks to Wendy.

Friday,

of
the
deaf,
guidance,
mathematics,
media,
physical
education,
reading,
secondary
education,
and special educatio.n
Information
on the two degree
programs
is available
from the
Director of the Graduate Program,
848-7000, extension 233 or 307, or for
callers from Baltimore,
876-2055.

$1500 Given
Westminster,
Md.--President
Ralph
C. John
of Western
Maryland
College
recently
announced the receipt of a gift of
$1500 from the Sears
Roebuck
Foundation.
A Sears representative

delivered

the check which is part of the Sears
~~:~k
to F;~i~~~!:o~egi:~l~;
accreditee!
colleges
and universittes. The program, established in
1962 distributes
$JlJ~ million annually
to approXi~ately
1,000
schools. The gifts range from $300
to $15000
,.
Gerald Clari(, associate director
of development
reports, "This gift
is part of the local c01"]Xlrate
response
to the sustaining
fund
program of the college, which has
grown over the last four years
from $6,500 a year to in excess of
$25,000 last year. This support is
separate from the generosity of the
local business
community
rendered for the new college center."
Western Maryland
College, the
first co-educational
institution
of
high learning south of the MasonDixon Line, celebrated
its cen·
tennial a decade ago.

Dear Editor
We gratefully acknowledge
your
previous cooperation-regarding
(I)
our Fall
1976 Poetry
Contest
with
its
ensuing
anthology,
AMERICAN
COLLEGIA_TE
POETS, and (2) our Collegiate
Creative Writing contest, resulting
10
COLLEGE
CONTEM.
PARIES
Magazine,'
V.ol
I,
No.2, December
issue 1976, with
both publications
having been a
source
of inspiration
and encouragement
to many
young
collegiate authors.
The two enclosed releases:
(I)
our
new
NATIONAL
COLLEGE
POETRY
CONTEST,
Spring Concours 1977, offering $395
in cash and book prizes and free
printing for all accepted
poems,
and
(2) our
third COLLEGIATE
CREATIVE WRITING CONTEST
for short stories, etc., offering a
total of $600 in cash and book
prizes, free editorial service and
free copies of COLLEGE
CONTEMPORARIES
Magazine,
June
1977 issue, for all entrants,
will again be of special interest
to all Creative Writing students, as
they offer them two diversified
outlets for their literary ambitions.
Since both of these (high-quality)
projects run on a near nonprofit
margin, any free space you might
wish to give our announcements
would be very much appreciated
. Sincerely,
Dr. Val M. Churillo, Editor
Persons
interested
in either
contest
should
write
to the
Scrimshaw,
Box 3-A, for more
information.

Honor Board
Last semester, just before finals
week began, 2 Weslern Maryland
College students were found guilty
of charges involving cheating on a
homework assignment.
The Honor
Board penalized each student by
giving them a zero on that particular homework assignment.
It
should also be noted that a second
honor violation in the future results
in automatic suspension.
-Chris Homes,
recorder,
Honor Board

J.
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"What Impact- in Human Terms?U

should be useless or that its social
applicability
is irrelevant,
but
there is more to knowledge and the
learning
of)t
than
explicitly
perceived social utility.
Let us translate
this to the undergraduates.
If they say they
Most undergraduates
m effect
want to attend a university to learn
write
off their
undergraduate
for the sake of learning,
their
years in terms of intrinsic value.
families are apt to regard that as
These are not "real" years; they
frivolous. Yet if they say their
are only "pre-" years. Their value
purpose is to become doctors or
is seen to lie mostly in what follows
lawyers, their families are pleased
them, not in what they themselves
because utility is preceived in the
contain. Stated simply, they are
sacrifices entailed.
not regarded as years of learning
But
•
but as years of effort to qualify Ior .
(1) How surely can a person at
something else; and learning and
eighteen or so know what he or she
trying to qualify can be two enwill do as an adult, is best qualified
tirely different things.
to do, or wishes to do'?
(2)
If the knowledge
worth
Our society
tends
to - treat
learning
is confined to what is
knowledge as a commodity whose
essential
to the pursuit of one
value depends on its utility, rather
career, then is not learning awfully
than treating knowledge as an end
narrow, inflexible with respect to
or good in itself. The question we
career
alternatives,
and only a
ask most about knowledge is what
means to an end?
good it does-how
useful it is. I
(3) Is there truly nothing of value
would not argue that knowledge
in a lively, well-trained
mind that
The following,
reprinted
from
The Sun of Dec. 7, 1916, was taken
from Dr. vtuners annual report on
Johns Hopkins University.
Muller
is president of JHU,

has at its disposal a rich and varied
store of learning;
and if there is,
does not its cultivation demand a
less brutally utilitarian
conception
than our SOCiety acknowledges?
(4)
When four undergraduate
years are perceived
primarily
as
an economic
investment,
what
impact does that have on the same
four years in human and emotional
terms'?
The final question brings us to
the
next
point.
Many
undergraduates
are
depressed
emotionally,
although
most of
them, happily, are not clinically ill
Look at their dilemma. On the one
hand they are bored. Their interest
in learning
has been eroded by
their overwhelming
need to qualify
for something else, and they have
subordinated
whatever
potential
interest they may have had in a
subject to receiving
the highest
possible grade in it. They study not
to learn but to be tested. They
regard
testing
not as an internalized process that challenges
them to do their best but as an

Trustees are the Last Word

Carlton Harris
The following is the first in a
series on the Board of Trustees.
Scrimshaw at the outset wtsnes
to thank Dr. Ralph C. John, our
President
for his help in the
researching
of this article. His
cooperation has been both valuable
and much appreciated.
Dr. John
and the school charter were the
primary sources of the information
contained within.

"Be it enacted_ by the General
Assembly
of Maryland,
that
a .... non-profit corporation
be and
is hereby established to found, own
and operate a college .... the corporate
name
of
which
is
WESTERN
MARYLAND
COLLEGE,
INCRPORATED ... "
So states Section 1 of the charter of
this institution. Did you know that
Western
Maryland
is a corporation?
Probably
few students
do. Did you know moreover
that
the governing
body of this corporation is the Board of Trustees,
and that the Board controls the
affairs of the college in a way
analogous
to that
of major
stockholders
in a business?
The
purpose of this article is to explain,
the duties and organization
of that
important
and mysterious
(to
students) body known as the Board
of Trustees.

T

The Board is the last word in all
matters_of
policy regarding
the
college. Even Dr. John must answer to the Board-he
literally
works for them. So do the faculty.
The charter states that the Board
" ... shall have
full power
and
authority to constitute and appoint,
in such manner as they shall deem
best, a president
and faculty as
they may deem proper for instructing the students and scholars
in,.said college in all the liberal arts
and sciences ... " Only the Board of
Trustees
can procure
land or
property,
sell
that
land
or
property, or authorize the erection
of new buildings on that land or
property. The Board has the sole
power to accept gifts and bequests
in the name of the college. The
tloard
is in charge
of commencements
and is the final
authority
in the granting
of
degrees,
both
earned
and
honorary.
Only the Board can
amend the By Laws and Charter
(with the approval of the Maryland

General Assembly) under which it
operates.
Finally and most_ importantly,
the Board .is the final
authority
on itself - It is a selfperpetuating body, nominating and
electing its own new members.
The Board of Trustees consists of
forty-two
members
elected
to
three-year terms. They receive no
compensation
for their service.
Every
year
one-third
of the
members are up for re-election or
replacement.
This rotation is very
similar to that used by the U.S
Senate. Members are eligible for
re-election
until they attain the
mandatory
retirement
age of 70.
Upon retirement,
a member may
be
designated
a
," ustee
Emeritus,"
of which there re now
eleven, at the discreti
of the
Board. The "Trustee
meritus"
and the "Honorary'
ustee,'
a
separate
designation,
have the
right to attend Board Meetings and
to participate in discussion, but not
to vote,

external
competition
for grades
that pits them against each other.
On the other hand requirements
are onerous and the competition
intense.
Social
pressures
have
removed
the
incentive
to
learn
as
well
as
the
intellectual
joy
of learning,
so
a type
of
schizophrenic
behavior
results.
-For
recreation
and
relief, these exceedingly
bright,
gifted,
yet hard-pressed
young
people turn not to any pleasures of
the intellect but mostly to frantic,
mindless,
~ primarily
physical
diversion.
The cynic, of course,
may regard this as socially useful
because it initiates students into an
adult American world in which a
sharp and unhealthy
distinction
persists
between
work
and
pleasure-a
world in which extreme utilitarianism
has driven
pleasure out Qf work and sensible
purpose out of pleasure..

Renewed emphasis on learning
for its own sake will result in
happier
students
and a more
agreeable society. what is missing
increasingly
on campuses
and
throughout
American
life is the
intellect at play, the joy of learning
not for economic
gain but for
relaxation,
the integrated
personality whose learned knowledge
serves both vocation and leisure.
The most devastating
weakness of
a society
so utilitarian
that it

When many
undergraduates
complain about teaching, most of
them are really saying that they

~e~~:~~Ii~:~oeC;cncoe~:c
p7~~~~~s
Some of the best that life has to
offer
is
economically
non-

reC:~~~h;~!~~~~le~Z!"s~~~:;

productive

feel compelled to take bore them,
and that their mutual competition
may call special meetings of the for high grades is too intense to be
entire Board when it deems it to be tolerable. That is not directly an
necessary
(special meetings may indictment
of teaching.
How can
also be called by any five Board one expect any but the most gifted
members).
In addition,
it is professors to inspire their students
responsible for nominating persons
under these conditions'?
for membership on the Board when
Professors do well if they make
vacancies
occur. New members
the necessary more endurable. It is
are chosen on the basis of being surprising that so many manage to
able to make
significant
contributions
for the betterment
of
the college. Dr. John explained
that these contributions
may take

break through to their students, not
that it often fails to happen. As for
those students who really come to
the university
to learn. they find
their opportunities undercut by the
prevailing countertrends.
Perhaps
the saddest commentary
on undergraduate
education
is student
resentment
against someone who
gets a' good grade and doesn't
"need" it-for
qualification
later,
of course ..

No human SOCiety can sustain
"itself on the basis of work alone,
but the utilitarian
imperative
nurtures the concept of leisure as
escape from work. It also fosters a
split personality
that must take
economic
productivity
seriously
while either dismissing
pleasure
and
leisure
as
trivial,
or
demeaning them as only fostering
productivity
or imitating it.

Phallaey 101·
aseu IDI-t y R e d e f-IDed

the form of unusual expertise in aM
relevant field, such as education,
budgeting
and management,
or

.-

~

~ay take the form of financial
DO~~t~~~d~ubt,
the most talked~
gifts.
about class of January Term was
The Finance
Committee
has Bill Tribby's
Phallacy
101: Big
general
supervision
of the in- BoysDon'tCry.Thefortystudents
vestment of all funds of the college.
learned, through a variety of ways,
Purchases
and sales
must
go a redefinition
of the male role in
through this body for approval.
society. Using a combination
of
The Committee
on Academic
guest lecturers;
films, field trips,
Affairs
decides
on matters
of discussion groups, and one-to-one

~~u.ght," .co~me.nted Mike Davis.
Girls didn t thmk. th;y ~ould be
doctors, and boys didn t think t~ey
s~uld
be nurses,"
~n~ther field
tr-ip v.:as to a ~ender clinic at Joh~s
Hopkins hospital. Appar~ntly this
was unusual and, according to Joe
Golden, "John Money, the head ~f
the clinic, really went ~ut of his

Meetings are held twice a year,
once
in April
(the
"Annual
Meeting")
and once in October
(the "Regular
Meeting").
Attending these meetings other than
voting and honorary members are
"visitors to the Board." There are
nine alumni visitors, three faculty
vlsucrs, and three
student
visitors. As with honorary members, these visitors
may raise
discussion
but may
not vote.
Presently,
the three
faculty
visitors are Drs. Palmer,
Royer
and Case. The S.G.A. has not yet
appointed tfie student visitors.
The Board is organized
in a
fairly simple and straightfor:vard
mann~r. Ther~ are four off~cers
and SIX commlttees~ each WIth a
chai~an.
Th~ ChaIrman
of thf'
Board I~ Mr. Wilb~ D. Pr~ston, J~.
of Baltimore;
,vIce-Chairman
]S
:Mr. Robert BTicker of Gw~edd
Valley, Pa.; the Secretary. IS our
own Dr. John; an? servmg
as

~:d:~:~i~~:n:~r~hea~~i~~:
Faculty.
Both Deans
and six
students
are members
of the
Committee on Student Affairs. Its
purpose is to "provide a means of
communication
among
students,
faculty-staff
members,
and
Trustees."
It reviews all matters
relating
to student
affairs.
The
Committee
on Buildings
and
Grounds
exercises
supervision
over and care and control of all
buildings, grounds and equipment
of the college, recommending
new
structures
when
necessary.
Finally, the purpose of the Committee
on Development
is to
promote the financial development
of the college in all area;;.
The Board of Trustees was first
fQ,Tmed back in 1868 when WMC
was born. Most of the original 33
members
wer.e clergy. Over the
years several revisions have been
made of the organization
of the
Board. The present guidlines as
described
here were adopted in
October of last year. Slightly over

"If Phallacy
101 didn't change
people's
ideas,"
explained
Joe
Golden, "it at least made them
aware of their own feelings." Bill
Tribby, the class's instructor, tried
from the beginning
to set up a
"consciousness-raising
group
to
provide
an
escape
from
meaningless dialogue." To achieve
that, each student
was able to
meet; on a one-to-one basis, every
person in the class. Also, groups of
ten would meet daily for dialogue
on the
masculine
role.
Occasionally
the class would get
together as a group for fllm, guest
lecturers,
at. discussions.
The
lecturers
included a transexual,
senior citizens, career awareness
councilors,
and Warren
Farrell,
about whom
Mr. Tribby
said,
"A number of people were hungry
for Farrell'f,
concepts."
Marcia.
Polk, another class memoer, said,
"The class really opened up a lot

~~~gst.~, ~~~o,u~e ~~~~~~~t~~!
class were required to VISI~a gay
bar, a new and ey~-{tpemng expenence for all who did.

1'reasurer;s

Mr. Phlhp Schaeffer.

~~siocn:~:~:
s~~~nts aca~i~f~~~~~
awareness
of masculinity.

50 per cent of the Board members

;~:e

The six committees divide up the
duties given to the Board. Committee assignments
are made by
Mr. Preston. He also chooses the
chairmen of each, except f~r the
Executive Committee, of whIch. he
is chairman.
The ExecutJve

~:.t;~~~~~~~roximatelY
10 per
Students
interested
in being
appointed a student visitor to the
Board should contact Jay Rodstein
or some other
person
on. the
Executive
Council of the SGA.
Those of you merely interested in

community."

\~;e:

~~m:~~~si~~h~u~~~;~~
to~t~:~~
meetings.
The Execuhve
Comm.

~~a:~t~g :~~:I:bo~!x~he
Scrimshaw.

~~:a~~r

w::ns~er~f

The cou~se also .had the students
taking
field
tripS
that
were
relevant
to
the. subject
of
maSCUlinity. One tnp was to. a
children's day-care center to hnd

w~~~rs~ ~~!~~e,,~t~~t~d~eOfc~~~:~u~~~~~
reaffirmed what I had always been

Readings and daily sensitivity
exercises were also utilized by the
class, The books ranged from the
two textbooks to children's
books
that were blatantly stereotyped
in
male-female
roles.
Both
Bill
Tribby and the students felt that
the sensitivity
exercises led to a
great deal more openess in the
group.
The exercise
involved
touching
as a form
of communication of feelings. _
Where does the Phallacy
10;
co!-,rse go from here'? For one
thing, Bill. Tribby said that he
would certamly run the class agam
next
year,
with
maybe
less
students
and a few more guest
lecturers. All the members of the
class expressed
a change. in attltude. Most everyone
said thaI \
th~y felt that the most importa~t
~~~~att~

t~eo~~a~~:~~e

~~~i

in their relationships
wIth other'
people of either sex. Some feel that
there is a need for more. Dave
Meyer felt that "there is a need for
more
consciousness-raising
groups. These would reaffirm all of
~e theSi~;:~sth!~~S ~~ii:~:~~:~
Phallacy

101 only started."

Pa,lle4
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Hypnotist Assumes Control of WMC

Hold
Marathon

Phirla Padula
A woman student marches up to
the stage and announces with a
perfectly straight face that she is
King Kong. Meanwhile, some guy
is on his hands and knees chasing
his belly
button
around
the
cafeteria. Another guy twirls his
way up to the stage doing a ballet.
So what else is knew'? These things
always happen at Grill parties. No!
This is not a Grill party. You're in
the cafeteria on a Friday night and
when I tap my foot three times
vou 're going to turn into an orange.

James L. Mapes is a professional
clairvoyant.
He predicted
the
exact day that his grandmother
would die on when he was seven
years old. He predicted that you
would die after you read this artiele. Mapes does not believe in the
supernatural or the occult. He does
not believe. in E.~.P. or hypno~is.
Yet last Friday mght, at least fifty
people "hypnotised
themselves"
as he put it.
Mapes believes that the power of
the mind can accomplish anything.

England Trip Very Fine
Jim Wogsland
While most of the United States
suffered from a hard month of
January, 39 students and 4 adults

:~!~~~

from WMC enjoyed themselves
!.~~~~~~:nt~u:.~'

by

::~hi:

tour had a great

the

time and might

~~eE(~~:~~i

~ok~an~o:nht~~
England

stopping

countryside

to

of

o~f th~~~~~w~~~
Lake

windermere.

mind

creates

illness,"

other side of the issue, at least one

~~~1.~~p~
'~~:r~~ey~Z~k:
wish away my sore throat.) Mapes
uses hypnotic therapy to induce
people to stop smoking and to lose
weight. He sara that hypnosis has
also been used to "raise grades and
for birth control."
Mapes caused quite a stir on
campus. One group of people was
convinced that Mapes was under
the influence of Satan. According
to them, all hypnotism is a tool of
the devil. While Mapes was doing
his thing in the cafeteria, a group
of about ten people were on the top
floor of Rouzer praying that he
would fail. Apparently
it didn't
work. They were upset.' Thus far
none of the hynpottees
have
jumped out the window or thrown
up green vomit

~ l.ocal magicia~ questioned ~e
v~ldity of Mapes E.~.P. act.
I
think the E.S.P.
thing was a
phony," stated the magician.
"I
don't bel~eve in E.S.P. Many of
these famous so called E.S.P.
peopl.e have been exposed
as

h!~~~~f:;~h~:e;

~~Og~~~;~ ~!n a~rf~r~!~'

~o~~ ~~~e

he told them "that he reserved

th~

~:~i~oe~;~intr:nn~1~~~:e~~~~
This

raised

some

lively

~~Z:dasgi~fn::ft~~d
r~:
:ex~Yf~
him refused
to kiss him when
Mapes ordered
the hypnotees to
"passionately
kiss the person
sitting next to you."
It has also been' pointed that
mass murderer
Charles Manson
has hypnotic powers which he used
to perform his famous atrocities.
Others have even suggested that
Hitler had a hypnotic hold on his
when abused,
hypnosis can be
harmful.

Mapes'

E.S.P.

'~n;~~

acts and explained

~.~.;eH~~fs:S~~~dt:o,,~:t~hr:~
debate

di?

with having

~~~~~ ~;retht~e s~~~~:~
~~~..
They ranged in size from a little
corner tavern
to an enormous

Hathoway's cottage, etc.). Oxford,
Coventry, Salisbury, Bath (with
ruins almost 2,000 years; old),

have hundreds: perhaps fuousands
of people still under his control.
One envisions
a huge mob of

~vidual
paper could. have been
differe~t, or the pencil may have
been different ty_pes. :,here are a

three

r:!~:~~~'{)-t~~~dS

~~n~~~~~t:p~h~:r~~;e

n~~rmO!g\~:~I~~e;'

public house

~:be~i~~~e
as 30 different

on Pic-

~~u~~~~s
~a~;
local brews, served

up in pint mugs (half-pints
ladies)

.in these

bars.

for the

In one. of

~~~e ~~~kth:~

left for three days in Paris
the rest stayed in London.
f ~r

hot;l

while

:cfomo~t:~ons

~ac:;e;:n~~g

a~d

c f~~~a the e:~:~

u1i~~

:::~~~s

;~:

the people do

~~n~i~o::ee:~~e:~~~

t

Ifh:t~~~~

he

~~~~!!~;s~~~t{r~~Pla~~,isil~~~

story

favorite

i:~~:dal'J:~:~~P
snow-covered

~::e f:O%U~~~~:;;~~c~~mething
One of

Buckingham
Palace,
Piccadfly
Circus, etc. Next we journeyed to
York with its cobblestonen streets
and
beautiful
Yorkminster

"The

~~~~u~~en!~fyi~; \~~

mos.t oth~r

Zombies to take over the government! Supposed Mapes hypnotized

people agreed
that,
while the
~.S.P. could have been a fake, the

~~;;hole

~n~~~

army

and told them to

In all seriousness

according

to

this article

fallalsleep. Well, you may say that
you fall asleep everytime.
you
attem'?t to ~ead one of my .artlcles.

artillery,
in the form of Steve
Luette, finally won.
Our bus, rides were usually interesting with the partyers trying
to recover from hangovers in the
back, Ted (our bus driver) telling
corny jokes (Soho, to get to the
other side!),
and Dr. Stevens

~~~~te!°C~:i~~
~~~~e;~e:~;
didn't want to do a lot of the things
that Mapes told them to do, but
they couldn't
stop themse]1·~~
when they heard the signal. On _....

~~~!h~~ ;:1~f~~ a~ ~~~\I~I~~Pi
have to go now because the editors
told me- to ~eep this artic~e short.
But one thlllg before I Sign off-ZAPP
YOU'RE
STONED!
_
~
t.onlll·Seeneregi~ter
_

~:~~:I:~t

:d..r:di~o~~~!

7~~~~~~n~:e:f

heavy party-ers) to see who could
~~r:a~~;~h~~~Wnn:::';;':~'J~~~
to Jedburgh, Scotland (6 hours nonstop) where there

::~~oo~n~~Ph:;

Prime .Minister

~~~e:~:'o~:nc~rt~:a~l~:~:~~~~~
by attending
a Genesis
rock
concert in Scotland.

was a gradual

Everyone

arrived

back safely in

~~::e:~~~ac~~?~£~)o~~;:

~i~~~~~~~ht;:Ob~~~

several well-selected stories about
ruMing
water,
wateifalls,
etc.
Needless to say, there was a near
riot to get off the bus in Jedburgh.

~n~~!hry~~e~~ds~i~~~~~~%eu~~I~~

This cultural tour of England and
Scotland,

:~~
~r

led ably by Dr. Stevens

~:

th::pakSbfr tp~:~~~~gm~t g~r~(,

~e~e~~c~~fe~if:~:~
To

~~;~;est~~~

all

you

:~~h~r~;:::
freshmen

and·

Indira

Ga.n~i's

:nhe~~l~~~ ~~ltic~r~:v~~~~~I::
causeddissenbonwJthm~eruhng
Congress Party, was nommated ~y
~~r%t:

~~:'~t~~tm.ake

hl~

former Prime Mi~is~r

from Wrubel at Western Maryland

Vietnam
accused
States
Tuesday
of
der~over
military
ThaIland and teams of

month, ana. her

CO~~:~i~g ':~~b~~r~~res~~c~~

~ur :or the c~rt~r ~~inis~at~n.

Mmlst%
R:rr;;
once a major
su?por rot
e P~me Minister,
~Ultty~th
the. Ca~met and thr.:
ar , e~o~ncmg
er emerg~mcy

of S.tat~ Cyr~s yance

Golda.Meir

Westminster,
Md.-Prospective
teachers
who plan to take the
National Teacher Examinations on
February 19, at Western Maryland
College were reminded today that
they have less than two weeks ~'"
with Educat~ona1 Testing
SerVIce (ETS) of Prmceton, N.J.

~:~~~:~:~::~~~~~~
~te~~:::
January
'/:7. Registration
forms
and instructions may be obtained

~~c:a:~i:E~~~:~~d

Secret~ry

NET's on
Feb. 19

~~~es~e~:~~:
:if,~~e~o
S~~~~
Lebanon, Jordon,
Saudi Arabia
and Syria in his first diplomatic

~~~h:!:=~~:f~~eA;~[~~~~~

~~~~ n:;:~~~t~Oth

One man participating
in the
marathon summed it up best when
he said, "I've been going for two
and one-half hours now. It feels
wonderful
just
to know I'm
helping."

you WIll

Mapes no one can ~ forced to do
something that is totally against
their will, even while under hyp-

The Interna

On
Valentine's
Day,
the
residents
of the Westminster
Nursing and Convalescence Center
held a rocking chair marathon to
raise money for the Maryland
Heart
Fund
Association.
The
marathon lasted from 11:00 a.m. to
7:00 p.m. and raised close to a
thousand dollars. The highlight for
participants was being filmed and
shown on WMAR·TV's
evening
news program.
Most of the residents
of the
convalescence center had a hand in
the marathon.
One woman explained that she was a time-keeper
anda "substitute rocker" for those
who wanted to take a break from
rocking.
Even a dog, named Johnny, that
belonged to Mrs. Mary Gill got into
the money-raising spirit. Mrs. Gill
attached a small, cloth sign to the
dog, and on their daily walks, she
and the dog would go around the
collect money. "Johnny's a hardworking dog," explained Mrs. Gill.
"Together we raised over thirtyfive dollars."

be~~e::f~~~~h:aly~~

finish reading

::~tsl:e;eO:;g:~
in~e;!I~
~-stOry
London Penta Hotel to t~e
tatoOed Yorkshiremenand
our own sn:'alLelegant 18~ century hotel m
fair haired Americans. "Our heavy
Wmder~ere
(with tea and. coffee
served I~ t.he~ounge aftr di~ner)i
ev:n~s :~s~~:ht i~~rUe~~g ~~ ~~~;s
Banana Ridge
(where we met
Robert Morley),
Chorus Line,
Troilus
and
Cressida
(a
Shakespearian
play
seen
in
St:atford),
Gilbert and S~llivan's
Mikado, the opera La TraViata, the
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Senior Persons

}:!s~~:.

~~lalliI:

~~~~~oye:~I~~~::~:12~~tii;~

the United 08540.
using
unDuring
the one-day
testing
agents
i"n session' a registrant may take the
Green Beret Comm~n Examinations,
which

~oops in Lao~ to sa~ta~e
c~~~ea:tt

ne~

pea~e. in include

'itni~~t

in professional

and

X~~~ra~:~~~~~b~~~l~es~~e~f

~

~:i~~

tests

e~i;:n;:~::s
2~nj~:~ ~~
Europe,
visiting
places
you've
heard about but never really expected to visit. It was like a dream

:tn:~orbe:~au~~rtthis:v~~~r
y~~I~
probably be offered again in ~wo
years time and; Boy! Is it worth
eV!7a ~:~:~emark I'd like to make

~:~i;~e
f~c:~~m::!:~~~o~i:~
"very useful and friendly talks'"
wi.t~ Isra~1i
leader.s.
~ri~,e
Mmlster Yltzhak Rabm said
r

~~~C~~~~~i~~~~;Q~~
t~~i o~~~~
Dan, or People's Army, also said
the U.S. had an immediate
and
long-term scheme of subversion

Jro~
knowledge
of partic~ar
sU~te~
matter
and teachlOg
m~neo re"sistered, each candidate
will receive an admission ticket

co~: st~~~e~ o~:\~h~~don, visiting
Westminster
Abbey, Greenwich
and
the
Prime
Meridi$ln.

an appeal to one of our illustrious
members
by saying, "Earth
to
Willie, Earth~to Willie!!"

~~u~~~~;;er;i~~tis~~e:~~~i~ai:~
Vance met with Foreign Minister
Yigal Allon, President
Katzir,

~~~
s;~~:~as~h~~~~~
that the U.S. planned to reopen its
closed bases in Thailand.

~:~te::o ~~~Che~:~~
she should report. Those taking the
Common Examinations will report

atr~:;~~;;

•••and the National News
The state Senate .has voted to
gradually raise the drinking age
for beer and light wine to 21 over a
three-year
period .. creating
a
unique drinking season for 18-yearolds. If the bill passes the House
and is signed into law as drawn, it
will find some young
people
eligible to drink beer for the first
half of each year until 1979. "It's
ridiculous," says Senator John C.
Coolahan (D., Baltimore
13th)

he said. The reason is the phase-in .President .is making
the' most
prOvision of the bill. After July 1, progress,
however,
is among
1979 the le,gal age for all alcoholic
average citizens: The open nonbeverages would be21 which it was imperialistic
style demonstrated
until 197~ when the legislature
at the inauguration
and his
.........
ered it to 18 for beer and wine. "fireside chat" has won him the
admiration
of
millions
of
--President
Carter
is gaining Americans previously cool to him.
generally high marks on his first
-One rough spot in Carter's
clays in office. He drew respect
early days has been the Soviet
from reporters at his first press
dissident
situation.
In direct
conference
where
he fielded
violation of the Helsinki accord,

;::~a~~m~~n~:~r~::y~a~:r::~.
be able to drink until July.

;~~sti::d:~~h
Congress,
Carter

~he:n ~~~

~~!;~i

Then

:~nk dr~~i1 ~~~u~~~t

July. Then they can't drink again."

~~~n~l~c~~~
for the

af':a%ac~f
admitted
a

~or~~:~:o~

better.

Where

:~~n~~
the

new

Carter stated that he might as well
have been " ... talking to a brick
wail ... " In fact, within 24 hours of
one
Carter
pronouncement,
another
dissident
was arrested
Foreign affairs experts suspect
that the Soviets may be attempting
to blackmail Carter out of speaking
out on such situations-therefore
testing to see how tough this new
President is.

Got a pill?;

~:lat~~~~~an
~~~s i!l:~;:s~~~~
a number of politica1 dissenters.

A pair of newlyweds' have filed
suit ~gainst
Eastern
Airli~es,

The S~te

~~:rgl~~n~~!~~

~a;s~

Department

~s:~:!s

and €arter

c~;p~~~J~~~~~

ct;~tou~oce~oen~va~~ their birth control pills.

~;~ti~~~:~:

at 8:30·a.m. on February 19 and
finish at about 12:30 p.m., Wrubel
said.
Area Examinations
are
scheduled from 1:30 p.m. to about
4: 15 p.m. the same day.

SGA Action •••
A new sub-committee
has
recently been formed by the SGA
for the purpose of studying the
decline of the self-scheduled exam.
Members of the committee plan to
begin
interviewing
faculty
members who still give students
their choice of times to take their
finals, as well as some who have
given them in tI".e past, but no
longer do. Hopefully, the results of
this survey will prove useful in
changing this trend.
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Who's Who in the BSU?

Four of the articles on this page.
the Who's );fho, Paul Lawrence
DUnbar,
ROOTS,
and
Black
History Week articles
were contributed by members of the Black
Student Union. - The Editor

Sydney Roberts
The Black students
of Western
Maryland
College "recently
spoke
very candidly
about
their
accomplishments,
their
opinions
regarding'
the necessity
of the
Black Student 'Union on W.M.C.
campus, why they chose W.M.C.
and the ramifications
of "Roots."
A few of the students
believed
that
stayingand
eventually
graduating
from W.M.C. to be an
important
accomplishment
Others, such as Cynthia Pullen, felt
that participation
in various clubs
and off-campus work. experiences
to
be
meaningful
accomplishments
)
Most of the Black students
at
W.M.C. feel that there's a definite

when i first came ... r didn't know
anybody and through the B.S.U. I
began to meet others and learn a
little
about
the
campus,"
remarked
Cynthia
Pullen.
Personally,
I hold the same
sen-

need for a Black Student Union.
Mit!=hAle]!:ander felt that the Black
Student Union serves the purpose
of keeping
the Blacks
closer
together
and united. Mitch also
expressed the wish that the B.S.U.
would mix with interested
white
students
to form the Union of
Blacks and Whites or. Union of
Integrated
People.T'I'he
Black
Student Union's president,
Linda
Thomas, felt that there's an absolute
need for such a group
<B.S.U.l
in W.M.C.,
because
for some Blacks coming to W.M.C.
can be and has been a cultural
shock. Ms. Thomas also believes
that the B.S.U., along with administration
and other interested
persons, could work together
to
help to make the newcomers more
at home so they would desire to
stay four years.
"The B.S.U. has definitely been
an inspiration
to me. especially

nments. Through my contact with
B.S.U., I have also met new people
and learned some of the "proper"
notions on W.M.C. campus.
Cheryl Owens' comment
sums
up an integral
part of B.S.U.'s
existence. She says that since no
classes in the curriculum deal with
Black studies
in any way, the
RS.U. is an excellent channel for
teaching
Black
awareness
and
Black history.
I asked the following question of
the Black students
on campus:
"Why
did you choose
WMC.
knowing
it js a predominantly
white college?"
Linda
Thomas
came
to WMC because
of the
academic
goals she wants
to

Blaellness: not Separatism
Bernard Franklin
This being Black History Week,
it is a good time to examine the
educational status of Black people
in America and the impact that
institutional
racism
has had on
many of the minority
groups in
America.
At the time of the
Emancipation
Proclamation,
90
per cent of the Black population in
Americ_a was illiterate,
the major
cause being that in many of the
states it was illegal to teach black
"people to read
or write.
The
creation of such laws can find their
foundation in the .ccncept
of institutional" racism. It was not till a
SUpreme Court decision in 1954
that Black people were allowed to
attend schools which up till that
point had been segregated.
Under a segregated
system of
human relationships
a dominant
group
defines
the limits
and

-A,,,,,GJ'!le

I

boundaries of acceptable behavior,
activities
and aspirations
for a
subordinate
group. This usually
has the effect of maintaining
or
reinforcing
those
advantages
enjoyed by the dominant group in
the social order. Such was the case
in the days of slavery and in many
black communities today a form of
economic and educational
slavery
exists. Over a period of time the
advantages
become
Institutionalized
within the fabric of
practically
every aspect of the
society,
including
the political,
economical,
social, educational
~~~u~~e~o~h~::~~~~c:~~:ro~~
are usually diestrous
culturally,
economically
and politically.
It's
members in fact become inferior,
not because they are innately so,
but because they are defined as so
by their _oppressors-and ultimately

reawakening,

:J~~~~:

~o~i~:~Xa~~?t!~~
television adaptation
was viewed
by millions,
it topped records,
surpassing Gone with the Wind and
the Superbow!' Alex Haley traced
his family back seven Generations,
~~~';i:y
homeland

~:t~h~i~~:t~::mo~i:
Africa.
The family's
was

~~~~~m

and their

Roots
presented
time

traced

for

until

eman-

move

to Ten-

could not have
been
at a better time. It was
an

awakening

or

whatever

the case

sinewed

to

my fierce

a ~~::~:t~~S ;;t;~r~sslOn
to such
li~'1 ~ou~~n't believe It was really

v:be~~~:

.~itt \;~s fantastic"

~:

"~\'llllcS

traying the hope, hardship,
and determination
of a
family seeking the ultimate

;~~
drive
Black

"itwas!ooextreme,

window

:~~!

~~c/~~~r
of

I crack leaves mto ashes with my metal cJaw

I
I
I.

F
_I~

then I'comb

the grass

.

.

a DEFECTIVE

I didn't like

-:-Jenlllrc.r Watts
The staff of C~ntrast IS presen!ly acceptmg manuscnpts
for ItS next
Issue, to be publI8hed before Sprmg ?reak. Stu~en.ts, faculty, and staff
'of the College are welcome to submit poetry, fICtIOn, and art work to
,W=~~~~~2..c=.e.us~~
...

wil

Next,

on
f~i

T.V.

and

~hU~ltrr~~e :~;;

.....p

the exact

....

<;:U

we want

to advise

~V~Shi~gerOs:ncar:ienr~e Fr~:~~~~
Douglass
and
Booker
T
surely

graduation
~~~l:bl~~%e

co:;~

:k~

~::sur~~;

announcements
s~c~e~f

and
~~~ a':-

happened 200 years ago but rather
nouncements will be 35 cents each.
were disgusted
that such an in- Any quantity
can be ordered.
slitution existed. T would truly be Name cards will be $4 95 for a box
interested
in your reactions
to of loo cards
The last date for
~IRoots, since I was unable to survey takIng orders for announcements
lIeveryone.
please
send
vour and name cards will be February
.responses
to Box 494.
.
25,1977.

I
I

Mr.

Dunbar

a man with perfect

was
timing

Royer in

Who'sWho?

the

~i~~:a;n~e
~~~:e~~~gfh~:
week of February
21 1977 from
8:30 to 4:30. They will purch~se the
cap, gown, tassle, and will rent the
hood. This year the Seniors will.
pay the total cost of $17.32. then if
the hood is returned
after commencement,
a $6.14 refund will be
given. A $5.00 deposit is required

~~~~~n~~~t:gen ~n to~~~ wtz~o:o~e

discussion

~:;:J',a~~.

.

~~~~~isM~~
poems are read in black high
school
English
courses.
Mr
Dunbar was honored by having a
public school named
after him
which was the highest honor for

Washington.

MERCHANDISE

,an
,bed ?:Sl"~~~s).-

(T, ..
''''''

it'~hese are only segments of the
conversations
r had with various
people, but I feel that these quotes
are s.ufficient in bringing across
their Ideas. These responses are by
no means meant
to reveal the
feelings of the entire campus but a
small cross section of the people.
I was also interested in emotions,

; Irakeyouras~esintolimppilesbehindc1osets

I and

blacks .. have

~:~~:I:=::~
::ks

shells,

I
Two Octobers, I've abandoned the kitchen
~
I to stir leaves, nota stew to warm your
I autumn blood, a spring preserved smile
I to greet your conquests.
I
~~u~~~~~r.
I live and scowl

~~oc~:s~e:!~~s~:l~
for a refund or ex-

~~~~;: :!~:ro~h:p~:r2~a~~~.from

~:t~I:~~:::t.;I:,h:~e:
ea{'h other Will only deepen"

breaths,

gloved in your hand's leather
fill a grip you engraved in the rake

and

~~e~~to~~:.t
be accepted

g~:
~~n~~::n~~~
~~

onT~~:e~i~ryd~~~ri~ul~r

the first month. of the Spring
~Jia"ne:!er, _andM~~Tret';f~
orA~.COl\1PANIED BY THE CORRECT
CASH REGISTER
RECEIPT.
After this time period, returns will
be accepted
with cash register

he.~II.age to be proud o~
.
These items may be returned
at
smce blacks and whites diSCUSS any time for replacement.
(LP's, 8

dream

I Ipawaprotestofieavesacrosstheyard,
I

of his work.

:~:~~edan~
o~:ir
people, many tor the first

were exposed to Black history, and
i~h!a~e:l\~a~:if~~a~~::y

Full Credit
on Books

fo;1~:;S~~~k~/~~h~g:~!~::

Curious
as to what
white
students
at Western
Maryland
College thought I surveyed so~e
members of the campus. Here IS
w~.~t.. they. thought:
'"
It was truly educatl~nal

time,

Black Poet

achieve. Initially, Linda stated,' it
really did not matter about it being
The life of poet Paul Laurence
predominantly
white.
Mitch's
Dunbar
was a life of perfect
comment took on a different tone
timing. Mr. Dunbar was born in
than Linda ·s. He came to WMC Dayton, Ohio in 1872. He was the
partly because to-a certain extent
son of former slaves. Mr. Dunbar
because
of the "white
man's
attended
high school in Dayton
burden,"
it's easier to get into a where he was elected president of
white college from the financial
his school newspaper.
During his
aspect.
senior year, he wrote the song for
I came to Western
Maryland
his class graduating
exercises
in
College because of the location. I 1891
could commute and wouldn't have
Mr. Dunbar's
post high school
to live on campus.
I enjoy in- experiences motivated his interest
teracting with people in class and to write. With the position of an
in the RS.U., but.
WMC doesn't
elevator
operator,
Mr. Dunbar
supply the necessary
social life I continued
to write in his spare
personally need as a young black
time. Mr. Dunbar's
first book of
person.
poems,
Oaks
and
h). was
Ms. Pullen found a great deal of privately
published
at his own
racism on this campus
but she expense in 1893. The book received
seeks recognition of herself as an little attention
but this did not
individual, not as a black and she discourage
him. Two years later
added that if you can't accept
Mr. Dunbar privately published a
Cynthia D. Pullen for Cynthia D. second book of poems entitled.
Pullen, forget it.
' :"I1ajors and Minors.
The book
reviews from
The last question I asked of the received favorable
as "Harpers"
Black students was: "What did you such magazines
which encouraged
Mr. Dunbar to
think of Alex Haley's
recently
pursue
a fullfledged
literary
televised 'Roots?' " The students
career. Mr. Dunbar's
third book.
felt that "Roots" for the most part
was a reasonable representation
of The Lyrics of Lowly Life, consisted
of the best poems of his first two
slavery
and the drive
toward
freedom.
Several
students
felt books and it was a great success
extremely
proud to belong to a after its publication in 1896. which
established
his national reputation
race of people that has survived
The third book was followed by a
physical
institution
of slavery.
ser ies
of books,
Love
and
Cheryl Owen's comments
aptly
Laughter. whieh was published in
describe the feelings of most aware
of Sunshine
and
-Black people. She contends that" It 1903: Lyrics
in
("Roots·,)
was supposed
to be Shadow, which was published
1905; and complete
Poems, which
educational,
althougn
like most
was published in 1913.
other things we were only allowed
to see what ABC wanted to show
Mr. Dunbar had finally reached
us. Anyone
who thinks
that
the utopia that he had struggled so
"Roots"
was the extent of ophard for. He had become
the
pression for Blacks has a definite
poet in the world of
misconception
about the history of dominant
American
Black
poetry.
Mr.
America
Uunbar was the first black poet
since
Phillis
Wheatly
of the
eighteenth century to gain fame in
this and other
countries.
Mr.
Dunbar
is especially
noted for
being the first black to use Black
Wish to advise the student body dialect with-in the formal writings

~~e~s~'::~~~'~~fu!%~S

freedom.

Poem of the Week

I The rake is
I My fingers,

as

~::ki~g.a~::~~~~o~~:~!i~~a:~~
impact of a hurricane, for others it
wasadeeplymovingexperience,a
visionalization
of the past. Others
thought it was more than historical
facts because
a family was in-

r---------------------1

themselves

With the advent of Black History
Week in America, black people are
not saying that Black History is
better
than White history,
but
rather
that
there
were
many
contributions
by black Americans
that somehow
never made the
textbook or somehow-was
never
taught in the classroom even to this
day, and it is during this week that
we pay special attention to those
contributions.
A group that raises its voices in
harmony does not attempt
to exploit other groups in the social
order. Black History Week is for
everyone and there is alot that we
all can learn from the voices of
historic black figures. Hopefully
the strengthening
of an AfroAmerican
culture
will create
a
more homogenous and just SOCiety.

Brains Thinking

Roots, the saga or an American

ordeal

they come to regard
inferior

Dunbar - Noted

Westminster,
Md.--Dr .. Isabel I
Royer,
professor
of bIology at
Western .Maryland. Co1I ge,. has
been no~~ated
for mcl,uslOn In the
next .editIon of Who s Who of
Amerl~an Women.
.
. Who s Who of Amencan. Won.lt'n
~s ~. referen~e
work which. lists
mdi~d~ls
whose long:standing
or

7

~:;:~~~~~
them

C;~o~ch~~~~m:!~~

sUb.)ects

re~;~n~o~n:;~e~tlO

of conSIderable
join~d

the

Western Marrland faculty I~ 1942,
has been chru.rman of the bl~logy
department
smce 1972. A reSident
of Westmmster, she receIved three
degrees
from the Uruverslt)
of
ClfIcmnab and her Ph D frorr the
University of Ohio.

Scrimshaw
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Itlllrrei Bes~~~::~s

o~;::,i~~qUO~~OP
and Wines in Carroll County!

Cox's Barrel House

Cox's Bottle Shop

24458altimore8llid.
Finksburg,
;

861-8787

Md.

21048

833-2078

2824 L,ttlenownPke
E. Br!lnt Carlisle
M~"ager

We"m

nSter

Md

346-7311

fits: NO INVESTMENT
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."M:'kB'V!'Ver3'
deep and serious
Now that ABC-TV's mammoth
12-hour presentation
of Black
history has made network ratings
history,
Roots will undoubtedly
continue to take a major place in
c ort ee-t.a b l e
discussion,
sociological
analysis
and
philosophizing
by middle-class
news 'magazines for quite a while
On the surface,
there was much
about the special that really was
special, and warrants
regard
as
such. ~irst and most importantly,
Roqts IS based on Alex Haley's
excellent
best-seller,
a deeply
personal
account
of 'American
history as seen by the descendants
of Kunta
Kinte,
a Mandinka
warrior ina small Gambian village
who is captured
and sold into
slavery--Kunta
himself being not
the
fruition
of a novelist's
imagination but the actual result of
years of effort on Haley's part to
trace his ancestry.
Like the book, the TV special
aroused much of its interest and
controversy
in an abnormally
large audience by constant use of
visceral
devices.
However,
appraising the success of a program
in acc~mplishing
huge ratings and
appraising
its success
Ill' accompllshing several other goals it
has hopefully set for itself are
clearly two different things. Would
all of the current discussion about
the impact of the most successful
TV program
in hist~ry still be
going on if indeed It had had
nothing to do with Black history or
any o~her topic of importance,
but
were Instead only another episode
of Charlie's Angels?
The reason I pose all of these
questions is that, high ratings and
huge audience
notwithstanding,
the TV Roots suffers from some
very deep and serious flaws, both
as a representation
of Haley's book
andas a work of its own. In-fact the
first episode, which showed Kunta
Kinte's African manhood training
and capture
by slavers
almost
completely
trashes
not only that
portion of the book but, subsequently,
the very traditions
which HaJey so carefully
com-

municated. Not only is the roughlytsu-page
coverage
of Kunta's
Gamgian
childhood
and
development as a warrior sloppily
compressed
into little more than
an hour's time in order to "get the
story
moving."
(particularly
inexcusable
in a tz-hour show, of
all things! l, but the filmmakers
don't even try to communicate
Kunta's
relationships
with his
father, his peers, and his baby
brother,
which was scrupulously
described
by Haley.
Thus the
poignancy
of such bonds being
arbitrarily
and callously
broken
forever doesn't come across with
half as much force.
Fortunately,
this first episode
was the worst of tne lot. Future
shows in the series were quite
uneven, some coming off better
than
others-a
result
of using
several
different
writers
and
directors
and segmenting
the
drama.
There
are
several
moments in Roots which are effective and powerful and which
may
partially
justify
all that
national attention.
Unfortunately,
such effective scenes as Kunta's
first English words to the older
slave who is trying to de-Africanize
him ("Grits,
dummy"),
Kizzy's
refusaltomarryafellowslavewho
doesn't share her concern with her
African
heritage,
and
our
discovery of her father's grave-.
with his slave name 'Toby' marked
out in favor of 'Kurita Kinte' all
stand on a the periphery
of the
show's plot developments.
They
ar-a basically
smothered
by a
format which treats the story like a
soap opera. More often than not, a
violent
or emotionally
searing
scene (Kunta's whipping, Kizzy's
rape,
the slaves
on the ship
swearing
revenge)
is used as a
teaser for tomorrow night's show,
and it leaves one to wonder as to
whether
or not ABC, too, isn't
exploiting slavery in order to grow
audience
tobacco
on its own
plantation.
The best performances
in the
show are, not surprisingly,
those of
many of the Black actors. LeVar

N,n'VM"""SCOOP
In lhe life of every reporter there
is one interview
which
they
inevitable botch up. Most of these

Unfortunately,
the same praise
cannot be given by and large to the
White players. A large part of this
owes to the fact that while most of
the Black performers
vary in a
number
of performance
media,
most of the plantation
owners,
slave sellers, captains,
and night
riders seen here are also seen daily
or weekly in a regularly-identified
role, causing what one critic refers
to as the "Spot-the-Stars"
syndrcme. Hey there, isn't that Lou
Grant loading the slaves on board?
And over there,
isn't that Pa
Cartwright
instilling
a little
discipline
among
the recruited
help at the homestead?
And isn't
that the father
on "The Brady
Bunch" and one of TV's major
bastions
of the nuclear
family,
breaking up a slave family?
The actors themselves
in this
case are given no help by the extreme two-dimensionality
of most
of their roles and dialogue. There is
no doubt that slavery was one of
the most monstrous
institutions
ever devised by person against

:

quotes written on my forehead.
Falling to the floor in a frenzy of
writer's cramp, I wrote across the

r ~ealized

t~at 1 was

~~v=~b~:i~~P;~~\~~i~~!:s~~~

~:~aWy~~~~:~e~;Z:i~t~Ili~~~~

cm:~t

question. I had been researching
this man for three days, and all 1

:~~n:~:elif:I~~~~e~;~~;~~::
Rodstem's
sweatpants.
He begar

~~~l;a:nd

to look annoyed

~~~

pen in hand and heart

in

throat (or was it my lunch?)
I
walked
across
the quad.
My
destination
was the Bachelor
section, and I, a mere cub reporter,
~a~~~~~i~gcW~:;i~wt~e~i~~
floor. Bolstering
my courage
I
raised my fist to knock against the
door. Unlortuantely
the door was
open, a situation which killed the
drama of my entrance.
"Come in," he said. And there he
was, the President.
The man who
runs not only the government
.,- under
which we live, but the
fraternity
under which we party.
He was six feet tall and I stared up,
awestruck,
until to my horror 1
realized I was staring at the ceiling
because he was sitting down which
made him shorter than I I immediately
sat down, wondering
exactly,
how one went
about
questioning
the leader.
"I'll be with you in a minute," he
said.
1 .took in the important
details.
He was wearing
sweatpants, Eagerly chewing my pencil
stub 1 managed to ask a coherent
question. "Do you like the taste of

~tey~~

r fumbled
managing
to
floor. As I bent
pencil fe;ll and

w:::

br~~~

until

when I ran out 01

through my notes.
drop them on the
to pick them upmy
with the grace of a

~::'~~~e~~~~~r~~e;t'~:~ge?f~r~i~
colle~ted m·yself. I had my story,
that IS, he had my story,

~o;c~~e!~~;n~Se:~i:.kIiC:::w~=~
after it, wondering
if Woodward
and Bernstein has these problems
He peered und{.l11eath the chair
and said, "Exactly
what are you
doing
down
there?"
Without
batting an eye 1 said, "Would you
believe I was picking lint olI the
bottom of your shoes?" He signed
and said, "I'dbeJieveit."
Ijotted it
downinmynotes:
PesidentofSGA
has faith in students,
Gathering my wits about me, r
managed to stammer out a general
question
about
lhe SGA's
accomplishments.
To say the least,
he was not a man who believed in
monosyllables.
r began to scribble frantically,
struggling to keep up. Paper after
paper,
ream
after
ream
lay
scattered
on the floor. Still he
talked and still I wrote; on and on
Out of paper, 1 wrote on my arm
across my sweater;
I had direct

-;:i~ ~:~f~~~l~ t~ ~e::k:d~:ak~i~
desk and turning, collided with his
arm. 'I thought he was trying to
beat me up until 1 realized he was
trying to hold the door open for me.
Thanking him again 1 went off to
collect my notes, write my story,
and change my name. I thought of
something
with a ring to it. like
say, Barbara
Walters.

***
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teaching it, perhaps they would've
gotten more our of it than the child
did!
.
The
obvious
(and
oftenrepeated)
answer to a f.riti.cism
such as this (which has III Itself
probably been repeated too much)
is that the TV presentation of Roots
is a sort of Gone With the Wind told
from the other side. Those who
point to the Black stereo-typing
in
that movie tend to forget that the
White characters,
ridiculously
preoccupied
with Iost-and-Iound
romances
in the midst of the
Atlanta
holocaust
are equally
insulting-and
come off in 1976 as
being a bit distressing
when one
realizes the degree to which White
audiences
from 1939 on readily
identify with them ...and who actually believe they're
flattering
themselves
in doing
so. This
fracturing
of history is a much
more subtle and effective dig at the
plantation
mentality
than any
sadistic,
whip-wielding
redneck
that Roofs can offer up
Perhaps too much is being made
jf these flaws, but they are important
in relation
to a~y
discussion
of the show's, SOCial
importance.
The program. III fact,
deserves
cong:atulations
for
moving along quickly and holding
interest
throughout
its 12-hour
length, and perhaps some Of. the
co.mpromise~
made to f~cil~t?te
this accomplishment
we:e justified
toa degree. The major virtue of th.e
TV presentation,
however" is that It
called even mor~ attentt~n to a
oook that remains
a milestone
accomplishment
both in research
and in presenting
the little-seen
human side of history. HistheAlex
Haley book itself that deserves to
be discussed
in terms
of the
changes
it has made
or can
potentially make in American race
relations. As for the TV special, it
had the highest Neilsen rating in
history, but where do you go from
there?

********************************

a firsthand account
a fool of yourself

of how lOmake
without really

person, but it certaimy didn't make
everyone
who profited
by it a
monster.
The wntte-man-as-devn
approach was both logically and
artistically
valid in Haley's book
because all of the narrative
was
delivered from the viewpoint of the
slaves
themselves
A
TV
presentation
that tries instead to
present the view of slavery from
both. sides in l!pstairs,
Downstairs
fashion runs into a trap when it
tries simultaneously
to humanize
its monsters
and to deny any
streak
of humanness
on their
parts.
Not only is this endless identification of the White person as
treacherous
a racist standpoint
in
itself (and even hypocritical
when
we see
one of the
colonial
marketeers
as
a
viciously
stereotyped
mincing homosexual-does this mean
it's okay .tc
dremaucanv.Hberate
one oppressed minority while continuing
to oppress
another?)
but
it
becomes absolutely deadly in that
it makes
Roots
unbearably
predictable.
After a few hours in
front of Roots, everybody
knows
that whatever White person is the
guest star in tonight's
episode
hasn't tortured his or her slaves
yet because he or she is trying to
come up with some new atrocity
which will be presented
shortly,
and that even the White characters
who appear to show some sympathetic
or well-meaning
traits
(like Ed Asner's troubled captain
or Sandy. Duncan's grossly gushy
but well-intentioned
Missy Anne)
are going to turn hypocritical
andor vicious before long. Indeed, one
?f the major (and only) surprises
in the show IS the appearance
in the
finaltwohoursofadecent-seeming
White couple who really are nice!
It is especially interesting
to note
that the wife in the couple tries to
teach a bitter Black child not to
hate all Whites for the brutality of
some or even most of them. A
wonderful object lesson, and if the
predominately-white
writers
and
directors of Roots had been sitting
next to the child when the Jariv was

on Rodstein
lead-?"
He looked at me, surprised, and
said, "I don't know, 1 didn't eat

in KOOTS"

"aws

Burton,
a 19-year-old
drama
student recruited for the role of the
young
Kunta,
makes
very
believable the rage and the spirit of
a warrior who never forgot who he
was. Louis Gossett and Ben Vereen
as, respectively,
the Fiddler and
Kunta's grandson Chicken George,
add substantial
dimension as well
as more than a little love to what
might have in other hands been
only comic-relief
roles. In lesser
roles,
Lawrence
Hilton-Jacobs
completely
erases his supercoolSweathog image in the role of a
desperate young slave on the run,
and Cicely Tyson,
amazing
as
always, contributes a whirlwind Of
unforced feeling to her portrayal of
Kunta's mother. Everything she is
called upon to do, from gushing
and chattering
enthusiastically
at
the return of her son from manhood training to her agonized and
prolonged shriek at the discovery
of losing him forever, represents
a
supreme model of internalization
and self-identification.

Route 140
Westminster
84S-911O

I
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Western
Maryland's
wrestling
team had two home stands last
week against excellent
squads
from New York and Delaware
VaHey. Although the men wrestled
well, both meetings
ended
in
losses.
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Modern Dance
on Saturda31
by Cheryl Jane Waller
~ If you miss this show, you may
have missed the best in creative
dance. Western Maryland students
and faculty
will have the opportunity to see Maryland's
only
modern repetory dance troupe, the
Maryland
Dance
Theater.
tomorrow night, 8 pm, in Alumni.
This group
of young dancers,
comprised
of dance students and
faculty members from University
of Maryland,
have brought
the
beauty and excitement
of modern
dance to hundreds
of audiences
since the troupe's inception in 1971.
What is dance to the MDT?
Dance is an art. a way of expressing beauty, mood, message,
and imagination
by means
of
creatively choreographed
pieces to
a wide-variety of music styles. Not
using ballet, the troupe extends
itself into the theatrical
as well as
modern dance to interact with and
stimulate and audience's
feelings
and thoughts.
The dances vary
from the comic to serious, from
mood-provoking
to pure
entertainment.
The number, "J-71" is
a theatrical
piece about freeway
driving
while
in
contrast,
"Errands"
is a comic-dramatic
narrative danced by a men's trio to
Beethoven-and
the Ventures.
Gwen Olexik,
the company's
spokesperson,
generates
the
energy .of the group when she

WESTERN MARYLAND

COLLEGE

Few Adverse Responses
to Center
Jeff Robinson
The manner in which funding has
been accumulated
for the new
College
Center
has
been
less
haphazard
than many people may
think, according to Vice President
for
Development
James
F
Ridenour. "For the past two years
. the college has set up a very
exacting
system
of researching
and requesting
donations that has
spanned
all
the
way
[rom
Baltimore,Md. to Los Angeles, Cal.
One method of discovering
what
potential gifts actually existed was
the concept of "raiding meetings"

~

&.:--~

The Maryland Dance Theatre's
talents
range
rrom "comic
to
describes
feeling "off the floor
three feet high" while watching
MDT perform. The dancing seems
so effortless,
she adds, which it
should, considering
the numerous
rehearsal
hours
behind
each
concert. In addition to rehearsal
tomorrow afternoon,
members
of
the troupe will be given a master
class to WMC students interested
in learning
more about
dance
technique-the
first workshop of its
kind at WMC. Dancers also share
in the responsibilities
of setting up
and taking down the lights and-sets
for each performance,
making
their
schedule
demanding.

serious, from mood-provoking
to ~~d ~ti~~~e~e;t~~~r:~~:~
pure entertainment."
alumni
were
invited
to these
Why is it important
for the meetings,
with the explicit
inMaryland
Dance Theater
to be tentions spelled out, and allowed to
seen by everyone
at WMC? TO ·Iook over lists jJf potential doners
~!:r~a~~VE

i~h~e

o~:p::Jin~

popularity of modern dance as an
art form. Not only is this the first
performance
of its kind at our
school, with student and faculty
support,
the success
of MDT's
concert tomorrow night will enable
us to have more dance programs of
all types to come to our school. Be
sure not miss the performance
tomorrow night, 8 pm, Alumni, $1it will be an experience
you
won't forget!

B,endaO!!t!!als-Not Just $ For Both Races.

The Reverend Quincy Cooper in
a lecture
last Monday
night,
presented
in honor
of Black
History
Week challenged
black
students to make decisions about
their future, to become America's
opportunity
rather
than
its
liability, and to look for the key to
that future within themselves,
not
fr;~t;~~~~perofMOrganState

!~

j
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main goal, but to live for a cause
and strive
for achievement
instead. "Don't lower your life to
dollars and cents. Look to yourself-It's what you are that acounts.
Don't just earn a living," he inspired, "but create a life."
Finding a cause that one can live

for requires
determination.
Rev.
Cooper encouraged
them to dig
into themselves,
to experience
a
revolution of the soul to inspire
their
inner
lives,
and to be
something to live for. Strength in
character,
ideas,
industry,
and
continued page 3

for that particul<l!

area.

These friends of the college were
then supposed to make estimates
of possible contributions
from any
names of the list that they may
have had close contact with in the
past. And these figures were then
passed on to the local fund-raising
chairman,
who in turn used them
as a base from which they could
talk to.the individuals involved on
the subject
of the new College
Center.
One rumor,
that was quickly
squelched by Ridenour,
was that
the Office of Development
mailed
out letters to every person on the
list with an "expected contribution
amount"
enclosed
smewhere
within
the letter.
The
vicePresident quickly replied, "There
were no letters to that effect that
went out, to my knowledge.
The system was, however, a part

Literature Excellence Society's Aim

~:;;rs~~~cC::
n~~~y
w~~~
Kim Shewbridge
demanding their rights- they must
Music students have their Delta
a1so accept the responsibility
that
Omicron, economics students have
goes along with them. It is their
their Omicron Delta Epilson, and
patriotic duty to keep up agitation
now Itterature
students
have
for rights until they are satisfied,
- arrived with their own chapter of
And they must take advantage
of
an international
honor society new
every opportunity
to its fullest.
to our campus, Lambda Iota Tau.
Going to college is an opportlmity;
The purpose of Lambda Iota Tau
self-discipline,
concentrauon and is to reward, recognize; and engood
performance
are
the
courage
scholastic
excellence
in
responsibilities
that go along with
the field of literature.
To be a
it. No rights
exist
wi.thout
member of this society a student
responsibilities.
must be in his fifth semester
of
He warned fellow blacks not to
college
work;
he must
have
take for granted those rights which
completed at least twelve semester
their ancestors struggled and died
hours in literature courses in any.
for. Blacks
are
obligated
to
department;
he must be in the
validate
the efforts
of their
upper 3S per cent of his class in
forefathers
who didn't .have the
cumulative grade average; and he
privileges
that exist t$y.
Like
must have a 2.0 in literature
the blacks in Alex Haley's Rootl,
courses and their peereqctsues.
Rev. Cooper urged them to fulfill
The members of LIT, estimated
their ancestor's
dreams. Voting is
to nwnber
about 25 when a11 the
a p"iviledge
that blacks had to
dues are in, will begin
their
fight for in the past, and it should
monthly meetings in March. After
not be taken for granted.
Every
fulfilling the basic requirements
to
black student should exercise that
be in the society, members
must
right so he does not invalidate his
present
a paper
of their
own
forefather's
efforts. He demanded
writing, either scholarly
critical,
that blacks settle for nothing less or creative in nature, to the group;
than ALL of their rights.
.
the society's
meetings
will be
In cboosu{g careers,
he warned
occupied in discussion of these and
blacks not to let money become-the
other worlts'. Lambda Iota Tau also

hopes to be more aware and make
the campus more aware of plays,
poetry readings and tne like in the
Baltimore
area
so that
the
members and those interested will
have an opportunity tc experience
literature
in different dimensions.

Dr. Stevens is currently serving
moderator
for the group. Officers
include:
Karin
Keagy,
President;
Robyn Kramer,
VicePresident;
Kathi
Mosser,
Secretary;
and Jo Carol Hughes,
Treasurer.

as

$

Drive

of a larger
program
which included Kick-off meetings in all the
various areas, and special gifts
requests
that were asked of a
select few people had been asked to
give somewhat larger gifts.
As Car as reactions
that the
'Development
Office has gotten to
the small amounts of pressure that
they have applied, there have been
little in the way of real problems
Ridenour
stated,
"Some
people
would have felt that making
a
suggestion of a gift amount, as we
-did, exerted
some
degree
of
pressure.
However.
we've
had
very few adverse comments on the
matter."
As far as the college
community's
reactions
to the overall
funding drive, he said, "Whenever
you use a basic
fundraising
process, you do get a certain
amount of flack. Our flack has
been minimal, though.
Because of the success of the
Jroject so far it appears that the
end may be within sight. The
question
regarding
the $500,000
matching grant from the state is no
longer whether or not it wiU be
matched,
but rather
when. The
administration
hopes to be able to
cover the money by June of this
ye~.
The College Center is the largest
campaign
that WMC has ever
oarticipated
in. The last time that
anything of this size was undertaken was the building of Rouzer
Hall between 1963 and 1968. The
next item of business,
as far as
construction
goes,
is the consideration
of a new gymnasium.
There is currently
a Board of
Trustees Committee
investigating
the possibilities, but no time frame
has been set up yet.
Presently,
just over $1 million
dollars has been brought in as cash
for the present
construction.
Ridenour
estimates
that
app-oximately
$700,000 is being held
in order to keep enough on hand to
pay the pressing bills. The rest is
being placed into short term investments in order to raise further
~venues
for the college.

Author and Attorney Kennedy to Speok
"As soon as women start talking
about their rights, somebody says
they should get drafted. It's as if
men are saying, 'Uyoudon'tletme
hold the mor open for you, I'll slam
it on YOW' hand,' " says Florynce
Kennedy,
black feminist,
author
and attorney,
who will speak at
Western
Maryland
College a~ 8
p.m., Mar. 1 in Decker Lecture
Hall.
Ms. Kennedy,
founder
of the
Feminist
Party, is a w.ell-known
and respected
spokeswoman
for
the feminist movement and active
opponent
of an forms
of oppresslon-whieh
she spells with a
capital "0."
A frequent guest on nationwide
television, Ms. -xennedy also has
several film credits and has- lee-

Pathology
or Oppression,
which
will appear soon. She received both
her B.S. and law degrees
from
Columbia University.
Florynce
Kennedy
questions,
investigates
and challenges any
and all forms of "institutionalized
oppression."
She believes that the
oppressed
need only be· educated
and mobilized in order to achieve
their basic human rights. Prior to.
her practice
of law, she held a
number
of jobs that she feels
qualify her as spokeswoman
an
.
behalf of the oppressed and poor.
respected
reminist.Ms.
Kennedy has been a dogsitter,
Kennedy will speak here March 1. an elevator operator and a maid at
tured at more than 300 conegee 53 per week.
during the past two years. She is
co-author of Abortion Rap and has
The lecture is open to the public
just finished another
book, The ~d there is no admission charge.

Scrimshaw
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EDITORIAL

Ridenour and Center Funds
We note that James Ridenour, the vtce-Presreent
for Development
in
WMC's Office of Development,
and the Otttce has performed
what
appears to be a good lob of fund raising for the College Center. Given
only a brief two years or so, and a significant
number of skeptical
onlookers toward the drive's posslbllity for reaching Its goal. Ridenour
et at performed admIrably
In raising, on schedule, almost SJ million to
date.
'
We would, however, add a precaUtionary
note to the well.deserved
pr alse. The posslblilty
for abuse In this Institutional search for money
was, of course, present. The Scrimshaw concludes from Its Information
that app.arently there was not undue or unethical pressure put upon
potential gIft-givers,
While the College Center fund does not reveal
abuse, however, watchdoggIng
remains
important.
The alertness
of
everyone - particularly
those In 'watchdog positions- such as the SGA or
Scrimshaw.
focusing on poor mixtures
of money and ethics Is Important for Institutional
health.
Again·
our congratulations
to Mr. Rtdencur and the Office of
Development.

Religious Services
How very striking that the Christian Lenten season of penltance and
self-denial would begin thts past week on a warmly Spring-like Ash
Wednesday. As the BSU's speaker Rev. Quincy Cooper pointed out last
week discIpline and celebration,
freedom and responsibility
are too
often not a coherent whole but Instead are allen to each other.
From the Cathol1c Ash Wednesday service in Chapel; "Go in peace,
have courage, hold on to what Is good. Return no man evil for evil
Strengthen
the fainthearted,
support the weak, help the sufferIng:
Honor all men and all women and all children. Love and serve each
other rejoicing In the power ofthe splrltthat
we share."
Andthe Protestant
Chapel service last Sunday; "We are overcome by
theglftof
life, faith, courage and dreams. Hear our prayer for those who
are indifferent to Thee, those who do not know you, those caught in
tragedy, and those.threatened
by properlty.
Lead us in a plain path
today toward the accomplishment
of the dream which Is over us."
Words ... and more words ... and more words - we have few models of
embodying
responsible
celebration
or of extending
our verbalized
.teeeocm to others. We have few models of partying which is Inclusive of
secret concern, or of Integrating spring sun and Lenten services.
services.
There Is verbalized
social concern In the religiOUS community
on
campus. Perhaps what the rest of us - no matter how religious we may
or may not be . are In need of most is leadership
In living whatever
reality may lie behind those words.

Cafeteria

POEM OF THE WEEK
MOTHERHOOD
never a moment
alone
in the home,
to play
the piano
-Charles B. Taylor
~e starr of Contrast is presently
eeking
manuscripts
of poetry,
fiction, and farticularly,
arhtork,
for its next issue. Students, faculty,

and starr
of the college
are
welcome
to send ~ubmissi~Jts
through
campus
mall to Nancy
Barry, Box 16.
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Worst Values on Gridiron
Eugene
Bianchi
The following is reprinted fcom a
1972
issue
of Christianity
and
Crisis.
Wayne
Cowan,
a 1948
graduate
of WMC, edits
that
magazine. Eugene Bianch:, author
o£thearticle,
was then a professor
of religion at Emory University.
This is the first of a series .• the
Editor
More than 25 million Americans
fostered their own dehumanization
each weekend last fall as fans of
big-time footba1l. Fixed to TV sets
or huddled in the great arenas
across
the land, the spectators.
reinforced in themselves the worst
values of our culture.
Through
these autumnal
rites of passage,
we avidly introduce our young to
the saving knowledge of adult life:
brutality,
aggressive
competition,
profit-gr-eed,
male chauvinism,
and the discipline
of dull conformity to the status QUO. As the
frenzy
of the gridiron
season
reaches
paroxysmal
proportions
with the bowl games,
football
affords an excellent opportunity to
study the dark side of America.
Collegiate
and
especially
professional.
football
reveal
the
fascist streak in our SOCiety. Of
course, the fascist penchant is no
more American than it is Chinese
or Russian. Yet it takes on peculiar
nuances in our heritage.
Fascism
means the control and domination
of others by a forceful repression of
personal and communal
freedom
Football in the most blatant way
manifests
this tyranny
by brute
force over the wills of others. And I
am denying neither the disciplined
artistry
of the players
nor the
computerized
science
of the
coaches.
But all this finesse and
technology
are ultimately..at
the

Watergate

by Stephen R. Kepple
year, not on1y by this institution
When the day began, I was jolly
but by the thousands
across the
enough to write this:
nation. Then does one begin to see
There is a quaint relationship
the enormity
of this
energy
between
national
security
and
waste.
overcooked
vegetables.
Let us
Late that night, I wrote this:
consider,
by way of example,
It is not because of the broccoli
broccoli. We all know what hapthat I despise EngJar Dining Hall.
pens to a piece of broccoli between
The food has nothing to do with it at
its arrival,
relatively
fresh and
all- no, not even the corned fat. I
green, at the kitchens of Western
fear and loathe EngJar because
Maryland
College,
and its ap- there
I must
encounter
the
pearance, grey and disintegrating,
population of the school. I am no
on the algid plates of dinner. The
better than my stomach, you seedefenseless
vegetable
is cooked.
it forces me from my lonely, lofty
<\nd then it is cooked some more.
room, seeking its own level. The
In the process,
energy is eaten
Fence has made my route cit(stoves do it too, of course) - that
cuitous, but always I am moving
same
precious
energy
which
down, over dead grass, leached
President Carter implores that we soil, and stairs stained with ketconserve.
America needs all the chup and gum and saliva. Then I
energy she can get to keep her emerge
from a tunnel,
furtive
economy
eagle-bouyant.
Russia
apprehensive
- and there through
waits. Would it not be patriotic,
the glass ahead are the human
then, to cook the vegetables a little
beings from whom I have hidden
less long? Forget entirely, please,
like-a fool. The ubiquitous crowd of
that our meals would be more
the evening
Englar.
Babbling,
palatable and nutritious.
multicolored.
Feeding
nonThe skeptic may say, well, what
chalantly on filtl_l.
is one load of broccoli - it requires
very little extra energy to overcook
I would turn away. But I am no
it. But I would point to all the other
better than my stomach, I am no
vegetables
which are overcooked.,
better
than you. Indeed,
I am
dinner
after dinner,
year after
worse, for I must worry about so

Friday,

~~~
~~~~!~h:~:
Ia: ~~~oJ
hide away from them forever, but
for this stomach.
Names,
names!
Who also is
offended to the core of soul by a
belch, a slammed door, an arhythmic song of filthy shouts, a stupid
l:~~~~~~~klika:~

t~r~~:i

Who also, to the core of soul?
..
1 gulp my food and hurry out onto
the dead, darkling fields. And I am
~~k~:I~,r:~rnf:~~~
;~~~~e
~~
the ghost. But there are on1y the
tr~
regarding
me staunchly
holding their hands up to the star~
weather. The ghost goes lonely and
lost on the landscape too, then. If
only I could find her.
The next morning, thank G-od, I
was iollv a2ain.
-
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petty a detail as whether or not
there is a free table next a window
or a Wall, that I may direct myself
away from the crowd. Those faces!
- brutal,
delicate;
cruel, kind;
vapid, alert;
selfish, "oceanic;"
bloated,
thin;
hating, loving;
prematurely
old,
smooth;
beautiful, plain, hideous; laughing,
but not crying!
Their chewing

~~

on his ability to please. A sign of
approval from this campus deity is
worui all the adulation heaped on
him. That this attitude persists in
professional football can be seen in
Jerry
Kramer's
Instant
Replay.
Kramer
lives
for Lombardi's
acceptance.
Autocratic control is aided by the
personality
types of coaches who
frequently
epitomize
jockdom's
highest
traits:
narrowness
of
vision, intolerance
of diversity,
and utter loyalty to the meager
wisdom of their guild. The absolute
authority of the super-coach
does
not contribute
to characterbuilding in the players, but rather
to their infantilization
and the
stunting of their development
as
self-directed
persons.
Football's
totalitarian
authority
structure
also
reflects
the
militarism
prevalent.
in our
culture. The game's terminology
mirrors the language of war. It is
basically a battle in which astute
field generals
maneuver
their
forces for victory. Bomb squads
are sent down field on kickoffs and
punts. Crushing blocks and tackles
are aimed at putting the enemy out
of action. As the struggle
rages
around
offensive
and defensive
operations,
the quarterback
oc.casionally "throws the bomb."
Just
as it' is important
to
propagandize
soldiers Cor intense
levels of belligerence,
so players
must be "psyched up" to defeat the
enemy.
Some
get "high"
for
combat on drugs, while others can
be sufficiently motivated by money
and ego-prestige.
Training
fields
are isolated
and guarded
like
Green Beret encampments.
Absolute obedience to commands
is
imperative,
and nonconformity
is
totally discouraged. Little wonder
that Richard
Nixon is a football
freak. The game provides a way of
both relaxing
and yet not being
distracted
from the hard qualities
President
Carter
has recently
needed for geopolitical control and
put before
Congress
a budget
manipulation.
propo-sal
which
involves
the
Big-timeJootball
also manifests
elimination
of the National Direct
and strengthens
the ideal
of
Student Loan Program (NDSL), an
masculine
identity in the United
action which, if approved,
would
States.
The
true
male
is
have an adverse affect on much or
aggressively
competitive
and
Western
Maryland's
student
dominant
in all situations.
The
population. Through this program,
weekend trek to the areas is not
aid is made available to students at
an escape from the real world of
low interest rates.
corporate America;
rather it is a
weekly pilgrimage
to the national
This action has been publicly
shrines
where
the virtues
of
critlzed by the chairman
of the
House
Education
Committee,
toughness and insensitivity can be
renewed.
~~~~,nt:~~:d
C~~t Dby
In the football spectacle, the role
such a program,
thousands
of
of woman in our society is clearly
students from lower-income homes
defined
against
the masculine
will be-forced to culminate
'thelr
criteria.
The important
action is
male-dominated:
women
can
education.
There are $800 million
share only from a distance in a
~C:~ro~~~e:~
o~~ ~e~nw:~
man's world. They can shout and
million to work with.
squeal from afar, but their roles
Founded In 1958, the pr.ogram
are accessory
to the male event.
The can show their thighs at half
h~. smce ruded more th.an one
time in the various pageants
or
mIlh~~ needy stude~ts, srud Rep.
leap about as cheerleaders
in
Perkms.
ApprOXimately
57
emotional dependence on men. For
perc~t
Of. the recipie~~s
come
ultimately they are his "bunnies,"
from workmg class families.
his possessions
for pleasure
and
service.
This critique of big-time football
(and other games, in as much as
Ms. Beverly
Gandolfo
will
they share
the same
characpresent her senior piano recital at 8
teristics)
is not a blanket
conp.m., Feb. 25, in Levine Hall,
demnation of organized sports. To
Western Maryland College.
the degree that the latter mainfest
The recital
program
will inthe qualities of creative play, they
clude:
Sonata,
Op.
26,
by:
constitute
healthy and important
Beethoven;
Papillons,
Op. 2, by
hwnan
rituals,
Games
become
Schumann;
Toccata,
by
significant occasions for uniting, in
Khachaturian;
and Polonaise in A
one dramatic
action, reason and
flat by Chopin.
fancy, mind and body, order and
Ms. Gandolfo is the daughter of
exploration,
discipline
and
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Gandolfo of
spontaneity.
Competition
itself,
Magn~lia
Road, Vineland,
New
when at the service of authentic
Jersey. She is a music-secondary
play, adds to the interest of the
education major at the liberal arts
game
and can foster
mutual
college in Westminster,
Md.
respect between persons.
service of one purpose: domination
of other men.
.
..
The patron saint o! the pigskin
~ult, V~ce Lombardi,
formulated
Its clas~lc dogma: "Winning is not
e~~hlDg;.
it is the only thing."
Wmmng.'
m the
temples
of
prcresstonet
football,
doesn't
connote the satisfying
outcome of
friendly
competition
in sport. It
mea.ns,.
rather,
the
brutal
domination of the weekly enemy.
While
~ certain
degree
of
roughness IS a by-product of many
American sports, sheer ~ut?lity
is
theessenceoffootball.lnJune~are
com~onp.lace,
and
serious
physical disabilities resulting from
~ralD
and
concussions,
torn
ligaments,
broken
?ones. and
severe,brUlses
t_ake their toll 10 the
player s later life. Big-time football is an enterprise
of intended violence; its purpose is
to inflict
wjury
on opponents
through vicious physical contact,
often subtly
aimed
at another
player's
previous
wounds.
Outscoring the opposition entails, to a
great extent, relentless
physical
pounding. To excuse
the brutal
core of this game by saying the
players are well-protected
or in
shape is to blind oneself to football's cruel dynamic.
Moreover,
there is psychological
evidence to
affirm that spectators
experience
vicarious reinforcement
of violent
tendencies
rather
than
their
healthful release.
Football's
brutality-for-gain
demands
a
high
level
of
authoritarian
control. To achieve
this regimentation,
the hero-cult is
inculcated early in the high school
apotheosis of the coach. His word is
absolute law; the youthful player's
self-identity
depends in large part

BlII TOdd

Contributors
Nancy Barry
He Orne.y

M,l<e D'Andrea
Phil Lapadula

~~~~!~Z:nd
Mark Bayer

~~~~~I:~~~n
KimShewbr1dge

~~i~?:~~ae~i

~;~!n~a:l~y~:van

Linda Mann
Eamonn McGeeny
Nancy Menefee

LiGia Hedian
CathySI\aver
Theo Brav!"

p~~~~:
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Recently, citizens and courts in
many communities
across the U.S.
have gotten involved in campaigns
against
pornography.
A recent
case'
was
the
conviction
of
"Hustler"
publisher
Larry Flynt
on charges of peddling obscenity.
The protesters
argue that certain
types of pornography
(!Iicj as tjpse
involving
"perverted"
acts or
involving minors) are so obviously
obscene
and objectionable
that
certain
steps need to be taken.
Others feel that any prosecutions
are direct violations of the First
Amendment
to the Constitution
~~~ ~~~~here is no telling where it
Last
week,
nee-Nazi
Fred
Cowan, 33, went berserk in New
Rochelle
New York.
Alter
a
bloody "blitzkrieg",
six persons,
including
Cowan, lay dead with

median age of a U.S. citizen is
rising and will continue to rise for
50 years. By the year 2030, there
will be 52 million Americans
over
the age of 65-which is twice the
present number. This rapid change
is the result of the bulge created by
the postwar baby boom. This large
proportion of older Americans will
createstrainsonthegovernmental
sa-vices utilized to take care of the
aged and the infirm. The problem
is compounded
by the present
birthrate drop. Those persons born
now will be the workers in 40 and 50
years-the
producers.
In other

Palestinian
guerrillas
Tuesday
were reported to have sent reinforcements
to southern
Lebanon
where
Lebanese
right-wing
Christian
militiamen
captured
a
town Sunday. The reinforcements
were said to have come Irom
Palestinian
camps in three main
southern towns of Selda, Tyre and
Nabative.
Clashes
between
the
Palestinians
and their Lebanese
leftist allies on the one hand and
Christian militiamen
on the other
are reported
to have gained
in
intensity in the two days since the
towner Al Khyam was captured by

way of spreading the word.
America
is growing
old.

:rs~p~er~i~g

~~~:~~:~e

y~:r!e~lck~;I~~

~::~

t:~:~e

~~~sl~~~

The

I d ea Is, I"
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IIe d F.or
",omml
men t ",a
continued

considered it tragic that no black
history courses are being offered
at the present time, He noted that
approximately
one third of Morgan
State Univ.'s faculty is white, and
then
rebuked
the
white
audience, "See, we are kinder to
you than you are to us."
Above all, Rev. Cooper called for
-

extremely small minority at WMC.
The struggle will be difficult for
them, but their presence here is
important just as his presence was
important at Wesley 17 years ago.
With enough
determination
to
succeed, they can't possibly fail.
When asked about how to get
some active help from the administration,
Rev.
Cooper
responded
that
blacks
must
organize nnd define their needs
first, then the black caucus must
pressure the administration
to deal
with the issues. It's a tough job for
such a small minority,
so white
support from faculty and students
is encouraged.
A qllestion about why some of the
activities lor BlaCK History Wef'k
were' open to black students only
stimulated
a sharp
defense:
"When white folks get together
they call it fellowship. When blac.k
folks get together
they call It
segregation."
Whites
can't
possibly understand what it means
to be black-so
it's legitimate
to
exclude them.
One of the demands
by black
students
is for black
history
courses
to be added
to the
curriculumandblackprofessorsto
be added to the staff. Rev. Cooper

-0'

_ Message
from the Infirmary:
Learn more about your student
boay: Busts: 12 for possession of
"stuff" Wastes:
1300 minds that
aren't employed Hips: 1 or 2 leftover from the 60's.
~

-0'

Bartrnder
Needed:
Must have
experience in waterL'1g down beer,
running out of cups, and taking as
long as possibie to tap the keg.
Applications
accepted
at any
section party.

:~~~~~d ~;SI::,n!~~~p~~rngS~~~
Christians in the armed forces with
l\o~oslems and
himself.

Sudanese

loyal

to

determination
and effort in senSitizing WMC to black needs. If all
efforts
are exhausted
and no
progress
is made,
then
black
students should leave the campus.
But he was very optimistic
that
progress will be made, as long as
there is enough determination
to
succeed.

Found: A large crater in front of
cafeteria.
Spoiling scenery
and
m~king noise as well as dirting my
room. Will owner please claim?
Contact: Spanish House.
'
-0'

Lost: Assorted
asphalt,
trees,
and grass
in the vicinity
of
Elderdice. Return to student body
as soon as possible.
Lost: One chain saw. Has great
sentimental
value. If found, please
return to Tom Maskell,~3rd section,
ANW.

Disruption of Peace
Needed?
,

An emphasis
on education
torAmerica's black youth was the key
point of an informal address given
by Mr. Kip Branch before a small
group
in Memorial
lOG last
Thursday
night
in
a BSUsponsored
Black
History
Week
activity.
Branch, a young black writer
and
educator,
noted
the
paradoxical
effect
of education
thai, while designed to perpetuate
the aims of society, at the. same
time creates in people the abliity to
look at, make decisions about, and
question the world around them.
Hence they become "disturbers
of
the peace,'.' as it we~e, whether
black or while, and socIety does not
want that.
For blacks, said Branch,
this
effect is doubled. He sees aU blacks
as inherent "disturbers
of the
peace" in this SOCiety; indeed, he
feels it is a moral duty.
Branch
also pointed
out the
necessity for total honesty between
parents
and children
in black
families. He feels it is unfair to the
child to be told that he or she can
someday
be President
of the
United States or even of A.T. & T.
He also is against
the unfair

Nothing

to d~- on

promoting
of either professional
athletics
or the entertainment
industry
alone. as avenues
of
personal advancement,
without the
benefits
of education.
Branch
particularly
str~ssed
the impcrtance
of the libr-ary, pointing
out that the. library
card is one
thing in our society that is still
relatively free of cost to the user

cast of 5, presented

CAPITAL CENTRE
The Eagles, and Jimmy Buffet 3/21 - 22
DAR CONSTITUTION HALL
AI Stewart,
and Wendy Waldeman
2/26
Johnny
Kansas

Winter,

Muddy

~::tYO~~~ickoefts eca;z~~
Presented by the Student
Office.

NA VAL ACAOEMY
AI Stewart
2/25
WARNER
Robert

Free

Give

Away:
-0'

entitled "The Benefits of A Liberal
Arts Education."
Perfect for lining

;;";o~~t'l~::~';.'e~~:d

Cotton

3/8

3/19 (Cap, Centre)
Hellen Reddy 3/5 (DAR)

Santanna

Palmer,

and

Gary

Wright

2/26

2/27

jMottll' ~qop

~Olt51'

Best Discounts of Beer, liquor
and Wines· in Carroll County!
Cox's
2445

Barrel

House

8~ltimore

Fi"ksbw'g.

Md.

Blvd

2104a

E. Bre"t

Carlisle

~ox's

Bottle

2824

L,1{lenOW"

Westm,,,ster

Md

I

Shop
P,ke
21157

~~~~~~~~~~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.
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833-2078
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CUlulNE

RDS7'£RSTOWN,

833-6300
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I

d'oJD

w,"pping

LOst: On.: 3.0 GP A. Disappeared
somewhere
between "Roots" and
"Gone With The Wind." If found,
return to me, I want one.

James

LYR[CTHEATER

861·8787

Pamphlets

and

3/16

THE7ITER

0:

YO~a~~e~ ~
Activities

Waters,
Bread

3/9

~Ilml

in the gazebo.

properly
intellectually
prepared.
He also noted the all-toe-lost. ability
to say "I love you-." not to blacks
or to whites but to people
in
general.
Branch said he feels a
personal
duty to stop hatred
(which he sees as taking more
effort than love) if it will affect his
children or his children's children.
He briefly praised
the recent
television
dramatization
of
"Roots"
for its depiction of the
strength of black men and women,
especially the women
A brief question-and-answer
period followed the talk

A number of other topics were
touched on in his talk, including the
frightening
reality of the outside
world for many young blacks after
college, particularly
if they are not

weekends?

~~~ee ~:~~:ns~~~~~~~,~c~~~

mislabeled
Lost: One sanity, very small,
unnoticable,
answers to the name
of '·hey you".
If found please
contact
Scrimshaw's
Ma"naging
Editor.
-

United States and Panamanian
negotions are "making progress"
in their current round of talks for a
new Canal Zone treaty,
a State
Department
spokesman,
Frederick
Brown, said today. The
U.S. negotiations,
headed
by
Ellsworth
Bunker' and Sol M.
Linowitz have been in Panama for
the past two weeks.

M..att-Uowers

Menefee's Lost Gnd Found
Concert: Free seating on Lawn
outside
of Dr.
John's
house
available
alter
10:00
p.m.
Featuring
the Grateful Dead and
other assorted unexpected sounds.

.
A repo~t from T~nzama alleges
that President
Amm has begun a
purge
. of
tho~s~nds
o~
predommant.ly
Chrls.han
Lan~1
and Ach?le tribesmen m Uganda s
ar~y, alrf~rce, police forces, ru:d
prison service. Refug~
have said
that thousands
of tribesmen
had
been massacred
and hundreds of
students ~f those tribes had be:n

'

from page I

RenaissaoyQ

Tired
of
"Specialfy"
Restaurants'??
Come dine simply
atEngiar's.
Develop a taste for the
tasteless. Enjoy the same food in
varied colors every night. Garnished with hair:_nd ashes.

for the attack
on AI Khyam. a
small
town
of
about
5,000
Christians
and Moslems
about
five miles from the Israeli border.

_

Sugal'b..sh Fun b1~,ek
'~~d:~;~~:'
m"::: ~; !
Fifteen WMC students
led by
Alan Lesser
and Bill Johnson,
~pent this past Winter Break skiing
In Sugarbush,
Vermont. Organized
by the S~udent.Activities
?ffice I~
cooperation
WIth the United SkI
Association,
the trip
was
extremely successful and enjoyable.
The anxious skiiers set out at
8:00 AM in a bus driven by a super
guy (and CB nut) whose handle
was Dr. Wacky. The trip took 12
hours. The tired travelers arrived
at their plush condominium
named
Middle Earth. (which even had
fireplaces) in tIme to watch the end
of "Roots."
The slopes were a bit nippy the
first day (-58 degrees wind chill)
but the remaining
four days were
excellent skiing. Fresh powder fell
each day. The slopes ranged from
- a challenging beginner's slope to a
2 mile downhill winding test of
endurance. Beginners and experts
alike find the Sugarbush
vaHey
enjoyable.
When the slopes closed at four
o'clock the WMC students located
the action-from
a beer bash on the
slopes to a night club named the_
Blue Tooth (where their bus was
temporarily
m_!splaced).

and In the World

If ex-Black
Panther
Eldridge
Cleaver comes on your television
set and gives a testimony
for
Jesus, don't be surprised.
It's all
part of a new attempt
to sell
religion to the masses. This week,
the 2-million
member
Baptist
General Convention
is launching
an unabashed
evangelical
and
campaign
called
"Gooq. News
Texas"
which will shower that
state with religious messages over
the next two months. While some
may
consider
this
a rather
tasteless approach, its developers
see as another potentiallY effective

five others wounded. Cowan held
compassion are necessary building
an arsenal of weapons in his_home,
blocks.
and had an obsession
with Nazi
Rev. Cooper reflected upon his
~ literature
and
artifacts.
A
college life at Wesley where he was
reprimand
from
his
Jewish
the only black student enrolled in
Supervisor
at work set off the '1960. It was difficult and lonely for
spree which ended In SUICide Said
him, "but he stayed. Enrollment
of
his brother,
James,
afterwards,
blacks at Wesley has grown since,
"We're all asking 'why? "
and it is rewarding to see so many
black faces on the campus now.

Jim wogsland

-
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Wrestler's Test Begins

Women's B'ball Whips G'burg
Kathy Shaver
The women's varsity basketball
team
played
three
important
games last week, coming away

Do Ich Named

Coach
Westminster,

Md.--Senior

co-

~~~~~i~b~tv~isDO~~o:ra~10~te~i~
Western
Maryland
College's
football squad will continue. New
head coach Jim Hindman has
named
Dolch as a graduate
assistant coach for next fall.
The 5-foot-lO·inch,
165-pound'
defensive
safety
was named
Defensive Player of the Year on
1976's team. Dolch intercepted five
passes on a Green Terror squad'
which posted a 4-4-1 record. His
teammates voted him the winner
~w~~

"to~re~~::th:~~~~

desire,
~~a~~~

A 1973 graduate
High,

Dolch

is

deterof the

of Northeast
a

Pasadena,
:::ers~:ts

Md. He
!.~~nd

scholastic

and athletic

~~a~~f~Or~~c!~~a:n!~Ugh

resident

of

excelled in
(~ei~~
ability.

In addition to his other accomplishments
at
Western
Maryland, Dolch was cited for
honorable mention on the All-State
Football Team as a junior, and is a
co-eaptainon this SIring's baseball
team.
He is a physical education major
who plans to enter coaching and
teaching upon completion of his
masters
work
at Western
Maryland.

Chaperones
Needed
~o~~~:~
C~f~~:ss~~~ti~~.
sponsoring a swimming program
for its citizens at the college pool,
beginning Wednesday, February

Penn-

;~~e~~o

~i~~~'an~hl~

w~r~ hi~b

;e~~ds~hO

s~r~rs

played

in May. The Association

is asking

di~~!~~i~a~s~

They need people to chaperone

swunmmg

instruction.

Whether

;~~nd~:~~r=~~
Jreciated. Please call Steve Horr
at the CCARC office, 848-4124, if
YOU are interested.

home

game

B,..
"II

;~tu~~:~d~o~gitsnn,!gne:

~~e~

~~cs:~~

~hi~hthwas not
On1~ ~ree

;:tb~o

bothered by a number of injuries.
Greg Banks, with a bad knee, sat
out this match in readiness for the
MAC's. Doug Foreman's
back

.~O~Ch ca~e fee~s ~~~ ~e

*

s

Jeans 99t· 7. 99

Jewelry

Sale on Shirts & Tops-SO% off

*
East.

. 861-8776
. Hours .. Tuesday-Sunday/2-6.30
on Rt. 140, after light at R~. 91,turn nghtat

~~!s~r:::ln~o~,
nJ~ i:e~ict~·****************~**************t
Bernie Jankowski
and Reuben
Turner will continue to improve
and veterans Vince Wesley, Brent
Wolford, Mike Walter, Joe Golden
we serve_..
and Tom Cosgrove will add some
depth and experience.
This Years' team hasn't had the
winning record of past teams but
BRE~KFAST
they have hustled and put out 110
percm.t every time. Also, they
appr~iate
the loyal fan support
supplied by students, faculty and
friends throughout the season.

.

Ii

t

ISN"I(S~,
All
,~

..niiN

KISS-

LUNCH

-.I

DINNER

.:&.

SHOP

nap.

Oin,_

Sundays"

•.

m_

W

NEWLY REMODELED

PI.J.ZA

CARROU.

~E"T""IN.TI!:R.,M";RVI--ANO

Male

and

21115

Female

Styling
Razor Cutting
RUSTY

a

JUOV JOHNSON

r--------.

,.

I
•

•

1

1

HOUSE 'OF UQUORS

Carroll Plaza Shopping Center
848.13U
Special of the Week!
Bring this ad with you for:

1

1

SCHUTZ 12-pack
12 oz. cans $2.99
Sale ends Thursday, Feb. 24th
WMC students only

/.

I·

.._------_.1

140 Village
only 5 minu'l'IIS away

.~=~::~::::=:...
24 Hours a

MONTOUR

Day

HOUSE

Finest in Foods
and Cocktails
Pies

11 :00 a.m.9:00p.m.
6 days a week

Hours:

Sunday: 12:00·8:00

Manager

DISTANCE

HOURS:
mon.12-5
lues .. wed_ Ihurs.. 10 - 5
fri 10-9
sat. 9 - 5

_

Donuts

876·3339
59 West Main Street
Westminster, Md. 21157

HARBER

948·23&3

-e

6.a.m...daiy

at
~~~~

Bernice Fritz

Spagl!mi Day - Wldn.Jdty

Opea

*

h~u~~le.

g~fJ~~:

Homemade

W11l11N WALKING

"ftimffl;m~"I~'fiijitt

::

:~~ ~e;

Plain & Fancy

*,
*
**
::

Finks burg Auction.

,.I.!'••••••.
ant .. erson~ senous.
about losmgwelght,
•.
call 635-2970
•

::

~~

ha::::~ed

~li:nbe!~O~I~'

Open

Featuring'
Paraphernalia
"'Wealso buy old jeans!!

in~=~)th:r!a;:r::=::;lrJ:::~:
and
the
leading
rebounder*
(Wayne). The nucleus for a strong*

•
•
•

pr~b~:;S

Of the 19 teams in the MAC, ours is
actually one of the best. Despite a
6-11 season record,
the Terror
grapplers
went 4-4 against the
cream of the MAC. Specifically,
wrestlers
such as John Koontz
(who, in the unlimited class, was
leading winner on the team this
season, 10-&-1), Greg Banks (at 190
lbs.) , Terry Caudell (150), and
Bruce LeFew (167) ha~e good
chances
to
place
high
at

Over. the· Hill- Jean Shop

~:y~~*

are graduating
(John o'Connor,:
Wayne
Coblentz
and
Geor

aL~~~~:.

~1~

*****~**********':::;~9**:~~~ni~***

cr?Ss the. ~ollege community's*
nunds. ThlS IS one way to try to:
signs ~f bo~.

~~~S!~~i!~1 :;is!nt~~~~~~~

~:t~~~~:~~i:~i~~~:!~~:s~~

Ur rnp

results of the tournament in next
week's Scrimshaw.
In the last regularly-scheduled
match of the year, the matmen

and will continue
through
to
tomorrow evening. Nineteen teams
from Pennsylvania and Maryland
will be participating.

against

The Terrorettes had a big game they pressed the opponent, forcing
Thursday
night against
Johns
turnovers and long outside shots.
Hopkins, winning by a scoreof69 to The starting five played an out25. Becky Martin was high scorer
standing game, with Becky Martin
with 21 points and Sara Kain had 7 scoring 18 points along with 12
rebounds,
as
our
women . points each for Nancy Barry and
vigorously
outplayed
the op- Sara Kain. Sara was also high
rebounder.
The Terrorettes
wind up the
season next week with one more
..
horne- game on Tuesday and a
As another basketball
season
tournament
beginning March 4.

the

~~;:f::nw~~enre-t~n~~~l!~
would like good swimmers to work
wj~
~e
interested in receiving

a

~~~I~dan do~n a l~ ~:t~;:;~~7:7:1saJ:~~;:~

~~~::~~~~'~~~~:e=:
•••••••••••
:~~::~~w:o

l~;~~t~~e:kr~~~b:~

Our team was defeated by a linal high scorer in this game with a
score of 56 to 41. Good per- total of 8 points.
formances were turned in for WMC
by Kelly Dargan
and Becky
Last Tuesday night, our team

~:d

dedication,
and
f:tC;:~~~~~~~.

Today,
the
Green
Terror
wrestlers
are
traveling
to
Elizabethtown College to take part
in the Middle Atlantic Conference

with one victory and two losses. position. In another away game
Tuesday,
February
15, the . Saturday afternoon the Terrorettes
Te.rrorettes
travelled
to were not so lucky, as they were
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Faculty Meeting Bust

Concerts,
Conventions! and _
the Committee
Meg Hoyle
,
SGA Social Chairwoman
Linda
Thomas
and College
Activities
Director Joan Avey returned last
week from
the national
NEC'
convention in San Antonio, Texas,
with much information on all kinds
of entertainment
available
to
WMC.
<t
While at the convention, the two
went
to as
many
different
!~~~~~~es

as an~imeedU;lt~!~~~·

~~~~~~~~~n
~~rth:i:~I::ntio~~
goers comprised the audience and
Ii t
d t
h
t
f
f
s~o~~e ti~e~acTh~~epe:e~~m

mO;n~

Linda Thomas (I) and .Joen
San Antonio, rex.
through
the NEe, the
~~~m:;~es!~~

Avey (rl, who have recently
Social

~~t~ntheev~.u~~~sn

~:~::n\r~~~S
S~~h ShZswc::i~~
along with ratings
from othe;
groups, acts, films, and novelty
schools, are compiled in a booklet
attractions
Through
these
which is updated periodically. How
showcases,
representatives
from
easy the performer is to' work with,
thousands
of colleges
have
a
prices,
audience
reaction,
and
chance to see first-hand the many
other similar aspects of the entire
types of entertainment
available.
performance.
are all considered
The coffeehouse
showcase
was
when looking for a performer.'
one of the most important ones that
Members of the Social Committee
were attended.
According to Ms.
have found these booklets
exThomas,
all of the talent shown .tremely
helpful.
here was excellent.
She seems
The second semester budget was
optimistic
about the definite
in- also discussed at the February
24
crease
in the number
of cot- Social Committee
meeting where
Ieehouses,
due to having
more
Ms. Thomas related much of the
performers
available to us. Many
information
obtained at the conrequests
for a different
at.
vention. The main concern is with
mosphere
in entertainment
have
the May concert-the
group and
been made, and Ms. Thomas reels, the available money. The weekend
this will be a big help.
is May 6 and 7, with the dance or
There
will most likely be an
. increase in the number of novelty
attractions
brought
to Western
Md., such as the recent hypnotists.
Jim
Mapes.
Some
possibilities
include a magician,
a clown, and
an artist know as Sidewalk Sam,
who paints murals of scenes taking
place around him. All of these
would probably be in the cafeteria.
One of the biggest benefits of the
showcases,
in addition
to being
abl:e to see the talent, is being there
with other colleges who have the
same entertainment
interests and
approximately
and same budget as
WMC. While at the convention, Ms.
Thomas and Ms. Aveywere able to
fil)d other college representatives
from the East Coast who were
interested
in the same groups as
they were. By cooperating
with
each other, they will be able to
reduce the costs of bringing the
groups to each college.

~:~:r~n O~t~~:aa: ~~~
~:
t~~
dates are reversable,
depending on'
the concert; who will be able to be

here

returned

.and when:., A bid has

~~~:I:~db~~

~~

from
been

~~u~e:o~o~:

Chris Holmes
Very little of great consequence
occured at the Faculty Meeting on
March 1. In fact, for the first time
in a number of years there was not
a sufficient
number
of faculty
Members
present
to comprise
a
quorum. The faculty did meet for
about 40 minutes though before-the
call' to quorum
was moved.
Dr.
John openned
the meeting
with
persona1 congratulations
to Dr.
and Mrs. Panek on the birth of a
son born last Monday. Dean MeCormick's
report
included
reminders
and announcements
on

concerns
mentioned
in
Dr.
Pa1mer's Letter to the Editor of the
scrimshaw
were legitimate
and
that the execution
of the selfscheduled
exams
should
be
analyzed.
.
The final order of business was a
proposed change in the Faculty
Statute (the Faculty Constitution)
The proposal
from the Faculty
Council is to make the Faculty
Affairs
Committee
a regular
standing committee of the faculty
The commtttte has been operating
autonomously.
The function of the
Faculty Affairs Committee
is to

~~~I~~a~bU~~:~s~~C::e~hatD~~~

~::::

~:~~~t~

~~~~SO~e~~dse:sk~~
i~
. anyone was interested
in spansoring them. There was a con:
siderabJe

amount of snickering

~d

~~:

and

Before

a

vote

was

taken

through. A bid is+a formal request
for a group to perform
.
C As f~ :
~oney JOes, ~~~ ~~
ommtt
e IS w~
ng WI.
1
for the ~on~ert.; Wh~h m~ludes
sound an dighting.
ere IS approximately
$700 allotted
for
dances.
While Ms. Thomas and Ms. Avey,
were
in San
Antonio,
other
members
o( the SGA took an inIormal poll outside the cafeteria,
asking students which groups they
would like to see come to WMC.
The
Iirst
choice
was \ Don
Fogieburg,
with Billy Joel coming
in second,
and Crack
the Sky
following in third place.
According
to Ms. Thomas,
the
trip was a tremendous
success. In

~~~~n~~er:~~ no faculty
person
~nut:~~:sue ~r~~~r1O~~::~~I:~I~
Included
in the committee
because he thought it Important to
reports,
Dean McCormick
anhave most of the faculty present to
nouncedon behalf of the Admission
vote on this important
proposal
and Stanadards
Committee
that
There was not the necessary 50 per
the application flow for next year is cent of
the franchised
faculty
looking good. So far, between 825 present so at approximately
12:05
and 850 applications
have been
the meeting came to a close.
received
which
exceeds
the
There are several reasons that
number that had been received at
may explain this rare occurance
this time last year.
_
when not enough faculty members
The report from the Calendar
are present to comprise a quorum.
and Schedule Committee included
The last faculty meetiing was held
an inquiry into the faculty opinion
on1y three weeks ago and on a
on the philosophy behind the self- . Thursday
instead of the regular
scheduled
exams.
Dr. Hartman
'Tuesday.
Therefore,
many faculty
and Dr. Sapora spoke in favor of members may of thoughl that this
self-scheduled
exams, pointing out
month's meeting would be held on
that they are beneficia1 to students.
Thursday
also
and that there is no evidence

~~::~~~
.!~n:~~e~,c~:~!~
learned a lot, and have high hopes
for an enjoyable s~nd
semester.

~~:~;:~~ea~~~i;:n
;~J~~;~~ul~
examinations.
In addition,
Dr.
WaJlace said that some of the

Forlines House Going to Rot?

Nancy Meneff. and Jeff RobinS'tm
Angry residents of the Forlines
House have recently
expressed
concerns
over
deteriorating
conditions
that
are
present
throughout the building. However,
administrative
actions
in the
matter
have gotten caught in a
snarl of red tape and run-around
that
have
produced
very
few
visible results.
Forlines occupants have voiced
several complaints
that have included: holes in the wa1ls, a fire
escape
door that doesn't
latch,
rodent droppings,
problems
with
the bathroom
floor, and a ban·
nister railing that is a potential
hazard.
An unidentified
source
stated
that,
"NO'"" preventive
The NEC brings
many other
maintenance
is being done a1 all,
benefits
to Western
Md. It is presently."
through
them
that the SGA's
Beth Hackert,
a resident
of
- leadership
conference
will be Forlines said, "It isn't bad now,
planned for this month sometime.
- but if they don't do something
This will be open to represenabout it soon they'll lose a 'really
talives
from
all
campus
neat housing option."
organizations,An example of the conditions in
Foriines
is
the
downstairs
The floor is covered
A program evaluation file is a1~0 bathroom.
carpeting,
being started,
for the benefit of with indoor·outdoor
future SGA officers, an idea from
the convention. Included in this file :s~cc~all~sin ~r~~~t~r"~~ st!~~~:
The results of this condition is that
both the preparation
for the show
the fJopr, if it has not a1ready
and the performance
itself are
evaluated
for future reference.
begun to do so, will soon rot o'!t
The NEe
itself
provides
a from underneath
the carpeting.
similar
service.
After
a perDean
Laidlaw'
stated,
"The
fonnance
by an entertainer
hired
situation
has been reported."

o:~~oa~::fcd~~f~~S

::~e:;~~n~r~~g,fa~~~atr:~ml~~~~::
and the general
welfare
of the
faculty.

Forline; House-Conditions
~nder attack
When asked about what"<is to be
campus
tradition,
although
two
done
with
the situation,
she
recent fumigations
seem to have
replied,
"All I can do is make
cured the problem.
recommendations."
Despite all these drawbacks,
the
Reportedly
the only affirmative
women like Forlines House. They
action in the house is a plan for a
would.like
very much to see the
water fountain.
Brenda
Eccard
Forlines option remain a woman's
residence.
said, "We don't need the waterfountain, we need the pJal{e fixed
up!"
There are many other minor
problems;
missing
'screens,
cracked
plaster,
a JXlone on one
floor on1y, and a general dingy
appearance.
The roach problem in
Fortines
has been practically
a

Dean Laidlaw has stated 'that,
"major maintenance
is done on a
rotating basis, every 5 or 6 years."
The residents.of Forlines hope that
preventive maintenance
will occur
before
. major
maintenance
becomes necessary.

•

Cafeteria Woes

In the Scrimshaw
of February
18, 1977, it was relX'rted that there
were severa1 changes in store for
the cafeteria in the near future. It
has been confirmed
by the administration
that the first of these
will take place over spring break.
This will be the construction
of the
dry wall and booths; the wa1l will
be parallel
to the kitchen wall,
approximately
eleven
feet out,
with openings to the tray windows.
On the inside of this will be the
drink machines and condiments.
However the machines
won't be
moved until June, so there will be a
little less space near the openings
until then. The second wa1l will run
perpendicular
to the first, goin~
out from the wa11 about thirty-five
feet. It will block all view of the
dining room from peop:e coming
>n_
- Along the perpendicular
wall, or.
the dining room side, booths will be
installed. They will also go where
part of the Phi Dell table js.
Due to the construction,
there
will definitely
be a loss of table
space, none of which will probably
be regained
until the porch i~
enlosed. The completion
date for
that part _____
of the
. renovation is still
unknow, however
.
It has also been -confirmed that
the
Rouzer
entrance
to the
cafeteria will be partially blocked
off. This will only last for a short
time, and, out of necessity, traffic
through the area will be rerouted

",,.2
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Forlines Deterioration
Because

reported

of deteriorating

conditions

In

the Forlmes

a!~~~a:i~~~~p:~:et~~r:~~~s~~;
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Cafeteria Wall. Hazards
SCRiMSHAW would (ike to take exception to the fact that a waif is
soon to be placed within the cafeteria over the spring break at f~e end of
this month.JI is not so much that we question the actual use of such an
object, rather we have serious feelings that the timing of its installatIon
may not be quite right.
A basic premlse of the wall is that there will be a dining porch built
alongside the cafeteria in orclerto increase eating space in the long-run.
But the porch will not be completed~untll some date next year. And the
....all will. in essence, remove an entire row of badly needed seating in
the cafeteria whICh will either be taken out enttrely or pushed back
further inlo an already cramped and crowded seating area.
We do not bring up this discrepancy
in order to sound nit-picky.
However', we feel that we owe an obligation to the students of this
campus 10 explain potential and unforseen problems
in order that
-- anyone who may have concern over the_ matter may speak now or
forever hold his peace. In other~ords
if no one feels strongly on the
Subje!=' at this time it will be too late to complain when the wall has been
finally constructed.
There may be other possible fauTts wJth the wall but th~re ls un.
complete mformation
on at this time. The beverage dispensers
are
supposed to be moved "into" the wall thereby eliminating
all sight of
the ugly machines from the dining floor. But this may not be done until
sometime next year, thereoy reducing floor walking area and making
cafeteria accidents more pOssible. Traffic flow could become a serious
problem.
The use of vinyl for the new seati",;g booths may be another mistake
but information- is still Incomplete on that subject
SCRIMSHAW is only asking that any student that may have conerns
about the new addition to the cafeteria,
to please express them soon to
the administration
or the SGA. If the complaints come after the construction has been completed It may be too late.

Our Condolences
We of the S,crimshaw, on behalf of the students of Western Maryland
ColIE!ge, wish to express our sincere sympathy
to Mrs. Arlene Mac.
Donald and her family on the loss of her husband, William MacDonald.
Mr. ":'acDonald died of a heart attack while on a golfing trip in North
Carolina.
He was fifty-fIve years old. The MacDonalds
have two
children, Jean and Carol.

,

To the Editor, Sir,
Last week in the bathroom of 4th
floor Blanche
I was listeningwilly-mlly.-to
a
late-night

other or not doesn't matter.
If I
slap a child whom I don't know the
effects are the same as if I did
know him; the outrage of the act is

!~:d~~~~i~e
ath:!~
~~~~~~t~is~~n;~~~n~te:Ud~:~~
limited budget have been able to and found myself
staring
at a
pull off so.many events, especially
strange guy. In those few minutes I
the events for Black History Week.
discovered
that
I didn't
like
Since much of the activity has been
strange guys-who neither knew or
geared toward the education
of were visiting anyone on the halt-In
.wbtte students at WMC I feel that a my bathroom late at night.
response from a white student is
Nothing horrible happened.
No
appropriate.
one's virtue was .threatened.
A.
As a result of Black History
drunk boy walked m and walked
Week I have observed a little more
out. But-a refusal to give someone
discussion about blacks in general
the consideration
due him-her as a
blacks at WMC, and WMC as a human being is an insult. Whoever
racist institution.
Not all of this
it was didn't respect me or-care
talk has been positive but at least
about me. By his action, he told me
the BSU has succeeded in bringing
I was shit.
the issue to light. That in itself is a
I've been told not to lake it
major
accomphshment
and
~rs?nally--after
all, the person,
deserves congratulations,
didn t know me or the other girls. t
Chris Holmes
say that whether
we knew eacf

::~i~~~!~d
by the degree of
I have also been told that the
girls in Blanche
gave the boys
reinforcement
and provocation
for
their actions.
I agree.
But that
doesn't alter the fact that I was not
responding
and my rights were
disregarded'
furthermore
i£.there
was no crowd of drunk people in
front of the dorm flashing their
butts at the inmates and 'singing
titillating ditties, no one would be
provoked.
This letter is not instigated
by
either antt-Irat hatred or excessive
prudery. It is only a protestaginst
drunk
people
who invade
my
bathr'oom-varid'
... my
privacy-unasked and a strong request that
it never' happen again

To the Editor, Sir,
We are all aware of the fact that
the Black Student Union has been
making quite a bit of noise this

~~:~~~ ~~~~;::o ~~:ep~~~I~~~:~
~~~:I~~~~~:e;~~~h
o~:~e b~f~~C~:;
states of disrepair
By only granting the House a new water fountam,
taking some. stop.ga~ measures
to prevent a rotting bathroom
floor
fro~
~reaklng
senous
ha~oc, the. administration
may be over
e~tlmatl~g the true amount of Inconveniences that resident students will
put up Wlt~ before finally 'getting out:' into better living quarters.
The .ma,lor problems complained about, which have been included in
an er trcra on the metter in this issue, are unsafe bannisters,
rotting
w~,
and mice throughout
the building., Just recently Forllnes was
fun'lIgated for a second time in several months in order to rid the House
o~ cockroaches.
Most residents will. readily admit .ftret the' Forlines
sltui'ltlon Is not quite as pretty a picture as some would make It up to be.
~ SC:I(:IMSH~W WOUld like to call for a thorough review of all present
plan~ regi"lrdmg what Is to be done in the upcoming months about the
repa~r 01 the bulldi!"1g. If it is found that there are major maintenance
requlremen:s
that must be undertaken In order to retain the house as as
a proper resteence hall, we urge that funding beapplied tothe task. If no
metntenenca
work IS required then tne'revtew should simply prove thiS
fact out.
.---.
Furthermore,
If other dormitories
are found to have major main~~:~c~p~:~:~~:~
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IPersonal Viewpoin t

..

Phil Lapadula

_

ar;~~~
:~t~o~fi~h~~t~~~~~:~!
the podium like I did- it was. The
difference
can only be that my
arrogant,
emotional response was
-

~~tln~~~,d s~~s~;~
;::e~~~~
Amin's renowned h'eroes
Flo Kennedy, the great crusader
against bigotry and injustice, also

R. Kepple

Ah, Big Baker Chapel. you poor,
castrated elephant! Are you indeed
the home of God, you uninspired
Mongrel':' They spent so much to
brE'ed lOU from bricks and
<lnd glass'? Look at you! Facing the
wrong way, like a- clumSily-named
man
seated
backwards
on a
donkey. Forced to view forever so
prosaic a sight as a national flag,
rather
than _!.he grey at blue
distance leading clear to the first
Appalachian
ridge
_ the real
America! There is nothing of God
in you, Big Baker, no stomach full

wood

of myster-y

and

warm,

fragrant

~~~~:~t~,Tch::a~a~pl!~~:sO~;~:
h
'
"~h~~e,~:nhae;;,_:~,
!~~~~s w;:
might observe
in a cJassroom,~
lighting his way tQ a C+ on a
chemistry examination.
Thl!t"e are
no candles making beauty of faces

bowed in contrition.
There is no
contrition, of course. Only, at two
in the morning, an ugly, sodden
voice lifted to shear your dreams.
Do you dream about the cross they
chopped
from
your
back,
for
reasons of money'?
They kept the cross on Little
Baker Chapel, as compensation.
There must the weary Christians
file, into the dainty cell. God is not
dainty. God could not even stuff his
beard into Little Baker Chapel.
Yet GQd is. wi!.h you, Little Baker,

;~6~~~~:

~~o~~a!e~~,:s~~~

smiles on all houses of worship, be
they huts in Uganda or cathedrals
in Germany.
But you, Big Ba~er, you are not a
house
of_worship.
When
they
castrated you. God stopped smi-ling
upon you, God pulled his ~a~

Robeson

~

Alright!
Everybody
listen up amateur
and unintended
while
because I'm going to teach you how hers was planned in ·adv~ce.
She
to make an ass outot yourself in is a professional
demagogue.
She
front of 500 people. If you don't wanted an emotional response and
recall I'm that lunatic who get up she got it!
on Tuesday flight and cut down Flo
Kennedy.
_!n
the Feb. 28 edition of the
First of all, I just want to state washington
Star,
Flo Kennedy
that I support
equal rights for defended Ugandan
President
Idi
women_ and blacks.
However,
I Am~n. She described
him as.
don't support
murderers,
and I "outststanding"
and stated
that
do'.:"t support people wpo preach criticism of him was raci?t. I asked
against
violence
and oppression
her howj;he could descrJbe~a man
when their words are full of bitter as "outstanding"
whQ has murhatred.
,
dered 300,000 of his own people. I
There
is a fundamental
dif- told her that
she was
being
ference between being sarcastic to hypocritical
for standing up there
stress a point and being sardonic to preaching
about liberation
and
arouse. feelings
of hatred
and owression
whil~ describing one of
contempt.
Ms. Kennedy was the the most oppressive tn:ants in the
latter. She presented herself as an world as_';'outstanding."
I support
arrogant,
knOW-it-aU, deceitful,
liberation
and the elimination
of.
demagogue.
Ms.
Kennedy's
oppression:
I ,do not support
words were not designed to bring murderers,
rather they. be white,
people
of different
races
and black or any other color of the
cultures
together
in a common
rainbow. Ms. Kennedy slated that
bOnd, but rather
to drive them she was merely pointing out that
fllrthp.r aoart into bitter strife.
all governments
kill and that
The way she tore apart
Dr.
Amin's victims were not any worse
Cra_ne and the reporters
at the off than those that died in Vietnam.
news conference
was
at best
Well, two wrongs do not make a
pompous, at wors(vicious
slander.
right, neither do ten or a hundred.
These were people that she didn't
Because thousands
were killed in
even know and yet she found it fit Vietnam,
it does NOT give Idi
to pass judgement
on them and Amiu a license to kill thousands in
slander them in front oj 500 people.
Uganda,.
Murder
cannot
be
Flo Kennedy is a disgrace to the justified - not in Vietnam,
not in
black cause and I would hope that
Chile, and NOT in Uganda. If Ms.
the blacks at this school would
Kennedy
thinks
Amin is "outrecognize this.
standing" then she must also think

An Emasculated G.-ant. B.-g Baker
Stephen

~LisaS.

Ms.. KenlJed~:Pompous Dema,D,ue

from your nave, and few heard
the rustle. All you had, Travesty,
was that cross. And that is gone,
melted down for a ooorstop. You
are not even -remotely
religious.
You are a gll_>rified classroo!Jl, and
an aviary. No, do not protest, "1
haveasymbol!"It
is hidden away
inside you, like a symbol of shame.
It means nothing to God Ull1ess He
can see the sun glancing from his
crosses,
the rain drippipg
from
their .. angles,
the snow winds
pouring past their fragile arms.
Symbols high, Yo!here we can look
up and see them branding clouds!
Thus may we draw strength as we
move upon the landscape,
tending
our opuscule tasks.

institution
of. You lack di·gn!t¥.
You lack imagination.
You la«;k a
rtJallus
and a womb,
and the
dynamic consummation
that gives
meaning. And lacking a cause, you
drift, babbling, through the listless
Seventies,
toward
uncertain
storms
,-;:---;-;- __
--,

But you are in this time of the
Seventies quite like all of the in-

r~~~i~~!eEes
Jim Teramaol

Stitution youso ineffectually serve.
What I accuse you of, I accuse the

~~~~~J~~Geeooy
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made some blatantly
prejudiced
remarks
about
Catholics
and
Mormons. But, let's face it, there's
a little bigotry in the best of us. Our
goal should be to not let it carry-us
to extremes so as to stand in the
way of social integration,
as Ms.
Kennedy has Ietlt done.
Speaking of oppression,
I felt a
little oppressed myself wben I was
standing
up there
~d
sev~ral
members
of our aJ?li-{lppreSSIOn,
shiny liberals, screaming at me to
"sit down" and "shut up." Many __
people think they're
$u~h open
mmded
liberals.
but Just
let
s?meone sound off on an opposing
VIew and they Want your head. I
woul~ have gladly sat d~wn if she
hadn t cornered me and If I hadn't
been so nervous. She was the one
w~o invited
me. up to the
mlCrortJone,
knowmg
that
she
could tear me apart. I knew it also,
but I was hoping for a miracle. r
would have been alright if I hadn't
stayed up there so long. Where I
really blew it was when I described
her language as gutter and thE-Il'
-preceded
to use the word "bullshit." That was a blunder. But then
I guess it's hard to compete with a
profeSSional demagogue, and I was
really nervous. Apparently,
sixty
thousand dollar a year lawyers
delight in trying to tear apart little
undergra-duate
nothings.
She
failed.
The problem
with· the world

~~~rre

i~o~~U~iUS~v~:~ew~~i~~
Kennedy up there shooting out her
cute little, witty, nuclear warhead
loaded rtJrases and thinking that
she was the sharpest thing to come
'Ioog ,In"
the m"
bl,de.
Everyone must be a wit! We all go
to 'college and graduate
school to
develop
a 'superiority _ complex
and go out in our arrogant
way
. thinking that everyone else is an
imbecile. Flo Kennedy exemplifies
this in the most 'repulsive manner
possible.
She
is
not
antiestablishment.
She
merely
represents
the
worst
of the
establishment.
A comment sheet was posted up
in the cafeteria after the Kennedy
speech and early returns show a
100 percent negative opinion of her.
The next time the students sh'ould
be consulted before their money is
wasted.
At any rate, as a famous exPresident would say: "You won't
have Phil La Padula to kick around"
any more. He's quitin' politics and
changing his major to Chemistry. I
hope if you've
learned
nothing
from this article you've learned
how to make an ass of yourself speak the truth.

'fis~~;~o~~~"
~jls";
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Se~, Lust,
a"d Filth·

Stevie Wonder: In the Key of Life·
Steve Bainbridge

Village Ghetto Land and Contusion

~::~h:ef~~r:l~

~t:::: s~~~e~:t
poorest
SOCial

the musicians
he tries to-praise.
Side two begins with one of the

Now that we have your attention,
we would like to make an addition

ou~~~~ :noe~~b~~,f!~~~~Ya::~
two
years
of waiting.

~lth~t~::~t~

~7e~~~!e~'~~:rdi~na:!~e~~

~:~n~~~~~i:n~f

~~~:u~

~~~e

m~~~~:~

~~e:

B~~i:~te~~ls:e~
th~~r~~~'

~~e

printing,

f~reml~~77

the

Un-

!~S h~~~ie~o:eor~~~

~1'~~

Ofw:

~~~~~~'an~i~~~~ti~:m:~

::e;-e~~:!:ea~~;ede~p!h:~

th~~

~~:~~s

~~":~~
comment

c::tu:~n~I1~~t

~:~~~t::

jaz~:e~:ul,

~~~fer:'m~~~:~~~~~:~:~i~s

and the work of some fine back-up

avO:

~~~i~r"~eispoa:~em~°te~~
h~~~e
Side one starts out poorly, only

isoSir ~~e~'m~~i~~
to many of the giants

Geri Lane

(Jr.)

~F;,a~ueWlt~yi~~~/~r.)
...

Dr.
Dr.
Dr.
1\15".

William Achor
William Cipolla
Wilbur Long
Joan Weyers

ft~~ ~br

~:te

:Sj~~~:~~e:~

g~es~:i~ng:O~~

.~~~

a~~n~k~

~!~~h~~~hae

~i:~e~t~~fr't:~

1}T6CS }hdirmllir
t~~but:
of Jazz.

Soft. On this song
organ work nicely

~~i~;~

th~~nbd~'

col~!.te::n~:~;d:~~

g;~~~~~~o~~!I'.h~~:

i!~O~i:g~~~~y

:~:~ree

~:~~e

~%~e;!~st.el:

!:~~~~~~~

~:;lur~nj:.~~re~~ng~!f~l

~~:s~~~~~s~~~~~e

~n~;~~:e:g

~~~m:e~~~~~~~t~~~~th:i~s~k~~

~~n~ :~~~.a:~~~

:!eh~~~n~~~~

sO;e~~

~1~:a~7an~h~0:~1;0~;e!o~

Wonder will continue to use bands
like this on his future
albums.

song on the album. Although thestory
of black
historical
contributions
needs to be told, this
song only succeeds in weakening
the album.
.

-I Ha te B·19 B.10',

-_

~':~~t~~:~

get to Summer's
Ronnie Foster's

~a:;:~nl~:is:o~eh~~

~!~eb~:a~t!~!;h;!

~n~c':rr~~~s:;,r:~~u:a:ar!

c!~e:~~illh~otH~=~
~~~
your support! r
HONOR BOARD MEMBERS FOR
1976-77
Students
Lori Grimes (Sr.)
Scott Hancock
(Sr,)-Chairperson
Chris Holmes (SoJ;il.)-~

~rt~~
songs

~i~a~~~~~~~~~

sr,

happy to answer
any questions
from students
or faculty
concerning the Honor System and its
workings
We ~ge.
you to save
t~e
- ~~e~~I~:~~;~r~=I:~r:
- Code violations. We stress that the
list is not complete
but merely
intended
to provide
a list of
possible violations.
Each case is
tried
on its own merits
independent of prior cases.
'.
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Record Review

•

Aust!" Gisriel.
WI!h the fll.·st tes~ . o~ the new
semester cormng up It IS unportant
to be ready. .
.
These excuses
are desJgl1ed to
show somebody ior yourself) why
you aren't studying for that big Bio

1. Wait until the ~one
has r~ng
for what you know IS the last lime
and then dash out for your chair to
go an~wer it with the excuse of "I
haven t answered
the J;ilone all
year the least I could do is answer
it during finals week."

:~;l~~:ot~i~e
If:t~ ~:~~~o~i'n~~
week of last
~emester,
John
Cochran and I fOWld that the most
effective
method
for wasting
studying time was, to sit down and
try and think of Legitimate
Excuses that we could include in this
list

;: ::r~~~~~ttsw~i~:n
:~Ite;!~~::: -~lspe:~:~a~~
~oav:toJ;S~y~~~~~
~~~~~ri~:e~y
Os:nf~~r~
4. "I bet my parents would like to rool1_land see how your studymg IS novelty wears off the bonus album
hear from me about now."
commg along.)
i;Jecomes more of the dead wood
5. "I better get something to eat
9. "My roommate
will be so that mars this album
to help me studx._ better. It keeps
pleas~
when she gets bac~ fr?m
In short, "Songs in the Key of
me alert."
,
the library
and sees' that I ve -Life'Lis marred by poor l}Tics, and
6. (returning
from the wal.t!r
cleaned EVERYTHING!"
by excess. There are too many
fountain) "I had "to get something
10. "I'm gonna go exercise
my
mediocre
or poor songs here to

hP LIE -AS'
e
p m e,E

to was.i down all that food."
7. "k ter drinking all that water,
I better go to the bathroom."
8. "Hi. I just thought I'd come
over and see how your studying
was comblgalong."
(This is a good
one for t\l'O goof-offs, ~caus:
~ow

r~in~~~~~h~de~~~~i~!~
Singing, H it's magic, As, and
Another Star rank wi!h I Wish as
the best songs on the album, As
joins I Wish among the best songs
Wonder has ever done. The "bonus
album"
follows side four without

:f~:P~:

body to keep my mind alert so I'll

justify

:!r:7p'I,tlt~k~'lla~htuO;Y"be~ntt~~~~rto

~~~:~f~~~~~~(~i~e~~:~~t~~
<tbout ten songs and settled for
two sides.
In such' a context
"Songs" would be one of his best,
but as it is it cannot compare
to
such great albums
as "Talkin'

~"

<.

As a reporter
for a-smail,
un
derground,
local,
bi-monthly
newsletter,
I am fortunate enough
to gain a great deal of public

urgency of the matter. If you make
12. "I'm not asleep!
I'm just
any progress,
please contact Mr. resting mywyes."
Bill Walton of Portland,
Oregon,
13. "I haven't
missed
Happy
and he'll take care of all the details Days all year and I'm not gonna

renowned
Symhonese
Liberation
Army paid me a late-night
per-

profeSSional basketball player as a very important
ditto"
cover. Whether this rumor holds
J5. "I think I'll Jisten to the radio

~~ki~:i~:nf~rg;V~~~r~:1

~~~w~:~~~r~~\

the length.

In my opinion

g~~1~~1i;:::"m;Ck,J':~:~on2:~~~~€:!:'
~~ ~~~~~£;\~:~:a~:{:~~~~~l
::~:5:~:~;~~~;~:~~;
~~~;;i~,~?~;;:~;~~;;;
..and
Adviser

'---------~

More Letters

Dear ScrimshawDuring a recent serenade
performed
by the Bachelors
to
Blanche Ward, a fraternity person
~~~:!~~t~:n~n~~ki~:

1)

obvious.

People

i~~;~~;

do not matter,
~~~t ~~r~ac,

in their very own automobile.
However,
a problem
seemed
to
arise when I realized that these.
gentlemen
had no intention
of
returning me to my home at any
time in. the near futu~e. As a

I:~~k~~W;!~:

SfY"tses of Dignity
Please Help!

and

so isc~~~

:~~tera~~c{:ct~n~~

lookmg

very

over

moment,

~~I~1 directly

~~~ng

Sincerely,
He Ornry

cJ:~

my shoulder
and

~ltrrl'l

at thIS

IS almmg

sidered.

sr::r~II

w~~~ng~I:X~i~~o~~~s
~!th~oo:~
of cou~e immaterial;
yet in this
case indicates
the matter-of-fact

won t allow me to disclose therr
ldenbtles at thiS time
I've Just been mformed that Its ~

disregard...for
rights which
is
rampant
on.human
this campus.
What
scares me even more is that one of
theolderwomenonthehalltoldme
that such incidents
are nothing

poh~t~~~~~;:
:a~~:r~'~~~tt
~~
SLA has in mind is l! prisoner
exchange. They offer me, Jimmy
Hoffa, and Twiggy iwhom they

~ew.~ that I had be~~.r get used to ~ ~~:,~p
I was told onc~ that you can

pail

~~d~~l~~:'~~~~a~~:~:~
used to it. Are we getting used to &
accepting sub-human treatment
of
each~ other? The water aroWld
here seems to be getting rather
~ hot..,

!~~
:':~e

~ouse

bS~t~:;

Cox's

Barrel

:

~1)tt1e

House

8618787

Md

21048

Cox's

~qop

Bottle

2B24 L ttlenown
E Brent Carl'sle

833-2078

feeling

':er:h~otPaa;l~

of per-

~r

MDn~er

VI."'STmmsrerMd

,.

t:

5PORTSMEN BARBER:

~

SHOP
B4B

,.

It

2363

*:E:='::~~::-:RV"""O 2lo!57':_

Shop
P,ke
21157

,~6-7311

l •••• ",,*******,*** *********"";'''*****tIt.I
r-------~---,

Male

and

Female

Stylmg
Razor Cuttmg
~USTY
a .JUDY .JOHNSON

Os & Ginny's·
Beer·Wine

~~h~~:\~~!~:

and a quarter-of-a-million
S&H
Green stamps
to be distributed
equally among the poor people of
Truth-or-Consequence
California.
This, Dear Readers, is where you
come in. If enough of you make
your voices heard, then perhaps
the authorities will understand
the

Pizza-Sandwiches
3:30pm·1:00am

848-9848

'lrauern
2161;:.
Westminster,
848
.Lee Cambas

:
•
,.
•

.......
*.j~-;"*';"'*N*,;.,,;,,;_v .. :

inO~!:hh~;~l~

~e~m:r.t~::~~

p~:~

those songs were good ones, but if I an article regartding
the Florynce
like this next one, I'm turning
Kennedy lecture, We apologize for
it right off!"
this and hope tHat those who at17. Other _ preferably
something
tended will express Ms. Kennedy's
tlu!.t will,take a lot of your time and
feelings to the rest or the ca'!!P!ls.
none of your mind.
..
It

2445 Balt'more Blvd
F,nk.burg

Ms. Kennedy-

Due to a strong

I~~~~
,~&:~~.'~1I:~;:~e~~a:e

Best Discounts of Beer, Liquor
and Wines in Carroll county!!

a

at the base of my

:r~~~:~n~e~e

fO~~~(~i;~7:.~~~e

Loyalty:
'don't

~~=::;r.,:,,~~~o~oOt~~,o~~~;,:~;:~~~~

~o~~~~

~';.~,~~~,
'~T'~:'~~fo:

starkly

~~~~~

Mell;l

Md.
-4202

St.
21157
AI Byron
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Sports

WMC
Harris

sc!!~~~~~~~~e;:l~~g~e~~d~:r
Atlantic
Conference
Division
3
wrestling
tournament.
Our own
Green Terrors participated
in the
nineteen-team
meeting,
placing
tw o men fourth overall.
The 'guys arrived in Lancaster,
Pennsylvania,
Thursday night and
stayed at a local motel. After a
. movie and a good night's rest, they
were ready for the action to begin
Friday afternoon.
The team had
extraordinarily
poor luck in the
first rounddrawings
Not a single
Terror grappler drew an unseeded
opponent - jhe average draw was
the fourth seed As a result, only

RIDE NEEDED
Anyone
driving
to or from
Washington,' D.C. the weekend of
March 12th, Please contact Terri,
x352 (101 McDanielJ.

Price Panel
~ Ur. Ralph a. Price, professor of
- econ?mics
at Western
Maryland
College was on~ of I.hr~~ _panel
membe~
~ho disc~sed
Pltfal~s
of Me~a In ReP':lrting Economic
News,
at the winter Conference
of the MJ!Iyland-Delaware-D.C.
Press Association held Feb. 20, at
Hu~t Valley 1nn .
.
Sigma Delta Chi, the society of
professional journalists,
s~nsored
the panel which was ...organized and
moderated
b~ Paul
Smith
of
WTTR, Westmmster.
The group
approached
the topic from three
sides with Dr. Price challenging
the news
media
to improve
coverage of economic news. Copies
~e~t!%~
are being ~stributed.to
Dr. Price,
of Exeter
Rd.,
Westminster,
has been at Western
Maryland
College since 1954. He
carned
his
degrees
at -the
University
of Colorado,
with
further
studies
at the Lonoon
. School of Economics.
Price has
been Fulbright
Visiting Professor
~~~~~)~i;e:;~:dan!!~r:!~~
fellowships for further
Indian studies.

~~t ~o~*:f~:::~~~:te~:so~:e~
Banks, who piimed his adversary,
a No.2 seed from Widener, in 45
seconds.
.
In the second round matches,
there was some good news. Charlie
Hoidal, at In lbs., pinned a man
from Lebanon
Valley who had
~~~?e

hi~a!n

fourth round.

The women's
basketball team
finished the season in top form this
week
as
they
convincingly
defeated
their
last three
opponents. Excellent
performances
were
shown
in all games
by
.~~~~~~
a~e;~~h~~~;
~~~~;
Kelly Dargan;
and freshman
Becky Martin:
These girls rriettheir
opponents
with a strong

~~as~;~

defense,

who

~ef~O~r~:~~s~~I~~,aW~~'i~
the next three rounds. He eventually- loSt his fifth match
in
overtime to the man he had faced
in the first round. John placed
fourth in the tournament.
The
other fourth place finisher
was
Greg, who lost in the second round,
but came back to beat a very fine
opponent from Susquehanna
in the
third round.

good

scoring

and

con-

David Toma
at WMC

Western
Maryland
College
presents
~ the
.•"Great
Impersonator,"
the "Man
with a
Thousand Faces,"
Toma. Not an
actor, a comedian,
or a clown,
David Toma is a cop, a compassionate
cop. He will speak on
"Human
Decency"
at 8 p.m.,
Thursday,
Mar. '10, in Baker
Memorial Chapel.
~
, For 17 years, David Toma has
used the art of disguise to break up
dr~:il~o~~~S~~
~:"~~~~i~~
~i:
gambling and narcotics rings. He
wrestlers. Sam felt that they had
-bas disguuised himself as a Good
fought well, but had simply faced
Humor Man.,_a hot dog vendor, and
superior wrestlers. The winner of
a taxi driver, among other things,
the tournament
was Lycoming
to help him compile
over 7000
(they beat us 0-45 in the regular
arrests and achieve a 99 per cent
season)
followed
byhost
'conviction rate.
Elizabethtown
arrd Gettysburg.
Toma,
a
cop
opposed
to
violence,
So the wrestling
season
has
has never fired his .38 caliber
drawn to a close. Sam Case is one
revolver at anyone.
He is most
person who is sorry to see it end.
concerned
with organized-crime
He's already looking forward
to
and says, "The one I want is the
next season. And why shouldn't
guy running the operation."
he? ALL team members
will be
.The lecture is open to the public
returningsmarter,
more. exfree of charge.
perienced,
and stronger
than
before. Guys like John Koontz and
Greg Banks hold great promise for
the future.
The lower
weight

_,E\.. __

~~~=,;~~~~ht~~f;~~,
f:~~ ~:~~
matured and improved. Then there
is always the unknown quantity of
entering freshmen. There could be
some' stud grapplers
entering
WMC this September.
Even exeluding this, next season promises
to be successful
for the Western
Maryland

Asian

~~~~~~~r
John Koon

wrestlers.

and
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we

serve .. ,

BRE~KF~ST-

. LUNCH

Subs
pi~en

DINNER

Pizza

£a!IKln'f~i~li~n'l
Pizza [Mv- TUMdiy'

Spaghetti Day - Wednesdav

Din".'

WITHIN W~LKJNG DISTANCE
~

6.a.in..dai1y

except Sundays 1 a.m.

NEWLY REMODELED
EXPANDED SEATING

·

Route- 140
Westminster
8411-9110

~..•....................•.••.•
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848-1314
Special of the WeekI
Bring this ad with ,you for:

SCHLITZ 12-pack
12 oz. cans $2:99

.-

.._-------'
Sale ends Thursday, March 10th
"' WMC students only

·

• .GENESIS••2 Bond
:I.!:'e~.!'~!!.:
: Street, Westminster:
•
•
••••••••••• : NOW OPEN and offers:
• about losing weight,
• call 635-2970

- .-HOUSE OF LIQUORS

Carroll Plaza Shopping Center

I

slstent
rebounding.
The secondSara Kain played very well in this
team
of Ellen
Scroggs,
Sue
game, scoring 22 and 18 points,
Sullivan,
Cheryl
Stonfer,
Linda
respectively.
In the final game of
~rTentino
and Barbara
Brazis
the season last Tuesday, our girls
were also strong in these games.
were fully prepared
for the team
Last Thursday
night
against
from UMBC, winning by a score of
Gallaudet ,
the
Terrorettes
66 to 23. This game brought the
dominated
the
entire
game,
season total. to lO victories and 7
winning by a score of 70 to 36. High
losses, with a conference-record
of
scorers in this game were Nancy
5 wins and 3 losses
Barry with 17, and Becky Martin
The Terrorettes
still have a 3-day
with 14. The following night, the
tournament
thisweekend
to wrap
'rerrorettes travelled
to Wilson _.up the season-After their vtctcnes
College for a Penn-Mar Conrerence-rtn theJast Iewgames, they-are in
game and returned
with-a whop:. - high spirits fo"i=this event and are
ping 91 to 19 win. Becky Martin Clnd expecting to do very well.
,..,

·

Senior Recital
West:ninster,
Md. - Ms. Marjorie (o'euer will present her senior
!llano recital at 8 p.m. on Friday,
:'I-lar. 4. in Levine Hall, Western
'\!nryland College.
Toccata.
C minor,
by Bach;
'. SposaJizio and Gnom~nreigen
by
Liszt: Suite, 1922 bY'Hindemith;
and Sonal.1. Op. 57 (Apassionata)
bv
Beethoven
are
featured
selections 10 be performed by Ms.
Feuer

Winter

T errorettes. Destroy Foes

Case Curses Draw
Carlton

Friday. March 4, 1977

I~ Plain & Fancy
I
I Donuts
I
.N~~"'_~~~

140 Village

.I

only 5 minutes away

00en~4Hours a Day

¥IIII~~~"V'#

': exciting new concepts in:
-:
creative hair .catting,
•
: colors and perm.anents.
: Appointment unnecessary:
: but appreciated-. 848.9731:
»hillip Bromwell, Tammy Kyker:
•
Sandi Weyranch, Manager., •
Barbara Kline', Owner
:
******************************
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News

DeseeregatfonProgressC'afmed
Jeff Robmson
.Th~ Maryla~d
State Board for
Higher Education
has accepted a
report
that
implies
that
desegregeuon
_3I..ttempts
on
Maryland
state
campuses
are
generally beginning to have their
affects. The Desegregation
Status
Report
was presented
at last
Friday's
meeting
of the State
Board
in Annapolis.
The information
was developed
and
discussed
by Dr. Glenwood
C.
Brooks, Maryland's
Director
for
Equal
Educational
Opportunity

_

The major thrust of the statistics
presented
was that, overall,
the
predominately
white state colleges
have attracted
substantial
numbers of blacks over the past six
years, and should continue these
increases
in order to meet their
projected goals for 1980. As-of 1970
these colleges and universities
only
held a black population of 3.4 per
f:~l

;~i~r

~:~t

~~f;!.~y

t~9~

~~t~~C~~~~
sc':~ldin beo~3er~~
remain on schedule.
-

Bait Gay Bars Visited

Chris Mehr
Johna Ruffo Whoever thought we'd go to a
gay bar? Whoever thought we'd go
twice?
Jan. term was a time for totally

1 :'~eth~fU~~n~1v~rnri~n~~~~~

called Pballa~y
101.
Big Bo~s
Don't Cry. Bill Tribby
and hIS
course provided the impetus for us
to come to terms with our own
feelings
toward
ourselves,
our
sexuality,
and the sexuality
of
others. One of the requirements
for
The effects on Western 'Maryland
' the course was to make a trip to a
will be minimal since the report
gay bar to observe the social inwas basically concerned
with the
teraotlon
that takes place there.
problems of the state institutions,
Bill wanted us to go, not for shock
but WMC does playa
part in the
value, but to open our minds and
State
Board's
structure.'
Most
broaden our experiences.
So it was
with some trepidation
and a little
private
institutions
have been
that
we
drove
to
requested
to release statistics
on curiosity
Baltimore.
minority enrollment
to the Board
We had all agreed that we wished
in order
that
they
may
be
to remain
as inconspicuous
as
published with the regular yearly
possible and merely observe
for
report to the public and HEW's
the evening. However,
a group of
Office of Civil Rights. While this
seven
nervous
women
is not
request
is not mandatory,
most
exactly
inconspicouous.
We
private
institutions
have been
arrived at Mitchell's,
a women's
cooperative.
- bar, and found that it wasn't very
While the total aggregates
for crowded, until we walked in! Then,
we out-numbered
the regular
the state look relatively good, there
There, we managed. to
may be individual
institutions
in customers.
become as conspicuous as possible
those totals that could experience
around
one small
difficulties
in reaching their 1980 by huddling
table. We looked and felt like a tour
goals
group.
After one quick
drink,
we decided to move on to another
Predominantly
black
colleges
that may have problems reaching
00'.
Our
next
stop
was
Lights,
increased white enrollment include
Action,
which
was
Bowie State and the University of Camera,
in the type of neighMaryland,
Eastern
Shore.
A situated

$120,000 Grant Sought
Eammon McGeady
Recently,
Western
Maryland
College applied for a grant from
the Eli Lilly Corporation
to help
improve the IDS program here at
WJ\.fC. Though no word has been
received
as
of yet,
the
administration
is optimistic.
Dean
McCormick
backs
up this cptimism by pointing out that four
weeks ago a Lilly representative
came for a day to interview
admtntstratcrs,
The Dean says this
illustrates
Lilly's intrest in WMC.
Dean McCormick
also said that:
" .. .if they fund us, it will be in
substantial
proportion."
The Lilly Co., one of the biggest

among all levels of students. They
have been donating money to help
people read and write better, with
one of the underlying goals of the
dQrlations being to reduce the level
of "fun_ctional illiteracy"
in th~
United States. In trying to achieve
this goal, WMC's IDS program was
brought to their attention; with the
result being Lilly's interest in the
program.
Back in January the college sent
in the application
for a grant of
$120,000 to help advance the IDS
program.
As Dean McCormick
relates, the grant would be put to
use
in
two
categories:
1)
workshops
for teachers
and 2)

~~W~c~~c~ec:m::'~d~n

hinds

for furthering

th:
education

Changes Proposed for Apt. Hunters

reason for this is mat, while white
enrgllrnent has increased over the
past six year, so too has black
enrollment
in these institutions.
This has had an offsetting effed on
the statistical
percentages.
When
combining
both
predominantly
white and black
into one figure
it appears
that
Maryland
cann~t be accused
of
general discrimination.
The total
percentage
of state undergraduate
black enrollment is 22 per cent and
when compared
with a Maryland
black population
of 20 per cent,
shows little indication
of major
problems'
the combination
figures.
~

The State Board approved
the
report, without interpretation,
and
will now take steps for some type of
presentation
to the Governor soon.

program

COLLEGE

teachers.

to

provide

for

part-time

horhood that made us run for the
bar. This bar was supposedly
a
mixed bar, but when we got there,
the only people there were men. If
you think we were conspicuous
in
Mitchell's, can you imagine seven
women walking into a bar full of
men? And whoever said macho hemen have the corner on the market
o~ male chauvtnismjThose guys
fell over each other to offer us
seats. The atmosphere
of the bar
was decidedly
different
from
Mitchell's,
in that
Mitchell's
seemed
to be an older,
more
established
place with a clientele
of couples,
whereas
Lights,
Camera, Action seemed to be more
9£ a singles bar. There was more
open physical contact there than at

Mitchell's. While we were there we
had the opportunity
ta watch
rehearsal
for a drag show (men
dressing
and
performing
as
women). At first we didn't realize
thai this was a show
and we
thought
we
were
seeing
a
homosexual
stereotype
being
confirmed.
Some
of us were
disappointed,
some disgusted, and
others fascinated.
We didn't really
know where to look. Then after an
explanation that it was a rehearsal
we felt that it was alright to watch
and we relaxed a little.
We left there feeling a lot more
comfortable,
and decided
to go
back to Mitchell's. On~e there, we

Eeon. Prof. Hired
The Economics Department
will
be welcoming a new member this
coming
fall;
Dr.
Samuel
H.
Bostaph will jOin the staff. Both
department
members and students
who have met him think highly of
him, and look forward
to having
him at Western Maryland.
Dr.
Bostaph
is
currently
teaching
economics
at- Hamilton
College in Clinton, New York. He
graduated
in 1966 from
Texas
Christian University with a B.A. in
economics. He received his M.S. in
1974 from Southern Illinois, and his
PhD. from there in 1976.
His major fields ot'teectnngand
research
are economic
theory,
methodology, history, and thought.
In addition,
Dr.
Bostaph
has
considerable
experience
in

~~t::~~~

i~:lve~er:~~e:cehi~:

Austrian
economics
vs. Neeclassical
theories
of growth and
development.
From 1970-73, Bostaph was attached to the Army-Europe
office
of the Deputy Chief of Staff of
Intelligence.
He served as Action
Officer, and was responsible
for
the Long Range Plan of Financial
nd Personel Resources.
During the last week of Jan.
Term, Dr. Bostaph and the two
other candidates
for the position
visited the campus
and were interviewed
by the faculty affairs
committee,
as well as the department, and several
students.
In
addition, all three spoke to a group
: ~aj~~~tA~~~ngS~:C:
Price, head of the department,

:~~
Dr.

.Jett Robinson
The
Housing
and
Conduct
Council will vote on a proposal to
eliminate
almost
all
under
ctassmen
in the Garden
Apartments at their next meeting, to be
held Wednesday night. The basics
of the proposal
are that room
drawing for the apartments
will be
done in the order of the lowest total
combinations
for all roommates
applying together. The suggestion
had been referred
to a subcommittee
which just
recently
gave a 4 t03 vote approval so that it
would be brought up to this point.
_ According
to Dean of Housing
Elizabeth Laidlaw, "The object of
the proposal was to design a way
that was done fairly and that gave

;~:~;:~n'~
seniors

in Apartment

One reason that such an idea
should come at this time was that
there were 12 groups of students
(18 women's, 4 men's) that were
placed
on the waiting
list for
Apartment
housing at the end of
last year. A good proportion
of
these groups
turned
out to be
composed of members of the senior
class. At the same time many of"
the already-filled
Apartments
had
underclassmen
who had tagged
along with a high-ranking
senior
classman's
number.
Unfortunately,
several of the bad
aspects
of the newly proposed
system may arise with this year's
drawing.
By forcing seniors
to
choose other seniors as roommates
out of fear of not getting
an
apartment,
there may be many
situations
where
Apartment
dwellers do not get along.

Bostaph was highly preferred
by
When asked her'-opinion
on the
the students; when asked to list the matter, Dean Laidlaw stated, "I
three in their order of preferance,
agree with their objectives.
We've
hecameoutontop.
Members of the always tried to be fair in the
Econ.
Dept.
seem
highly
en- system.
I think that everyone
thusiaatic about the professor, who agrees that seniors should be given
comes to Western Maryland "very
priority in choosing their housing."
highly recommended."
Says Dr.
Laidlaw. also saw .....
ery little
Alton Law, "I think we're getting a
controversy
over the matter with
good man."
her experiences
in the Housing
Dr. Bostaph will begin at WMC Council. She felt that it had been
this coming September.
He will be hashed out pretty thoroughly in the
teaching
Principles
of Econ.,
subcommittee
and that they would
Statistics,
and Microeconomic
be able to handle any Questions on
Theory.
the matter.

Ballieal Paper Born
Nancy Menefee
Mike Steinmetz
described
this
This week a new publication
purpose, saying, "We went at this
made it's appearance
on campus.
wanting to get people on campus to
It is the closest thing to an "un- think; to think about other things ..
derground"
paper
that Western
than just going to class and going
Maryland has seen in recent years.
-to frat parties;'
and not only to
The main push behind this paper
think, but to get involved, maybe to
~mes
from Mike S~inmetz
and write, and to react. Our philosophy
LISa Shannon.
When asked why Is that we want as few bindings as
they are publishing
this paper,
'possible. We're trying to be inMike replied, "We felt there was a depdendent- of any control."
definite need for a forum where
The funding for the rust issue
people could-feel
relaxed and in- came out of people's pockets. No
formal and write anything they felt financial support comes ~rom the
was important.
We didn't feel that college. The. staff of the paper will
this was possible in Scrimshawhopefully be the entire campus.
there is a certain stigma attached
Mike is hoping for a crossection
of
to Scrimshaw,
it's the official
the campus to submit articles. He
school newspaper.
stated,
"nothing
is going to be
Wben asked if his paper would be edited, they'll be no editors per se,
a competiitor
against Scrimshaw
the way we receive it is how we'll
Mike said, "No, certainly
not:
print it." Anyone is welcome to
Scrimshaw
has a purpose and we contribute,
and further issues will
have a purpose,
and they are 'appear whenever jhere is enough'
different."
material
to make up a paper.
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EDITORIAL:

Housing Council Moves
In banning all but seniors
'composed
of one scholastic class
from resldlng- within the Garden
!:a~:n~~epfli~t;h~~t:~~I~~~ o~t~~eyn~;
Apartments
next year, the Housing
Council
may
be
making
a those rho are left out"?

~:E;~~~~:~~~U~~"~:
~~t~~?n~~:

~t!~~:g

t~ ~~I:~:~
n~:he~.y ::~~~~ ~~~IO;~
entire
year solely in order
to

~~o:,:~

:r~:, ~~~:v:~::ej':;:~~~~

reside

t:~y

~~dfo;o~d:~!eC~~~~~~:tl~;u~~:~

:~~e

~~::I~t~~:~~I::;~{tq~:~~~~rs;o~~~'

March

16.

~CRIMSHAW would'llke to take
a definIte stand against this sort of
Idea, as a consequence
of some of
the unseen after effects that It may
may end up containing.
We feel
that, although it may accomplish
its Intended· pur-pose of giving
Seniors full advantage
of their
traditional
right to preferentral
houslng,~the
bad P9lnts outweigh

;:h;.S

:~~~~~~?I:;~d

T~ea~O~~r~IO~

comes

A major fault that we have found
with the Housing Council's actions
on this matter has been the relative
obscurity which the proposal has

system

been

Housing

Council

kept

in over

a~i~ht:~n:~

the

past

!7~~e~~'

with them

s:

the- afternoon.

Dear ScrimshawI didn't hear Florynce Kennedy'
speak,
but judging
from
the
remarks
on the board outside the
cafeteria
and Phil Lapadula's
article, I can guess that she is a
very abrasive character.
However,
many of the remarks
I read were
so viciously
racist
that I don't
believe they were aimed at Ms.

to

One thing that the SCRIMSHAW
tends to question is the motivation
behind such a propp sal. A major
proponent
of the combination

C:rdad~C~u~:e~e~~~~
not sufficiently
low

f:'::hr~e~h:O

that

prioritizing housing options. If it Is
true that these units are so much
better we would like to know why
the discrel?ancY'is
so great.
A
significant
difference
in
desirability
could mean that the
_presently "normal"
dorms erenet
being kept up to their potentia!
standards,
while
the Garden
Apartments,
which are a potential
source of rental revenue
for the
college in the future,
have had
more money poured Into them

Is

~i~~v~

question

lif;h~:~~~sO~~i~~~t~O~:-oe:~
one-to-one basis with their

Wi:~

"little

~'I~~k~~~r:;;/~~

six

~ne:"se:at~rnec~~r

~r~~~~e

Some student-work

People

like

Ms.

Kennedy

!~~:
':e

::~ths~lv~~ry
k~o:I!~deen~n
h~~:
subject, although if could have a angry

ar:~d~e~~
children,
and

demogogue
that comes along to
force them into expressing
such
vile feelings.
.BobKelley

like
like

small basketball

clinic are' planned

th.ey ar~ interested in working with
lllng.e, Just stop by and see eit~er
Curbs Rook, Rouzer 403, or RICk
Clark, MacLea A-33. Thanks.

Sorority Fantasia
Dear Editor;
9 pm, Wednesday,
Blanche
Ward Hall.

March
2,
I was en-

O~~en~~ti~~~

will

less
more

~~;:e ac~~;e~OC~~
semester.
A swim-

fO~;~t~~~:~ncampUSfeeISthat

::r ~~~~~~ot~;s~~

much hatred-the
hatred was here
before she arrived. She triggered a
reaction that has revealed
much
about WMC students to me.
To the people who wrote those
remarks,
I would like to present
these questions:
Is it Flo Kennedy
you hate so much, or is it blacks
and women,
or can you even
separate them? Did you feel even a
sJjght tinge of guilt when you
walked by later and saw your
remarks
on the boardt,
Phil Lapadu1a
said that Ms.
Kennedy only succeeded in driving
the races f~rther apart.en cam.
pus. I agree. But I feel that the
responsibilities
for this lie with us.

f:C~iO~ua:~~
·campus each

.~~t:~~r~~te~f~~oo~un~~~

WMC Besponse to Kennedy

not only include
the furniture,
lighting, and Ilvirig space, but also,
how well he or she will get along
with their potential roommate.
By
limiting these potential roommates
to the senior class, the chances of
getting along well. are also sub
"stenflelly llmlted."
Another

We work

::ee

:~~ng~~ f:th~f!
o:~wrnat
u:
~~e~ho:mth~~
:~i~~
~i1~
We tutor these kids (grades 1to 6),. There's a playground
near Center
play baIl with them, and generally
Street that sees plenty of use in the
try to show them a broader View of spring.

anyone

of c~~r~~~

Westminster.

;~~~~~~~g
t:~:t:~~nge
in the
Briefly
the 'concept
entails
totalling the draw numbers for the
four candidates
who are interested
In living in an apartment,
and then
allowing the lowest combinations
to pick-thefr rooms for next year
In most cases this will mean that
allowing an underclassman
into
the drawing combination
would be
practically
sulcldal" in the attempt
to get a number
low enough to
select the crererenttet
housing· on
campus, the Apartments.

=;:~~::~h~r
year
was

~~~nt~~~ti~~!O
Hingeisagroupofstudentswith

In a housIng unit that rates

Wednesday,

Hinge Invitation

D~~v~~:~
a member of Hinge
for the past two years, I wou1d like
to call thestudent body's attention
to the work of this organization,

.

science.
In epprectatron.
Tracey

Eldridge

Baker Cross

(Note the recent
coining of the
term BLAR, and acronym devised
to euphemize
compelled
confrontation with like nemeses)
With
my lack of aptitude
for quantitative
thought;
enthusiasm,
interest, nay, mere 'Power of concentration
was clearly
bought.
Imminent
disaster
the
sole
motivator, my equanimity
was the
p-ice of that last desperate,
if
necessary,
attempt
to-grasp
that
which had proven to be as abstruse
as is Hegel's dialectic.
\
A p.l~e
bounces
through
the
hall smglflg (perhaps
more aptly._
described as yowling. Please don't;

TQ the Editor:
Some kind of protest must be
made against
Stephen
Kepple's
heartless
closed-minded
view of
Big Baker chapel in March ard's
Scrimshaw.
Has he ever seen Big
Baker in the snow. Has he ever
seen the sun set behind the hill
when Baker's windows reflect the
brilliant orange of the sun? Has.he
ever stopped to pray there late at
night, when the steeple seems to go
straight up to heaven? The calm
majesty of Big Baker is, in my
0 ..
th
t be
lf
t~2~~%p:S~:Sy
in :~~ :;i~~.o~
cross is only a symbol.
If one
person stops to thank God for the

~:S~~in~:r~~o~':eem~~t~~i~~~

~:r~tYi~!~~::n~e~~e;o~~~l~s

e.

VtooCBifeat'mataniO~,beth"'emin.
,reon,em.,
bIlan"'nCde
AmaPkIe~Cite.
Io,'weWhOa"vheiPthei'he':~tattoY,Oee~
....

enough to select an Apartment
before they had been entirely filled

great effect on a large number of secure,
educated
adults.
Maybe
students when it comes to room someday the people who wrote the

myself ensnared
m t~e .real?l .of it, there is a lot of God's love in Big
super-heroes.
Fantasla
IS highly
Baker

;~:~~~r~o:e::~~llt

~;al~~~;~:~~nth:a~~·

preferable

:~reesar~~:~;

:r~~~rla~t~ remarks

one senior was living In an apart·
ment with three underclassmen,
already.
This gave rise to the
question
of why some of the
younger iunlors~and
sophomores
were able to live In the "splendor"
of the apartments
while some
seniors were forced to live in the
"crudity"
of a college dorm.
But the motIve ·for pressurIng
such an issue up to Its present point
to us seems
to be even more
questionable.
Is It an actual at·
tempt 10 Improve student living at
WMC or could It be sImply an
angry
reactIon
to a single
situatIon? Would the fact that the

Irlbutable
to a breakdown
in
communfcationson
the part of the
Housing Counell reP':"esentatives or
the Housing
Council
Executive
Board Itself.
Whosever the fauJt turns ouf 10
be SCRIMSHAW Implores that all
of Its readers make their opinion
known to their Housing Council
representative
by this Wednesday.
The only way to support or defeat
thIs entire concept is through their
votes af next week's meeting.
Representative
Democracy
was
devised to be truely a voice of the
people. We hope that this great
ideal will· hold true. in this case,

Apartments

also.·

may

-be

entirely

Wedding Celebration
Our congratulations
to 'our very own' newly wedded WMC staff
member - the former Miss Jane Frock of the College Activities office.
On Februo¥"y 26, Janie got married toMr. Tim Bartlett at the Church (;i
the Brethren
In Westminster.
Their honeymoon
was spent in Winchester, Virginia· a "rlnky-dlnk place on the map", says Janie. At any
rate - congrats are extended.

Film Series Mareh %6
The fitLh part of a seven-part
film series surveying the history of
American avant-garde
cinema will
be - shown
March
16 at
the
University of Maryland Baltimore
County.
Part V, which includes
works
from lil63 through
1967, includes
short films I\y independent
artists
Jordan
Belson, George Landow,
Bruce Baillie, Jons M~kas, James
Whitney, and Michale Snow. The
films, which run a total of 87
minutes,
emphasize
a major
achievement
of the New American
Cinema-subjective
interpretation
of reality
by the filmmaker
through mechanical
manipufation.
The p-ogt.:l.m will beltin at 8 p.m.

in Lecture
Hall III-of
UMBC's
Administration
Building. Lindley
Hanlon, a doctoral candidate
at
New York University, will narrate
the presentation.
Ms. Hanlon has
taught film at NYU and has lectured widely on the avant-garde
film.
General
admission
is $1.50;
students will be admitted free.
The series is sponsored jointly by
the UMBC Division of Arts and
Humanities
and the Baltimore
Musewn of Art. The fJJms will be
shown
at UMBC
Wednesday
evening and at the Museum on
Thursday. The last two parts of the
series are schedu1ed for April 20-21
and May 18-19.

won't

allow

every

petty

to

general

C0Ior: A St "t e

physical·

f

0

by Stephen R, Kepple
parents
loved him. He saw no
I met someone in the Student
reason to hate himself.
Center the other night. He called
me over to his table where he sat _ Then he began making secret
with milk and twinkles. It was a
bus trips into Downtown. It wasn't
rude, loud, angry cry he made _
hard to fool the !,urbli.nd old folks.
such as is necessary
to penetrate
There for the first time he saw
my character
armor. (He told me
black people in large. numbers .. He
later he had had to speak thrice
was fascmated,
excited. Yet Imbefore I turned my sad eyes.) He
mediately he felt 9uite inferior to
asked me several questions, and I
these tall, exotic people. They were
saw immediately
this was an
poor and underpriviledged,
yet
unusual young man. So I sat down,
how prou~! He felt ugly and leftand told him my name. I will not
out in thelI" presence. So he began
~:

~:s~

~e:!n.~~~

:a:~~tl~t

~~~~

::res:~~y":g:

but I do not think it was these he
meant to sell. When I told him I
was not interest~,
and began to
rise, I saw his face begging me to
stay. It was almost the face of a
girl. So I stayed and we talked for
an hour. Mostly he talked.
Remus said that he was born in
Nowhere,
Nowhere,
and had
somehow ended up in Baltimore
with a wealthy foster family. They
were a slow old couple whose only
child had died many years before
in a plane crash. The first thing
they said to him was: "Keep away
from the Negroes. We don't want to
see you playing with them."
~
He was sent to an all-white
school where he received a cheery
Sixties'
elementary
education
of
long
division
and
brighter
grammar
and patriotism,
while
bombs exploded all around. By the
time he entered
high school he
looked and acted "like a Howdy
Doody doll, except with pimples for
the freckles."
He was pudgy,
nacreous, apathetic, and his foster

~i:~e~c~~:~~~d~1
~~di:ea~~!

a~::~
~f~~~t.

~~~i~

Julie Ashby

M-InII

said Remus, "the idea of having
sexual relations with a white girl I
find repugnant."
His parents wanted to send h·im
to Western Maryland College, but
he persuaded
them to send him to
UMBC when he found out what a
great big lily WMC is, without even
a single black teacher
(although
there are blacks on the janitorial
and cafeteria staffs).
"Now look atme,"
he demanded
slowly, as .though I had not been
doing so all along with trance-wide
eyes, "look at me -- and tell me I
am white!"

a~a~:

worked
harder,
fiendishly,
until
the streets and fields puddJed with
his sweat. He developed a deep tan.
And bought himself a new ward: robe out of tiny stores rock~
by
music.
Often
he had the un'comfortable
sensation
that
the
black clerks were humoring
him.
Certainly people stared - but had
he ever been stared at before? It
was exhilarating.
He came close to merging with
his ideal. A great step was taken
when
he
began
cultiviating
friendships
among the blacks. It
was a struggle - half the job was in
hiding everything
from his foster
parents.
He studiously
neglected
his few white acquaintances,
"who
never gave a damn' about me
anyway."
Soon Remus
found
himself being invited to incredible
partie~ at which he was the sole
white. But from the stores
he
already knew what it is to be a
minority.
Hegota girlfriend named Aretha
w~ave
him all. "Nowadays,"
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Viewpoint:

Housing Council Limits Apartment Chances
All too often regulations
are
passed that are to the detriment
of
. the s~udents of Western Maryland,
and Just as often the students of
this school are unaware that these
ridiculous regulations
were ever a
public issue. At the present time
there exists a virulent issue before
the Housing
Council concerning
room draw. Also, at the present
time the students of this school are
completely
unaware
of the issue
and the selfish behavior that .has
carried
the ludicrous
thought of
alteration
this far. This issue is
definitely one that will be to the
disadvantage
of the overall student
body.
In the last two weeks the Housing
Council
has
formed
a subcommittee
to review the housing
policies for next year. However,
the basis for the policies to be
considered
began last May when
Miss Meg Caddick, president of the
HOUSing Council, did not rectve her
first choice of rooms. 'At that time,
Miss Caddick, in a fit of anger, was
impulsively
heard to say that she

would make changes when she was
in charge, and that she knew the
right people to help her make those
changes.
We, therefore
contend
that
the- present
feelings
of
Western
Maryland's
Housing
Council chairman
go against the
wishes
of the students.
Furthermore,
we feel that
Miss
Caddick is out of touch with the
feelings
of the general
student
body.
The issue concerns the rigfits of
seniors, juniors and sophomores to
live in the apartments,
and very
few people
are aware
of the
changes that may take place. The
Housing Council subcommittee
has
passed a proposal to add together
the four room draw numbers,
and
the lowest set of numbers
would
have preference.
Now, at first
glance this may sound reasonable,
but it is in actuality
utterly
ridiculous.
What this proposal really says is
that no underclassman
will have
access to living in the apartments'
that seniors do have the right U;

choose their housing,
but do not
have
the right
to pick
their
roommates.
This proposal
would
force seniors to live together not
only in the same apartment,
but in
the same rooms .. This is fine if
these seniors want to live together
by choice, but many seniors live
with underclassmen
because they
too are friends. Miss Meg Caddick
is one of the latter,
living with
junior Jean Molesworth.
The
ridden

logic against
this fallacy
proposal is as follows:

1. In every
other room on this
campus
one person
draws
the
room, and therefore
has the right
to pick his or her roommate.

2. Seniors
have the right to
preferential
rooms, however they
'also have the right to pick the individual with whom they wish to
live.
3. The apartments
are not the
only desirable
rooms on campus.
There are singles, Forlines house,

Powerful Trustees Invol.ved
Meg Hoyle
Deans. The Trustees sercom even
In' the last article
about the
say the students whose ccuege they
Board of Trustees,
we discussed
governed.
Board meetings
were
the organization,
powers,
and
for Board members only, and the
duties of the Board:The
structure
opportunities
for contact
with
of the Board was outlined, its ofstudents were severely limited.
fices and committees
listed and its
Today,
the situation
has imresponsibilities
explained.
We
proved, largely through the efforts
learned that the trustees
are the
of Dr. John anda core of dedicated,
guardians,
governors
and
hard-working
Board members.
In
"owners"
of Western
Maryland
October of last year a number 0(College, Incprperated.
'changes
were made in the Charter
In the segment, we examine the
and By-laws of WMC. One of the
Board's importance
to students, its
effects of this action was to inrelationship
to students
and its
crease student involvement
with
interactions
with them. We will
the Board of Trustees.
take a look at how the Board has
A provision was made in the Bychanged and what measures
could
laws for the appointment
by the
JXISSibly be taken to make the
student
body of three
student
Board
more
responsive
and
visitors to the Board. They have
available to students.
~
the
right
to par-ticipate
in
The role of the Board of Trustees
discussions,
thus presenting
the
is not understood by all. The Board
students'
viewpoint
to Trustees
does not involve itself in day-to day
buy may not vote upon resolutions
decisions concerning
academic
or
and other actions of the Board. The
student affairs. The President,
in
appointment
was recently made by
turn, hires a Dean of Student Afthe
Student
Government
fairs
(C. Wray
Mowbray)
to
Association
of Dave Reinecker,
oversee
student
life. The adMike Cunningham,
and Carol
ministration,
then, headed by the
James to be these visitors.
President,
is the body responsible
A new committee
was formed,
for making the little (or sometimes
the Committee on Student Affairs
big) decisions which directly affect
(presently serving as chairmen is
the daily existence
of WME's
Jon Myers, a 35-year-old Trustee),
students.
the p-lmery.purpose
of which is
However, this is not to suggest
" ... to provide a means of comthat the Board
of Trustees
is munication
among
students,
unimportant
to students or that the
faculty-staff
.members,
and
two groups need have little concern
Trustees)!
This body is unique
for each other. The Trustees DO among the six Board committees
have the power to involve themin that six of its thirteen
voting
selves in any issue that they wish
members
are students
(three
to. For example,
the setting of members
are
faculty-staff
academic .pelicy is considered
to members and four are Trustees).
be the sacrosanct
domain of the
Three of the six are the student
faculty. But if the' faculty were to \'is.itors to the Board previously
make a decision that the Trustees
maintained.
The other three, as
strongly
disagreed
with,
the
chosen
by the SGA, are John
latter would have the unquestioned
Leitzel,
Dale
Friedman,
and
~~~;~
::1~Z7n
~:y f:rr:e~i
college JXIlicy. The Trustees even'
have the power to close down the
coll~e when they wish to.
The Board of Trustees,
then,
should be a matter of concern for
students.
The questions
then
ariSe:
"What direct contact
do
Board members
have with the
student body?"
The answers
to
these queries
can best be understood by putting them in the
perspective
of the past. In former
years (very recent former years)
any input by students was by in·
direct means, through concerned
faculty,
parents,
alllIll!l~ or the

G~;f~~~:::o~::~ade
by Dr.
John
and others
to increase
student-trustet:
interaction
on a
one-to-one
basis. 'The wine-and·
dine program has involved having
trustees,
among others, serve as
hosts for students in a relaxed but
formal
setting.
At the regular
board meetings,- students
act as
hosts to the trustees, taking them
to lunch at the cafeteria.
Several reforms which occurred
as a resu1t of last year's Charter
changes may indirectly make the
Board
more
responsive
to
students'
needs.
A mandatory
retirement
age of 70 was created

and three-year
terms for Trustees
enacted.
These
measures
will
doubtless make the Board younger
and more fluid. In addition, there
has been a trend in recent years to
appoint to the Board more different types of persons.
All of these changes are for the
good. Virtually every member of
the administration,
when asked,
will concur in this opinion. There
may be some differences of opinion
as to whether
we have gone far
enough in the representation
of
students.
Should there be more
student
visitors
to the Board?
Should they be given the right to
vote so that students
themselves
Virtually
become
part
of the.
Board? Dean Mowbray
sees no
essential need for the student right
to vote, noting that the presence 01
student visitors at Board meetings
:-:!ntth~~mp~
McCormick
feels

o~~:~~itb~;~
that the Board

and triple' rooms with only two
people, in McDaniel.
Miss Meg
Caddick lived-with underclassman
Jean Molesworth
in one of these
tefples with only two people in 1976.
Question - Is the Housing Council
going
to make
these
rooms
available through a combination of
numbers also? '
4. Although the apartments
have
living rooms~ living in a double
with a roommate chosen in order to
have
a low enough
combined
number
to . gain entrance;
may
still be uncomfortable.

....

In a recent endeavor to survey
the honest opinions of the student
body we have talked to several
people that represent
the students
in name and in reality.
First, is
Roger Ensminger,
president of the
sophomore class. At first he was as
surprised
as we were to find out
that the Housing Council has undertaken this idea of four seniors
living together in one apartment
by
virtual requirement.
After counsel
with the oody that he represents,
he told us that he stands against
any proposal
like the aforementioned. He further stated that he

H~~~~ngr~~~:i~~~~~~~:
as~~d~:
~i~~:r~k:n~~I:~:~!~re:ia::.t~:
students
of this school for their
wish that Housing Council memviews. Last Saturday,
a Housing
bers felt the same moral respcnCouncil member
told a student
sibiility to represent
the students.
that she did not think that the
Second is Linda Thomas, head o,
students
should
be told about ,the
Black Student Union, Social
Housing Council proposals until
Committee,
and recently returned
they are passed. It was also adfrom a convention in Texas where
milled to the student that most of
she worked to find activities
that
the members of the housing council
would culturally
broaden
our
are voting according
to their own
school and social life. Linda, a
feelings and have not consulted
future and excellent
presidential
their floors about this issue. Now is
candidate, stands fully against this
this fair representation?
Another
change. She says that she "had a
instance
concerns
Miss Cindy
very strong reaction
against the
Sprinkle, who voted twice against
proposal" when she first heard of
the proposal
at. the committee
'the Housing Council plan
meeting
and then changed
her
. Third, Jeff Robinson, a member
-mind for absolutely
no apparent
of the
Student
Government
reason on the third vote. This final
Association,'
an editor
of the
vote was 4-3 with Miss Sprinkle
Scrimshaw,
and
outstanding
adding
the necessary
majority.
member
of the republican
youth
Unfortunately,
Miss
Sprinkle
movement
in Maryland,
also
forgot to inform her floor that any
stands in utter opposition to this
proposal.ever
existed, and just as
proposal. He also intends to fight
unfortunately
for Miss Sprinkle we
for the demise of this proposal.
started her job for her. At last
Fourth Carl Gold, chairman of the
report there are some very angry
Carroll
County
Region
of the
girls on her floor.
They
feel
Governors Youth Association, feels
slighted
because
"nobody
ever
that this proposal
is based
on
mentioned it." As of now we have
personal bias, and not represenyet to find any girl on her floor that
tation. Fifth Jim Wright, an inknew of the proposal. We asked a fluential individual in the religious
member of the subcommittee
why
realm of this school is also opMiss Sprinkle changed her mind,
posed. Jim is the head of the
and the reply was that she seemed
Religious Life Counsel.
.
to be getting very bored.
The Black Student
Union has
Another
interesting
correlation
even distinguished-itself

~:s~~

g;~c~ra~~~m~itt::
Miss Barbara

Hopefully,
argumentation

all

of

the above
presented
a

r~~~~
;~r:\~~~~~~~
:::::::r:~:~~~i~E
:r:~-;:~:1~J.~fE
. She

has

Palmer, however, sees the recent
reforms as part of a trend that has
not yet ended. What lies ahead can
only be surmised,
but D:-. Palmer
favors the eventual
granting
of

view, naturally
enough, was that
only seniors should be able to live
in the' apartments.
We do not
consider
this an unpredjudiced
view, affirmed by the wishes of the

tempt to contact
your representatives on each floor, and to attend
the meeting. The final meeting for
this proposal
will be on Wednesday, March 16, 1977. The place

In the next installment,
among
other topics, we will examine more
fully the area of possible reforms
of the Board.
Several
Board

held .great influence
over
the
presidings.
This is the committee
that makes the recommendations
to the Housing Council
itself.

theearlyevening.Doanythingyou
can to help stop this harmful
regulation,
and playa part in the
activities of our school. Thank you.

members
will be giving
their
opinions on this topic. The role of
the visitors to the Board will also
be explored further.

Usually
these
recommendations
are followed,
because
very few
students ever know what is going

~:::io:::~~:~:'~i~;
~~1:i:~g~~:~~~:=~:£~:
E~~:~h~!~:':~
~:~~2
Steven L. Kousouris
Roger P. Levin
Sharron T. O'Connor

Fulton Reef till, PIII~ Tr~·outs
Ms. Carol Fulton will present her
SefllOr organ recital at 8 p.m., on
Friday,
March
11 in Baker
Memorial Chapel.
Ms. Fulton,
who has studied
under Mr. Gerald Cole, will play
selections from the works of Bach;
variations
on "America,"
by
Charles lves; and Sym!ilony No. I,
Op. 14 by Louis
Vierne.
The
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. John
Fulton of Pitman, New Jersey, Ms.
Fulton is a 1973 graduate of Pitman
High School. She will receive her
B.A in music
education
from
We.. .•un Maryland College in May.
The recital is open to the public
and there is no admission
charge.

Mechanicsville
Repertory
Theater
will hold tryouf:.'> for its
Spring production, Night Watch. on
Thursday,
March 10 and Friday,

13 14 20 and 21 at the Mechanicsville' School
on Route
32 in
Gamber.

~;!!t~~
~~n~~

=~ni~~'vifI~
auditorium.
Night Watch
is a,
gripping thriller
by Lillian Fletcher,
author
of Sorry,
Wrong
Number.
Director
will be Frank
Edwards,
who most
recently
directed
View From the Bridge.
also at Mechanicsville.
The play has roles for 5 men and
4 women.
All roles
are open.
Production
is scheduled
for May
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BSU ealls Flo'"Positive"

John Wilcox.

The recent campus
lecture
by
the controversial
Florynce
Kennedy touched
off a variety
of
emotions among members
of the
College community.
There were
many expressions,
of indignation
concerning
Ms.
Kennedy's
flamboyant and sometimes caustic
manner.
She has been labeled a
demagogue
and a slanderer
and
has been described
with such
adjectives
as:
"pompous,
sardonic, arrogant,
and deceitful."
In a personal viewpoint article
appearing
in last week's SeriO!:"
shaw, writer Phil LaPadu1a caIled
Ms. Kennedy "a disgrace
to the
black cause."
He further
ex-

0'

::::n~~a~:~~~~~~~~~~
the.eptrtt
intelligent
dialogue
Scrimshaw felt that black students
at Western Maryland
shou1d be
given the chance to comment on
Flo Kennedy and her effect on the
college.
Judging
from the :esu1ts of a
random
and
admittedly
unscientific survey of black students'
views, the Flo Kennedy
lecture
seems to .have been seen as a
postitive
mfluence
on campus.
Many blacks felt that even though
many w?ites were threatened
and
antagornzedbyMs.
Kennedy, those
who attended
the lecture
came
away with an increased awareness
of the status of blacks at WMC.
SGA Social Committee
chairperson Linda Thomas stated that

Ride-A-Bike
The Maryland
Association
for
Retarded Citizens is planning its
fifth annual
state-wide
"Ride-ABike for the Retarded
Day"
Sunday, April 24, 1977 (rain date,
Sunday, May 1, 1977).

the lecture was the only event She
could recall which had generated
such excitement
that peopJe were
still arguing a week and a half
afterward. She continued, "FoI' the
first time in my three years here, I
saw students
come out of their
apathy and get aroused."
Ms. Thomas, a junior, said that
she tought people were reacting on
two distinct levels. Those who were
most vocal in their opposition to
Flo Kennedy were those who were ,I
reacting
to her extensive
use of
four-letter words. In general,
the
black community
feels that this is
a minor issue. Freshman
Eric.

DeGross
commented
that Ms.
Kennedy used her particular
style
as a way to drive her point home to
the audience. "Everyone
has their
gimmick. The harsh language was
hers. That'S" ali," he said
Linda Thomas agreed,
saying,
"Her-profanity
was a technique. I
don't condone it, but I do condone
the
truths
she
told."
This
statement
points out the second
level
of reaction
which
Ms.
Thomas identified. This is the revel
which concerns itself with what Flo
Kennedy had to say, instead of how
it was said. The consensus among
black students was that her issues

Ad ministration
...
. ~ 0 pinion
"
S-P "It
Bob Kelley
The
reaction
of
the
ad-.
ministration
to Florence
Kennedy's talk, judging by those that
Scrimshaw was able to interview
varied.
greatly,
but most
ad:
ministratora
seemed to think she
was worth the school's outlay of
cash. Even those who were fun-damentally
opposed to her views
agreed that she stirred up enough
controversy
to move students
towards discussing such issues as
racism and sexism.
One recurring
opinion among
administrators
was that many in
the WMC community
placed too
much emphasis on Flo Kennedy's
language-which
offended
many-.
and ignored the ideas that she
presented.
Her abrasive
style
Incensed
many administrators,
although most who commented
on
this said that too much concern
with her style obscured the issues.
As for the substance of her talk,
no two adminisirators
agreed

closely. Barbara
Craig said that
she touched on some very real
problems.
Leslie Bennet thought
that some of her comments
were
irresponsible,
especially
those
concerning
Idi
Amin.
Her
discussions
before the talk in the
cafeteria
according to Bill Tribby
and the olters who attended them,
showed Ms. Kennedy to a better
advantage
than the talk that most
people heard. Dean Laid1aw said
that she hada great deai of energy,

Teaching Award

and ideas were valid. The speaker
addressed matters which are very
much on the minds of the black
population here. She spoke of increased
black enrollment
and of
the need for black faculty mem:...
bers. She discussed
the issue of
institutional
racism and said that
western Maryland had succumbed
to it. These, the black students feit,
were the true themes of llie leeture.
In this sense, minority students
feIt that Flo Kennedy's
visit was
extremely valuable. She brought to
a public forum the very' concerns
which have been repeatedly
expressed
by the Black
Student
Union. "If it takes people like Flo
to wake us up, then I say send more
Flos to us," stated Ms. Thomas.
She went on to say that those
students who reacted only to _Ms.
Kennedy's
language
and ignored
t?e issues were going against the
hberalartsidealsonwhichWMCis
based.
Ms. Thomas
summed
up the
Situation, saying, "She's gone now.
The problems are not."

B
d
f
eautitu es or
the Exceptional

~~~dir:~~.
~~~e
e~~~;~elt ~~~
sh.e helped bring the BSU together
to llis~~~~:~~~i~~~us;!'~~~~rt~~
inM'defi,nln'"'hits~dm°~I~.:._ t
help us to know that if we peros 0
e a
mrs ...a ors were servere we can be understood.
able to sep~at~.
Ftorence
Ken·
.11. Blessed are you-who
walk
nedy, as an. individual,
from the With us in public places, and ignore
I~SUes she raised, and were able to the stares of strangers,
for in your
discuss
them. separately.
More companionship
w'e find havens of
than. o~
said that
the angry - relaxation
feelings
amon?" students
were
III. Blessed are you who never
p~r~ly ~ue to failure to make this bid us to "hurry
up," and more
distinctIOn.
blessed,
who do not snatch our
tasks from our hands t9 do them
for us, for often we need time
ratfier than help.
IV. Blessed are you who stand
were involved in a plot to over.
beside us as we enter new arid
throw the government.
Eight of the untried ventures,
for our failures
"PRP" defendants
were executed
will be outweighed
by the times
in April 1975. The articles
were
when we surprise
ourselves
and
largely based on what Mr: Kirn Chi you.
~a had learned in prison following
V. Blessed are you who ask for
hiS previous arrest in July 1974, O,urhelp, for our greatest need"is to
when he was sentenced to death for
be needed.
the support he had given to student
VI. Blessed are you who help us
demonstrators.
Alter immense
with the graciousness
of Christ,
international
protest this sentance
who did not bruise the reed and
had been commuted
to one of life quench the flax, for often we need
imprisonment
and· eventually
the help we cannot ask for.
suspended
(but not removed)
in
VII. Blessed are you, when, by
February
1975.
all these things you assure us that
the thing that makes us individuals
is not our peculiar muscles, nor in
_}..s a result of the articles,
Mr
our wounded nervous systems, nor
Kim Chi Ha was charged
with'
inourdifficu1ties
in learning, but in
alleged
violations
of the Anti·
the God given self which no in.
Communist
Law. This law, under
firmity can confine
which many
of South Korea's
Donated to Scrimshaw
by Ronnie
dissidents
have been imprisoned,
Lonbaidozzi, written by a teacher
is capable
of very
wide
in- at the Wollingford School for the
terpretation.
It allows
for excompound handicapped,

Poet Kim Ch~ Ha Jailed
For the -campus·
benefit,
the
Scrimshaw
reprints
the following
courtesy of Amnesty International
AI is an organization
working
throughout the world on behalf of
prisoners
of conscience.
South
Korean poet Kim Chi Ha is such a
prisoner
Mr. Kim Chi Ha is an outstanding poet and writer who is
presently
on trial for his life in
South Korea. As a result of his
outspoken
criticism
of
the
authoritarian
administration
of
President
Park
Chung·hee,
Mr
Kim Chi Ha has spent many of the
past 14 years in prison. His per·
sonal courage and his outspoken
views h~ve made him a figurehead
for the the dissident movement in
South

Korea,

particularly

;::e~

among

portrays
as the cynical
ex··
ploitation
of peasants
and the
perniciot1s effects of western and
.Japanese influence on his country.
The militancy of his writings has
not been overlooked by the South
Korean
government.
His first
major
works,
the satire
Five
BandUs
(1970) and the poem
Groundless
Rumours (972), were
both followed by periods of imprisonment.
Cry of the People
(1974) was published while the poet
was again in prison. Asceticism
1974, which takes the form of a
prison diary, was published during
the few weeks of freedom which
followed his conditional release in
February
1975.

in M~a~~~

~~~5H~:e::

in solitary

,con.

Mr. Kim Chi Ha is the author

of

~~:~:;lgat:~:'ell~:en~hee

process.

_

The Distinguished
Teaching
award is presented annually by an
interested
alumnae
club at the
Spring Honors ·Convocation
and
Investiture
to commend
a WMC
faculty member for excellence in
the field of teaching.
Juniors and Seniors who vote will
be asked to select not more ...than 5
nominees from the list of eligible
faculty members.
To be eligible a
facu1ty member must have tenure
and teach at least 3 credit hours
each semester. Past-recipients
are
not eligible.
Ballots will be totaled by the SGA
Action Committee, with the names
receiving
the most nominations
being forwa~ded
to the Office of
Student Affairs. A group of campus
s~udent leaders,
select~d
by the
SI~a
Alumnae Club, Will rate ~e
n~mlDees by secret .ballot which
will then be placed m sealed envelopes
an~ sub~itted
to. ~he
Student Affrurs ~flce for mailing
to ~he club .presldent.
The Club
tallies t?~ rating sheets and selects
th~recIPle~t.
t
k
nom:a~:nse~n
w:dn:~a;,
M~~~~
16 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. and 2 p.m,
:~:~
rh~\~~e~~~i~trot~~
~~i~~
meal hours
The for~ula
for the method of
nominating
and selecting
the
recipient
of the Distinguished
Teaching
Award was revised in
1975 by a joint student.alumnae
committee in an effort to sample a
broader
base of student opinion.
Formerly
only the Junior
and
Senior members of the SGA made
the selection

Angry?
.. When I'm angry
All hell breaks loose
Again J can be so beautiful
When I'm calm. ..
·-·WilliamRoss
The only thing I can remember
is
my grandmother's
going to give
me a whipping if I do this or that.
There was a log house and steps.
I was an only child
And ~y mother was away
.

r:u~~~:~

~e:a~g~~J~·s~~r;h:r::;
articles
in the national
da.ily
culosis and there is serious concern
newspaper
Dong-A
1100 which
lhat
his
health
may
be ~st~ted
that
fellow
POliti~al
deteriorating
because
of long
pnsoners h~d been tortured durmg
~~~~~i;:;t~ment

JUNIORS!! SENIORS!!
The time is here to nominate the
instructor
you feel deserves
the
Distinguished
Teaching
Award.
ALL Juniors and Seniors are asked
to participate
in this selection

~;~~.~~

(KCIA), and that _the authonttes
had fahricated charges in alleging
the members
of the so-called
··People's
Revolutionary
Party"

·:o::.---------'---~~-_::""'==-----

~rne~~~y ~~~eri~
~~~~~~::d
"praising,
encouraging
or siding
with" North Korea or its leaders or
alleged agents.
Because
of Mr.
Kim Clii Ha 's previous convictions,
a verdict of guilt in the present
trial cou1d carry the death p'cnalty.

POEM OF THE WEEK
Motherhood

Too

home
is where I play
Bach
on the piano
while my small
daughter
dances.

-Betsy

Wallace

The staff of Contrast urges all students facu1ty, and staff of the college
to submit poetry, (iction, and artwork to Nancy Barry, Box 76, CampuS
Mail.

--
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found
the bar
a little
more
crowded.
We split into smaller
groups and found we could really
enjoy ourse1ves. After being in a
bar full of men and feeling like
intruders,
we felt relieved- to be
back in the women's bar. We

..

danced, drank, and had a really
good time. Back at school, we
agreed
we had a very positive
attitude toward gay bars.
We heard that
we'd seen being

BU t t er.

the drag
rehearsed

show
was

PageS

going to be performed at Mitctiell's
the good time we'd bad before and
the following weekend. Four of our the relaxed atmosphere,
we were
original group decided we'd like to looking forward to it. However, it
see it, but when the time came only
turned out to be quite a different
two actually went. We were a little
experience.
nervous since there were only two - The bar was very crowded and
of us this time, but, remembering
almost appeared to be a mixed bar

.,.
~c=~~~~~:~~::~~:~
sit at the bar so that we could see
the show better. That was an interesting experience
in itself. The
men who performed the show were
very
convincing
in both
appearance and mannerisms.
It was
amazing to watch the reactions of
the women
customers
towards
these impersonators.
During the
show, some of the women actually
went up and put money in the
clothes of the performers.
We had
to keep reminding
our selves that
we were
seeing
these
women
respond to men, not as men but as
very convincing copies of women.
It was all a little unreal, yet still
something which we had to believe.

percent of the proposed 1977
federal
budget
will go to the'
Defense Department
a total of $112
billion. 16 percent
more, or 'SO
billion, will be spent for other warrelated matters-debts
for previous
wars, veterans
benefits, eel-for a
total of 52 percent.
The following is a list of conversion possibilitiesfrom
warrelated
spending
to civilian
programs.
36

HEALTH & PUBLIC SERVICES
$1.5 billion: cost of the three B-1
Bombers the Defense Dept. wants
to buy this year. <Entire program
has been questioned
by Congress
and military experts.j
$1.5
would restore:
$111 million cut in Maternal
Child Health Services (1977 budget
is $210 million).
$20 million cut in Head Start
(I977 budget,
$434 billion),
$88
million
cut in general
mental
h~alth
centers
(1977 budget,
budget, $131 million), plus the $865
million cut in the Food Stamp
program,
.aud still leave
$416
million to reduce budget deficit
JOB OPPORTUNITIES
$8.4 billion: Center for Defense
Information
estimate
of waste,
overruns, and redundant
weapons
systems
in 1977 Defense budget.
Includes $1.6 billion overruns
in
Navy shipbuilding program. Could
be used for public transportation,
needed improvements
in merchant
marine fleet, etc. or would fund %
Humphrey-Hawkins
job bill.
(The cost of military and defense
jobs is high. It has been esumated
that for every 52,000 jobs generated
by defense contracts,
from 58,000B9,000 could
be generated
in
civilian
industries
and
p-oresstons.j
African Famine Relief
A project of the David
Livingstone Foundation
P.O. Box 232, Tulsa,
Oklahoma, 74101

ENERGY

_

~~~~:;~~:~~~~a~~e~~n:
out of a glass). But as the evening
wore on, we found ourselves forced
to act more and more as a butch.
femme couple in order to fit into
the crowd and not appear
con,
spicucus. We felt this pressure
from around us.

~~:;
::~sac~:o~~~~lth~~
a:
a woman lili', person had always
appeared
and
acted
very
masculine.
Yet, she could not
believe that any woman
would
want to change her sex. We found
that gays are very jealous of their
private
domains
(the bars) and

r.rchnaj I found myself
getting
more and more uneasy as people

~~r ~~:~~t:~~f
S;o~~e~~~:~t~~~
sex are gay, too. Furthermore,
we

~.~:,to~~~rsoa~~h~s·l~~::'~~~

found that their attitudes

Towards

comfortable,
too! On~ o~ the ~~[t~~~f~~~~lt~~~~~!~~e~e~;
couples we h~d met earlier In th.~ most heterosexual
couples.
:~t~~~~~n ~~c~~er~ ci~e f~~tt~~~
drinks all night while the other
trie?

to pick h~r up. Eventuall.y,

~hriS was dancing and I was. stttmg. I felt really lost and a little
resentf.ul.
.
(Chris) As for mle, I kept looking
to .J.ohna fo.r help .. The undue attentlOn~ bemg paid to me. were
something I had never experienced
before a~d I was really confus~.
Johna tried to help o~t by asking
me to dance and puttmg her arm
aro~nd me, but somehow
I kept
getting
dragged
away to dan.ce
With so.meone e~e or else g~t Invo.lved In excl~l~e
conversatlo~.
I
think the one Iirl flnall~ got the hint

One

. couple, clajmin~ to h~ve a steadr,
three-ye.ar r~lahonshlp
engage? In
:~~~c~h~~l~~~~.

even physical

We left the bar feeling a lot more
.restr-ained
than
we had
on
arriving. We were so relieved to be
on our way back that we burst into
laughter. We didn't talk too much,
but there was mutual consensus
that it would be a long time before
we'd consider going back. We knew
we'd be doing a lot of thinking.
These are just some of-the things
we experienced
that we decided
we'd like to share with the people
on campus.
They are things we
never would have experienced
if
we hadn't been pushed, and we're

~c:~:!

RESOURCES

st.z
billion:
Guided -Missile
Frigate.
Would double funds now
available
for alternative
energy
research and development-soiar,
geothermal,
etc. There is an endless li~t of other
military-tocivilian
conversion
possibilities.
Whatever
your_ priorities
are,
remember
that
government
priorities
will not be changed
unless you help to change them.

We had previously
decided we
would pose as a couple to avoid any
uncomfortable
situations.
But our
plan failed.
We were too convincing as a stereotyped
couple.
There are some people who say
that
the gay
movement
has
progressed
to the point where no
roles are played and each person is
equal in his or her sexuality.
We
didn't find this to be the case.
Some of the women tended to act
more masculine, or "butch," while
others acted out more traditional
feminine roles, or "femme."
We
found ourselves playing the same
roles. Johna decided to play the
"butch" role and I the "femme."
At first we paid attention to small
details as pulling out chairs and

(Chris) Yes, I was'tntroduced
to
a group of older women (and we
found older gays
more biased in
their opinions t.b.an younger ones).
They were very friendly until I was
introduced as, "This is Chris. She's
a straight girl." I could feel them
recede
twenty-five
feet.
We
realized that gay people have as
many
stereotyped
images
of
straight people as straight people
'rave about them.
Later,
when
Johna and I talked,
we agreed
there were times that night when
we felt like apologizing
for being
straight.
Not only did we feel a biased
attitude
against
straight
people,
but we found other prejudices
existed as well. For example, there
was a male transsexual
in the bar
that night who had been a regular
patron of the bar before his sex
change operation. And the attitude'
of one of the women customers
toward him was very. interesting.
This young, gay psychologist
had

~~a~s:;f~~:~~d~:
iI~~~,:a
flustered I was, I ans",:,ered~ "WeI!:
sort of. Actually
we re slS~rs.
(Johna and I are sorority sisters.)
We've laughted
over that a lot.
Actually,
neither
of us minded
some interaction,
but we began to
resent Q1e fact that although these

.

'Dangerous
':.....

w:eh~~e\h~~~~or:i~ti~~~:
tow~ds
gay people
are more
positive and understanding,
even
though at times we felt confused or
alienated.
We hope we made_ an
impreSSion on some of the people
at the bar and helped to change
..orne of their attituc;les, too.

Waterbed.s
the mattress
,'Od then the whole
thing·, alll700pounds
of it - fell on
her,
pinning
her for several
minutes.
Firemen
finally
pulled
Mrs. Youngston out from the bed,
gasping but unhurt
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'Revlew-

Stewart's 'Cat' One of the Best

Stephen Bainbridge
After almost five months on the
charts 'Wear of the Cat", by Al
Stewart, has finally moved into the
top ten. The major impetus to the
album's sudden rise has been the
popularity of the title cut. Fortunately there are several songs
here that are at least as good as
Year of the Cat. Stewart has put
together an album that should be
ranked as one of the best this year.
,

About the only major disappointment on the album are the
relatively poor lyrics. On several
of th_esongs the lyrics serve merely
as a frame on which the instrumentation
is based. Stewart
probably would be better off if he
had hired a lyricist to write for
him, and had concentrated on the
musical score.
The instrumental
performances
dominate this album. Overall the
"

Dixon TDDesSatDr~ay

keyboard
work is outstanding.
Furthermore,
the string and guitar
performances
are
excellent.
Probably Stewart would have had
excellent success with "Year of the
Cat" if he had done a mostly instrumental album.
Several individual songs stand'
out as examples of what Steward is
capable of doing musically. On the
Border,
the
second
song,
foreshadows
the excellent work
that
follows
it.
The
string

contract and where he spent a 15
month sabbatical
last year. His
music is infectious and exciting
and promises
to provide good
entertainment.

:s;;:~~~e~~ts:di~:'
~~nrs~:
acoustic
guitar
solo.
Midas
Shadows
features.
some
fine
electronic
keyboards,
although
vocally it is rather
weak. The
percussion section on it and the
next song, Sand in your Shoes, also

from Nashville for the concert will'
be three
outstanding
session
musicians to accompany Max, who
sing~ and plays guitar. On fiddle
will be -Ear l Spielman, who has
played for Lynn Anderson, Faron
Young, and Johnny
Rodriguez.
Playing harmonica will be Terry
McMillan, a talented performer
who plays with Chet Atkins- and
Jerry Reed. Boomer Castleman,
formerly one half of the "Lewis
and Clark Expedition"
duo with
Michael MUJ"Iily, will be playing
lead guitar. Two members on the
WMC Jazz
Ensemble,
Linda
RickeJL and Tom Payne will also
perform on the electtric bass and

The concert will be held in the
cafeteria,
to eccomcdate
more
people and launch a new campus
entertainment,
the night club.
Robert Nelson, a musical juggler
and a popular
nightclub
entertainer in Nashville, who juggles
to all-types of music"from classical
to bluegrass, will open the show.
Admission is just $1 and tickets can
be purchased-at
the Student Ac·
ttvtttes Office or at the door.

Assistant
to
the
Registrar:
Western Maryland College invites
interested
persons to make application
for the position
of
Assistant to the Registrar.
This
person will assist in rendering a
)Vi.de range of services provided by
the Registrar's Office (scheduling,
maintenance
and evaluation
of
un d e r g r a d u a t e
records,.

dr~lmt!" ~~~ng
~O~g ~i~
~ t
gra ua e· n

IN~~E
Carter

Sue Coleman
Max Dixon, songwriter
and
assistant professor of drama here
on The Hill, will give a concert of
his own music this Saturday night,'
March 12 at 8:00 PM. Flying in

oY;~al~o~ca~~i:il~a~e

i!ot~~'

:~~~~~~~~~b~~!';!s~:~f~~~
_ The style ranges
from
~::;i~n~O~e
intriguing.
~:~

~~~
'Max

quiet,'

found

; -Follies Preview
by Jim Wogsland
Each spring the Junior Class
goes absolutely
crazy·dancing,
singing and telling corny jokf's in
front of sell-out audiences. This
insanity stems from: a) a craving
to raise funds for their class and,
b) the chance to have a great time
by pe~orming
in a. supposedly
theatrical
productIOn,
better
known as the ~unio~ Follie.s. This!
~nual event IS written, directed
and cas~
by only Juniors and is
used to raise funds for the Jr.-Sr.
Banquet and next year's Sefuv •.
activities.
This year's version promises to
be one of the best. The script was
written secretly during January
and Felruary and rehearsals have
already begun (although some of
the actors haven't shown up yet.)
Performance

~!~IO;'~s'de
t J'
~av~
/ v~rt~oso

~~~~;~a~7o

Northern

dates have been set·

and Western
raame.
in the claim is Bangor,

~~!Included

~:;~:r~!.

registrations,
certification,
inApplications accepted up to Apstitutional
research).
The
ril 30, 1977 with appointment
Bachelor's degree is required.
beginning
July
1, 1917. Send
Other important
qualities are:
r~umes
to:
Office
of
the
personal traits appropriate
to the Registrar,
Western
Maryland
responsibilities
of the position, \ College, Westminster,
Maryland,
managerial competence, and data
21157. 21157. Western Maryland
processing
experience.
Salar-y
College is an Equal Employment
$8,SOP - $9,500. Excellent
fringe
Opportunity
Affirmative
A~tion
benefits.
Employer.

News

INTERNATIONAL NEWS...
-Earlier
this week President

~~~er t~~~ h:b~~a:~ ~i~:eke

local businesses
~~P ;~~~~~~e

~~:ca~s~dacr~~e~ton~oun~;

revocation

for the President

that Congress will
~:~ngs:ti;o~
t~

of the claims.

~:~~~~:~~fd:~~
countries
will
~~d

~~

~;~tr~:Ii~~~
meet in London.

~o~Yatt~~~a!n N~;~e

c:~~

on

~naef~~!~~~':~~~~~~~f~r
All in all, the two hour long session,
the latest
Carter
attempt
to
deimperialize the Presidency, was
. a roaring
success.
Mterwards,
Carter stated his intentions
to
repeat the show "pretty often."
+Good news for .taxpayers! The
House of Representatives
recently
passed a tough new code of ethics.
The measure, favored by Speaker
Tip O'Neill
makes
financial
disclosure
~ requirement
and
limits
outside
income
of all
Representatives.
The code is also
designed to eliminate office slush
funds and inflated expense accounts, and to restrict gifts from
lobbyists.
+While Jimmy "Carter's cabinet
level appointments
were mostly
of familiar faces, the next lower
notch in the executive tranch is
made up of many newcomers. The .
proportion

of

minorities

and

UGANDA--Yesterday,
the
oodies twenty-thousand
political
enemies of President
Idi (V.D.)
Amin were found floating down the
Nile, apparently
dead.
Today,
President Amin issued a statement
saying that all twenty-thousand
of
the dissidents were killed in a hpge
automobile accident on the En·
tebbe Freeway.
NEW
DEHLI,
INDIA--The
government
of Prime
Minister
Indira Ghandi has just released a
list of the announced candidates
for the March elections. The list
includes
four announced
candidates for prime minister. They
are-Mrs.
Gandhi,
Mahatna
Gandhi,
Mao Tse-Tung,
and
Gerieralissimo
Franco.
Mrs.
Ghandi has been campaigning
hard and says she is "confident of
victory."
T '!W SON,
AgrIculture

MD ... Form
secretary

er

has accepted a teaching job with
Towson State University.
The
course Mr. Butz will be teaching
entitled,
"colored sex," will be
offered next fall.
BULLETIN .... ~his
just
in!
Ugandan
government
sources
have just announced
that there
was an error
in an
earlier
statement.
The twenty-thousand
political
enemies
of President
Amin were NOT killed in an
automobile
accident.
They actually went in the Nile for a swim
and drowned when Amin made
the Nile turn red. Amin has called
it the "wrath of God."
WESTMINSTER,
MD.-~Last
week, Phil LaPadula
declared
himself the dictator of second floor
Rouzer. Mr. La Pad41a assumed
power after a coup d'etat and
:~he:~~~

declared

martial

The American
College
University
Service
Bureau

S:c~~er
ar7~ostumi~:)'
Melanie Rogers (Makeup)'

im~Sed
by c;rter
:
po~nti~
emif oyees, an secon 1)', a it 0
ine iciency on the part of Carter's

nounces a service to aid students,
both
undergraduates
and
graduates,
obtain
funds from

The bureau offers its services to
deserving students by supplying
names of foundations and guidance

foundations.

as to how to go about

~::rn:~

TIP TO MOTO~STS

Remember,

the

:~~tt~~g:

stram on tnose already

higher

~~

Maine's

in offfice.

Passsamaquodday

por:~:~

accident.

r-"" ....

...,...4Jt....

01000

a~~r::nU;~i~~~~~~t~:~

with millions
~~~f~;edth~O

Under the Indian Non-Intercourse

~~~a:~oa~. ~;?

:~~::.:~:\~~2~~~~

know of the

~~:~~

of dollars

in funds

ca~~t s~~de~~h!~
g~~de~:°:Oc~~.

foundation

O"r foun·

fU~:

~~~f:~.'~o

~~~e ~~~is

interested

students

about

?,~t~ ~050 Poplar
Memphis.

ob-

obtaining

may write:

Ave.

TN 38157

:~~i~~~eS~!:e~~C;~I~f~~~~~
the

Chilean

Govern-

~ed~~at~~gh~:~~:tti°':x!~li~~~;
goverrunenL The statement came
as a surprise and was immediately
disavowed in Washington to be a
personal
and
unauthorized
statement.'
-President
ldi Amin of Uganda
lashed out again at the U.S. this
week, rejecting suggestions that an
international
commission
in·
vestigate r"eports of atrocities in
Uganda. Amin repeated his charge
that Washington might be planning
an invasion of his country. "I am
proud that I am the only leader in
Africa who is challenging
the"
American
aircraft
carrier
En·
terprise which has 140 planes,"
Amin said. "We will'crush them if
they come
to Uganda."
The
atrocity
allegations
stem
from
reports that his security
forces
began
slaughtering
Ugandan
Christians of the Langi and Acholi
~~~s~~~e~l~~~~~

~~~

on this service

U~:;~:t~a~rviC~o~~~~~u

u.s.

killed red Indians and invaded
Cuba. Are they not ashamed
of
people they killed in Vietnam? Are
~h~~~hi~~?ki~~~
,-

$ f or Student s

:a~:~~~ ,,~::e
~:::::i!~~~:::o:
::~ ~!1~¥
!r~~;:~~

~

Butz I

=~o=

Tyson, one of the

~~~~:e~o~m~~io~'~xP~~~~
"profoundest regrets" Tuesday for

law \ ~!~~:~~~r

;~~en:~
th~~poS~~~~oi~sh~g~~~
ministration.
Unfortunately,
Carter has placed persons for only
65 of the ISOsecond·level jobs in the
government. This unusually slow
pace is blamed on two factors.·
First, the stringent code of ethics

and
an-

-Brady

with

~:~e Ofu~I:~i~~~I/;
~~f3~r~~~~
commission during a discussion of

;on!
abiyassistedbyChrlsMehr(Stage
Manager),
Rick Norris and Jim
Wogsland
(Set Designers
and
Technical Directors), Sue Grimm
(Choreographer),
Alan
Zepp.
~M~~iC)H sa.lIY(:J.~~
~v~~ce):

.

Earl

ference
and may
meet
President al-Assad of Syria.

subverting

~!~~
LaPad ula' s World News

:e~~or~~g:e~tf~:r~
O~~
wanted an ear for their pet issues.

:~:r::~i!~!6=:J=~:;~

:~

In conclusion, "Year of the Cat"
rates as one of the finest albums
currently popular. Al Steward has
produced a mellow, easy to listen
to album that nearly everyone
should enjoy.
It receives
my
highest recommendation.

~~St~:;t!::~rew~~~
although
the guitars
seem
to
dominate
this song. 'Broadway
Hotel and On the Border feature
the best string arrangements
on
the album, although in neither case
are they overdone.

~:~:ii:~;~t~{;fl:~~

~:ll:;~s:r;:~efi

~~~~~0~~~tec~i~kit~g7~~~
accepted 42 telephone calls from

his. suggestions

~no~~~~~

Flying Sorcery starts out side
two very nicely. The guitar and
harmonica
playing on this song
give it an interesting,
and enjoyable sound. Broadway Hotel is
one of the better songs on the
albums,
it features
some fine

NatiC!nal and International

a~~:~~

a~~

has

;ee~as~:!~~~1

~ax
an

Year of the Cat Closes out the
album in superb fashion it has the
best overall performances
of any
song here. The keyboards,
particularly
the piano work, are
among the best I have heard
Stewart do. The guitar and alto sax
solos are aJso extremely
well
arranged and performed.
Best of
all, the lyrics are the finest on the
ablum, as are the vocal performances.

deserve recognition. U It Doesn't
Come Naturally. Leave It. closes
out the side, in fine fashion. The
guitar and piano work on it are
extremely enjoyable

theYE~~tOf :~~n~'
m~~:
wererlr:!e<I

ment. They were caught

D~~Y:~
by Irish

police on the Republic side of the
. ~~~in~n~oa;:~e

and

A' y
b;r:

court Tuesday
after they were
cl~ed
of· mo~t charges trought
against them'by the Irish govern-

f~:;~d

a~~

::~tiO~~J~~:as~~~i::fr~~
~~~~:i~~spleoa~e:d~~~ce~~-~~:!!~
that they had made a map-reading
error.
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_M"k!!'~Ztime!

Are you nor~'dly or ,,"normally warped1

Hey,
gang!
Have
you ever
wondered about what you're really
like-how
your personality
expresses
itself-where
you stand"
Many young people your age are
asking
themselves-,
the same
question, but they're searching for
the answers
all wrong! As any
WMC student can clearly tell you
(especially after two or three years
here), the most important measure
of self-appraisement
is not what
you think of yourself,
out what
o!hers think of you!
"First
impressions
are important,"
said
the late
Amy
Vanderbilt. And what greater first
impression
can
your
fellow
students see of you than what they-see as they enter your dorm~ Think
of it! While dozens of dozens of
misguided,
stupid, and Probably
socially destructive individuals arewasting
their time, money, and
meagre minds on est, TM, and the
Reverend Moon.to find the answer-you can take this simple, easy-to-understand
quiz to determine what
you are, both as a person and a
WMC_student,
based upon what
you keep in your room! As soon as
you finish, you'll know for sure all
the answers to whether YOU are a
well-adjusted,
typical,
normal
WMC-er who would make a good
photo copy in the Student Handbook-cor
a warped,
deranged,
~cious creature
of the swamps!

Briefs
Officials in Salt Lake City, where
Rep. Allan Howe was arrested last
summer by poliFewomen posing as
hookers,
are considering
a ban
against the Use of sex decoys. The
action came after· Health Director
Harry Gibbons proposed
a plan
that would allow the city pound to
use female dogs in heat to attract
male strays.
The earth's first landing field for
UFOs has been opened in Ares,
France
because,
as one airport
official stated,
"the reason that
flying saucers have never landed is
because there are no airports
for
them."
The UFO port,
which
f~atu~e:> a. landing
strip
and
directional lights, will be open 24hours a day and promises a bonus
to the first UFO that lands, making
It exempt from paying the normal
French landing fees.
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Sports

WMC

New Lacrosse Season (or-can We Really Beat Ohio State?

C'''tonH~''

_

Winter

We are rapidly approaching
the stituted. This year's team appears
beginning
of the 1977 lacrosse
to have more spirit and enthusiasm
season. This season the team will . which will hopefully
have conbe lead by trt-captains
Doug Sopp,
siderable impact on improving last
Jamie
Mosberg,
and
John
years 6-6 record. Besides Sopp and
Nawrocki. Under new head coach
Nawrocki, other returning seniors
Bill Thomas, a new, hopefully high are Rick Wright, Rusty Hess, Paul
scoring style ot play will be in- Rowely,
and Eric
Rosenberg.

There
are also about a dozen
returning
lettermen
from last
year's squad. Plus, Kurt Glaeser
and Skip Siedel will be returning
from injuries that kept them out of
action last season
The team

is planning

a trip

to

Florida over spring break where
they will face five opponents
ineluding
Orlando
Lacrosse
Club,
Jacksonville
Lacrosse
Club, and
the University
of Georgia.
This
Saturday the 12th, the team will be
traveling to Mt. SLMary's
for their
first scrimmage
of the year. tnen
Area Pro Sports

Self.Song: Unique Whitman

Teams'

At.Capital

Centre:

Washington

Date
3/16
3/20
3/23
3/15
3/18
3/20

Capitals:

l~:

~:!~~t~~~~~~o~~e~~:~~a;~~
19 and 20th by the WMC drama
department
at Alumni Hall.

MONTOUR

Carol Panitz (I.) and Bill Cochranelr.l,

formality;
there is no boundary or
constriction
between the audience
and the action.
The best thing I've been able to
say about "Selfsong"
commented
its director,
Bill Tribby,
"iLto
quote Whitman;
'1 seek less to
state
or display· any thing or
thought and more to bring you,

-

I
I
I

-,

.

_.I"lanteil: l'ersons serious.
.aboutlosingweiQht,
- •
call 635·2970
•

•
I •••••••••••

I
I
I
.I

Liebfraumilch - fifth - $1.39
Sale ends Thursday, March I"!
WMC -students only

1.-------Stuff fnvelopes
aUSINESS

REC.RD
GALLERY

Agent for Knapp. shoes.

Pies

Phone 8484232

Hours: 11 :00 a.m.9:00p.m.
6 days a week
Sunday:

Plain :&Ft't_ncy
Donuts

12:00-8:00'

140 Village

Bernice Fritz
Manager

only 5 minutes away

876-3339
59 West Main Street
Westminster, Md. 21157

Qpon 24 Hours a Day

1-

"mported from ~er~any

,!:\_~

Homemade

on the set of "Self-Song'

reeoer. into the atmospiere
of thetheme or thought-There
to pursue
your own night. '"
There are some students helping
but not in the cast-they
are Ed
Carll, Torrie Fowler, Rick Powell,
Sydney Roberts, and Bruce Tnilio.
"Selfsong is a celebration
of each
person involved; audience as well
as cast.

-

Carroll ~Io%o Shopping Center
848-1314
Special of the Week!
Bring this ad with you for:

I

Beer (drought) 30<
• 4-5 p.m. Mon.· Fri.

ITALIAN CUlu/NE.
Pitcher '2.00

~ Rr.

8·11 p.m. with 1.0. card

1+0 REISTERSTOWN,

MD.

830-6.300
Any 12" pizzo
'2.00

OPPORTUNITY

Monday

$25.00 PERHUNDRED
Immediate Earnings
Send $1.00 To:
Envelopes Dept. 21&
102 Charles Sireet

(Keg;;

night.

p.m.

6·10

itvit;lablefor

we serve ...

part;es)

;~=~
~i~E~
~

BRE~KFAST

Patio Beef 'n Beer

.~~~;~~£;~~~

LUNCH

DINNER

U.~7~~.9fio

;'~~"~;".~~~_~~""~_~"'::'''~''~oo~.~"~'~;.,.!::B~o~s~to~n~.
M~a~s~s.~0~2~1:14=~;;

~llrreI

;Mouse

ftilattIe ~qop

~

*

Best Discounts of Beer, Liquor

Fink..b""9.

Md.

21048

~_~__'*"""'""__
861·8781

Cox's Bottle Shop

Blvd.

833-207B

2824 Littlestown

E. Btent Carlisle

VVestmin5\er, Md

1-Mnager
,*,,,*,_,*,,_ ..

346-7311

Pike

8.823.3

21151

Mate"

Piualloy-T_
~mi

:

and Female

Stylmg
Razor Cuttmg

D!f - Wednesday

WI11IIN WALKING
Opea 6a.m..daiy

2tl;:~:

I

Ballimo'e

~

I:E:~'::~::::'LANO

and Wines; in Canoll County!
Cox's Barrel House
24~5

p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

61 East Main Street
Westminster, Md. 21157

HOUSE OF LIQUORS

I

Time
8:05
7:35
8:05
7:30
7:30
" :~O

Offering a complete
line of men's shoes
and work boots!

HOUSE

Finest in Foods
and Cocktails

r-------.

Opponent
Seattle
San Antonio
Cleveland
Ctevetand
Colorado
Buffalo

DAVIS SHOE REPAIR

-The
play,
formed
from
the'
poetry
of Walt Whitman,
is a
totally unique and nearly
inexpressable experience
for cast and
audience. The play is unusual in
that it had no script; all action was
conceived and-written
by the large
cast of 21 students.
Divided into
four groups dealing with the major
themes in Whitman's
poetry, each
group created a representation
of Performers

-

Home Schedules

(Mar011-24)

·'1 celebrate
myself,
and sing
myself,
And what 1 assume
you shall
assume,"
"For every atom belonging to me
as good belongs to you." '
Tills is the motivating

death, .democ.racy,
creation
a~d
sensuality
using drama,
mUSIC,
sound, movement,
and lines of:
Whitman's
poetry.
The set, designed by Christian
Wittwer and Richard
Norris, en:
circles the audience
with an undulating
platform
which makes
spectatorS""""Decome
part
of the
action. The mood is one of in-

on Saturday night March 19th, they
will be playing Ohio State (Do you
believe this match-up'? under the
lights
at
Westminster
H.S.
Students with J.D. cards will be
admitted free for this game which
should provide
for an exciting
evening of lacrosse.

Di_

DISTANCE'

except Sundays·? e.m,

:
,.
,.

NEWLY REMODELED

R~:::'!'~~~:/~:E~~~~
:
EXPANDED
d * * * * '*,.,.,. '* '* '* *.,.

Route 140

Westminster
SEATING

848-9110

j
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Housing Council Says Forlines, Elderdice Go Coed
Phil Lapduta

-

Attractive,
New Alumni

'

O,n
Wednesday
night
in 'a fairer ratio since seniors are
Whlte~ord
Lounge,
the Housing suppose to be given first priorities
Coun~ll, by a vote of twenty-three
on, apartment
dwelling.
They
to eight,. defeated
the highly. pomted out that last year. fifteen
controv~rsJaI
proposal that would seniors
who applied
for aparthave glve~ seruors more of an ments lost out in the drawing
~~va~r;t~~e all~f~~~r~~~ta:~i~~~~

While the construction
of a new
student center is taking place on
campus,
one
of
Western
Maryland's
oldest
and dearest
structures
is also' capturing
the
attention
of architects
and construotion workers-that
building is
Alumni Hall
During-the course of the 1977-1978
school year, Alumni Hall will be
renovated, and at this point there
are two alternatives
as to how this
can be done. The first of these is to
simply have Alumni undergo
a
general
renovation;
the second
alternative and what Dr. John calls
"the
most
attractive"
is to
renovate Alumni and convert it for
better use by t~e drama ~part.
ment. The question coocerrung the
latter of these is whether or not it
can be ac~ieved
architecturally,

. Las! year outside. next year inside.
renov~tion during the-'77·78
a.fternoon .recitals.
Mr. Cole consteered this an "educational
step"
for organ
students.
The other
organ will be kept in a small,
comfortable,
air-conditioned
j-oom
off of Baker 200 for practice
by
students.
After all of the use that Western

Alumni Hall is due for a complete
Ischool year.
it will be a positive step and almost
an obligation to renovate
it. The
drama department
will get more
efficient use from the building, and
the purchase
of two practice
organs is a step forward for the
music dparbnent.
With a little
luck, by the fall of 1978, the plans

~~O~I~~o~~~~t~~

Maryland

for Alumni

with the prospects.

~~m~o~~a~~
If the money

mtenor

has gotten from Alumni,

.
Scrt.mshaw
reprints
the
followmg prop~al
of the Student
Life Subcommittee
to the. Board of
Trustees
for the benefit of the
en~i~e
W!\~C
community.
Orlgmally
~r1tten by the Bla~k

deci~ion was made by Dr. John, the
musIc d.eparbnent
a~d the drama

:~~~~~!d ~;I~~ s!~~m::::O;~~
~;
the Chapel Committee. In addition

discus'sied

wi~ Mr. Cole, the head

~os~l~o~'a~:I::de
t~e a;:::e~~s
almost "exclusively
for seniors."
He mentioned that he had spoken
to Dr.
Rosenswieg
a math
professor.
who indicated
that it
would have been impossible for the
advocates of the proposal to have

=~:~nat~uAo~~
~~ur of lively
that passed the pr~pos~c:~~~t:;;

fig~red out, a probability
of the
ratio of seniors to ~nderc~assmen

~~;~ on th~ ~~tter a~d pr~sen~ed
,.
major: y an.
minor-ity
cpmtons to the council.
Proponents.
of the p,roposal
presented
statJs~cs shewing that
the present
rat.lO of seniors
to
~n~r c1assmen.m the apartments

~:~;;:i~:b~:
t~~;e~~~eo~::~~:~
worked for a long time on it and
coult not determine
a probability.
Levin also cited a poll taken in the
apartments
that indicated that a
majority
of apartment
dwellers
were against the proposal. Added

~n:~~~::~~~~IO~:~
~:r~~e
plan, supporters
claimed that the
ratio would have been 75 percent
seniors
to
25 percent
un-

to this were polls taken by the
sophomore a~d ~reshmen
clas~es
tha~ also
indicated
negative
feelings .on the matter,

derclassmen,

pr~pom~lo~n:i~

which-was

said to be

~!aYne~~e;e:t~:

T rue M·Icrososm f or WMC
.....
.
."

comes through,
within the next
month
tho ar-chitect
will
b.
authorized
to go ahead with the
plans, and renovation
will begin
possibly in the fall of 1977, with the
work hopefully completed by the
fall of 1978.
While considering
this construction and the aftermath
of the
work being done on Alumni, a

~~~~;ttAc~:u~~~~:n~r~~i~~~~
Kline
who
builds
organs

Hall will be a reality.

R.~~er ~e~n, dl~~d~~ of the' o~

numbers
together instead of the
present system whereby ~e lowest
number of a group of four IS drawn.
The proposal
now goes back to
commltt~e
~here
a, compromise
proposal IS hkely to I:>e formulated.
The room dr-awing proposal

the t~GAM iS hOl~i~~ : 8 speci~1
mee Ing on d ay lug a
p.m. In
~~~k~:lit;iO::n~i~:r

was voted down by twenty-three
to
eight. After several
heated
exchanges and some. parliamentary
problems, the proposal itse1f was
voted down by the same margin.
G. Would serve as a resource
Bev Miles, a leading supporter of
balance the racial composition of
person
for
faculty
in
developing
the plan expressed disappointment
the. campus.
This commitment
bibltcgraphies
applicable to their
should not just be verbalized but
at the outcome but stated that she
teaching disciplines.
was "encouraged
by the fact that
actualized
by Western Maryland
H. Would serve as a counselor to most people seemed to agree that
College.
minority students
in conjunction
the present system is rotten and
It is not enough to recruit and
with
the
counseling
and
career
that a compromise
proposal
is
admit
minority
students
to
progr~m..
needed." A probable compromise
Western
Maryland
College
but
I. Would work with college ac:.- would be to add either the two
programs
that meet the specific
ti\'ities
director
in formulating
lowest numbers
together
or the
needs of these students must be
more
programs
relevant
to three lowest numbers rather
than
instituted. The institution has seen
minority student concerns.
all four. This would presumably
fit to institute such programs
as
Rationale
allow some underclassmen
to
the French
house and Spanish
In order ~o~ allY pro.gram to .be obtain apartment
residence.
house to meet the needs of those
silcc~sfu,1 It IS essential that the
Olher
proposals
that
w.ere
students in those disciplines.
Are
coordin.atlOn of that pr(l~a.m
be passed by the council included one
they not a minority
who have
centralized,
Under the· position of that would make Elderdice
and
special needs which could only be
the Director of Minority Affairs,
Forlines
House co-ed residences
met by the dt'velopment
of such
many
as;lCcts
of
the
institution
next year, and another that would
programs?
could be drawn together to meet
leave first floor Whiteford as a
The"needs of a minority student
needs that are not being met now. men's residence.
entering <l cultural atmosIilere
as
~:stablishme'nt
of such an adrepresented
here
at Western
ministrative
position
is
not
a
Maryland College are diverse and
foreign element to the realm of
complex. To meet some of these
higher education.
Other schoolSMatt Bowers
needs the Black Student
Union
have been successful
in utilizing
A constructive
concern for the
would like- to make the following
such
a position, such schools are:
Student Government
Association
resolut;ons,
that would centralize
Franklin
and Marshall,
Simpson
of WesternMaryland
College
the coordination
of a minority
College, University
of Maryland
backed by inside experience
apstudent program:
<Baltimore
County),
Frostburg,
pears to be the early theme of ttis
Be it resolved that a position be
Johns
Hopkins,
and
the
University
sII'ing's
SGA
presidential
camadded to the administration
of Iowa.
paign.
-Director of Minority
AO!\lISSIONS
Although
the elections
themAffairs
The
present
Black
student
selves are still over a month away,
Functions and Responsibilities
enrollment
of
Western
Maryland
and
the official filing deadline for
A. WoUld be directly responsible
College is less than 2 percent which
candidates is not until April J2, at
to and report to the president.
in 1976, the Black Student Union
least two early
candidates
for
B. Would be a member of the
feels is insufficient. It has become
president
of the
SGA have
Administrative
Council.
quite
evident
that
there
are
emerged.
Paul Fulton, a junior
C. Would coordinate
with the
Economics
major,
and Linda
Admissions Office pl~ns to how to segments of the college communit)'
that teeJ that an increased
Black
Thomas, also a junior and doubling
better recruit minority
students.
in English and Sociology.
have
D. Would coordinate with College student population would decrease
the
college's
"high"
academicboth
expressed
a
deep
but opDevelopment
Office Programs
timistic concern for the SGA and a
geared at fund-raising
for more status. There is a basic assumption
willingness
to work· for its bet·
that surfaces to the top when such
minority student scholarships.
are expressed
or
terment.
E. Would serve as advisor to aU sentIments
Paul is currently
serving
as
minority student organizations
on thought upon, that being that all
Black
students
are
academically
recording
secretary
of the SO'A. He
campus,
i.e..
Black
Student
deficient. To accept this assumpsees the SGA as a working
OrganizatioTJ.
organization with a lot of potential
F.
Would
work
with
the tion as a' basic truth is not only
invalid but morally wrong.
for impact not only on the camCurriculum
Review Committee to
As the Black student enrollment
pus's social life but in other arl'l'If;;
develop
courses
that
directly
Cont. on page 4
Cont. on page 3
renect minority culture.",

c~::~~~~;I:~st~

~s:it;;lit~~~f
m~~~~:nli~~
~~~~~r::-~~ el:do;~t~~:nt~h:lls:;~
organ to Little Ba~er to replace the meeting. Our thanks to the Suborgan there. ThiS could only be committee
and to the BSU _ the
done if the Alumni organ was good Editor.
enough to move and if there was
In over
100 years
Western
room e.nough in ~ittle Baker to Maryland
College has not suchous.e. ~t: and neither
of these cessfully homogenized the studenl
poSSibilities held to be true. The body, faculty or administration.
Tn
AI~n:ni .orga~
is an old on.e, order
for Western,.. Maryland
ortg~nabng
10
a theater
III College to better
homogenize
the
Baltimore.
A new console was many faeets of this institution,
added 21 years ago, and ~e organ several steps will have to be made.
has been updated to certalO extent, The institution will have to make a
~mt overall the in~trument
was greater commitment
to improving
Judged by the musIc department
the diversity of its student body
and by Mr, Kline not to be a good and faculty.
instrument.
Therefore,
it was
As our educational
process
decided by the drama and music becomes more specialized' there is
deparbnents
and by Dr. John that,. an inherent need for the addition of
w~en. ~~ni
is renovated,
the administrative
personnel
that
bUilding Will be used totally by the directly re1ates to this particular
drama ~parbnent
and the ~umni _ need of an institution
of higher
orga~ Will not ht; used agam for education.
If Western
Maryland
practIce
by .muslc students;
the College is to truly represent
a
mstrument will be left for what Dr, microcosm of society it is essential
Jo~
called
"modest
use."
in- that more Black faculty and Black
eluding programs or pageants that administrators
be added to the
would be held in Alumni .requiring
professional ranks.
the organ for a processIOnal, the
There is a definite need for a
singing of the Alma Mater, etc. -specific
program
at Western
Tocompensa~fo~thelossofthis
Maryland
College that addresseS
org~asapracbcemstrum.ent,the
itse1f to greater minority student
musIc
department
will
be involvement
(i.e.
curriculum
acquiring
two ~ractice
organs.
development,
cultural and social
One, compl~te With a. cOllapsab~e programming,
financial resources
ke~ard,
,:"ilI be kept.ffi Mr. Cole.s and counseling). These aspects of
of.f1ce for him to pta~tlce on, an~ It greater minority student input can
Will also be wheeled mto the r~ltal
only become a reality by means of
hall so that organ .students will be the institution establishing a strong
able to perform
m the Tuesday
moral
commitment
to better
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D~r Editor,
SCRIMSHAW would liketoapplaudfheacflonsoffhe
Housing Counclf
We are three members
of the
in their recent move to defeat subcommittee
proposal for Apartment
Housing
Council
committee
on
drawing. The prcposel. which would have required that the drawing for Room Drawing who would like to

a sophomore
woman
who had
never discussed
the matter
WIth
Meg;· furthermore,
Meg was not
present
when the proposal
was

~:ra;~~oeu~t:;;~i~:~~:e;:s~0~:~~=~at~:I~yO~b!n2~~:~a;!~~r7t~~ber

~:~~~o~o:~

tr:~:;~~:~~U~~c~f
representettves.
~':e

~4~:~ts

ar:s:t~s;~II~~e\nthca:r:~~n~:~~C!~~~S
It was epperent

:f~~i;~:~;~:~~1

~~~:~:

that the legislators
O~~~I:~~

had conslsfently

t~~~nagtt:~~lr constituents

:~~rr::~~1

:~:~;r~ ~ r::lrV:::~S:~::IS~~~~:~s

"kept under wrap~" for any extended
w:!r~

rg~g~:d

Steven xousouris,

opinions

behind

the

representatives

c~~~~~a~e

~~~~r::~~~~;~v~a~~

proposals

We would

alSO-like

explain

:,::S~

:~e:~~~s

;:ir

Roger Levin and
US

to reiterate

the

~~~~:

to his constitutents,

to

maa~~rig~Pi~O~o~

our accordingly.

i~a~d~:~~ :~ec~~~~~~c;~~~~i~~f::~.!~:

ar~~~:Ofth::~ntsJ~II:!~::::~~

and their peers.

misleading

pr~~~:~~
t:~;

and

in

many

cases

tr:;~e
;~e;:eodu~e~~:s~~/~~~~~.
~C~hl~S~~~~::~t!:
preferable system for room drawing as the one which takes the comblnatlon of one number per bedrccrn in the residence that one may be
applying for. We shall further elaborate on our opinions at a later date,
following new recommendations
from the subcommittee
on room
crawincrs

~~~~jx~~:o~
a~~~~~~!e~a~~
Meister.
As chairman
of the
committee,
she
-conSistently
maintained an impartial, objective
!lttitude. Her view was not "that
only seniors should be able to live

Coley Back to Basics

~~~~:r:en~~e~n

she participate

The most unfounded

method by which a proposal
is
formulated,
presented
and voted
on by the Housing Council. Each
year,
the
committee
makes
proposals to the HOUSing Council
concerning
room
drawing
procedures for that year. It is then

period of time.

system.

:~~::~!~i;~!:~~~~~

e~~o~~;
la;:

to Sh;rr~n o~'~~~~~·

~:U~ls:t~~~~~:I~:!f~~:o;~ha:~~'eof~c~I:~~

~r

~~ar;'t

s::;r~!ear

d~~~~n a~ ~;:~~:d~:rs::r~~:~~t

Apologies may be In order at this time toward the Council, and Its
leaders, regardlng.m
accusation that SCRIMSHAW made in last weeks
editorial. When we stated that the proposal had been "sat upon" over
the past several monfhs with no Information being given to the general
campus public, ~ 'vere in error. In actuality the Apartment proposal
had never truly eeeo formulated until It was worked on within cornmtttee over the past few weeks. But In the abstract form such an Idea
~a"!
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Letters to the Editor

in

accusations

;;i~k~~~

i~e;;:}:~h!f~i~~~

~~~~ta~de

~~~~~a\nth~~rs~~~

assumptions
in last week's PersonalViewpoint.
We also hope that
future contributors
to the Scrimshaw will take time to check the
facts

before

:~~:~~~ything

'!~~

they ' publi'cally

to which

they

Be~~~:!~~
Sally Marshall

However, it must be pointed out
that there was a five day interval
between the second and final votes
during
which every
committee
member considered
the pros and
cons of the proposal. His therefore
utter
nonsense
to assume
that

Dear Editor;
In response
to the "Personal
Viewpoint"
appearing
in last
week's edition of the Scrimshaw:
"Ah, come on Reg! It just won't
wash!"
Sincerely yours,
Cindy changed her mind solely out
Carla- Cnss-atnjette. trainer,
~~f~;e:~~c~e
w~i~::s~f g~~i~
women's lacrosse team'
."1"
Sally Marshall-President
of Phi
forming her floor of the proposal. It
AlIiJa Mu
.!
:~r:ail;f:a~~
~:~~al~:
c~~~
. Cathy· Smoot-President
of Tri
Beta
mittee and copies sent to each
Franklin
Ca p l a n-Aqt in g
~:~s::::
~~~n~~r:~r~seenc~:~~
President Cabana Club
Meg Caddick-Speech Therapist
~~~~~:~;.ible
for polling their
Hamilton Blenders
It also appears the authors of last
James Wogsland-Treasurer
SGA
week's article in their "endeavor
Jean Molesworth-Junior
Apt
to survey the honest opinions of the
Dweller & Honor Student
student body" misrepresented
the
Jeff Mintzer-Garden
Apt.-Penna
feelings of at least one of the House Cultural Liason Officer
Linda Nyman-Future
and ex~~~~k~~ft~R~::r
~~ks~I~!~;
cellent Senior
Mary Frank-Captain
Pom+Pom
Squad
& Dir.
of ActivitiesWestminster
Senior Center
met with the body of students he
Karen Zwacki-President
Polish
Awareness Committee
Lori Grimes-President
Senior
Class·
to find out more about the proposal
Pat
Siegel-Secretary
of
before he could evaluate it.
Argonauts & Tri-Beta
~
We hope that we have been able
Mark Horton-Resident
Assistant
to clear up some of the misconGarden Apts
ceptions that may have resulted
Gerry Philips-WMC fashion cofrom inaccurate
information
and ordinator
Susan D. Grubb-an
influential
individual of the irreligiOUS realm
of this school
Peter Peck-Co-captain
Cabana
•
Softball Team
Stephen
T.
Hutton-Res
The whole paper had a messianic
Psychialist
Garden Apts. & Bartone. What they were really saying
beque Lighting Co-orqinator
S.2
was, "come to us you poor lost
David
G. Dickerhoff
Esq.
souls, and we will turn you into nice
I,D.p.S. President of Pornography
immaculate
radicals
and all the
Censorship Board Garden Apts. S.l
world's problems
will be solved
Patty
Long·President
·'Happy
because we have'all the answers."
Experiences·'
Committee
It's all a bunch of B.S.! ~CBachelor
Wona Vanadit-Ambassador
from
of Sciencesl.
They don't have all
Thailand
the answers,
l don't have all the
Miss
Barbara-----;---answers so why don't we an stop
amnesia
victim
Thompson
Inpretending
we're so brilliant.
I'm
firmary
stating my opinion in this article,
Larry E. Reed-President
Wl\lC
but I'm certainly not trying to tell
div. Scottish Nationalist Party S.4
you that this is what you need. For
Chief lkgal Advisor Cabana Club
all I know I might be giving you
indigestion
Many people are getting into a
rut nowadays
because they insist
Jeff.Robinson
on stereotyping
themselves
as
Faculty contract
renewal time
radical or conservative.
If they
has come around again. Last week
would only let their conscience
all instructors who were presently
decide their _opinions, rather than
untenured and were up for their
checking to see what the SDS or
Sixth-year renewal either received
Ronald Reagan have to say about
a new contract,
ready for their
something then they would be a lot
signature or they didil 't. Those that
better off. I criticized Flo Kennedy
didn"t will probably not be back,
as an individual
that I found
according
to Dean of Academic
repulsive,
not because
she was
Affairs William McCormick.
black or "radical."
Apparently,

J~;~
~n~i~
~~en!Z~g
~,~ ~::;~~i~~t
a~~~~v:,,:.~o~~::l~~:~~!:;~7:i::;::d~::
Z~~:~~~er:i:~,~~:'~lt!~;
program.

The.

goal

of

these

student

bo·dy participates."

One

Meg

Caddick

~~;

has

forced

~

her

~~~:;::'~:Z;~t
~~~;:~
:~~:~E
i~~~f:~~~f'~5~~:~t~E~£:~~:~;r:E~
~;i::::~I~r\~:t!;~~~~~ea;~

mittment
to the original idea of
January Term."
The~anges
that the Curriculum
Committee
proposed
are;
I.
January Term courses are now two
credi.t:s... and students
may take

something that Dr. Lightner would
like to see done.
Ultimately,
however,
the lack
of course
selection in January Term will be
solved by the new requirement
made on·faculty mem~rs.

This just isn't so. The article implies that Meg formulated
this
proposa11ast May in order to seek
revenge for not having received
her first choice of rooms. In actuality; this proposal was made by

Personal Viewpoint

~~YJ~~~~~~s:.
d~;~~y th~l~~~~
faculty
member
will teach an

A -

.vmgeofoneJaouary

L

",muo

.

HilS

Messilln,-II Tone

Te<m'
every two years. ThiS should have
50 percent
of the faculty
parPhil Lapdula
ticipating
each year. 3. January
I feel it is appropriate
at this "Akimbo"~ will present different
Term is cOnsidered part of the fall
time to comment on the new un- perspectives
in the future, but the
semester
for both faculty
and
derground newspaper on campus,
first edition· was definitely
one
students.
"Akimbo". After reading the first sided
In explanation
of the changes,
edition of this new publication, my
I found "Akimbo's"
article on
the
Curriculum
Committee
first woreds
were:
"Who vic- Flo Kennedy very amusing.
The
stated: "These modifications
are
timized this paper?" Trees are a first
thing
I disagreed
with
designed to encourage both a wider
valuable resource in this country
regarding this article was the title.
variety of course offerings during
and the publication of "Kimbo" is The article was entitled "The Flo
January
Term
and a recoman outrage to conservationists.
Kennedy
Speech."
Well,
Ms.
mittment to the original purpose of
At any rate, I feel it is my Kennedy did not give a speech, she
January
·Term
as a time for
obligation
to suggest
to the gave a tantrum.
She didn't say
'flexibility and experimentation
in
students possible usages for this anything new or even substantive.
learning'."
anachronism of the sixties. I.( Role We simply paid her $1000 to'=ome
Dr.
Coley
feels
that
this
it up ver~ tight and use if for a spit here and rant and rave. Secondly,
statement
is the major
motive
shooter, 2.) Tain your dog with it, the author
agreed
with
Ms.
..... lying behind
the changes
the
3.) Train your roomate with it, 4.) Kennedy
suggestion
that there
Curriculum
Committee
proposed.
Light it on fire and burn the flag should be special
facilities
for
Lowering the number of credits,
with it (probably
the intended
blacks and women in the new
she explained, "does not reflect the
use.), 5.«( Light it and burn IT. If student center. Well, why don't we
value ~f the cou-:se. irs jus~ more
none of these ideas suit you, then also have special
facilities
for
reflective
of thiS recommitment
they could always use more toilet chicano students,
and American
and type of academic
content. It paper in Rouzer.
Indian
students,
and
Italian
also
makes
the
Curriculum
The first edition describes
the students, and Greek students, and
Committee feel freer to accept an students
of WMC as everything
Outer Mongolian students.
Is it
ilUlovative course suggestion."
from Zombies to caterpillars
in really going to bring this campus
She admitted
that
another
cocoons. The word "cocoon"
is closer together if we have "special
reason for the lowering of credit
used several times in more than facilities" for every little cliquish
hours was due to the feeling of one article. It seems to me that if group. Isn't" the idea behind insomeofthefacultywhothoughtthe
we're caterpillars,
then they must
tegration
to have
people
mix
amount of work in January Term
be moles-seeing
as they're
sup- together
and share
different
was not equal to the amount of posed to be an underground
paper
cultural
backgrounds'?
Having
work in a regular semester class.
and all. Moles are worse than special facilities for everybody is
Dr. Lightner,
the head of the caterpillars;
they're
completely
segregatiOnist,
and anybody who
January Term, sees this as a ~ere
blind! We can only hope that their suggests it is a segregationist.
compromise to faculty who wanted
tunnel caves in.
Finally,
perhaps
the
most
January Term to be no credits, but
The writers of "Akimbo" stated
amazing. paragraph
in "Akim~"
still mandatory for two semesters.
that any~dy
~an. write an~hing
was in the. Kenn~y
article when
Requiring teachers to instruct a and they Will prmt It. They faIled to author
Lisa
Shannon
sated:

;a;::t~~~~~~

e;~7t !:;::~~s:
thO' "biggest student'
complaint
about January Term. The problem
has been the lack of a large enough
of a selection of courses. "January
~~i;:~i!S~r~~
body each year,"

fO~;o ~~~~~
Dr. Lightner

~ll~~i;~c!h~~ j:~yh~~bit~
~~~
you can jOin the staff. I've never
~een a more one sided paper in my
.~Ife. At least Scrimshaw,
with all
Its faults, manages. to presen~ a

:~~~O~~?Ci~e!e~;ee~ha~n:OU
h:l~
need, and you're going to hear
those ideas again and again until
~ey sink in! !" Now, who the hell is
Lisa ,Shannon to tell US what WE

i:o~d~~::~::{
,~=~:~II~~
the

so-ealled

"pinkos."

Perhaps

Contract

the writers of "Akimbo"
found it
their duty as good. radicals to agree
with Flo Kennedy just because she
was radical.
In conclUSion,
I hope
that
"Akimbo"
continues
to
be
published because I like antiques.
The writers of "Akim.bo"
seem
bound on bringing back the good
'ole days of the sixties.
Those
grand old days of wars, riots, and
bloodshed. Not that a lot of good
didn't come out of the sixties. The
unrest of the sixties opened a Jot of
minds and exposed a lot of truths.
But it is best to let a violent decade
rest in peace and address things to
the seventies.

~~:~~v~~

~~~=;usn~~~
~~
what is right and wrong'?

Renewal

The were
under
20 faculty
members up for tenure this year
Of these, McCormick said, nearly
all of them had-- their contracts
renewed. There should, therefore,
be no tremendous
turnover
in
college faculty because of this high
percentage
of returning
instructors.
When asked whether he felt that
there was any potential for blackprofessors to fill the newly opened
positions McCormick
responded,
"We're
trying
to push in that
direction. 1 do feel that there's a
very resonable
potential
of that
happening."

S.J!)N
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Social Awareness-the KKK and Drinking Age
KU KLUX KLAN

.

M.

N~~c~:;f~~
William
Ait- Apparently . the targets
of this
cheson,a22yearoldUniversityof·re.v.oluhon
woul~
~ave
been
Maryland student was arrested at mll~tary c.ommumcat~on centers,
his home near Clarksville
in radio stations, abortion centers,
Howard
County.,
Aitcheson,
and the NAACP..
.
alledgedly an exalted cyclops in
Rauschenberg
.sald that Altthe Robert E. Lee Klavern of the che.son has. told .hun plans ~o put
~~~;

o~h~~e~e~u f~~:

.~~~r!~

co~n~fs~~
h~~u';~~o~~~st~f~~er
set bail at $500,000, and it was
upheld by District Court Judge
Donald M. Smith. Judge Smith felt
that there.was a "substantial risk"
thaUf Aitcheson was released he
would nctvreturn
for trial. On
March
to,
lifter
an hour's
testimony,
Judge
Edward
O.
Weant, ·Jr,·ruled·
the' bond excessive and bail was set-at $15 000
dollars.' Judge Weant stated.' "I
don't think $500,000 is justified
under these charges ... He is not
charged with attempted murder or
attemptin.ll: to maim anyonE' "
Aitcheson
faces
two
misdemeanor
cnarges in Carroll
Co. for illegally possessing
explosive materia1s. They each carry
a maximum of 5 years in prison
and a fine of $5,000.
At the time of his arrest, Aitcheson was facing charges from
Prince
George's
County
authorities
in connection
and
sending threatening
letters
to
Coretta S. King. Prince George's
county authorities
released
Ait·
cheson on' his own recognizance.
He was also indicted by a Howard
County grand jury on charges of
illegal possession of firearms and
illegally possessing,
dealing in,
and manufacturing
explosives.
Bail in Howard County is set at
$100,000. The Howard
County
charges carry a maximum penalty
of 40 years in prison.
th~hr~s~~r~ilu~~~~v~~a:go~~~;
Frank M. Rauschenberg, the state

be;~ea:fIo;;:s~

r~~~~

~~~:;~:i~:~

:~ra

pistol

semi-automatic

and

~:!~~~;o~~t~:
rifle.

Play T

t

ryou s

.:t
~~t~~~:~t~f;c~~~P;~:~~~~r:'_69~I~~,:,3:_~~_.":"",:,:,"'":"_"_',,:Y,:,O,,,,,:,'"
minority faculty members to join

gr:~p~v::~~e:~~!;d

!~ftu~i~~~in~h~~~fo~~

percentages

pamphlets

!~~flc:!~eg:tt::~f:~,:e

.
geographic

held Monday, March 21, from 7:30 Black arf'as.
pm on in the studio in Alumni Hall. Rationale
ar~:~a~~
in the

~f~~h~!'~;~i~eboi~~:~f

for Adpr;raa;~
areas

(If

~!in=I:;~o~~:~:I~

related

BI~~k\~:~~!es:~r\'e

as a tutorial

center

and membl!rs

for students

of the community

~ii::;~rure
Indian Studies

the

4. Present
faculty
should be encouraged

than transfer.

:~:O~it;b;u~:r~!ai~k

d:l~~s~_~~;

of their courses

office

of

members
to include

th:nC~r;i~~~~

where applicable-.

it will not only provide an outlet for

For more details
contact: Physical
Education Department
or ROTC Department

~fu~:~o~~

~~~~~~~~
AND
SOCIAL
Statement
Inherent in the concept of liberal
arts education is the presentation
of diverse cultural
and social

~eSi~~~~t could only be said to be

~V:;:t~ \V:no~~s~~~e

prOgra~~intt!~r

~~~~~~~
that is primarily concerned with liberal ari:'>provide for

~;~:~::~;~:~
American

t~o~~~
to stay

ei~~oO~e~w~s~~~~s t:~~d ~~ f~;
f?r an audition time s.lot on th~
Sign-up sheet posted m Alwnm
Hall.
C.opies of The Beard .and The

evening for th~se
to see what they re

be

3. That an academic
support
service be developed to aid in the.

of a builcling

~:u~~~~~~r~~u~~n~n
facility
for all nC!n-minority
members of the college. Through
the means of art exhibits, seminars
and lectures
the whole college
community could benefit from a
presentation of a minOrity cultural
center. These presentations would
not be temporal but ongoing and

until Mon~y
;e~i~o~~~.ike

courses

:t:adde~:~od;~o;:~m;~e:thae tu~:;~:~
program
which could be coor-

rather

~

more

:~:O~i~y !~;:i~;~

te:!~ul;~~!t!

:h~t~~u:~nt~r

That

~YSical

would desire to ccme to Western
Maryland
would probably
inCrease. The Black student Union
can not offer absolute remedies to
attracting
Black students but by
the implementation
of the four
resolutions, we can foresee great
changes
M 0 RED
I V E R S I ..' lED

I~~~~:;

2.

relate to in terms of getting in~~~:ti:inos~i~rr!tu~~n~.
~~e!

blonde Hollywood sex goddess.
There are three strong ~omens'
roles and one male r~l~ m thes£
two powerfu.lly
expliCIt play~
~earsals
WJIJ run through April
WIth perfor.mances on the .29th and
30th of ~pnl ~d on May firs~. ~he
plays will be directed by Christian
L. Wittwer..

t~:~:

t~te t~~a~~

offers the fOllOWing-;========~

~ei:~I~~;d :;o~~~~n~!~e ~~=:;I::~

of Westminster.

presence

in
to

;Mouse ~lJttle

~brel

~ljop

Best Discounts of Beer, liquor
and Wines in CanDIl County!

2. Increase in the budget of the
Black Student
Organization
to
accommodate
the larger Black
student popUlation.
Rationale
We are
not
interested
designing a pr-ogram destined

,:,10<,:,',1

l. That a greater
emphaSIS be ~
placed on 'the hiring of minority
faculty members.

minOrity community

stJ!en~e:~~~~~~:sr;gi:~h!I~~~

~e:;:~~~sB~:c~~~~~~nn~

~!~~~~o~~ion

at WMC is fragmented and have at
the pr,.esent time no facility to

~~~ \I,:~~i::!;~t~~~~
perhaps encourage them

.

art

C, Would serve as a classroom
building for those classes that
pertain to minority culture (i.e.,

proach of the admissions program

d~~~ ~~~

s~:;:~~;\he

:~:i!i:!~f:C~~. minority

~~~n::sent

students.
4. ~arger

of "stardom"

depict

~:aar~~~~

3. Inservice
training
~~~o~o c::~e:o~~ef!;~it

;:~~~~~I~":n

an~en:~~~~ ~~~i~~

and

that accurately

College.

~~~~~r;I:~;~;

mythology

should be

based (on .he tolal enrollment and
should take into account
the
number
of Hlack studl!nts
to

Open tryouts for two one-act
plays, The Heard by Michael
~~~ey::,o:~I;~

aC~~I1ftier reason stated was the
rise in the amount of drinking done
in the junior high schools. The
increase followed the lowering of
the drinking age several years ago.
Eighteen-year olds are reportedly
buying beer and passing it down to
the younger kids, just as twentyone year olds used to give it to
ei.$teen-year
olds.
The third reason given was the
results of a poll taken recently. 220
public schools were asked to state
their opinions on the current
drinking age and any problems it
might present.
Out of the 190
schools which responded,
approximately 89 per cent wanted to
see the age raised again.
Although the House of Delegates
has' finished hearings on the bill,
interested people can still call or
write to express their opinion. Del.
Mike Wagnor, m.Dist.
32), in.
troduced the companion bill in the
House, and can be reached at 301-

C::P~~iS
facility would include
office spaces
for all minority

n~~~ gr:.d~::':I~::e~:~~·brOChures

(enough

~;~e:~:y
~~~d~~t~~l~~~~~~
the abuse of the privilege
by
eighteen-year
clds. According to
many proprietors, the kids would
slt.In their parking lots and drink
a six-pack before they came in.
Being slightly drunk when they
came in, they would order only one
or two beers, and were frequently
Very obooxtous, disturbing otqer
customers.
Many
of
them
presented
petitions
to their
representatives
protesting
these

!9~:rccr.t
1980
~~:rce%1t

powder

;~~t~onsnif~~~ o~~~~l:fi~!~bl~:h~

fail because of inadequate funding.
Notoniy is there a need for greater
financial backing but a need for
greater
commitment
froIT!. the
institution in terms of the well
being of minority students,
The
increased budget would a1low for
even more diversified
programming in the area of Black student
involvement
ACADEMICS
Statement
: The goal of education 'is 'to
educate. The goal of any institution
of higher-learning
is to sharpen
skills of its students to build a
constructive society for all people.
Inherent to a college education is
the necessity
of' a diversified
faculty,
racially
a~ well as
philosophically.
There is an obvious need for more minority
faculty
members
at Western
Maryland. This need can only be

~oie~r~:~e

of black

j~~

a~;~~~

:~t~~h~i~
w~~~iO~ ::~sa::
group as are present in this version
of the bill.
When talking with the-senator's
aide, three main reasons
were
given for introducing the measure
in Ihe first place. First of all, there

students the opportunities that lead
to raising the cultural awareness of
its students as well as sensitizing
~eir minds to diverse cultural
lifestyles
and customs.
Broad
based cultural programming is oot
only the vehicle whereby studen~
become culturally educated but It
also opens the door to a greater
understanding
of themselv~s ~nd
the role they must play m Improving our SOCiety.
This is not to say ~at there is no
cultural programmmg
at Western
Maryland
College
relevant
to
Be it resoh"ed:
minority cu1ture, but rather that
I. The goals for the next fh'e
there is always room for more.
years in terms of the Black student
Therefore,
B.S.U.
offers
the
population percentage rir the in- follOwing resolutions to achieve a
stitution:
higher
plane
of
cultural
1971
programming:
:I percent
Be it resolved:
1978
I. The establishment
of a
4 pl!rcent
Minorities'
Cultural
House on

~~~

pJunds

~e a;~~~ur~~:~e

~:i~ w:~e~;:~~U!i:r
~~em~nn:
twenty-one to buy any type of
liquor.
During
the phase-out
period, anyone legally able can buy
beer and wine, while hard liquor
will remain
over twenty-nne.
Se.nator Connell's. assistant
~dmitted that t~ere 15 no such thmg
a~ a perfect bill, but not t~~ m~ny
wI.II. lose
out
on
~nnklng
pnvileges. No matte~ whlch ~ate
was chosen for the bill to go Into

'
Cont. from pilge 1
is increased there is no doubt. that
some will have some academic
difficulty but are there not white
stUdents
who have academic
difficulties right now at Western
Maryland College? The need to
raise the Black student population
of this institution is paramount to
the development
of a more
.:iiversified
student enroUment.
Therefore the Black Student Union
offers
the
following
recommendations:

~~~h

~~~~n,:ta~~m~I~:y

~~ Srt~~ s:~t~

~ent!;~e;;s~t~v~n~~:nH~:~~:
Delegates, but the vote on it has. not
yet come up. All of the hearings
have been held, and supposedly the
vote will be taken soon.
There have been many questions
about the way in which the bill, if
passed, . will be phased in. According to the office of Senator
Jerome F. COIUlelJ Sr. (De-Diet.
31) not that many of Maryland's
yotiths will be affected
by the
.

WMC M·IC ro CO sm...............................................

~~=n~~s~~~e~~r~nf~~r~~

intended to launch a revolution
,?gainst
blacks,
socialists,
and
Communists within the next year.

,

~~~sn~~r::;ter~l~yS~~~9,
~~;
not be able to buy liquor in
Maryland.
However,
kids born
before that date will be able to, up
until that date. However, when
those born in the first ha1f of the
year turn nineteen, they will again

~~~~~~~~:~~~;:~!:~::~~

brou~ht
to the
Klan
Beret
meetings. These plans,sho~ed how
t~_make a molotov cocktail 8l_ld a
p~pe bomb. H,~ cha~acterlzed
Altche;;on "as,
Fanati~~
about
explosives
as well as, ~~bl~
and extremely
dangerous.
~.
Robert
Johnson,.
the. pubhc
defen?ent re.presentl~g Aitcheson,
desc~bed
htm as
a boy who
doesn t do a great deal; a boy who
talkS t~ look big among his
fellows.

~l~~:;et~O~

~~:r~~n:~~n

DRINKING AGE

M:g ~:;~:Iative
measure
is
currently being considered in the
Maryland
State Senate
which
would, by 1979, raise-the drinking
age for all alcoholic beverages in
the state of Maryland to twentyone. Senate Bill Eight has recently

Cox's Barrel House
2445

:

Cox's Bottle Shop-

BllltimoreBllld.

Fink,burg.
861·8787

Md.

21048

833-2078

I

2824 L,nle",ownP,ke
E.' Brent

Carlisle

Manager

Ne .. m,nHer

Md

21157

346-7311.
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SGAElections

David Toma:Righ on Life
Brenda Donovan
David Toma is a very unique and
dynamic
individual.
His non-viclent, humanitarian
philosophy
is
reflected in his past 20 years as a
cop: throughout 7,000 arrests and
30 till_1es the victim of stabbing or
s~otm~,
he has never once drawn
his gun His lecture last Thursday
evenmg in Big Baker Chapel won
the hearts of many and left a
profound
impact
on those who
attended
David reflected
upon the experiences
in his. career
that
~hanged his life. As a cop, he had
little understanding
for drug addiets until the traumatic
death of
his little boy, whom he desperately
tried to save, plunged him into the
h~avy us~ of drugs as an escape.
HIS deterioration from a successful
policeman
into a helpless addict
who needed up to 80 pills a day
took only a pitifully short while.

drawal and to help him kick his
habi.t altogether. This taught Davia
the Importance of a. fellow human
being's
compassion
and
understanding,
which he values very
highly.
David be~ame a new man, and
made
~ Me committm.ent.
to
preventing others form falling mto
the s~e
trap he fell into. He had
something to say and something to
give, but "unfortunately,
you have
to be somebody
to get your
m.essageacross,"
he explained. So,
With a lot of hard work and
det.ermination,'
David went on to
write three best-sellers and star in
a.TV series based on his life. Both
his books and show were frank and
honest - they portrayed him "not as
a super-cop, but as a human being
who happened to be a policeman."
It was his way of reaching
out.
through the .media..

~:Ph~!s~~at~!rp,

asco:er;:~~fs:s

t~hnOedw:

involved in drugs.
there to help him

ars~

Ronnie was
during with-

vehemently
legalization

against
prostitution.

:;:~!~~~llY

witnessed

the
He

during

his

C'

H .
alrll~~.~ !~~~SllO home games
01
matches in any Spring sports until
after Spring Break!
Things are
fast
and
furious
after
that

I
T~e wOJ?len's .Iacrosse
tea~
won t begin their
season
untilMonday, the 11th, when they will
face Hood at Hood.

David advocates getting high on
life instead.
He appealed
to his
audience
to look inwardly
at
ourselves
and find a reason to
justify our existence. H, could not
be outdone in stressing
the impo_rtance and power of love. He
strongly suggested that we openly
express our love for each other.

howev.er. On Tuesday,
the 5th,
there IS a three sch.ool track ~eet
out on Hoffa
FIeld.
Besides
Westt:rn Mar?,land,
Juni~ta
and
Wash!ngton will be participating
in
th;~.oo PM event.

Avid ~eball
fans may be interested
m knowing of an away
baseball game next Friday at 3:00.
This game, the only pre-spring
break
regular
season
interccllegiate
action,
will be at

On the whole,
the audience
seemed to love David as much as
he loved it, and he encouraged
those who needed someone to turn
to to write to him at P.O. Box 854
Clark, New Jersey
07066
'

T un e .In Lat er F0 IkS

men,~nl~!~~~n:dn'~een~sast~:l~

~!~~'

teams will all be active. The stickmen will be at Loyola. Johns
Hopkins' neUers and batt(:rs will
be "'.,.iungWMC ..toroundOUl
the
days' happenings
then on Thursday
the golf and
women:s tennis team's spring ·nto
action,
both away.
In Mi~dle

t
A.nd, REMEMBER,
the l~rosse
S
scr.Immage tomorrow even~g vs. :
Ohio Stale. The game Wlll be
p1~yed un?er, the li.ghts at West- :
mmster HIghs stadium. It should •
be a fascinating
evening
of:
lacrosse. Be there!

a mere

50 minute

drive

Conference matches,
will
go
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Teachers

at all levels
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views on issues, and consider their
differences
of opinion as helping.
bala.nce their stands.
Listening,
talkmg, and exchanging ideas have
led them to support each other for
their respective
campaigns,
and
they felt that one common platform
would
be stronger
and
minimize conflict
Again, experience
within
the
organization helps them to see and
feel what the president is about and
how it should function. Linda feels
the SGA should be the sole coordinating oody for the students on
campus,
and the president
the
ch~f
initiator
of activities.
However, both she and Chris feel
that this is a bigjob, and that the
vice-president should playa big (or
bigger) part in this than in the
past. Linda would like to see both
the president
and - tbe vicepresident
become
more
instrument al in helping with one of
Chris's
goals of the SGA administration
working up to his full
capability. In addition, Linda feels
that her contact with the SCAs of
other schools through
the NEC
conventions
she has attended
offers her the advantage "of alternative points of view.
Linda and Chris have a campaign manager
and are planning
several activities
soon to let the
students
know their
platform

ITALIAN
i
\

ro~~~~~~~~:J

uie'------------

Atlantic
w~men
engage

Cant. from paqe 1
as well. He Cited the recent WMC
Conference,
the faculty-course
evaluation
by the students
(a
committee which he chaired), and
the work on the self-scheduled
exam problems as examples of the
SGA reaching
into various other
aspects of student life.
Paul is also interested in the SGA
as a means of helping rid the school
of a lot of its apathy,
and in
bringing
the
campus
closer
together, a process he feels has
already begun and one which he
would like to continue.
He also
would like to see continued
the
SGASA-sponsored
alternatives
for
social life on campus.
Experience
working within the
SGA and its executive council plus
contact with a lot of people and
organizations
through his various
campus activities
are what Paul
c_onsider his strengths.
He particularly emphasizes
that he likes
to work with people.
Linda Thomas is breaking with
precedent this year by running on a
common ticket with Chris Holmes,
a sophomore
Political
ScienceSociology
major,
as her vicepresidential
candidate.
As
chairpersons
of the SGA's Social
and
Publicity
Committees',
respectively,
they have had ample
opportunity to work. together in the
past. They hold many
silnilar

challenged those who favored it to.
think before
they
made
rash,
apathetic judgements.
He was sure
that not one person in the audience
would condone his mother or sister
submitting themselves to a "house
of ill repute."
He protested,
"Women are not pigs, and they
shouldn't
be treated
as if they
were. Every woman wants pride,
dignity, and respect - those who
want to take this away from them
are sick."
Marijuana
is a word that spurs
violent animosity in David Toma.
He warned
pot somkers,
both
casual and heavy smokers alike to
stop NOW. He was boldly confident
in saying,
"You're
only fooling
yourselves-It
will destroy
you--it
will get you in the end." In his
story-telling
style, he followed up
with a string
of horrible
experiences
with pot that he has

~:tiS,~~~~m~~
of
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WESTERN MARYLAND

COLLEGE

Man Bowers
A long-range proposal aimed at
the further diversification
of the
students, faculty, and staff of
Western
Maryland
College
received the official backing of the
school's
Student
Government
Association at a largely-attended
special meeting held on Monday
night,
March
21. in McDaniel
Lounge
The proposal. due to go before
the Board of Trustees,
was the

~~~~~:
~~e,t~e
sJ:-~~m~;~~:e
~~./
_~~tt;O~l::~e ~~a~~~~rUd~~~:
faculty,

and

admtmstrjmon

Dr. Jo_hn has reviewed the Black Student Union proposal
Tuesday produced
a statement on minorities

..
recently

and

Published in its entirety last fall by
the Scrimshaw,
the proposal calls
for the undertaking
of definitive
steps
to increase
the diverstttcation
of the school
with
regards
to all minorities.-racial,

resulting in its being split into two
parts
for purposes
of voting
Resolutions
of endorsement
were
passed for both a Black Student
Union section of the proposal and
for the proposal as a whole.

~~I!~i~:in~ndo/h~heag::~:;~p~~~
boundaries
of
the
school's
population,
including
foreign
students. These steps are deemed
necessary in order for the school to
r~ain
a viable and valid liberal
arts institution

A rntsunderstandmg'on the parts
r:i~e~ilsc';.~~;~!n~temmed
from
of both Senate members and 'the
Questions
concerning
the
student body- proper resulted
in proposal
were
answered
by
'much diSCUSSIOn, most of it cenmembers
of the Task
Force
tered on the misconception that the present at the meeting.
Bernard
BSU part of the overall proposal
Franklin also spoke on behalf of
was a separate
and independent
the BSU section of the proposal as
document, and not, as it is, a part
well as the proposal as a whole.
of the
whole
proposal,
the
A roll call vote was requested
existence
of which many were
and taken on the BSU part of the
wholly ignorant.
'proposal first, the tally being 29 for
The BSU was asked by the Task
and 10 against
a resolution 'enForce,
as
an
interest~d
dorsing that part of the proposal.
organization,
to draw up specific" The entire proposal's endorsement
proposals
relating
to the black
was voted for unanimously.

The proposal
resulted
in part
from a survey taken last fall of the
student
body, the consensus
of
which indicated a desire for a more
varied population on the Hill.
Some controversy erose over the
exact
nature
of the proposal,

Richard B. Desser
Tonight presented the continuing
saga of the WMC Housing and
Conduct Council's debate on how
the Garden Apartments
should be
drawn. The meeting was called'fo
order and the Room Drawing Subcommittee
presented
its alternative proposal. This was after the
original proposal of combining Iour
numbers
was overwhelmingly
defeated at the Housing Council
meeting of March teth. The new
proposal was to total 3 numbers,
with
the lowest
combination
gaining
entrance
to the apartments
After debating this proposal for
some time an amendment
was
presented, which would delete the
original proposal
and replace it
with a proposal which would make
the amount
of numbers
to be
totalled equal to ttie number of
bedrooms in each apartment.
This
amendment
was overwhelmingly
defeated mainly due to the complexity of implementation
that it
would have involved
Immediately
following
the
defeat of this amendment,
another
amendment
was put forth which
proposed
that two numbers
be
totaled
with the lowest
combination gaining entrance
to the
apartments.
It was agreed
to
SUbstitute the 2-number for the 3number proJXlsal by a 34 majority

After this vote, a motion was
passed which postponed the vote on
this new proposal, of"totalling the 2
numbers,
until the next council
meeting,
thus
enabling
the
representatives
to poll their floors
Following
this motion it was
proposed to present SCRIMSHAW
with both the current proposal of
totalling 2 numbers along with the
defeated one of totalling 3 numbers
a-nd the repecttve pros and cons.
This motion was passed and the
following
shall describe
these
proposals.
The original
proposal
was to
total three numbers with the lowest
combination
gaining entrance
to
the apartments.
The supporters of
this idea argue that
•
1. This proposal
is not as exclusive as totalling 4 numbers
2. It is relatively
easy to implement
3. It increases
the present
number of upperclassmen
needed
to draw an apartment
by 200 per
cent, thus making the apartments
ev~n more senior priority-oriented
than the present system.
After a syllogistic
debate,
the
above proposal was wiped from the
floor, by a 3~
majority
of the
CounciL
The proposal
which
replaced it was the totalling of 2
numbers, with the lowest entering
the apartments.
The prOJXlnents of
thi~ idea, which is presently on the

population
of the campus.
This
segment
was
printed
and
distributed,
and
mistakenly
identified as the entire proposal
Arguments
fOJ:: the-inclusion
of
other minorities-and
for a more

floor, argue that·
I. seniors should have priorjty in
choosing housing, but should also
have
the important
right
of
choosing their roommates.
This
system preserves
their rights.
2. Presently, over 50 per cent of
the
students
occupying
the
apartments
are seniors and this is
under
a system
which
could
feasibly have 25 per cent
the
dwellers
being
seniors.
The
proponents of the a-number system
feel that by totalling 2 numbers, a
relatively large increase' of seniors
would be added to the already
present total of over 50 per cent.
3. An increase would occur but
would not go so far as to create
policy to have a mix of students
dwelling in each living unit and not
segregating
the classes
4. The two-number
system
preserves
the above rights, but
also presents no problem in implementation.
•
5. Finally, the proponents of this
system feel that the 100 per cent
increase, in upperclassmen
needed
to gain entrance to the apartments,
is an ideal gain which would
balance the scales of equality and
not tilt the scales so as to render
equality into desuehetude
Please take the time to consider
both of these proJXlsals and convey
your views to your Housing Council
Representatives

of

Jeff Robinson
Announcement
was made early
this week tbet western
Maryland
College was 90Jn9 10 increase
its
attempts
to find
a minority
professor
for installation
during
the 1978·79 school year. Dr. Ralph
C. John produced a statement
on
the'sublect
at Tuesday's
faculty
'm~eting
held
in
Decker
Auditorium.
The "Statement
and Plan on
Minority
Affairs"
included
two
specific actions to be undertaken
in
the next two years. Tbere ehculd'ba
a permanent
"appointment
of a
minority
faculty
member,
preferably
a black, for academic
1978-79 in the' political science of
American studies departments
to
teach minority studies and courses
in political science (where there is
a general need), if a person with
this combination
can be tcuec."
Also listed In the plan is "the

F_riday,AprilS, 1977

assignment
of
a
graduate
asslstant ... tc the Office of Student
Affairs
to work wllh minority
students
during
1977-78 and to
perform
other duties as determined Ijy the dean of students."
A further, more in--depth article
on the subject will follow next
issue.
r
When a male spokesperson
for.
the BSU was asked if he felt that
the document spoke in anyway to
the BSU proposal
he responded
_\
"No." He went on to explain, "The
statement
made by the president
was a continuation of the rhetoric
that the BSU has been getting from
the administration."
"It is a general, liquid statement
and in no way addresses
itself,
specifically,
to the goals and ob[ectfves that were identified in the
BSU proposal which was submitted
to the Long Range
Planning
Ccmrnttree."

Nancy Menefee
R~ently,
in the framework
of
the Long Benge Plan, the SGA
passed the Black Student Union
proposal. which takes the matter
out of the student's
hands. Dean
McCormick
did
comment,
however,
that
student
support
"certainly
is a factor."
The next
step is to have the Board
of
Trustees deal with this proposal.
Originally it was hoped that the
proposal could be presented
Iormally to the Board on the afternoon
of April ISth. According to Dean
McCormick,
"that
is no longer
possible."
When asked why, he
explained that it is "a Question of
time." Dean McCormick feels that
the Board cannot look at the BSU
proposal separately,
itmustlook
at
the total package
of the Long
Range Plan. There has not been
enough time to get it prepared and,
distributed
to the various Board
members.
A spokesman
for the BSU and
concerned-students
said, "There's
no excuse.
As chairman
of the
Long Range Planning Committee,
Dean McCormick was responsible
for seeing that all subcommittees
met deadlines.
The Task Force
concerned
with
Student
Life,
chaired
by Bill Tribby,
was
finished on time. It seems that this
one task force has been penalized
for Dean McCormick's
inability to
meet his own deadline.
When
people
in Elderdice
say that
something is supposed to happen
and it doesn't, then they shouJd be
Questioned. This administrator
can
playa very important
part in the
outcome
of the total
r ecommendalion
of the Long Range
Planning
Committee.
When one
person
fa top administrator)
doesn't have his act together, then
something is definitely wrong."
The initial points of the BS:V
proposal will be presented
on the
morning of April 15th. This _is an
informal/that
is non-business,and
basically designed to educate the
Board
about
life here
at the
college
I Dean McCormick's
personal·
i position on the- issue is that we

must make
a _commitment
to
increasing
opportunities
for
blacks, faculty and staff as well as
students. He said, "we do need to
make a very real effort
and
corresponding
financial
commitment"
The spokesman far the HSU and
concerned
students said that the
school recently had hired a new
Economics
professor
and
described
it as a "golden
opportunny"
for the school to show
it's
commitment
and hire
a
minority
professor.
The department hired a white male professor.
The spokesman said the process
by which people are hired-being
hired by the departments
is as it
should bel" "But if the ~ple
~re
not practiced
in the affirrnitive
action
process--going
out and
directly seeking qualified people,
then these processes
should be
questioned"
"Affirmitive
action says you go
out and find qualfied
minority
instructors.
The people who are
doing the hiring are not familiar
with Arttrrotuve
Action. I don't
think the sin of omission is an
excuse-for
example
the
administration
could
bring
in
resource people to introduce them
to this process
in a workshop
setting"
Dean
McCormick
has some
reservations
about parts of the
BSU proposal.
He says
"their
educational
validity
can
be
questioned- I'd hate to see us do
anything to set the blacks apart-I
think that could happen,
given
some of the recommendations."
He also stated) "I see it principally
in the house, that's where J have
some problems."
A spokesman for the BSU said.
"along with anything else in the
proposal, the house is not for the
purpose of segregation,
it is to
make the awareness of the campus
grow.
When an admiHistrator
assumes a particular group should,
not be given a chance because past
history has shown it to lead to
segregation,
it says
something
about his faith in students"
j

Pa",2
Scrimshaw

By the summer of next year, the Decker college center will be com.
pleted at a cost of over $2 million dollars. Next year, Alumni H~allis
beIng renovated to the tune of 112 million clams. Improvements
have
beef! made allover campus, ranging from new trees in the quad to new
fans in Maclea.

Dear Editor'

There Is one small improvement needed here at WMC that should not
be overlooked. What we speak of Is the lack of steps leading trcm,
Rouzer parking lot to the Garden Apartments.
'
_
All traffic between the apartments and the quad, library, Elderdlce
Hall,

Gill

gym,

etc.

must

traverse

this

route.

Any

who

have

passed

this

in snowy or rainy weather
can testify 10 Us formldabillfy.
The.lack of a-paved route up this hili not only Inconveniences apart.
menl dwe1lers, but also presents a real safety hazard. Many is the butt
that. has bumped lts.way down from the summit.
One of the few disadvantages of Apartment living Is Isolation from therest of the campus. Many Apartment.dwellers
complain of getting out of
touch with the rest of WMC (some may not consrder this a disadvantage
at etu. A set of steps, by Increasing access to the Apartments would
decrease this isolation. They would tie the three unlfs closer to the rest
of the campus
When Decker center Is completed, it will become the hub of WMC.
Stili, apartment persons will have to climb "Mt. Rouzer.tot" to reach II •
(or fake the long route behind the cafeteria.) Let's hope that by that
time, some action will have been taken on tills matter.
way

The
Housing
and
Conduct
Council
has
lately
become
notorious for its supposed
highhanded authoritarian
attempts
to
dupe the student body and sneak
vital housing issues' into effect.
This opinion has been advanced by
several irresponsible
articles and
editorials
that have appeared
in
this newspaper. Claims of secrecy,
vindictive
motives,
and
untrustworthy
representation
by
members of the Council have been
flung about
in both Personal
Viewpoint articles
and in sanetionededitorials.
This phenomenon
occurs
annually
in the early
SIYing, when students catch bits of
conversations,
and
heresay
segments of proposals before one
of the Council's subcommittees
;
these
flames
are
fanned
by
growing interest in upcoming room
drawings, held in early May
It seems that for the entire first
semester,
January
term, and the
first few weeks of the second
semester, the Housing Council is in
-oblivion. It is during these times,
however,
that
much
of the
groundwork for the Council's later
proposals are based. Surveys are
written,
taken,
and tabulated
complaints are heard. and the task
of maintaining
some degree
of
order within the housing units is
begun. The long, slow process of
deliberation
on housing
options
begins
in
subcomm1tte~s
especially
formed
for certain
purposes. There are two cases-inpoint that illustrate this meteoric

A~~;WaJtt;~k~~$

to

distinguish

rise in the student body's eye from
oblivion
to
misinterpreted
notoriety: they are the proposal by
,the Room Drawing Committee
to
use the sum of all four lottery
numbers
in drawing
for apart.
ments. and the proposal
by the
Coed HOUSing Committee
to institute coed housing in Elderdice
and Forlines.
In the case . of the former
proposal, the subcommittee
first
met to discuss this issue only three
weeks ago, not six rnonthsas
was
erroneously
reported
in
a
&rimshaw
editorial of last week
The proposal was considered with
a varied assortment o{ other issues
concerned
with room drawing'
squatter's
rights,
coed housing,
and several housing options open to
interest
campus
groups.
The
apartment
issue was by far the
hottest;
debate
lasted
through
several
meetings
of the subcommittee
and was carried
on
outside of the meetings. Following
the
dictates
of
traditiona!
p_arliamentary
procedure,
the
committee decision was then to be
reviewed by the entire Housing and
Conduct
Council
at its next
meeting, which was heJd this past
Wednesday. No attemPf was made
to ;'ramrod"
any
of these
proposals
through
the Council
without due discussion or allottment of time for assaying
constituentes.
The energy to bring knowledge of
these
proceedmgs
before
the
student body is commendable:
but'

History

_ ~t~:~~~~~:~~
,

~~i~~egate

a~tt:~~~~~,ap~al
by world

~~

population

~~;~r~~~n~[:~~ct~c~~
~~~:
students
and people. Trying
to
force desegregation
is not the
solution, and only leads to more
~~~~i~i:~~~

loses that, it loses its raison d'erre.

"~~cr~!~:
a!Othe ~~~~:~ Lif:
Subcommittee
saysz I would hope
not. There
are sufficient
state
institutions that are "microcosms"
of our society. They are not-noted
for their excellence.
WMC surely
has something to recommend that
is different
from the state institutions.
What is it'! WMC has
been noted for many years for its
excellence as a private institution.
Excellence is all it has to sell. If it

In order to keep its excellence
and improve upon it WM.C needs as
many students
wiU:! first class
talents in all fields as it can attract
to its applicant pool. I would hope
that that pool would include a
broad
cross
section
of. young
Americans. It will not attract these
students in sufficient numbers if it
acquires a reputation of not being
selective in its admissions because
of. the establishment
of quotas for

Dear Editor,
Black may be beautiful
no better than any other
or majority.
What is a
anyway? W.ho qualifies
minority'?
It seems to
there. are many, many
minorities.
Most people

regarded
as being part of one
minority or another. To set a goal-I understand this is not a quota-of
ten percent for the black student
population
tstc infer that bl~ck
minority
students
are more important and in some way better
than any other minority students.
No matter how much of a minority
or how culturally rich any group is,
they are only human, no more and

,-

...but it is
minority
minority
as a
me that
different_
could be

the efforts following up this energy
are deplorable
examples
of invesugatorv
reporting.
The
Scrimshaw
leveled
charges
of
improper
motives
and secrecy,
without
contacting"
eith~r
the
president
of the Council,
the
chairperson
of the subcommittee,
or any members
thereof, relying
soley on heresay. Students. are. to
be encouraged to make their VOice
heard in the Housing Council at the
open meetings held bi-weekly. and
Scrimshaw can be a valuable tool
for torcrmattcn.
or a dangerous
weapon of blind partisanship.
The latter proposal mentioned
above was no less an object of
misinformation-;
although
somewhat
eclipsed by the apartment Issue. Early
In the first
semester of this year, a survey was
conducted by the Housing Council
on coed housing
at WMC. An
aggregate total of 79 percent of the
population
answered
yes to the
Question' :'Would vou like to ~ee
coe.d housmg as one of the hOUSIng
'"OptIOns at WMC'?" But, ,how soon
we forget.
~a~t
week,. more
~~:rr~U~~i:n\~>~:e~I~~:~I.on
survey

was elmmed

T~~

to be Invalid,

~~~~a~ht~~~~r:
~~~~ ~~~~~
time
lJ might be more apt to say that
students
here on the Hill' are
perfeclly
willing to be li~!"al
concerning
housing options when
surveyed in the Fall. but become
suddimly violent when faced with
the possibil)ty that these proposals
might
become
reality
in the
Spring

books should .definitely

~~:~enc:~~'
r~~igi:~c~~i~~
:~ . ~i:s=r~,~~e:k
Th~~;~;~
~~~
wrong!
Continually
classifying
U.S. History. World Hlstory. etc.,
people into groups results only in although
a course
III Afnc~D
more discrimination
History would definitely
be InOrganizations
both on and off teresting and worthwhile.

:~}~£.ra~I~~;I:~::~~~i~:~~~~
excellent. others ridiculous
But if their .methods are; to be
adopted, why be so narrow min-

Friday. April 8, ~j9n

liinOc~;rec~l~ v ~~:~

~~a~~~hnerf~~i~~c~~~t~Z::~~~s~

Specifically, a course in African
I suggest
that next year we
History would be a welcome adadmit predominantly
Mongolians,
.diton here. W.M.C. should have a
followed
by a smattering
of
more
widespread
recruiting
Caucasians,
a Negro, and a small
program.
All applications
for
fraction of an Indian. Then again,
students
or faculty
should .be
some authorities
refer to as many
devoid of photographs
or mention
as 203 distinct races. Admissions
of race therein
cbuld become even more complex
This way all students and faculty
if we take religions into account. II
would be accepted solely_on his or
so, we need
more
Buddhists,
her own m'erit. If people are afraid
Hindus, Confucian~
and Muslims
of this approach,
something
is
on campus.
wrong!

The
Housing
and
Conduct
Council is' a viable, functioning
organization all year long. Student
awareness
of the Council's
activities
must
be maintained
throughout the year also. This job
falls partly onto the shoulders of
the
individual
Council
Representatives,
as
elected
delegates;
but to keep interest
alive
during
the
sometimes
painfully
dull months of winter
when the Council's workload is-thir
requires the aid of the Scrimshaw,
the SGA, and th~ entire student
body. It is everyone's
duty to insure that th'ere are no more sur·
prlSes.

All candidates for SGA and class
offices who wish to write a campaign statement
for print in the
SCRIMSHAW. may do so in next
week's newspaper.
Please submit
all material for print to Box 3A, or
to Jeff Robinson (Rouzer 119) by
Tuesday evening for publication
next Friday

I "lOT~~~

up goals on a percentage
oasis is a dangerous
step toward
Hscrlminating
against
the most
qualified students.
A better way
might
be
to
recruit
from
everywhere
we can reasonably
afford, but delete all biographical
information
(race, color, national
and ethnic origin, etc.r from all
applications
except for male and
female (for housing purposes)
These
and other _ "practical
details" make it impossible for me
to look favorably upon the Black
Student
Union's
proposals.
Accepting them because
they are
high
sounding
philosophical
statements,
without first carefully
considering
the details, is worsethan signing your name on the
bottom or a blank piece of paper
and giving it to a lawyer.
I will gratefully listen to any and
all criticism of my opinion except
the
accusation
of
"narrowmmdedness."
Thfs one seems to be
the newest emotional resp:.Illse by
people who Ifor one reason .or
another)
are unable
to use.llltellectual
reasoning
to convince

~~~::at

their opinion is better th'!_n

Y

Michael J. Marchese

the sake of some statistically
derived
number.
Intellectual
excellence
develops
its
own
diversity. 'Quotas are unjatr
to
talent. Furthermore,
they eventually work against those C(lrwhom
they were originally
supposed to
help.
WMC can only be a great college
if it selects from a talented pool of
young people- as well as f~c~ty
regardless
of their race, religion,
sex, or geographical
location.
T
would hope that the college would
develop that kind of reputaton
in
all of its disciplines
which would
give it a competitive position with
respect to a much larger pool of
applicants
than it now has. It
should
reflect
in practice
th.e
American ideal of .retmess.
i.e. It
should be color blind and sex blind.
. Its sole concern shRfIld be with
quality-abe
ability,p,f,the
student
to meet the challenge of its. standards. If it succeeds in this endeavor, it will need no crutches
which perpetuate
segregation
and
stigmatize;
they enjoy the experience
of intellectual
growth
which a rigorous college education
provides
'There will be those who read this
who will immediately
respond with
the cry of "Racism!"
It was Lenin
who said
that
"if you label
something
effectively,
you don't
have to argue with it."
!
Sincerely yours,
Ralph B. Price
Professor of Economics

To: The Scrimshaw
Recently a team of mathematics
majors participated
in the William
Lowcll
Putnam
Mathematical
Competition.
This prize examination. which this year was won
by the California
Institute
of
Technology.
dr-aws entries' from
every major college and university
in this country and Canada. Dale
Brenneman. Jeff Gates, and Sherri .
Scheckler
represented
Western
Maryland
College
and scored
sixty-fourth out of the two hundred
and sixty-four
, ~~et~:~~~

Rouzer Hall, No. 103 the highest
P.O. Box No. ROof Competition

Dear Editor;

pressuring
pressure

teams entered.

Dale

\~~~d~~ \~::~c~~~~~~
score

in the Putnam

such an Issue up to
pOint
bein,

ap~ea~~~~~:stt~,e~~es
e7n~lt~~i~:
the ScrImshaw
there IS .a nee~ to
clarify
several
misle.adlll.g
sta~ements that were made In thiS
artIcle. Had any one of the edlt.onal
staff
bothered
to check
w.ith
Executive
Board of the Housmg
Council,
they
would
have
dis~vered
that the proposal
of
totaling 4 numbers for th: a'p~rtment draw was a prellmmary
reco~mendation.
coming from a
Ho.usIn.gin GounCII subcommltte~.
ThiS proposal
was not kept In
obscurity fo~ six months but rather
was kept _In subcommIttee
for
about 2 weeks. T~e Scr_imshaw
should perhaps c~nslder thiS break
down. of comm~~lcation
as not the
Hou.sIng CounCil s fault but rat.her
attributable
tg the staff that \>;Tltes
for this ne~spaper.
.

d,~1~t~oo~~~~~'C~:ncf~~;n~w!;;
maintained
Ihat our function is
first to represent the wishes of the
students.
Personal
viewpoin~s
have played,')
secondary
role In
any decisions that we have made
and will continue to make. Had the
author of this editorial
attended
but one of our Housing Council
meetings,
he would have seen
Representative
Democracy
at
work
at
Western
Mar.yland
College.
•
As an additional
note,
the'
"Personal
ViewpOint'·
also appea ring in last week's Scrimsh<1w
contained
not only personally
slanderous
remarks
against
several
Housing
Council
Representatives
but also contained
misleading and faulty information
We.hope that through a clear al_1d

arirc~eo~~~g
b~~~~~:nta~f
~h~~
se.niors.
". indlcate.s
a. cl.ear
mlscal~ulahon
~f ~he ImpitcatlOns
of
thl~
prellmInary
- rec~mmendation .. At the present
tIme

f~;~I~:d~~e~~t~~~~.
~~et~~uJ!~~
of \YMC will be able to see past a
sensationalized,
emotional.
grandstand
performance
and
evaluate
this proposal
from a

:~i~e~t~~~:nts~~~~~s~p~t~~?!
proposal is passed by the Housing
Council. this percentage
change
will be left to the evai!!ation of the
students at WMC.
-As for
the
"motives
for

c!earl~
t logical
Vlewpom.

and

rational
Sincerely,
Meg CaddickPres. Housing & Conduct Council
Barb Meister
Vice-President

Scrimshaw-

that Is. If he Isn'
Dear School,
I think I've had enough mud on
my shoes and pants in the last few
months- to warrantwriting
a letter
-e to Scrimshaw,
so this is what I'm
doing, for what it's worth. (Little
01' me still had to 'carry a very
heavy suitcase four flights of stairs
thanks to an elevator that is only to
be used by janitors,
when
I
returned
-rrom Spr-ing Break.)
When
are
theconstruction
workers, or the administratinn,
or.
whoever's in charge, gonna get a
few brains
in their heads
(or
sympathy in'their hearts), and put
down some stones
in front of
Forlines on the mud? Then, the
feet of the students who pay some
of the aforementioned
salaries,
won't get muddy every time it
rains.
W,hy: is' there
gravel
alongside
!be ex-Iaculty
parkinz
lot, and be:~ween Elderdice
and

_~;I::~::r~~i~~~~g~u::~C~j~g
a ~~~~~~t~ej:~~nn~:sb!;il
~';;rjv~~:
vigorous game of ping 'pong In the late. Our bunny maker has been
Gazebo,
one.
can
avert
a kidnapped and Is painting eggs for
hangoveT ... Word has it that there h:r release.
Is now available
a beer more Time and Place
caustic than ev~r the inlamous _ What was It fhat three ot our

Forlines,
but not in Iront
of
For-lines? Are we independents
in
Rouzer just forgotton? Maybe Dr.
John and Deans Mowbray
and
Laidlaw o/l0uld try walking in the
mud every time it rains. It does
wonders for your shoes, especially
if you're in a .hurry.

~~;'~;~"~~
~~dc:!I:: c~~!l::~~el~'
~::e~i~~~~nfr~~d~~;r!~U~~k
~:~
is bad!
Right,
fourth
floor Pinkerton that stopped them. on.
Rouzer? .. Dawson, bylheway,
has they stlll have it.
gone out of business, so save those Passing Quotes
bottles ... Stay with us for later taste
What is this, a ccmmerctar. .. You
comparisons
can tune a mandolin, but you can't
Furry
Things
and
Rings tuna
flsh ... There
is sex after
marrlage(! ?J. .. let's
go feed the
Frog wishes to extend congrats
machine.
and that type of stuff to our newly
Frogleg5

While I'm on the subject, I have
another
,question
to bring
up.
Walking back from the infirmary
Monday, I thought the best route
back to my room would be to follow
Uie stone path adjacent to the yard
of Dr. John's house. Most of the
path was walkable, but some of it
was not becaus_e limbs from a
nearby tree were in the' way.
Maybe the stones could be moved
away from the yard a few feet, or
the tree could be trimmed a little.
Thanx

and not so newlyweds.
Nuptual
bunnies are in order joe Dave
laguement
and
wlfee ... Jane

'~~

I.

!~pho~eocr~~~~~ror O~e~;~i~~r%tatus
===~=~===-'_-""=""""'-""'-"'''''-'''-''l''''-'4to

l~~;:i~aa~~~n;

arc due b

ClCochep's ~abern

~~a:!n~:~;e~e
~:~d~f ~~ a~~c:~~~·~~~~m~~·~::rl=n~n~u~~~~e:v~~
- wooden stage_ In observing the set Closer together.
it was obviolJS that an effort was
Whitman
had an important
made to express.a
feeling of message and the style employed by
naturalness.
The lights
were this cast sensitively
conveyed it.
totally exposed
as wall all of \Ve met for a_communion
of life
Alumni HalJ. Even the s~ined and a celebration of the spirits of
glass windows seemed to fit In as brotherhood,
romantic
love,
expressions.of
the love of t~e a~ts. childhood. nature and sensuality.
•
The next part
of the act.iOn It was an exhilarating,
awakening
consisted of !be actors bombardmg experience.
the audience with realistic animal
Sue Geyer
noises which lead into pantomimed
representat.ions
of the different
kinds of love, a protest against
violence and a celebration
of life
from sensuality to' childhood. All of
theaudience's
senses were touched
as the actors
shared
the experiences of water and eating fruit
with them so that they could
directly
participate
in
the
celebration
of Whitman's
love of
nature. This was not your average
evening of conventional
theatre._
Several
meaningful
sequences
. were:
a pantomime
of four

Steak

and

Lobster

216 E. Main St.
Westminster, Md. 211,57
848·4202

t:~~~~r~;flc:i~a~~~::~~t~~~~~
with a summons from the North
to pack your pockets full of sun and disneyworld,
and head for home with eyes wide as grapefruit,
hands sunburnt and sweating at the palms.
shoes that will leave sand trails behind them
for the rest of summer

Lee Cambas

Plain & Fancy

The melting birches post me homeward
a house swollen with my father's aging.
T go like a mailman plodding his route
along a road to space his walking steps
without a stop. Nothing save thefragile smell of a brittle spring
has me believing you will come back
I stretch
my eyes beyond these roads
that bend in their shallow path, as
the moon breathes its March-white
mist
above the bones of dead and passing strangers.
whispering:
why does the wheel
curve to your fingers?
Why is this road so straight?
\Vhy are you gotng so fast"?

.

III-

Donuts
140 Villago

-Nancy K. Barry

*~*******************

repre.scntatives
of
colonial
America who destroy each other to
the chant:
"When
America?"
expressing
Whitman's
concern of
A.merica's lack 'promise keeping
The nude ~ene also worked well
(gaspJ.
It tastefully
exhibited
Whitman's
love of the phySical
body and reminde<j us not [0 take
ourselves
100 seriously.
Another
poignant
occurred,when,
unrehearsed
the actors
each
shared
a ~oment
of their
childhood with the audience. Their
spOntaneity
was ver.y true
to

.
friends

~Your host:

A r;l 12

Nancy Menefee
performancs
in pin-the-tail-on-the
Lost: Two wall clocks
from' donkey - a ?ree subscription
to
cafeteria. Have nofbeen seen since
"Hustler"
'Monday. If found please place in a
Just opened:
The Berlin Wall
conspicuous
spot. No questions
Cafe. Relive the days of WWTIasked
people without ID cards shot on
Found:
Large
obstruction
in spot - people with ID cards die
center of cafeteria.
I don't un- slowly.
derstand. Will owner please call
Drama
Department
Pre~nts'
and expluiri? Frank Lloyd Wright
Mudslide '77 The great disaster
To the Bachelors:
- Are there
nick showing actual scenes of the
really no strings anecbcd?
.
entire
12~OO lunch
crowd being
AII"<lrged to the Betes for their ~lped out.

Sue Geye~
.
Something
extrel!leJy
_excitmg
took place in Alumm Hall this past
weekend.
A. gr.oup .of stud~nts
under the direcllon of Bill Tnbby
combined the words, music and
philoso{Xiy of Walt Whitman into a
production that stirred all of the
senses. The presence of the poet
was first felt as the audience
passed, one at a time, individual
actors who shared
with them a
particularly
meaningful
piece of
poetry. This in itself was plenty to
thi~k about as one sat quietly

---,

Old you realize thaf you wrtl be
able to vote for a man of the
"cloth"this
semester. A Preacher,

IN THE SPRING
~
MY FRIE-NDS FLY SOUTH
(Written after the annual exodus to Florida of so-many
strangers
at WMC.)
The roads that winter leaves uprooted
and gravel-gutted
will Jerk you into braking
soon enough. My mistrust of maps _
and median strips leaves me behind,
watching the sparrows coax the dogwoods
into their -first pale flush of spring,

be

.
-
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Grand Opening!!

FREE Hantooled
• <..leatherwristbands
-'IIIIIII-

on April 14th 10 al1l- 6 pm
15th 10-am-9 pm

-'I-

16th

to

31ll-6 p

In

III-'I-'IIII-

....

-.~I

Avoiding
Future
, Shock

Also featuring:
hand

tooled belts.

leather pocket books,
je";elery

•

Ye Old Leather & Gift Shoppe
III-

:

t:

you

;P::_:.F:.:_.
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Campus wide elections will
4) Corresponding
Secretary
__
held April 19 for SGA offices and sophomore. junior or senior status
class offices. Anyone interested in' 5) Treasurer
sophomore
or
running for an SGA office should- junior statussubmit a letter to Loretta Thornhill
"at box 1263 by April 12
Candidates must have at least a
Offices are
I.J average.
Class nominations
will be hanU President
-- junior or senior
dled by the classes. Offices are'
status
President,
Vice
rPresident
2) Vice President
-- sophomore or Secretary,
Treasurer.
and
junior statusHistorian.
Candidates must have at least a

your speed,

~I:~st~nad
:~~':~tasmit.~~'!r
f t
d (or Gpci) Is running. We
s~;errthem
all 1000 per cent in
-the future SGA elections,
and send
them all frog tongues as campaign
pins. Good luck. D.Z., LT. and

211!6 East Main

Street

Regular store hours: Tues.-Sun. 10-6 Friday 10·9, Sunday 12-5 Oosed Mondays:

....******~*.~**.*.**
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Scrimshaw

Alan Zepp
It was quite
an impressive
turnout for the wandering minstrel
of W.M.C. Townspeople who had a
hankering
for country
music.
students whb had seen the abundant advertising
or heard
the
lilting strains
of a slide guitar
during lunch, a wide cross-section"
of faculty interested in seeing if the
drama teacher really could make
good outside
Of. his field, and
various alumni and friends who
wanted to see Max Dixon on stage
instead of in their living rooms or
en Christian Wittwer's front lawn.
The concert was sure to be a hit.

what's. next?"
Chording
would
continue until the guitar decided he
might as well do a little solo line,
but invariably
the harp player
would decide the same thing at the
same time. So no one really got a
chance to take off.
I ten that most of the songs that
Max wrote
himself
combined
lyrics, melody, chords, and rhythm
very nicely. 1 whish I had the talent
to do that. But when they were put
into a group format they fell apart.
"The Prince of the Memphis Highway" was a well written ballad
The three children's
tunes were

.now

could Max miss with three
outstanding musicians from Nashville
backing
him
up? Earl
Spielman
on fiddle, Kerry
Me·
Millan on harmonica.
and Boomer
Castleman
on guitar.
Not to
mention W.M.C.'s own Tom Payne
on drums and Linda Rickel! 'on
bass. The concert was sure to be a
hit. It was not
Fer someone being involved for
15 months in professional music, in

~J!~~~

~~rl~~~t?es~U:i~~~~~~~

~!~.~pors~~~m:~r~on~7~~n::~~r~~~
on-stage
product
that
he was
trying to deliver
No one was sure exactly how the
songs were supposed to get started
:,:~~e~h~~~:r

catchy little ditties and had more
meaning for the audience because
he lold a little bit about how the
songs came to be. The same for the
ballad. But 'all these good songs
lose their eimpact
when they're
filled with careless mistakes and
technical details that were never
quite
together.
'Phis is what
separates
the professional
groups
from their amateur
competitors
Sut that's what we paid about

w:~~e~o~:s

~!l=~at~o:r-

;~rf:~~~ndca:

•..

Consequently he waited most of the Either Max messed up the words
evening. The fact that he had his or didn't
cue
Linda
in or
eyes closed most of the time didn't
something.
help matters
either.
A little
j>ne thing that really bothers me,'
communication
on stage goes a and is no substitue for performer.
long
way.
Especially
when
audience
conversation.
are the
everyone
knows that the tunes
little comments made by the band
weren't
rehearsed
that intensly.
away from the microphone so that
And then there's Linda Van Hart.
the audience
can't hear them
What was she doing up there? She Everyone
else en-stage thought
sang a little back-up
on three
they were funny as hell. We never
songs. but in 2 out of 3 of them Max got let in on any of the jokes and
and Linda couldn't get it together
this creates a barrier right aw~y.

Mike D'Andrea
The Eagles
performed
fine
show on the 21st of March at
Washington's
Capital
Centre.
Nearly 20,000 people had a very
good time as they heard their
group play for nearly 2 hours with
18 songs. Even though there were
weak spots, it was a fine affair
equal to raost of the better per'
formances.. around.
I
Their
newest
'album,
'Hotel

a

~m~~rtic~Pi;:.c~~~te~Pc~7f~~ia'~

. ~~:,OfJ~~~;i~1eC~i~:~~~:~~~t
out-He was a great talent but the
least capable of taking a ride on his
own. He was ail"'ays waiting for an
affirmative look from Earl or Max.

~~;

Friday, April 8, 1917
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AI Stewart 4/27
Jeue Collin Young, and Jonathan Edwards 4/30
John Prine 5/2
.
Leo Kottke, and Leon Redbone 5/6
Heart 5/10
WARNER THEATRE

H::tbe~no~~
t!i~axt~:giV~
a nod to the instrumentalist"who:
was next in line.Jor a solo. It's not
amateur
to do this. How many
times have you heard,
"Hit it,

Chuck Mangione 4/16
Little Feat 5/8- 11 (6 shows)
CAPITAL CENTRE

~=J

i
:

~o;:::!

~:r~·;t:n~i~~u:r~~s:~~~~

i

~~~~~'

~~~. i~t:~twi~~nr~~h~:;~c~~~
of Joe Walsh, he followed with
"Walk Away." "Ouelin' Dalton,'
"Try and Love Again," and "Lyin'
Eyes" were fine but "Take It to the

posed to take a little guitar lick to
get them into it, or whether the
fiddle player was to give the beat
None of the back-up
musicians
knew when they were supposed to
solo. Being the front man in a

Limit" put the sell-out crowd on
their feet. Suddenly Walsh came
back into the spotlight to perform
the lead guitar in "Turn to Stone,"
"Already
Gone,"
"Love In the
The
Fast
Lane,"
Victim.
of
Love," and his greatest
"Rocky
Mountain
Way."
Walsh's
guitar
duels with Don Feller on "Turn to
Stone"
were
great.
And the
evening closed out with some of the
group's
biggest-.
"Witchy

I

the order of the solos in

:!e;~~aJsongs

;ilter

one

~

day's

little stage

presence

could

Offering

Find

go a

song."

He never
to work

well

how

YOU

the Army

measure

If you
SAY:

measure

Professor's':

,

Clearance sale
Drastic Price
Slash!

I·

t\. was '20

I

up,

YOU

I

,

Double ,
.Cheeseburger

ii

with this coupon
when you purchase a
Doubte Cheeseburger
(L.imit one coupon

per purchase)

DOW'S

~r~e'
"e" wjjh
,every purchase'

'

711lnrrel
~ou~e"
C"
,
r'

i

CAN

Get a~"A". On your next quiz

.
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.

good at partlclpatlng
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Cox's

Barrel

House

24~5 Balt,mo,,,
F,nkob"'9

Cox's

Blvd

Md

I

Bottle

Shop

2824 L,ttleuown Pike

21048

E Brent

Carlisle

Wenm,nUer

Md

HOUSE

we serve ...
Finest in Foods
and Cocktails
BREAKFAST
Homemade

Hours: 11 :00

Pies

I

DINNER

Pizza

Chi
• ."~!'t!!yi~li~n.:

p.m.

Piza DIy. Tuesdly

6 days a week
SunDay: 12:00·8:00

t
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Subs

a,m ..
9:00
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L

mOr"lr2-.')
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and Wines in Can,,11 County!

FREE!!
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Attention
groups!!
Booking of white water
raft trips on Potomac and
Shenandoah
Rivers now
available at Outfitters limited
minimum group size· 20

up!

Physical

.*****
iFr~e Coupon

'

Knapp

~~~~~;'i~~r~i~~~m

g
right in.with
He awould
ride
and'everyone
would finish
start ofhis
lookin
'around
tense
kind
"Well,

I

Beer- Pizza-Sandwiches
3:30 pm-l:00
am

<61 East Main Street
Westminster, Md. 2T157

l

a

:~f!eo~\~~~~~:~~:;so~~~os:~e~
Usually the fiddle player jumped

I

for

,

Os & Ginny's

848-9848

a complete

Fitn,,, Test

did. ~o!

out

out

Take

longway. AllM"would ha" 'odo

I(.started

Agent

a~eeaX~~~iV~ pe~fOdt~~

Happy Hours!!
3:30·6:00
reduced drinks
.free snacks

line of men's shoes
and work boots!

1it.4 __

~~~~i~~

,cti=m~',--

Phone 8484232

~i~k:,,~h:~f~,a~~::;;.;.:":"~
~~ct:e

and

DAVIS SHOE ~EPAIR

Led Zeppelin
5/25, 26, 28, 30
U.OFMD.
. Billy Joel
4/30
LYRIC THEATER
AI Stewart
4/26
LOYOLA COLLEGE

.......... Qi/.IK.Jacl

Along the same lines as not
starting together and not knowing
when the breaks came, Max Dixon
and his Nashville Friends couldn't
end togeUier either. This is where a

Easy,"

Eagles
contain
very
good
musicians.
Walsh,
Meisner
and
Felder are very good. Frey and
Henley aren't
up to par as the
others, but their 'musical leader.
ship qualities are comensible. The
Eagles
have grown
musically,
incorporating
new strands
of
cuougnr ana styre Into tneu- music
and lyrics. The Eagles are going to
be around for still a while longer.
They will have achieved what most

I am looking for an apart.
ment or room to rent or sub.
lease for the months of June,
July and August in Westniin_
ster,
any information
call
David Range. at 848-9808 or
campus extension 209.

~~:
;:;~~f::t~l~~:~:J~~;~=~
i
remember

S~':r~::.',1t

pr~~~e:sag;~s
t~:ir h~;vee s;:~
formances. There was definitely no
Ian Anderson or Rod Stewart on
stage. A~d t~ere were no unusual
special lighting effec~
But the

I feel gyped having to pay for a
slip-shod
performance
when I
-know it could have been a lot
better. The talent was there. The
equipment was there. The musical
juggler was there to warm up the
audience that came to see a show
Everything
was there; irs just a
shame
that the music
wasn't.
BecaUSE: of space I have had to
limit my comments.
I would be
glad to talk to anyone further about
the concert.

$paghmi

Day

-

Wlldn.sdw

OifflM.

WJ11I1N WALKING DISTANCE

•

Bernice
Fritz
Manager
Reisterstown
Valid 8:00 pm·11
through
Thursday

~

6-LDW1aiy

n:c~t

Sundays 7 A,m.

only
:00 pm 'Sunday
expires'
4114/77

lIi!Sail!llliill!iIiI$iilI!ilildil

876·3339
59~West Main Street
Westminster,
Md. 21157
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EXPANDED SEATING

Route 140
Westminster
848-9110
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Carroll Honored
Here
-

Dr. John Clear on Racism

Charles Carroll ot"Carrollton was
the oliIy Catholic signer of the
. Declaration
of Independence
and
the last surviving
signer of this
historical document. Two Western
Maryland
College
events
will
analyze his contributions
to our
country's development.
Father Thomas O'Brien Hanley,
resident scholar and lecturer
at
Loyola College, will speak in the
first event on "Charles Carroll and
the American
Republic"
at 7:30
p.m., on Monday,
April 18 at
Western
Maryland
College's
Decker Lecture Hall.
According
to Dr.
Hanley,
Charles Carroll was a powerful
force in stirring up the Revolution
and a dedicated
and efficient
servant of the Revolutionary
cause
in Maryland. Dr. Hanley has edited
the Charles Carroll of Carollton
Papers for the Maryland Historical
Society and is the author, among
other works, of "Charles Carroll of
Carrollton:
The Making
of a
Revolutionary
Gentleman."
Following the lecture, members
of the Western Maryland
faculty
will discuss
the political
and
philosophical
questions
raised by
Dr. Hanley and the audience will
be invited to participate.
Then, on Friday,
April 22, an
architectural
historian,
Dr.
Phoebe Stanton, will discuss" Arts,
Architecture
and Marylanders'
Tastes
in the Age of Charies
Carroll," at 7:30 p.m., in Decker
Lecture HalJ.
Dr. Stanton, a faculty meniber of
. the art department
at Johns
Hopkins University,
will show a
slide presentation
and analyze the
artistic
achievements
of the
Colonial,
Revolutionary
and
Federal periods from a humanistic
point of view.
Both lectures
are part of the
month-long program centering on
the life of Charles
Carroll.
All
events are free and open to the
public. They are partially
funded
by People Projects program of the
Maryland
Committee
for the
Humanities
and-Public
Policy, an
affiliate
of the National
Endowment for the Humanities.
For
more information,
call 848-7000,
extension 308.

Friday, April 15, 1977

Hanley will appear This coming Monday
night in Decker Lecture Hall. His Topic of discussion will
be "Charles Carroll and.the American Republic."

Are You Mr. Flab?
Je~h~rbk~8:0f

physical

c~nditon

~:~a~~

:~';:t~ci~~.ed

to pass

the,

~~~r::eu?
~~. ~~~~~~~~.
R~~6
and' Physcial
Education
departments will be giving the Western
Maryland
College community
its
chance to show its stuff this Sunday
on Hoffa Field. Both departments

The big draw for ".1 Did ~t"
appears
to be the prizes being
awarded at the end of the day. The
top male .and fe~ale
scorers for
~1~\f;uVer~~ r~~;vi
awards and a
.

Sunday afternoon at 2:00 pm.
The whole idea centers- around
five tests that have been standar-dized over years of use by the
U.S. military to find out how well
their troops measure
up in comparison to others. These consist of
the inverted
crawl,
the "run,
dodge, and jump," the horizontal
ladder, the two-mile run, and a set
of bent leg situps for the men to
attempt.
The women are given a
slightly different set of trials to
attempt,
including
the so-meter
shuttle run, modified pushups, the
"run, dodge, and jump," modified
silups, and a one-mile run.
Upon completion
of the "1 Did
It" course each participant
will
receive a special button and T-shirt
iron on at no cost. The test is open
toallfaculty,staff,andstudentson
campus, so you shouldn't be surprised if you find yourself competing with one of your very own
professors
(the scoring
will be
graduated
according
to age and
sex.j There are minimum
standards set for each test with 60 per

Much consideration
has been
given to the rise and fall of the senscheduled
exam lately, which is
due in part to the formation of an
SGA
subcommittee
on
selfscheduled exams.
The basic
purposes
of this
committee have been to look into
the reasons
behind
the sharp
decline in the number
given, to
research the many pros and cons of
the present system, and make any
recommendations
deemed
necessary
in the improvement
of
the current
self-scheduled
exam
situation.
The committee,
co-chaired
by
Chris Holmes and Jeff Palkovitz,
was formed
last January,
and
began researching
at the beginning
of second semester.
Other committee members
are Chuck Barbour,
Meg Hoyle,
and
Barb
Llewelyn.
According
to Chris,
whose idea it was originally,
the
SGA readily
approved
the formation of the committee.
The committee's
research
was

~~gr~;:;o~";;~~/~~\,~id,,;'~
M"HOy$GA

N,",~"y'hn: "What

Chris Holmes
The most important aspect of the
April 5 faculty meeting was Dr.
John's
statement
to the faculty
concerning
plans
for minority
development.
As stated
by Dr.
John, "The priorities
of the administration
are as 'follows:
1)
Intensify efforts to recruit more
minority
students
through
the
admissions
office.
2) Increase
student aid within the resources of
the college to reinforce this effort
3) Work to achieve a community
commitment
to the recruitment
of
more
minority
faculty,
with
special emphasis
at the- present
lime on black faculty. 4) Continue
to seek minority persons for staff
and administrative
positions.
5)
Urge faculty
to're-rationalize
curricula in the black and minority
studies
areas
and' evaluate
inclusion
of minority
culture contributions in other courses."
Also, two specific moves were
proposed,
the first
being
the
assignment of a graduate assistant
to work with minority students in
1977-78, through Dean Mowbray's
office. This will be a temporary
position
subject
to
yearly
evaluation. The second proposal is

In the following discussion of the
statement,
Dr. John made it very
clear that he knew what he was
doing and was honest with the
faculty about the implications
of
his statement
(such as the break of
the faculty hiring freeze).
Another subject which Dr. John
discussed at the beginning of the
meeting
was the renovation
of
Alumni Hall.
He said that this
renovation
will mean that more
emphasis
will be placed on the
Dramatic
Arts Department.
The
Hall however, will be available for
lectures and special events
The
Admissions
Committee
reported
that there
have been
approximately
150 more
apolications received this year than
continued on page 7

Checks Exam Schedule
cone in two basic parts. First of all,
25 faculty
members
were
interviewed
by the
committee
members.
Of those
25, six
professors have never given a selfscheduled exam; eight continue to
administer them; and eleven have
stopped for one reason or another.
The results
of these interviews
have been compiled by the committee
members,
and will be
summarized
later in the article.
The second half of their research
was in the form of a written survey
distributed
to the entire faculty,
the results of which were also
tabulated. 53 per cent of the faculty
returned them.
In addition to these interviews,
several committee
members
met
with the Registrar's
office. Drs.
Stevens
and Boner
were
also
consulted in an advisory capacity.

The two surveys given, both to
selected
professors
and to the
entire faculty,
asked
the same
questio-ns.
The
results
were
tabulated separately,
resulting
in
some contradictions
between the
two groups. Under the section for
those who do not currently give or
is mandatory
refirement."
31 have never given self-scheduled
million Americans are between the exams, 75 per cent of each group
ages of 60-65, and another
23 stated that they wished to stay in
the class to answer any questions
million are over 65 years of age.
Removing
them from the work or personally proctor the exam. 69
per cent of the selected
faculty
force solely because of age is an
member-s
gave
Honor
Code
enormous
waste
of manpower,
skill and resources.
It is also a violations as a reason, while only
59 per cent of the entire faculty
tremendous
drain on programs
named
that.
"Difficulty
in
such as Social Security. She asked
grading
procedure
due
to
if faculty members
at WMC1Yere
staggering
of returns"
was
forced to retire at 65 and received
checked by 62 per cent of the
an affirmative
answer.
She went on to speak about the selected survey, and 67 per cent of
The biggest
attitude
of Agism,
which
she the general survey.
gap between the two groups on any
described
as, "stereotyping
and
was on
discrimination
and isolation
of part of the questionnaire
the
"administrative
difficulty"
groups solely on the basis of age."
category.
This included
turning
It is a common problem of young
exams in early to the registrar,
and old. But as Ms. Kuhn pointed
out, groups fighting agism have "a putting together the test packets,
etc.
Only
47
per
cent
of
the
selected
continued on page 7

Great ~W~!!'h~~g,!~Caway

un
Apru
11 at 8:00 p.m.,
sociology
at 'Temple Umvet:>lly
Margaret
"Maggie"
Kuhn,
and
at
Union
Theological
founder
of the Gray Panthers
Seminary.
.
spoke
at Western
Maryland
She has received several awards
College.
for her work: The Fr~~
Award
Ms. Kuhn was brought to campus
from Roosevelt
Ijniversity;
the
by Dean Zepp's class on liberation.
Award for Con~umer
Advocacy
Sheis best known for her work with from the American
Speech and
the Gray Panthers,
an activist
Hearing
Association;
and the
group of older and younger adults
Award for Ministry
to Women,
working for social change. She is from the Unitarian
Universalist
also involved in several groups and Woman's Federation.
coalitions
of elders
in action
Ms. Kuhn recently
testified
programs,
and she serves on the before the House Select Committee
boards of the Memorial Society of on Aging. This committee, headed
Philadelphia,
the Philadelphia
by Congressman
Pepper,
has
Hearing Society, and the People's
launched hearings on mandatory
Fund.
'retirement.
Ms. Kuhn is a graduate of Flora
Ms. Kuhn began her talk by
Stone Mather
College of Casepointing out what "an enormously
Western Reserve University,
and
wasteful
society"
we are. She
she has done graduate
work in stated, "the old people we throw

the appointment
of a permanent
minority faculty member for 197879 in the Political
Science
or
American
Studies department,
if
such a person can be found. Additionally,
the
President
proclaimed
a total college commitment to the Affirmative
Actiontype approach
in recruitment
of
minority students and faculty.

professors
listed this as a major
reason, while 85 per cent of the
entire faculty cited this reason.
The other half of the survey was
devoted
to those teachers
who
continue
to administer
selfscheduled
exams.
Both groups
agreed
unanimously
that
the
benefit of the students is a major
reason. The other two questions
were slightly contradictory.
Threefourths of the selected
teachers
said the self-scheduled
were easier
to administrate,
while 65 per cent
of the entire faculty said that they
were more trouble to give than a
registrar
scheduled.
Everyone
agreed that the ease of grading and
staggered
work load were not
reasons to give them.
After studying the results, the
committee
drew
up it's
conclusions. They made no specific
recommendations
on
Improvements
to the Honor Board,
but did state that "faculty concern
over honor violations"
as a large
part of the reason
behmd the
decline of self-scheduled
exams.
Many professors
that give selfscheduled exams did say that they
onJy give them to upper-classes.
being more inclined to trust them
One of the recommendations
made to the Registrar's
office was
that stricter control be maintained
in the testing center as far as who
can and can't bring in reference
materials.
It was suggested
by many
racutjy
members
that
the
Registrar take a more neutral view
of self-scheduled
exams;
a letter
was sent out by that office with a
very discouraging
attitude.
It
might also prove helpful to send a
memo
to all faculty
members
stating
the self-scheduled
exam
process exactly. There are quite a
few professors
who don't have all
of the right facts on self-scheduled
exams, such as a four, not two day
gradin~ period
continued on page 7
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Stephen R. Kepple

Editorial

Dr. John, Racism Struggle
The Scrimshaw
rctes with a mixture of skepticism
and hope the
initiative taken by Ralph John at last Tuesday's faculty r'Qeetlng concerning this Instltutlon's
"commitment"
to a truly dIversified college
community. John was responding In part to the year long effort made by
the Student Life Subcommittee,
the Black Student Union. and more
recent efforts by the SGA, Religious Llfe Council, and the Chapel
Committee urging more diversification.
He was (we hope) responding
as well to his own very genuine sensitivity to racism and sense of the
community's
crying need for more blacks. He advocated quite strongly
on Tuesday the hiring of a minority faculty person for 1978·9 and increasing the number of minority students (preferably
both faculty and
students would be black).
The WMC community's
longstanding commitment
to racism Is not,
however. erased by a 2112 page speech given In a faculty meeting. Our
record, as one administrator
admitted quite honestly to us this week, Is
clearly an unacceptable
one _.In fact It Is quite dirty. The fallure of the
adminIstration
to have Its entire 5 year plan ready for the Trustees to
vote on April 15 does not reflect the administration's
ostensible
"ccmmtttment" to progress
In "blackening
the whole" (Bill McCormick and Ralph John are ultimately,
'hough not entirely, responsible for that failure). The racist comments spat here and there since
Flo Kennedy's visit (scrawling
nigger on a comment sheet) and In
response to the BSU proposal do not reflect the student body's supposed
commlttment
to education rather than ctosed.msneedness ..
Soweall struggle· admInistrators,
faculty, and student - with our own
racism. When the commitment
to that struggle Is fInancial as well as
verbal. e~bodled
as well as suggested - as we hope John's beginning
step Tuesday wlll be . perhaps there Is hope as well as skepticism.
Perhaps
there is a posSibility for education
in the midst of in
stltutionallzed
racism.
.

Mandatory Waste
No matter how good, competent, and wetl-Hked protesscrs are, if they
are65 years old and employed by Western Maryland College, they must
retire. Ideally this would allow teachers who have completed their iobs
to step down and allow fresh young teachers a chance to ofter their
contributions
to the school.
However, is teaching a job that can be wrapped up at a certain age?
Why should good teachers who are competent,
informative,
and wellliked be forced to retire simply because they are 65 years old? Many of
them stili have an enormous amount of knowledge to communicate
to
their students.
Mandatory retirement Is a system thet-trwelves a tremendous
amount
of waste. Human resources,
skill. and knowledge are not utlilzed In a
system that desperately
needs these resources.
Fresh Input and new
Ideas are valuable and necessary.
But so Is the experience that comes
from years in the classroom dealIng with students.
Scrimshaw feels that teachers who are good and well-ltked are tnvaluable. There is no justification
in losing them because they have 65
candles· on their birthday
cake. To discriminate
against
teachers
because of their age is as Immoral as dlscrlmlncotlng against their race
or sex. Yet, this Is a practice that Is widespread and accepted by many
factors of our society. The system of education,
a system that is
dedicated to teaching and leading people, should be the first to speak out
against the practice of mandatory
retirement.

Step Up for Dr. Jones
A congratulatory
note Is In order to Dr. Donald E. Jones, newly appolntedctialrman
of the college's Chemistry Department.
According to
Jones the position is assigned to a different member of the department
on three year rotational basis. But the office of department
head is no
less impressive,
even when viewed in this light.
What IS.more, Dr. Jones is extremely
deserving of the status, having
served as an instructor at WMC since 1963. With 14 years of experience
behind him, we foresee the Chemistry Department
remaining on course
and in good hands. Good luck, Doc

Who Lives in the Water Tower?

Give yourself
nine
years
of
loneliness, or nineteen years. until
You would not think that the
that time when your wrinkles, now
runner,
making
swift self-love
nascent, hang like blossoms from
down the track of Hoffa Field, is a
your face. In all those years you
dying man . But he is dying even as
must speak to no one, but listen
the indolent person, whose hips
Listen until you are
measure a meter across, is dying. ~ constantly.
sick with what you hear! Then one
Perhaps this is why more and more
SIK'ing return to this campus, and
of us are exercising:
to delude
climb the lofty water tower. You
ourselves.
Yes, there is life in
can do it now, you are a spirit. Turn
muscle and blood and bone, we do
your eyes to God and vomit over
feel the life in us as we violently
Western Maryland
College. Vomit
move.
back all that you have heard, all of
I have heard enough students
it, until the students are mired on
bellowing
their
hollow,
tame
the landscape where hitherto they
obscenities,
and belching,
to
convince me that mental life, at
moved so casually - until they are
struck dumb. Let us be a silent
least on this campus and in this
time, is largely dead. Our brains
are dead. We stare for precious
Then open the hatch and let
hours at the television, and then,
yourself
down into the water,
upon some stimulus,
go to the
amongst the drifting lillies of the
window and shout, yell, blare the
bratne., Inside you will meet
tiresome phrases
nobody believes
someone who knows not who she is.
anymore.
You did not suspect a child lives in
But replacing
mental
life is
the water tower, a beautiful child
physlcal
life. Perhaps
this is
with skin so black and black hair
good. The best that mental life
flowing long as her body. She
could hope to achieve
was a
swims in circles at the top amongst
beautiful sadness. However much
the brains,
seeking sunlight and
a man
might
appreciate
that
her father. Always in her eyes, like
feeling, the tears he cries on rainy
flies, are massed droplets of water,
nights while reading
Wolfe, he
and in her ears is 'the arcane
cannot revel in it long, I believe,
melody of an inland sea, tappings
without going mad. Now we shall
and ringings and clock-workings.
do without the feeling altogether.
Bubbles from the bottom touch her
So now, though all humanity be
rotting at this instant, we cry with
OUT simian lungs and our sweating
bodies that we are alive, that death
is for the flabby or the introverted.
Go Orioles. Go Steelers. Go Jazz.
Go Terrapins.
On and on. Go
Terrors.
Go Butchte.
Go me,
running the roads of the Western
Purgatory.
Yes I will forget that I
am made for death and silence, I
will throw Adam's Curse back into
the countenance
of God with my
charging
limbs, the javelin, the
ball, the coruscating
discus. I will
know the hot wet pain of life, not
the sere chill agony of death. And I
will lobotomize myself before my
new glass god in order to make
sure, I will sit there and cut out my
brain with a Coors beer can pop
top, that I might excise the damned
inner eye that otherwise
focuses
four-score
and
seven
years
on a coffin with my name engraved upon it. I will sever the
stem and shout my brain out the
window. It goes into the water
tower where all our bains are
floating, waiting for another Jesus. o God the red-eyed water tower!
I have been inside it with the
brains,
I have seen and felt!
Horrible, sad, and miraculous!

a

Both of the authors
began individual collections or poems ~wut

King after his assassination
in
April of 1968. Although they were
only across the Western Maryland
College campus from each other, it
wasn't until the publication of Dr.
Zepp's book in 1974, Search for the
Beloved
Community:
The
Thinking of Martin Luther King,
Jr., that they discovered
each
other's
interest
in .King. They
decided to combine their collections and approach
a possible
publisher.
The new book, distributed in this
country
by
Inter
Culture
Associates in Thompson, Conn., is
available at the college and area
bookstores.
Dr. Zepp is a graduate
of
Western
Maryland
College and
Drew
University
Theological
School. He has also studied at the
Universities
of Edinburgh,
Gottingen, Harvard and the Center for
Intercultural
Documentation
at
Cuernavaca,
Mexico. He earned

The steel mushroom
is mighty
and azure in the papery sunlight
without. On spring grass beyond
the ugly fence, limber afternoon
boys play raucously lacrosse;
the
hard white ball flies, a lost satellite
from Planet Youth, to crash into _
the water tower's wall. Who lives
in the water tower'? The beautiful
blackskinned
child swimming
out
the circles of her biding there
above. From within she heard the
lacrosse ball hit, and the ball did
not bounce back away for her as it
did for the shouting boys outside,
who in luck resumed a game she
could not even imagine, in a world
she could not conceive of. The ball
remained stuck against the side;
its sound went on, on, doubling
from below: the words of her
father cryptic
aliment
for her
hope.
What happens outside she cannot
even imagine, but the lacrosse ball
words she heard and kept close,
and they are with her after hope
again sinks beneath its limen.

Volunteers Needed
Information
in this column is
obtained
through
the Voluntary
Action Center of Carroll County's
clearinghouse
file of volunteer
opportunities.
If you are interested
in doing volunteer work or would
like more information,
please
contact the relay office at 848-7023
Mon-Thursday
1:30-4:00 or drop inWe are located behind McDaniel
Hall
ORGANIZATION:
Carroll

Elections Up
Elections
for the offices
of
President
and Vice-President
of
the Housing and Conduct Council
will be held
April
st,
1977.
Requirements
for the office of
President are the candidate
must
have at least Junior class standing
this year, and have served on the
Council for at least one year.
Requirements
for the office of
Vice-President
are the candidate
must have at least Sophomore
class standing this year and have
served on the Council for at least
one year.
Please
submit
all
letters
of application
to Meg
.
Box 177 or Apt. IF by
22.

Faculty Members Publish Works
Two Western Maryland
College
faculty members have authored a
collection of poems on slain civil
rights leader Martin Luther King,
Jr.
_
Dr. Ira Zepp, dean of the chapel
and associate professor of religion,
and
Dr.
Melvin
D. Palmer,
professor
of
comparative
literature,
are
co-authors
of
"Drum
Major
for
Dream,
published by P. La} and Writers
Workshop in Calcutta, India.
Poems are included by- each of
the authors,
by Nikki Giovanni,
Lucille Clifton, Gwendolyn Brooks,
and other noted black poets, and by
a wide range of individuals
from
elementary
school
to college
students.
Each
poem
concerns'
King and his contributions,
and th.e
effects upon our country
of hIS
death.

toes and disseminate
about her: '
She does not yet know why her
father
left her here
to swim
amongst suspended souls. There is
only the green light to regard,
waving muted from below, and the
circles to swim, the dives to make,
the noises from the past to hear.

his Ph.D. at St. Mary's Seminary
and University
and joined the
Western Maryland College faculty
in 1963.
Dr. Palmer
holds a Ph.D. in
comparative
literature
from the
University of Maryland. He came
to Western Maryland in 1965 and is
now chairman
of the college's
comparative
literature
department. He has written numerous
scholarly and critical articles and
poems.
The book's title, Drum Major for
a Dream,
comes from a poem
published
by Dr. Zepp in the
Baltimore Evening Sun on April 4,
1975.
... -------__.

County
Commission
on AgingPurpose:
To serve
the senior
population
of Carroll
County
Volunteer
Needs:
Assist
with
center activities,
assist with bus
trips
ORGANIZATION:
Department
of Juvenile Services-Purpose:
To
enhance
services
to juveniles
through
the court.
Volunteer
Needs:
Counseling,
tutoring
in
reading, transportation
ORGANIZATIDr'!:
Life Enrichment-Purpose
Deliver
life
enriching services to the residents
of seven nursing homes. Volunteer
Needs:
Individual
volunteers
participate
on a one-to-one basis,
with the elderly
ORGANIZATION:
Big Brothers
and Big Sisters-Purpose:
To
Provide mature adult friendship on
a one to one basis.
Volunteer
Needs:
Big Brothers
and Big
Sisters
ORGANIZATION:
Voluntary
Action Center of Carroll CountyPurpose:
Responsible
for the
coordtnatton.
promotion,
and
expansion
of voluntarism
in
Carroll County. Volunteer Needs .
Typing, receptionist,
and general
secretarial
work

Staff
Editors
John Springer
Jeff Robinson

Meg Hoyle

Business Monager
Dave

Range

Jim Wogsland

Layout
Bill Todd
Paul Hewett

Contributors
Joe Golden
Barb Cole
Mary Cole
Dawn Bennett
Nancy Menefee
Chris Homes
Phil LaPaduia
Paul Fulton
Mike D'Andrea

Brneda Donovan
Theo Braver
Sue Coleman
Mark Katz
Mark Bayer
Carlton Harris
Matt Bowers
Eamonn McGeady
Steve Bainbridge

Typists
....

------~J-.I

Debbie Priester
Barb Cole

Julie Ashby
Carol James
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Grateful for the Different College Life

Barb Cole
I hear the cries of injustice
Reverberating
through
the land
"We have ravaged our resourcesTotal destruction
is at hand."
But we have a far more precious
Resource than just our earth.
The greatest human potential
Is ours to claim at each new birth.
Instead of earth as reservoir
Each living soul would play
pact

--"1'

the

~n~h:~rfl:::tfr~~:dr~~::s~:;~t~

If we would just release our love
To people 'round us every day
We'd find that in our breasts would

Wow
More love than we could force to
stay

For love is that which multiplies
What better resource could there
be.
The more we use, the more we
ch-aw
And never a waste would we see.
I often hear people outside the
campus community
remark about
how different it is to live on a
college campus
from the "real
world." They say this is a completely
unrealistic
situation
Hallelujah!
I don't care whether
living on the outside will be better
or worse, harder or easier, I'm just
grateful it's d:fferent.
1 started school here last year
with all the optimism
and anticipation
of a freshman.
I am
constantly
amazed at how things
appear to me now and how my

altitude
and knowledge
have
changed.
The more I see, the
harder it becomes to look.
We all know that the people of
this world are destroying
themselves and each other daily by
lying, cheati~g,
hating,
steali~g,
fighting-the
list goes on. But It's
easy to ignore this. Don't read the
newspaper
and
turn
off the
television.
It is virtually
impossible, however,
to ignore the
incredible
waste of human lives
here on this campus. I wish I could
shut my eyes to it sometimes.
It
can really hurt ~6 see hew students
here at Western Maryland
treat
themselves and each other through
a grievous lack of love and respect
for themselves
and the people
around them.
.
Jesus commanded
us "You shall

M"YC:P. Lal on Ecs_tasy of the East
The ~est is turning toward the
East. It IS as natural as the sunrise
each morning. Poets such at Yeats
and Eliot felt the impact of truth
on their
lives.
Contemporary
musicians wri.te lyrics concerning
Ea~tern mysticism
and religious
beliefs. F_'or~e proper effec~, they
play Indian mstrum.ents,
b.rmgmg
to the West an entirely different

Through his choice of examples,
P. Lal showed his modest audience
how the West is realizing, in.many
ways, tfie ecstasy that is found in
Eastern culture.
By using examples
such
as
Yates, P. Lal showed the profound
impact
Eastern
philosophy
has
upon the Western man who will
listen. Yates listened to the idea

request might just be granted. He
was told to say. before going to
sleep, "1 have been a king, I have
been
a slave,
I nave
peen
everything. I don't want anything"
because desire, in Eastern beliefs,
is rebirth. 43 years later, Yates still
believed
in his desire,
Maud
Gonne,
and realized
that
this
desire
would lead him through

~~:!C~i!~:\n~~!~e~~c~a::

that prayer

centuries

~~~~i~~~~~r:~~

~~~~

io'tf.eT~C:~flt~e:~M

of another life is spreading.
P. Lal, honored
translator
of
many Hindu sacred
documents,
visited WMC for several days and
second week in April. At present,
he is working on a 15 year project,
translating
into ~nglish
the
remaining
53 vOlumes Jof the
Mahabharala,
having completed
the first 92. While he was here, he
spent his visit giving lectures to
classes,
working on his- project,
and giving a lecture to the general
public concerning
Eastern
influences on the West on Aoril12

is wrong

because

the

1'•. FIG b 01'

Fr. Class
So. Class
Jr. Class
Sr. Class
Scrimshaw
Contrast
Yearbook
BSU
Housing Council
Total Allotments
Homecoming
NEe
Publicity Co.
SodalCo.
Operating Expenses
Telephone
Xerox
Office Supplies
Stamps
Total

of searching.

Superma n 1

c::r~!~n~oerdl~~~;:n
~~rur:llance
_on the
tests. There are two additional
awards
for male
and
female
"teams"
of six persons each. Any
group of students may form a team
to enter (individual scorers within
the teams will be counted on their
own, alsol, but the only request is
that they remain all girl or guy,
whichever the case may be.
According to Captain Moler of
the Military Science Department,
he has had no feedback on how
many students will show up for the
event.He does encourage evervone

SGA Allotments' for 1977-781
150.00
150.00
875.00
150.00
6000.00,
1000.00
8000.00
450.00
\
10.00
16785.00
150.00
lWOO
125.00
13130.00
100.00
80.00
25.00
75.00
3{)620.00

love your neighbor as yourself."
He wasn't telling us to go on a big
ego trip but merely expressing the
simple fact that unless you are able
to accept yourself for what you are
and believe that as God's creation
you are a beautiful and worthwhile
person, it will be very difficult for
you to accept others and love them
for what they are. Love is such an
essential
part
of everyone's
existence.
Henry Higgins, in My
Fair
Lady,
said
of women,
"Straightening
up their hair is all
they ever do, why don't
they
str-aighten up the mess that's inside." J think there's
a message
here for all of us
As I look around the campus,
particularly
at night,
things
sometimes seem so hopeless. How
can people who spend hours every
week drinking
and smoking
pot
really
care
about
themselves
Don't they realize how valuable
they are to themselves
and other
people and how much potential
they hold simply by being healthy,
vital human beings'? Don't they
know that with every drink, every
cigarette they are destroying
this
potential,
wasting
their
bodies,
their time, their energies which
should be precious to us all and
which are very precious to God?
Man wasn't
sound, healthy

created
~dies

~a~ r~~~ ~!~~r~~

and

given

merely

so he

~~e~rf;~t::t~

to come to enjoy the exercise and ~~: ::~es~s~~~
~,~e~~ tfo~~v~~r~
the refreshments.
selves and everyone around us. In I
When asked whether he felt that Corinthians
Paul
defined
love
"I Did It" would be of benefit to Paul was a smart man. He never
those who participated
in it Moler
replied, "Sure. There are not too
many physical
fitness thmgs in
which you can compare yourself to
set standards.
And these
are
standards
that have accumulated
over a long period of time so you
Tipped
employees
such
as
know that they will be reliable."
waiters. waitresses.
and bellhops
So the question
still remains.
who regularly
and customarily
next Monday, will you be able to receive more than 20 dollars a
say, "I did it'?"
month ten tips. must earn the
minimum
hourly
wage
in
Maryland
of $2.30. provided
the
establishment
for which they work
is covered
under the Maryland
In a departure
trom traditional
Wage and Hour Law
methods of selecting the campus
An employer
of tipped
emhomecoming queen, the University
ployces is allowed a credit up to 50
of Minnesota's
competition
for its
per cent of his employees wages
homecoming
queen will include
This means an employee must be
athletic
skill and endurance,
as
paid st.ts per hour. and his tips
well as physical appearance
must average out to at least $1.15
per hour in order to meet the
Football throwing
and running
required minimum hourly wage of
the half mile will be the presz.ao
liminary
contests,
with the final
If the employee
averages
less
test being an appearance
before
than $l.l;i per hour in tips, the
Coach Cal Stoll and the football
employer must make up the dif. team, where finalists
will give
ference to )$2.30 per hour in cash
their names, classification,
and tell
However. if the employee
earns
why they want to be queen. One
more than $1.15 per hour in tips,
other intangible
enters
into the
the employer still must pay $J .I.'j
competition.
"We will no.t ignore
per hour in cash
physical beauty,"
said BIll. Paul,
If you have any questions
COIl<:t.udent coordinator
of the contest.

once said that love doesn't hurt. It
hurts very much when we try to
love those around
us and they
throw it back in our faces. But even
this is a sweet pain compared
to
that of watching people you love
ruining themselves
because
they
really don't care.
I've found that love can ve a very
powerful force in changing people.
David t'cma posed an interesting
question to his audience.
I almost
wish he had asked for a show of
hands. In essence he asked how
many of us had ever gone up to our
neighbor
or
roommate
or
whomever and simply said. "I love
you." This isn't easy but I've seen
it produce dramatic results among
those who thought
it important
enough to shove aside their pride
and selfish desires and let someone
know how much he really means to
them. If everyone tried harder to
remember
just how worthwhile
they really are and made a sincere
effort to let those around them
know they are loved and appreciated, this campus would be a
nicer place for all of us
Sure it's easier to harden our
hearts to our own and others' need
for love but I seriously
question
how long we can exist if we con- _._
tinue to do this. 1 think it's about
time the people on our campus
realize
and accept
the responsibility
we all have as God's
children
to unconditionally
love
and accept
ourselves
and each
other and stop destroying
the life
that
He has so wonderously
created
in each of us. It's not
impossible.

Bellhops, Waitresses to Earn
Hourly Wages

Campus Queen

cerrung the Wage and Hour Law 10
Maryland.
please contact:
Kenneth
Golberg.
Em.ployment
Standards
Service.
Division
of
Labor and Industry.
20:1 East
Baltimore
Street.
Baltimorc.
:'Ilar}"land 21202, or call :lII:I-U:)\J.

I'm Not Here
Walla Walla High School officials
apparently
were rig'ht un target
when they picked 12 students
10
participate in a panel discussion on
absenteeism
The panel was part or a school
project on dropout problems
and
student
absences
for a Scars
Foundation study. But only rtvo of
the students
showed up for the
seminar.
at which mn[ives
f01
class-cutting
were to be dis("uss{'d
A quick check ;;howl'd lhal most
of the other seven were ahsenC
from school. ··Il looked likc we
picked the right kids.'· .~aid !llnert
Hoherts, an assistant
prinCipal.
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SGA Campaign Platform Statements
President
Paul Fulton

-

Dear Students,
On Aprill9th the students of this
campus will have the opportunity
to decide who will be the next officers
of the SGA. For some·
students
this will mean
little.
There will always be people going
through
WMC not caring
about
anything, especially the SGA. But,
for many it will be the chance to
assure the continued movement of
the SGA in a positive direction.
I
am asking you to support me for
president of this organization.
What do 1 have to offer'? Over the
past three years I have had the
opportunity
to work with and experience many aspects of WMC.
This past year I held the office of
secretary
in the SGA. This has
given me the chance to fmd out
first hand what the SGA does and
how it operates.
I have also been
the Chairman
of the Student
Evaluation
Committee,
which has
evaluated
over fifty courses and
proresscrs.
This evaluation
will
soon be available
to all WMC
students as an aid to selection of
future courses. Without my hard
work
and perserver-ance
this
project wou1d never have become a
reality. I have been a very active
member
of the Lecture-Concert
Committee, working not only with
students but also with faculty. I
helped initiate the idea of having a
student
directory,
earlier
this
semester,
but it could not be put
together soon enough to make it
worthwhile for this year. Hopefully
at the beginning of next year this
will be followed through. At the
beginning of last fall, I organized
and
conducted
the
campus
leadership
conference.
These are
just a few of the- things I have been
actively involved with.
I pledge to work as hard next
year as I have worked this year.
The wide variety of acquaintances
that I have made up to now will be
of great benefit if I am elected
president.
The SGA has shown
improvement
in the last year and
great pecmtst for the future. Help
to keep the momentum
going and
improvements
coming. I need your
support.
Sincerely,
Paul Fulton

Linda Thomas
I, Linda Thomas, as candidate
tor President
of the Student
Government
Association
would
like to offer you specifics
concerning
the
future
of
this
organization.
These specifics were
drawn up because it is felt that
they affect every student and that
therefore' the SGA should address
itself to them.
Chris
Holmes,
candidate
for V.P., shares
the
same belief that these specifics
will bring to the student body the
service thai Student Government
is supposed to give.
The following is our platform:
I. We feel that there has been a
new spirit and excitement
begun
this year. In order for the S.G.A. to
maintain
this momentum,
there
are- some functional improvements
which need to be made in the
structure
of
the
S.G.A.
Specifically'
H.
Special
task forces-set
up
when necessary to examine and to
follow through with major campus
issues. (For example. a task force
to look into where the money from
the- $800.000 inheritance
that WMC
just re-ceived w ill be going.r

b. A hired secretary {possibly on
the
school
work
program)Presently,
there are many dirtywork details, such as typing, that
are not delegated
to any of the
elected officers. Paying a person to
efficiently fulfill these obligations
would
free
the officials
and
committee chairpersons
to better
fulfill their roles.
Concerning
the Honor System
2. We will take a serious look at
the functioning or non-functioning
of the Honor System
on this
campus. {Chris has already begun
Ihls.)
Concerning Student Ufe
3. We give full support to the
proposal drawn up by the Task
Force on Student Life from the
Long Range Planning Committee.
Their recommendations
concern:
a) diversification
of students and
faculty, b) expansion
of College
Activities
Office, and c) more
housing
options.
(Linda
is a
member of this comrmttee.)
Concerning a student Diredory
4. We plan to follow through with
pl<ills to print and circulate
a
Student Directory for the campus
at the beginning of next year.
Concerning
Faculty
Evaluation
and a Leadership
Conference
5. We feel that
the faculty
evaluations
conducted by students
are
important
and' should
be
continued next year, as should an
S.G.A.
sponsored
Leadership
Conference.
Concerning SGA Power
6. We hope to constructively
challenge the WMC power balance
between the students and faculty.
We will set up a task force or
committee
to find out how the
S.G.A. can have more control over
decisions
made
for the whole
student body (such as tuition increases,
c1aendar
development,
and budgetary matters).
Concerning the Housing Council
7. We feel that
it is very
necessary
to constitutionally
define
the Housing
Council's
relation to the S.G.A.
30
m,w
Concerning Elections
8. Finally,
if elected,
we will
propose specific changes
in the
election
process
concerning
all
school elections. Being in the midst
of the election now, we can see that
if someone is rea1ly serious about
seeking
an office, that person
should know who his contender
is
sooner than one week before the
election.
Linda Thomas's Background
--Junior
--3 years representative
to S.G .A.
--Chairperson
of the largest
committee
of the S.G.A. (for 2
years).
The Social
Committee
handles films, concerts,
dances,
and other forms of entertainment
such as the hypnotist
and commedians
--Was sent by the S.G.A. to 3
National
Entertainment
Conferences (Washington,
New York,
and Texas) to represent our school
--Session
leader
for S.G.A.
Leadership Conference
--S.G.A.
Executive
Council
Member (2 years)
What's In It For You If You Vote
For Us?
Two very determined
people
with lots of experience
in the
S.G.A. who have had lots of experience working closely together.
A major concern over maintaining
the momentum of the spirit on this
campus. And a desire to fulfull the
roles
of President
and VicePresident to their maximum!

Vice President

ministration,
coordination
through
the College Activities Office, etc.),
I am also now more familiar with
and aware
of parliamentary
procedure.
I realize the necessity
of
organization
and
communication
on .fhe
campus:
among the students and faculty as
well as with various branches of
the administration.
I met many
people of varying
opinions and
goals through this experience. This
is invaluable,
and combined with
the diversity of groups in which I
participate,
I believe I will aid in a
better
representation
of the
Student Body.

Chris Holmes
Rather
obviously
r am unopposed for Vice-President
of the
SGA, but there is still something
important that I would like to say.
Linda Thomas and I have been
working closely together all year
and several months ago we decided
to run together
on a ticket for
President
and Vice-President
of
the SGA. This decision was made
only after sitting down on several
occasions and talking through our
ideologies concerning
the SGA
At that time our ideas in general
and specific concerning the future
seemed remarkabley
similar,
so
we agreed
to mutually
support
each other. Since then, Linda and I
have spent a tremendous
amount
of time together
planning
and
organizing
our campaign
and
talking about the future of the SGA.
What I wou1d like to say to you is
that during these last few months
of working very closely with her,
my faith and support of her as a
leader and as a very capable and
responsible
individual
has increased at least three fold.
I can't tell you how excited I am
over the possibility of being VicePresident
at the same time that
Linda Thomas is President.
I only
ask that you give Linda and me a
chance to lead and improve the
SGA together, as a team.
Sincerely,
Chris Holmes

body, I see its Importance
in
se'rving the students' needs as a coordinator as well: a coordinator
of
opinions,
activities,
conflicts,
solutions,
and always--ACTION!
Optimistic
action
through
increased
communication
and
reliable information is my goal as
SGA Corresponding
Secretary
Being
SGA
Corresponding
Secretary is more than typing and
filing. The key words are, perhaps,
efficiency,
organization
and expediency. I have experienced
the
time and energy that the pesitlon
entails, as well as the satisfaction
and accomplishment
it provides. I
am most certain that I will serve
the Student Body responsibly
and'
efficiently again, if re-elected.
I have many more ideas and
enumerations
of experience
that
could never all be crammed into an
eight-page paper-so
if you've got
questions, don't hesitate
to call:
ext. 342.

I am very optimistic about some
innovations created this past year,
in which I'm glad I played a part.
These
incl ude
the
Course
Evaluations,
which will be a great
asset to the eritire college community; the proposal of a Student
Directory;
the importance
of increasing efficiency and success of
Thank you (and I know you can't
the Student-Faculty
committees:
the approval
and selection
of miss this name on the ballot!)
student visitors to the Board of
Trustees, and student members on
Denise Giangola
the Trustees'
Student
Affairs
Committee.
The
Leadership
Conference
proved a good idea,
Kay Wilson'
and I am looking
forward
to
planning
the next one. Through
I have worked as my dorm floor
working
with
the
Interior
representative
with SGA for a year
Decorator
for the New Student
and I have done professional
work
Center, I aided in the provisions
as a secretary
for the past two
for adequate facilities for the new
years.
Your vote for me this
SGA office and student
lounge.
Tuesday
as
Corresponding
Selected
to help
choose
the
Secretary
will be greatly
apDistinguished
'reaching
Award
preciated. I will do the best job of
recipient, I was proud to be able to
which I am capable.
Tim Shank
represent
the majority
of the
opinions concerning
the
I am running for-the office of students'
Kay Wilson
nominees.
treasurer
of the SGA for several
Classof'78
I see challenges
of a grander
"reasons. I have viewed the SGA's
actions for the past two years as a scale that will face the SGA in the
coming yeart s) , and I feel fully
non-member
and feel that there
qualified
and
competent
to
are several things that they could
energetically
accept
these
SCRIMSHA W would
like
to
be doing but haven't even bothered
challenges
and work toward their extend good luck and best wishes to
to try. With their budget of apoptimum progressive
solutions.
all candidates
for SGA and class
proximately
thirty-thousand
Believing in the SGA's role as a offices.
dollars, I wou1d expect to see more
and formulating
than two mixers and two or thre e strong debating
concerts as their addition to th e
campus'
ever-diminishing
socia I
life. I think
that
the studen
government
should try to make
more use of its influence in the
decision-mak
ng processes
of the
PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
college such as class scheduling
Paul Fulton
Sally Keck
the school's calendar, the hiring 0
Linda Thomas
George Metl
faculty, and the scbocl's long range
VICE PRESIDENT
plans for development,
and would
Chris Haimes
VICE PRESIDENT
voice my opinion on the executive
TREASURER
council about such affairs.
~o Colver
Rick Hansel
My qualifications
includ@ the
Jawn Reedv
Tim Shank
fact that
I, am a sophomore
TREASURER
CORRESPONDING
SECRETARY
.Business
Administration
Denise Giangola
Mike Cottingham
Economics major, I served on my
Alice Pascal
SECRETARY
high school's student governmen
Kay Witson
Georganne Morekas
and chaired two committees
my
Dave Zinck
RECORDI",G
SECRETARY
senior year. Also I have been ac
Barbara Cole
HISTORIAN
tive on the football team and my
Phil Lapadula
Karen Holway
fraternity
since I have been a
WMC. I only ask that you take the
time to vote and hopefully it will be
forme ..
I
Thank you
PRESIDENT
PRESIDENT
Tim Shank
Sue Gilson
Roger Ensminger
John Lttzel
Warren Lowman
Rick Roecker
Keith Patterson
Lisa Shannon
VtCE PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT

Treasurer

Good Luck

,

Elleotfon Lineup
SGA

Class of '78

i

,

,

Class of '79 Class of '80

Corresponding
Secretary
Denise Giangala

Having
served'
as
SGA
Corresponding
Secretary
for the
past year. I gained experience that
can only benefit the SGA Executive
Council and the. Student Body as a
whole, in the coming year. Besides
gaining general
experience
(!ike
Copy Center
procedures
and
prices,
forms
of
publicity,
familiarity
with
the
ad-

Doug Bowman
Nancy Maitland
I.REASURER
Bev Miles
SECRETARY
Carol James
Kim Smith
HISTORIAN
Julie Ashby
RIck Hansel

Gayle Annis
Mike Cantrell
TREASURER
julia Logan
SECRETARY
Linda M~nn
HISTORIAN
Audrev

Flowers

More

Class Officer Platform Statements

SGA

Seniors

Recording
Secretary

President
George Metz

Barbara Cole
r~:~:=~~:::~~
am presently
=~~i:dm~~e

~~: ~~~~~.o~ Dear Classmates,
a member
of the.
For our final year,
v:~~V~~ri~s!~~~

~:~f:::~f~~~7te

of

I feel qualified and do think I am
capableofguidingourcJass.lfnot,
I would not make any attempt to do

~~:eza!~~:n
0~0~~ft~a~1
~~
S.G.A. I have never held an office
of this type but anyone who 'can
take
notes
in Dr.
Evergates'

SOi make no promises, but I do
hope th8:t together we can e~?oy
our closing months as a unified
group.

:~t!:~~

~i:~~~~~if~~~

:~~

~~s~~nt~:~ea!
~~~~;~~:::~:~
the students on this campus, their
desires,
their rights,
and their
complaints,
and wish to be more
involved in an organization
which
holds at least
some power
to
change
implement
things
according
to students'
needs and

God bless you,
Barbara Cole

Phil Lapadula
Dear Students,
As a sophomore, I am very much
interested in working with the SGA
next year. I believe I. have the
necessary
experience
to be
Recording Secretary. After writing
for the Scrimshaw this year, I have
obtained the needed experience
in
laking notes at meetings and other
occasions. I have also worked with
the SGA and I know a lot of people
in the SGA.
I think I am sufficiently aware of
~~p~:.jf;isi~~~Sth~~f~C!ie~iC~h~~
the student body as a whole is
heard. The SGA has for too long
been run by a small group of peopl
who think that they know what's
best for the students and prescribe
accordingly.
It is time that all 0
the students
were heard
fro
instead of preached at by' a bun
of know-lt-alls.
I would rave
taking more polls on controversial
issues.
If elected
secretary,
I
would favor printing
the "SGA
minutes" in the Scrimshaw so as t
make the students more aware 0
what is really going on in the SGA.
As Recording Secretary,
I woul
be an active
member
of th
executive
committee.
I would
appreciate
it if the students
0
WMC would give me a-chance
give them a voice in the SGA.
Thank you.
.
SlOcerely,
Phil LaPadula

Stuqent Ti cket

D I SCOU nts

College and senior high school
students will again be entitled to a
50 per cent discount on the pur.
chase of upper reserved seats at

J

I have been
~reSi~enCy

in the student government
on our
campus. I also am a member of,
and involved in, various religious

~:S~norioies

home,
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Friday, April 15, 1977

games

this

The· student
baseball
card if
presented
at the E-6 window at
Memorial Stadium on the day or
night of the game will enable the
bearer to purchase a regular $3.00
ticket for just $1.50 on all eligible
dates. Cards may be obtained at
the college activities
office. They
may also be picked up in the
Orioles public relations
office at
the stadium.
Due to previously
scheduled
pl"Omotions, the discount will not
apply on the following dates. May
7, May 28, June 11, July 4, July 22,
and August 12.

Thru

mutual

cooperation

and

:~;e~fu~e~ts~~i~y~:
~
~oc~
co~phshed.
.
Given the opportunity,
I know I
can succeed.
TI_lank you and please vote on
April 19.
S.
G mce~lt
eorze
e

has been run by an inactive
president. I feel this must change.
The junior year is a very important
one for the class, being highlighted
by Junior Follies and "the JuniorSenior
Banquet.
Particularly
during it's Junior year, the class
should
be coordinated
by an
active, dependable leader. I think I
can provide this leadership
to the
class and would like to ask you to
entrust me with this responsibility
by ejecting me class president.
~ Thank you,
Keith Patterson

-

lisa Shannon

In our two years at WMC, we
have noticed that many things are
in ardent need of change. The best
way to have a more exciting and,

:~~~~:t f~;:S~~~n~~:oinh~~~~:
are running
for President
and
Vice-President
of the Junior Class
for just this reason .. to start
. something at the class level. The
only thing the classes do here now
is to sponsor dances, and our class
didn't even do that last year. We
hope to propel next year's Junior
Dave Zinck
Class into action by sponsoring
TO THE CLASS OF 1978:
various events and lectures for the
good of all the college community.
I am a candidate for the office of
secretary
for our class.
This
election
is certainly
important
We are very competent,
stable
because the officers we choose will
people, and what's more we can do
be responsible for leading the class
passable imitations of Grace Slick
after graduation.
and Todd Rundgren. So vote for us,
I would like very much to be
and.bring our class back to reality.
able
to serve
our
class
as
Lisa Shannon
secretary.
Thank you for your
Doug Bowman
consideration
Sincerely,
Dave Zinck

S

ecretary

the class does. To do this job well,
the historian
must be at every
event the class sponsors or is invalved in. This takes up quite a bit
of time and requires
an active
interest in the class. I feel that I
hve the time to give. My past experience
through
extensive
participation in class activities (J have
never
missed
a
meeting)
<demonstrates
that I want to help
the class in any way I can. I think
that
I can
handle
this
job
responsibly
and produce
an accurate and complete record for our
class to treasure.
Thank you.
Julie Ashby

of unity among us. Each of us has
become involved within our own
special interest groups on campus
and by sponsoring class activities
and social functions we possibly
can breakdown
the barriers
that
have
formed
among
us. The
smaller interest groups do serve
their purpose, but as a united class
working
together,
we have the
potential to benefit not only a few,
but all members
of the class of
1980
I would like to be given the opportunity to work with you and
achieve our goals ..
Sincerely,
John Leitzel

SOph OlDores
President

John l.eltze!
Members of the Class of 1980:
Since our class ejections will be
~eJd this coming Tuesday, I would
like to announce my candidacy for
the office of president.
The most important
goal of our
class should be to establish a sense
-

Rick Roecker
I am running for President of the
class_of 1980 because I feel there is
a serious lack of leadership in this
clas~. I, if elected, wil.l at~empt to
provide .some
organization
and
lea?ershlp
to make this class an
active and moving part of this
campus
Rick Roecker

-.=----~~-'Spo-ts
•

Men's Tennis

Women's Tennis

Phil LaPadula
Phil LaPadula
After-two tough losses to Hopkins
The women's tennis team has
and Loyola last week, the WMC dropped their first two games of
men's tennis team snatched their
the
season,
but
nobody
is
first victory with a 9"() romp over panicking.
The two losses.
to
Gallaudet on Tuesday
Elizabethtown
6·1 and Hood <I ··3
The
terrors
completely
were against
two of the better
dominated
an obviously
weaker
teams in the conference
team and only one of the nine
"Elizabethtown
should win the
matches went to three sets. The conference
and Hood is a much
Doug Bowman
rest were decided decisively
by improved team with twice as many
For a statement
co-authored
by
scores of 6·1 or 6-2.
girls as we have," explained Coach
Doug Bowman, please see the one
Earlier
last week, the terrors
Weyers
listed for Lisa Shannon abbove
played
an impressive
match
The girls team has seven out of
against Hopkins under less than
their starting top nine returning
favorable weather conditions,
but from last years Maryland
State
dropped it 6-3. After splitting the College Tournament
champions
six singles matches.
"our doubles
"We are a better than last year."
collapsed on us," stated Coach Ron insists the Coach.
Carol James
Jones.
.
The remaining
games
on the
Junioryear
is a busy and most
Against Loyola, the terrors were
girls schedule are of lesser caliber
exciting year. There will be many again edged 5--4 in what Coach
than the two they've played and
activities
that
must
be well- Jones described as a "fine match."
their chances should be quite good
planned and require a lot of work,
in the forthcoming
matches
time, and experience on the part of
Despite their one and two record.
the class officers. The secretary
the coach remains optimistic about
JimWoglsnad
must attend all the meetings, keep the remainder
of the season. "I'm
One of this year's
most en
accurate
minutes,
write. pleased with the progress
we've
thusiastic
teams to come out of
correspondence,
contact people on made with out doubles playing," he
Western
Maryland
College
has
behalf
of the class,
maintain
said. The terrors
play a tough
been the women's lacrosse team
records of activities,
and help out Franklin
and Marshall
leam on
Much of this great team's
spirit
in all
aspects
of class
ad- Wednesday. An upset victory could
and hustle has been the talented
ministra~ion.
I have attended
all improve their chances of making
leadership
of the new coach Kim
the meetings of our class these past the playoffs
Eisenbrandt.
She has shown ;,
great deal of knowledge
of th('
~:~~:rrs~~~~re:~~~~s~u~;
sport,
having
played il hers('lf. She
working on various projects, such Paul Fulton
has used this experience
to ,lhly
as the homecoming
noat, I feel lOver
spring break the Lacrosse
her mixed
vetel·<lll ,me!
have shown. a sincere interest in
team made a seven day, 2500 mile coach
team.
Though
brJ.!('
making the class of '79 a good one.
t~ip to Florida. T.h~ ~eam played a rookie
amount of inexp!'rience
and ,1II
I am a member
of Cameo Corps
five game
exhibition
schedule.
derclassmell
marked the squad <1t
and
am
the
sophomore
:rhey won all fi~e games, showing
han!
representative
to the Board of
I~pr')vement
With each game. The the Ix>ginning of traming.
Trustees. These two positions have
triP gave the players a chance to work (and many laps) ha\"l~ lidOI'd
the team gel now into ;\ ,·"h"sl\'
given me experience in service and
play very frequently,
benefitting
in representing
our class. I feel
their
overall
team
work.
Un· winning unit
The cohesion was well shown in
that I can serve the junior class
fortunately the trip did not help the
well as secretary
and will be an
team get off on a positive step in the sea'ion's first game j\..lof!day as
they rolled over lIood ("olh~ge tJy a
active,
committed,
and
ell·
the regular season.-.
score of 21·7, led hy 7 goals hy
perienced officer.
They opened the season against
Sincerely,
nationally
ranked
Loyola, lo~ing Brenda Donovan. She .....as helpl"11
by another
Carol James
13·7. There was an inability for the out on the attack
M. L .Jones,
co·
team to control the ball and keep sophomore,
captain
Lynn Glaeser,
!Jawn
the defense strong. Last Saturday
Reedy,
and Sue Wind<;or. The
the team traveled
to Haverfort
held behind
c(H:apt .. in
College in Pennsylvania,
losing defense
Nancy Iless, JlJhna HuFFfJ, and
again, this time 9·5. Throughout
Julie Ashby
the early going the game was close Karen Simonidcs
This seasoo's
home opener
is
Our junior year promises to be a
but in the second quarter
Haver·
Saturday at J():l)1J a.m., Sf) why oot
very busy one. The historian of our
fort scored five straight goals.
lounge around on the hanks t>chind
class will have the duty of keeping
The first home game is Wed
Winslow
then
and watch
the
a scrapbook of the activities of the
April
20th
at
3:00
against
hustling
and exciting
~am(! of
class,
including
photos
and
Dickinson. Make an effort to come
newspaper clippings of everything
women's lacrosse
out and support the tea.m next Wed

Vice President

Juniors
President
Koger Ensminger
I'm running for re-election
as
president of the class of 1979 for
several reasons. First, I would like
to carry out some of the plans that
have already begun. Junior year at
WMC is about the most active of all
four and experience really helps. I
have been active in both years so
far and I've been to many conferences
and
workshops,
especially to learn more effective
planning methods. One of these
was the four day NEC convention
in New York last fall. These
meetings
have
helped
immeasureably
even this year and'
will be even more useful next year.
Another reason I'm running is to be
able to put on several
new activities that have been suggested
by classmates during the year, but
weren't done due to lack of time
and --or help.
m~~~~~n:i~nY~~~:e~

~:~~::~;

our budget in .preparation
for the
expe~ted. JunIOr year expenses.
ConsiderIng th~ amount of~h~lp w.e
h8:ve had (which was mlmmal),
thiS year
has ?e.en extremely
~~~:s:~~~e:Sf~~t;~~:~e

y:r,e~:~

only with your .help! Please use
yourvoteonAprlllgth!
If~ouhave
any c~mments,
questIOns
or
suggestIOns for next year, call me
at ext. 322.
Roger Ensminger

Keith Patterson
Sojilomores:
I would like to take
a moment of your time to explain
why I have placed my name in
nomination
for the office of class
Iresident
and to ask for your
support when you vote on April
19th. For the past year, our class

Secretary

LAX SW, 3L

,I

Historian

Bomb Danger Frighteningly

Imagine
a beautiful
Saturday
afternoon
in April. Everywhere
people are enjoying the sunshine.
Students
at. Western
Maryland
College can be found scattered
about the campus participating
in
various
outdoor
activities.
However,
this
is
just
a
foreshadowing
of the omninous
events to come. In the next few
minutes
more horror and death
will occur than the world has ever
known in such a short period of
time.
~
In Westminster,
outside activity
has reached
its peak when suddenly a blinding
flash of light
shoots
across
the southeastern
portion of the sky. The brilliance of
this light is comparable
to that of a
supernova,
blinding
many.
Immediately
following this flash of
light, an incredible
explosion
is
heard, Minutes later, intense heat
spreads
over the area. The intensity of this heat t\uses many of
the buildings to erupt into flames.
Simultaneously
in Baltimore,
a
sheet of brilliant
light is seen,
immediately
followed by intense
heat causing the entire city to burst
into flames.
Within seconds
an

Goodb3le'or

Summer
Adults who look longingly at lists
of summer camps for kids can now
plan their own wilderness
backpacking excursion during 10 weeks
of
Killington
Adventure
at
Killington Resort in central Vermont.
Trips begin July 9 and continue
through Oct. 1. Cost of each weeklong session is $170.
The itinerary
includes trips to
the Green Mountains of Vermont,
the Adirondacks of New York, and
the White
Mountains
of New
Hampshire.
The program
introduces
the
beginning or novice hiker to the
mountains
in a manner
which
equips him with experience
and
tools needed to continue the sport
on his own.
The program includes two days
of training at a remote base camp
on Killington Mountain followed by
a five-day guided expedition into a
selected mountain area.
Tuition covers guide fees, all
meals,
transportation
including
pick-up and drop-off in nearby
Rutland,
a final banquet
at the
Killington Peak Restaurant
and a
night's
lodging
at Killington
Village.
An equipment package for $30 is
available
at Killington.
This ineludes a lightweight hammock or
ground
mat, pack and frame,
poncho, tarp and eating utensils.
Backpackers
must
provide
sleeping bag, clothing and hiking
shoes.
For information write Killington
Adventure, Killington, Vt. 05751 or
call (802l 422-3333.

enormous
shock
wave
is felt
destroying
virtually
everything.
The area outside of Baltimore
which is not destroyed is engulfed
in a raging fire which cannot be
quenched,
Bodies can be seen
everywhere.
Some were killed by
the blast, while others were killed
by the raging
inferno.
It is
sickening sight rendering even the
most experienced.
. rescue
perscnnel queezy. Survivors
can be
seen running about searching
for
shelter. However, their cause is
hopeless for they too will become
victims of this holocaust. Already
some can be seen gasping for air as
the inferno slowly consumes
the
oxygen, These people will die the
horrible, 'torturous
death of surfocation.
This disaster is the result of a 20
megaton
nuclear warhead
being
dropped
over Baltimore,
The
warhead is not an atomic bomb-as
were those which were dropped on
Hiroshima
and Nagasaki,
This
bomb is 1000 times more powerful
than its famous predecessors.
This
is a hydrogen bomb. The result of
this
explosion:
almost
instantaneous
destruction
of
everything
that
was
once
Baltimore
and its sour rounding
area.
The effects of any nuclear bomb
are three-fold.
The means
of
destruction
are blast, firestorm,
and radiation
(the former
two
being immediate
results and the
latter one being a delayed result).
The blast effect is the major cause
of destruction.
During a nuclear
explosion, an incredible amount of
energy is released.
Most of this
energy is released in the form of a
shock wave. This will destroy
everything within a certain radius,
depending
upon the destructive
power of the bomb. The remaining
energy is released in the form of
intense heat. This combined with
several other factors, creates
a
firestorm
of a radius which is
determined
by both the destructtveness of the bomb and the environmental
conditions
of the
surrounding
area,
Radioactive
fallout is a very important result of
the explosion and is dependent on
the type of bomb used. This result
shall
be
discussed
more
thoroughly in a later article

A special school for aspiring
tennis instructors
and those who
want to upgrade their instructional
skills will be conducted
by the
Killington School for Tennis from
May 23-27 at Killington
Resort in
central Vermont
_
The intensive, 5-day course ineludes five hours each day of oncourt practical teaching situations
and three hours a day of lectures,
seminars
and workshops.
The

HOUSE OF LIQUORS

Carroll Plaza Shopping Center
848-1314
Special of the Week!
8ri"g this ad w,th you for:

STROH'S

I
I
I

12 oz. cans
12 pack 52.99

.._------Sale ends Thursday, March 24
WMC students only

..

Real

In this particular
scenario, the 20 falling buildings and flying objects,
megaton bomb would probably be Others
who were
at a great
detonated
at an altitude
of ap- distance from the detonation
site
proximately
II,'.!
miles. The ef- will have been blinded
by the
fectiveness of the blast would be intense flash of light. Those who
maximized at this altitude. It can
escape physical injury will suffer
be spread
over a greater
area
with mental anguish of having seen
rather than be concentrated
over a friends and loved ones being killed.
small
area.
Under
optimum
However,
the suffering
has just
conditions,
a 20 megaton
bomb
would cause severe blast damage
within a radius of 10 mjles from the
central
blast
area.
Everything
From
June
11-19, Baltimore,
within this radius (an area of 319
America
will once again be the
square miles) would be completely
scene
for The
New Theatre
destroyed,
That which had not
Festival. For those training in the
been destroyed by the blast would
theatre, or merely interested,
the
be quickly consumed
by fire. As
festiva1 provides an unprecedented
the fires increase,
the rising heat
opportunity
to see and work with
causes
winds
of
incredible
some of the most prominent artists
velocities
to move toward
the
working in theatre today. Over 25
center of the city, fanning the
companies
and "individual
perflames and causing
the fires to
formers wiil give 140 performances
spread
even more quickly. The
at the University
of Maryland
result is what is known as a
Baltimore County and in the city of
firestorm.
Those who sought the
Baltimore.
An intensive workshop
safety of shelters would suffocate
program involving such artists as
as the firestorm slowly consumed
Kristin Linklater and the Working
all of the oxygen within the area. A
Theater and Richard Schechner of
20 megaton
bomb could destroy
by firestorm practic'ally
everyone
and everything
within a. radius of
28 miles. Westminster
is within 28
miles of Baltimore.
Thus the area'
Ready for an evening of laughs
of complete destruction
would be
and a not so serious look at T.V.?
2500 square miles,
If so, you won't want to miss the
One must
realize
that
the
1977 Junior Follies, to be presented
destruction
is not only limited to
April 14-17, at Western Maryland
the 'areas stated here. The values
College in room 100 of Baker
given
are
only the areas
of
Memorial Chapel.
tremendous
destruction
within
The show, entitled, "Don't.Touch
which
virtually
nothing
will
That Dial" or "Everything
You
remain, Outside of the 10 mile blast
Always Wanted to Know About
radius, the blast will incur limited
College But Were Afraid to Ask," is
damage
upon
buildings.
The
an original production. The Follies
seriousness
of the damage
will
are an annual tradition
with the
decrease as the radius increases.
junior class of the college. Directed
The Iirestorm, too, is not limited to
by Tom Maskell,
this television
the 28 mile radius. Various subspoof
features
many
famous
stances
will ignite at distances
from television
and
which are several miles outside of personages
from the college campus.
this radius.
Tickets
are $2 and may be
Those who survive suffer from
purchased
in advance
at the
disorders
directly cuased by the
College Activities
Office in Winexplosion.
Many of those who
slow Student Center (848-7000, ext.
reside outside the radius of intense
385). Performances
will be given
destruction suffer from burns over
Thursday,
April 14 at 8 p.m.
their entire body. A majority
of
Saturday, April 16 at 7:45 p.m., and
these burns will be serious third
Sunday, April 17 at 8 p.m.
degree burns, which penetrate into
th.e tissue beneath the skin. Many
will suffer from broken limbs and
internal
injuries
as a result of
Do you ever
express
your
creativity
through writing a poem
or short story?
If you are into
writing and want to meet other
people who write,
come
to a
meeting next Thursday,
April 21,
School costs $125 and will be
at 7:30 in the publications office. At
directed by Craig Sause, a wellthis meeting the possibilities
of a
known tennis professional,
and a
newly formed organization
called
special
staff
. of
10 tennis
the
Writer's
Union
will
be
professionals
and four
guest
discussed.
This organization
will
speakers.
provide an opportunity
for you to
Among
the subjects
to be
meet in an informal, non-academic
covered are psychology of learning
setting
with other
people
who
and teaching,
individual
stroke
write. It will give you the chance to
analysis,
methods
of stroke
publish your own-work. It will be
production, techniques for private,
responsible
for
all
literary
group and camp teaching,
use of
readings, workshops, lectures, and
teaching
aids, staff interaction,
publications
on campus.
If you
want
to be
involved
in an
kinesiology,
vision in sports and
organization
on campus
whose
pro shop management.
business
is creativity
through
Facilities
at the School for
writing, be sure to come to this
Tennis were designed for teaching
meeting, All students and faculty
and include
clay
and cushion
are welcome. If you want to come
courts, all-weather
automatic
ball
but can't make the meeting, call
machine teaching lanes, video tape
Joe Gainer 848-9257.
diagnostic center, classroom,
and
a large hall for cllntcing and drills
during inclement weather.
A special
lodging
and meal
Jeffrey Mintzer will present his
package for school participants
is
senior recita1 for piano at 8 p.m ..
available at Killington Village, 95Friday, April 15, in Levine HaJl at
room
lodge
overlooking
the
Western Maryland
College,
resort's tennis facilities.
For
additional
information,
The recital will include "Two
write Killington School for Tennis
Preludes
and Fugues"
by Bach,
Instructors,
Killington,
Vermont
"Sonata,
Op.
10 NO.2"
by
05751,orcall802-422-3333.
Beethoven,
"Excursions,
Op. 20"

Tennis Instruetor's
Course Offered

rI -------- ..I
I
I
I
I
I
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begun. In the next few weeks, the
true destructiveness
of the bomb
manifest
itself,
leaving
many
survivors with the desire that they,
too, had been killed immediately
after explosion. The scars left by
the bomb will probably
take
generations
to heal.
Next week: The Aftermath

New theater Festival

Jr. Follies

Writer's Union

the Performance
Group will be
offered to actors, directors, writers
and those
curious
about
new
theatre. Seminars on the economic
survival of new theatre companies,
as well as seminars
on criticism,
playwriting
and new trends
In
performance
will be held, and
special events such as new music
and dance concerts, films; parties
and much more, will charge the
atmosphere
of this
working
festival.
On Sunday,
April 17, at The
Baltimore Theatre Project,
there
will be a meeting-party
for those
interested
in participating.
We
are looking now for a staff of
volunteers
who want to' become
part of the festival. The party will
be held after a performance
of the
United
Mime
Workers,
which
begins at 8 p.m. If unable to attend
the show, come to the meeting, at
45 West Preston Street, at 9: 30 p.m.
and bring" your friends.
Let us
know you are coming by calling
455-3193.

Montessori
A new
Montessori
teacher
training program is now available
to recent graduates
of Western
Maryland College Approved by the
Maryland State Board for Higher
Education, the National Center for
Montessori
Education
will train
graduates
of Western
Maryland
College through an "independent
study" program
consisting
of a
combination
of home
study,
summer workshop and Montessori
classroom
- experience.
The
training program
will enable individuals upon completion
to be
certified Montessori
teachers
for
children ages 3·6. For further information, write or call: National
Center for Montessori
Education,
2510 Enterprise
Rd., Mitchellville.
Md. 20716; (301) 262·3930.

Coming Soon
Saturday, May 7,1977
11:00a.m.tiI5:00p.m
A day set aside from the hectic
academic
year for everyone
to
relax, unwind, and enjoy.
Carnival activities
are located
(primarily)
on the top of the Hill
from Big Baker Chapel to Gill
G)ID
Any group, club, or individual
wishing to sponsor
an activity,
game booth, or concession
stand
should submit the form below. All
forms
should
be returned
to
College Activities Office no later
than Apritl5,
1977.
.
Additional
information
will be
provided to all groups
and individuals after replies are returned.

Mintzer Recital
by Samuel Barber, and "Car naval,
Op. 9" by Schumann
Mr. Mintzer, the son of Dr. and
Mrs.
Donald
W. Mintzer
of
Baltimore, Md., is a music major.
He will receive
his B.A. from
Western Maryland College in May.
The recital is open to the public
with no admission charge.

Friday,

Evalua!ion Sampl,;

•

Interpreting
Religfous
Experience Dean Zepp

Kuhn: Aging Can Be Fun

.

:rr~~::dfr~;c:age{he
other
revolutionary
movements
don't
have; all of us are getting old." She
sees
this
as
"a.n
enor~?us
potential for a new kind of political
power."..
Along with the attitude of agrsrn,
Ms..-Kuhn spoke _on the attitude of
paternalism,
whl~h she .says has
"crept into the SOCIal serVlce.s from
well-meaning
people.
It IS the

Yr. of Grad. 15 per cent-77, T1 per
46 per cent-79, 12 per cent80.
Sex 50 per cent-M, 50 per cent-F.
A,bsentees 2.8
GPA 2.2-3.0' 7 per cent, 1.5-2.254
per cent, Below 1.5, 23 per cent Fr
or Trans IS per cent.

Class Time
4: 3.8 Concerned and Helpful
5. 4.8 Welcomed View Points
6.2.9 Comments
7 46 Well Prepared
8: 4:2 Interesting
9. 1.8 Teaching-Chore
10. 4.1 Lectures
11. 3.4 Discussion

pe~r:::t~~P;~t~:5

!i: ~: ~~~

~~v~I:~gd:;~~~~~in~

14. 3.7
IS. 3.6
16. 4,3
17.4.7

Paternalism
is treating old people
as if they were children, allowing
them no responsibility.
Ms. Kuhn
declared,
"it's very very easy to

.

cent-ra,

cent-D
Reason
cent-ME,
cent-FE.

:~~,n~A~~

0 per cent-MR,
58 per cent-en.

4 per
38 per

:1

4.3

.41

Homework
Grading
Related Fields
Examples

:;~i~!~Sk~:

~'~~~~t~!~~~'!'tP~~
~~~~: i~~6;:~~~~26

~E[=~;;;;~~d

Level of Difficulty 0 per cent-YE,
4 per cent-SE, 73 per cent-Ar. 23
per cent-D. 0 per cent-VD.
Work Load 0 per cent-ML, 35 per
cent-L, 58 per cent-As, 8 per centH, 0 per cent-MHo
Pace uper cent-vs. 0 per cent-S,
88 per cent-AR, 12 per cent-F. 0 per

Percentage
Responding
100 per
cent
96' per cent would recommend
this course to anyone
For "most students
this course
had considerable
value and they
were very satisfied. The instructor
was exciting, giving good exam- ,

One area of social services
in
which the Gray Panthers
have
been active is Health Care. They
have been rattling the American
Medical Society to require
med
schools to have courses in the area
of Geriatr-ics.
Old folks, the largest consumers

c~t-:FiollOwing

~~~:t~

ra!~~.~no~j~~l~~;
2. U Carried

questions

were

ge~
Out Objectives

~!~~i~t~~:;~:Je~

for themselves,

~f:k ~e;:~~.~i~

not just throw back

given information.

Evaluation Explanati.on
The information
above is an
example of the final results of a
course that was evaluated
by the
SGA Evaluation
Committee.
This
information was compiled over the
last few months from evaluations
conducted
last fall. The results
from approximately
fifty courses
will be published in a booklet to be
on reserve in the library. The information as it looks above is not

easy to understand without a key,
which will be provided with the
final results. I would like to extend
my appreciation
to all those
students
who helped
with this
project. I sincerely hope that the
students of the campus will find
such information
useful
in the
selection of their courses.
Paul Fulton
Chairman Evaluation Co.

John on Racism
continued from page 1
there were at lBis Urri"e last year.
Out of 946 applicants, 755 have been
ac~epted thus far
The Calendar
and Scheduling
Committee
brought
up
the
discussion
of final examinations.
The concern raised was over some
faculty memebers who chose not to
give exam~.
The committee's
research
proved that exams are
not in fact required, but that they
are condoned by tradition. Later,
under New Business a motion was
made, but not voted on, declaring
support
for the existing
exam
regulations,
but at the same time
asking for an investigation
into
drawing
up a more
specific
statement
on exam regulations.
Under Old Business a proposal to
amend
the description
of the
Faculty
Affairs Committee
was
passed.
This proposal
has been
pending before the faculty for a
~~d:~~~ev;:ec~~St~~~~topo~~n~~~
to be postponed due to the absence

Sorry, Dr.
Scrimshaw
would
like
to
apologize for a misprint that occurred last week. The last thrcle
sentences of the third paragraph
of
Dr. Price's
letter
should have
read:
"Its sole concern should be with
quality --- the ability of the student
to meet the challenge of its stan, dards. If it succeedS in this endeavor,
it will need no divisive
special
program.
Students
with
talent need no crutches
which
perpetuate
segregation
and
stigmatize;
they enjoy the experience
of intellectual
growth
which a rigorous college education
provides."
Scrimshaw
regrets.
this error
and offers apologies to Dr. Price.

of a quorum. For details of this
proposal you may refer back to the
faculty report in the March 4 issue
of the Scrimshaw.
And with that
another
meeting
of the WMC
faculty came to a close.

you can just raise
hell...I.'ve
discovered
what great fun it IS."
~s. "Kuh~ stated
Illree. of the
th.Ings s~~. liked a,?"ut growing old.
First,
If you ve done
your
ho.mework you can s~ak
your
mind and be heard.
Second,
"you've o~t~ive~ a ~ea,~ deal ~f
your opposition.
Third,
There IS
a whole ~ew boundless source of
energy,
If you reach
out, you

the people Whose lives you touch a
~hole ne.w source ?f .....
energy .. That
IS th,: miracle of liberation
In old
age.
.
Ms. Kuhn ended her talk With
several remarks on aging. "I think
that no old person ought to live
without reaching out...there
ought
to be a glorious opportunity
to
begin a new, a glorious beginning.
Old age is the flowering of life, the
nce
an
reCEeiVeX"aOmmYOUr
inSvolcvemhene,andd u"I"e
CO'hhume c""k'leenced"
continued from page 1
Several
professors
made
specific
suggestions
concerning

~:s~~~~~~:eo~~

the area of nursing

homes.

by Linda

Program

::::_~~~~~~dt~:;:~~~~~

idea

was

"to 'allow

w;;u~~ :~~~I~h a S~~~~!~i~~
when
__
.:

-i
~
i
i
i

Reservations
are $8, which includes
luncheon,
and must
be
made in advance with the college
Alumni Office (848-7000, ext. 219).
The program will conclude at 2: 30
p.m

LAST CALL
TO GET YOUR

~~~~t:s

a

The faculty

~~ce~:st::nt:~:eeac~~~~~~~~
classes."

"Probe" is the title of this year's
series and according
to A1um?i
Director
Philip
Uhrig,
it IS
designed " ... to probe aspects ?f
religious
life, family,
economic
development,
and communicatio.n
skills to determine how well man IS
faring."

Schedule

;u~!aZ:~~~~~~i~~d:£:~:
have to be made up a week in
advance, and they would be readily
available for answering questions.
Chris Holmes
says
that he's
"glad we came up with an indepth
survey and recommendations.
I
don't know where it will go from
here ... " But he hopes the faculty

m(:~~~~~~~hi~::SZ::-e~~

Horn and

~ge-Segregate~
HOUSin,g iSM'a
topiC of great
Interest
or
.
Kuhn. She said, "it is so sad that so
many have opted for that." There
are few alternatives
for old people.
For many, retirement
homes are
either too expensive or too isolated.
Many of these homes have a high
incidence of alcoholism;
there is
nothing else to do but get drunk.
Ms. Kuhn stated, "Age segregation
has to be tackled and challenged
from the top level down. It is a
social practice
that separates
the
people who need eachol1ler, the old
and Ille young."
Ms. Kuhn thinks that old people
should be the true revolutionaries.
As she pointed out, they are the
ones who truly have nothing to
lose. She said, "When you're old,

~;~1~~:;~l!~:i.~:£~~~~~7il~1~

period,
which
would
give
the
faculty who grade their exams all
at once more time.
Another suggestion
was to split
the time when they are usually
given into halves, with half of the
courses in the first section and half
in the second.
A third

Beacon

~~~~t~:cr~~~l!m~~~:r:g~o~:~
entitled Nursing Homes, A Citizens
~~!~n G~::

give exams to all or his-her classes.
Benefits of this type of system,

b~b;;;~~~~;

"Probe" for 1977
Western
Maryland
College's
educational
opportunities
do not
end with a diploma in June and are
not confined
to the traditional
classroom scene.
This Saturday,
April 16, the
college will be offering its continuing education lecture series, a
program
which
attempts
to
highlight the relevance of a liberal
arts education. Co-ordinated by the
Alumni Office, the program begins
at 9:30 a.m., with registration
in
McDaniel Lounge.

,
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he-she

l~~~~

discussed

the self-

~~:~~~~a~~s;:~ra~~e::rs~:!
dOing some
research
!~~i~~

will be available

to

provements

on

and alternatives.

~~;n;
7~~1~:~0
~t~~~

WARNING:
The IvoryTower
is about to
collapse.
It's lour last ycar uI"COllq':l'. \\'h)" think
ahout lifl' in~lIqll1l'c now'! Hl'l"H1Sl', till'
oldl'r ,·flU J,!ctthe mOH' it l'Hsts. And lIl'xt
n'ar, it's all lip to you. Find oul
;11)4)(1tCUlll'J.!;l'l\11.1stl'r.
(·allllu·
Fitll'lil.1 '·Ilion (·nlkgt·"a"ll'I'''
Fit'llI ,\ .......
ori;tll' in .ltlUI· an·a:
REID

ROBERTS

CollcyeOlvlslon
FIOELlTYUNION

LIFE

IINSURANCECOMPANY
7215 YOlk Ro~d
TOWSON.

MARYLAND21212

8\lsI301)296-4545

imThe

with at the
.
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Sumptuous Music Recital
by Dawn Bennett
Those who found themselves
in
discovery of sounds, the feeling by
the Recital
Hall Qf Levine on
the poet that the sounds dominated
Friday, March 18, experienced
a
and controlled her, and finally the
very unusual musical feast, when ~ acceptance of these sounds by fhe
James
Ostryniec,
assistant
poet. Ms. Becker used many
principal oboist with the Baltimore
unusual voice Inflections to present
Symphony,
presented
an oboe
these ideas.

Strike Resolved

All in all, the recital was not only
an enjoyable
experience
but an
educational
one. Even those who
went in with "closed ears" towards
contemporary
music came out at
least tolerating and even liking the
new music.

Bill Todd
Last
Thursday,
April 7, the
SCRIMSHAW's
headline
writers
went
on
a one-day
strike,
protesting long working hours, low
wages, and benefits enjoyed by the

r---------------:::=----~;;=;;;;;:;;;;;:;:;::=_--:-·___,

recital.

fM:1o~~I

Doc:u~et~~!~~n:~~n
Oboe and Piano," for an appetizer.
This was a very 'pleasant classical
work. The main course of the meal
began with "Four Pieces for Oboe
and Piano" by Ernst Krenek. -Mr.
Ostryniec
warned
us to expect
some unusual sounds, such as two
notes being played at the same
time. (This procedure
is quite
unusual for an oboe, I still haven't
determined
how he did it!) "Piri
for Oboe 8010"- by Isang Yun
followed.
This was even more
unusual and disconcerting
to the
unprepered ear. It seemed to be an
arrangement
of sounds merely for
sound's sake.
MY FAVORITE MOWBRAY'?
After a brief intermission
Mr
It must be the weather.
Or
Ostryniec
assisted
by 'John
maybe
the
FROG
was
Soroka, pe~cUSSionist, and Rheda ~~~Cin~ting
because of the food
Becker,
narrator,
gave
us a
. as orced to eat. H~ looked
preview
of the premiere
per- over to where D~an Mowbray was
formance
of Robert Hall Lewis' seated, and notlced. a new set?f
"Conbinazione
III", which will be appendages
growmg
from his

upper echelons
of management
and not shared with the common
workers.
Leaders
of the strike,
P~u,1 (Muskratl.
Hewett
and
William Todd, said their specific

I

pres~ted
in Carnegie ~a~l March
26. This work was not originally on
the program for the recital here, so
!p;~s

an especially

appreciated

Th~
third
performer,
Ms.
Becker, narrated a poem by Jean
Rubin.
This
concerned
the

ACROSS

';~:~
5·i~:~:;o<m

..

~nd..._m.n'
8Stll'o<lob,1
11 Oil coun"~
12 Dishon...

13~t;:,godd'"
und_o<ld
14Cloth,"II'

~:!n!~~!

Imagine the sight of 300 bodies on
the golf course to the first toursome through.
Imagine
the sur-

~pla:SSo:Wi~suits~t

~is~ Of:~

~l!:

rh~~

7Pubd,ink

,~~=n:ed
:~~I:~::~o
cull; .. ,,"II"u"

..

36 F;'horman',

17Ru ..
18 Mo,npo,n'
19C1o.h,"II'

37 T,u""(Soi •. 1

:~::-

22:!":"'~'d

,,~.

",av..-(ob.1

23 5o,,,,,,,;c
25 Fox~

~_pa"o'

23.1;>"..;;....'00
24 ....nlll""
:l5Coun,orfoi.
21Conlf""',on
28Auig ..
3OStupHlpe .. "n

Wootton's

41 Hoi..
43 Londinvsh'p.
Unlc,l.b.)
44FI""lcoll.1
45Sullix"um<>r

26~~:~

.... o.....n'.
,,_

="

JO·_Khon
31 Or~nk.,d

FOREIGN CAR
SERVICE
SPECIALIZING

~;:~;:'cl>'ld

IN VOL VO'S

~:.~:::;'YPI.""

Frock's.
FROG
will
gladly
tabulate your wishes. Send them to
the address mentioned above. And
to you who vote no, may the Fleas of
•00 camels
infest your armpits
(original version unprintable).
FOURTH
FLOOR
ROUZER
(AGAIN)
FROG wonders what is wrong
with the residents of that building.
First they bring us "Milwaukeee
Premium."
Now they find a beer
that is made with the same pure
artesian.
well water,
Another
winner from Hammonton,
N.J. Try
it. It is called "Old Bohemian
Bock." His dark, heavy, and sits in
your stomach. You know what they
say about New Jersey; there is no
accounting for taste. AG, the sweet
elixer of life

~

c... in.bo,
36L"mpol.""h

a.t-H

headline

Plain & Fancy
Donuts
'40 ViII.

r ....

~arrel

/bloWe ffi>~op

onty

~ouse

to

W~tminuer,

Fink5burg,

5 p.m.
~

',0WashinliltonRd.,rea,
Md.

~~,5~a~R;'.~nl

away

a

Day

Best Discounts of Beer, Liquor
and Wines in CanJIl County!

Cox's Bottle Shop

24<:58altimoreBlvd

8 a,m.

5 minutlirs

~ ()pen 24 Hours

Cox's Barrel House
open

~

~:::;
t::e:~
o~~:~
lease for the months of June,
July and August in westminster,
any information
call
David Range. at 848·9808
or
campus extension 209.

~~~=~I

848-6393

Cars d9lj~erl'd

39 Hor.. ·.""'.

that

When questioned
about
the
strike,
Scrimshaw
Managing
Editor Jon J. Robinson
replied,
"Can't do nuttin' about it. Editor
ain't gonna be here for two-tree
weeks. Buzz off." Co-strike leader
Todd said he personally
didn't
"like the idea of a strike, but what
else could the workers do to gain
the attention of an unresponsive
management?"
This does not seem
to be a common work slowdown,
but instead
a sincere
effort to
remedy what the strikers saw as
unconscionable
working
conditions .
Robinson
has said
that
the
Editor-in-Chief's
absence he would
temporarily
meet
the workers
demands
of immediate
wage
payments and one day off a month.
He felt this was necessary because
the headline writers also layout
the paper and a continued strike
would have meant that n6 paper
would_ be printed this week.

~;~!:

.~~

35 ~':IE"III'nd

~~:e:~m."1
38:,:';..."'::n~=:nt hrl-++-f\".,_H-+

~

~n

~~~~ias~~~~~'c~:;:S~~:s;:~1
history)? Remember
the reason?
?HOG
does.
To revive
those
spirited times many seniors want
to bold a rz-hour GIGIF.
Yes,
return to the old, smelly routine at

~:;,~;~!!:~, ~

Bonkok

first se:;iO~ ~o~~

m:nt~:n
~ea ~~rro~
. of 0 th~
Pinkertons
as they try to remove
300 people from
back campus
because they don't belong there
(the gate is closed,
don't you
know?) All those in favor write to:
THE FROG, SCRIMSHAW, BOX
3A, CAMPUS MAIL.
.
MORE SENIORITIS
Remember
freshman year class

:~~!~~~e
_m

IndieslabJ
21ILIII.o •• ,
210_0:'-

16~:'~:~~-

_ORGY
ON
THE
SEVENTH
GREEN!
Rumor
is spreading
on the
proposal of a mass sleep-in back
campus
by the senior
class.

?e~e::
~e~:w ~eta?J
hi'
t bin
'1 do
? 0
..
~1':ucaCt
gde;
e~s .. r,I~lt

~cause
we noticed ~~eteria
help
With t~e. same arnlc.bon, FROG
hopes It IS not contagious.

were

;~~t:~:r
:!rl~~e:~~th~=~~
that continued
performance
of
their duties would severely restrict
their
opportunities
for cultural
enrichment
(i.e.
attending
the
Orioles's opening game).

Th e

"

complaints

861·8787

Md.

282d

21048

E. Brent

833-2078

Carlisle

L lIieotownP,ke

Wes,m,n.ter

Miln~r

Md

;••***************~**~****************:

43CI",hing
.bo,;gi ... 1

Late night specian!
8:oopm·fT:OOpm

48;u~~:,"'··i ••

we serve ...

50-··-.nd
ndy
51 Bas_I
m
52E.plosi ••
53

Mo"hol

FREE

Dill" ..

Coke!!
U6-oz.

2H"ckey".r

-"
!~:~i;:;::~~·

Free
Coupon
This free coupon
is good for
exactly
one free coupon
Absolutely
oreKchiingeson

no refunds
thiso"8f

CourteiY of SCRIMSHAW

BREAKFAST

LUNCH

DINNER

size)

with this coupon
when you purchase
any sandwich

_.

REC.RDI
GALLERY)
Oi"""n'

A""",,,,

....

To ...

:.::::::~::::::~
O,_""oc

••av;".g",,,,,,"~C

.. d. ....

..''',

~M=-

(UmitonecoupOnper

,i\.

,_!'

pUrchase)

Pita Dry·Tu..,
~Itti

Day

.

Wet;ln.ldlv

Din_

WI11IIN WALKING DISTANCE
Opn

6-a.m...daiy

n.cept

Sundays-'

1I.m.

Westmimter

'"d

Reinentown

only

~alid 8:00 pm--l1:oo
pm Sunday
hroUgh Thursday
e"piras·412tn7

21157

346-7311

NEWLY REMODELED
EXPANDED SEATING

Route 140
Westminster
848-11110
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Housing Council
Elections
Elections
for the offices
of
President
and Vice-President
of
the Housing and Conduct Council
will be held
April
'Zl, 1977,
Requirements
for the office of
President are the candidate
must
have at least Junior class standing
this year, and have served on the
Council for at least one year.
Requirements
for the office of
Vice-President
are th~ candidate
must have at least SOIYlOmore
class standing this year and have
served on the Council for at least
one year,
Please
submit
all
letters
of application
to Meg
Caddick, Box 177 or Apt. IF by
Friday, April 22.

April

22, 1977

Me

Deaf Olympics
Pohl's Goal
Karen Pilson
, It is a little known fact on this
campus
that
Therese
Pohl,
a
graduate
student
in
Deaf
Education, will be competing this
summer in the 1977 Deaf Olympics
to take
place
in Bucharest,
Romania. Fourty-four nations now
participate
in the games, which
date back to 1924 in Paris. Since
theri, they have been held every
four years.
The Bucharest
Olypmpics
this
year will not be Therese's
first
experience
in this unique com• petition.
Four
years
ago, she
participated
in the Deaf Olympics
held
in
Malmo,
Sweden.
Although suffering rrom a pulled
muscle, she was ranked fourth in
the semi-finals. This year, she will
run in the 400 and 800 meter races
and the 1600 meter relay. Therese
holds a Bachelor of Science degree
from Galludet College in Physical
Education.
Currently
she
is
working
with coach
Rick Carpenter
here, on Monday,
Wednesday
and Fridays.
On other
days, she receives a schedule and
works out on her own. She feels
that her practices
with the coach
have been beneficial.
The 1977 Deaf Olympics will take
place this July from the 17th to the
zstn. Therese tried out for them in
Apnil, 1976 after
being ill for
several
months.
She considers
herself to be extremely
lucky to
have suceeded in the preliminaries
after only working out lightly. On
June 20, Therese will quit training
in Washington and fly to the official
training camp in North Carolina
where she will meet the other
'athletes
Various
attempts
have
been
made to raise money in order to
send Therese
to Rumania
this
summer.
$2,500.00 is needed to
finance transportation,
clothes,
equipment, and the training camp
experience. There has been a bake
sale,
sidewalk
sale,
and
a
television advertisment.
Theresf:,
her roommate-manager
Vicki Hall
and others in the Deaf Education
department
are relying primarily
upon
individual
private
con,
tributions as a means of support.
Help is needed. They now have
only $240.00. If interested
in
assisting her, please contact the
Deaf
.Education
Office
or
Frederick
House {extension 388).

Friday,

Drug BiJsts on W
us Stir Comment
.--,

;;";·";-";0 on two rooms in State's Attorney. They entered the
Rouzer last Thursday
rooms with a search warrant in the
two arrests on charges of afternoon and made the arr~ts
at
alleged
possession
of narcotic
that time. The students were later
materials.
The surprise
visit
released
their
brought about a discovery of a set recognizance.
of plants that were suspected to be
marijuana.
In addition to the two
When questioned whether there
arrests
made already,
Dean of would be any administrative
action
Student
Affairs
Wray Mowbray
taken on the matter
Mowbray
asserted
that
he's
"sure
that
responded, "Certainly, if there was
they're gonna make at least one any
violation
of
college
more raid." This statement
was
regulations."
Upon being asked
made
in an
interview
with
what
the
action
would
be
Mowbray this past Tuesday.
specifically
he declined comment
by stating,
"That's
between me
The raiding force consisted of the and the students,"
Carroll County Chief of Police, two
This has been the third time that
police officers and
Assistant
the police have entered the confines of the WMC campus this year
on drug-reteted.matteraOne
ume
a search was made of the Penn..; sylvania House with, no resulting

An unidentified fraternity pledge rushes ahead into the
blackness of the night. Is this what initiations are all about?

tne

.

Adm.·n.·stration

Decries Fra,ternity Rites

Jeff Robinson
The discovery of a box of intestines from an unknown animal
has caused the clubroom of the

ac~~!~r ~:. f~~~~r ::~~ni:!at~~:
possibility
in the future.
He
estimated that a crackdown might

:r~~~u~~ ~~~ i:;;~~~~
u;:~ ~n~
rights of others. In such cases he
foresaw
disciplinary
action
as

~~a~~~~ili~~~o~heR~~~~d ~t~ur~!~
student arrests made as a result.
Dean Mowbray went on to ex-

~~~~:~

be necessary

being in order

plain his position on ttie problem

a~n~st~~~~~iZrn!~

th~

past w~k. Found by mainten~nce
men a~slgned to A and B sections
of Daniel McLea Hall, the <:ontents
~f.the?oxw7~eal!eg:?Iy.parto~an
mttaucn
. hazing
involving
pledges trymg.to ~come members
of the fratermty.
,
The. matter waslbrou~~
to ~e
attention of hco~l~ge Prest e~t . r ,
Ralph C. Jo n y a repr.esen auve

if violence were to be

Another

_,_

C. Carroll Feature

Publicity Office
•
"The World of the Common Folk
in Revolutionary
Maryland,"
will
be discussed by Dr. Ronald Hoffman at Western Maryland College
at 7:30 p.m., Thursday, April 28 in
Decker Lecture Hall.
This lecture, part of a monthlong program centered around the
historical figure of Charles Carroll.

impact of the working people in the
Revolution and on the making of
our Constitution
"This lecture is free and open to
the public and partially funded by
People Projects
program
of the
Maryland
Committee
for the
Hum.anties and Public Policy, an
affiliate
of the National
Endowment for the Humanities.
For

~ep!~~me~::~~~lo:~li~~~naa~~~
;;;ilJt~:p~:t~~en~~:~~:::iv:n~or~~~
:~~~Si~n~o;;ation,
th~ ~Ituab.on. Employe~
In
the
building did not feel thatIt--.w'!s
their responsibility
to cI.ean up
I _
remains and express~
their views
as such. Upon checking
out the
matter,
persona!ly.
Dr. ~ohn
closed the clubroom to ~emam.so
until further administrative
notice
SGA
is given
President--Paul
Fulton
Dean C. Wray Mowbray said that
Vice President .. Chris Holmes
the situation left the area in an
Corresponding
Secretary--Denise
Giangola
unhealthy
and
unacceptable
Recording Secretary--Barbara
Cole
condition.
At the same
time
Treasurer .. Tim Shank
Mowbray denied a rumor that the
Preachers had killed a calf or other
CLASS OF ·78
animal to obtain the organs.
President--George
Metz
Dr. John brought out the point
Vice President--Dawn
Reedv
that this isn't the first incident of
Secretary .. Georgeanne Morekas
questionable initiation activities in
Treasurer--Mike Cottingham
recent years. The college has taken
Historian--Karen
Holway
a very definite
stand
against
physical violence in these matters
~
CLASS OF "79
But he also went on to substantiate

call

848-7000,

SGA CIass, H on or Boar d ~
EIec t·Ion R esu It 5

that only one fraternity on campus
is a member
of a nationwide
organization,
leaving
the other
three to follow through in 'their
pledging
process
relatively
unscathed
by outside interference.
John has hopes that the InterFraternity
Council would establish
rush rules and schepules, and take
the responsibility
for establishing
reasonable rules for hazing. He felt
that as the system stands now it
"involves us in situations that are
pretty intolerable and some that
are even inexcusable."
Mowbray thought that if rules
were established, they would have
to be student supported.
He explained, ':Rules are useless unless
people believe in them."'

Women- Two
The Women's Study <lnd Admn
Committee
(lln organization
01
WMC women faculty
mcmlwrs'
will have;
panel' disc\ls..;jon
Monday, April :!;) ,It H pm in :\je.
I),micl Lounge. The diSCUSSion is
called
"Womt~n.
Two Lilc~ 10
Live?"
The
discussion
examinc
the
problems
altcrnatives
Ihat \\'omen
lan'
regarding
Family ilnd prores~i{ln;d

CLASS OF dO

:~II('~~~(,~o~~~r::!nS~,~i~d

President--John
Leitzel
Vice President .. Gayle Annis
_
.
Mike CantrelL./""
RUNOFF
Secretary-oLinda
Mann
Treasurer--Julia
Logan
Historian .. Audrey Flowers
HONOR

BOARD

Paula Markley

..IIi
";'.1.; Mr:!'W·"iL'

~=t

i~h;~erCeOIl~:~e r~g~~~~:~~
were being broken." He expanded
on that hy saying this has happenedin1hepastwilhappropriate
disciplinary
action accompanying
certain discoveries
Mowbray's personal Feelings on
marijuana
is somewhat
different
from his stand on its usage at tnc
present time. He stated, '"1 per.
sonally
would
support
the
decriminalization
of m,lrijuana
That, however. doesn·t change m)
attitude toward what is the law
now"

Lives to Live?

President--Keith
Patterson
Vict' President .. Nancy Maitland
Secretary .. Krm Smith
Treasurer··Bey
Miles
Historian·-Julie
Ashley

L..

__
~--

of

~~~i~~e~n ~~1~i~;sH:::ii~~;'~~
rules, it's against the law, and I
won't condone it. The college's
respect
for privacy
does not
condone the violation of the law"
In regar?s to the college. policy
on administrative
searching
of
rooms,
he said, "I could start
searching
rooms, but I don't feel
that is the answer. That doesn't
mean that I wouldn't
sear~h a

......

r~~:/;':
I(\~

For the discussion will be Ilr Aleine
Austin. P~nel members
.lre Ill'
Joann
Bowlshey.
Ms .• Pegg~'
Ccrm'lk.
Dr, Eul<lli;l [leneJ,lm
Cobb and Dr, G,I'II. <.;russ. Sludt'nt
questioncrs
ure
:\1argarci
Cheniac
<lnd
Bels~
Eline
Guidelines For thc (liscllssjon hav('
been formed. hut ;ll"(' flexihle ,me!
al'e
conducive
10
informal
dililogue
Ev('rvonc
is invitl'(l ..
I'Ilond,l\
at IC'IIII in ,\lc]),tnit'i
Lounge:
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Editorial

Fraternity

Friday, April 22,1977

.Letters to the Editor

Controls Needed

Thank you, Campaigners

We would Ilketo draw belated attention to the fraternity "Hell Week"
that passed through this campus two weeks ago, which lett both goodDear Scrimshaw,
natured fun and undue destruction
In Its path. The distinctive line bet
I would like to take this time to
ween these two results appears to be very fine one Indeed. Examples of
thank everyone who supported me
fraternity
"[pkes'" turned-bad
can-be found aplenty In hospital logs
in .the election on Tuesday. I am
throughout the nation.
very grateful to the many students
One example of a questionable initiation requirement
may be found In
who gave me their time and supthe front page story In this week's newspa~r.
While we are not pointing
port in making
my campaign
our finger specifically at the Pr_eachers, SCRIMSHAW cannot condone
successful. I would espcially like to
activities that use such crude materials as dead animal intestines as a
thank Carlton Harris, whose long
means of br-Inglng new members Into any type of group. And we undhours and continuous efforts were
derstand that this kind of hazing occurs frequently enough among most
the key to my election.
It was
fraternities
on campus to warrent concern on the-part of responsible
tremendous
~o see so many
students.
students
concerned
with
the
What SCRIMSHAW WOUld at this time like to- call for Is· a set of
election.
I Sincerely
hope that
lnlflatlon controls that are binding on ell fraternIties
and sororities on , interest in the SGA remains high
this campus. Presently one fraternity exists which succombs to national
and that many students will take
norms of what can and cannot be done along the lines of hazing pledges.
an active part next year. I 'will do
It is hoped here that these guidelines can-be broadened to Include not
the best I can to make the SGA a
just Phi Delta Theta, but also all other Greek letter societies.
We are making this recommendation,
not because of a wish to break
down the fraternity system, but rather to preserve It·-to make it safer
and more entlc!ng to' the average student. We hope that our advice will
taken seriously by either the Student Gobvernment
Association or the
Inter-Fraternity
Council.
Since these are two of the most influential organizations,
in regards to
student_life, we feel that they have the greatest right, and the greatest
responslb ility to roox info the rnetter..

A Worthwhile Cause
It has come-to SCRIMSHAW's attentio~ that there is an-exceptional
student here at Western Maryland who is trying to do something that'
means very much to her; Therese Pohl wants to go to the Deaf orvm.
pies. Fewpeopleoutside
of the Oeaf Educattcn Department
know rnuctr
about Theresa's efforts, a situation whIch SCRIMSHAW would like to
try and rectify. In order to make it all the way to the Olympics, an awful
lot of money is needed, and this is one way that Western Maryland can
• ~:

a~~~r~~~~I~~g~ea:~e~~:.};~~~S

ancet~~1~s~n!ua~~h~~r~ ti~e~:e~e~~

Thank you, Juniors

successful
organization,
one In
which the students can be proud.
Thanks again.
Paul Fulton

More Thanks
Dear Editor,
As just one in the audience of
many to have seen the Junior
Follies, I would like to thank the
entire cast and crew of the Follies
for a well-done show. I really eitjoyed and appreciated
it,.
Thank you,
Mark Katz

Nursing Workshop at U. Md.
.
"Confl!ct Management"
will be
the . .subject
of a one-day
symposium Tuesday,.May
3 from 8:30
a.m. to 4 p.m. at the center for
Adult Education,
University
of
Maryland,
College
Park.
A
wD.!~s~op for nursing
ser-vice
admlmstrators
and
staff
development
directors,
the course
is sponsored by the Universit~ of'
Mar~la.nd
School,
of Nur-sing
.Continuing
Education
Program.
Featured
faculty
will be Dr
Elizabeth
Hughes, R.N., Ph. D.,
associate
professor,
Graduate
Program,
Department
of Career

Dear Editqr,
I would
like to personally
commend
and congratulate
the
Junior Class on the production of
"Don't Touch That Dial..." I at-"
tended
the Sunday
night
performance and found it fantastically
funny,
artfully
acted,
and
courageously
crude. The Class of
'78 showed their stuff in Follies:
unity, talentt "l, and some great
organization.
All this, plus much
much more, gave the writers, cast
and crew that repeated applause
which
they
most
certainly
deserved. Academy awards to all!
Sincerely yours,
Denise Giangola

Attentio~Freshmen

Due to an exact tie between
myself and my opponent for the
vice-presidency
of next
year's
SoJilomorec1ass
a run-offelection
has been scheduled
for- this
Tuesday, April 26.
I think that 1 am more qualified
for this position than my opponent
is because r have worked for the
- Freshman
class this year and I
Registration
will be limited to 30 know what kind of changes need to
participants.
A fee of $25 covering
be made. Next year, for example, I
registration,
lunch and coffee
feel that our class should sponsor
breaks should be submitted
by more activities.
Grille
parties,
Apri122. The School of Nursing will mixers, car washes and raffles are
award 0.6 Continuing
Education
all within our grasp if people are
Uniits (six contact
hours).
For
willing to work and I am!
more information,
call 528-7622.
Sincerely .

Development.
at the Marylan.d
Sch.ool of Nurstng. The wor,kshop IS
designed
to assist
nursing
admiministrators
to manage
work
conflict through the application
of
comm.umcatlOn
technqiues
and
assertiveness.

Po r t Z

Mike Cantrell

SCRIMSHAWwouldliketouset~isspacetomakeseveralSuggestions

The Nuclear Dilemma-Radiation

to_;II~stT~;:~~e;'he SGA is fOff~-ing a committee to t~k Into finding a
worthy student to be the recipient of a specter scholarship.
The money
comes from a commlslon on magazine sales. Af the SGA meeting on
Apr1l18, It was suggested that thIs money be given to Therese this year,
an Idea which everyone seemed to like. Although it isn't much, it will
surely bewetcomed,Dartlcularlycomjng
from the student body.

Pat Ho It
cancer. Damage can -also be inIn last week's article,
the im- meted upon the genetic structure
mediate results of a nuclear ex- of a system,
caUSing any number
plnsion were discussed.
Although
of diseases
inc-luding
cancer.
the
destructiveness
is quite'
The type and amount of radiation
awesome,
similar
destruction
that results from-a
nuclear ex-

Another suggestion SCRIMSHAW WOUld like to make involves the
Finance Offl~ A Western Maryland alumni died recently, leaving the
school a total of $800,000. If a part of this sum could be donated to
Therese for the purpose of Send!~
her to the Deaf Olympics,
she
would be sure to make II.
In addition to helping Therese in a monetary way, by donating to her
attempt, Individually, as a student body, and as a school, we would be
encoura9.!!l_g her; once she gets there, Th'erese will need moral Support,
too. SCRIMSHAW urges the SGA and the administration
to consider
these suggestions and how much they will help Therese

Congratulations,

Students

Scrimsh-aw would Ilketo comment on the number of students who took
the time t9 vote on Tuesday. A large proportion of the students, 62 rer
cent stated a preference
In candidates
in the S.G.A. elections, Scrimshaw sees thIs as a positive indication of the concern that students have
fo"r their say in what goes on
In a school this small, individual voters do mpke a difference, and a
few votes can change the outcome of an election. H.opefully, students
will keep this in mtnd, and we will continue to have a large student
parf!cip3tlon.
Student officers should be the choice of the majority of the voters, and
that should be thes',me as the majority of the studems. J:::lections should
not be the result of l'"Jevotes of 01'11)'a few students.
We- would also like to express a special note of appreciation
to Ms:
Lorella ThornhilL SGA Elections Committee Chairperson.
Loretta has
~":

;~~~~~lt~:\:::J~~~~~

job throughout

the year in keeping

up the

Scrimshaw would like to congradulate
all the newly elected officers.
We would also like to extend our thanks to the outgoing officers who
have served us this past year.
-

r--------------------,
POEM OF THE WEEK
The grass grows.
You mow it
The grass grows.
You mow it
Everyday on a red tractor
through shadows and sunspots
you mow the green grass
as it grows behind you'

--Wayne Patterson
The staff of Contrast is presently conSidering works of poetry, artwork and fiction for its third and-final issue of the year. Anyone who
wishes to have a submission considered should send it immediately
to

o.:.;Na;;;n;;;.CY,-B;;;a;:;,ry~, B;;;O;;,X_;;76;;,',;;Ca;;m;;:p:;;"';.:M;;;a;;";;_.

....

could occur through massiv~ raids
using conventional
bombs.
The
uniqueness of a nuclear explosive
manifests itself in radiaton.
Radiation
is one of the most
'feared results
of a nuclear exp1osion because

of its devastating

ctc:;

~~dde~on~~a:~:a
ef~~~Yz!~
generations
The
resulting
phYSical
anguish
and mental
torment are especially devastating
in light of the years of suffering
that occur
Those who survived the massive
destruction
of the explosion may
attempt to pick up the pieces and
lead a normal
life again.
Un. fortunately,
this
will not be
possible. The. effects of radiation
will be apparent
within a week
The entire area will have been
co nltaminated
by radioactivity.
Fooa and water will no longer be
us·able. -r-.Jany people will starve.
many will not care. An apatneJic
attitude will probably develop as a
result of the rec~ntly
shocking
events. Utter chaos will appear
with many riots and deaths_ Those
who received
strong dosages of
radiation
will contract
radiatio.n
sickness.,This
disease begins with

~!:!t~~

~~o~:~~f~d~~~ec~~~
such extreme
dosages
will live
normal
lives for years only to
eventually contract cancer
Basically, there are three types
oframation.
These are alpha, beta,
and gamma radiation.
Alpha and
beta radiation
occur
with the
release
of energetic
particles
Gamma
radiation
is a form of
electromagnetic
radiation, similar
to x-rays, only more energetic and
thus more destructive.
If any of
these types ofradlation
penetrate a
system
they canupset
normal
biological
processes,causing
any
number
of diseases
including

Danger

requires
enormous
temperatures
to catalyze it. T~ pr-oduce these
temperatures
one must
use a
fiss~on oomb. The presence of the
fiSSIOn bomb Will greatly increase
the release of radiation

plosion is dependentupon the,
design of the bomb'
The
atomic bomb (the type of ~mb
that was dropped on Hiroshima
and Nagasaki)
proceeds
by a
mechanism
known as fission. The

Si~ce
thl! h~drogen
reqlllres an atomIc bomb
two new phr~ses have
corpora ted
lOto the
vocabulary. These phrases
"dirty"
oomb and the

~~':o~~n

~~~db'on~y c:~r~~;p~~~

~~b

~~:k~~es~!n~r~~

proceeds by a mechanism
known
as fusion
In an atomic oomb the starting
material may be either a special
form of uranium (uranium-235l
or
a special
form
of plutonium
(plulonium-2:l9l.
The
fission
process occurs when the starling
material splits or fissions into two
completely
different
substances
With this fission an enormous
release of energy OCClli'S, giving
thedevicegreat
destructive power
Along'\vith this release of energy,
radiation is also released. The byproducts of this reaction are very
radioactive and can replace many
natUral
elements
in the environment.
For example.
one
product. strontium-90, can replace
calcium
in various natural
substances. In the oody it can settle in
the bones_ Because it is insoluable
in the bloodstream
and decays
very slowly. this substance
c~
~~~ti~u:~~e
\~11Y ~~:/e:i~'
~~:
particles,
destroying
cells
and.
upsetting
various
-biological
pr,ocesses
The process
of fusion which
occurs in a hydrogen
bomb is
similar to the reaction that occurs
in the sun's core, In this process,
several atoms of hydrogen meld or
fuse ~ to
become
helium
Simultaneously,
an enormous
release of energy occurs, many
times greater
than that which
occurs
in the fission
process.
However. the release of radiation
is not as great. The only problem
with this type of bomb is that it

"clean"

bomb
trigger,
been innuclear
are the
"clean"
~~~e;;al:

bomb or a --dirly"

bomb

The atomic bomb trigger is very
important
in tllis respect since it
produces most of the radiation.
If
one used a--Very small atomic bomb
trigger. the radioactivity
per area
of destruction
would- be much
smaller and a relatively
"clean"
bomb would have been produced.
Another important
aspect is the
coating or tamper which surrowld~
the ('Ore of the oomb. This coating
is designed
10 hold the bomb
together
so that it reacts longer.
However, if the· right Tjlaterial is
used as the tamper, it can greatly
increase the power of the bomb as
well as the radioactivitv.
For
-example. if uranium-238 is used as
a tamper,
the uranium-238
will
fission 'increasing
the destructive
}ield and radioactivity,
Another
example is that of cobalt-59. Cobalt
'will react to form a radioactive
substance
that
releases
very
energetic
gamma
rays.
The
subsequent radioactive Tallout is so
massive tha't a bomb containing
this substance
is capable
of
destro:ying an entire hemisphere
Although
this destructiveness
has.. yet to pccur
in th~ United
States. its probability
grows with
each passing
day. As nuclear
technology
increases
thrOUghout
the world, more countries
are
developing
this capability
of
destruction.
For the sake of the
world, we cannot allow this to
proceed. Everyone
must become
aware of the arms race and support its terminatio!__l
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.~.~,~1"nior
Follies to be Bn'o~ed,Not Judged
I

ve:i:~I~~SJ~~!:8~~~~:~t~t~I:~
T:;;~t'S~~~
~pe::th~!Scti~i~C~~~
"Don't
Touch
That
Dial
or
setting-the
typical
WMC
Everything You Always wentedto
bathroom. The highlight of this skit
Know About College But Were
was the reply to "how was the
Afraid To Ask" on April 14, 16 & 17 section party last night'!"
"Whe
in Baker 100
Waldsteins"
was a kosher version
The show was built around the
of the Waltons. The best part of this
family viewing T.V. and included
skit were the ad1ibs in Sunday
such all-American
ctasstcs as night's performance.
sermonettes,
Romper
Room,
"Charlene's
Angels"
was
Soaps, and News.
_ • unquestionably
the hit of the show.
One of the best of these was "The
Ata small college, Dr. John Ralph,
Bottom of the Barrel Show," a
the president had been kidnapped
funny parody of game stews that
Three top .Pinkerton
men were
even included
the Classic line
called in to investigate the case.. It
"Come
on Down!"
The song,
was made tricky by the fact that
"You'll Know You've Been Used"
the incident
occurred
during
(sung to the tune of "It':; All For
convocation
while everyone
was
The Best") was brillant.
asleep. The conclusion was a great

He OrIJr)!

Free at -Lastl
I thank' you for your Green Stamp
As a reporter
for a small, un- contributions:
1 can only imagine
derground.
local,
bi-monthly
the joy on the faces of my friends in
newsletter,
I am often fortunate
government
when those stamp
enough to be a prominent figure in books began pouring in. I'd also
the national limelight. A few weeks
like to thank the thousands
of
ago, I, as the nation knows well, people,
especially
women
and
was kidnapped
by the notorious
children,
who volunteered
their
national organization
known as the services
as full time
Stamp~~~~~l~~' a~~~~~ ~:;;e~:;~;~~
received a great deal .of response
.Irom you. I cannot begin to tell you
just how it fe~t to read your warm
letters
to Time and Newsweek
magazines;
in all sinceri!y, I was
deeply touched. I only Wish there
was some way I COUld.th.~k each
and everyone
of yo~ individually.
Your overwhelming
response
beg~n to m~ve my captors. to
reahzetheserJO~nessofthecrlffie
they had committed.;
they grew
very cdgy and tense m these final
days,
and
began
to quarrel
amongst themselv.es. One of them,
a small
mustantoed
gentleman
they addressed
as "Musk':'
actually lost h.is head a. few l!m~s:
overcome WIth paranoia and gUtI.t,
_ he would hop about the noo~on
haunches, continual~y crokmg Itke
a frog. I r~gar~d
thIS as some s.ort
of a reactIOn to the hearsargol~g
on amongst the men. A !ittle goss~p
ca.n be a dangerou~ thmg, and to
thIS case, actually turned a man
mlo a Frog.
.
At a~y rate. there was a great

?IS

~~~:r~~~:t
release
Hearst.

r~~~~e:p~~~asre:d

~i~~~~gh~~!~~rt~~~~~~~~~~~n:,~
tounges working together to lick
this thing for me
But most of all." I'd like to thank
the United States Government
for
supporting
me during this entire
tragedy.
_
But, Dear Readers,
the truly
glorious thing about this whole
adventure
is. I was released
without
ransom
being 'paid!
It
seems that our United States has
its own answer to England's
007
They sent super-deceiver,
superncgouator; and super-lover, Hem-y
Kissenger in after me!
I don't know what he said to
those ruthless varmints
to make
them let me go, but it sure worked.
Within ~2 hrs. of solid, non-slop
negotiating
my captives willing:ly
let me go'. Mr. Kissinger
has
always had a way with people
though, hasn't he?
If any of my' readers have any
questions pertaining to my time in
captivity,
write to He Ornry. in
care of this paper !Box 3A) and I'n
answer as best I call.

t~~ ba.~~? believe

roll'. Manson
and Ms
but were having a great

.. ~~06~Z~c~~~~;~S~eg~~~J~'~
the SLA. Onc~ again, kind Readers

me, its great

to b1:

:'r~~~~~il~e~~~::~u~;.Okes
"Folli~s"
was highlighted
by
several individual performances.
One of the best was Bruce Belt as
the host of "The BoUom of the
Barrel Show". Bruce's outfit was
nothing short ct-stupendous.
and
the speciat
effects
with
the
mustache on Sunday were a great
sacrifice.
His aluminum-siding
salesman
personality
would have
won the approval of Monty Hall.
Sally Keck, who presented
the
typical
female
co-host,
aided'
Bruce in making game shows seem
perfectly
obnoxious
Terry
Ctaudetl as Sparky
Coleman,
a
guest was, great, and his facial
expressions when ~e was inside the
barrel ~ere terrific.
Jim wogsland,
the old man in
Romper Room was good, and he
had
the
baggiest
pants
imaginable.
Lally Lloyd had a
munchkin voice that was the best
vocal 'performance
of the show.
George Metz and Sandy Evans as
Suzy and Joey ,were definitely the
epitomy of a WMC couple.
Greg Banks, Phil Watson, and
Terry Claudell
gave marvelous
performances
in their
role as
Pinkerton
men.
They
were
ludicrous,
stupid, and highly entertaining.
One of the best actors
was Jerry Lynch
He played
Disco Dean Mulberry,
a shady
character with a pompadour,
sunglasses, and a walk that was part

1.i'nI,....,i'..""'"d'im....nu~""",""',,d

,"'I.fur~c.~.i".lfodh,,'iu."I'i"'
"'.m"i"~.j),·',·,'.pi"~~n""".,
i"d.pr"d'''''''."d,~'

Lee-Cambas

24<:5 B~t"mo,e
F n~.blJr9

Md

861 8787

FidclilJ'
Ulliollt'ife
Ac~eptance of this gift in no way
•
obligates me to Fidelity Union Life.
Name
Addres~
a",
State.___Zip
_
Telephone'-:..,-.,.___
Employer or S<.:hool.__
Date of Birt
•
I'd like th~:
Perfume Road Atlas
Wallet

\
-

Cox's Bottle Shop

Blvd

2B24 L ttlestownPk"

21048

E

8332078

Brent

Carlisle

We"monHer

Manager

Md

21t57

346-7311

...........•......... :

stoves
backpacks
sleeping

Low weekend

876,67M848:>939

Plain & Fancy

Bicycle

Free

bags

rates

Camping

Seminar

Donuts
Wednesday, April 27th

7:00 pm at the store

140 Village
Hf'JURS
monll-5

only 5 minult'$' away

lue•. wed, Inu",IO-5
fro. 10-9

sa19-~

a Day

SUN &. EARN CREDITS THIS SUMMER
JUNE 6·AUGUST 12. 1977
TAKE HOME MORE THAN A TAN
FROM OCEAN CITY. MARYLAND
SALISBURY STATE COLLEGES
ANNOUNCES ITS 3,d SUMMER SESSION
IN OCEAN CITY. MARYLAND
COURSES
Summer
Session
1
Fundamentals
in Painting
(Art
Sociology
of Leisure (Sociology

o~

848-4202

Cox's Barrel House

.. ,·''' ..."'iO' ,,,,01,,

.Q[ocuep'!l ~abern

Your.host:

Best Discounts of Beer, tiquer
_ and Wines in CanJIl County!

tents

,."v."~S>O"""'.c..,,.,

Summer
Folklore

Session
II
and Folklife

.

_"

r~;;;;~
..~~:;:
..~,:;;I:·_·~~:~·
.._

Rental season now opening!!

~~:u~:~
~~:;~~',~,~,:\
f;"n~:~"~:7:~i~'~
.~-';;~\i~~
~.~;:~":.~h,:~~c",d
':~;,~:/ u"
~:~"i:,":;:.~:~~:h,,~iIl
n'....;"'" ,,{,.....",,~

216 E. Main St.
Westminster, Md. 21157

~~~i~~ :~esp~~~n:m~~~r.
to its
Alan Zepp's arrangement
and
direction of the music was consistently good throughout the show.
Although Follies is not meant to
be drama, itis meant to be a spoof.
My own criticism was that there
was not enough spoofing of the
events on campus, and the campus
itself. The choice of television as a
backbone for the script was. goodk,
but it was not applied
directly
enough to life at ¥{MC.
~ollies was attacked by some as
being slightly crude (well, ther e
were a few jokes ... ) and' a certa .. 1
lack of dramatic
quality,
bv
Follies should be appreciated
for
:-hat it is. It is not a show to bt::
Judged: it is a show to be enjoyed.
Tom "Chain Saw" Maskell and the
class of 1978 are to be applauded,
Follies was fun, and in its' own
way, it was a success.

~----------~--------------~'

r:;:;::;.-.....,=---...... Open 24 Houn
The
Very Feminine
Question of
Life Insurance

~;~::~~~:~l,:~~~~~!,L~~~~
drooping
open
slightly,
and
wearing a black Art T-shirt did a
great job as Art Klodstein. Mark
Randel
played
Harry
Fu,
a
professo-r of philosophy.
He had
one of the funniest costumes. The
mock embroidery
taped to the
shoulders of his shirt was great.
Don Enterline was the hit of the
final
scene.
He
played
a
magnificent
bad guy. He had a
good swagger, and his line "there
isn't anybody ~y size" was convincing. Dave DIetrich did well in
both his roles. He was Reuben-Boy
in the Waldsteins, studying to be.a
dermatologist
at ZIT. J:Ie also did a
passable John Wayne impression
in the last skit
I
Will Holmes and the whole crew
in the Whippo commerical
were
funny. How Will could keep that
ear-to-ear grin on his face while his

(English

246)

300)
213)

TWR
_M-F ~

M-F

9:00-12:45
9:30-11 :00

p.m.
a.m.

9:30-11 :00

a.m

Faculty:
All courses
are taught
by regular .full time SSC faculty
Place: Atrantic
Methodist
Church,
4th & Balto.
Ave. Ocean City, Md
Cos~ $25/credit
hours, plus a'one.time
S 10,QOregistration
fee,
Call: Il301/S4~261,
ext. 306 or write Office
ofContilluing
Education,
Salisbury
State College,
Salisbury,
Maryland,
21,801 for
registration
materials
and/ol:otber
information.
NOTE:
These courses
are part of the regular
curriculum
al SSC
Enrolled
students
at other colleges
and universities
should
check in advance
with their academic
deans/advisors
10 insure
transferability.

....
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WMC

,

employment
in the
Westminster Army
Notional Guard

.,,~~
r--------.
, free trove I .
good career!

SPECIALIZING

IN VOL

vo s

Late night speciaf!!
8:00pm-1t:OOpm

.

call Sergeant Briscoe
848·8120

"

Cars

848·6393

deliwered

OPen 8 a.m.

10WuhingtonRd.,rn.

order of

'::'::---------41:aaall .p=1Iiia5~&I'I:i.M'iaer

I
•
•

•

I
I
I

HOUSE OF L10UORS

Carroll 'Plaza 'Shopping Center
848-1314'
Special of the Week!
Bring this ad with you for:

STROH'S

I·

12 oz, cans
12 pack $2.99

Sale ends Thursday, April 28
WMC students only

.----____

!limit

one coupon

we serve ...

BREAKFAST

Fries!!
(Regular size).
with this coupon
when you purchase
any sandwich

LUNCH

Subs
Chi.a"

per purchese}

We do It aU for you .•

Splfttmi

~?S

I

Pizza

Cay· Wednlsdlv

Opta 6a.m...da1y

Westminster

DINNER

£'i'!L&tMn.,-e

WI1HIN WALKING

.'
..

~

FREE

to 5 p.m.

neept

Dinn-.

DISTANCE
Sundays"

un.

R.i•• mow" 0"',
Valid 8:00 pm-l1:00
pm Sundav
through
Thursday
expites4/28177

1Iai

1iiilIiiI

NEWLY REMODELED
EKP ANDED SEATING

Route 140
Westminster
8480-9110
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Administration Imposes '95/hr Overload Charge
. Nancy Menefee
Western Maryland College has
announced that there will be a $95
charge for every overload credit
hour, starting with the upcoming
fall semester. This-pellcy was first
announced at the Monday evening
FAC meeting and then publicized
campus wide in the 1977-78 Course
Instruction
Book1et. The major,
function of the overload charge is
to encourage students to adhere to
the 4-1-5 program now in effect.
This program consists of a student
taking four courses in the fall, one
during Jan term, and five in the
spring.
Dean McCormick stated, "The
purpose is to provide a real impediment
to students
taking
overloads."
The charge
is not

Non-violence
Stressed by
'Peace Pilgrim

,

John Springer
The Peace Pilgrim -, a gray-haired woman woo has walked
over 25,000 miles for peace since
1953
spoke in several
WMC
classes this week. On her 6th crosscountry pilgrimage, she is on her
5th visit to WMC.
In Dean Zepp's Christian ethics
class on Tuesday she stressed the
primacy of spiritual over material
values - nonviolence over violence,
and other-centered
over selfcentered living. Long ago she gave
up her family name in order that
attention might focus on her cause
rather than her self.
Her pilgrimage
is, "a gentle
journey ... (pointing to the truth by)
prayer and example."
In such a
journey
there "is no kind of
violence involved" and is to encourage the world to "overcome
evil with good, falsehood
with
truth, and hatred with love." There
is nothing new in those -words,
Peace Pilgrim says, "except the
practice. "
An important theme of her talk
replacing
self-centeredness
"

Peace Pilgrim visits WMC. 'rwentv-uve

thousand

;:::n:llier-eenteredness.
Concern
for all of life
for the whole
is

believes,
ho

contradictor;,

~i~w~::~~ir

she

~~~~~~e~Ys~v:;~~n
may be found.
The pilgrim

say$,

- to

a~~~:~

described

miles and still going

for exall!P!e,
th
th
~eal~:

that those
eedk
i~ a

several

A third

level

~,:!:=:~~c~e:

f:~~f~e:n:

of consciousness
!i~h~~hal~' ~~~~

~:~i:~~~s~n~~:,I:~~
way she decribed it. At this stage in
sp.rituaJ growth working for "the
good of the whole" is the highest
continued on page 4

$8QO,O~~ Gift Pays Center Costs
Brenda Donovan
A short time ago, Ms. Ella
Frederick
died and bequeathed
$826,000 to WMC, without any
specific designation as to where
the money should be allocated. Ms.
Frederick
willed approximately
_ one half of her estate to WMC and
one hall to Lutheran Hospital in
Baltimore, although she was not an
alumni of the college.
Josha W.

Once'these
projects have been
completed, third priority goes to a
desperately
needed
new
Iieldhcuse. An architect has been
hired to calculate the plans and
design,butckm'tholdyourbreathactual groundwork probably won't
. begin until long after the present
freshman
class have become
alumni.
The new gym
will

probably cost at least $3 million.
But without a doubt, ne~ resources
will have to be tapped to finance
that expense, since the $826,000 will
have long siqce been exhausted.
Hopefully, WMC will continue to
have the good fortune in the future
to be the beneficiary of generous
bequests like that made by Ms.
Frederick.

f~ Statement

~~:~-:~

,~~!~.:.
~e:Sapor~ Backs

~~~~~~~ea~~J:5
operating under a 5-1-5 system, and

wr~: ~~:

~~g~;.
~~ :~~r -m~~da s~a:~;
_ millionaire," she says.

~~:~tiar
~~~it:~
;rr::~o
~~
I B
d th fi t I
I f
::n~:;n
;;.~
fo~ s~~f ~:~icoh
ch~racte~izes
our mater-ialist
society)
IS the .seccnd level of
vacillation
between concer.n ~or
others and for self. Peace Pilgrim

~~en~~~e~~, p~~~~e

semester tstudent teaching) within
this framework."
He also said that he discussed
this problem with the head of the
Music Department.
He was told
that it "would be possible to implement
this program
without
imposing real hardships
on the
students."
However, SVimshaw
obtained a copy of a proposed
. schedule of courses for Music
Education majors, prepared by the
department. This schedule clearly
indicates that students must take a
total of 5 hours overload. This
works out to $475 extra for Music
Education
majors.
This is a
syllabus'
with
the
minimum
required
courses for Music Ed
.
continued on page 2

.

~a~~~t~:~-~

Increase

~

1-5, I'm willing to do it. But that's I think it's one of the best things
not the program
we claim to
the administration
could have
ha~~~'

of

the

problems

with

~~~~!i~Sa~i:!:,~~a!~~~rpI~~

overload charges is the amount of
money that students
with dual
majors will have to pay. Dean
McCormick
added
that
these
students
are making
greater
demands on the institution
and
they ought to expect to pa'y for
these damands.
He quoted an

The most crucial ingredient of a
good college education is leisure.
To ~et the most from liberal
learning,
a student
must have
ample time to ref1~t at pis or her
own rate on tbe eubject meuer end
met~d
of ~e intellectuals
he or
she IS meeting from semester
~

~j;ee::~:sh~:a~h~e;dlo~:~~~

~~~~e~n~::;~'i:~il~~.~!'li~~

~~;r!~:n:~~'i!~~',~
no such
There are problems with several
other departments.
Dean
McCormick said that he had talked
with the head of the Education
Department,
Dr.\Bowlsby.
Dean
McCormick says, "He indicates to
me that it will be possible for
students
to
complete
their
education, including the Education

go: :t~dent needs time for intellectual play as well as for intellectual piano-moving, so we as
an institution should make our
message
in this regard
clear-.
"Student, slow down long enough
to refl~ct and play.
It's embarrassmg for you and us when you
zip through our academic maze in
three year:> with scads of incontinued on page 3

~:t~,:~;o:;::a~Oll~~~rn:~di~;
May Concert Tickets to Go Fast

parently
it was at his recommendation
that whe made her
Meg Hoyle
decision. Currently the money is
Plans are beihg finalized for the the May carnival,
which sounds
invested in stocks, and will be used
upcoming May Weekend, which like it is going to be one of the most
to help finance construction costs
will consist mainly of a concert,
successful carnivals
yet. In adof the new student center.
carnival and dance, aU during the dition to the usual game boothes
Although the Capital Campaign
first weekend in May.
and concession stands,'this
year's
Fund has received enough pledges
The concert, featuring the well- carnival will include a full day of
to finance the new Decker Center,
known group Orleans, will "be on the performing
arts. A-portable
these pledges are stretched
out
Friday night, May 6. It will be held stage has been rented for the
over
three
year
terms
and
in Alumni HaJJ at 8:00 PM. Tickets "venous shows, and will be set'up in
payments
are not made
imhave been on sale-just for students
front of Big Baker Chapel. Permediately.
But construction
exduring this week, for $4.00 apiece.
formances
will be given by a
penses must be paid now, and the
They will go on sale next week for variety of groups; a luti.st. a mime
$826,000 will be used to pay them.
~uests 'so well as students, Guest troupe, a puppeteer, the Free State
Otherwise
it might have been : tickets Will cost $5.00.
Troupe organiz.td
during Jan.
necessary
to contract loans to
Social
Chairwoman
Linda
Term, and a two woman show on

~r'e/ns,

:~~rm~:nic:~tsbyW~i~h

. ay 6, at 8:00 pm. Tix are $4 for students,

~~~e~e~

rates, and the cost of the new
student center woulCl have spiraled
even higher.
Ms. Frederick's
generous
gift helps make
the
financial
burden
a little
less

~~mJ:n

U:-og~~ya~ic:e~Cs:~:t~~~

;~zr~~~s :~:;:~~;S~;:~~gM~~

nationally

known

rock band, will appear

:!~

at WMC Friday,

$5 for quests.

~~;:2

. before !he concert to do so as soon
as POssl~le. Offers have been made
outside groups to buy 1200
tickets.
How~ver,
Alumni only
seats <u>ProXlIll~tely 900 people.

concert band will be playing in
quad for a part of the day. The
Department
is -organizing an
show to be exhibited in front of
library.

the
Art
art
the

~:t~
t~ur :~t~ned~a~~e~,
a~
free to s~~ ~ll afternoon and enjoy
the activIties.
Ms. Avey has
esti~ated
that there will be apprmamately
2500-3000 peopl ... on

go outside, under the
The last big event of the day will
be the May Dance sponsored b
~e FreShman-So~~more
class:'
It will be held from 9-1' in the

st~yer~gilie
remaining
bequest
.will be spent on the next project,
the renovation of the interior of
Alumni Hall, which is e_xpected to
cost approximately
$1.3 million.

fr~~ds ~;:r~~~i~~g
loa<_iand·-unload th~ four. t~ns. 'of
~Ulpment Orleans Will be brmgmg
WIth the~..
According to Lmda Thomas, the

ex!~~de~at1is c;~::t
~~s th~i~~
creased number of people expected
to attend. The festivities will begin'
at 11:00, and last until 5:00.
Ma!, ~ is ilie day chosen by t!'e

C~ft~~~~
~~~, like it did last
year, the carnival won't be postponed. Plans have been made for
the whole show to be moved into
Lewis Hall, says Ms. Avey. The

i~e~

~~i~:.tr:~~

~:~e

year project
mer,..

~~

~~::::d

~

will begin this sum-

I~

~:~;r~~

~~~;%t s:~a~~o::.~tly

J~~ A~ey, director of college
actIVIties, ISalso the coordinator of

=~~Sl~:.

D=~::n~::e

H;~~

fo_urhundredn;tembersoftheClass
of 1981and their parents have been

~a~~~~nO:~~~a:~:!:se~:~~

cafeteria.
Tickets
ar.e $5.00 a
couple, $6.00 at the door. The band
a~~~f ~:: ~~~:ss~~r..~:~~
improved.
All of those

involved

seem

side. The performances
would be ~~:~~h~!
~:ii:g ~a~~~eM:ir
. held in Decker, and the dunking . better than in years past.

to
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Ed.itori.al

Letters to the Editor

95 Bucks-95 Too Much-

The Values of Frat Rites
Dear Editor:

There seem to be, unfortunately,

liberal arts philosophy

-

~:;n~g~h~~~i~~st~ti~n~~nec;~
aMounced price hike for overload
credits. The meter points which we
think
are
Important
are
the

~~:::
::;~~~~~~;h~9C~~~;;~~
prostitution of learning which may
be the rule of thumb here and
which Is only more blatant then,

c:ni~~g~~~~t0~tj:~~~I~i~~~
and the Delta Pi Alpha Iraternlf
in the April 22 Scrimshaw, I woulc
like to take issue with several of

!~~~~~ng~w~I)Chanst~~:~;:or~~:

usual In this Instance.

Yo;u- ~~~:~~~ryone

blamed
who,

for).
in

2) an administrator

this

case

at

Point 3) Dr. Sapora

least,

corrred

:~~sr~reasn~e:~;;g(lil~r~~r~rSts;;
and 3) a professor
~t;n ~~~f~:.k~ils
even cover
- ~:~~nt:s

who argues
:~~~~;h

that

s~~~~~~

the complications

~o;~::ur!~

for

.f~S:a::lnlt;t~ta"~~~

In urging

Is certainly
that

intense

adopting

"essential

In-

considered

toone/tee

SHARK

~::~~~l:e~e~tu:s~ul~o~

and

rather

~hest~~~~~~

than to the administration.

t~~

tenance

any

::~:~~~

claims,

they

also

find

\'~k,

:~ts

President

o:!.t~a~~::I~:aterni~y
and

Pledgemaster.

At

~~~e~~~~~~l~~~;oa;

~~l~:~~~

feel the Scrimshaw

has no need nor

~~~~~~~

t:~~:
~::~~:~:

~

~~

REPELLANT

deSlgned
'

for use. on

kit

I
I
•

!.._:'L~~~E':;:;'H_G:';:'';.~~:~a~!

does no.! concern

:~~rein~:~~~~
~~~~relYYOurs~

Motivation, not 'Money

t.h~.

Ie:c~;~:v~~e

a~:=~~~o~

~:r~~ce~h~el~a~~e:e~~~
qua)ified to speak against

~:~~~~~n~:ns:!ai~~~eni:r~~~
f~~i

it.

d~:g
~~~ W~k~~:k!a~~!~~
cerest attempt to not involve our
pledges with the general college
commWlity.
Our initiation rights
take
place
in the
Preacher
clubroom and other private areas.
It is my experience
that conflict
arises when independents'attempt
to witness our proceedings.
Since
they are not affiliated
with our
~:;~~~et~~~~~~~~~~ec:~~~;~
hell week.

I

is entitled

modify

some

claim to emoody

:a~=

to

of no

::~t

:~:!

of this coupon

e
'II. y
>Jpecla

down to us through

find

grfs~tte;:~~~~~s~;a~~~~~ss~~~~~:

IFHEE!FHEE!FHEE!FHEE!FHEE!I

I

be

e~:intenance~

Warren LoWtharl~
9; 1.addition,
students
who want to
graduate with 140 hours of course
work should be allowed to fully
explore
the
educational
oppertunities
open to them, rather
than be penalized
for their ambition
Although
we can sympathize
with the administration's
position
we feel that the~penalties
imposed
upon the bright, ambitious student
are Wljustifiable. We suggest that
the policy is in contradiction
with
the liberal
arts philosoIily
we"

~--~------*-----------.
•I,

should

did

L '"

=:~:t~~~~
~ t~~~~..ft:~~:
floors, for not cleaning any winis sharing
in the
initiation
procedures
of the brothers
that
Dear--.Editor:
have gone before you.
Like many other students,
we
_~ach m~l~ .student is given the
are
appaUed
by
the
adoptlon?f
joirung or not jouung a ~ minist.ration's
recent decision to
fraterruty.
For .~ose of ~. who . establish an overload. charge, for
made .the decision
to jom a., we feel that it opposes. the goals of
fraterruty,
we also accepted
the
a liberal arts college. How is it
fact th~t hell we~k was part of our
possible to fulfill the ideals of a
fraterruty
e~rlence.
It has been
liberal arts tradition if limits are
~y
observation
that
c?nimposed on the opportWlity to take
s~derable
debate
over Imbahon
elective and enrichment
co~ses?
rights .h.as not come from !he
•
fraterrutles,
b~t fro~. those p~p~e
In addition to the
ideological
who made their deCISion not to ~om
conflict,
this
policy
wi-ll

All forms of social action involve
human
dignity
in the Greek
controls and guidelines set up by
initiation system.
the society In which they occur.
It seems to us that the greatest
These guidelines are in no way a
complaint toward a' move of this
condemnation
of the social action.
order Is that the SGA has no
They are, rather, a means to keep
business Is dealing with fraternity
that a.ctlon Intact and the per·
concerns. We take exception to this
formance
of It running smoothly
point by replying that the Student
over the lifetime of the process.
Government
Association
has an
Fraternities
and sororities
are
obligation to look out for the best
social Institutions,
and entry into
Interesfs of the entire student body,
these institutions Involves speCific
a group which we believe the
initiation rite:>. SCRIMSHAW is In
fraternity pledges are members of
no way condemning
fraternities
before, during,
and after their
and sororities.
To reltterate
the
Initiation rites. When questions oj
thl;lughts of last week's editorial,
safety,
health,
and
long·
we are simply calling for some
remembered
(and long.regretted)
guidelines
concerning
initiation
lC?sses of human dignity occur, we
rites.
We are not suggestion
feel that it is the governing body's
ilnything drastic.
One fraternity,
obi Igatlon to take legislative action
Phi Delta Theta, already
has a
as preventive
measure
In such
national set of guidelines to which
cases.
they must conform. We are only
This does not mean that we are
suggesting that these guidelines, or
asking
the jraternities
and
ones along similar
lines be' ex·
sororities to give up Hell Week, to
tended
to Include
alt Greek
give up embarrassing
the pledges,
societies
to qlve up that bit of minor torture
A motion. taking into account
that Is so much fun now and then.
individual
fraternity
rights
of
We are simply asking that proper
privacy and the associated
honor
guidelines
are prepared
(and
of being in a lraternity, is presently
followed) that. when It's allover,
under consideration
for proposal at
will leave the newly·inducted
the SGA meeting on Monday night.
Greek person healthy enough, both
We are hoping that this type of mentally and physically, to be able
move will be a step toward the
to enjoy
sitting
up all night
securing
of greater
safety
and
swapping initiation stories.

The holder

and

co~C~~i~V:~::

.

me .PO%t :~

:~~:~~;:p:~t~:~:~~
~~~~~~
members adopt the same policy.
The same question, for example,
that Dr. Sapora Is asking students,
(Are you choosing real learnlngi
over memorIzation?)
might
be
asked of the Biology department.
Or It might be asked In a great
many cresses here.
Sapora's
question,
taken
far
enough (and It should be). Indlct~
far more
than
a number
Of
harassed
students
who take an
overload.
Unfit seen in context
(until there Is no double standard)
It cannot be a valid defense of eve!"!

Initiation Questions

•

the

0: night.

th~ day

thl~ ~oncl,::iO\let

fraternities

_ :~ s:~: t:nelr~~oh~;:.
as

in

during

Pi Alpha

~'~~~d~tI~t";~fo~~~~~n,~hs~UI~n~

~!~:~~:~io;e:~~;s
t:t~:n~:f!t;::!
powerless ... and perhaps not.
Perhaps, in fad, the real source
of student powerlessness
is their
own
self.doubt.
- Undoubtedly
petltlons·- however complete _ will
carry little Impact (remember
the
student center petitions?).
More
commlttment
and more assertion
Is necessary If students truly want

~~~:'\~a~:~n~e~;~lli~~

fraternity

We

only the Delta

:~ti~~a~~r:mf:ru;.o~~~~ein~:i~~

~o~~~:

is not

I 7:0~atC~~seq~~~~~~

been handed

toward

campus.

~e:~~y
concerns

department

st~UI:tt~d!~~!

on

~:~l~alli~:~~!!e
n:-:n,,~:~~
and unacceptable"
condition,
I
invite him to visit any bathroom in
the Preacher
section at any time

events

;!s:re
i~~I~~uC:nt~t~ser
answer
a good deal
more
creativity
is called for.
Point 2) Dean McCormick's
statement
that "there Is no such
thing as a free lunch" {and so
overload
students
should
pay
morel Is very interesting.
In that
very honest and genuine statement
lies, perhaps, a key to WMC, 'Have

Sake

~eS!~r;r~~I:~:g~1l1rea~~:~~

~h;~shC:p;~:a~ha~:~o:i~;ac~~
Preachers.
Since the Preachers
cannot reveal
the actual
event,
. anything told from anyone else is

Z~tei~~titiaet~:er::~e~:ttsinh~:!

Is a poor education.

::eer:~!CI~~,~k~~~ef~:a~
beyond
explanation

:,;o::~'k~~'

associated
will agree that

dows, for not sweeping the halls,
and for notfixing a busted toilet for

:~~:I~~~~~~';r~en~o~~~!~~;::~I~~

~~hn:t::~~;s
:~~at~~:~~y~h~~:
under a great deal of pressure does

own

with this institution

cerning the animal organs quite
humorous. There is only one group

and refledlon

:.~ w:nu~~~r:g!~~~t

w:uc~~o:a~b~ior~a~~

~~I~r ~~b~~:th:~e~~d
e!~~a,:,~o~~
use
one
semester
student
teaching).
Point I) There Is no denying that
- the faculty may be overworked.
But why should students who are
already footing very steep bills, be
m~de scapegoats
for a problem
with which the administration
Is
compllclt and for which students
are not solely responsible?
The
~aculty could not be overworked
without
the
administration's
complicity.
Why should stUdents,
who are initially pressured
Into
taking
difficUlt
overloads,
be

_

Is put aside'

I am of the opinion that each
fraternity
on this campus
is
responsible
and conscious enough
not to let any severe harm or
danger
come to their pledges.
While I will agree with evidence of
"jokes turned bad" throughout the
country, I see no real threat of that
happening
at Western
Maryland
College, as these fraternities.FiIl
not let that happen.
I find the rumors and alledged
actions
of the Preachers
con-

~~~ l~~~ cr::~~yWh:r
Western
Maryland's

as an institutioq.,

NancyE. ~~~~~~~
Barbara G. Ernst

SGA Comm ittee

~~~:~::~nt~:ftf~
a~:\r~:r~
students
who, through
illness of "other- unforseen
and legitimate
Circumstances,
are forced to drop
'Applications for positions as SGA
one or more courses during a given
Standing Committee Chairpersons
semester.
Science majors taking
are now being accepted. Positions
several four hour lab courses can
to be filled include Action, Elecexceed the 14·hour fall semester
tion, and PubliCity
Committee
limit while carrying only a 4 course
Chairpersons.
According
to the
load. This policy also increases the
SGA Constitution,
Chairpersons
are elected by the Senate, upon
!~~~~~ie~~co:~~~ed~~etUt~:
recommendation
by the Executive
requirements
of two departments.
Council on the basis of application
letters. The duties of the ComMost importantly,
we question
mittees
are
as
follows:
the price
of motivation.
Why
l. ACTION -- problem-solving
should 'a student,
willing to pay
oriented
body. concerned'
with
dearly in time and foregone social
various aspects of student interest
activities
be discouraged,
if not
and
complaint,
with the responprevented,
from fully expanding
proposal,
upon' his or her educ.ational
op- siblity of investigation,
(with Senate
portunities?
Students
willing to and implementation
make the sacrifices
necessary
to approvai).
2.
ELECTIONconducts
all
save their own, their parents',
or,
campus-wide elections as specified
perhaps
paradoxically,
the
in the By-Laws.
school's scholarship
money should

Openings

not be prevented

Ov~..Ioad,
continued from page 1
majors, and these courses cannot
be completed
in eight semesters
without an overload.
Dean
McCormick
said
concerning those students
who have
somesortof
problem, "I would ask
that they go ahead and register and
put a request
to me in writing
about why they would want to take
an overload without an overload
charge. We will review the case
and very likely will make some
kind of allowance."
___
Dr. Sapora's statement about the
overload charge supports the 4-1-5
system,
for reasons
that have
nothing to do with nioney. He is
raising"a
question
about
what
students are getting out of their
Liberal
Arts Education.
That
statement may be found elsewhere
In this issue.
Paul. Fulton,
President
of the
SGA. has said that he can see
severallegitinfate
reasons for the
overload
charges.
Dean
McCormick and Dean Mowbray will

~::~~
graduation

from doing so, In

..

be present
at the SGA meeting
Monday
night
to answer
any
questions. He says that the SGA is
trying to find out what the facts are
before a definite stand is' taken
Chris Holmes, Vice-President
of
the SGA, stated, "My
main
concern is that we know all the ins
and outs of the situation before a
major student. action is taken." He
would like to see the issue handled
rationally,
not emotionally.
He_
said, "Concerning this issue, I hope
that the students will give the SGA
a chance to work and to handle the
situation."
Action
by the students
has
already occured. Mike Steinmetz.
the editor of Akimbo. is circulating
a petition which says. "This charge
will impose academic
as well as
financial hardships
on almost all
students
and can be considered
irrational
and unfair at best." As
this article
goes to print,
the
oetition has been circulating
for
three hours, and has over 700
Signatures.

3. PUBLICITV--publicizes
all
student
government
activities
utilizing all available media to an
extent warranted
by the event.
The Chairpersons
serve
until
graduation
or resignation.
Every
SGA Representative
serves on at
least one committee
as part' of
their duties, and the Chairpersons
are ex-officio
members
of the
Executive Council
Please submit letters
to Paul
Fulton--Box
419;
or
Denise
Giangola·-Box
441.

_Homicide!
A man from Lorain. Ohio has
been arrested
and charged
with
manslaughter
for urging another
man to die. Police repoEt that John
Mihalsky
and Louis Pastor
accidentally crossed paths one day
after they had not seen each other
for three years.
An argument
ensued, and in the heat of debate,
officers
report
that Mihalsky
screrunsd at Pastor:
·'1 hope you
have a heart
attack!"
Pastor
keeled over and died moments
.ater of heart failure. Police say
that Mihalsky.
66. knew
that
Pastor
had a history
of heart
trouble.

f
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Scrimshaw

Student Views Board of Trustees in,Action Ca~OI J~mes d
f -T
tees
of
T e
oar
0
rus
t f
Western ~arYI~~
~O~eg~ ~\
or
e fi~t time w~ .~ u e~ Vl~1 ~~
attending
on
ri ~y,
.pr
.
-There were many t~mg~ ~SC~Sed
that are of meres
0 s u en.
The morning session consisted of
committee
reports from the Long
Range Plan. Among topiCS. ~at
were mentioned was the POSSibility
of securing a Phi Beta Kappa (an
honorary
society
for schol~~lY
attainment
in the liberal arts an~
sciences) chapter on campus '. Dr.
Law explained that.his committee
found quotas on women and black

t!t

ofessors was impossible at this
because of a low retirement
t
f
t faculty
Mr Phil
~~ea:ff:~:Surer
of the c~llege
stated tha't tuition although ris4tg'
. I be ke
at a ~oderate
level i~
wil
. pt
wilh other
smaU
comparison
colleges.
The
program
Committee
reported
that expansion
of the
present
offerings
would be un·
feasible
now due to financial
considerations,
but there will be
expanded programs in cooperation
with
other
institutions.
The
chairman
of the committee
also
stated that there was considerable
~e

sentiment
for discontinuing
Physics as a major because of exteme.lY
small enrollment
and needs m
other
departments.
Also,
his
committee
is working to improve
summer school opportunities.
The Committee
on Athletics,
headed by Dean Mowbray, told the
board that they would Iike.tc see a
new sports facility included in the _
next long range plan. The committee
sees an increase.
in intramurals
needed and more easily
accomplished
than any increase in
intercollegiate
sports because
of
financial problems and the limited
staff.
The Student
Life committee,
d~the.

chaired by Bill Tribby, told the
Trustees that the s~dents of W~C
had stated four major concerns to
polls
and surveys.
They
are
'greater diversity among students
and staff 2)expansion
of Student
Activities
Office
3) greater
diversity
in
housing
4)improvement
of cultural
offerings.
Dr. Tribby
and Linda. Thomas
eplained
the
committee's
proposals
for
meeting
....the
problems
with
emphasis
on
meeting the first concern.
The -afternoon
session
also
consisted of discussion
that con. cerns students. The Buildings and
Grounds Committee reported that
College Center will be completed by June 1. 19783' planned,
the cafeteria
will be completed
by the beginning
of the 1977-78

1')
ptlons 0pen or '-'
ose •
0-.
,o,.men:
. .
Lisa Robeson

s:koen::-

University

mr::;~~m~

"expressed

the

w~:n~&:::

tensions

oT con-

Maryland
~:II~Sb~~d

Hospital,
State

Dept-

w~~~~e;

and

the

a D~h.~~

~:::tTn~~~~~~~~~t~~stA~~nn~
day's panel "Two Lives to Live?"
The panel focused
on ways to
resolve
the- conflict
between

~~el~~m~~~
f~~:n~~PI~~
of IBM CorporatlO~
and now
professo~
of Fr~ch
at WMC;
Betsy Ehne, president o! the ISC;

~f~~~~~

~~or~arga,:et

t~~~~~;o~~

~~d~:

liberation
from
this old confinement in teday's
society. The
purpose of the panel was, as Aleine
Austin put it, to help,each woman
"get the information upon which to
base her eventual
decision"
of
marriage,
career, or both.
The panel was composed of five
professional
women
and two
students, including:
Dr. Gertrude
Gross,
a psychiatrist
who has
worked
for
among
other
organizations,
Bellevue Hospi._,-<!lin
New
York,
Johns
Hopkins

woman

of Mental

Chenale,

WM~

..
Among the subjects
discussed
were the lack of role mo~ls .for
career
women
and
dlscnm·
nination. Most of the women said
they felt the absence
of role
m~ls-people
whom they could
set as their standard
and try to
emulat~. Dr. Bowlesby said that
~of~sslonally,
as a wo~an
she
didn t get the counseling
she
needed. Dr. Cobb remarked,
"I
have greatl.y felt the lack ?f roles
models. IWlsh Ihad known Just one

Record

of 35 or 40 with a career

Nho had survived
intact and children

with

-,

marriage

academ~c

healthy ."

:':;l~~:a.ns

_..,

short,

t\merica-"Harbor."
This is one
of America's
better efforts. There
are a number of songs here that
tfre easily among their best. Side
one starts out with God of Ihe S~n,
this song struck me as being a fme
example
of what
America
is
capable of. David Dickey remains
one or the better
back-up bass
p1ayers in the business, and there
are several songs on "Harbor"
in
which he and Willie Leacock are
really
outstanding.
This albwn
receiveS
my highest
recommendation.
Diana Ross-"An Evening
with
Diana." Once upon a time there
were these three giris iT. '!Iat.nwn.
.
the 1960's they utterly
1..,,~;.:;:~;:,,:;:,":f~e~:eS~~~
stadt,

Newto~~l::,y

buy it!

quickies and things to look for
Wild Cherry's
new album "Elictrified Funk" is virtually identical
to their rirst album, and not a
whole lot better. Foreigner
also
has a new album
out called,
originally enough, "Foreigner."
I
recommend this album highly, it is
influenced by a number of earlier
British
bands
and is faintly
rerr.iniscentofGaryWright.
lnthe
near future Burton Cummings will
be re1easing a new album called
"My Own Way to Rock." From
what we heard at the America
concert last Friday, it should_be
excellent.
Also Boston's
second
album is rumored to .be-OOne, and
should be released early in sum-

i

b~ ~=~fH~~78WI!lIS':

~~~:e~

tal::t~
beth: ;::ti~:~e~
There will bean.~levator
for props,
andel~va~cellmgoverthestage
to a;;slst 10 sc~ne c.hanges, new

~:~~IT~~
wJ~t~':~

!~tm!'a~~~~~~'

and;or teaching at the same time,
the shortage
of spare time, the
travelling
or separation
~ro~
spouse sometimes
involved in a
dual lifestyle,
and the fact that
women who must staJ" home to
raise small children_often
lag in _
their
fields.
Solutions
included
working part.time
while children
were young, going back full-time
when they went to school getting
household help from hubby, and
being prepared to pay for outside
child-care
and housecleaning.
Even so, the 'tensions were never
completely
eased. Several of the
women,.id
lh.t they felt guilty of
neglect sometimes.

"Tomol1"OW",
and tomorrow,
and tomorrow:"
Macbeth

Pr~parerorll.Th.nr1ier)'ou
beginalir~imuran~epr"Kr8m,lhe

~,!;~tt:!i:'i:~~t
Booullh~

t~~~~ttin~.o~~

'·"~':~;"{:~~::"l~_~,:_:;;~
..t."

proveme~ts.
~he
~ommlttee
reports,
an their entirety,
are
~vailabl.e in the library
£0-: any
mterested person.,·
•
D_ur~ng th~
b~ea~ __ between
sessi()Os Ule committee o~----sruaenfs

flEfDAOBEATS

>~

CDllegeM:ister
Acceptance of this gift in no way
obligates me to Fidelity Union Life.
Name
"'
Address
a",
State..--Zip
_
Te\ephone
_

Open 8 A.M. to 5 P.M.

Employeror &hool-

848·639310 Washington

All of the professional
women ~
emphasized
that to have a good
combination
Q.( marriage
and
care~
one must have a husband
with a good attitude. As Dr. Gross
said, "There is nothing wrong with
anything you want to be if you and
your husband are happy with it." \

DaleofBirtL_
I'd like the:

Rd.

Westminster

Perfume

BRE<\.KFAST

LUNCII

Sapora _ __

,

college fOL1Ilda way to speak with
telling fOice:. it Wa.§ chosen to
underscore
its commitment
to
academic leisure with a very mild
economic
sanction
against
overloads.
I am very glad that in this instance, our academiC commumty
has seized one of those rare op--

,'

Wallet

DINNER

DIt¥ • w.dM&drt

Opn.

6U1L-4aiy

tliCept

Di,_.

DISTANCE
$undlys 7111.m.

r----....--..

po,tum""
wh"h .llow hum.n,
to
be truthful, Just, and practical
all '.
m one bee.th
D, Robert s.po"

I;;;"~"'"

~~

PluaDoy-T_,_
'$pIIghttti

Wl11l1N WALKING

even Tennile
are all aceptable
continued from page 1
within their own fields. But few, formation and little or no essential
and far between ar~ the artists who ~'knowledge
of --the intellectual
can span several different areas of universe."
The college--has
tried
rock. Diana Ross does it easily;
"sweet
reasonableness"
as a
covering
pop, disco, soft rock,
method
for urging
students
to
blues, (the old style), and soul. carry normal rather than supernormal
course loads. It hasn't
Easily she is the most versatile
worked. Now, without ultimately
female performer around. Her new
curtailing
a student's
freedom
live album shows her in all these
(you
can
always
give
up
~ styles. Anyone interested in female
Marlboro's
and pay for the extra
rock is directed to this album. In credits with the net savings), the

__

Road Atlas

we-serve ...

Dr.
Cobb
summarized
the
situation of a working woman in
today's
society when she commented, "I don't think this society
is prepared
to cope with the
reproductive
roles of men and
women-and
we bear the brunt of
this'
unpreparedness."
Dr.
Bowlsby put it more personally
and succinctly;
when asked why
she worked, she replied, "So I don't
don'tJo
crazy."

~;o~s ~~~
~~~h~o:n~

r

and ~e exte?sive

~:~:;:s;~~:;:g;;~!n

te~~ o~U:e
of having a career,
a marriage,
andafamiyatthesametime.The
major
conflicts
cited were the

Review
•
R OSS,e t• II I •
A merlell,

Steven Bainbridge

year,

affalI_"S met .. it was .the first
meeti.ng of thl~ very Important
standing committee of the Board.
It's chair-person
is Jon Myers, an
alumnus of WMC and a Trustee.
The Board of Trustees and the
Students
Affairs committee
are
open to suggestions
on how they
can make western
Maryland
a
better college. If any students have
suggestions,
particulary
about the
current project (improvement
of
social
and cultural
exchange
between
the campus
and town,
th~y should be sent to the commttteec-o Carol James, Box. 6f!l.
AnyOne of the .c~mmittee mem~rs
would be wlihng. to talk With
students about their concerns and
ide:::"'=.'C'c:we:_:u::_'
--t

NEWLY REMODELED
EXPANDED

SEATING

Route 140
Westmimter
8411-9110

HOUSE OF LIQUORS

1
•

I

I
I
I
I

,

Carroll !,Iaza Shopping Center
848 -1 31 4
Special of the Week!
Bring this ad with you for:

Schlitz 12 oz. cans
12 pack $3.19

..-------I .

Sale ends
May S, 1977
WMC students only

_
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This was the fourth gene
gamethatthesco~wastied.Doug
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~..

~:':':fte~~
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games.

Open Friday Night
Harris

The Beard

brings

Congress,

"

140ViUagI

~

I

IS
Jean

which

would

_I

whole

Cox's Barrel, House

Cox's Bottle Shop

2445 Baltimore Blvd
Finksburg.

Md.

21048

2B24 L,ttleno ....nP,ke
E.

861-8787 833-2078

Brent Carlisle

We.tm,nste,

Md

21157

146-7311

Man~r

?~cd
SYMBOLS

OF LOVE

Oo-.n' Aooo,.,..... T_,

&/"U<"':PO'Z'i .. ~';',",n.

onty 6 minuta ~

I ;=,::~~=,~

Open 24 Houn. DIy

Harlow.

;!liottJe -~~op

Best Discounts of Bee'r, Liquor
and Wines in Can~1I County!

t~:ir
"our

I

th. newspaper. Th. position, which
includes potenti.1 individual fin.nci.1
rewards, m.y be .pplied for through Dr
Richwine through the English Dept.

'allow

RECeRD
GALLERY

and the N~,

, :~~i;~I~y~ebk~~~o~c~:i~hei
face to face in eternity, where the
mythologies of stardom, legendary
fame and divinity are explored
through their erotic-violent
confrontation.

~~~,i:':;:;:~stf:~-;:~~c

is
of

'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'*"'**J;;;:;;:;;;~;;;;;;;;;::;;'**

'~

Donuts

and
the

~e;y~~h~~~~:Cc~~:~:~t,

.1

society's"
insecurity,
Peace
Pilgrim described her own deeply
rooted sense of security by saying,
"I walk until I'm given a place to
stay at night. I fast until I'm given
food ... I don't Jways know where

p;),.
-lain. &'-'Fancy'
/
.

~::he~~~:~a;S~a:~~e~~:~~;
death. The White Whore is played
by Sandy-MacKenzie,

IS against

i am looking for an apartment or room to rent or sub.
lease for the months of June,
July and August in Westminster.
any infonnation
call
David Range. at 848-9808 or
campus extensi~n 209.
~

Holl}'YI9Od sex goddess.
In The
White Whore and the Bit Player,
she is presented
as a washed up

in

The next game

~!~~~:tt2~~:.epl~~e~~t;ed:~
:~P::::yt~o~ti~ul=~~h~~
effort to get out to Hoffa field to military.
support the team.
In -contrest with

Two one act plays, The White
Whore and the Bit Player by Tom
Eyen and The Beard by Michael
McClure will open Friday night,
April 29, ata: 15 p.m. in Understage
at Alumni Hall. There will be
- additional
performances
on the
evenings of April 30 (Saturday)
and May 1 (Sunday).
,
Central
to both plays' is the
evocative
image
of the blonde

blonde confronting
her life
suicidal deal!'
a sanitorium;

Religion 101 class at 9 AM.
Her forwardiqg
address,
for
anyone who wants to know more or
who 'would like to receive
her
newsletter,
is;
' ...

;,g~:ri:~~~~~~/~~;~~::~v~
:~~iJ~=;n::O~e~r~~~
~arrd
;Mouse

White Whore, Beard
~--Carlton

concern
with
material
values.
American society, she believes, is
extremely
lacking
in spiritual
values (such as peace, respect for
life, love, etc.). A valid and needed
avenue
of research
which she
suggested
is the area of Spiritual
searching
and quest.
She also

.':o.:ir::-.::~.n~~:~
..8::.:~.~~ ...;

~,.,~~,.,~~~",:

Western Maryland College Department of Dramatic Art
presents
TWO ONE ACT PLA YS

The Beard

The White Whore and the Bit
Player and The Beard are presented
by the Department
of
Dramatic
Act, and are directed
a~dd~si~ed
by Christian Wi.ttwer,

:
:
:
:
;

WI~
h~t~;r
b~:ru~~~~~~.
are
aV~~~:ble in the &!ksto~e
for two
dollars: because seating is limited
you should buy early. Because of
the language
and action of the
plays, they are recommended
for
mature audiences.

:Tickets available in Bookstore f~r Two Dollars: seating limited
:
;Because of the ~anguageand actIon of !hf( plays they are recommended:

by Tom EYen

The Whore and the Bit Player
by Michael McClure
April 29 and 30; May 1 ar 8: 15 pm
Undersra.Q(!,Alumni Hall

'1OE.Il7atIJf(!.~/J(jlfl.f/Cf1$.
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A Keepsake
diamond
ring
reflects
your love in its
- beauty
and brilliance.
The
assures

\

Keepsake
a perfect

College Students:

diamond

"

Guarantee
diamond

of fine white
and preCise cut.
There iSI no finer

color

ring.

porl'time Slimmer
employment
in the
Westminster Army
National Guard

-----------., I

free travel

I How to Plan Your Engage!"ent and Wedding
I ~~~!:n~e;~ut~f~~l~~'b::h~k~e~ ~~~SI~~~~~J~~;t::gna:r~:s~t
I styles. Special Bonu~ Coupon saves you 50% on Keepsake Brid("s B()()k.
I your complete wedding record. Send 25¢ for postage and handlmg

r~~:II

Don't miss the return of the
fifteen-cent ham.burger in honor of
our first anniversary of serving you.

g90d career!

McDonald's,of

Westminster

(across from 140 Village Shopping Center)
Rle. 140 and Gorsuch Rd.

call Sergeant Briscoe
848·8120

I

L_

Wedoitall forYGU'''C:A

. .'

McDonald'S

I
I A.d""
I C ..,
I StOl~
J

Keepsake

L ~J

~~

z'r
Diamond

c

Peace Pilgrim
Cologne, New aerseycana
Her vow is, "I shall remain
a
wanderer
until
mankind
~as
le~ned the. way of peace, wa~g
Wlt~ll am given shelte~,and fasting
Wlhl 1 am given food.

Manageria lOpen ing

~~~p~

strong Widener team (~l), WMC
as they have been doing.in recent
came up on top of a 12-11 score
games.
There
was tremendous
Skip .Seidel scored the winning
team work also, with WMC doing a
goal, ending not on1y a great day
very
ggod
job
of
keeping
for the team but a great day for - possession of the ball.
_
himself. Skip scored 3 goals and'
Last Saturday
the team beat
had 6 assists. The game went into
Lebanon
Valley 11-2 with Skip
overtime with the score tied at 11.
Seidel leading all scorers
once

April 29, 1977

:

from page 1

value
When
she began
her
I'll sleep at mght, but I'm a very
ptlgrunage24
years ago the Peace
secure person I'm not poor [even
Pilgrim
had
already
passed I though penniless) _ I'm riCh'
through those three levels and has
The Peace Pilgrim also spoke ~
since been on a fourth level of, Dr. Hartman's
and Dr. H?lthaus'
steady growth in peace and bar- : classes.
On Friday mor~g
she
mony with the divine.
will speak to Dr. Ashburn s 8 AM
Peace
Pilgrim
traces
t~e'
and9AMciasses
in Memorial 1!J:4.

I'

\

Friday,

Peace PiI9rim.~

continued

Seldel Stars
Lacrosse Keeps
'
W···
Inning
Paul Fulton'
'This
past
Wednesday

Scrimshaw

Rings, Box 90, Syracuse,

~.t::,in~"::::,::.~.~.::o.::

New York 13201

I

I
I
I
I
I
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Pressed by Students in-SGA Meeting

Harris

.

Last Monday, the Senate of the
There was only.one committee
Student Government
Association
report of any length; that of the
held their first meeting with their Social Committee. Linda Thomas
newly elected officers.
The big reported that Valerie Carter will
event of the evening was the ex- not be the warm-up for Orleans at
planation of.the rational behind the .thisFridays'
Spring Concert. At
$95 overload
charge
by Dean Fraternity's
bid to set up the
McCormacK and Dean Mowbray.
Concert was accepted.
The total
In anticipation of a large crowd of . cost of the concert" will be apconcerned
students,
the proximately
$8,000!
($5,000
festivities were not held in Mc-. outright,
$2,000 lights,
$1000
Daniel Lounge but rather in the mise). Linda told the Senate to
more spacious Big Baker chapel.
remind their constituents that the
Paul Fulton called the meeting to concert will be general admission order at 8:07 p.m. and began by first come, first seated, and that
introducing himself and the other only
250
tickets
remained.
ne\" officers to t~e 120 member
Denise Giangola reported
that
gathering
(Chris Holmes- V.P.,
the SGA will be giving
$25
Tim Shank-Treasurer,
Barb Cole- scholarships
yearly from money
Recording
Secretary,
Denise
raised by the sale of magazine
Giangola
Corresponding
subscrtpttons.
The award
be
Secretary).
given to deseving active students

will

Faculty Wants Impact_

who have at least a 1.0 GPA. This
year the recipient will be chosen by
commtttee.cjn
subsequent
years,
they will be chosen by Scrimshaw
poll.
..The next order of business was
the validation
of class election
results by the Senate. All officers
were approved without objection.
Paul read
the letters
from
persons wishing appointment
to
commiUeechairmanships.
Chosen
were>
Karen
Laue
and Barb
Llewellyn as co-chairpersons
of the
Publicity. Comm.; Rick Roecker
for Election Comm;
and) Alice
Pascal for Action Comm. Linda
Thomas will continue next year as
chairperson
of the Social Comm.
Several
announcements
were
made.
A leadership
conference
will be held next Fall. Persons
interested
in helping
plan the
conference were asked to speak to
Paul
after
the
meeting.'
Organizations
next Fall's

Jeff Robinson

faculty
Students

~~~~~tyo~~~onas~~~~~

~:~~::t::~e~:te~~

should see Paul..,

and passed at the Facu1ty Meeting,

t~i~:e!t~eI~o~~~;

t.'nndg.,'h,,".,p.'oe
...., ·b'.·I·Ie w'·'hi~,'.nwdM'Co

(J .5.

Doug Bowman
•
"Let
us not go on blindly
believing
in the myth
of the
American freedom"
related Joan
Burds in her talk, "Spirituality and
Resistance."
"We must realize
that we have been wounded. We
must heal these wounds."
Ms.
Burds spoke to the Interpretating

Dr.
John's
controversial
statement,
which
included
the
addition of a minOrity professor in
the political Statement deparbnent
and a minority graduate student to
work with minority affairs, has
caused a bit of consternation
over

supervIsing the curriculum ~(the
College, and sl~ce the allocation of
fac?lty
positIOns
among
the
varIOus departments of the College
has unaVOidable consequences for
curriculum,
we move

Religious
Experience
class
on
Friday, April 29. She is a member
oftheJonah
House, a non-violence,
resistance
community
in
Baltimore. She also was a nun for
sixteen years, and has served time
for her resistance activities

Housing Counei I,

r~~a~~e:cade~~

~~e.new

personnel

at all at this

The two motions, which balanced
the

AAUP's

stand

on the

~:~!~~t~.tt~~rt~a~

~~:;

week's
saw

Housing
only

a few

Co~cil
top~cs

cited

how

Jesus

to

power.

chal.len~e

~~

~ec~ed~o~ ~he '77-'78 SC~O:1~ear.

:C~~La~~ti~~,

pra:Siden~lsa~~ J:~; ~:~k~vit~~ w:!
ele~ted to fill the vice preslde!lt

re~~eousa:~~~~:~~:~'
educated
middle

~~li~~:at~::~~~

PO~~~n Laidlaw

was

present

to

department.
In an interview after
the meeting, Sapora stated, "We
cannot write a retroactive
law."
h
c1:a rein s~!~mi~~!~t. ~e~
r~~~:er

~xpl:: b~~sth;:;.m
i~~te~:o~~~
nounced that Rouzer and Blanche
Ward halls are scheduled to be

Since ~e believe that l.he College
commumty
muU actively
and
co.nsistently i~ple~ent
i~s co~-

th~s~ol:;.m:h:
wo~d li~eOl~~e~
to be Y ti
aJ
~~s~
in r~~~:Sto°:t~:~eso~~

a~!~~::tl~~:o~\~Oy~ :::

~te

r:integ,

and th~ ~~d:nats ~~ng

;~e~~~
i~talt~:

~u:~~~~

w~~e;,!:~ul~~~
w~
and the
College'S"
Committee
for AIfirmative Action be charged jointly.
with
the
responsibility
for
inusuringthat
theyrocedures
used
for filling each new faculty opening
co~form .to the ~ighest ~tanda!ds of

~idla",: said she would check into
this: FI!1ally, pl~ns were ~~de to
reVlSe t:: HOUSing t~O~n~il s byaws n~. y~ar.~
lh a SG;y T~e
mor~ a I~e
H e.
C·
~
wo~
;GAe
ousmg hO~c
~;ganizaetions and ~:::en~~o~~
~~

::::.:~a~~~~:e~t~o:~~'m~t:e~
eludes
that
a sincere'

~

c~;::
and

t:a

;1

turghmloil
~haft could co~et about
ou
ac 0 communlca on.

troversial

$95.00 overload

~a~~:;~e~

was

:~~~~~~~~
how
class

~~c;:::~,

I~~kt~d~~:~t!:!~~

ceed, and to ~ear failure. "People
mus~ reco~lIze
th~ cost on the
hwnan family ~at IS made by ~ur

1c;t,e

~~

~~~~~:ers
a::
s~:e~~~:
"All of us worship power over love,
death over life." She told how
religion has become part of the
oppressing system: "We have lost
the god of love and justice, we are
terrified of real love, and w~ doubt

~~t'::~:.~

~:~I~~~

justice,

and liberation.

rationale

a~~d~thl::~!don~/a:~~

.for,

and
m?ny

the .ov~rload-

made thiS pomt moot.

. Several students' were at least
equally c~ncerned .that the ch.arge
compromIsed the liberal ar~ Ideal
of knowledge for knowle~e
s sake,
and. thus
were
agamst
t~e
;~~~Ii~\i:e

nature

of the policy

I111

May Weekend
Performingt\rts
11:00-11.:45 .Free State Troupe
11:50-12:20 .Roger Uarmon-Iutist
12:25-12:40 .Sandy and Jeannie-Guerilla
Theater Pieces
12:45-1:55.
Danceteller
2:00- 2:55. David.Geyer
and Carol Warebime-Mime
3:00- 3:40 .. Concert Band
.
3:45-.4:15 .. Pierre Pathelin. Debbie Pferdeort
4:20- 4:50 .. Roger Harmon-Iutist'
Rob Gardner-puppeteer
. Booths

our limited vision."
Ms. Burds told how we have to
reject the use of p?wer over others.
~~~naa~e, ~e s~~~~ us~o;~er

wright,
to air

~:.~~t;:ge
:;~~o~~i~~l~~;:e~~
action concermng th~ charge In the
ho.p~s o~ postponing
any admmls.trative action for at least a
year m order to allow for a more
c om.p ~ete . stu den t- f a c ul tyadn.llOistrahve
~t~dy
of the
avaIlable
aiternattves.
~e
announ~ements at ~e fo~owmg SGA

I111

"a

the
is

the

the situation. Planned methods of
protesting the charge, later deleted
from the proposal, included a letter
campaign aimed at parents.
The meeting attended by over 30

and
;~~

charge

-reR'Ovb
••mn,Po'nngonOh'o'wP'to0be"','t.td.balY
wJe""hfmeetmg

.,.

Jim
se~ed

octn~er~onn~ - :~~et~~u~~o:~~n:m:r~a~~~

~~~!t~~~nt~~iP:te
gr~~pPl~~ni~
terested
students who met in a
sp eeia l ly-ca lled preliminary
meeting.
The revelation that any charges
will be deferred to the fall of 1978,
and that permissive
registration
allowances will exist this coming
fall, became cause for a major

\

i~ ~:r:~~ye:':"~t~~7~Sh~~~:I~~

o~et:~

~S:~~~fenme~t~e~~~

f::in:!sf:~~:iO~~~e~~!~~~~
Burds

~~c::~::.th;!!~~~i~:~Sm:~~~

~~~~ti~:

~~:~n\~

~~ ~~~~nf:~~l:~'~

Jolm

::~:~
i~oor~r ~~~::~~i~n
th~;
satisfaction. Hut the new motions
t:ff~!

La~t
~eebng

th~~~;!~~l~r

. said Ms. Burds. "This underlying
spirituality binds us together." She.
w,ent on to explain that this action

SGA AI igned

. Matt Bo~ers
A surprise
announcement
at ~tei.nmetz,
Monday's
Student
Government'
oblDso~,

Myth.::>~

students- will ~e served best by a
faculty
of diverse
ethnic
and
cultural
background,
a~d "our
resolve
that
an effective
affirm.ative
action
program
is
requrred to help us move toward
diversity.
Since the charter of the College
gives t~~ faculty res~onsibility (or

discussion was no!Pertaining to the
concept of a minority professor,
but it questioned the addition of

-

~e;fti~:
~~ :::Je~~~
committees
are open.
desiring 'consideration

~~~h th~e~st
i~~C;:~
~~~~~
president of the WMC chapter of
the American
Association
of
• University Professors,
Dr. Robert
Sapora.
It was generally
understood that they were presented
as a reaction to President John's
affirmative
action move that was
made last month.

the overload charge
was being
deferred until Fall, 1978, and that
alternate action was to be taken for
this coming year. For more on this,
see the article on the overload
charge meeting held prior tothe
SGA
meeting.
The .floor
then
opened
forquestions. A number-of
concerns
were expressed, notably by Mike
Steinmetz,
organizer
of the
overload charge resistance.
Daryl
Neighhors made the point that if
Dean McCormack would just not
approve
overloads
under
the
present guidelines there would be
no problem, therefore, no need for
the charge.
The last business
before adjournment was the introduction of
a resolution calling for the SGA to
monitor /fraternity
and sorority
initiation rites. The resolution was
tabled until the May 16 meeting
when' it will be fully discussed.

Ch arge Protest Begin

wishing to sponsor
homecoming
Dance

:nx::::st:;e
r:~:i~
~~no~~t~ b=~~
women faculty, it is required to
recommend-to the Academic Dean

i:{r~~~~

The next business of the evening
was the presentation
By the Deans
of the purpose for the $95 overload
charge.
Dean Mccormackfirst
. addressed himself to a number of
concerns raised by Paul Fulton
and Chris Holmes. Why not a 5-1-5
academicprogram?
(We can't do
it without increasing the number of
faculty); Did the faculty approve
of the 95 $ charge'? (No, but they
knew of the strong possibility of the
charge being instituted);
Why was
not an alternative
to the overload
charge chosen? (" ... because
the
overload charge was chosen ... ")
Will not GPA's be lowered since
students will drop less courses?
(No, if anything they will be raised
because students will be taking
less hours).
Dean
McCormack
touched on a number
of other
areas.
Dean. Mowbray then surprised
the gathering by announcing that

~~~:n~:

fa~~~y~~~:;;:n~f
~h:f~~~g~~
present
affirmative
action plan,
the other guaranteeing
faculty

~err[:~~%'S

Friday, May 6, 1977

Faculty Pie Throw
Darts lor Dollars
Painting
Concert
Concert
Bix Six Wheel
Balloon Ascension
Three Stooges Movies
Flea Market
Raffle-Races
Back Rubs
Beat the Clock
Car Game
Dunking Booths
Crafts

Chocolale·cpyeredbananas
Lemon Sticks
Tacos
Snowcones
Subs
Cones

Ice-Cream

In

~l

_

Scrimshaw

Letters to the Editor

Open Letter to An
The Scrimshaw endorses this letter as a statement
of Its editorial
opinion.
/
The following Is an open letter to all students, faculty, administrators,
and staff of Western Maryland concerning the overload charge Issue.
The following points seem to be the pr.lmary and necessary
con.
slderatlons:
1) That all people concerned
In this tssue . p.artlcularIY,adm.lnlstrators
. should be taken at their word. The sincerity and honesty and absence
of Intrlque and conscious manipulation
on the part of every person
should be assumed. With this assumption
all dialogue.
even between
parties and disagree vehemently.
should serve to enhance and dignify
every person taking part. And of course dialogue Is to be encouraged
and applauded.
between, for example,
the SGA leaders ....Fulton and
Holmes and Administration
heads McCormick and Mowbray.

Editor:
Currently
there is a bill before
the SGA that would establish
a
Board to Monitor Fraternity
and
Sorority
initiation
activities.
I

Decision Process Very Wrong
The present state of the overload Issue appears to be that a WMC
decision making process which was very wrong and undemocratic
is not
being slgnlflcantiy
altered by the administration's
decision. Monday
night at the SGA meeting to hold off Implementatlen of the overload
charge until 1918 school year. Regardless
of the specific question of
whether the overload charge Is a necessary
step, the eecrsrcn making
process which resulted
In that step excluded the vast majority
of
2)

~r:e:

'a~~ :;s!~i~n~o
o~ ~~~~
entity. My involvement
with IBM
has been unconscious at best, and
Peggy has not, to my knowledge,

~e h~~~~~:~~o~~~~:r~~~:~
board
would
eliminate
the
necessary degree of secrecy that is
an important part of the initiation
process. The element of secrecy
was protected
by Thomas
Jefferson at the University of Virginia
to such an extent that even today
there
are some
of the -same
f
al
..
th

~~~~~eF~~~~h
C~~id:r~~
~~
small number_of
women on the
faculty at WMC, it is particularly
important
that we be all
d to
k~p our separate
entities~we
Cordially,
Eulalia Benejam Cobb
Assistant Professor of French

l~~:~:n~=~:
be

th:~;::
kn
~:~l:tra~~n~~

importance
of this feature.
. A second,
and perhap;"

most

:~:~\~)r~c:~en~~ga~~~i~:

~:~~c~~
i~:~er~~n~c~~rc~~~
incomprehensible.
,This
destruction
could cripple
many
ncivilizations
and completely
nihilate others. For these reasons,
we must be concerned
with the
proliferation
of nuclear
weapons
which is now occurring throughout
the world. The issues and numbers
must be examined
closely. Only

.ts

a..

..inthf.".t:~ou"e_to you
•
.. •
the Editor

through
the
support
knowledgable
public can
disarm anent be realized.

of
a
nuclear

Dear Class of 1978,
We, the class of 1977, would like

;'~!:~~c~e;er:!p:~gi~~:S,
n~~
major figures in the arms race are

~~;_.,~~

still

t~e wcfa:

~~dI9~~c~r:

the

United

States

and

the

:~:se~fUen1~~' o~~e~:~~r
n!:!
are growing steadily. The advent
of each year brings with it in-

~~~~~~~::~~~~o~t~alc:~.a~

creased

that

~;~r~~~:!~

any

.great

attempt

time.

~:i~ld

!

to

Cl~~~:~r~:;

:~~~~~~~~a~i~

~~!p~~~~~

~~eu;~

The..

Student

~l~~~~m~~d Ifbat~:,d
constitute
an obstacle

student body. Hi~ ab.sence from the
\\I.M.C. communIty I.Sstrongly feit,

continu.i?~

~r:m

w:~ld
to the

success.?f

::r~

the- actionS

our'~~!r!':te

t~~ :::~:~e~~~
of a board with

connection

to the

colleges
no

;:s hl::;!~t~e

~~~o:s are :~~~i~oa~c~r~~ou~hee S~~
destruction
of property
diredly
affects
a non-pledge,
and occurrances
of this type are ex.
tremely
rare. The pledges have
made their own choice to join their
fraternity
or sorority
and I sin·
cerely believe that they can take
care of themselves
without being
protected by an SGA organization.
The planned actions of the Board
are already covered by the IFC
and ISC.
Again I urge all senate members
to-defeat
this proposal,
and help
preserve
a most needed social
organization
that exists for the
campus.

Roger Ensminger

::O~d

~:i~!:~~sth:r

e~r~~::o~~~~:

police as they were being arrested.

important
a~~
of one

~~~k!h:ap~~~~ie~i~coa~~

important.
First strike capability
refers to the ability of a nation to

Se".roo.
Demonstr"tion

"':ndt~d

the

nation to ck.ter another nation from
attacking
for fear of retaliation.

::~

.
During the past weekend more
than 2000 poople descended
upon
Seabrook, New Hampshire.
Their
purpose: to protest the building of
a nuclear power plant at Seabrook.
or these 2000, more than 800 were
arrested
for refusing to end the
peaceful sit in.
This demonstration
had been
planned for quite some time by a
New England organization
known
as the Clamshell
Alliance.
This
alliance
had enlisted
the aid of
people
throughout
the country.
Those who protested
were versed

that

~~~~bUI~~y t~e d~~~~~~e.
term refers to the ability

will long be remembered.
-the Student ~:se;~~~;~

f~::

of the entire

be~~~~~l~:bl~ost

~::i~;
e:r~~~
on behalf of the

sy.;tem

ar~~e~t~a~~ich
t~s; :~nts
take place during the initiation

benefit

~~;:

It is in

technology.

~:S~!n~~~~~~~i~~v~~~~~ili~i~~

. Government

:;~o:i.~~;nt:ot~:
Robert Lawler

nuclear

this era of proliferation

Lorri Myers (sceretary)

completion
o.f the. College C~nter,
all open parties w.I11be held m the

~:~;~~

1_

Holt
In the two previous articles, the
terrifying
results of one nuclear
explosion
were
discussed.
For

deterlOrabo~
~f the Greek system .. enjoyed the junior-senior
banquet,
The Frater~bes
an~ Sororities at and just wanted to-voice our apWMC . are m a penod of g.rowth preciation.
Thank you again for a
believe

Very, Very, Strong Request

Dilemma
Pat

Dr Ccbb .

_ ::::~o~~:yar:o·

May 6, 1917

Nuclear

Dear Editor:
......
I appreciate
your
article
reviewing the .panel discussion on
women's professional
and family
roles. I was somewhat
puzzled,

~:~s
l::~ot~ ~!ens~llth~~~tfo;
several reasons.
First, the initiation period is a
bond between all of the members of

~~:n.in
f th
~utsi:rs~::pe

!:~~~I~~ :fh:h:td~~n~~I~~o;'lrrm=:~~~~no~:.'~~?~~If'aat~~~r
al~~e~~~
continues in Its exclusion of students from matters which are of vital
concern.
The following are examples
which make us believe that the Ad.
ministration
is operating
under the critical
assumption
that the
overload charge wltl be implemented
even before a year of 'discussion'
has begun: a) gean Mowbray made a very strong statement at the SGA_
meeting to the effect thet the polley would be carried out 2) the Ad.
ministration
has Inserted In the 1917·79 catalogue
(to be mailed this
summer to Incoming freshmen')
an announcement
that "there Is an
overload charge of $95 per semester hour for full time students taking
more than the normal course load." Dean Mowbray Indicates that the
spe.slflc conditions of the overload charge·such
as the sss-ere open to
charge since the SGA meeting and 3) the Administration's
notice to
students' concerning the charge placed In mailboxes Tuesday states,
"We believe that the overload ch~rge ... ls necessar.y and do plan toImplement It."
The administration's
claim (very sincerely made, we believe) that
student opinions will be1aken into account next year has no credibility
as long as the assumption
continues that there will be such a charge.
Such discussion is empty rhetoric when the decision has already been
made.

3) Therefore we very, very strongly request the following from the
admlnistration:~
1) that the administration
drop, as of this school yeo!lr· 1916·17· any
and all assumptions
that there will 'be an overload
charge.' Any
L.'isumptlon
that the decision for an overload charge In 1918 Is mostly
finalized should be dropped.
b) that this assumption be dropped on prinCiple and In reference to the
declslon.maklng
process rather than because of the specific goods and
bads of the overload tharge. That principle being that students have not
been given sufficient consultation
and therefore no decision, policy, or
assumption
of this scope is legitimate
or valid.
e) that
the administration
publicly and strongly
state that the
declslon·maklng
process was Illegitimate
and therefore, that
d) the entire question of the overload charge, and of faculty work
overload be thrown back Into a comllttee,which
will consider the very
real problems Involved freshly and without any assumption
that an
overload charge·
In 1911, '78, or any other year
Is the best option
Perhaps a new committee
formed by the SGA . rather than the
Undergraduate
Policy and Curriculum
Committee
which made the
original recommendations
for an overload charge·
would be the most
Impartial body possible.
e) If, at the close of an Impartial review, an overload was chosen as
Ihe best option, then It should be Implemented as soon as possible.
n 'I,a1 these questions
be dealt with this year rather than next
because it seems Inconsistent
with liberal learning,
and with good
conscience, to delay questions of principle. Delay until next year entails
complicity and compromise
w]jh the Illegitimate assumption now held
by the administration.
gl that any announcement
concerning the overload cl\arge In the 1911
19 catalogue.
which has already been sent to the printers be sup
llemented (perhaps simply by enclosing a dittoed announcement
In all
:atalogue mailings) by a very clear statement saying that the overload
Issue Is completely open to fresh review, that perhaps It will not occur,"
and that such a review Is free of t~ assumption outlined above.
4) .we would, In addition, request of the SGA that It function as the
headlight and not the tal light of student's efforts to determine their own
destinies (to paraphrase
Martin luther King Jr.) . which Is to say that
the SGA should not attempt to act as a compromise
buffer between
students and the administration.
We request/rather,
that the SGA
assun'e leader~nlp In enlJCtment of these fundamental
conc~rns. We
request, rather, that the SGA lead the Chapel Committee, the Scrim
shaw, the Religious life Council, and the Black Student Union in this
effqrt.
51 Finally we would like to reiterate
our first point. These quite
strongly worded concerns are Intended to humanize and dignIfy all
_ concerned In the WMC community·
and not simply students. Dignifying
students by Including them In action as well as In word with the decision
making processes of the school will dignify facl.!lty, administration,
and
.... staff as well. In honest and sincere dialogue founded upon valid
.usumptlons
perhaps the wisest answer to the overload Issue may be
Jound.
.Chapel Committee·
Scrimshaw
- Religious life Council
Black
itudent Union

Friday,
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~Sa~~n~b~~~;~t~

~~~~~e~f~~~i~~.
~trlke capability

~~tfsc~h~::~~~
that becomes ~n

~:~~~t:~fkedce~~~i~~!~~S
~~e ~~:a~
enough,
then a .natlon
may. be
deterred from takmg the offenSive.
Because of the need for deterrence,
nuclear ~rms are being stoc~piled.
From thIS the ter~ overkill has
been de~e.loped. ThiS term ref~rs
to the ablll.ty to destroy something
se~eral
times
over.
~oth
~he
Uruted States and. the SoViet Un~on
have large overklil factors. ASIde
from being able to destroy each
other several
times (the United
Sta~es ~~n de.stroy eac~ of 219
SOVIet CIties, w.lth populatIOns over
100,.0001.. 35 tlmes)~
these
tW9
nations
gave acqUired
en.ough
:~~.tonnage

to destroy

all bfe on

thi~h~e~~l~st~:~:~~~;ct~!~:~o:

There'ls no going home·after
having stepped Inslde.and slept here-a
sleep that goes deep.lnto the flesh.
The room of sleep.that dizziness of looking IntO'o!In abyss.even
If you
were able to stand· upon your feet,·there Is no going home
Even If you rlse·see the blood on the walL.llke an ancient screo!lm.
chilling, chillll)g
Pushing nard,·even
If you rise· there Is stili no going home
Oh, rough road,-a vagabond would·never
come here twice.
... Shaklng my head-Ch, shaking my _beo!ld.that calm silence. Ot those

that the United states must continually increase
arms so as to
remain at the same level as the
Soviet Union. They cite that in
order for deterrence
to be effective
both nations must have equivalent
stockpiles.
Many officials
claim
that the Soviets are constantly
building with the ideapf imminent
nuclear war. The recent increase
in Soviet civil defense spending is
often used as an example (1 billion
dollars per year in the Soviet Union
as compared
to 80 million dollars
per year in the United States).

who suffer)

!O;;~to

Editorial Extra

"What is a Poem?"

- Is ~~~I~~I~:~~~~:~:~:c;:t'::~u~f~;:~;

refuse'a.!1

ties.

r:;;:

iS~U~~O ~:ers~~

:r~!~;

g,~~~
:~:~~~:~e~I=~~:.I~~o:~h:l~n~e;~:~y
~~ 7~1~:~;:n~ .. .::its:,;,~a~m~i~",~~"tiO;:;O:,"~;"O"'A"'RD"""_,_",
his Ph.D. from Claremont Graduate School, Dr. lawler was 39 when he
The Honor Board recently found
died Sunday.
a student guilty of bringing into a
Bob had "a very daring mind and was a very caring friend" who had,
statistics test notes which were not
similar to his author·favorlte
Norman Malle~, "taken on every force
to be used.
•
that he could find· tackled It emotionally and Intellectually"
according
The penalty imposed consisted of
to one of those he car~d for, Bob Sapora. He was "one of the bravest
forfeiture
of all credit on those
so~~se~o~sn~.~~:

1~~~:.~.lswlfe

Angela and son Danny.

ia~:t:~

O! thl~e:st

to which

the

.l

Scrimshaw

Soviet Outlooll on Huiles

Faculty Wants Impact
2) That when a department seeks
a new position or seeks to fill an
existing position that has become
open, the department
involved
must inform the Undergraduate
Academic Policy and Curriculum
Committee so that the committee
can
study
the
matter
and
recommend to the administration
suclt allocation of the position as
best furthers the stated curricular
objectives of the College~
I

Dr. Sa'pora explained
that
second
provision
allowed

the
the

=~~~~oO~f~~ian~w bepo~~~:d~:
said, "Never before has there been
an explicit statement
giving an
elected
standing
committee
of
faculty
(which
is
directly
responsible
to the faculty) the
responsibility
for studying
the
allocation of faculty positions." He
feels that the study will exemplify
a very effective political process
~n~~c~~in~~
'faculty

d~:'~tW~s~~~:

As to the real effect-of the action,
the outlook is simple. Sapora went
on to elaborate,
"The
recommendation from the committee is
just that-a
recommendation.
We
can't
require
the president
to
follow them because he has the
ultimate responsibility
according
to the charter. What it does do is
enhance the possibi1ity that the
entire
college
community
can
govern itself by consensus."
The first motion of the tandem,

Perhaps the most expedient way
to understand the arms race is to
study the issue from the Soviet
Union's point of view. A recent
article in The Washington
Post
(Feb. 25, 19n) did just that. The
Soviet Union is looking at the
United
States
with the same
suspicions with which the United
States is looking at the Soviet
Union. They see increased defense
spending and building. The Soviets
feel that they must build to remain
at the same level. The increased
spending in civil defense is un-

:~~t!r~~~~~~~~:'o~!~
mainly concerned with the effort

:~~~da~~e:hr:st~:a{~~~e:
primitive
nuclear
threat

~tronger

f~~

::

!.l~e

t:

search.

the Soviet's

attitude

Poem oj the Week

towards

doesn't

_ :;;~~""ted"thelifee""'fromh'"
.

Some excellent

symbolism

acting went in to making
k~~~r~~~c~~~i:e
t~gether as ~eir

~

p"""..............
-.
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Ginny's

848-9848

College Students:

~~to~~r~";lfi~:'leasure'''butit

and
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";",wasnogiving.nosharing.

to.

c~~r:;:~

l~n:~t,

flowed

MY MARYLAND

with a grace that immediately
be. As 1 watched the seduction
caught my eye. As for the script, I scene come to a close, culminating
Maryland is like poems, too, and like America.
would have been more pleased if it in "success,"
I wondered how two
Where it joins with the rest of the world.
had never been written. Excessive
friends could perform
this, let
vulgarity was its undoing. Shining
alone rehearse it. I couldn't bear to
New Jersey, say, you can always tell
through the alliteration and dialog
look on as people that 1 knew the difference: barns change color,
were epithets that were I?urely they could not be seen as the
birds fly ass-backwards
and upside down
objectionable, though deliverred in characters,
exploited
them
fetus-like, you curl around a river,
such a way as to make
the selves simply for the sake of what
a capitol in your mouth-Somehow,
baseness seem funny. All in all, I some would call art. There is a
you can't quite get it down. Or up.
was pleased
with the talents
time and a place for everything
displayed, but the script ruined two This was neither thet time nor the
'you must be the great anti-interstate
system _
fine performances.
I'm sorry to place for two people to become
we've all been waiting for: Northless,
say.
'involved in this manner. It did not
Southless, East but frontier, moody and
The Beard, the second show on please the audience,
it couldn't
most shapeless of all the fifty sisters, squeezed,
the bill, made The White Whore
have pleased the performers. I can
poked, and pregnant, filthy hair desheveled,
and the Bit Player
sound like now see how so many actors can be
your fancy dress spoiled by much fast stepping.
child's
play. Bobby Smith and having so many problems
with
If I tweak your tail will you bite D.C.
Sandy McKenzie put in slightly less their lives, doing this type of. show ( and cause commotion in the seats of po~r?
Satisfactory
performances
than
repeatedly can kill you.
the previous play. I suspect that
'
<For the Bicentennial: March, 1976)
-Hobert W. Lawler
:~~ ~ts~~~eh~~
t~~ ~~~~~:ft~:
intensity, and evoked no empathy
from the audience. The setting was
&
Heaven, the 'time, eternity. Being
divine was associated with doing
Beer- Pizza-Sandwiches
what you want to do. It emphasized
3:30 pm-l:00 am
pleasing the flesh, even in a place
where flesh was ncn-extstant.
Happy HourS!!
Culminating in a blatant display of
3:30·6:00
oral sex, the show started
out
reduced drinks'
highly sexually oriented and infree snacks
creased
to a point where one
wondered whether divinity is only
"blue velvet on black boots." I saw r~~~~~~~~. "0 ';J,.,.s,,"ppogc..,,.,.
816·6100
348·193!l
sex, but no love. Contact, but no
.

!~rk~SS~e~
:~~rir~~t

transitions

exist. Nor yours.

But I'm happy to be stateless.
I can look around 'and see what isn't.
Snow here slides off tin roofs like pffft
-tnto the purest nothingness;
creeks leak to an underground
sea beneath
Havre de Grace, known only to the residents;
here politicians really do say nothing;
and we are just an inexplicable we.

the

~::~~~e~~~~~~e:'~~~e~n~~!

Review

ha~re~i!o~~~c~:n~a~~
White
Whore and the Bit Player, was an
extremely
well done
piece both
technically and presentation-wise.
It combined two of WMC's finest
actresses,
Sandy McKenzie and
Kathy Chandler, with a set design
that was a work of art in itself.
Bedspring walls, cinema clippings,
and hard and soft textures a)f went
Into quite a balanced
set. The
music and th~ lighting _also conIributed to the atmosphere
of a
washed-Up star's sanitarium room
where her dying thoughts are being

really

As David Brinkley once observed,
the panhandle is properly part of
West Virginia: the "Eastern
Shore's"-a corner of
darkest Carolina; the "northern
tier"
is Pennsylvania
Dutch, choking eye-deep in scrapple
and shoe fly pie; "Bait-Wash"
remains,
merely a New York-Richmond
"corridor."

Profanit~ Undoes Talent Theater
Bill Jenkins
_
This past weekend, the Dramatic
Art Department
put on two one-act
plays directed by Christian Wittwer. The White Whore and the Bit
Player, and The Beard were what
one may call new forms in experimental
theater.
We were
warned on the posters, that were
placed
in strategic
locations
around campus, that the language
and actions in the plays may not
have been suitable for sensitive
audiences. I can assure all that
didn't go that this was defiriltely
the case. In addition to extreme
profanity
and strong
language,
therewasa
very disturbing closing
scene in the latter play during
which everyone held their breath
to see- just what was going to

sides.
An examination
of the
nuclear stockpiles of each nation
can only lead one to conclude that
nuclear
war
is
a
definite
possibility. The growing numbers
of nuclear weapons only augments
the chance of an accident
occurring which might precipitate
a
nuclear war. By looking at the
nwnbers, one can see that dtsarmanent is possible. If life on earth
is to survive, disarmanent
is the
only answer and this ca.n only be
accomplished
through
mutual
trust.

~\"""'-----------------.
from

~;ngp~o~~i,::;ni~~eih:ftii:'y
;:~yP~~,r:i~t~:f~~:~~e~~
department
seeking
to fiII a fective against
the forces of a
position must make
sufficient
nuclear war. Another theory states
attempts
to
find
qualified
that
increased
civil
defense
minorities and women, before the spending is used as a 'mechanism
Faculty Advisory Committee and to mobilize the population. In other
the Comml!tee_ for Affirmative
words, it will instill a certain deAction will approve filling the-slot gree of fear lrito them and cause
with a white male. If insufficient
them to sur-port the goverrunent
effort is found to be the case then
One must realize that although
-r~~u!~~t~~t

consensus.

not been innocent of unfriendly
intentions either. Since the communist takeover in 1918, the United
States has promoted many anticommunism activities. The Soviets
can only conclude that they cannot
trust th,!l United Stales just as
many Americans have concluded
that they cannot trust the Soviet
Union.
As one examines the issues on
both sides, it becomes apparent
that neither nation is innocent in
the proliferation
of nuclear arms
A lack of trust is evident on both

LOVE as it was orwnally

meant
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Friday,

. G-oodJoh, B-Ballers·
ca~~:
Harn~aseb~ll
team's
doubleheader
with Lebanon Valley

dropped
pitching

four-zip with Dave Dolch
pretty well but getting no

was rained out Wednesday.
The
es
gr
~ere .~ade u~yeste~~:
~:~'not
~~ila~:aat
~ess
Jme.

support

from

Tomorrow,

the Terrors

travel

to

York for a twin-bill, the last games
of the season ... maybe.
You see,
last week,
~~~~bU~~

errors.pl~gued
~g
c

Western

JO~ for c~c~
nex year Wl

In th~

C:~~tz
rellow~

assists.

well

The
defense
must ' also
commended,
especially
in

~hi~rf~~e~~Si~h~l~n::i~~St~~
and Towson state, a Division
school.

;:~n~~;

I am looking
ment or room

term

COlegtYvlaSlf.'r.

with this coupon
when· you purchase
any sandwich

AcceptlUlce of this gift in no way
obligates me to Fidelity Union Life.
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Iler purchase)
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'Road

FIDELITY UNION LIFE
INSURANCE
COMPANY

Valid 8:0{l pm·1 J :00 pm SundaV
through Thursday expires 5112{7

7215 York Road
TOWSON.

;1Elousc ;1bitJttlc ~~op
Best Discounts of Beer, liquor
~nd Wines in Carmll County!

Baltimore
Md.

Carroll Plaza Shopping Center
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Bus: (301) 296-4545

61 East Main Street
Westminster,
Md. 2115~

Finksburg,
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Wallet

College Division

Cox's Barrel House

.

Atlas

REID ROBERTS

Aeisterstownon1v

Agent for Knapp. shoes,

tor
apers, etc. Call
,Ver
reasonable!

NOW ALSO AVAILABle

_
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Westminster
and,

Offering a complete
line of men's shoes'
and work boots!
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Your host:

Hamburger

for an -apartto rent or sub_

CURE "TERM PAPER FRIGHT"

-

848-4202

FREE
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se

The last thing a coUege
senior needs is another
pat on the back.

Late night specian!
8:,00 pm-11.:00 pm

DAVIS SHOE REPAIR

Need a typist

Sale ends May 12, 1977
W~C_ students only

be
the

second half. At the end of the third
period the score was 8-6. In the

.!ii!i:o;!!I!!lI!i:!iii.ii!iiI!iiiiii!i!~'"

r-"'_m_p_~_e_x_te_",..;o..n_2_09_.__

at~':,.~:r~rl;

Dave Rae shot an even par. 72 at
York for the year's
low away
round. Other'stand-outs
included
freshmen
letter-earners
Jeff
Hetrick and Andy Friedwald,
both
01 whom Wrubel feels should
contribute a lot next year.
Wrubel's record in three years as
golf coach is 31 _ 15.

~'.'.'

i16 E. Main
Westminster, Md. 2115'/

led all scorers

The overall team standings were
good this year. The dual meet
record was 7 wins and3 losses.

lease fOr the months of June,
July and August in Westminster,
any
information
caD
David Range at 848-9808 or

rM

Lobster

Kendall

I!!!!!t

Every Tuesday at 6:30 p.m.
there will be a bike ride for
1.lYlhours,
meet CC Bank parking
lot, lJ-ny Q~stion call 876·2966

ERROR.TE

({ochep's

Jack

Skip Seidel also conto the attack
with 5

~~!ei:r~il:~~di~:ld
5 W~:::!
placed third. The long jump was
goals. On Wednesday the team was
won by Mark Max and Barbour
totally out classed by an excellent
~ok thir~. M~rk Max. did it again
F&M team, losing 15-4. The final
m the tnple Jump With a second
game of the season is against a
place, followed by teammate
Scott .tough Gettysburg
team at home,.
Frazier.
The high jump was a
starting at 2 p.m. on Saturday.
clean sweep with Frazier
at the
top, Barbour next, and who else but
Max third.
Shot put was Don
H~ris
s~ond
and Craig M~rkle
third.
DISCUS result
were
Don
H~rris
second
and Randy' Day.
Uhrd.

-v-,

ran a good race for first place and
Ron Bowen followed with a close
second '. Chuck, Barbour
placed
second ID the 100.yet dash against
some really
stiff competition.
Elliot Runyon rallied for a third in
the 880. In the interm~diate
hurdies, Fred Smyth placed second
and Mark
Max
third.
Chuck
Ba~bour won the. 220 and Scott
Whitney
took thir-d. The outstanding
mile relay consisted of
Runyon,
Bowen,
Isaacs
and
Smyth._
In the field, Harry Peoples won
the javelin
and Don Enterline
----

II

~~e

Steok,

:~~n';';.~~ex~~W~~~:..~e:

Job,

Mosberg.
tributed

.

ap~~~~~~S~~!~bl~t~!e~21_~e::'
Call collect 302-366-1413.

~~:~ti~~~~~:ight

.

JO~ of

Good

Wilkes
entire

ag~~i!

~~ anr-exemplary
rasco.

over
the

g~~'S'd~dur~~~at~~~

pressive
College.

IS

13-6 victory
Throughout

;~~:

~~~
"Yayne

,

::e!~o~~
':a~~:~,Wa~?l~t~;
season was possible."
The leading stt:oke average
for
the yeal' belonged.to
Jim Green

~

i~~

Sho~er;:bO~y
week
ago.

.

Pa ttl Chandler
Western Maryland's
Track team
ended its dual meet season this
past Monday competing
against.
York Coll.ege. It was a very close
meet which the team had not.
completely
expected.
Coach
Carpenter told the t~am on th~ way
to the meet that this was gomg to
be no piece of cake. The meet came
down to th~ last relay and the
Terrors rallied to WID the meet.
Outstan~ng
performances
were
turned In ~y (~e
440
relay of
DeGross,
Gmgench,
Bowen and
Barbour. Smyth took second in the
bigt! hurdles. In the 440, Jon Isaacs
•

~=~~~rtoo:s~~~t~
!~s~~il~;
as uhiikely due to much keener
competition
this year. However,
there is a possibility
that Jim

~

.

W~\!~~=Yte:~r~a~O~

TheID.e I a d S R UDDID
e d W·eII_

Wrubel conceded that-the leam
was possibly "golfed out" at the
end of the season. They played five
rounds in four days while \osing

}

Paul Fulton

CoUe~e game is

~f~S~d y ~o
Tuesday
~

Ftoemt~tge
e

go~h~a%e~~~~:Ct~~'~~:ir
~~~~~
M~nday. by splitting
at York to
fimsh With a 10 and 6 record on the
year.
Coach Jerry
Wrubel indicated'
that there is a "longshot chance"
of the team's being invited to the
national
championships
at

Wrubel expressed high ho~s for
an extremely
succ'f;'>sful season
next year. Tbe team is losing only
two members,
senior co-captains
Tom
Boyle
and Jeff
Bacon.
Barring transfers,
five letterme'H'
should return,
In addition,
there
will be live home matches
next
year as compared to only three this
past season.
Western
Maryland
.has only lost one home match in the
last three years.
The squad
finished
what Mr.
Wrubel termed a "disappointing".
tenth out of twenty-one
teams in
the Middle Atlantic
Conference
. championships.
However, he did
point out same bright spots, such
as Jim Green's second-place
finish
lina field of 84 starters),
and Dave
Rae's tie [or fifth place.
The team also competed in the
1'\.·!a.ryJand State Intercollegiate
Invi:;·". '1<11,\v1nding up sixth out

~~:as~on

Marylan.d.

,. M"tBOW.!ioll
Long,Shot

get an in-

WMCStickers Exeell

guys to .c1ean up their fielding act,
cause nght .now it stinks.

~et~~~ a ~~~~~r ~ne~~ w!;~:~~~
2 win. In these games, as in past,

WMC was
playing
~~:
~ndpo~r~s~

mercifully.
This happened
in the
11th inning of the first game of a
doubleheader
the score tied 4-4. It
had been q~ite a game. Three
times the Terrors had come from
behind to tie the score.
Randy
Matthews and Joe Golden both had
key hitS in this effort. That unfinished game plus the 2nd game
never started
may have to be
brought to con~lusions. Gettvsbura
ranks 2nd in our division and two
wins 'Could propel them atlove 1stplace Franklin and Marshall.
In other
action
the Terror
batters split two with Susquehanna
last Saturday.
The first
was

his hit.ters.

.
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Controversy Continues Over Charge
Nancy Menefee
In the last issue of Scrimshaw,
four
student
groups,
Chapel
'Committee, Scrimshaw, 'Religious
Life Council; and the Black Student
Union supported
an ....open-letter
editorial.
This editorial
was
basically
a plea for the administration to cease its operative
assumption that the $95 overload
cliarge is an established policy.
Leaders
of the SGA did not
support this letter. When asked
why, Paul Fulton cited several
reasons.
Concerning
the
operative
assumption, he said, "The fact that
'A

Bob Lawle!: Poet, Colleague, Friend...
Photo Courtesy
.

-..
.'
Off~ce

r~~~~
i

the administration
thinks there is
O
~;
~~lof:
~:rg~~~

.

a time of great

~:~:-;1~isde~~
~f;~bo~wl~
husbar d, father, son, son-in-law,
dear
friend,
and
treasured
colleague and teacuer. We will not
~~e~~~~~:~~~·i~!

are jathered in sadness, we are
gathered to say the eulogy, the
good words,
the freshening,

and showing us over and over that.

~~~, k:~~tiS ;:~~n~fs~~

O!r~:~~

come so readily to our lips, that in
our .mem?r.y wef maYI fi~df .thaJ
~~~;'tOou~u~;~~

M~~:::,r\~:ti::a~~e~9~.s

"en
~ern ai~

~:~;~~:~~~~~~~
~~~~:~~~; ~~
lllinois,
where
he earned
a
bachelor's
degree
in English
literature. He earned his Master's
degree on a highly prized Woodrow
Wilson Fellowship
at Claremont
Gradu<}te School, wher~ he also
earned
his doctorate.
Before
coming
to Western
Maryland
College, he served as a teaching
assistant
at... Scripps College in
Claremont,
California,
and as
lecturer
and instructor
at the
University of Maryland.
He came to our college with a
great part of the work of his life
hidden away where none could
discover it. He had sheaves of
gradua~e seminar papers stuffed....
away 10 drawers
and chestspa~ers. on whiC~ prof~ssorial
sctlbbhngs
read hke.. a. htany of
encouragement toa brilhant young
scho~.
His lI?~toral dissertation,
a senes of cntical essars on the
novels of ~orm~
Mailer, ,was
called by his advls?ry committee
at Claremont the hnest book yet
written. on Mailer. "Publish
it,"
they saId..,
..
.
But he didn t. To hIS dissertatIOn,
and eve~hing
else he ever wr~te,
he apphed such a' brutally high
standard of e_?tcellence that none of
it eve,r seemed to him to be worthy
of prmt.
Neither his appearance
here in
1963, nor .his tenuring
in 19?3,
tempted him to slow down 10teUectually. On the contrary,
he
read more v?raciously year after
year, reflecting on what he read
with consistent critical brilliance,

Every

act

of

Bob

Lawler's

th~~n:Y';homas,

leader

of the

Black Student Union said, "I'm
disappointed that Paul feels it is
just a few vocal stu~nt
leaders
that are voicing their concern. The
. ::,~~~..are

spaking for groups

of

~ew~sblae~:~:se:~~alth~x:~~~~r~~
faced the truth of whatever he
encountered
in this age of selfbrutalizing
and self-trivializing

~~~::
~~ w;~~~~n b~a~~la~n~
tellectual
courage
and
honesty.
Before
ethnic
studies
became a chic liberal diversion at

Will Holmes, President of Chapel
Committee, pointed out that "since
last fall, one-third of the student
body signed up for an overload, I

~~:!!~:.t;~~asw~~~ins~~~:~~:e~

~~::,i~

~~~t~:::!~t~ela;a~~

notjustagainsthismind,totella
lie. In fact, Mailer, one of his
mentors, might as well have been

coursesinBlackliterature,Jewish
literature,
and Women's,literature. He didn't presume to be
almn
expethrtin thes e areas; he simply
ew
at unti 1a team of experts

qt~~lb'Cukteent;hnagt
wdetuoawleWtoO'B"'Ob
OLaf
whl;eg~ ~~!~f
.,

~~;~l

'-

Eulogy For a Frl-end

We are sharing

~:~e:=

"'J..

. .
of The Publicity

possible system to establish a 4-1-5.
There are other alternatives
to
establish a 4-1-5, and we have an
entire year to look into them."
. He also pointed out that he and
Chris Holmes had sat down with
the administrators
and they had
changed their minds about impiementing
the overload charge
immediately.
Paul saw this as an
indication of the administration's
open attitude.
Paul Fulton
also said that
wanting
to drop the overload
.charge was the opinion of "a small
minority of vocal leaders who feel

!h:o~~

~~~teB~is~s

for

"So, yes, it may be time to say

'::~t

:~t :ea~ee~:I!~~~:~
defend
courage,

r~~o
sex,
con-

:~~o,~~i:~O~~~~d

~~:h:a~~~

~:~::.~?t
~'sa:~~~~

a:o~~o:~

~ :~~~~f:v:~a;e~~~~
~::
spent our years writing of fear,
impotence,
stupidity,
ugliness,
self-love, and apathy, and yet it has
been our act of faith, our attempt to
see--to see and to see hard. to
smell,eventotouch,yestocapture
that nerve of Being which -may
include all of us, that Reality
whose existence may depend on
the honest life of our work, the
honor of ourselves which permits
us to say no ~tter than we have
seen."

w~~ll:tg-::or~!v:;~r~

~~~:~:.'
assumed
deserved

IS:~~~:

:o~~~e~~~

that
his
to be treated

students
with the

~~r:~t~if~:'~~~~a~~~~
~r~~:~~

o~. ~~~~~es~~oe~::~

seeking intellectual stimulation to
grow _~O~OUgh-mindd~
rna uri y were ric y rewar e,
During
his recent
sabbatical
leave, Bob read over a hundred
books, reread Goethe's Faust in
German (one of his special sabbatical
projects),
and wrote
several
critical
essays.
One of
those essays,
the first to my
knowledge that he ever sent off for
publication,
except
for some
twenty bOok reviews. was accepted
continued on page 3

heir ~tm

Consequently, most Soviets accept
their 'government
and its rigid
controls
willingly.
On his five
return
visits, Mw-og often saw
citizens assist police voluntarily
during
arrests.
He said that
dissidents represent only a small
portion of the populace.
Many of the audience's questions
concerned the status of Christians
within the USSR. Murog said that
the government
doesn't directly
repress private worship of any
kind, but that it doesn't
allow
evangelism.
It also allows independent
groups
to distribute
anti-Christian
propaganda
and
directly
assists
the Society of
Atheists in religious studies. So
generally, the Soviet government
tolerates but disC<lurages religious
groups.
The state of Eastern
Europe
during and after World War II also
produced
lively
discussion.
Murog's own experiences
during

~~eish~V~~ee~~e~~~~~,

~~n~

set up a committee
chaired by a
student, with the idea that the $95
charge will be considered equally
with other ideas. The Committee
~~~~~" start

with

a totally

open

Chris plans to bring up this
~~~~eatw~t
a~~:'iyG~
~~t~n~~
amending the existing motion~ T~e
existing motion states that the SGA •

~~!:~

would support the usage of such a

concerned,
and felt the letter
needed to be dealt with.
-Chris Holmes, Vice President of

~=~~~~~tC:-i~~:~t~~e~~~!
committee is actually set up.
At this time, Chapel Committee

the SG)\ said, "It appears the issue
brought up in the editorial does not

is writing a letter to the SGA. In
this letter, the Chapel Committee

~:~~:~~i.

,~u~~r~~~e~t :~~e~~

"I don'tsense ... individuals are not
putting the pressure on me like it's

~~e:ss

~~e~e ~~i~~tra~~~,

a~~

~~l;ou.t~o~~e,"nth.e
.~~IAl IoHohlmavese
.....
,
wi
said, "I wish the administration
would open up the issue again."
Chris Holmes said, "I am not
comfortable with the fact that they
haven't been more open-minded."
Chris believed this could be solved
by the committee.
The 'proposal for the student-run
Committee is on the agenda for
Monday night's SGA meeting, to be
held in Baker 100 at 8:00 p.m.

~r,~~~.¥f~:€~~:~~Ti;~~!
_be;~~~~Iton

also stated,

"I have

total faith in the administration
that if a good alternative
is
presented they will consider it, and
if it's suitable, they will implement
it."
Linda Thomas said, "I don't
I

Tickets at Student Center
Brenda Donovan
For the benefit of WMC students,
:~~:uf:n~~::tt~~~~s
a~~~~u~~
rates for shows at Painters
Mill

Soviets Not Dissatisfied With Life
Bob Kelly
Last Thursday, Leonid Murog, a
Soviet-American
who teaches at
York College, spoke in McDaniel
lounge on the Soviet Union. His talk
focused
on American
misunderstandings of Soviet life and on
developments
in Eastern Europe
shortly after World War II, and it
produced challenging
questions
from the audience.
Murog claimed that Americans
mistakenly believe that the Soviet
people are dissatisfied with their
goverrunent.
Although the USSR
includes more than a hundred
nationalities, he said, the majority
of the people feel an allegiance to
the entire country and a mistrust of
Western influences. The govern·
ment and the people both have a
concept
of an ideal "Russian
man."
They consider
Western
countries corrupt, and fear that
Western
drug problems
might
spread
to their
own country.

have complete faith in the administration
making policies for
students
without
consulting
students from the very beginning."
Will Holmes said, "I think there
is a problem and some solution
needs to be arrived at, and I don't
think the $95 charge is the best
one."
•
The students
feel that alte rnatives must be offered and consteered. Chris Holmes said, "My
objective is coming up with the
best solution, whether it be the $95
charge or what. At this point I
think the best strategy for us to use

this period inclut:Ied being captured
by the Nazis and escaping
to
Czechoslovakia. He later moved to
Bavaria and then to New Y:ork. His
reason for not returning
to the
USSR was that he would probably
have been shot or imprisoned for
his association
with the Nazis.
Stalin considered
all who lived
under
Nazi rule
to t>e Nazi
collaborators.
But the present
Soviet government
allows Murog
to visit freely, and only seizes
returning natives who had actually
served as police or officials for the
Nazis.
Throughout
the talk,
Murog
emJilasized
that he is both an
American
and a Russian.
He
pointed out that citizens of both
countries often overlook their own
national problems. For instance,
he claimed that a rich defendent in
the US has unfair advantages
in
our courts, and that Americans do
not always recognize this inequity.

Music Fair.' Through a voucher
system in which Joan Avey serves
as our Industrial Agent, students
and employees of the college can
.take advantage of a $1.25 discount
off ticket prices.
It is a simple procedure:
the
money is paid to Joan Avey, who
gives back a yellow receipt form
the voucher. She calls in the order
in advance, and the night of the
performance
the
receipt
is
presented at the ticket office at
Painters
Mill in exchange
(or a
ticket.
Orders may be called in from
lOAM-4PM,
and eight
is the
maximum
purchase
at
the
discount rate. Payments must be
made in advance before the orders
are called in, and once paid, the
transaction is FINAL --no refunds,
exchanges
or can<;_ellations are
allowed.
Those who are interested should
pay attention to the,opening day of
the shbw in order to take advantage of the discount prices. For
a show opening
on Monday,
disC<lunls are offered
for the
Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday,
and Sunday performances.
For
Tuesday opening days: Tue:;day,
continued on page 4
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Scrimshaw

Fr~ay,

Editorial

May 13, 1977

Letters to the Editor
SGA Has Overstepped Its Authority

Interest in Food Waning
In the fall of 1976, an SGA Food COll)!Tllttee was formed for the purof making suggestions
to the cafeteria
staff along the lines of
improvements,
as well as to make the student body as a whole more
aware of the process through which they are fed. Both are good ideas
and could possIbly bring about some improvements,
If put to good use.
What SCRIMSHAWwould
like to point out here Is that the SGA took the
initial step by startIng such a committee, but those-in charge of it seem
to lack the incentive to use their authority.
Several limes during the 1975-76 school year Mrs. Arlene MacDonald,
director of food services, requested that the Sfudent Government form
some type of committee
to deal mai"nly wlth the cafeteria.
She was
ready and willIng to give tours of the kitchen facililles to both committee members and WMC students. She has also made It cfeer that she
is open to suggestions about possible changes, and if feasible will put
them Into effect.
If a student sees sufficient evidence of broken health rules, it should
be reported to the Food Committee. They are able to make suggestions
10 Mrs. MacDonald
concerning ways to eliminate such problems, now
and in Ihe future. Any complaints concerning the cafeteria in general
should be made to the head of the shift of that particular meal
SCRIMSHAW would like to let Mrs. MacDonald know that her many
efforts are appreciated.
She lias done her part In trying to make Englar
DinIng Hall a pleasantpiace
to eat; she has proven more than willing to
accept suggestions
and elimInate complaint.
It is up to those SGA
members in charge of the committee to get together and help her and
_her staff. Maybe next year the committee will find the time to meet
more Ihan once, and get some bigger changes than brown bread with
our peanut butler and meeuess spaghetti sauce.
poses

Administrative

Watchdog

The presence (or absence) of student parflcjpattcn In the declslcn
making precess leadIng to the overload charge raises several vital
questions concerning the SGA. The degree, perhaps, to which students
were not Involved in that decisIon process (even 11 only In a consultory
role) is also the degree to which the SGA has avoided Its obligation to
pursue the bests Interests
of students
by watch-dogging
the administratIon.
The SGA is, of course, not solely responsible
here _ the
Schrimshaw,
for example, should assume the same job.
Dean McCormick Indicated to the Scrimshaw on Wednesday that as
he considered Implementing
an overload charge he consulted with a
number ot faculty whose judgement he trusted. He made no sImilar
effort. he says, to consult" trustworthy
students.
After the administration's
decision had been made, moreover,
the
SGA had (and stIli has however belated) the opportunity to clearly I",bel
any sIgnificant deciSion process from which stu~ents were, by and
large, excluded unacceptable
and illegitImate.
So filr the SGA has
chosen not fo do so.
In light of these facfs, perhaps
some creative
and constructIve
questions need to be asked-with the SGA concerning
Its vocation and
direction for 1977·78. A suggested
charter for the SGA (take heed
planners of the fall leadershIp conference):
Perhaps the SGA can begin to assume In 1977-78 a significant and
powerf~t watchdog role in the college's decision making processes. At
the very least the SGA might InsIst that students be given a consultory
role In so-called "administrative"
decisions, and perhaps would also do
wet! to seriously explore the questIon of whether students should not
also be responsible, potent movers in "administrative"
decisions rather
than consultant bystanders.
At the very least the SGA, as the ·overload
issue unfolded, could have made clear io both students and the .
admlnlstratLon
that students should always, without exception,
be
consulted
in decisions capable
of angering
students
such as the
overload charge angered them. The SGA might as well. explore the
challenge the administration's
assumption
that the overload charge
was purely an "administrative"
decision.
and that it may count on
implemenllng
the charge regardless
of the proces:> used in reaching
that decision.
.
,
tn 1977·78 the SGA might specifically make a serious attempt to raise
the number of students on faculty ar,d trustee commIttees·
and to add
students to any committee of which they are not a part of now. Some
.students currenlly on those committees,
outnumbered
and outranked,
and perhaps understandably
intimidated.
More students on the com.
mittees might help.
The 1977·78 SGA might, even more signlflcantly.-make
particular
-efforts to insure that students on the college's committees report back to
the SGA. There were students on the committee,
for example, which
recommended
an overload charge. As long as students on those com
mittees or in the SGA do not assume the very limited responsibilities
that they do have there remains little excuse for condemning the ad.
rninlsh:.atlon for whatever action It takes.
1977·78 charter for SGA? - to SignIficantly encourage and Increase the
potent the expression of student Interests on the college's committees.
That is to say, to slgnlflcaotly enlarge the student body's involvement In
every major WMC decision making process.
1977·78 charter? . a goal· an attempt ralher than a realUy. SomethIng
to work for ... Paul Fulton and the rest of the executive committee are
fine people burdened with potential - there Is much that they and the
SGA might do. GIven student support they will do "a great deal. Be
challenged broth'\!ors and sisters.

~ ; ; c c c " "
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Never Put Off Ti ITT omorrow
The Procrastinators
Club ~of
America has celebrated
its "Be
L.1.IC For Something
Day"
by
putting the whole thing off until
next year. President
Lew Waas
f'xptained that he had intended to

mark the day by "dQ.ing nothing,
but I didn't get around to do it."
Waas says that the 20-year-old club
with over 3000 members
hasn't
gotten
around
to electing
his
successor for the past eight years.

Dear Editor,
ou~t h~.~~~~e d~e;:t::tte~t!~n
S.G.A. is attempting

:~:

to infringe

on

~:~::~~Od~,~sC:~ir~~~~~~~~
ever gone here knows, a person

~~e~~o~~~~C~I~OC:~~~~!~~
of Greek Fraternal
Organizations

~:'~~~~;es~~;~I~~:~u~:~e~u~

~h=~a~~, f~l~ ~~~~trsth~h~a;:~

i~:fJ;:~~:S~~:~;;~t
s\~:ri~.~f

The proposal

about

to set up a board to

~ft~;fro:~a~~rv~:resa~~o~~~r~~
Monitor Fraternity
And Sorority
Initiation)
is absurd and-asinine.
The
ide·a
behind
Greek
Organizations,
specifically
Fr-atej na l Organi-zations,
are
Brotherhood,
Togetherness,
and
Secrecy
When
prospective
members
are formally
initiated
into
the
Gamma
Beta
Chi
Fraternity,
and although I can't
know for sure, I feel the other
Greek Organizations
are similar to

H:~m~

spread

along

"healthy",

and are without

::~~~tfU~i:~;':O~~~~~~i~~~~

~'~gl~;t~:~~e~~~ed

"safe,"

o~andhu~~g~

I'm trying to get across to you all is
that
you
just
can't
believe
everything
you hear on campus
and then fly off th~ han~e
a~
demand
that drastic
action
take?.
I firmly believe that the S.G.A.
has overstepped it's auth~r~ty by
even considering
such a ~ldicuJas
?oard as t~e ~.M.F.S.I..T~IS
~ard
IS uncon~htutlOnal
as It ~fr~ges
on the pnvacv of 0u: org~nJ~a.hons
and their
respe<:tl~e
mdivldu;1

dignity ... "
Editorial).

:~~=tii~;

~ a~thfcg:i~~~~;~~~

expected to uphold this oath that
we all have pledged, to live up to
our constitution,
and to believe in
the very idea of Brotherhood
Of
Fraternities-Sororities
if one of the
most personal events of our lives at
Western Md. is open to viewing by
the S.G.A. and, consequently,
by
the entire campus population'?
Privacy
is important
to individuals
as
well
as
to
organizations.
I feel that's
It's
ironic when the people raising
questions about initiation rites are
not
pledges,
ex-pledges,
or
members-or any person affiliated
with a Sorority or Fraternity,
as.
Warren Lowman stated in his April
29 letter to the Editor, The people
questioning
the existing
system

Dear Sir:
As members of Gamma Beta Chi
we feel it is our duty to speak out
against
the S.G.A . .proposal
to
monitor
fraternity
activities
during hell week. Although concern generated
by independents
backing
this
bill cannot
be
altogether
disregarded,
we think
that this measure
is one of an
extremist
position.
In our minds the monitoring
of
initiation activities by outsiders, be
they I.F.C., I.S.C., or in~pendents
is uncalled-for.
We believe that
what takes lJlacein ourcJubroom
is
to be viewed solely by members of
Gamma Beta Chi and no one else

is
those
who
dislike
these
~eties.
I've seen three
hell
weeks while I've t>een at WMC.
and I've also heard all the rumours
that begin to fly around campus as
soon as hell week is over.
However, that is preciseJy what
they are, rumors.
No individual
outside of those actually involved
in Hell Week can accurately
know
just what went on inside
the
clubrooms and respective sections
of the fraternities
and sororities.
People begin to speculate
as to
what went on and then the word
spreads
from
those
"reliable

Editor:
On behalf of the~Freshman
and
~phomore
class officers, I would
like to thank everyone who helped
with .decorations, tick~,
?e'er and
odd JObs for all of theu- time and
support during the Spring Dance.
The dance was a gr~at success and
was only accomplished
through
your work. Once again,
thanks,
and please continue with more of
the same next year! r
Roger Ensminger
President, Class of 1979
p.s.-thanks also to everyone who
came!

29

-

action!
Jeremiah

Two on the Review

Sincerely,
M. Lynch

Dear John,
Listen and hear,
"I can now see how so many
actors can be having
so many
problems with their lives ... "
This blatentiy
generalized
and
mythisized judgmental
attack 1hat
Bill Jenkins launched on any and
all of us who have spent time in
learning the art of ading is the
same sort of insensitive
attitude
that
has caused
yet another
example
of dehumanizing
oppreSSion in the world we are all
supposed to share. My problems
ha,
about as much to do with the
roles I playas
yours do Bill. And
you wonder why _we have Harlows,
honey ...
Lisa B. Pohlhaus

Furthermore,
the S.G.A. cannot
insure absolute secrecy within the
monitoring
committee.
On a
campus
the size
of Western
Maryland gossip spreads quickly.
Fraternal
organizations
are
founded on the premise of secrecy,
not for the' purpose
of abusing
pledges, but to insure that the inner
workings of the brotherhood
are
pro~ted.
Gamma Beta Chi is no
exception.
As brothers
inducting
future brothers we can assure the
students of W.M.C. that at no time
in the past and at no time in the
future will a pledge by physically
abused. A hierarchy with a specific
set of rules is set up during Hell
Week to make c~rtain that pledges
are
not experiencing
unjust
physical stress. We are not sadistic
barbarians,
but a close group of
brothers trying tt? make hell week
an enjoyable
experience
for
everyone involved. The system of
self policing has been effective and
will continue to be so.
Some
independents·
on this
campus have taken specific events
of the past hell week and applied
them in general
to the entire
fraternity system at W.M.C. This is
unjust
and unfair.
Editorials,
articles, and pictures have slanted
'
·the students point of view in their
!))rtrayal
of Hell Week as a
horrible
experience
for
frat
pledges. We challenge any student
to find any member
of Gamma
Beta Chi who has come away with
bad memories of initiation
We the members of Gamma Beta
Chi believe that control should not
be placed in the hands of the
S.G.A., but should be kept in the
office of the Dean of Student Affairs. We would be presumptuous
to say that fraternities
have not
had problems with hell week inside
and outside the clubroom, but we
are also the first to admit what the
Dean of Student Affairs has dealt
with these
problems
and the
punishment
in
a
fair
and
reasonable
manner
and should
continue to do so.
Sincerely,
, The members of Gamma Beta Chi

RELA Y Recognizes Its Volunteers
As tho:! school year comes to a
close, we at RELAY would like to
take this opportunity
for expreSSing our appreciation
to ,those
of you who volunteered
your
services
and worked
with the
community.
You know who you
are, but we thought that maybe
WMC would like to know who is
doing what to help out in the
Westminster
area.
Cass Kut! spent most of the year
with the Westminster
Recreation

<,

The Premise of Secrecy

:r~~=F~::e::~~~~7~~
Dance Thanks

Bill Jenkins' review was not only
exceptionally stupid and coarse - it
was also libelru]s, and should be
retracted.
Sincerely,
Bill Cochran

April

·1 can only demand
that the
S.G.A. revokes the proposal which
would
form
this
"Board
of
Inquisition"
and allow the Greek
Organizations
to function within
their own rights which, bythe way,
very seldom if ever interferes with
the rlghts ot others. I can only hope
that the S.G.A. recognizes
the
futility of such a board and takes

appropriate

~e th~

Dear Editor,
Here is an apt quotation
in
response to Bill Jenkins'
absurd
and fatuous theatre
review (5-677):
"The
mistakes
and
misstatements
in it form an
uninterrupted
series so complete
as to seem artistic
in reverse,
making one wonder if, perhaps, it
had not been woven that way on
purpose
to be
turned
into
something pertinent and coherent
when reflected in a looking glass."

(from

~::~~~!!:
~=~ua~~::!~

;!:a~~~e~ni~~~i~,.~.~~~!~~h~~.
~e;=:~~;~:~.i.I.~,.a

it. Rumours

Council coaching girls basketball
Mary Beth Barrett
and Betsy
Lesher worked with a Mentally
Retarded Cub Scout Troop here in
town. Patrice John is working at
Montrose-a facility for delinquent
youths
in
Reisterstown.
At
Christmas
time, the Phi Alphs
delivered presents
to Springfield
State Hospital. Debbie Keefer has
enjoyed working at the Carroll
County Commission for Day Care.
Circle K helped by doing odd jobs

at Carroll Haven in Hampstead.
Diane
Jenkins,
Kim
Kost
&
Theresa Rogers all have been with
the Department
of Juvenile
Services as tutors.
We know that others of you have
volunteered
with-out contacting
RELAY, and you too have our
appreciation.
Again, much thanks
to everyone who has shown interest.
Have an EXPERIENCE
next
year ... JOIN RELAYl!!!!

Friday,

Review

Last Friday night, the Spring
~ concert of 1977, featuring Orleans,
began with Travis, Shook, and the
Club Wow. They are a musicalcomedy team consisting of a guitar
and a bass player, and with both
vocalizing.
They were received
fairly well by the crowd, as they
played an hour set.
Orleans then began shortly after
the opening act. Orleans consists of
5 men: Larry Hoppen, John Hall,
Jerry
Marotta,
Wells Kelly and

1

Eulogy For a Friend

Well Received

' Mike-Q~!e~ans

_.

~~~~~e H~~r~d :eip~~~~!a~e~
15 minute encore. Orleans featured
excellent light work designed by
Ron Merkle, who also runs lights
for 'Little Feat'. It was the first
time in Alumni for the use of both
front
and stage
mixboards
to
achieve quality sound, including 16
stage
monitors.
{Their
performance featured good individual
work on their instruments;
they
were highly skilled, worked well

Orleans

continued

together and produced a very clear
sound as a result.) There was also
excellent
harmony
on
the
vocals ... "an overall togetherness
of sound," when all 5 sang

Hall,

Larry

~:~~r:;~'al;!~n
played.
Both

from

:aC;::t~~'

t~e~~~n

which

John Wilcox
Graduate
student
Bernard
Franklin,
in a lecture
to Dr.
Pernell's
Education
102 class on
May 6, stated .that most problems
in urban education can be traced to
racism which is inherent
in the
institution.
Observing that the vast majority
of inner city students
are black,
while most teachers
are white,

their pupils.
Bernard
Franklin,
who is also
head resident of Rouzer, is doing
gradue-e
"work
in school
administration.
Before
coming
to
WMC, he was. a guidance counselor
in his native town of Newark, New
Jersey,
working with inner city
students
in a federally
funded
project,

::::~::e~~i~oo~.a~r:t:~:~e!~

F"P::'::"-o-e-m--o-'--t"':h:::"::::e:::::::':'W":::"'::e::':e=k:::':"-'"

JolmHalrand~thers,.know,

and

jiave
worked With, LIttle Feat.
Or~e~ns p~::~r ~o l~s~n ~ ~~
:~d sS:~e
~o~de~~'
onme
I

Wells left
wiw~n;'~nn~

"J

formed by Hall, Wells Kelly, and
the two Hoppens. Jerry Marotta
joined in 1976.
r!":~si~n~9~1:~~~~~~:I!::
II, which

was

only

in

~~r~~~ybe~:f::n~f~et::;s;n~!
classroom: the middle class values
of the teacher
and the ghetto
"street values" of the student.

Orleans' current tour, thus far 2
months, is their first as a headline

For
example,
American
dream
~s~:a~po~~~eto~'::~:

All members
of the ,group write
music except the bass guitarist.
They see the inability to play one
instrument
as 'providing
far
greater musical expression by the
individual',
as well as giving the
group a wi.der variety of sounds.

city student.
Aceerding
to Mr.
Franklin,
an oppressing
environment
of poverty
which the
ghetto child can do nothing
to
overcome
breeds
a sense
of
hopelessness.
This
"cultural
.despair"
is in turn reinforced
by

Overall,
released

n~~t::fil~b~~~~~~

this was one of the best

~~:~~
'Spirit'.

~~:~~~~o~~er~~~~!
(Spring

~974)

J:!~

in

the white
!rai;:!~

which

Orleans
has switched
recording
~~:r;a:o~~~
~:i~n:~:~~~
companies to Asylum; "less bucks
crowd reaction
was good. 'I_'hey
but a better all-round deal." The
engaged
the crowd
and liked
Asylum label includes artists such
Alumni, noting only stepping stage'
s Jackson Brown, Bonnie Raitt,
as a defec~; "Accoustically
the hall
=a",g1.::e,::.., ;::Li",nda;::_:R:::'"'=ta:::dl,_, e",l..::a,,-i _--"""-'",'od",,-"
__J

what we know of the truth and are
so overwhelmed
by the burden of
our knowledge
that we hide it,
away, leaving no snags to catch on
convention,
no signs
to inconvenience
us politically.
Bob'
Lawler embraced the burden of his
knowJedge~ He sought the power
and the law of reason with all his
heart and all his mind and all his
soul. He sought to see himself
without illusion and in himself the
universe.
He sought, at infinite

Bob Lawler, in all his love-driven
vulnerability
to the truth of his
vision, in all his self-forged daring,

The Problems of Urban Education

fa~~i~r~~~~=fnt~::J~~~~

~':~f::'=:'
~~~~a:~:~

~~~peB~s

cost, to say no better than he saw
of that nerve of Being which may
include all of us. lie never turned
away. He lived with awe at the
dizzying profoundness of his world,
and only because he never turned
away from the unpainted facts of
life and death could he fix "awe"
so playfully between two l's 'and a
pause to spell his name."

~~ ~~~~~~s~~;~e~i~o~~~hf:~t~t~
The One' and 'Dance With Me', as
well as other previously recorded
material,
all of which performed
well.
Orleans enjoyed playing in the
Baltimore
end D.C. area. They
have
had good performances
recently
at Univ. of Maryland,
Painters
Mill, and Gettysburg.
"People in the areas respond well
to our music."

:~c~~~
into "Thun-

went

ders'rcg'',

.

facing it head on. Most of us know

Orleans
sang songs including
several never performed
before,
which are to be recorded on an asyet urmamedalbum
which is due in
studio in late June. The new songs
included: 'Think I Will' py Wells
and 'Don't Throw Our Love Away'

and

:a~~S~e~eh:~
p~~~rsa~dse~~~
together in New York City. John
Hall
originally
played
with

from page 1

readily
for publication
by the
editors
of American
Literature,
one of the most highly respected
journals in its field: In addition,
most recently, he had been planrung a lecture on his sabbatical
projects to be given to the college
community
in the near future.
We could go on recounting
Bob
Lawler's
academic
achievements
at length, but then we would only
be circling around and around the
center of the man without ever

BacJu!round

In 1969, JOM
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Orleans

As

the
that

suburban

solution,

great'
child

feeling

represents
a

any

~~~t:%a~~~~:~~:~i~~fO:pe~k
this eulogy, must speak these good
words of tribute, must keep encouraged to face bravely what he
faced. For his world is our world,
his life is our life, his death is our
death.
If we dispell
the consummate
humanity
in his name
and in his life, we do so at the peril
of our own humanity.
Let us embrace
and celebrate
the memory of Bob Lawler.

L
Two lines like mother and baby once joined
Now hurtling apart at a right angle
I
In the lower ease, when it looks like a one or an I,
And truly looks alone,
You can topple it with a flick of your smallest finger
(it's easy to topple)
And in Chicago, once in New York, it turns a loop
Around fierce bigness and peeps in windows
It forms

the right angle

for seeing

L is for lamentation

that

a

personal

Mr.

Franklin

~~::e:cb:ve:~:~::
bl:::~
other
persons
from '<ghetto
situations.
This
increased
awareness would not only motivate
students,
but would also allow
teachers to relate more closely to

Some call "cellardoor"

the loveliest

word in English

L is solid and rigid, though not like H and A,
Though not like E or Z
Oh,Hell

Noel
Jfyou tip ita bit to the left,
It's a crippled V for victory

L is a legless chair to sit in,
-or where the wall meets the Floor, or the grass a tree
Mail ends with it, letters

begin with it

L is the double end of Hell, as well
And on the baby's alphabet chart, on her wall,
Hanging above her crib, L stands for lion,
Smiling next to a potted fern in an imaginary,
Real, dark woods. '"
If we tip it'cver the hard way it's a lean-to for emergency
in the veldt, or a mole hill, capable of being exaggerated
To importance.
.

College Students:
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My name, of course, awe surrounded by two Is
And followed by a pause: you dare to dispell
The magic in my name at your own peril.

ti~ea:~~el:~~~i~:!l~~~~~~'
~~~ tl~~~I~::~~~;~~g,
Liquid, limpid, and glum, last and lashing, a little
Like alliteration,
legume, and lawn, seldom in the
Lime light.
L opens up northeast and takes a lavish view, but is blind to
its bottom and rear, as if to turn its back on the fresh past,
that huge continent out behind, and face instead the beginning
of its end, toward Z.
Bob Lawler

National Guard

......o.r·T_
~

in the
Westminster Army

sleeping,
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Weatmi_ter
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Want A'_s and Jan Term

Individuals Shine in Track
,
440; Eliot Runyon,
886; Bucky
Craig Merkle, and Don
Harris, shot put. Fred Smyth was
Western Maryland's
only scorer captured the only medal of the day
with a 5th place finish in the 440
Intermediate
Hurdles.
Seniors who will be missed next.
year include: Pat Dattilo, Randy
Day, Scott Gingerich,
and Scott
Whitney.
We would like to thank Coaches
Carpenter,
Case and Bates for
guiding
us to the best spring
winning percentage,
70 per cent.

~~~~~~dTr~~: Horsey,

'M~:i~, ~~
~q~~~
"traveled to Dickinson College for
the Middle Atlantic
Conference
Championships.
The team didn't
fare as well as they would have
liked, but there were some cutstanding individual performances.
Competing for the Terrors were:
Chuck Barbour, 100;-220, 440 yard
relay, high jump; Ron Bowen, 440
and mile· relays;
Pat Dattilio,
triple jump; Randy Day, discus;
Eric DeGross, 100, 440 yard relay;
Don Enterline,
javelin;
Scott
- fraser,
high jump; Don· Harris,
.discus, shot put; Bucky Horsey,
shot put; Jon Isaacs,
440, mile
relay; Mike Margiotta,
120, high
hurdles, high jump: Marc~ax,
high jump,
triple jump;
Craig
Merkle, shot put; Harry Poppies,
- javelin;
Eliot Runyon, 880, mile
relay:
fred
Smyth,
120 high
hurdles, 440 intermediate
hurdles,
mile relay; Brian Trumpower,
440
Intermediate
hurdles;
Scott
Whitney, 220, 440 yard relay; Doug
Renner, mile.
Outstanding
i.ndividual
performances at the meet were; the
440 and mile relay teams; Chuck
Barbour, 100 and 220; Jon Isaacs,

\7-3J

team ended

their season
by sweeping
one
doubleheader
and
droppinganother.
Last Friday,
the guys
were at Lebanon Valley to make up
games postponed
earlier
on account of rain. In two hard-fought
contests, WMC came out on top B6, B-5. Wins were credited
to Vic
Dreschler and Wayne ~blentz.
In
the second game, WMC was up 4-0
before Lebanon Valley scored 5 in
the 6th. Things looked bad until a 4run Terror rally in the 7th. Rob
Anrlrews si_!!gJed in the tving run

J+hl:V~~S!~~sd ·women's
lacrosse
team
has
shown
great
improvement
since last year and
throughout this year. Much of this
can be attributed
to the fine
coaching of former lacrosse player
~~r!~~:~:~~~~~~
this year's

players.

pa~~~o~~~;
Team

spirit

~~r:'~~i:t~i:!~m~~
PO~~eo~=~~:~hed
Wednesday

~~~:
their

season

with an exciting

effort

A book entitled

Expanding

:~es~I~~:~i-~~PI~~aled

it with a

The next day, the·te~m n:ave(ed
to York to drop two by Identical 1-0
scores.
What pitchi?g
battIe~l
Dave Dolch and KeVin Zawacki,'
the hurlers in these games, pitched
aswellasanyTerrorpitchershave
this season, scattering
a few hits
each. But the team's inability to
score even a s~g1e run pr~vented
them from pickmg up the wms they
deserved.
Thus ends the baseball season.
Next week, we'll have a final wrapup, plus some season stats.

r1 --------

HOUSE OF LIQUORS

Carroll Pia <0 Shopping Center
848·1314
Special of the Week!
8r;"g this ad with you for:

..1I

12 oz. cans
12 pack $2,99

.1 Sale ends Thursday,

..._-------

May 19, 1977
WMC students only
..

1
1
1

Speedreadingcourse.
Guaranteed!
In case the kit doesn't work, return
it, and we will send you $95 for
every credit hour you fail!
Hi to My Favorite
Palo-The Schmuck
Seek-a-Sucker
Company
is
lookitlg for talented young people
to fill challenging
sales positions!

~:~t~n~'~~~~si\l~
X~~d~ir~~r:n~-.
:;:!~~ns ~~~~~~Il~~flinU:~i!~it~~
If found, please return to Anita
PassesinBlanceDorm,andse1ling
Bryant.
Avon Products in the Quad~
Lost: One free lunch. If found,
Come to McDaniel
Lounge on
please return
to Dr. Ralph B.
May ath at 7:30 .p.m. for inPrice.
, terpretations
of Moby Dick, A Tale
For Sale: Survival kit for exam
of Two Cities, and The Five Little
week. Contains:
3 packages
NoPeppers and 110,": They Grew, on
Doze, 22 uppers, 21bs. of coffee, $10
the xylophone. Bring a date or your
in quarters for Coke Machines, an
mother.
.
and Evelyn Wood's

-against Gettysburg,
losing 10-1, as
Jan Claypoole scored the only goal
and as the defense, led by Nancy
Hess and Sara Kain played well.
This was only their second loss in
the conference.
ye~~e!~~
Wilder

o~;
and

ht~

~~~~~:

MVP

Sara

~~;"fh:tC:~he~~llo~
_ St;i~ig~

writer

=:~~~~~~i!~:S

nJe:~
Kain,

th;a~:~~~
would
t~~~

like'

JAN TERM OFFERINGS

;h~ ~sr:~~

t£:2

~7e~~:~i~" S~~~di;t
west~~~
Development
of Modern Medieva1
Afro-American
Socialist
Catholics." This fulfills all Liberal
Arts Requirements.
'_

aecprd aevieW
Classical Collection

FOR '17

Steve Bainbridge
Stokowski -On a well done stereo
compatible

quad

disc

Leopold

~:o~~w:!:t~~~~~t~~o~n=r':s~

:ra~l
E~~~~ti~~t~~i~~~n~~
CorJuggl~~g
20<1 -. ~r~.-requis_ite:
Embezzlement
101.
Burning
202
An introductory
course into the how's, where's, and
why's
of Pyromania.
Students

The album,
called
"Stokowski
Spe~~u~arh'.'
contai~s
s~~J;s
r~
y
ea~ y as
,
an arepres~~hin,:~]Oyablene~
a;:a~gef~e~th·
e.
pectacular f
~o~ ;hili'; So~~?~~!
;~:o~nod

~~~:~c~vi:ceu~~:r~l:o':t~~~iu~d

Stripes

in this course

~i!~c~.ec~~t~er~~;!

will be construction
the Brooklyn

~~~~r~~~t~~~~n~gth~:~i~~
~~~.~~:~
~~

303 _ "SOCiology

,

1:"/S

Forever,

chestrated

and

concludes
1~;11ar:r~

by Stokowski

himself.

!~y~!~ef~~~eC;t~~s:f:llcJ~:e~!
for

~n~:~:i~~~f:~t~~estions

Pointers 1tI ill .._._,.,
continued from page 1
Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday
shows .have discounts
availa~le.
A brIef run-down on upcommg
performances
from now through
this summer
goes as follows:
Sammy
Davis, Jr. will appear
{rom May 2 - May B, prices are
$12.50 and $15.00. Sonny and Cher
will appe~r from Mal 17 - 22 ~t
$12.50 a ticket. (No discounts will
be offered for Sammy Davis or
Sonny and Cher, but are available
for all other shows) Gladys Knight _
and the Pips perform
with J.J.
"!al!_t:.r Ma>::9 - May 15for $8.75 and

Biology 304 - Dissection
of Dr.
Royer. Open to Bio Majors only.
English 302
'Major
Themes in
American Literature."
A survey of
such relevant works as The Annual
Bull-Shippers Manual, published in
Houston, Tex. The Morphogenesis
of the Shoot Apex and T.W.A.'s
Getaway Guide to Scaggsville, Md.

EmbezzlementlOI-Recommended

of the Eiffel Tower,
to

luck for next seasonn.

Loell' Coneerts

STROH'S

Lost:

Good Year for Women's LAX

CAPITAL CENTRE
Ted Nugent, Foreigner and Nazarith
614
Bad Company
6/11
CIVIC CENTER
Little Feat, and Poco 5115
DAR CONSTITUTION HALL
Return to Forever 5122 (2 shows)
MERRIWEATHER POST PAVILION
Dan Fogelberg 6/11
Renaissance 7/21
Seals and Crofts 6117
Judy Co lIins 7/31
Marsha! Tucker Band 61:8 Leo Sayer 819
Hall and Oates 6124
Joni Mitchell 8/16
America 6/25 - 26
Kris Kristofferson 8/17
Kinks 6129
Linda Ronstadt 8118 - 20
James Taylor 7/1 - 2
Chuck Mangione 8/21
Boz Scaggs 7/6
Jackson Browne 8/26 _27
Gordon Lightfoot 7/8·9
AI Stewart 8128
Chicago 7115 - 17
Emmylou Harris 9/1
Harry Chapin 7120
.
WARNER THEATER
Southside Johnny and the Asbury Jukes 5120

I
I
1

Nancy Menefee
Found:
New Alarm Clock. Big
enough to wake entire
Rouzer
dorm. Unfortunately,
sets only for
7:00 a.m. and requires 10 workmen.
with yellow hats to run it. Please
see foreman
in charge of "the
hole."

extra lightbulb,

BasebaU=2 Wins, 2 Losses
Ca;~t:~e~~~~sbaseball

Friday, May 13, 1977

~::~:c~~i~Pa~~:

~~I~ ~:::i~o!~

~~~t:seo~:~~~i~a~~~i~~.Pieces

,._ ,.. .

$9.75 a ticket,
·followed
by
FOliesbergere from May 31 _June 5
for $7.75 and $B.75. The Carpenters
are next, from June 7 _June 12, for
$8.75 and $9.75, followed by the
Spinners from June 13 _ 19. (The
following prices are $8.75 and $9.75,
depending upon which night it is.)
Rich Little will perform August 914, Charo and David Brenner on
August 16 21, and Stars of the
Lawrence Welk Show from August •
26 _ 2B for $7.75 and $8.75 a ticket.
Need a typist tor
term papers, etc. Call
848-0'166, Very ~easonable!

""

",

_

Rock Hudson
in Camelot
will
appear from July 12.- 17 for $8.75
and $9.75.
For the extra convenience
and
saving that this service provides to
WMC students,
Joan Avey has
assumed the responsibilities
and
headaches
that are involved, and
we sincerely appreciate
it.

FOREION
CA~ SER~I()£

Wootio.',

Specillizinl in
Carsela!iv

VOlVO'S

... 8d

~ plain & Fancy
Donuts
onIy6mi __

~0p0n~~Z4~_~~.~1Ior~~~.
',,"''''.~o~",_'. ""'00 ,... "
In 1_li""

.. I'" II.,.. "" ''·0"'.........

.. " .. r",." •• k.l .. " ...li,·.fin.nd.,
Late night spec/am _
8:00 pm-11:00 pm

opens the door to an exciting
full or part·time.Ci:lreer
teaching others how beautiful
they can really be.
Earn high commissions
this Summer and during
the school year.
Learn more at our OPEN HOUSE
·Suite 210-HI L TON PLAZA
OFFICES - Pikesville

Rd. & Beltway Exit
20, TuElSday12:30 p.m. &
Friday-6:30p.m.

~~i;~'~"f~~u~~III""'1
)0"'..- no,.

FREE!!
BIG MAC

(·."' ......... 'lnion ..... '..,.......

TM

with this coupon
when you purchue
Big MacTM

a

~M:_,

(Limit one

COUlKln per

purchase)

I-H
Westminsler

ReistElrstown

FACES·321·0250

pl.nninJ.Do,·.lopin2fin.n<I.,
in<l<pon
...n«.nd .. '.I • ....,ufi')·ror'ho
!utu,..;"b'",porlan,ror".mo .... I,;"
f"' ....n.y ... ,fldtlit .. l"n;.,nur.riold
A>""".I.kno~'lh.'a""<.nholp .•""
""hio,·•• l·oll.~.\lo",,·oro'hor

Raisterstownonly
Valid 8:00 pm·11:00 pm Suncay
hroulPl Thursday expires 5/19/77

>~

"[deli!):,
Uniontife

Acceptance
or this gift in no way
,
obligates me to Fidelity UniOn Ufe,
Addre~
a",
Stllte......__zjp

_

~~~~::re'=m"''''''h-oo-:--~t~::f!~'",
'-_
Perfume

Road Atlas

Wallet

Number
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WMC StudentsWith or
Without Honor?

COLLEGE

......

.,1

Nancy Menefee
Chris Holmes, a member of the
Western Maryland Honor Board.,
recently
wrote a position paper
entitled,
"The
WMC Honor
System."
This paper severely
attacked the present system, and it
may be the first step in a series of
changes that would take place next
fall.
The paper
begins
with the
statement,
"The
Western

~~ta?~~~~~~:

ca~IOg~e~~::~
Maryland subscribe to an Honor
Code as a way of maintaining
a
~~~:~t:'~;';'lunity
Chris

questions

of high moral
the validity

most developed form
of dance? Dancers shown here are
Lori Grimes and Sally Marshall

. 'year

.

whit

\~:r~n~~eb;~:rp~~i~~t~~:~~

tho~t
of ~e
H?~or
Code. He received SIX pos~hve
replies, twenty ~gatiV~d r~p~s,

the students and faculty, then it is·
not possible to have an Honor
System.
This seems to be our

"students

~~~;~~~~!es

~~~~~ment

will not turn

in other

t~:t q~S~i~~

at sal,

'w at

=~~:
l;~f~£~'~J;e3i'~~:

~~~=ti'::S~ ~~reh!t~~~t~~~~
positive sign. Possibly this may be
due to the exposure that the Honor

that person's friends
them."
Chris had some

~;::1~~f~~~~:!:f
man IDS classes. They received
positive feedback on this, and 10
people
ran for Honor Board

impressive

this

time

at

Chris did say that this year there

support, do we keep using that
system?"
He expressed an opinion that, "I

try to deter

at

a statement
on any 'group of
students whose actions reflected
upon the institution.
Another point raised was that the
independents
who sponsored "the
motion had not themselves
witnessed or gone through Hell Week.
Chris
Holmes
then
made
a
statement concerning the effects of
~ysical
violence that he himself
had witnessed during Hell Week.
Apparently in the course of Hell
Week activities a friend of Chris's
was involved in an activity that
resulted
in
paddle-inflicted

~~;:~;r:~:r::~~~stf:;~fe:!
IFC and ISC policy. The motion
also called for more active en-

~~~~'
~~:wp~~:r~~.
being raw and blistered,
and
unable to sit down for three days.

~:iC~~ller:;s

~~~;~~~eo~·o~~n

~;h~a~~~~~~:~~~~!·n~~
~~~~
the basic student support that it
needs."
He
further
stated,

~!~~n!~ f:~,~e~~~:.

Last Monday, the SGA held it's
general meeting of the year.
. meeting was of particular
interest to many people on campus
because of a motion introduced two
weeks ago calling for a board to
look into fraternity
and sorority
initiations.
This motion was replaced by a
new motion submitted
by Jeff.
Robinson. The new motion called
for the SGA to take a firm stand
against the use of physical hazing
and to ask the .ISC, IFC, and
Housing Council
to use more

..J :~~~~~~~ivt;

I.,:;:'X~h':.:;·bi~ti;:,!ng:.:t:::;h':;;;,,.:';'m::::';'t:;":...:.:fin:;a:..l
a:;'....::::::::=:.::::=:.....,.

of

Friday,

SGARejects Statement
on Frat. Hazing
Nancy Menefee

to put pressure on the Deans to
make it clear that the SGA is
against physical hazing. It also
~~~~n~~~~h~:~~a~e2~~~~~~n~
Affairs,

m~~f~~
~~~e
~!~r
~~t!~Chris explained, "I state my case
strongly, but that's for strategic

:h~

~~sd~~!~gn:~

and

representatives

motion, was dropped from the new
motion......
The
floor
was
opened
to

to blame any cowardice on his own
irrationality.
'
A move was made
to end

~:':~:~:~:~~:~~~i~:o;~~;
~f~;~~:::~~:~ri~,~;i~~
~:!~~~r-:r~!~
£~~~:F:E:

~:,~£~~,

general consensus that we better
do something."
Dave Zinck, the Chairman of the

po~~~~: Honor Board still has it's
major flaws. Chris's paper stated,

::r
h~?:~~;~~~a~~
~t~'a~:
knew; I'm happy he brought it

:e~ce~asto;:~u~~~e~~~~:a~n~t
really was no concern of the SGA

~~v~o~~:,c:;!ea~~~r~~'t
Dave was also concerned about
the lack of student's supporting the
Honor Code,"-He said, "An Honor
System is when students take it
upon themselves
to enforce the
code.
it's accepted, W!; expect
honesty ... Most students
do not

~ns~~n~~~~~~ni~h~~%~ntH~~
Week. Many felt that the SGA had
no right
to consider
this
a
legitimate issue because it violated
the secrecy of the fraternities. Jim
Wright pointed out that the motion
was merely
a statement.
He
pointed out that this was the

~~y ::t~~~~~tfohnenof~~a~~~:!n~
and faculty." Given the assump-

:~nii a~~nk;ne:~nss~~~~·d:'~~~~
Continued Page 3

:~~d=:~u~~~~~~~~tri~~~~i~~okn~

;::;;:r ~~~:

Blocks and Administration Reach Impasse
LaP.idula

The B.S.U. has refused to support an administration plan to hire
a graduate assistant specializing in
minority affairs because they feel
that the salary being offered for
the poSition is not sufficient for the
responsibilities
involved.
In his recent
statement
on
minority
affairs,
Dr.
John
suggested
that
a
graduate
assistant be hired to "help meet
the immedi"ate needs of minority
students."
The plan was then
armounced to the faculty, but the
salary was not mentioned in the
statement.
After lengthy discussion
with
Dean Mowbray, the Dean and the
B.S.U. were near agreement on a
job description for the prospective
assistant. 'I;he duties that the job
entaiied
were
listed
as;
I.)
Developing
and implementing
programs
within the orientation
program for students with special
needs, 2.) Organizing and maintaining
tutorial
program
for
Western
Maryland
College
students in cooperation
with the
academic
departments.
3.>

a

initiation rite if coercion was used,
:~~et~?~:;l:~~a~~:~ot~
forced to do anything. However, if
no coercion were used, a person

~~:ss:~:~e~~taH:on:d
support from the student body and,
apparently, from a portion of the
faculty too. So what a:~ we, adoS
~hel
Honor Board supposec
to
.
agree with the view put forth in the
College Catalog which is "The
integrity of an Honor System is

Phil

~~~!~~:~:~!~iti~~~n~;es~~~
difficult the initiation rites, the
more the value of belonging to the
institution increased. He also cited

~~~'nclii,~'ndHt~':~~ec~~~e~;!~cJ,
to discuss the impact
of this
motion.

~~fimU::~7uJ:~~~:~Po~d!r~
the survey, and of these 16.4 per
cent, 34.5 per cent admitted
to
"'qUe:t~~g.·}~f ht~os~a~~o
~~~~

.:a% ha~~~'~ Ch~~~~"t34.6r:~~:;~
vioJatjons
that
they
have

~~~~Io~~:;~~~~rc~tceo~ce~~~:

~::::ret~~;I/~o~e!)O~~~~na~
of

~::n~:s
t~e:i~~~ ~~s~~e
H~~:~
th .esults of a survey conducted

broken the Code, 67.1 per cent said
they haven't reported violations
that they have seen, and of those

;;~~~t!~

~~~~~iZ~· v~~: ~:t~~~e~~~s~~~
tremely close, and the motion was

~!:t!:~

Ofl~!4~xec::~:e
c~~~~~
abstaining
and
one
floor
representative
abstaining.
Other business discussed at the
meeting included a treasury report
which showed that the SGA had
spent $6000 Jess than their budget
.alloted. It was moved that $2000
~~:;itt~
t~i::~er t~he~~di~:r!::
costs of setting up concerts in Gill

Gym next year, since Alumni will
not be available. The motion was
passed by a wide margin.
It was voted that tile Class of 1979
would sponsor the Homecoming
Dance, in the hopes that this would
help keep the cost of the JuniorSenior Banquet down
It was also decided that the SGA
'should
contribute
$500 to the
Lecture-Concert
Committee. This
will be used to help pay the fee of
Congresswoman
Barbara Jordon
She was the keynote speaker of the
Democratic
National Convention,
and there is a oossibility that she
Continued Page 3

4:45
In voicing the B.S.U's opposition
to the proposed salary ·Ievel, a
spokesperson
for the B.S.U.
stressed that this job "cannot be
compared to any other graduate
assistantships
since it is a totally
different
job description."
She
further stated that "For too long
black people have had to take what

A. T .....
o members on each learn 3:30
8. Progress
in five yard in- RACE
crements
- team with greatest
distance prior to breaking egg is 3:45

FRIS8EE

THROWING

Tun OF WAR_

EGG ON SPOON RELAY

THREE

LEGGED

4:00
SOFFTBALL
DISTANCE

RACE

THROW FOR

....
A. Eight person teams __,I
male and 4 female
H. Eight person learns _. II
male
c. Eight person learns _ II
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Scrimshaw

Letter

Editorial:

Congrats in Order

110 Years ...
-

Are there no alternatives
to a stalemated
silence between the administration
and the Black Student Union concerning the hiring of a
graduate assistant "to help meet the needs of minority students"?
Not
hiring the essutentteee
Scrimshaw article) does no one . white or black,
student, professor, or administrator
- any good at all In relieving WMC's
problem wllth racism.
.
Contrary to the original
BSU proposal and as Dr. John firmly
believes, perhaps a Director of Minority Affairs is n01 the best Idea. To
accept, temporarily
at least, the switch to a second and different concept of the graduate assistantship.
as the BSU has
does not entail
accepting
the normal salary range for a graduate
assistant.
The
campus needs a special black person 10 meet the demands of the job's
responsibilities
on this campus.
It may take more than a normal graduate assistant's
salary (ceiling
$2200) to bl""lng that person to WMC. If the BSU Is belng.straight
In Its
willingness
to accept temporarily
a graduate
assistant
spot over a
Minority Affairs director _ If the job description truly fits the graduate
assistant position-then money should nof be allowed to be a stumbling
block.
No reverse discrimination,
says Dr. John. How does that position
answer to 110 years of racism! And how very unfortunate that the administration can raise $3 million for a building but will not pay an extra
$SOO or $1000 to take even this initial step in cleaning
up our very
embarrassing
and racist linen. How very u"nfortunate because it means'
that we may walt another 110 years. Why should we believe otherwise?

We Love You, John
T~ere Is one thing that somehow never got said In Scrimshaw this
year.,
Blur led beneath all the copy, editorials, and cartoons, are all
the thank yous we would like to extend to our editor, John Springer. Our
staff would like to thank him for the time, the effort, and the caring that
he put Into making Scrimshaw a fine paper. But most of all we would
like to thank John for just being, his exlstance has been a bright pOint In
our fives throughout this year.

---------

Chem Majors Awarded
PublicftyOffice
Western Maryland
College has
announced
the election
of six
chemistry
majors to the national'
chemistry
h0'!Orary society, Phi
Lambda Upsilon. Nomination
for
this honor is made by the faculty
based
on scholarship
and the
number
of hours of chemistry
completed.
Phi Lambda
Upsilon is composed of chemists and members of
c1ose1y allied disciplines who have
demonstrated
superior ability. The
purpose
of the SOCiety is the
promotion of high scholarship
and
original
investigation
in all
!ranches
of pure and applied

chemistry.
The seniors receiving this honor
are: Nancy Asmussen, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. John Asmussen Jr.,
of Timonium,
Md.;
Wayne
Coblentz, son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Coblentz, of Middletown, Md.; Eric
Cohen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Cohen of Baltimore,
Md.;
Barbara Ernst, daughter of Rev.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Ernst
of
Baltimore,
Md.;
and
Steven
Jaskuls~y,
son of Mr. and Mrs.
David
Jaskul"sky,
also
of
Baltimore.
A junior, Richard Clark was also
named.
He is the son of Mrs.
Barbara Clark. of Towson, Md.
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BobSaporaj

A resolution_lost in the SGA on Monday which asserted, essentially.
the SGA's right to condemn physical violence In fraternity Initiations.
Perhaps thatMars
repeaf.ing: a resolution which condemn.._edphysical
violence was defeated by the Student Government.
"Well, hell" as someone (seriously) put It dUring the debete . "If
we're going to say that violence Is wrong when a fraternity uses It, we
mIght as well say that war Is bed, and ...", Such humor on the part of
'campus leaders' Is remarkable ..

A celebration
Is In order- for the 1976-17 Scrimshaw.
Deadlines
generally unmet (due to lAck of a pollceperson),
meetings poorly attended (who likes meetings anyhow?),
urgently needed typists called
upon at the last moment, even more urgently needed writers pursued on
-deadline day, editorials (like this one) written the day after deadline ...
kids Issue (12 pages), coed dorms articles,
nuclear weapons series,
lonely letters asking for return mall from prison inmates, editorials
ranging from deadly rationality
to pre'sumptous
philosophy (with at
least one Menefee specla1), and money blues for sure ...
Thanks eseecteuv-tc
Nancy Menefee, Bill Todd, and Paul Hewett.
Thanks as well to Meg Hoyle and Carlton Harris. Most expecially, Jeff
Robinson and Dave Range deserve at least a plaque for the year they
put in ... a good year for just about everyone, huh?

Friday.

. Critique of "Faculty Impact" Article

Black Humor_in SGA

Perhaps''next we could vote on the violence of apathy _ for the SGA's
refusal to take a stand seems to us to be very. very violent. lts.,not that
the SGA should necessarily take a stand ag_alnst fraternities.
But when
fraternities, or any other person or group at WMC or In the 'real' world,
cuts and bruises another person (even If only once), any refusal to take
a clear stand Is, In fad, a very clear stand. Does the SGAcare to assume
solidarity
with ali of the other persons and Institutions
who have
claimed (a false) neutrality, saying, "It's none of our business . we don't
wish to be Involved"?
Surely, Fulton and friends - you may entertain
us with something
other than the black humor offered at Monday's meetlng-.

\

to the EdltoA.

I

I

Dr. Sapora
Is a member
of
WMC's English department
and is
the newly elected
head of the
American
Association
of

the staff has made an error. I faculty cited in the article
are
would be shirking my job, then, if I merely parts of a continuing effort
refrained
from
writing
this the faculty undertakes,
completely
critique of Jeff Robinson's
article
within the sanction of the Charter

un~~~~!~a:r:!e;st~~'re~~~~~
question
extend
apologies

:'ir~~~s:~~~~:~'~i~
am PUbliShing the critique

for

whatever errors were made. _ the'
Editor.
In mid-winter,
when the faculty
discussed whether or not it would
allow reporters
from the Scrimshaw to attend
and report
on
faculty meetings,
some members
of the faculty said they were afraid
student reporters would never pull
the job off responsibly.
I stated
then, a~a J haven't
changed my
mind, that our campus ought to
have a newspaper
of record, that
we_should give a student staff the
chance to run it and run it right,
and that we, as teachers,
should
give
constructive
criticism
whenever we think any 'member of

because

~~~~:

of the College, to supervise
the
cur~culum o.f the College. The two

,:~~:~bi::;~

it will.not only ~xpr~
some of my
thoughts
on Journalism
to Jeff much less drama than he suggests.
Robinson but. will also correct a I At the end of his first paragraph,
number of misstatements
for the Robinson writes'
information
of the community
at
It was generally understood that
large.
they (the motions) were presented
as a reaction to President
John's
First, the headline, "FACULTY
affirmative
action move that was
WANTS IMPACT," is misleading.
made last month.
Though it is patently
clear that
Nothing in the motions and their
most if not all of us "want impact"
preambles
(which, unfortunately,
of one sort or another, the events
clearly by the
that Robinson reports on do not, as are noldistinguished
typography
of the article)
and
his headline
imply,
show the
nothing in my interview with Jeff
faculty at large out for an "impact
grab" to redress itself for a lack of Robinson
even hints
that
the
motions
are "a reaction"
to
impact that it has suffered in the
past.
The deliberations
of the
President
John's
statement.
Rather, the President's
statement
speaks to a cluster of issues that
the faculty has been discussing for
some time. A careful reading 'Of the
coincidental
that torturers
in
motions
and
the
President's
various countries
insist on being
statement
will show
that
the
addressed as "doctor"?
They may motions are not a reaction to, but a
preceive
themselves
as nuts-and-bolts
complement .to, the
practitioners
or an
ancient,
statement
established
"profession,"
instead

Prisoners of a Nightmare
The following article was wrhien
by a member
of Amnesty
International·an organization
working for political prisioners all
over the world. It is reprinted from
the Washington Post. - the Editor.
p~~:~~~

~:r:~:~s~~e

inbe:e

death camps exposed to a public
determined
that
such horrors
would never again
occur.
Yet
before
me on my' desk. are
documents
telling of crimes that
are being committed
every day~
officially sanctioned acts oftorture
as brutal as those of any Nazi war
criminaL
These documents
describe
the
w.ork of torturers
in many
disparate
countries,
men who
share neither political ideology nor
economic
theory
and have
in
common only a su.bservience
to
leaders
who sustain
power
by
repression
and
intimidation.
Hundreds of thousands of innocent
people are being victimized each
day; their torturers go unpunished,
their numbers
increasing
as the
use of torture spreads through the
world
like
an uncontrollable
disease.
Some survivors
have identified
their tormentors.
A young woman
jailed in Turkey in 1972 described
"a person by the name of Umit
Erdal"
who "attacked
me and
forced me to the groun_9, stood on
my back and with the assistance of
somebody else forced a truncheon
into my anus." An Iranian writer
~:~ur~:,cr~~anth~a!~~h~ta:::
who wears a suit and a tie, smokes
two packs of cigarettes
a day a:ld
grinds each one out on the back of a
human
hand.
A recent
Soviet
emigre reported that Major Pavel
Aleksandrovski
was the chief interrogatorwhose
threats of violent
death finally broke his will and
caused him to betray
a fellow
dissident.
In Brazil, where prisoners
are
hooded so that they cannot see
their
captors,
an
American
minister nevertheless
had a faceto,face
encounter
with
Luis
Miranda Filho,the
most vicious of
his torturers,
who ceased
administering
e1ectric shocks for a
minute, knelt before his victim,
lifted his hood so that their eyes
could meet and threatened
to kill
him if he did not cooperate.
The techniques and implements
used to infiict.pain and degradation
are strikingly
siinilar throughout
the world, suggesting some sort of
international
exchange
of experience
and informalion.
Is it

~~e~s the sadistic

>

criminals

they

R!~in:~~

s:I~~~S

p:~:t,

-ar:~

These "doctors"
venture
forth President's
statement "has co ised
each day to work in well-equipped
a bit Qf constern~tion
over ~e
torture
chambers
lined
with faculty's
role
m
acaden-Ic
modern
accousucar
tile
and I~urric~lum
changes."
Ever-y
spattered
with blood, vomit and: Journalist owes .active, not passive,
urine. Their degrees are in rape, sente~ces ~o his ~r her. readers.
finger-mail-plucking
and whipping.
Who, ~ec18ely,
IS feeling
conThey
are
engineers
who stemeucnt
I know that some of my
manipulate
wires
that
cause
colleagues are, but what factual
learned
professors
to bark like basis does Robinson have to make
dcgs and wornen to plead and Iaugh the connection .he. ~es
between
hysterically,
no longer reluctant to statements
by mdivtdual
faculty
betray their husbands.
members and a document ena:!,.ed
One of them, A Uruguayan army
unanir.n~usly by ~e faculty and
officer, recently
smuggled
some contal~mg
nothing
of
conphotographs of torture victims out sternation?
of Uruguay
in- a letter
that
described
his own revulsion
for
The first sentence of the third
"all that I have the misery
of paragraph
is question
begging.
witnessing
and, worse
still, of Robinson asserts that the motions
taking part in." He described
the in question have "balanced"
(I'm
heightened
sadism
among
not sure what the word means in its
Uruguayan officers who volunteer
context) "the AAUP's stand on the
to work even on their days off so John proposal." ,He asserts
this
they
can
witness
the
"inbefore establishing
that the AAUP
terrogation"
of young
women
statement even addresses
itself to
prisoners.
He begged to be freed ~the John proposal.
In fact, the
from "this nightmare,
in which we AAUP statement
does not 00 so.
are all prisoners."
- ~t
A torturer's working day is long,
The last three paragraphs
of the
his hours
irregular.
His in- piece err only in calling
the
volvement is total, immersed as he Faculty
Mfairs
Committee
the
must be in the intimacy
of his
"Faculty
Advisory
Committee;"

;~!~~::

a~~S~a~.IO~,
or~:~att~
debase
another;
he must
also
bebase
himself,
for to torture
without LOmpunction requires the
complete
denial
of his own
humanity.
Torture also dehumanizes
others
;yho serve its purposes;
those who
designl and build the implements
of
torture;
physicians
who sustain
weakened
prisoners
for further
abuse; ju~es who contort the law
to senten. J dissicients to prison;
journalists. who distort the facts or
remain
silent;
and, of course,
despotic
rulers
who have
institutionalized
a vile' system
in
order to maintain power.
To know that torture
exists
anywhere in the world and not to
act is also dehumanizing.·
Those
who refuse to believe the .factswho shield· themselves
from the
almost unbearable
knowledge
of
-wbat is happening
right now to
h4lDan beings like themselvesbecome silent accomplices
to the
torturer's
deeds, prisoners of the
~ghtmare.

~~~:;~~eit
i~h~is :~~ur~~~e~:~!~
on in the article that makes ~e
surprised at the inaccuracy
of Its
first three paragra}ils.
I know that
the staff of the Scrimshaw
works
long and hard to get all the news
and to print it accurately,
and I
. admire. them for it. I hope Jeff
IR?binson and ~e te~~ of the staff
Iwill accept thlS cnbque
as the
constructive commentary
I intend

Student Art
Publicity Office
A student art show has opened in
the fine Arts Building at Western
Maryland College.
Roy Eender, assistant professor
of art, 'announced
the exhibit as
covering a variety of media and
expression. This show includes life
drawing,
painting,
printmaking,
sculpture and other phases j)f the
fine arts.
The public is invited
to the
exhibition which is open daily from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. ilirough May 20.
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Scrimsha~

Works Every Time

, _Col,
SCRIMSHAW Truth Comes Out
polled to improve Scrimshaw. The
five most popular
suggestions
were; to become more responsive
in covering
campus
events,
to
present wider variation in opinion
expressed
by the paper,
to
strengthen
the sports section, to
include news about other campuses and the surrounding
area,

For
a Methods
of Social
Research
class
project,
Rita
Mutino and Jim Martin conducted
a survey about Scrimshaw.
For
any conclusive generalizations
to
be made, a random selection of 10
per cent of the students and 10 per
cent of the faculty to represent
popular opinion. 100 students,
8
faculty, and 4 members
of the
administration
were asked about
their
attitudes
toward
the
newspaper.
One hundred
percent of those
polled were familiar
with the
paper;
the majority
read
it
weekly.
_
For convenience
sake, Scrimshaw
was divided
into seven
sections;
news, editorials,
interviews-guest
speakers,
topic
columns, sports, humor, and entertainment.
Approximately
half
of those polled read all seven
sections
each week. The news,
editorials,
interviews,
and topic
column sections rated higher than
the other three lighter sections of
the paper.
The more
popular
sections
were
rated
good to
average, while the other sections
were rated onlyaverage
to .pcor-

Md. Women to Meet

Publicity Office
Dr. Emily Taylor, chair of the
Maryland
International
Women's
Year (lWY) Coordinating
Committee, 'announced
today that a
unique Maryland
Women's Conference will be held en June 12-13 at
The Johns Hopkins University
in
Baltimore. More than 1,000 women
from across the state will meet in
Baltimore to examine the barriers
women {ace and develop recommendations aimed at ending those
barriers.
Maryland's
recommendations
will be taken
by
representatives
chosen at the state
conference to a National Women's
Conference to be held in Houston,

Record

The poll asked those questioned
to compare
Scrtrnsnaw
to other
college newspapers,
to Akimbo,
and to their high school newspaper.
In comparison
to other college
publications, Scrimshaw'S
readers
felt a lack. They rated Akimbo far
below &rimshaw,
however. When
comparing
Scrimshaw
to high
school newspapers,
a balance was
achieved.
One tJrll'd felt it was
better, a thi~d didn't know, and the
other third felt it was lesser to what
was print~
in their high schools.
Suggestions were made by those

If the Honor Code cannot work at
Western Maryland,
then the old
system of proctoring becomes an
alternative.
Neither
Chris nor
Dave are happy with this alternative. Chris captured the general
feeling in his paper when he said,

~~~' of the things that both Chris ~s:~~t~v~k~~eS~~~~:~!t~:
and Dave would like to do is to get the Honor Code in the long run may
together with representatives
from have constructive
benefits.
One
schools who have working Honor possibility
would be that classes
Codes. A possible resource person might again return to proctoring,
in this area
would be Frank'!!tudentsmightagainbetreatedas
Williams
from
Gettysburg
irresponsible,
non-adults, and after

~~~~fe
~~~~nsi~~

8::ts~~!~~
o~ ~~~rny~~YI~~d
~~tu!~~~:J
the Honor Code at other schools faculty) might again be ready to
was because
"Students
were
support
and uphold an Honor

Continued

~S~"~lem!:!!;.::'''

:

The

Maryland

~~~~~e
~f women

conference

will

;~:ae~~
Ct~~t~~o~~:
toward equality in both

~~it~~~cw~~~~~~v:~
t~~~?e'
~
women
in economic
social
cultural, and political de~elopmeni
and in _efforts to promote
world
peace and cooperation
is also a:
conference

goal.

:

Beatles Live
Steve Bainbridee
BeatIes _ "Live at the Hollywood
Bowl" was aired on April 25 by
WPGC. This, the first live Beatles
album, was produced and released
by George
Martin.
Recorded
August 30, 1965 it contains many of
the Beatjes' better songs from the
early 60's. Unfortunately
it is badly
marred by excessive background
noise, primarily
wind and crowd
noise.
Crowd
reaction
was

Continued from Page 1
they're doing is 'not nice.' "
He went on. to say, "I appreciated
Chris's
concern.
I
frankly don't know what to do. I
think what we have to change is
attitudes,
and that takes a long

SGA.

Texas on November
18-21, 1977.
The national
conference
will
submit
a final
report
and
recommendations
to the President
'and Congress for implementation.

Review

Honor Code •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

~~~:~:eas:~r;~~~~~:~.~~m,

.Jerry

and to include world news and
events.
This poll showed that Scrimshaw
is a widely read publication on the
WMC campus,
but that it is a
publication
with much room for
growth,
development,
and improvement.

.

from Alge 1

will speak here in October.
Several
students
were
etso
elected to committees
for next
year. Brenda Donovan was elected
to the Academic
Policy
Committee. Sally Keck, Carl Gold, and
alternate Tim Lewis were elected
_to the Student Personal Problems
Committee. Patti Crass and Craig

~~~~~~
w;~~~=
l~n~~i~~'and Andrea Sahm were elected to
the Library
Committee.
Doreen
Strothman
was elected
to the
Student Publications
Board.
There is still an opening on the
Student Publications Board, and on
the Athletic Committee as well as
the Calender and Schedule Committee. Interested
students .,>bould
submit applications_to Paul Fulton.
Anyone
interested
in doing
the announcements
in the cafeteria
next year should see Chrls Holmes. '-

:~~:~do~o~~

~~e

F~~

~~::

_ as it is-was affected
the-.

by the -

of

The book follows an order not so
as
one
that
traces
the
development and change of the-,
-, -, and - processes.
Be at eas_e, poor student! Shullbit
The author emonastzes the - of
Enterprises
has marketed
an allthe - as they-it influenced the purpose, do-it yourself-in-just-oneof the -. Prominent - in-of thebour College Paper.
This fonn
were usually connected to the paper
was
designed
to save
for any number of reasons. I was
students
the
drudgery
of
relieved to see-that the author did
creativity,
and can be ordered
not insist the-to
be -"-,
as some
through certain disreputable
mailhave said before.
order
businesses.
,Although
we
- Is-are shown. as influencing
would be violating
their Borneo
mostofthe--.
This is not hard to
copyright
by printing
the entire
accept, if you recall that the - has
form, we can sneak just a small
never - the -r-, ana in fact always
sample of it ,to you. Here, then, to
-the--.
save you time and effort, (and
Although he did not emphasize
the
point
to
its
greatest
t:a::!~¢~O~f
~~; f~:v~f~{i~~~ \
signifigance,
the author presents
To complete the paper, simply
evidence that - actually -'-.
Tbe
main point of this - seems to be
~~::~~~f~een
~rlldi:~e~~:~:~
that ~ of - reflect the extent of (Title of book) by (Author)
is a
and -. In his concluding -, the
study o~ the place and a~hie.vement
author relates the - to the - -,
stressing
the relation between ?f - In - -. Consl~enng the
and -.
This is of course very
Important
~
functions
and
helpful
in establishing
a better
bo~k ~uc~~
understanding
of the - - -.
stitutions. The - covered by this
Finally; let me add that this ~
study is the _:_ from - to -.
would be a first rate review for any
student interested
in the - of -.
Unlike most - dealing with --;;;::- The author creates a fascinating
and - on a grand scale, here the
picture of the - at a - level.
uthor presents the - - of the by Jerry Manqerin

r;:~m:~t~:~~tf;;£,
~~

Poem of the Week

~:~h::;:Sa~~~~~d~::;;:':,~il~;
noise and distortion.
However it
will sell and sell big as a collectors
item.
The
album
should
be
released
shortly
and
should
dominate
the charts
{or quite a
while. However as a number of
other BeaUes'
live albums
are
scheduled for release this year I
would recommend
waiting
and:a~i~~mt:~~o~e~n;:cI~~~~~
words .. don't buy this album.
sound quality means anything

Manderin

Are you tired of writing out 3 or 4
papers every semester
on some
subject in which you have no real
interest? Are you sick of waking up
to the keys poking you in the face,
and your report still unfinished?

if

to

you.
Notes - Various 'sources (mine
are usually
Billboard,
Stereo
Review, High Fidelity, and Rolling
~ti~~i~~~:~::aa:
s~~i:~~:!~~
a new album in July, with an
American
tour in the fall. Also
expect to see Anderson to do more
musically
on stage.
Frampton's
newest album, "I'm With You,"
should'
be out
shortly
also.
However
Springsteen
won't
be
working on an album until fall.
Lastly look for a new Wings album

'To

!

Whom:

it may Concern:

I would like to take-this opportunity to thank all members 01 me C<:IIIiI-'US
community
who have contributed
to the support of Contrast
(either
through reading or submissions)
throughout the year. I would also like
to thank the staff of the magazine for their time, energy, and ability in
keeping me sober-your
help was as invaluable as it was humane.

it the risk of sounding p~etentious, I might add that this year of editing
Contrast has taught me many things. One of the most disarming things I
have learned is that there are indeed some things in life greater than
art. But then, the most glorious thing I have learned is that there are
some things in art which are truly greater than life. Perhaps we should
neither despair or presume-there
will always be strong women, small
children, and kind poets to keep our life boats manned.
"I have been wading in a long river and my feet are wet."
-nancy
TOANOLDTUNE

Men bope to last a hundred years.
Flowers last just for a Spring.
Just one day of wind and rain,
And they are scattered
on the earth.
If they knew what was happening to them,
They would be as miserable
as men.
(translated

-Lu Kuei Meng
by Kenneth Rexroth)

to~""~m~'~ou~l~lo~wa~')g~~T~ha~n~!G:!!g>~·V>~·ng!:
....!:::==================i"

From all of us
to all of you-

Thanks for shopping at Outfitters limited
(we'll be looking forward to seeing you again next year)
We'd like to wish good-luck to the closs of 1977
---and suggest to 011--Let Outfitters outfit your summertime fun
.tents

HqURS:

.stoves

mon.12- 5

,backpacks

lues.. wed .. thurs, 10 - 5
fri. 10-9

sleeping bogs

sal. 9 - 5
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Scrimshaw
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May 20 .. 1977

Teehnolo,~.Creative or Convivial (Illieh)
Bill Weeks

At what
Point does modern
technology c~se being' of help to
mankind and begin to be harmful
to him, both spiritually
and environmentally?
This question and
others like it were raised
in a
lecture-discussion
in McDaniel
Lounge recently
headed
by Dr.
William
Holmes.
Entitled
"Humanizing

Technology,"

Dr.

Holmes drew primarily
from the
ideas and works of Mr. Ivan Illich,
an Austrian
priest,
scholar,
linguist and self professed cultural
revolutionary,
for the basis of his
talk. Mr. llIich has written several
books critical
of contemporary
Western institutions and values, as
well as offering alternatives
for
them, including
De • Schooling
socfety,
Medical
Nemlses,
and
Tools For Conviviality.
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The 15th Deer Creek Fiddlers
Convention
will be held Sunday,
June 26th, from 2 till 10 in the afternoon. The 16th Convention will
be held in the following month on
July aist. Each convention date is
picked to be a Sunday nearest the
full moon, so there'll be evening
moonlight to sing and dance by.
This year's rain date is August 7th
(sorry, no full moon).
The conventions
are held about
30 miles north of Baltimore
on
Channel Road in Harford County.
The grounds may be reached by
going north on Dulaney
valley
Road past Goucher College. Follow
route 146 to Madonna; turn left on
route 23 (travel about 6 miles
almost to Ncrrtsville) ; turn right
onto route 136 (heading eastward
across
the northern
part
of
Maryland).
Travel on for about 1
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mile, then turn left on Carea Road
(t<aVellmile),andthenlumdght
on Channel Road. Go one mile to
find the convention in the valley
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Mr. Illich bases his views on Dr. Holmes put great emphasis on
technology by observing that every
Mr. IlIich's view of the importance
new discovery
that man makes
of determining
the point· of
potentially
serves
a certain
maximum utility after which a tool
amount of utility to the betterment
begins
to be harmful
to the
of mankind
which he terms its
ultimate goal of mankind which he
conviviality,
from
the .... Spanish
terms
"maximizing
human
enmeaning
of the word.' Included
terprise."
among those things which mayor
'may not be convivial are the in- ..... Some examples
of tools which
stitutions and systems of man as
Mr._ Illich feels have passed the
well as his mechanical
gadgetry.
, watershed mark of conviviality are
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for a fulfilling existence. Mr. Illich
would define a convivial tool as one
which gives Man a sense or feel of
his own energy, an "extension
of
self," such as the hammer,
as
opposed
to those
tools which
reduce Man to a mere functionary
and button pusher,
such as the
computer.
Dr. Holmes observed during the
course of the discussion the radical
nature of Mr. Illich's ideas and the
importance
of staying within the
system if one would wish to effect
the changes in lifestyle proposed.
He
closed
the
evening
by
characterizing
Mr. Illich's hope for
the future as being in simplifying
the sophisticated
technology of the
West and multiplying
the basic
tools for the other two-thirds of the
world.
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after crossing a small bridge.
The
Conventions
are
for
Bluegrass
and Old Time music.
There are cash prizes for bands,
and individuals
competing
on
Fiddle, Banjo, Guitar,
Mandolin,
Bass, Vocal, 'and Other. Many fine
combinations
of musicians
have
had their origins on convention
grounds. This summer season the
Cub Hill Cloggers
will present.
some specialty .dancing
on the
stage down by the creek.
Advance tickets are $4; at the
gate the price is $5. Tickets and
information
are available
from
either: Dave Greene, 500 East 42nd
Street, Baltimore, Maryland, 21218
(call 435-0967) or from Megan
Shook,
3140' Abell
Avenue,
Baltimore,
Maryland,
21218 (call
366-5092).
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tile automobile,
our insatiable
desire for energy, and phosphate
containing detergents,
which leave
us in a Situation, in the words of Dr.
Holmes, of having "cleaner clothes
and dirtier .rtvers.'
Dr. Holmes
described
Mr. Illich's
presently
realized prediction
of technology
run rampant
leading to "hyperindustrial
chaos,"
a
situation in which man has become a
slave to the auto mechanic
and
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BREMCFAST

LUNCif

DINNER
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The last thing a coUege
senior needs is another
pat on the back.

Late nir/"lt speciaf!!
8;00 prn- It
pm

.oo

in the

with this coupon
when you purchase
any sandwich

.....

purch ...

National Guard

Q.,
Stale.....__....Zjp

,

WenmilSler

ownonly
.Iid 8:00 pm-ll:00 pn1Sund.y
through Thumflly ppir .. 5f2~j77
R.in ....

Acceptance of this gift in no way
nblilllltes me to Fidelity Unimt Ute.
Name
'
Address

Westminster Army

~i3r

(Limit o~ eouPOn per

free travel
good career!

I

848-8120

_

Telephone,~-,-,Employer

or

__

SchooL...__
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_

RoadAtlas

Wanet

Perfume

R~ID

call Sergeant Briscoe

REMODELED

EXPANDED

employment

Hamburger

NEWLY

Route 146
WestriYnster
848-9110

5;: --------.

part-time summer

FREE

Def - Wldnetdey OJ..WALKING DISTANCE

ROBERTS

Co!legeDlvlslon
FIDEL)TY UNION LIFE
INSURANCE
COMPANY
7215Yo,kRoad
TOWSON. MARYLAND 21212
Bus:'(301)

;?g6.4545

SEATING

HOUSE OF LIQUORS

Carroll Plaza Shopping Center
848-1314
Special of the Week!
Qrin,9 this· ad with you for:

Heineken Beer 6-pack

12 oz. NR's

•....•. -_1

$3.19

Sale ends May 26, f 977
WMC students only ,
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